FOR ANY CLIMATE, IN ANY SITUATION
Newly updated to reflect the latest in survival knowledge and technology,
the internationally bestselling SAS Survival Handbook is the definitive
resource for all campers, hikers, and outdoor adventurers. From basic
campcraft and navigation to fear management and strategies for coping
with any type of disaster, this complete course includes:
BEING PREPARED : Understanding basic survival needs and preparing
essentials, such as a pocket survival kit.
MAKI NG CAMP : Finding the best location, constructing the appropriate
shelter, organizing camp, and creating tools.
FOOD : What to eat, what to avoid, where to find it, and how to prepare it.
FIRST AID : Acomprehensive course in emergency/wilderness medicine,
including how to maximize survival in any climate or when injured.
DISASTER SU RVIVAL: How to react in the face of increasingly frequent
natural disasters and hostile situations-and how to survive at home if all
services and supplies are cut off.
JOHN lOfTY' WISEMAN served in the British Special Air Service (SAS) for
twenty-six years. The SAS Survival Handbook is based on the training
techniques of this world-famous elite fighting force.
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others I try to follow

WARNING

T

he survival techniques described in this
publication are for use in dire circumstances
where the safety of t he individuals is at risk.
Accordingly the publishers cannot accept any
respo nsibility for any prosecutions or
proceedings brought or instituted against any

person or body as a result of the use or misuse
of any techniques described or any loss, injury
or damage caused thereby. In practising and
pe rfecting these survival techniques the rights
of landowners and all releva nt laws protecting
certa in species of animals an d pl ants and
controlli ng th e use of firearms and other
weapons must be rega rd ed as param ou nt.
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INTRODUCTION
of
edition is to prepare you for any survival situation you may
Iencounter,
Within these pages I look to ideotify every danger
n an increosingly uncertain world, the focus

this new

imaginoble and show you how to deal with it. The advice given
here will prepare you both physically and mentally. and make
you aware of all the hazards you may foce. Being fully prepared
will give you the confidence to survive ogainst the odds - ond
allow you to adopt when t/lings go wrong.
For 26 years, 05 a professional soldier, { had the privilege of

serving with the Special Air Service (SAS). This elite unit of the
British Army is trained to carry out arduous operations in 0/1
parts of tile world, often isolated ond far from conventional
forces. Working in small groups, often in enemy territory, SAS
soldiers have to become their own doctor, dentist, navigator
and cook. Frequently, the operational situation makes resupply
impossible and they have to live off the land. They have to
handle every kind of situation and problem, whether man-mode
or on oct of nature, and get bock to safety, and must develop
skills which enable them to survive anywhere.
After serving throughout the world, I become the survival
instructor to the SAS and it was my responsibility to ensure that
each and every member of the Regiment could apply these skills
in the field. Tested in training and operations, they form the
basis of this new edition.
The need for survival training has never been greater.
Cheaper air travel has opened up the world, and there is
virtually no place left on the face of the planet that we cannot
and have not visited. This, added to factors such as increased
leisure time, wealth, and the knowledge provided by television
programmes, means that we are becoming more adventurous
and informed about the world around us.
But we must also toke into account the fact that over the
lost 12 years the world has become a more unstable place. The
Berlin wall come down in 1999, followed by the Gulf War,
Bosnia, Kosovo and Sierra Leone. These events, however. were
overshadowed by the catastrophic and tragic events of 11th
September 2001, the resultant 'war on terror' and, of course, the
wars in Iraq and AfglJOl1istan. These global conflicts have
affected everyone and one things is for sure - our lives will
never be the same again.
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The instinct to survive will never change, neither will the
human body's amazing ability to endure. Yet we should 0150
bear in mind til at, as we become more civilized, survival skills
are being forgotten. It is doubly important, therefore, to practise
our survival skills, and be prepared for anything. Survival
training is tile best insurance policy you can take out in on
unstable world. If we are all grounded in tile basic techniques
of survival, and know what to do in an emergency, the world
immediately becomes a safer place.
You could be isolated anywhere in the world - from the arctic
ice to a desert, from tropical rainforest to the open ocean, and
the problems of survival are the some for both soldier and
civilian. The difference lies in the circumstances; soldiers may
need to hide their presence, whereas civilians will wont to
attract attention to effect their rescue. In areas of instability,
where the risk of kidnap is high it may be best to remain
inconspicuous. Each environment calls for special survival
techniques. Mountains, jungles, open plains and swamps con
seem hazardous to the survivor, but each offers some form of
support and call be exploited for food, fuel, water and shelter if you know how. The effect of climate is crucial. Intense cold and
searing heat clwllenge the survivor in different ways. You must
know how to cope with both.
You 0150 need a sense of how your body works and how it
will react in different environments and situations. Assess
yourself before you travel: for instance, test your basic survival
skiffs by sleeping outside, making sure that you can light a fire,
and even going without sleep or food for a period of time. This
will show you how you react in a limited simulated scenario.
Survival depends upon applying basic principles and
adopting them to the circumstances. These basic principles
form on essential pyramid of learning for the survivor.

Knowledge

Will to live
9
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Although initiaffy it may toke great physical effort to escope a
dangerous situation, survival is above off a mental exercise. After
the excitement of the incident and the rush of odrenolin has
settled it takes great mental resolve to carry all What keeps us
going is the basic instinct, best referred to as 'the will to live:

Will to Live
This is the firm foundation on which we build alf of our training.
We constantly try to nourish and increase the will to live. It's
easy to see how physically fit we are but very difficult to know
how mentally fit we are.
The Will to Live (WTL) means never giving in, regardless of
the situation. It's very reassuring to know that there is nothing
0/1 this earth that we cannot deal with, and there is no place
where we cannot survive. As long as we follow the basic
survival principles, prepare ourselves, and apply this WTL, we
will come through. Some people have a stronger will than
others, but we can all improve.
Some of us turn to religion in times of stress, others think of
loved ones. Fear of failure or letting down comrades off help to
strengthen our WTL Reading about post exploits of survival wilf
also help. You can have off the knowledge and kit in the world
but without the will to live you can stiff perish.

Knowledge
On top of our foundation we have Knowledge. The more we
know the easier it is to survive. Knowledge dispels fear. Look at
the locals and see how they survive. Talk to people who have
endured and learn fro m their experiences. On a practical level,
ensure you are fulfy informed about the medical infrastructure
in the particular region you are travelling in and know exactly
how the emergency services operate.

Kit
The tip of our pyramid of learning is Kit. We keep this to a
minimum and have a thorough knowledge of its uses and
capabilities. There are essential items that you should never
leave home without, including your Survival tin, knife, compass
and a radio/phone. Remember, however, that you must also
focus on what nature can provide to protect you as, ultimately,
any kit must be considered a bonus. It is important that you
know how to improvise and use your surroundings to sustain
you when faced with a survival situation.
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It is essential that you use your awn judgement in the
application of the methods described in this book. Tile tests for
plant foods, for instance, are the only sure way of being certain
whether a particular fruit or leaf is safe or poisonous. The
average person is unlikely to come to any harm if they follow
the method carefully. but there is always an element of risk.
Individual responses to poisons vary - even small quantities of
toxic substances can be very dangerous to same people. Some
of the traps described are also vel)' dangerous. They can inflict
injul)' to you if handled carelessly and should never be left
unattended where other people may come to harm.
In learning the skills described here, I would always advise
that you keep in mind the need to conserve our environment
and to ovoid cruelty to animals, and to be aware that some of
these techniques may contravene locol bylaws. While a knife is
a useful item in the wild, remain aware of contemporary knife
laws. Remember, this is a handbook for survival situations when
self-preservation is paramount. Therefore, risks may be involved
which would be foolish even to consider under normal
circumstances.
Although this is not on officiol publication, by sharing the
survival knowledge that I and my colleagues have gained
through experience, I aim to help you to make those decisions
correctly. These methods and skills have helped save our lives they will help you to be a survivor, too.
I would like, finally. to thank the SAS Regiment for providing
me with the experience 017 which this book is based and to
thank Howard Loxton ond Tony Spalding who helped to bring it
to publication. Without t/leir hard work ond dedication this
book would not have been possible.

l.W.
The Survival School, Hereford
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egin by pre paring yourself to be a su rvivor.

Tha t means preparation in every sense. Thi s

section is concerned with making sure that you
have th e right equipment for any expedition
you undertake. It introduces the idea of carrying
a pocket-sized kit of carefully selected key
survival ai ds - which should go with you
everywhere.
A knife is your most important survival tool.
It must be chosen and used ca refully and it
mu st be kept in perfect condition.

Equally important is a personal preparedness,
so that you are both physically and
psychologically equipped to deal with the

stresses and hazards of survival conditions. You
must have a clear understanding of survival

needs, especially of the need for - and ways of
obtaining - water.
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ESSENTIALS FOR SURVIVAL

T

he human species has established itself in almost every corner
of the Earth. Even in territories too inhospitable to provide a
regular home mankind has found a way to exploit its resources,
whether by hunting or by taking wealth from the ground, and has
often pitted its skills against nature simply for the satisfaction of
doing so.
Almost everywhere nature provides the necessities for survival.
In some places the provision is abunda nt, in others very meag re
and it takes common sense, knowledge and ingenuity to take
adva ntage of the resources available. Even mort' important is the
will to su rvive. Men and women have shown that they can survive
in the most adverse situations, but they have done so because of
thei r determination to do so - without that, the skills and
knowled ge in this book will be of little use if you find yourself
really up against it.
Survival is the art of staying alive. Any equ ipment you have must
be considered a bonus. Yo u must know how to take everything
possible from nature and use it to the full, how to attract attention
to yourself so that rescuers may find you, how to make your way
across unknown territory back to civilization, if hope of rescue is not
on the cards, navigating wi thout map or compass. You must know
how to maintain a healthy physical condition, or if sick or wounded
heal yourself and others. You must be able to maintain your morale
and that of others who share your situation.
Lack of equipment should not mean that you are unequipped, for
you will carry skills and experience with you, but those skills and
experience must not be allowed to get rusty and you must extend
your knowledge all the time.
We are all used to surviving on our home ground - though we
may not think of our lives in that way - but the true survivor must
learn how to survive when taken from familiar surroundings or
when those surroundings are drastically changed by man or nature.
Anyone, young or old, from wha tever walk of life, can find him- or
herself in a survival situation. As more and more people fly the
globe, sail small boats or cross the sea in large ones, walk the hills
and climb mountains and take their holidays in ever more exotic
places, the situations to which they could become exposed are
increasingly diversified.
But survival skills are not only concerned with the extremes of
the air crash on a mountain peak, a shipwreck in the tropics or a
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vehicle breakdown in the middle of a desert. Every time you fasten
a seat belt in a car you are givi ng yourself a greater chance of

survival. Checking each way before crossing a road or ensuring that
an open fi re is safe before you go to bed are survival techniques that
you carry out instinctively. It is these habits of mind that you must

develop as much as acquiring skills.
The main elemen ts of survival are Food, Fire, Shelter, Water,
Navigation and Medicine. To put these in order of priority we use
the acronym PLAN. No matter where you are in the world this will
never change be it the Arctic, desert. jungle, sea or seashore.

P - for Protection
You must ensure that you are protected from further danger, i.e.
impending avalanche, forest fire or exploding fuel. Always stay on
the scene of the incident as long as it is safe to do so and then make
sure you are protected from the elements. This means making a
shelter and often lighting a fire. There are several reasons why you
should always stay at the scene:
1 You can utilize the wreckage for shelter, signaling etc.
2 It's a bigger signature on the ground , making it easier to find .
3 There are probably injured people that cannot be moved .
4 By staying where you are you conserve energy.
5 Because you have booked in and out and have stayed on the
route, rescue time will be minimal.

l - for location
The next step after building a shelter is to put out emergency
signals. You must draw attention to your position. Do this as soon as
possible to help the rescuers.

A - for Acquisition
While waiting to be rescued, look for water and food to help
supplement your emergency supplies.

N - for Navigation
Good navigation will keep you on route and will often avert a
survival situation. But if you find yourself stranded, always stay
where you are.
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Medi cal
YOll must become your own doctor and carefully monitor yourself at
all times. Treat blisters as they occur, don't let them become septic.
Keep an eye on your companions and deal with any unusual
problems as they arise. If they are limping, falling behind, or
behaving strangely, stop and treat immediately.

BE PREPARED
The Boy Scouts' motto is the right one. Anyone setting out on a
journey or planning an expedition should follow it by discovering as
much as possible about the situations likely to be faced and the skills
and equipment called for. It is the most basic common sense to
prepare yourself, to take appropriate gear and to plan as carefully as
possible.
Your kit could make the difference between failure and success,
but, especially when back-packing, many people initially take too
much and have to learn from bitter experience what they really
need and what they could have done without. There is no fun in
struggling with a huge pack full of superfluous items while wishing
that you had a torch or can opener with you. Getting the right
balance is not easy.

Before any journey or expedition make a check list and ask yourself
the following questions:
- How long will I be away? How much food do I need for this
period and do I need to carry water?
- Have I the right clothing for the climate and enough of it? Is
one pair of boots enough or, because of the surface conditions
and the amount of walking, should I take a standby pair?
- What special equipment do I need for the terrain?
- What medical kit is appropriate?

Make sure that you are fit enough for what you plan to do. The
fitter yOll are, the easier and more enjoyable it will be. If you are
going hill-walking, for instance, take regular exercise beforehand
and wear in your hiking boots. Walk to and from work with a bag
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weighted with sand and get your muscles in condition! Mental
fitness is another factor. Are you sure that you are up to the task,
have prepared enough and have the equipment to accomplish it?
Eliminate any nagging doubts before you set out.
Always prepare contingency plans in case anything goes wrong.
Things rarely go quite according to plan. What will you do if you are
prevented from achieving your objective? What will you do if a
vehicle breaks down, or if weather or ground conditions prove more
severe than anticipated? If in a party, how will you regroup if
separated? What happens if someone becomes ill?

Health checks
Have a thorough medical check and enSure that you have all the
necessary injections for the territories through which you intend to
travel. There are vaccinations against yellow fever. cholera, typhoid.
hepatitis, smallpox, polio, diptheria and tuberculosis, and an antitetanus injection is a must. Allow plenty of time for jabs - the full
anti-typhoid protection requires three injections over the course of
six months. If travelling through a malarial region take an adequate
supply of anti-malaria tablets. You must start taking these two
weeks before your journey, so that resistance is in the system before
you arrive in the risk area, and shou ld keep taking them for a month
after your return.
Go to the dentist and get your teeth inspected. Teeth that
normally do not hurt can cause considerable pain in cold climates.
At least start out in sound condition.
Make up a medical kit that will cover all your likely needs and. if
travelling with a group, ensure that any particular individual
medical needs are covered. If a potential member of the group is not
fit, should they be dropped from the party? A difficult decision
among friends, but one that mllst be made for it is best in the long
run. Consider, too, the ability of each member of the group to deal
with the challenge of hardship, risk and endurance that you may
meet. Stress often brings oul the unknown side of a person, and in
planning any group expedition some form of selection is needed
when choosing your companions.

RESEARCH
You can never have too mllch information about a place you are
going to. Contact people who know it already, read books, study
maps - and make sure that you have reliable and up-to-date maps
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to take with you. Find out about the local people. Are they likely to
be friendly and helpful or are they wary of strangers? Are there loca\
customs and taboos?
The more detailed your knowledge of the way people live particularly in non-westernized societies, where life is linked much
more closely to the land - the more survival knowledge you will
have if you come to need it. Local methods of shelter building and
fire making, wild foods, herbal medicines and water sources will be
based on an intimate understanding of the surroundings.
Study your maps carefully, ge l a feel for the land even before
you see it and gain as much knowledge of the terrain as possible:
river directions and speed of flow, waterfalls, rapids and difficult
currents. How high are hills and mountains, and what are their
slopes like - are they snow covered? Which way do the ridges run?
What kind of vegetation ca n you expect, what species of trees and
where? What might temperatures be and how different at day and
night? When are first and last light? What is the state of the moon,
the time and height of tides, the prevailing wind direction and
strength? The weather that can be expected?

PLANNING
For a group expedition get the members together for frequent
discussions of what you aim to achieve. Nominate people for
particular responsibilities: medic, linguist. cook, special equipmen t,
vehicle maintenance, driver, navigator and so forth. Ensure that
everyone is familiar with the equipment and that there are spares
where needed - batteries, fuel and bulbs especially.
Divide the project into phases: entry phase, objective and
recovery. Clearly state the aim of each phase and work out a time
sca le. Plan for emergency procedures such as vehicle breakdown,
illness and casualty evacuation.
In estimating th e rate of progress, especially on foot, allow
plenty of time. It is always better to underestimate and be pleasantly
surprised by doing better. Pressure to keep up to an over-ambitious
schedu le not only produces tension and exhaustion but leads to
errors of judgement and risk-taking that are fre<luently the reason
for things going wrong. You cannot carryall your water requirement
with you but must replenish supplies as you travel. Water sources
will be a major factor in planning any rou te.
When the route is planned and agreed make sure that others
know about it so that you can have expectations of rescue if
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anything goes wrong. If you are hiking in the hills inform the poli ce
and local mountain rescue centre. Tell them your proposed plan and
give times of departure and expected arrival. If tou ring by car, log
the route with the respective motoring organization. If saili ng, check
with coastguard and port authorities.
Always make Sllre that someone knows what you are planning to
do and when, and keep them informed at prearranged stages so that
failure to contact will set alarm bells ringing. Boats and aircraft are
strictly controlled in this respect and, if overdue. a sea rch is raised
and the route checked out, effecting rescue. Get into the habit of
telling people where you are going and WI1<lt time you expect to
return or reach your next destination.

EQUIPMENT
Being prepared for any eventuality is a tall order if you are on foot
and have to carry everything yOll need yourself. Whatever you carry,
you must ensure that it is up to the job, versatile and robust. It's a
fine balance between what you would like to carry and what you
must carry. When preparing for any adventure, you must take into
consideration what the dangers are and how you can overcome
these. This is what is called contingency planning.
The climate, wea ther and time of year will all help you to
determine wha t to carry, but you mllst ensure that everyone with
you knows how to use and maintain the specialist kit you decide
to take with you. Armed with information from your research
you will be able to select your equipment, matching it to objectives
and conditions.

Clothing
The correct choice of clothing is so important. If you start out right
the chances are that you will succeed. Man is a tropical animal and
ca n only survive as we are born in the tropics. The moment we leave
this area we have to provide our bodies with this tropical
environment. hence the need for clothes. There is no heat in clothing,
it only traps what the body produces.
The wind and rain are the most dangerous elements in a
temperate climate and the cold in extreme areas like the polar
regions. If the heat that is trapped in the layers of clothing you are
wearing is continuously being replaced by wind and rain, you are in
danger of hypothermia. In cold climates layering is the answer so pull
on a jersey if it turns cold and waterproofs if it rains. However if you
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wear an anorak while ca rrying a heavy pack, there is a danger of
wearing throug h the shou lders and lower lumba r region allowing the
ingress of water to soak the body. You need a change of clothing and
additiona l warm garments for when you stop.
In hot climates it is very difficult to get the balance right between
comfor t and practicality. There has always been a danger of
overheati ng in extreme conditions caused by wea ring heavy clothing
while ca rrying out physical activities. When on the move wear the least
amount of clothing possible and avoid walking in waterproofs if you

are too hot. as the COndens.1 tion generated will soak the inner layers.
Clothing should give good protection and be well-fitting wi thout
being restrictive. It must keep you warm and dry but have plenty of
ways to keep the body ventilated so you don't overheat (if it gets
colder you can always put on more.)
With all the great breakthroughs in recent years in fabric
technology it is worth understanding the pros and cons of the
different materials on offer. Gore-tex '" is an excellent material
because it is breathable and so keeps you warm and dry wh ile
ventilating the body, but it does have limitat ions. Breathable
materials can only work if they are kept clean . Once they get covered
in mud and accumulate grime they are less effective. Gore-tex '" is
not robust or hard-weari ng and must be looked after. The best way
to use Gore-tex '" is to walk or climb in windproof garments and
when at rest, put on the breathable kit.
Synthetic materials such as fleece are very popular and in certai n
conditions outperform natu ral ma terials like wool. down or cotton .
Havi ng a zipped front makes a fleece easy to put on and take off and
they are also comfortable to walk in. Choose one that is windproof
as this is often all that is needed in most conditions. If it gets colder
they can be worn under an outer waterproo f giving good insulation.
There are also garments which act like an animal's ski n, using the
buffalo system. They have a windproof outer wi th a man-made fibre
pile inside. When wet they perform like a wetsuit. They are good for
walking in cold/wet conditions, and are ideal for boating, canoeing
and caving .
As for na tural fabrics, wool is still an excellent choice for ju mpers
as it retains il.5 warmth even when wet. The downside is it stretches
and becomes heavy, so it's not a good choice for socks. Down is the
warmest and lightest of all natural insulating materials bu t loses al t
its hea t-retaining qualities when wet. Cotton acts as a wick and
draws up all the moisture. So it's good to wear in the tropics but not
in the cold/wet regions.
Footwear is an important consideration and for serious walking
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give your feet priority. Break in new boots gradually and harden up
your skin with surgical spirit, starting two weeks before you set off.
For the enthusiast the major consideration in choosing clothing is
cost. Surplus stores are very popu lar for the younger adventurer who
loves to parade in camouflage clothing. Althougl1 ex-military kit is
good, and cheap, it is already obsolete. The big drawback of wearing
camouflage or dark clotl1ing is the risk of not being found when lost.
The reason soldiers wear it is so they cannot be seen which
contradicts what you are trying to do if you get into trouble. Most
outdoor clothing is blue or orange, some is reversible, so a
contrasting colour will always stand out wherever we find ourselves.
Buy the best clothing you can afford, and take advice from a
reputable outdoor shop.
Remember : There is no such thing as bad weather, only bad clothing .

Sleeping bags
Two types are generally available. One kind uses hollow fill, manmade fibre, the other (and more expensive) is filled with down.
Down is very light and gives much better insulation - provided it
stays dry. If it gets wet it loses all its insulating properties and is very
difficult to dry out. For conditions that are likely to be wet the manmade fibre will therefore be the better choice. Avoid getting your
sleeping bag wet, however, as sleep will be seriously affected .
Excellent bivouac bags made of breathable material are also
available t hat will keep you dry in place of a tent, but in the long
term you cannot beat a tent which can also be used for cooking and
communal activities. Keep your sleeping bag inside the bivy bag and
stow it inside a compression sack to make it as small as possible.
Keep the bag clean and use a kip mat or poncho to lie on.

Packs
You need a strong and comfortable back-pack to carry all your
clothing and equipment. Choose the very best you can afford. It
should have tough and ful ly adjustable webbing, well secured to the
pack's frame or fabric. Heavy loads can quickly loosen poorly made
webbing. It must have a comfortable hip belt. The secret of wearing
a pack is to take the weight securely on the hips - the body's
strongest pivot - not on the shoulders and back, which quickly
strain and tire.
Do you wan t a pack with an external or an internal frame?
Internal frames are lighter and make a pack more easy to stow, but
external frames are stronger, ensure a more even distribution of
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the load and are especially useful for awkward or heavy equipment
- including, in an emergency, a sick or injured person. A good
external frame should carry the pack high up on your body,
putting less strain on hips and shoulders, and it should be designed
to allow an airspace between the pack and your back to minimise
contact perspiration. A frame adds weight and is more prone to
snag on rocky projections or branches, making progress through
dense vegeta tion a little more difficult, but its advantages more
than compensate.
Finally, choose a pack made from a tough, waterproof fabric,
preferably with a lace-up hood inside the main sack to prevent
water leaking in and the contents falling out. Side pockets are
always useful. but they must have secure zips rather than straps or
drawstrings, which do not hold equipment safely.

Stowing kit
If you expect to get wet, stow everything in polythene bags. Pack so
that you know where everything is and so that the first things you
need are not buried at the bottom. The sleeping bag is probably the
last thing you need so that goes at the bottom. Your tent should be
on the top, so should heavy kit such as radios, which are more easily
carried there - though try not to make the pack too high, if
you have to cope with strong winds, for a very high pack will be
more difficult to balance and you will expend a lot of energy just
keeping upright.
Pack a stove and brew-kit in a side pocket so that you have
easy access when you halt. Make sure that foodstuffs that can be
easily squashed or melted are in suitable containers. In a warm
climate you can carry food to eat cold and make plenty of hot
drinks. In a cold climate make sure that you have plenty of fats and
sugars. The exact rations depend on your taste, but they should be
chosen to give a good balance of vitamins, minerals, fats, proteins
and carbohydrates. Take into account the extent to which you wi ll
be able to live off the land and carry a supply of anything unlikely
to be available locally.

G.P.S
A G.P.s (Global Positioning System) is an excellent piece of equipment
and has taken a lot of skill away from the navigator. Basically these
systems receive radio signals from satellites and can locate your
current position, anywhere in the world, and are relatively easy to use.
It is also useful to note that they are reported to have 95% accuracy
rate. However, in order to work, the satellite transmission must not
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have any obstructions in its way, such as a tree branch or movement,
so to receive a clear signal you need to be standing still and out in the
open. However, if we depend solely on technology our basic skills will
suffer and we will become unstuck if it becomes unserviceable or is
lost. G.P.s is not effective unless you can identify where you are so
stick to the basics. Map read and navigate normally and use the G.P.s
to confirm your navigation or correct it.
When looking to buy a G.P.s there are several considerations to
think about: what you'll be using it for - if walking you will want
the unit to be as light as possible and compact; where you'll be using
it; and if you need it to be waterproof (this is usually a feature of
the heavier models with extra gadgets). Battery life should also be
taken into account. Some G.P.s are more complicated than others so
choose the model that you're happy with. Most have the facility of
being able to put in way points (at sea this means the eastern and
northern coordinates and on land these can be campsites, rock
formations etc) and there are many convenient hand-held vcrsions
and some are even featured on watches.
There is always a danger with any battery-operated equipment
that it lets you down when you need it most. Batteries always
discharge faster in the cold and with age. Recharging facili ti es are
difficult in the wilderness, and bad connections caused by constant
abuse while on the move are a real menace.
Carry the G.P.s around the neck tucked under the jacket. This will
minimize the risk of damage and protect it from the wea th er. Don't
place it in your pack or leave it lying around.
When pla nning your route from the map, choose prominent
points that ca n be used as emergency rendezvous. Have these at
regular intervals. preferably every hour of walking . Enter these into
the G.P.s and they will keep you on track. Once entered they will
offer information as to where you are in relation to these points and
tell you what direction to take to reach them .

Radios
For a long expedition in remote terri tory a radio is a necessity. They
tend to be expensive but are well worth the cost; if you cannot
afford the radio, you cannot afford the expedition. Choose a model
with the least amount of channels available to suit your particular
needs. The troubl e with multi-channeled sets is that people get
confused and tend to use the wrong ones. Have a working channel
that everyone uses at established schedules. Have a priority channel
that you can switch to in an emergency so no one will break into
your transmissions. If working with coastguards/forest rangers etc
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make sure that your radio is compatible and you know the
emergency channel (channel 16): knowing the frequency of the
World Service is also useful. Keep your radio in a safe place, ideally
on a person and not in a pack.
Prearrange a signals plan with scheduled calls morning and
evening, especially when working in a large party. A signals plan
enta ils people manning the radio at base and two-way
communication is easily made. Make sure that the chosen
frequencies will work in the areas you are going to, and that at
least two people in the party are familiar with the working of the
radio. Every group on the ground must be in radio contact with
base. They should be allocated a call sign and frequency, and a
schedule of ca lls to be made.
Discourage groups from talking to each other without going
through base. This wi ll cause great confusion if not controlled.
Listen out before t ransmitting otherwise you will interfere with
other stations. Everyone has verbal diarrhoea when they ta lk on
t he radio so write down what you want to say before making
contact and have pencil and paper ready to make notes and take
instructions. This will help to keep transmissions to a minimum
and preserve the batteries.

Rhythm - don't talk like a darlek
Speed

- talk slowly

Volume - speak softly
Pitch

- pitch voice higher than normal and use the phonetic
alphabet when spelling out place names

In the evening give a situation report to base with you r
location, what you have done and your future intentions. In
the morning receive an
update
on
weather
conditions, a time check
and o t he r information
Signals wi ll be weak in
that base can give you.
gullies and valley bottoms
A noon t ime call can be
good signals will be received on
used to confirm your
top of high ground or across water.
position.

BE AWARE
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If you are tackling a dangerous aspect of the expedition you
may want to arrange that base listen out for additional calls so
that in an emergency you can call for help and get a response
immediately.

An emergency plan should always be put into operation
two consecutive calls are missed. Even if all is well, if you have
not been ab le to make contact this wil l be treated by base as an
emergency. You must return to or stay at the last reported
location and awa it contact. If you are really in trouble base will
know where you last were and where you planned to go to, and
th e rescue mission can follow.

Mobiles
The mobile phone is one of the great inventions of the twentieth
century. In an emergency situation it can be a real life-saver. On
expeditions where the radios have failed due to bad weather or the
location of the victims, a mobile phone has been used to raise the
alarm. A group on Everest got into trouble as they started their
descent after summitting. They tried many times to raise base
camp but without success. The leader phoned his wife in Hong
Kong on a mobile phone and reported their situation. She then
alerted Kathmandu, who in turn alerted base camp, Everest and
effected a rescue.
Some phones are better than others so it's worth doing some
homework; it's also essen t ial to check the network cove rage
with the service provider before going abroad. Keep one in the
car, they are priceless when help is required and a cigarette
lighter is a convenient charger for the battery, providing you
have an adaptor. Charging can be a problem in the wild so use
your phone wisely, but small, hand-held manual chargers can
now be bought to recharge batteries. With radios and phones it
takes less power to listen than to transmit, so make your call
and listen for a reply. If nothing is heard don't despair. With all
electrical kit water/moisture is the enemy. The transmitting side
may be working but not the receiving side. Make short calls on
the hour. Someone may be picking up your signal so don't give
up. Once you receive confirmation that the rescue is under way
keep the radio/phone on listening watch.
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Altimeters
In mountainous areas an altimeter is a good idea. Relating the
height recorded can help you determine what contour you are on,
and how far it is to the ridge or summit.
You never have enough kit in an emergency. It's nice to have G.P.s,
phones etc but you can still manage without as long as you have the
ability to improvise and adapt. Learn the basics and use technology
for confirmation, rather than depending on them whole heartedly,
Communication is of the highest importance and must
be given priority. It is a safer place as long as you can communicate
with the outside world.
Many survival sagas begin because of bad nagivation, with
people getting lost. Always plan for the worst eventuality.

BE AWARE
When things go wrong it's a series of events that compound the
si tu at ion. The weather deteriorates, the radio is broken, the mobile
phone is lost. Two people have multiple injuries and you are out
of water. Never give in. Plan for these situations and you will come
through, but always have a contingency plan. Imagine the worst
possible scenario, and train for it.

Vehicles
Motor vehicles need special adjustment and adaptation to deal with
high altitudes and extreme conditions, as well as a thorough
overhaul to make sure they are in tip- top working order. You will
need tanks for extra fuel and water as well as spares and
modifications (see Vehicles in Climate and Terrain).

Boats and ptan es
Whether travelling privately or on a commercial service you must
take note of the emergency procedures. Maritime and aviation
authorities rule that passengers must be informed of them and
remembering them could save your life.
When you board an aircraft cabin staff point out the
emergency exits and advise you on action to take in the event of
an emergency. On board ship you will carry out lifeboat drills and
be instructed on how to abandon ship if you have to.
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The safest place on an aircraft is as far back in the tail as
possible. In a crash this frequently breaks off and most survivors
are from this portion . If you are a passenger in a light aircraft ask
the pilot about the trip: how long will it take and what sort of
ground will you be flying over? Attend to details - they count in
an emergency. Also, try to keep your kit with you at all times.

THE UNEXPECTED
How can you prepare for what you do not expect? Preparing for
expected difficulties and dangers is difficult enough, but what
chance have you of equipping yourself for the totally unknown
disaster? Yet these are the disasters that immediately spring to
people's minds - the shipwreck and the plane crash or forced
landing in unfamiliar and difficult terrain.
This is the reason for this book's existence. Even more important,
however, is to know about a whole range of skills which can be
applied and adapted to all kinds of situations and to develop a
way of thinking that enables you to draw upon them to find the
solutions to particular problems. This is the preparation you can
make for the unexpected.
But this is not all. You can equip yoursel f with a few small items
which will increase your chances many times over by helping you
with some of the basic necessities of survival. This can tip the
balance between failure and success. They will fit in a small
container sl ipped into a pocket or bag and can be carried anywhere.
They are your survival kit. If there is an emergency you will be glad
you always carry it.
More bulky, but still compact enough to carry on a belt
whenever you are travelling, are a knife and the items which will fit
in you r su rvival pouch (see Survival pouch).
Without the basics, which these two kits provide, you can still
improvise but they will give you a head start.

SURVIVAL SCENARIO
You're getting your kit together, what is the most important
item to re member to take with you?
Take your brain with you. You can't beat the combination of
common sense and experience in high stress survival situations.
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A

few key items can make all the difference in the fight for
survival. Collect the things listed below. They can all be fitted
into a small container, such as a 20z tobacco tin, that will be hardly
noticeable when slipped in to an anorak pocket. Make a habit of
always having it with you. Do not choose something bigger, you may
find it inconvenient to carry and leave it out on the one occasion
you actually need it. Many people who roll their own cigarettes
carry such a tin.
Experience has proved that each item earns its place. though
some are more use in some situations than in others: fish hooks, for
instance. may be invaluable in the jungle but less so in the desert.
Polish the inside of the lid to make a mirror-like reflecting
surface and seal it. to be waterproof, with a strip of adhesive tape
{see {al over) which can be easily removed and replaced. Don't then
just forget the tin. Regularly check the contents, changing any
which deteriorate, such as matches and medicine tablets. Mark all
drug containers with use and dosage and a run-out date when they
should be replaced. Pack spare space in the tin with cotton wool.
which will keep the contents from rattling and can be used for fire
lighting.

Matches (1)
Waterproof matches are useful but bulkier than ordinary non-safety,
strike-anywhere matches, which can be made 'shower-proof by
dipping the heads in melted candle fat. To save space, snap off half
of each matchstick.
It is much easier to use matches than to make fire by other
methods but don't waste them, use only when improvised met hods
fail. Take them from the tin one at a time and replace the lid . Never
leave the container open or lying on the ground.

Candle (2)
Invaluable for starting a fire as well as a light source. Shave square for
packing. If made of tallow it is also fat to eat in an emergency or to use
for frying - but be sure it is tallow; paraffin wax and some other candles
are inedible. Tallow does not store well, especially in hot climates.

Flint (3)
Flints will work when wet and they will go on striking long after you
run out of matches. Invest in a processed flint with a saw striker.
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Magnifying glass (4)
Can start a fire from direct sunshine and is useful for searching for
splinters and stings.

Needles and thread (5)
Several needles, including at least one with a very large eye that can
be threaded with sinew and coarse threads. Choose strong thread
and wrap it around the needles. They can be used for repairing or
making clothes in an emergency.

Fish hooks and line (6)
A selection of different hooks in a small tin or packet. Add a few
split lead weights. Remember that a smal l hook will catch both large
and small fish but a large hook will only catch big ones. Include as
much line as possible, it will also be useful for catching birds.

Compass (7)
A luminous button compass - but make sure you know how to read
it, as some small compasses can be confusing. A liquid-filled type is
best, but check that it does nolleak, has no bubbles in it and is fully
serviceable. The pointer is prone to rust. Make sure it is on its pivot
and swings freely.

Beta light (8)
Beta lights provide a reliable and continuous light source for about
15 years. The lights are generally the size of a small coin, are selfilluminating requiring no batteries, and are ideal for map reading.

Snare wire [9)
Preferably brass wire - 60-90cm [2-3ft) should do. Save for snares,
but could solve many survival problems.

Flexible saw (10)
These usually come with large rings at the ends as handles. These
take up too much room, so remove them; they can be replaced by
wooden toggles when you need to use it. To protect from rust and
breakage cover it in a film of grease. Flexible saws can be used to cut
even quite large trees.

Medical kit (11)
What you include depends upon your own skill in using it. Pack
medicines in airtight containers with cotton wool to prevent
rattling. The following items will cover most ailments:
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Analgesic: A pain reliever for mild and moderate pain. Codeine
phospha te is ideal for tooth-, ear- and headaches. DOSE: one tablet
every six hours as needed but can cause constipation as a side-effect
so will help in cases of loose bowels. Not to be taken by children,
asthmatics or people with liver disorders.
In testinal sedative: For treating acute and chronic diarrhoea.
Immodium is usually favoured. DOSE: two capsules initially, then one
each time a loose stool is passed.
Ant ibi otic : For general infections. Tetracycline can be used even by
people hypersensitive to penicillin . DOSE: one 250mg tablet, four
times dai ly, repeated for five to seven days. Carry enough for a full
course. If taking, avoid milk, calcium and iron preparations or other
drugs containing aluminium hydroxide.
Antihistami ne: For allergies, insect bites and stings (may also help
in cases of a bad reaction to a drug) . Piriton is recommended in
Britain, Benadryl in the USA. Sleepiness is a side-effect of Piriton, so
useful as a mild sleeping pill. Do not exceed recommended dosages
or take with alcohol.
Water st erilizing tablet s: For use where water is suspect and you
cannot boil. Follow manufacturers' instructions.
An t i-malaria tablets : Essent ial in areas where malaria is present.
There are types which require only one tablet taken monthly.
Potassium perm anga nate: Add to water and mix until water
becomes bright pink to sterilize it. deeper pink to make an antiseptic
and to a full red to treat fungal diseases such as athlete's foot.

Surgical blades (12)
At least two scalpel blades of different sizes. A handle can be made
from wood when required .

Butterfly sulures (13)
Use to hold the edges of wounds together.

Plaslers (14)
Assorted sizes, preferably waterproof, for minor abrasions and
keeping cuts clean. They can be cut and used as butterfly sutures
(see Stitching wounds in Health).

Condom (15)
This makes a good water-bag - holding 1 li tre (PApt). It is easiest to
fill it from a source that has an abundance of water and a degree of
water pressure, like a waterfall.
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I
but kept where it can be grabbed quickly in an emergency. If you are

na car, boat or aircraft don't stow all your kit separately. Pack a

survival pouch, too large to carry in your pocket like your survival tin

on foot keep it outside your

back~pack,

and carry it on your belt. It

should contain fu el, food, survival bag and signalling kit. all packed

into a mess tin (a) which protects the kit and doubles as a cooking
utensil. If you fancy a brew or a snack, it is all there for you and in an

emergency it gives you a first back-up for survival. Anything you use
from the pouch must be replenished as soon as possible.

POUCH
The pouch must be made from
waterproof moterial and be large
enough to rake a mess tin. It must
hove a positive fastening that will not
come undone, and a strong tunnel
loop to hold it on your belt. Remember
the pouch contoins matches, solid fuel
ond flares - all life savers, but to be
treated with cart.'.

Mess tin
This is made from aluminium, which is light and strong. A good
cooking utensil, it protects kit packed inside it.

Fuel
Preferably you sh ould have solid hexamine fuel tablets in their own
stove container (1). Use sparingly when a wood fire is inconvenient.
Th ey make excellent fire lighters. The stove simply unfolds to form
an adjustable pot stand (2) and holder for burning fuel.

Torch
Pack a small penci l-like torch (3) that takes up little room. Keep
batteries inside it, but reverse the last so that, if accidentally switched
on, the batteries don't run down. Many modern torches use lightemitting diodes (LED) as their light source rather than conventional
bulbs. They use less battery power and will typically work continuously
for two weeks.
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Flares
Signal flares (4) to attract attention, especially in close country.
Carry red and green min i fla res (5) and a discha rger (6) (no bigger
than a fountain pen). These are explosive so pack carefully. Simply
remove discharger and screw on to flare (7). Withdraw fla re and
point skywards at arm's length. Pull the trigger to fire.

Marker panel
A strip or bar of fluorescent material about 0.3 x 2m (1 x 6ft) used to
attract attention in an emergency (see Signaling in Rescue). One bar
signals immediate evacuation. Form other signals with panels carried by
others in your party. Pack to stop the other items in the pouch rattling.
A silver thermal blanket is ideal for this.

Matches
Pack as many matches (8) as possible in a waterproof container, you
never have enougl1. Movement against each other can ignite nonsafety matches - pack carefully.

Brew kit
There is nothing like a brew-up to restore morale. Pack tea powder and
sachets of milk and sugar (9). Tea quenches thirst - coffee aggravates it!

Food
Fat is the hardest food to corne by when living off the land. Its extra
calories earn it a place in your kit - tubes of butter, lard or ghee (to)
are available. Dehydrated meat blocks (1t) are nourishing and
sustaining, though not very good in flavour. Chocolate (12) is a good
food, but does not keep well - check regularly. Salt (13) MUST be
included - or, better still, an electrolite powder which contains
vitamins, salt and other minerals that the body requires.

Survival bag
A large polythene bag about 200 x 60cm (7 x 2ft) is a lifesaver in the
cold. In an emergency get inside to reduce heat loss. Although wet
from condensation you will be warm. Even better is a heat-insulated
bag of reflective material that keeps you warm and solves the
condensation problem.

Survival log
Keep a written log of all events. Do not trust your memory. Record
discoveries of resources, and of what works and what does not. It
becomes a valuable reference and making it helps keep up your morale.
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A

knife is an invaluable asset in a survival si tuation . The serious

adventu rer will carry one always. They should be packed with

the luggage that you art' checking in when travelling by commercial
aircraft, otherwise they will be confiscated. Cu rrent knife law in the
UK states that knives where the blade folds into the handle are legal
as long as the blade is shorter than 3in (7.62cml .

Choosing a knife
A multi-bladed folding knife is a useful tool, but, if you carry only one

knife, you need something stronger, a general-purpose blade that will
do al l likely tasks efficiently and comfortably, from cutting trees to
skinning animals and prepa ring vegetables. Some have a compass
built into the handle or have the handle hollowed out so that you can
carry survival kit inside it. However, these features will be offset by the
possibility of a hollow handle breaking and a compass may soon lose
its accuracy after the knife has been used on a hardwood tree. If you
lose this kind of knife you also lose your survival kit - much better to
keep the kit in a separate pouch on your belt or on the sheath .
REME M BER : YOU ARE ONLY AS SHARP AS YOUR KNIFE. Your knife
is such an important piece of survival equipment, that you must
keep it sharp and ready for use. Don't misuse your knife. Never
throw it in to trees or onto the ground. Keep it clean and, if you don't
intend to use it for a while, oiled and in its sheath .
When walking through close, or difficult terrain, get in the habit
of checking your knife. This sho uld become an automatic reflex
especially after negotiating difficult terrain. A check of all pocke ts
and possessions should be second nature.

Folding knives
A folding knife that has a serrated edge, and which can be opened
one- handed is valuable, provided it has a good locked position.
Always carry one. A blade in a wooden handle is usually more
comfortable: it will no t slip in a sweaty hand and, if the handle is
made from a single piece of wood, is less likely to cause blisters.
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Hondle (0) is ideol: (I single rounded piece of
wood, the knife tang passing through it Gnd
fostened althe end. If the handle breaks the
lOng con be wrapped with cloth or (wine.
Handle fb) is only rivett:d to the long Gnd

would rouse blisters. Handle fe) could break
01 Ihe rivets if subjected 10 heavy work
and the shorl tang would moke i/ difficult

/0 improvise (I handle. The sheath (d) should
hove a positive fos tening Gnd (I tunnel belt
loop.

Parang
This is the Malayan name for a type of knife with a large curved
blade like a machete. It is too large to be carried in normal daily life
(see Knives on page 35) but ideal when going out into the wild .
A parang 30cm (12in) in overall blade length and weighing no
more than 7509 [1 Ih lb) is best, the blade Scm (2in) at its widest and
end-bolted into a wooden handle. The curved blade enables
maximum effort to be applied when cutting timber and the blade
arrives before the knuckles, so giving them protection. Even large
trees can be cut down with a parang, which is especially useful for
building shelters and rafts.

rhe parang blade has three different
edges: b does the heavy work of
chopping wood ond bone. a is finer and
used for skinning, C is finer still far
colVing and delicot(' work. a olld c art'
('osily mainlain('d olld b is shorp but not
50 sharp as 10 chip ('osily.

a
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The sheath must have positive
fastenings to keep the parang secure,
and a loop for fixing to a belt. Some
sheaths have a porket on the front for a
sharpening stone.

REMEMBER: There is a danger that the
cutting edge may rome through the side.
To draw the parong NEVER hold the
sheath on the some side os the cutting
edge (0). This is dangerous. Get into the
habit of gripping the side AWAY fROM
THE CUTTING EDGE.

o
a

',-------/

Sharpening a knife
Any sandstone will sharpen tools - a grey, clayey sandstone being
best. Quartz, though more rarely found, is good and granite can also
be used. Rub two pieces together to make them smooth. A doublefaced stone with a rough and a smooth surface is ideal and should
be carried in the sheath pocket. Use the rough surface firs t to
remove burrs, then the smooth one to get a fine edge. The object is
to get an edge that will last and not chip.
To sharpen the blade, hold the hondle in
the right hondo Use a clockwise circular
motion and apply a steady pressure on
the blade with the fingertips of the left
hand as you push Oivay. Keep the angle
constont and make sure you push the
knife into the stone so that they edge is
sharpened rother than rounded. Keep
the stone wet. Rock particles an the
blade will show the ongle you are
obtaining. DONT drog the blade towards
you under pressure. This will produce
burfS. Reduce the pressure for a finer
edge. Work counter clockwise on the
other side.
Blade profile: (0) is too steep and will
soon wear, (b) is good and (r) is too fine
alld might chip.
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W

hen facing a disaster it is easy to let yourself go, to collapse
and be consumed in self-pity. But it is no use giving up or
burying your head in the sand and hoping that this is a bad dream

that will soon pass. It won't, and with that kind of attitude it will
rapidly become much worse. Only positive action can save you.
A healthy, well-nourished person can physically tolerate a great
deal. provided that he or she has self-con fidence. Even if sick or
injured, a determined person can win through and recover from
seemingly impossible situations. To do so there are many stresses

that must be overco me.

The survival situation will put you under pressure, b"o;~thfo'ii~~';~g
and mental. You will have to overcome some or all of Ir
stresses:

-

Fear and anxiety
Pain, illness and injury
Cold and/or heat
Thirst, hunger and fatigue
Sleep deprivation
Boredom
Loneliness and isolation

Can you cope? You have to.

Self-confidence is a product of good training and sound
knowledge. These must be acquired before you have to face up to a
survival situation.
Physical fitness plays an important part. The fitter you are the
better you will survive. Initially you may have to go without sleep to
ensure that you are in a safe location, or make a long march in
dangerous conditions. Do not wait until you are forced to go
withou t sleep to see whether you are capable of doing so. Prove it
to yourself now by getting into training. Develop the resources to
cope with fatigue and loss of sleep.
You will be working hard to procure food and water. They will
relieve hunger and thirst. But finding them will tire you and you will
need an adequate shelter to enable you to rest and recover frOm your
efforts. Don't overdo it. Rest frequently and assess the situation .
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Pain and fever are warning signals that call attention to an injury
or physical condition. They are not in themselves dangerous,
however distressing and discomforting. Pain ca n be controlled and
overcome. Its biological fu nction is to protect an injured part, to
prevent you using it, but this warning may have to be ignored to
avoid the risk of further injury or death.

How long can the body cope without the essentials?
In general the human body can survive for 3 minutes without air:
3 days withou t water: 3 weeks without food. There are always
exceptions to this and there are examples of people pushing these
boundaries and surviving for longer periods. It is amazing what the
human body can endure but such a survivor's heal th can suffer in
the long term due to such trauma. For example a person surviving
for more than 9 days without water will undoubtedly suffer kidney
damage or failure.

BASIC NEEDS
To reiterate, the main elemen ts required for survival are FOOD, FIRE,
SHELTER and WATER. Use PLAN [Protection, Location, Acquisition,
Navigation) to help you to prioritise your survival needs. If you don't
have shelter in the desert, having 2 litres (3'hpts) of water is of little
use to you in the longer term.
It takes a healthy person quite a long time to die of starvation,
for the body can use up its stored resources, but exposure to wind,
rain and cold can be fatal even in temperate climates and death
comes in only minutes in the icy waters of the poles. Food is rarely
the first priority. Even in those places where it is difficult to find
there are usually other problems to face first. Shelter will often be
the prime necessity in extremes of climate or temperature - not just
in the frozen polar regions or the baking deserts, but for walkers
trapped by mist on a hillside. The need for fire is closely linked.
Water is something that most people in the modern world take
for gran ted. They are so used to turning on a tap that until an
extreme drought causes water rationing they scarcely think about it.
Yet the survivor at sea, or after a flood, though surrounded by water,
may be desperate for drinkable water - and there are many places
where, unless it rains, no obvious water is available. The other
survival necessities are dealt wi th later in the book, but water is
universally important.
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ater is essential to life. A person can survive for three weeks
without food but for only three days without water, therefore
its discovery and conservation should be prioritised over food . Don't
wait until you have run out of water before you look for it. Conserve
what you have and seek a source as soon as possible. preferably fresh
running water, though all water can be sterilized by boiling or by
using chemical purifi ers. In a survival situation a , litre-jug (H.ptJ
can be made to last 4 days, but if necessary the last 'I. litre ('hpt) can
be made to last 3 days. This is achieved by dividing the last ',. litre
into three, then drinking half of tile day's ration at midday, and the
balance at night, for 3 days.
Water is the coolant that keeps the body at an even temperature,
it is needed to keep the kidneys functioning to eliminate wastes, is
required for breathing, and for digestion . But the fluids contained in
the body are limited. lost water must be replaced or health and
efficiency will suffer. The average human requires the minimum of
'/. litre ('h pt) of water per day to survive.

Water loss
The average person loses 2-3 litres (3 'h-S 'I. pt) of water each day even someone resting in shade loses about 1 litre (P/. pt). Just
breathing loses fluids, and loss through respiration and perspiration
increases with work rate and temperature. Vomitting and diarrhoea
increase loss further. This must all be replaced to preserve the critical
water balance, either by actual water or water contained in food.

- Avoid exertion. Just rest.
- Don't smoke.
- Keep cool. Stay in shade. If there is none erect a cover to
provide it.
- Do not lie on hot ground or hea ted su rfa ces.
- Don' t eat, or eat as little as possible. If there is no water
available fluid will be taken from the vital organs to digest
food , further increasing dehydration. Fat is hardest to digest
and takes a lot of fl uid to break it down.
- Never drink alcohol.
- Don't talk - and breathe through the nose, not the mouth.
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FINDING WATER
The first place to look is in valley bottoms where water naturally
drains. If there is no obvious stream or pool. look for patches of
green vegetation and try digging there. There may be water just
below the surface which will build up in the hole. Even digging in
gullies and dry stream beds may reveal a spring beneath the surface,
especially in gravelly areas. In mountains look for water trapped in
crevices.
On the coast digging above the high water line. especially where
there are sanddunes, has a good chance of producing about Scm
(2in) of fresh water that filters down and floats on the heavier salt
water. It may be brackish but is still drinkable. Where cliffs fall into
the sea look for lush growth of vegetation, even ferns and mosses,
in a fault in the rock formation and you may find a soak or spring.
If no freshwater can be found. saltwater can be distilled (see
Solar still and Distillation, this section).

WARNING
Be suspicious of any pool with no green vegetation growing
around it. or animal bones present. It is likely to be polluted by
chemicals in the ground close to the surface. Check edge for
minerals which might indicate alkaline conditions. ALWAYS BOIL
WATER FROM POOLS. In deserts there are lakes with no outlets;
these become salt lakes. Their water MUST be distilled before
drinking.

Dew and rain collection
Despite the acid rain produced by industrialized countries, which
can cause a build-up of pollution in the soil, rainwater everywhere
is drinkable and only needs collecting. Use as big a catchment area
as possible, running the water off into containers of every kind. A
hole dug in the ground and lined with clay will hold water
efficiently, but keep it covered. If you have no impermeable
sheeting, metal sheets or bark can be used to catch water in . If you
have any doubt about the water you have collected. boil it.
In climates where it is very hot during the day and cold at night,
heavy dew can be expected. When it condenses on metal objects it
can be sponged or licked off.
You can use clothing to soak up water and then wring it out. One
way is to tie clean cloths around the legs and ankles and walk
through wet vegetation. These can be sucked or wrung out.
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Mammals
Most animals require water regularly. Grazing animals are usually
never far from water - though some kinds travel thousands of
miles to avoid the dry season - as they need to drink at dawn and
dusk. Converging game trails often lead to water; fol low them
downhill. Carnivores (meat eaters) can go for a long period
between waterings. They get moisture from the animals on which
they prey so are not a positive indication of local water.

Birds
Grain eaters, such as finches and pigeons, are never far from water.
They drink at dawn and dusk. When they fly straight and low they
are heading for water. When returning from water they are loaded
with it and fly from tree to tree, resting frequently. Plot their
direction and water can be found.
Water birds can trave l long distances without stopping to feed
or drink so do not necessari ly indicate water nearby. Hawks, eagles
and other birds of prey also get liquids from their victims so cannot
be taken as a sign of local water.

Reptiles
Not an indicator of water. They collect dew and get moisture from
prey, so can go a long time without.

Insects
Good indicators, especially bees: they fly at most 6.5km (4 miles)
from their nests or hives. but have no regular watering times. Ants
are dependent upon water. A column of ants marching up a tree is
going to a small reservoir of trapped water. Such reservoirs are
found even in arid areas. Most flies keep within 90m (l00yd)
of water, especially the European Mason Fly with its iridescent
green body.

Human tracks
Will usually lead to a well, bore hole or soak. It may be covered
over with scrub or rocks to reduce evaporation. Replace the
cover.
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REMEMBER, RATION YOUR SWEAT NOT YOUR WATER'
If you have to ration
without water, don't
first. Large gulps will
more of the valuable

water, take it in sips. After going a long time
guzzle when you do find it. Take only sips at
make a dehydrated person vomit, losing even
liquid.

CONDENSATION
Tree and plant roots draw moisture from the ground, bu t a tree may
take it from a water table 15m (50ft) or more below, too deep to dig
down to reach. Don't try; let the tree pump it up for you by tying a
plastic bag around a leafy branch. Evaporation from the leaves will
produce condensation in the bag.
Choose healthy vegetation and bushy
branches. On trees keep Ihe mouth of
the bog at the top with a corner hanging
low to collect condensed evaporation.
Placing a polythene tent over any
vegelalion will collecl moisture by
evaporation which will condense on the
plastic as il cools. Suspend the tenl from
the apex or support with a podded slick.
Avoid foliage touching the sides of the
/fOp or it will divert wo/er drople/s which
should collec/ in plastic-lined channels
at the bottom.

Even cut vegelation will produce some
condensation 05 i/ worms up when
placed in a large plastic bog. Keep the
foliage off the bottom with stones SO
that water col/ects below it, and keep Ihe
foliage fram touching Ihe plastic. Use

s/ones 10 keep the bog taut. Support Ihe
top an a podded stick Alrange lhe bag on
a slight slope 10 encourage condensation
to run down /0 the collecting point.
When no longer productive corefully
replace with fresh foliage.
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Solar still
Dig a hole in the ground approximately 90cm (36in) across and
45cm (18in) deep. Place a collecting can in the centre, then cover
the hole with a sheet of plastic formed into a cone. The sun's heat
raises the temperature of the air and soil below and vapour is

produced. As the air becomes saturated, water condenses on the
underside of the plastic, running down into the container. This is
especia lly effective in desert regions and elsewhere when it is hot
during the day and cold at night. The plastic cools more quickly than
the air, ca using heavy cond ensation . This kind of still should coliect
at least S70ml (1pt) over a 24-hour period.
The still may also double as a trap. Insects and small snakes are
attracted by the plastic. They may slide down into the cone or wriggle
underneath it and drop into the hole and then can not climb out.
A solar still can be used to distill pure water from poisonous or
contaminated liquids.

Roughen underside of sheet with a stone
to ensure droplets run down il. Use
stones or weights to secure edges and
keep cone shope. Fix can so thaI tropped
creotures cannot tip il over.
If feosible use a syphon to a lower level
(0) 10 draw off water Ivithout disturbing
Ihe still.

WARNING
URINE AND SEA WATER
Never drink either - Never! But both can produce drinking water
if distilled - and sea water will provide you with a residue of salt.
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Distillation
Distillation kits are part of the equipmen t of life-rafts, but they can
be improvised. To distill liquid you need to make something to do
the job of a laboratory retort. Pass a tube into the top of a waterfilled covered container, placed over a fire, and the other end into a
sealed collecting tin which, preferably, is set inside another
container providing a jacket of cold water to cool the vapour as it
passes out of the tube. You can improvise the equipment from any
tubing - pack frames, for instance. To avoid wasting water vapour,
seal around the joins with mud or wet sand .
An easier method is a variation on the desert still. It takes a little
longer for the water to condense but may be easier to se t up.

Toke a tube from a covered vessel in
which polluCed/so /Cwocer. or even urine,
is to boil. Set the other end under 0 s%r
sCili. A sheet of metal or bark, perhaps
weighted down, will cover the vessel.
Even 0 cone of leaf over the water pol
will help direct Ihe steam into the lube.

Water from ice and snow
Melt ice rather than snow - it produces a greater volume faster for
less heat: twice as much for half the heat. If forced to heat snow,
place a little in the pot and melt that first, gradually adding more
to it. If you put a lot of snow into the pot, the lower level will melt
and then be soaked up into the absorbent snow above it, leaving
a hollow beneath which will make the pot burn. Lower layers of
snow are more granular than that on the surface and will yield
more water.

Water from sea ice
Sea ice is sal t (no good for drinking) until it has aged . The more
recently frozen, the saltier it will be. New sea ice is rough in contour
and mi lky-white in colour. Old ice is bluish and has rounded edges,
caused by weathering.
Good water can be obtained from blue ice - the bluer and
smoother the better. But beware of even old ice that has been
exposed to salt spray.
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WATER FROM PLANTS
Water collectors
Cup-shaped plants and cavities between the leaves of bromeliads
(many of which are parasitic on the branches of tropical trees) often
collect a reservoir of wa ter.
Bamboo often holds wa ter in its hollow joints. Old and yellow
stems are more likely to be water bearing . Shake them - if you ca n
hear water slurping around cut a notch at the bottom of each joint
and ti p the water out.

Traveller's Tree Ravenala madagascariensis.
one of the banana family, ron hold 1-2litres
{2- 4pt} of water between the bases of the
chl:Vran of leaf stalks.

Vines
Vines with rough bark and shoots about Scm (2in) thick can be a
useful source of water. But you must learn by experience which are
the water-bea ring vines, because not all have drinkable water and
some have a poisonous sap. The poisonous ones yield a sticky, milky
sap when cut. You will know not to try that type again - otherwise
it is a matter of tria l and error and worth trying any species.
Some vines cause a skin irritation on contact if you suck
them, so it is better to let the liquid drip into your mouth rather
than put your mouth to the stem, and preferable to collect it
in a container.
To obtain water from a vine selec t a particula r stem and trace
it upwards. Reach as high as possible and cut a deep notch in t he
stem. Cut off the same stem close to the ground and let the water
drip from it into your mouth or into a container. When it ceases
to drip cu t a section from the bottom and go on repeating
this until the vine is drained. Do NOT cut the bottom of the vine
first as this will cause the liquid to run up the vine through
capillary action.
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Roots
In Australia the Water Tree, Desert Oak and Bloodwood have their

roots near the surface. Pry these roots out from the ground and cut
them up into 30cm (12in) lengths. Remove the bark. Suck out the

moisture. or shave to a pulp and squeeze over the mouth.
It is not easy to find some of the most useful desert roots unless
you have been shown by someone with experience. Australian
Aborigines can identify a tiny twig which grows from a football-like

bulbous root, which can be a life-saver - but unless you have been
shown how to find them it is not worth expending your energy and

resources looking.

Palms
The Buri, Coconut and Nipa palms all contain a sugary fluid which is
very drinkable. To start it flowing bend a flowering stalk downwards
and cut off its tip. If a thin slice is cut off the stalk every 12 hours
the flow will be renewed, making it possible to collect up to a quart
each day. Nipa palms shoot from the base so that you can work from
ground level, on grown trees of other species you may have to climb
up them to reach a flowering stalk.
Coconut milk has considerable water content, but from ripe nu ts
it is a powerful laxative; drinking too much would make you lose
more fluid.

Cacti
Both the fruit and bodies of cacti store water, but not all cacti
produce liquid safe to drink - the Saquarro, the giant multifingered cactus of Arizona, is very poisonous. Take care to avoid
contact with cactus spines, they can be very difficult to remove,
especially the very fine hair-like ones, and can cause festering sores
if they stay in the skin.
The Barrel cactus Echinocactus grusoni (see Desert plants in
Food) can reach a height of 120cm (4ft), is found in the southern
United States through to South America and requires considerable
effort to cut through its tough, spine-covered outer skin. The best
method is to cut off the top and chop out pieces from the inside
to suck, or to smash the pulp with in the plant and scoop out the
watery sap, which varies from tasteless in some plants to bitter in
others. An average-sized, 100cm (3 'M t) Barre) cactus will yield
about 1 litre (H.pt) of milky juice and this is an exception to the
rule to avoid milky-sapped plants.
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Saquarro coetu:s Sereus giganteus of
Mexico, Arizona and California, grows to
5m (17ft) high and holds large amounts
of fluid - but il is poisonous. Colleci and
plott:' in a solar still 10 evaporate and
recondense during the cold night.

Opunlia cac l i -

Prickly pears, or
Figilindo, have big, ear-like excrescences
and produce oval fruits which ripen 10
red or gold. Their large spines are f'Ds ier
to ovoid than those of many tacti. Both
fruil and 'ears' are moisture lodell.

WATER FROM ANIMALS
Animal eyes contain water which can be extracted by sucking
them.
All fish contain a drinkable fluid. Large fish, in particular, having
a reservoir of fresh water along the spine. Tap it by gutting the fish
and, keeping the fish flat, remove the backbone, being careful not
to spill the liquid, and then drink it.
If you need water that badly you should be careful not to suck
up the other fish juices in t he flesh, for they are rich in protein and
will use up water in digestion.
Desert animals can also be a source of moisture. In times of
drought in Northwestern Australia, Aborigines dig in dry clay pans
for the desert frogs that burrow in the clay to keep cool and
survive. They store water in their bodies and it can be squeezed out
of them.
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alt is essential for water retention. A normal diet includes a daily
intake of 109 (!/Joz). The trouble starts when you start to get rid
of it faster than you eat it. The body loses salt in sweat and urine, so
the warmer the climate the greater the loss. Physical exertion will
also increase the loss. However, replenishing the salt levels in your
body is not always recommended, and much will depend on the
situation you find yoursel f in. If you are on reduced food and or
water rations. sa l t is the first thing that should be cut from your
diet. because it increases dehydration.

The first symptoms of salt deficiency are muscle cramps,
dizziness, nausea and tiredness. The remedy is to take a pinch of
salt in half a lit re ('" pint) of water. Salt supplements in tablet
form used to be the prescribed method of increasing sodium
levels but always dissolve these in water, or isotonic drinks - if
they are available.

What happens if you do not carry salt or your supplies run out? By
the coast or at sea there is plenty of saltwater available ~ a pint of
sea water contains about 15g ('hoz) of salt, but do NOT just drink it
as it is. Dilute it with plenty of fresh water. Evaporating sea water
will leave you wi th salt crystals.
Inland salt supplies are more problematic. In farming areas
you will find salt licks for cattle ~ but you wi ll then be close to
civilization and not likely to have reached the stage of salt
deprivation. However, all animals need salt and observation
of them may reveal a natural source. In one part of Africa
elephants risk the dangerous depths of a dark cave to lick salt
from its sides.
Salt can be obtained from some plants. In North America the
best source is the roots of hickory trees, and in Southeast Asia those
of the Nipa Palm can be used in the same way. Boil the roots until
all the water is evaporated and black salt crystals are left.
If no direct salt sources are available to you then you will have
to rely on getting it second-hand, through animal blood, which
should never be wasted as it is a valuable source of minerals.
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hether a small-scale accident or a

mammoth disaster - both may bring

about a life-Dr-death situation - the same
disciplines and quick th inking are needed.
To show the way in which basic survival
st rategies are appl ied to every kind of sit uat ion,
a series of individ ual small-scale vehicle incident

procedures are outlined.
The same approaches can be seen on a far
wider scale in the hand ling of a major air crash .
In these circumstances the survivor is more
li kely to find him- or herself in unfami liar

te rritory and involved with a greater number of
people for a longer period.
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STRATEGY
ood planning and preparation enable the survivor to confron t
di fficulties and dangers that pose a serious threat to survival.
They become contingencies for which you are equipped. But you
cannot anticipate everything. You must be ready to respond rapidly
to the unexpected danger and to deal with potential disaster

G

rationally and realistically. You must overcome the tendency to
panic and take the action appropriate to the situation .
Sometimes a collision or other accident occu rs with no warni ng of
any kind , but in most instances there is a moment of realization that
someth ing is going to happen and it is in that moment that instinctive
reaction can save lives. In many situations there is a considerable time
in which an awareness of potential disaster can develop and that is
when the panic reaction is probably most dangerous.
As mist closes in on a hillside. reducing visibility to almost
not hing and making it easy to lose any sense of direction. most
people would begin to panic at the thought that they are going to
be trapped. They begin to do foolish things and increase their
danger. They should. however. already be assessing the possibilities
and looking for some suitab le shelter in which to wait until
conditions become safe to continue. Keeping calm. in the knowledge
that you have the ability to handle the situation, will not only
enable you to see it through but also to see other solutions.
Some situations are predictabl e and knowledge of the
techniques for handling them will minimize the risks. Learn them.
they may save your life. They may take considerable nerve - like
waiting for the right moment to esca pe from a ca r that is sinking
under water - but they are based on exper ience. The answer to
more general survival problems. however. will often lie in inspired
improvisation drawing on those skills appropriate to the situation .
Disaster may involve yOll in a contained situation which you must
handle alone - or you may find yourself one of hundreds of people
in a large-scale disaster over which there can be no control at al l.

SURVIVAL SCENARIO
or
i
shoul d you revise your

you r camp
strategy?

You should have a strategy for every scenario. therefore as
situations change. so should your strategy. Vou must be flexible
and be prepared to adapt.
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BRAKE FAILURE
If brakes fail while driving. change gear and apply the handbrake.
You must do several things at once: take your foot off the
accelerator, flick the switch of your warning lights, pump the
footbrake rapidly (it may still connect), change down through the
gears and apply handbrake pressu re. Don't slam the brake on, begin
with gentle bUr5ts, gradually braking harder until you stop.

If there is no time for all this, take your foot off the accelerator
and change down through the gears - and grab the handbrake - but
DON'T apply maximum pressure until you are sure that you
won't skid.

Look out for escape lanes and places where you can leave the
road, preferably a soft bank or a turning that has an uphill slope.
If speed remains unchecked, on a steep hill for example, brush
the car along a hedge or wall to reduce speed. Take advantage of a
vehicle in front and use it to stop you - run into it as gently as the
situation allows. Use warning lights, blow your horn and flash your
headlights to give the driver in front as much warning as possible
that you are on a collision course.

Collision
If collision seems inevitable, stay with it and steer the car to do as
little damage to others and yourself as possible. Try to avoid a
sudden stop by driving into something which witl give, like a fence
or a hedge rather than a tree.
Seatbelts (compulsory in most countries) will help stop you
hitting the windscreen. Most new cars are usually fitted wi th airbags
for both the driver and the front passenger. Given the speed and
force with which an airbag inflates, it is vitally important that you
do not sit too close to the steering wheel. And if your steering wheel
is adjustable, tilt it downwards so that the airbag paints towards
your chest rather than your head, but make sure you can see the
instruments clearly.
If neither of these options are available, adopting the brace
position will offer you the best chance of survival in a crash because
it stops you from impacting too heavily on the interior of the car.
The important thing is to get your upper torso as low as possible.
There are two alternative types of brace position depending on the
space that you are in. The first position requires you to place your
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head on you knees, while you r hands hold on to you r lower legs. The
second position is more usefu l if you are driving the ca r. Place your
hands on the steering wheel, then, place your forehead onto the
back of your hands before the impact.

Jumping out
Do NOT try to jump out of a runaway car unless you know it to be
headed for a cliff or another substantial drop and that you will not
survive the impact. If this is the only available option, then open the
door, undo the safety belt, and begin to roll yourself into a ball. Drop
from the car in a rolling movement. Do not resist the ground bu t
keep balled up and continue the roll.

CAR UNDER WATER
If possible abandon the car before it sinks, for it will not sink
immediately and will take time to fill. Water pressure on the outside
makes it very difficult to open the door so open the window jf you
can and wriggle out of it. It takes great presence of mind to manage
that when subject to the shock and surprise of the 'splash down', but
if there are small children in the car it may be possible to push one
through. Do not try to save possessions.
If you have not been fast enough CLOSE the window firmly, get
children to stand and lift babies near to the roof. Release seat belts
and tell everyone by a door to be ready with a hand on the handle.
Release at once any automatic door locks or master locks. Water
could prevent them from working. Do not attempt to open doors at
this stage.
As water fills the interior, air will be trapped near the roof. The
water pressure inside the car will nearly eq ualize the pressure
with that of the water outside the car. As the car comes to rest and
is nearly full of water tell everyone to take a deep breath, open
the doors and swim to the surface, breathing out as they do so.
Everyone leaving through the same door should link arms. If you
have to wait for someone to get out before you, hold your breath
for that moment.
PRECAUTI ON: Always park alongside water, not running towards it.
If you have to park a car facing water then leave it in reverse gear
and with the handbrake on (if facing away from water, in first gear
with the handbrake on).
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CAR ON RAILWAY TRACKS
a car breaks down on an unmanned level crossing, put it into gear
and use the starter motor to jerk it clear. This will work with a
manual gear change but not with an automatic. If a train is
approaching abandon the car, carry children or infirm persons to

If

sa f ety and keep away - about 4Sm {SOydsJ should be far enough for if a train is travelling at high speed it CQuid fling caf wreckage

quite a distance.
If there is no t rain visible, or you can see one several miles in the
distance, you must try to avert the collision. If the car can be moved
by pushing, push it clear of all tracks - you cannot be sure which
one the train will be on. If there is an emergency telephone warn
signalmen furt her down the track of the situation. If not, walk up
the track towards the train. Stand well to one side (high speed trains
have quite a slipstream) and wave a car blanket or bright coloured
garment to warn the driver. If he is doing his job properly he will
know that he is approaching a crossing and should look ahead to see
that all is clear.

DISASTER IN THE AIR
Plane crash or forced landing in difficult terrain is one of the
most dramatic of disaster scenarios. Since it could happen
anywhere the individual cannot prepare for any specific situation.
Airline cabin staff are trained for such emergencies and you
should follow their instructions. Aircrew will be trying to land the
plane as safely as possible; there is nothing you can do except to
keep calm and support the crew in calming the other passengers.
To prepare for a crash landing, tighten the seat belt. link
arms with people on either side, hold your chin firmly down on
your chest, lean forwards over a cushion, folded blanket or coat,
interlink legs with your neighbours if seating permits it and brace
yourself for impact.
When the aircraft finally stops moving - and not before evacuate the aircraft as instructed in the pre-flight brief. If a ground
landing, then quickly get away from the immediate area of the
plane, as there is danger of fire or explosion. Even if there is no
fire, keep away until the engines have cooled and any spilled
fuel evaporated.
If ditching into water, dinghies will be automatically inflated and

A
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anchored on the wings. Do not inflate your own lifejacket while you
are in the aircraft. To do so would restrict your exit. Wait until
you are in the water and then pull the toggle to inflate it and get
into a dinghy.
If the plane is sinking,
release the dinghy from
its anchorage as soon as
passengers and equipment are
If bailing out from a plane by
parachute in wild country
stowed. As you leave the plane
make your way to the wreck jf
the more kit you can take with
you can - the wreckage will
you the better. But do not stop
be much more noticeable to
to gather personal belongings
rescuers than a single person
and luggage.
or a parachute.

SURVIVAL TIP:

After the crash
However self-disciplined you are, the entry into this kind of surviva l
situation will be dramatic, abrupt and confusing. You will be in a
state of shock and may be on the verge of panic. If there is fire or
the risk of fire or explosion, keep at a distance until that danger
seems to have passed, but no further away than seems necessary for
safety. Do not allow anyone to smoke if fuel has been spilled. You
must not blunder off into unknown terrain, especially at night, and
need to maintain contact with other survivors.
Move injured persons to a safe distance with you and try to
account for all the people involved. The immediate treatment of the
injured is a priority. Treat cases in order of severity of their injuries
and with each individual deal first with breathing difficulties, then
in sequence. with major bleeding. wounds, fractures and shock.
Separate the dead from the living if possible - the deaths are
part of the frightening strangeness of the event and the survivors
will be easier to calm down.
Even with a fire, all may not have been destroyed. Investigate the
wreckage and salvage whatever you can of equipment. food,
clothing and water. Take NO risks if there is still a chance that fuel
tanks could ignite and beware of any noxious fumes from wreckage
which has been smOUldering.
If you have to wait for fire to burn Qut, take stock of the location
in which you find yourself - which shou ld in any case be the next
step in your strategy. Is it practical and safe to remain where you
are ? If your anticipated route is known - and with a flight it will be
- some kind of search and rescue operation can be expected and
there are considerable advantages in staying where you are.
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Searchers will already have some idea of your location, and even if
you have been forced off route they will have a record of your last
reported position . The wreckage or grounded plane will be more
noticeable from the air, especially in heavily wooded country where
even a large group of people will be hidden by the trees.
If you find that you are in a very exposed or dangerous location
then a move to a more protected position is necessary. However, do
not move at night unless the threat to life outweighs the risks of
trying to negotiate unknown terrain in the da rk.

SURVIVAL TIP:
Leave an indication on the crash site of the direction in whidi
you have moved off, so that it is possible for rescuers to know
that there are survivors and to know in which direction to go
on looking.
The usual reason for making an immediate move will be because
you are in an exposed position on a mountain or hillside offeri ng no
protection from the ele ments, or at risk from rock falls or other
dangers there. Move down, not up the slope, as conditions are likely
to be less exposed on lower ground.
Do not all go off looking for a safer location. Send out scouts to
investigate the surroundi ng terrain carefUlly. They must keep
together, working in pa irs, and not go off on individual explorations.
They can maintain contact vocally and should mark their routes as
they proceed so that they can easi ly retrace their steps.

PROTECTION
The first requirement will probably be some immediate shelter from
the elements, especially for any inju red. A more extended
reconnaissance can follow to choose a proper campsite. Make the
most of any natural shelter and augment it by using whatever
materials are at hand.
If injuries are too severe for a person to be moved, some kind of
shelter must be provided for them on the spot.
On ba re ground, if there is no equipment or wreckage which can
be utilized, then the only thing to do is dig down.
If possible, find a natural hollow and burrow deeper, usi ng the
excavated earth to build up the sides. This will at least get a casual ty
out of the wind. Get a fire going to provide warmth (it will also help
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raise morale) and use reflectors to maximize tile heating effect ,
enabling you to conserve fuel.
If the circumstances make movement away unnecessary or
impossible, follow similar procedures. Build up rocks, wreckage or
equipment to form a wind break if no natural shelter is available. If
in a group huddle together, it will reduce the loss of body heat.
Survival time for badly injured persons in these circumstances is
limited and you must hope for an early rescue. Fit people must go off
in search of water, fuel, shelter materials and food - but always in at
least pairs. Lay OLit as many signals as possible to attract attention.
Remember that shelter may be as necessary from the sun as
it is from the wind and cold. Exposure is not only a matter of
hypothermia.

LOCATION
If you have a radio or mobile phone you can signal for help - but do
not go back on board a damaged and potentially explosive aircraft to
do so. Wait until you are sure it is quite safe. The rescue party will want
to know your location. Those who were travelling overland should
have a good idea of their position - even if temporarily lost - and with
a map should be able to give a more accurate fix. If you are the victim
of disaster at sea or in the air, however, it will help considerably if you
know your planned course and have some idea of your position when
disaster struck. as well as of wind or current directions.
As often as not you must light fires - three fires are an
internationatiy recognized distress signal. Make them as large as
possible. Lay ground signals to attract attention, use pyrotechnics
when you know help is within range and even make a noise when
help is very near. This is when you are glad that the responsible
authorities were told of your intentions and that you kept precisely
to your route. It is only a matter of time before rescue comes.
Meanwhile make yourself as comfortable as possible.
However, even the most careful plans may go astray.
Navigational instruments could fail. storms, high winds or fog could
all throw yOll off course and there you are, safe in your shelter but
with no one knowing where. You could have a longer wait than you
anticipate and you need to provide for it.
You also need to assess where you are on a more local scale, to
study the terrain for anything it can tell yOLl, not only to pin-point
your position - if that is possible - but to see if there are safer and
more comfortable locations to pitch camp, sou rces for fuel, food
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and water. In th e long term you will also be assessing the possibility
of making your own way across the land.
At sea you will be looking out for any indications that, rather
t han staying put, there is land close enough for you r survival
chances to be greater if you try to reach it rather than holding your
present position. But you are at th e mercy of wind and current,
though you ca n delay your dri ft with a sea anchor.

SURVIVAL TIP:
On land, it is seldom most sensible to set out immediately to walk
to sa fety, rather than wait for rescue. However, if you know that
no one wi ll be aware that you are missing, if the terrain is so
barren that it provides no food, water or shelter, or if you feel
convinced that your reserves of energy and rations are sufficient
to see you back to civilization, or to a location whe re you are sure
you will be able to live off the land. you may decide to set off as
soon as the light is good enough or conditions are otherwise rig ht.

ACQUIRING FOOD AND WATER
On an isolated cli ff ledge, cut off by the tide or forced by storm or
mist to wait until you can move on, there may be little opportunity
to exploi t natural resources. Do not tuck into emergency rations
immediately. You Illay be there for some time and, hungry though
you may be, you should ration them out, allowing for a much longer
wait than even a pessimistic assessment sugg ests. Even in such a
situation there may be water and food within reach.
Elsewhere save your emergency ralions for when there is nothing
else and tap nature's resources first. Do not just find one source of
food. Seek out a variety of plants for leaves, fruit, nuts, roots and
other edible parts. Look for signs of animals which can be trapped
or hunted.
When it is your very surviva l that is at stake there is no place for
squeamishness about what you will or will not eat or abou t how you
acquire your food, but that does not mean that you should totally
abandon concern for wild li fe and th e environment. When there is
an abundance of other choices there is no reason to take already
endangered species for your food - animal or vegetable - nor to set
traps (which cannot discriminate in wha t they ca tch and maim) t hat
will produce more meat than you can eat fresh or preserve. Mak.ing
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the most of nature's resources does not mean plundering them,
Over-exploitation will be to your own disadvantage if you have to
stay in the area for a long time.
Remember, too, that the most easily obtained nutritious food
may be quite different frOIll what you usually eat. If yOll have
already learned to eat an unusual diet as part of your training you
will find it much easier to feed yourself and will be able to
encourage others to eat the
same things.
Fuel for a fire will be
needed for boiling water even
In the short-term water is
if the temperature does not
much more vita l than food for
demand a fire for warmth your survival. If fresh running
but do not be deluded into
wa ter is not available there
thinking that a warm day is
are many other sources
you can tap, but sterilize or
going to be followed by a
boil to ensure that it is
warm night. There ca n be
pure. Make fi nd ing water
dramatic temperature changes
sources a priority.
from day to night in some
parts of the world.

SURVIVAL TIP:

NAVIGATION
The first thing to do is to coo rdinate signals (flares or fires for
example) so that you are best prepared to receive rescue. Then
organise water, food, and shelter.
You should stay where you are and only consider moving if you're
en route to a final destination. The advantage of this is that you will
be ab le to use any equipment and materials from the plane or vehicle
and you will be able to use the wreckage as shelter. Also it will be
easier for you to be spotted from the air.

YOU MUST PLAN
Remember this, it may save your life one day:
P Protection
L Location
A Acquisition
N Navigation
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PEOPLE
For an expedition, the planning will include a careful selection of
compatible personalities, selected for their fitness, both physically and
in experience and training, for the particular project. In a disaster
situation anyone may react unexpectedly under stress. With a mishap
affecting members of the general public there may be a very varied
group of people thrown together. Men, women and children, elderly
people and babies. There may be pregnant women and people with
medical problems or physical disabilities that require particular
attention. The accident situations which involve such a varied group
are also likely to involve a higher risk of injuries than among a handpicked group of the trained and fit.
Babies may look very fragile - but they are vert tough. However, they
must be kept warm and fed regularly. Children will need reassuring and
comforting, especially if they have lost the people with them or they are
themselves in pain. Often the adventure of the situation will help to keep
them from becoming too worried and it will help to keep them occupied,
but they shou ld not be allowed to wander, to play with fire or otherwise
expose themselves to further danger. Old people are usually mentally
tough and can give reassurance to the young, but they must be kept warm
and fed regularly. It often seems true that women handle emergencies
much better than men and are able to accept responsibility for others
more easily.
With a ship or commercial airline the ship's officers or fl ight Cfew
can be expected to take charge of the situation, if they are among the
survivors, but there will not be the military chain of command or the
acceptance of leadership and responsibility which can be expected in
a compact organized group. Some democra tic procedure to make
decisions. plan action and maintain morale must be attempted. The
trauma of the experience may leave some people eager to follow any
leadership which gives them hope, but it will also throw into relief
antagonisms and prejudices which must be overcome.
In an air or sea disaster people of different cultures and backgrounds
may be thrown together and forced into situations which their own
social taboos would not permit. Considerable tact may be necessary to
overcome these problems. SURVIVAL, however. must take precedence.
The wider your medical knowledge the better, but givi ng people
the will to survive is important and much of this can be achieved by
a good 'bedside manner' - if you can give the impression that you
know what you are doing you are half-way there.
Calmness and con fidence in yourself will inspire the confidence
and cooperation of others. The more knowledge you have the better
you will be able to cope.
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lthough basic survival strategy and

A

techniques are applicable anywhere,
conditions vary widely around the worl d. It is
essential to know as much as possible about
conditions in any regions in which you expect
to travel. A general knowledge of what you

may expect in different climates will greatly
increase your ability to handle the survival
situation, if accident throws you into totally
unfamiliar territory.
A few pages in t his book cannot provide a

world geography. They can only set the scene
for the major types of climate and environment

and suggest some of the principal ways of
overcoming the problems they present.
Advice on speci fic topics, such as food and

shelter, applicable to particular conditions wiiJ
be found throughout the other sections of the
book, supplementing the information here.
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CLIMATE ZONES

P

eople often view an alien environment as an enemy and feel they
must fight it. This is not the way to survive - fight it and you will
lose! There are dangers against which precautions must be taken,

but nature is neutral. Learn to live with each climate and to use
what it offers. Climate is not conditioned only by latitude; location
within a continent and altitude are equally important.

D

Polar climates
Polar regions are regarded as those at latitudes higher than

60°33' north and south, but cold weather skills may be

needed at very high altitudes everywhere. Near the Equator, in the
Andes for example, the snow line is not reached until an altitude of

about SOOOm (16,500ft), but the nearer the poles the lower the
snow line will be - at the southern tip of South America there is
permanent snow at only a few hundred metres (a thousand feet).
Arctic conditions penetrate deep in to the northern territories of
Alaska, Canada, Greenland, Iceland, Scandinavia and Russia.

r:::·
::1Tundra
}:~~<:::.;:::

South of the polar cap, the ground remains permanently
...... f rozen and vegetation is stunted. Snow melts in summer,
but roots cannot penetrate the hard earth. High altitudes produce
similar conditions.

D

Northern coniferous forest

Between the arctic tundra and the main temperate lands is
a forest zone, up to 1300km (800 mi les) deep. In Russia,
where it is known as the Ta iga, the forests penetrate up to lGSOkm
(1025 miles) north of the Arctic Circle along some Siberian rivers,
but in the Hudson Bay area of Canada the tree line moves an equal
distance south of the Circle.
Winters are long and severe, the ground frozen for much of the
time, summers are short. For only 3-5 months of the year is the
ground thawed sufficiently for wa ter to reach the roots of the trees
and plants, which especially flourish along the great rivers that flow
to the Arctic Ocean. There is a wealth of game: elk, bear, otter, lynx,
sable and squirrel, as well as smaller creatures, and many birds.
In summer, where the snow melt cannot drain, it creates swamps.
Fallen trees and dense growths of sphagnum moss make the going
difficult Mosquitoes can be a nuisance (but they do not carry malarial.
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Movement is easier in winter, if you have warm clothing. Travel
along the rivers, where fishing is good, making a raft from the
abundant deadfalls.

Temperate climates
The temperate zone of the northern hemisphere, and the similar
climates of the southern hemisphere, probably offer the most
equitable circumstances for survival without special skills or
knowledge. They will be the areas best known to many readers of this
book. These territories are also those most heavily urbanized and
where the survival ordeal is not likely to be very extended.
A fit and healthy person, equipped with basic skills, would not be
so cut off that they could not reach help within a few day's trek.
Heavy winter conditions may call for polar skills.

Deciduous forest
As the climate gets warmer and winters less severe,
•
deciduous forest replaces the conifers. Oak, beech, maple
and hickory are the ma in species in America; oak, beech, chestnut
and lime, in Eurasia. Soil rich in humus supports many plants and
fungi. Survival is not difficult, except at very high altitudes where
tundra, or snowfield conditions, appear. Many of these areas have
been cleared by man.

Temperate grassland
Mainly central continental areas with hot summers, cold
winters and moderate rainfall. these have become the world's
great food-producing areas - grain is grown and cattle reared. Water
can be a problem in summer and shel ter in winter.

Mediterranean regions
The lands bordering on the Mediterranean are semi-arid
areas, with long hot summers and short dry wi nters. There is
sunshine most of the year, and drying winds. At one time this region
was forested with oaks. When these were cut down the soil eroded,
much of the area became covered with evergreen shrub. The
Chappa ral of California is very similar. Trees are few and water is a
problem. At high altitudes, other conditions prevail.
~~~~~~~ Tropical forests
""'
" The land between the tropics includes areas of cultivation
mm~

and extremes of swamp and desert, but one-third is
undeveloped forest: equatorial rainforest, sub-tropical rainforest
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and montane forest. All feature high rainfall and rugged mountains,
which drain into large, swift-flowing rivers, with coastal and other
low-lying regions often as swampland .

Savannah
This is tropica l grassland, lying usually between the desert and the
tropical forest. Near the forests the grass is tall, up to 3m (10ft)
high, and trees more frequent. Temperatures are high the whole
year round. More than one-third of Africa is savannah as are large
areas of Australia, which are dotted with eucalyptus trees. Similar
areas are the llanos of Venezuela and Colombia and the campos in
Brazil. Often water is not easily available but, where it is found,
there will be lusher vegetation and plenty of wildlife. In Africa large
herds of animals can be found.

Deserts
One-fifth of the earth's land surface is desert - dry barren land where
survival is very difficult. Deserts occur where air currents, which rose
at the Equator and have already shed their moisture, descend and are
rewarmed as they near the Earth, taking what litlle local moistu re is
present. There are rarely any clouds to give protection from the sun
or to retain heat at night so that great extremes of temperature occur
from the highest shade temperatures (5soC/136°F in the Sahara) to
below freezing point at night. Only small parts of the world's deserts
are sand [about one-tenth of the Sahara) the greater part is flat
gravel cut by dried up water courses (wadis). The wind has blown the
sand away, piling it up in low-lying areas. Elsewhere there may be
wind-carved mountains. dried mudflats and larva fl ows.
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In the mid-/960s I was training a new army unit in Kenya. This
training involved tactics, field craft and navigation. They wefe
all experienced soldiers but locked know/edge in small group
operations. The training area was in the Northern Frontier
district of Kenya, a very hot and dry area.
The recruits were dropped off in groups of 4 and had to
navigate across country to a series of rendezvous points {RVs},
where they were given water. My job with 3 others was to man

these RVs, ensuring thot everyone was accounted for and in
good health. Each recruit was given half a pint of water strictly
issued from ojerry call which held 4.5 gol/ons (36 pints). On the
third day the heat wos taking its toll ond everyone was
comploining of various ailments like blisters, sores caused by
backpacks and fatigue. But one student was particularly bad.
He was delirious and verging on the point of col/apse. While I
was treating him, his partner grabbed a jerry can and tried to
swallow the lot. What he couldn't swallow he spilt, ond by the
time we wrestled the can from him it was almost empty. This
was the last of our supplies and there were still more than 30
men to come. The nearest source of water was 3 days away and
with no re-supply possible the exercise turned from hard to
critical. Although all the recruits came from nearby areas, they
hod no water discipline, which we found out to our cost.

By strictly rationing and sending the strongest for help,

everyone survived, but it's a lesson they will never forget.
Lessons learnt:
Never underestimate the power of self-preservation
Protect your water supply
Enforce strict rationing

Of all the discomforts, thirst is the deadliest.
When treating a person with dehydration, wet their lips first
and look for a gag reflex (swallowing). Administer small sips
only. When giving treatment, always make sure the patient is
lying down in any available shade.
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ntarctica is covered with a sheet of ice. In the Arctic the Pole is

A

capped by deep ice floating on the sea and all the land north of
the timber line is frozen. There are only two seasons - a long winter
and a short summer - the day varying from complete darkness in
midwinter to 24 hours daylight at midsummer.
Arctic summer temperatures can rise to 18"C (6S"F), except on
glaciers and frozen seas, but fall in winter to as low as -56°C (-Bl"F)
and are never above freezing point. In the northern forests summer
temperatures can reach 3rC (lOO"F), but altitude pushes winter
temperatures even lower than in the Arctic. In Eastern Siberia _69°C

(-94°F) has been recorded at Verkhotansk! Temperatures in the
Antarctic are even lower than in the Arctic.
Antarctic winds of 177kmph (llOmph) have been recorded and,
in the Arctic autumn, winter winds reach hurricane force and can
whip snow 30m (100ft) into the air, giving the impression of a
blizzard - even when it is not snowing. Accompanied by low
temperatures, winds have a marked chilling effect - much greater
than the thermometer indicates. For instance, a 32kmph (20m ph)
wind will bring a temperature of -14"C (7"F) down to -34"C (-30"F)
and one at 64kmph (40mph) would make it - 42°C (-44°F) with even
greater drops at lower temperatures. Speeds over 64kmph (40mph)
do not appear to make a greater difference.

TRAVEL
Experience shows the best policy is to stay near an aircraft or
disabled vehicle. If the spot is hazardous establish a safe shel ter as
close by as possible. A decision to walk-out will be based on nearness
to civilisation and probability of rescue.
Decide early what to do - while you can still think clearly. Cold
dulls the mind.
Movement in a blizzard is out of the question and, at all times,
navigation is difficult on featureless ice and tundra. Ice movement
pushes up ridges which make the going treacherous. Summer melt
water makes the tundra boggy and even sea ice slushy underfoot.
Mosquito, black-fly, deerfly and midges can all be a nuisance in the
arctic summer. Their larvae live in water - avoid making shelter nea rby.
Keep sleeves down, collar up, wear a net over the head and burn green
wood and leaves on the fire - smoke keeps them at bay. When it turns
colder, these nuisances are less active and they disappear at night
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In Alaska, northweslern and northeastern Canada, Greenland,
Iceland, Scandinavia, Novaya Zemlya, Spitzbergen and on other islands
there are mountains where ice cliffs, glaciers, crevasses and avalanches
are haza rds. Near the Arctic coastline frequent fog from May to
August, sometimes carried far inland, increases navigation problems.

Navigation
Compasses are unreliable near the Poles, the constellations are
better direction-finders and the nights are light enough to travel by.
By day use the shadow tip method (see Reading the signs).
Travelling on sea ice do NOT use icebergs or distant landmarks to fix
direction. Floes are constantly moving - relative positions may Change.
Watch for ice breaking up and, if forced to cross from floe to floe, leap
f rom and to a spot at least 60cm (2ft) from the edge. Survivors have been
rescued from floes drifting south but sooner or later ice floating into the
warmer oceans will melt - though that chance may be worth taking.
AVOID icebergs, they have most of their mass below the water. As
this melts, they can tum over without warning, particularly with your
added weight.
AVOID sailing close to ice-cliffs. Glaciers may 'calve' huge masses of ice,
often thousands of tons, which break off into the sea without warning.
Bird observations can aid navigation. Migrating wildfowl fly to land in
the thaw. Most seabirds fly out to sea during the day and return at night.
Sky reflections help to determine distant terrain. Clouds over
open water, timber or snow-free ground appear black below; over
sea ice and snowfields, white. New ice produces greyish reflections,
mottled ones indicate pack ice or drifted snow.

Snow shoes
All polar travel is strenuous and should only be attempted by a fit
person. On snow with a hard crust. skis are the best means of travel,
though difficult to improvise. Skiing in deep loose snow takes great
effort and , in soft snow, snow shoes are better. To walk in snow shoes
lift each foot without angling it. unlike a normal stride, keeping the
shoe as flat to the ground as possible.

Bend a long green sapling bock on il5elf to
form a loop and secure ends firmly. Add
crosspieces and twine - Ihe more the
better - but da not make the shoes too
heavy. You will not be able to walk for
wi/haul gelling very tired. Allow a firmer
centrol section 10 attach to your fool.
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Follow rivers
Travel downstream
by raft in summer, on the ice in winter except in northern Siberia where rivers flow north.
On frozen rivers keep to smoother ice at the edges and to outer
curve on the bends. Where two rivers join follow the outside edge or
take to the outer bank. If the river has many bends, leave the ice and
travel by higher ridges.

WARNING
ICE COLO WATER IS A KILLER
Falling into icy water knocks the breath out of you. The body curis
up with loss of muscular control and violent shivering. Exposed
parts freeze in about 4 minutes, consciousness douds in 7, death
follows in 15- 20.
RESIST! Take violent action on hitting the water. Move fast for land.
Then roll in snow to absorb water. Get to shelter and into dry kit
immediately.

CLOTHING
Severe cold and harsh winds can freeze unprotected flesh in
minutes. Protect the whole body, hands and feet. Wear a hood - it
should have a drawstring so that it can partly cover the face. Fur
trimming will prevent moisture in the breath freezing on the face
and injuring the skin.
Outer garments should be windproof, with a close enough weave
to prevent snow compacting, but porous enough to allow water
vapour to escape - NOT waterproof, which could create
condensation inside. Under layers shou ld trap air to provide heat
insulation . Skins make ideal outer clothing.
Openings allow heat to escape, movement can drive air out
through them. If clothing has no draw strings, tie something around
sleeves above cuffs, tuck trousers into socks or boots.
If you begin to sweat loosen some closures (cotiar, cuffs) . If still
too warm remove a layer. Do so when doing jobs like chopping wood
or shelter building.
Only a plane crash or forced landing is likely to leave someone in
polar regions unequipped. Try to improvise suitable clothing before
leaving the plane.
Wear wool - it does not absorb water and is warm even when damp.
Spaces between the knit trap body heat. It is best for inner garments.
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Cotton acts like a wick, absorbing moisture. When wet, it can
lose heat 240 times faster than when dry.

Feel
Mukluks, boots of waterproof canvas with a rubber sale which
comes up to the caulk and with a drawstring to adjust fitting, are
ideal. Ideally they should have an insulated liner.
Insu late feet with three pairs of socks, graded in size to fit over
each other and not wrinkle. If necessary, improvise foot coverings with
several layers of fabric. Canvas seat covers can make improvised boots.
Trenchfoot can develop when the feet are immersed in water for
long periods, as in the boggy tundra during the summer months [see
Cold climate hazards in Health).

Snow glare
Protect the eyes with goggles or a strip of cloth or bark with narrow
slits cut for eyes. The intensity of the sun's rays, reflected by snow,
can cause snow blindness. Blacken beneath the eyes with charcoal
to reduce glare further.

WARM
Keep it
Avoid
Wear it
Keep it

CLEAN - Dirt and grease block air spaces!
OVERHEATING - Ventilate!
LOOSE - Allow air to circulate!
DRY - Outside and inside!

SHELTER
You cannot stay in the open to rest. GET OUT OF THEWIND! look for
natural she lter you can improve on, but AVOID the lee side of cliffs
where snow could drift and bury your shelter, or sites where rock fall
or avalanche is likely. Avoid snow laden trees - the weight could
bring down frozen branches - unless the lower boughs are
supported on the snow. There may be a space beneath the branch
which will provide a ready-made shelter (see Shelter in Camp Craft).
REMEMBER: Don't block EVERY hole to keep out draughts. You
MUST have ventilation, especially if burning a fire inside your
shelter. Otherwise you may asphyxiate.
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FIRE
Essential for polar survival. Fuel oil from wreckage can provide
heat. Dra in oil from sump and reservoir on to the ground as
soon as possible - as it cools it will congea l and become impossible
to drain. High octane fuel does not freeze so quickly - leave it
in the tanks.
In the Antarctic and on the Arctic ice, seal and bird fat are the
only other fuel sources. On coasts driftwood can sometimes be
collect ed - Greenlanders used to build homes from timber which
drifted across the Arctic from Siberian rivers. In the tundra low.
spreading. willow can be found. Birch scrub and juniper also grow
beyond the forests. Birch bark makes excellent kindling - the wood
is oily. Feather a branch and it will burn even when wet.
Casiope is another low sp reading heather-like plant that Eskimos
use for fuel. Evergreen, with tiny leaves and white bell-shaped
flowers. and only 1O-30cm (4-12in) high, it contains so much resin
that it, too, burns when wet.
Cosiope

WATER
Even in the cold you need over a litre (H.pt) daily to replace losses.
In summer water is plentiful in tundra lakes and streams. Pond water
may look brown and taste brackish but vegetation growing in it
keeps it fresh. If in doubt BOIl.
In winter melt ice and snow. 00 NOT eat crushed ice, it can
injure your mouth and lips and also cause further dehydration.
Thaw snow sufficiently to mould into a ball before attempting to
suck it.
REMEMBER: if already cold and tired eating snow will further chill
your body.
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FOOD
Antarctic: lichens and mosses, growing on dark, heat-absorbing
rocks on some northern coasts, are the only plants. Seas are rich in
plankton and krill which support fish, whales, seals and many
seabirds. Most birds migrate in autumn, but flightless penguins stay.
They make good eating. Most of the year they take to the water at
the first sign of danger but, when incubating eggs, sit tight on their
burrows or scrapes.
Arctic : Ice provides no habitat for plants or ground animals, even
polar bears are likely only where they can find prey - and they are
difficult and dangerous to hunt. Seabirds, fish and seals, where there
is water, are the potential foods. Foxes - the Arctic fox turns white
in winter - sometimes follow polar bears on to sea ice to scavenge
their kills. Northern wildlife is migratory and availability depends
on season.
Tundra an d forest: Plants and animals ca n be found in winter and
su mmer and the northern forests offer even more wildlife. Tundra
plant species are the same in Russia as in Alaska. All are small
compared to warmer climate plants: ground spreading willow,
birch and berry plants with high vitamin content. Lichens and
mosses, found widely, form a valuable food source - especially
reindeer moss.

Poisonous plants
The majority of Arctic plants are ed ible, but AVO ID Water Hemlock
- the most poisonous. AVOID the fruit of the Baneberry. AVOID
small Arctic buttercups. Other temperate poisonous species found
fa r north include Lupin, Monkshood, Larkspur, Vetch (Locoweed),
False hellebore and Death camas. Best avoid fungi too - make sure
you can distinguish lichens from them! There are no Arctic plants
which are known to produce con tact poisoning.

Animals for food
Bark and greenery stripped from trees is evidence of feeding
ani mals. Caribou (reindeer) are common from Alaska to west
Greenland and found across northern Scandinavia and Siberia.
Shaggy musk-ox roam in northern Greenland and, in the islands of
the Canadian archipelago, elk [Moose) are found - where there is a
mixture of forest and open ground.
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Wolves are common in northern Ca nada, Alaska and Si beria (but
rare and pro tected in most European countries) . Foxes, living in the
tund ra in summer and open woodland in winter, are an indication of
other, smaller prey - mountain hares, squirrels and other small
rodents which burrow benea th the snow to find seeds. Lemmings
make runways beneath the snow. Beaver. mink, wolverines and
weasels can all be found in the Arctic.
Bears roam the barren lands of the north as well as the forests.
They can be dangerous. Give them a wide berth .
The best chances for survival are along coasts where the sea
provides a dependable sou rce of food. Seals are found on coasts,
pack ice and in the open wa ter.
Wal ruses may look cumbersome but are also very dangerous.
LEAVE THE M ALONE UNLESS YOU ARE ARMED.

Hunting and Trapping
Tracks are clear in snow and easy to follow - but leave a trail of fluttering
flags of bright material from wreckage to find your way back to your
shelter. Make them high enough not to be covered by a fresh snowfall.
Ca ribou can be very curious and may sometimes be lu red by
waving a cloth and moving on all fours. Imitating a four-legged
animal may also bring wolves closer, thinking you might be prey.
Ground squirrels and marmots may run into you if you are between
them and their holes. Some prey animals can be attracted by the
sound made by kissing the back of your hand . It is like the noise
made by a wounded mouse or bird . Make it from a concealed
posi tion and downwind. Be pat ient. Keep on trying.
Stalking animals is difficult in the exposed Arctic. If you have a
projectile weapon - gun, bow, catapult - which can be fired from
ground level, lie in ambush behind a screen of snow. To be more
mobile make a screen of cloth which can stand in front of you, and
slowly be moved forward.
In winter, owls, ravens and ptarmigans - the birds available in the
north - are usually 'tame' and can be approached slowly, without
sudden movements. Many polar birds have a 2-3 week summer moult,
which makes them flightless - they can be run down. Eggs are among
the safest foods and are edible at any stage of embryo development.

Seals
A main source of food on po lar ice, some seals remain there right
through the winter. The Antarctic Weddel seal, most southerly of
mammals, can dive for 15 minutes before coming lip to breathe
from pockets of air beneath the ice, or at small holes which it keeps
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open by nibbling around th e edg es. Most seals must breathe more
f requently. Few are as formidable as the Elephant seal, which can
rear up to twice a man's height in attack or defence.
Seals are most vulnerable on the ice floes with their young pups
(produced between March and June in the Arctic accord ing to
species). Newborn seals cannot swim and are easy to catch thousands are massacred by hunters and in culls each year by simply
walking among them on the ice and clubbing them.
Out of the breeding season, breathing holes in the ice are the
best place to catch seals; recognize them by their cone shape
(narrower on the upper surface) . In thicker ice they will be
surrounded by flipper and tooth marks where the seal has been
keeping the hole open. You have to be patient, yet ever ready, for
the visits to the hole are brief. Club the animal then enla rg e the hole
to recover the carcass.
Seals provide food, clo th ing, moccasins and blubber for fires.
Adult males have a strong odour early in the year, but i t does not
affect their meat.
Eat all except the liver, which at some times of the year has
DANGEROUS concentrations of vitamin A. Cook seal meat to avoid
Trichi nosis.

Confined to the high Arctic - in Europe only resident on Spitzbergen
- they have a keen sense of smell and are tireless huntel'5 on sea ice
and in the sea. Feeding mainly on seals. with some fish, they swim well
and can stay submerged for two minutes. Rarely found on land though in summer they may feed on berries and lemmings. like many
cold-cl imate animals they are larger than their warmer-clima te
relatives. Most are curious and will come to you - but treat these
powerful an imals with respect and caution.
Always cook meat: muscles always carry the Trichinosis worm.
NEVER eat polar bear liver which can have lethal concentrations of
vitamin A

Preparing meat
Bleed, gut and skin while the carcass is still warm . Roll hides before
they freeze. Cut meat into usable portions and allow to fre eze. Do
not keep reheating. Once cooked, eat leftovers cold (that's why you
cut it up). Leave fat on all animals except seals. Fat is essential in
cold areas but, if you ea t a lot. make sure you take plenty of fluids.
Except in extreme cold (when it wi ll freeze) remove seal fat and
render it down before it turns rancid. It can also be useful fire fuel.
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When food is scarce animals will steal it - so cache it carefully.
If there are signs of would-be thieves look out for them - they
could be your next meal.
Rodents,
especially
squirrels, and rabbits and
hares, can carry Tularemia,
which can be caught from
- Wrinkle face to stop stiff patches
forming, pulling muscles in every
ticks or handling infected
direction. Exercise hands.
animals. Wear glOVes when
skinning . Boiled flesh is safe.

ARCTIC HEALTH

- Watch yourself and others for
patches of waxy, reddening or
blackened skin. especially on faces,
ears, hands.
- AVOID tight clothing which will
reduce circulation.

Frostbite, hypothermia and
- Dress inside warmth of sleeping
snow blindness are the main
bag (if you have one).
hazards, while effor ts to
- Never go out without adequa te
keep warm and exclude
clothing - however briefly. Avoid
draughts can lead to lack of
getting clothing wet, through sweat
oxygen
and
carbon
or water. Dry it as soon as possible if
Ihis happens.
monoxide poisoning.
It is easy to withdraw
- Knock snow off before entering
from reality, layered in
shelter, or leave outer clothing at
entrance. Snow will melt in warmth
clothing and with the head
giving you more Clothing to dry.
wrapped in a hood. Thinking
- Wear gloves and keep them dry.
can become sluggish and
NEVER touch metal with bare
obvious things overlooked.
hands.
Keep 'switched on~ Keep
- AVO ID spilling petrol on bare
active - but avoid fatigue
flesh. In sub-zero temperatures it
and conserve energy for
wilt freeze almost at once and does
useful tasks. Sleep as much
even more damage than water
as possible - the cold will
because of its lower melting point.
wake you before you freeze
- Be espetially careful if you have
unless you are completely
been working hard and are fatigued.
If you are sick - REST.
exhausted
and
cannot
regenerate the heat you
lose to the air.
Don't let the cold demoralize you. Think up ways to improve the
shelter, how to make a better pair of gloves, for instance. Exercise
fingers and toes to improve circulation.
Don't put off defecation - constipation is often brought on that
way. Do try to time it conveniently before leaving your shelter, so
that you can take waste out with you.
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ountain peaks are exposed to high winds and often covered in
snow. They provide neither food nor shelter. Climbing rock and
negotiating ice and snowfields calls for special skills, which are best

learned first-hand in mountaineering schools and practised under
supervision. No inexperienced person should think of trying to tackle
real mountaineering territory, except as a learner with a properly
organized party. But disaster may leave you on a mountainside or
force you to cross a mountain range to get to safety.

If no rescue is likely, the first aim in daylight should be to get
down into the valleys where food and shelter are available. At night
and in bad visibility this is too dangerous. Some kind of shelter must
be found until visibility improves.
Dig into the snow if there is no shelter among rocks and no
wreckage to provide cover. If below the snow line you must cover
yourself to prevent exposure. A plastic bag witlmake an improvised
sleeping bag, if you have no survival kit. Salvage blankets or
covering from a crashed plane or use any clothing to cover yourself
as much as possible, but do not putt clothes too tightly round you;
air within the clothes will provide insulation.
On a slope, sleep with your head uphitt; on rough and stony
ground sleep on your stomach for greater comfort.

Judging terrain
As you descend a mountainside it witt often be difficult to see what
is below you. Can you move around a vattey or along a spur to look
back at what was below? The opposite side of a vattey will give you
some idea of what is on your side too.
Be cautious if you find you are looking at a distant slope beyond
a foreground bluff, the ground is likely to fatt steeply bctween. Scree
slopes can be particularly deceptive and appear continuous until you
are very close to a cl iff.

Descent
Negotiating cliffs without a rope is extremely dangerous. On the
steepest cliffs it is necessary to come down facing the cl i ff and very
difficult to see footholds below. If there is an adjoining slope, a
cotteague can observe and give directions. Once down, you can then
point out holds to others from below. A high cliff should never be
attempted. In the case of a plane crash there is probably more risk
in climbing than waiting for rescue.
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To climb down rock faces which are less steep and with deeper
ledges, adopt a sideways position using the inside hand for support.
For easier crags, descend facing outwards with the body bent and
where possible carry weight on the palms of the hands.

Ascent
Climbing upwards, holds are easier to see, bu t it is always safer to go
round than over obstacles if you are travelling without knowing the
route. You could ge t stuck with an impossible descent.
Always work out your rou te from the bottom and in climbi ng
keep the body away from the rock and look up. Move only one hand
or one foot at a time - always keep three points of contact Keep
your weight evenly balanced on the feet rather than hang from the
hands. Do not overstretch .
With the feet firmly planted on the rock and one hand grasping
a good hold, reach with the other for a hold just above the head.
Test it and then look for another hold for the other hand or the feet.
Use small intermediate holds, avoid becoming spread-eagled and let
the legs do most of the work. Always place the feet as flat as
possible to make maximum contact with the rock.
To climb vertically up fissures, use the chimney technique. Place
your back against one surface and wedge your legs across the gap to
the other. Slowly move up. If a chimney opens out you may have great
difficul ty in transferring to one face and have to descend again .

Descending by rope
With a rope firmly anchored at the upper level, it is possible to descend
the sheerest cliff, The technique, known as abseiling or rappelling, can
involve a special sit sling and a karabiner for the rope to pass th rough,
but the basic method uses just a doubled rope. The rope does not move
- you move down it. It is not comfortable, even with the body
correctly ang led, bu t it is the safest way to negotiate steep or
slippery slopes. Friction can
damage clothing and skin,
so if you can, pad out your
shoulders and groin, and
wear gloves.
The length of the rope
controls the amount of
descent and there must be
a firm anchor point. a
rock, or tree which can
carry the weight and not
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TIP
Make sure that you are
position before hauling the rope
down - its sudden weight could
affect your ba lance - and be sure
that you have planned your next
move. Once the rope is down
you may have no way of retracing
your steps.

MOUNTAINS
cut the rope. If a series of platforms with firm anchors can be found,
a slope can be negotiated in stages - but if severa l people are
involved there must be room for all of them to wait at each stage.
After an abseil the rope ca n be pulled down after you. If
someon e is left above to unt ie the rope, or you are prepared to leave
it behind, an undoubled rope can be used - making twice the
descent possible with the same rope. Getting over the edge is often
the most difficult part. You may have to climb down a few steps to
gain a good position and sufficient confidence.
ABSEILI NG
Loop rope around firm anchor (test it with
full body wfight]. Avoid sharp fdges thol
could cut ropf. Pass both fnds of rope
betwfen IfgS from front bring around to
left of body and across chest, over right
shouldu and down across bod. Hold rope
in front with left hand and at bock with
right. Plant feet oboul 45cm (I8in) apart,
firmly against slope and leon bock. Lei
ropf around body corry your weighl. Do
not try to supporl yourself with your
upper hand. Step slowly downwards. Thf
lower hand controls rote of descent. Pay
the rope oul one hand 01 a limf.
CAUTION: Abseiling con be dangerous. If
not trainfd in Ihf tfchnique, NEVER
attempt ii, unless ar:componiffi by on
expert or in a survival situation.

Using a cradle
On an unobstructed vertical descent. a cradle made from a bowlineon-the-bight (see Knots in Camp Craft) can be used to lower people
down, or haul them up. Use this technique to rescue anyone who has
fallen down a crevasse.

Ascending with ropes
Belaying is a method of helping others to climb up. First. one person
must make the ascent with a rope (this could be a light line to hau l
up the actual rope afterwards) attached around the waist with a
bowline. At each stage of the ascent there must be a platform or
ledge to accommodate all the party and a secure anchor for the
rope. If there are a number of lengths of rope a series of stages could
be operated at the same time to handle a larger party.
Test that the anchor is firm - a tree, spike of rock or thread (a
hole through rock, or a stone or small boulder fi rmly wedged in a
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crevice) . Anchor the rope with a loop tied in a figure-of-eight or an
overhand knot.
The be layer ties on with a bight or two bights to steady himself.
and passes climbing rope over head and down to hips, making a
twist around the arm closest to the anchor and takes up any slack.
The climber ties on with a bowline around waist and begins to
mount. The belayer takes in rope to keep it taut.
TAK I NG UP RO PE

Pull with borf) hands 50 that rop~
behind bac/( (pull in with
right hand, push away with left).
Slid~ right hand out for mor~ rope.
Bring hands together and hold IJoth
parts of rop~ in right hand, whil~
the left slides in towards body to
take up s/oc/(. Begin again, pulling
in with right hand, pulling rope
around body with left. Be ready to
arrest rope, in rose climber falls.
Bring rope tight around body by
bringing hands logeth~~
pa55~s

The anchor. belayer and climber should be in a straight line. If a
spike is used it should be higher than the belayer's head. If this is not
possible standing, the be/ayer should work from a sitting position .
Older people and children should be roped around the
chest. Small children are best
carried papoose-style on
WARNING
another climber's back.
FALLING ROCK CAN KILl!
Not e: Belaying without an
On loose rock always test holds
anchor is risky and requires
gently and never pull outwards
more strength. The rope
on a loose hold.
should then only pass
Be careful that your rope does
not dislodge rocks. Even small
through
the
belayer's
falling rocks can inflict serious
fingers, NOT around the
injury. If you knock a piece down,
back, lest the be layer be
shout a warning to those below.
pulled down by the climber.

SNOW AND ICEFIELDS
Sophisticated equipment is available for climbing in snow and ice, but
on snow some of the mountaineer's ice-axe techniques can be
improvised with a stout stick - a handled walking stick may give more
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grip than a simple shaft. If not eqllipped with a proper ice axe and
crampons and skilled in their use, try to keep clear of mountain ice.
An ice axe or stick, driven into the snow when climbing, gives
stability. On steep slopes climb in zig-zags, kicking steps and digging
your stick in sideways. Dig in heels and use a stick on slighter slopes.
On gentle slopes use heels and stick as a walking stick. On steep slopes
descend backwards driving stick into snow for support and as a brake
if you slip. Sliding down a snow slope is exhilarating, but dangerous.
Digging in the heels will help control speed and a stick driven
into the snow is an additional brake - but there is always a risk that
you have not seen a precipice ahead! Never use this method where
there is any risk of avalanche.

Security ropes on ice
Any party moving across a glacier should be tied together, at not less
than 9m (30ft) intervals. The leader should probe the snow with a
stick, for any slight depression could indicate a crevasse.
Ropes fixed to a firm anchor at both ends can steady movement
across ice patches which have to be traversed . Use as a hand hold,
or tie a short rope in a bowline around the waist and secure to the
rope with a prusik knot. This will slide along the rope to allow
descent but, if you slip, will arrest your fa l l. This is a technique also
useful on scree and loose descents for children and the less able.

Ice and snow bollards
If no firm rock is available for belaying, an upper anchor can be cut from
the ice. Cut in a mushroom shape where natural ice formation makes it
easiest. Make the diameter at least 40cm (16in) and depth at least 15cm
(6in). Discard and start again at the slightest sign of a crack in the ice.
A snow bollard must be much bigger: at least 30cm (1 ft) deep
and from 1m (3ft) wide in hard snow to 3m (10ft) in soft. Pack
equipment and baggage around it to prevent rope cu tting through.

Crevasses
Crevasses are found where a glacier starts at a valley wall, changes
direction or spreads out in a widening valley. Travel slowly, probing
the ground. If one of the group falls through the snow he is belayed
by a rope and can be hauled out.
Pressure of the rope on the chest can cause asphyxiation. Pass a
rope down with a loop to put a foot in to take the weight. If the faller
is unconscious it will take three people to heave him out. Manharness
hitches will enable them to pull together. Temperatures in a crevasse
are very low and the victim will rapidly weaken. Speed is important.
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AVALANCHES
Avalanches are a serious hazard in all high mountain regions.
They most frequently occur on slopes of between 20° and 60·,
and especially between 30° and 45·, usually within 24 hours of a
snow fall.
Several things trigger avalanches, like temperature, ground
conditions and noise. If you find yourself in avalanche prone areas
be aware of these causes. Avoid if possible areas where fresh snow
has just fallen on steep ground. After a major fall, waiting 24 hours
for it to settle will help. The majority of victims of avalanches start
them off themselves.
Rain, or a rise in temperature, after a snow fall greatly increases
the risk. The melting process helps to lubricate the slide. Heavy snow
falling during low temperature can also avalanche because it does
not have enough time to stabilize.
Slopes with irregular surfaces are safest and timbered slopes
are also stable. Steep rocks at the top of a slope make it more
prone to slipping, because falling snow, rocks or icicles can set it
in motion. On a convex slope the gravitational movement
downward compacts the snow at the bottom and creates tension
at the top making it more likely to slip. Where snow is building up
on the lee side of a ridge or the head of steep gullies, it's under
tension and the slightest disturbance can cause it to slide. Slopes
with rocky outcrops and trees are safer to cross than bare ones.
Carefully choose the best place to cross and before committing
yourself, test the snow. Dig in your stick/ice axe and see if it's
compacted or in layers. Throw rocks and make noise to try to
encourage a slide, making sure you are well protected. On all
dangerous ground it is best to rope together and use belays. Keep
at least 15m (50ft) apart to help spread the load. If possible, let
one person go across the more dangerous areas alone paying out
the rope as he goes. When he is across he belays himself before tile
next person crosses.

MAIN AREAS OF OANGER
- Snow-covered convex slopes. Here the snow is under tension.
- Lee slopes where snow has accumulated. They are unstable.
- Deep snow-filled gullies.
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Never moke camp on the lee side of a convex slope, a concave slope is safer.

As a precaution always carry a location beacon that omits a sig nal
that rescuers can use to find you . Also car ry an avalanche tape that
ca n be streamed out in an emergency. It is made of brig ht nylon tape
and makes detection easier if buried.

PRECAUTIONS
- The heat of the sun on the snow can cause avalanches so before
noon travel in shaded areas - keep off those exposed to the sun.
- After noon, keep to slopes that have been exposed , avoiding
those that are now in sun for the first time.
- Avoid small gullies and valleys with steep side walls.
- Stick to ridges and high ground above avalanche paths - you are
more likely to trigger a slide but, if you do, have a better chance of
being on top of the debris or not being carried down at all.
- Always look out for avalanche activity, even if you do not see it
happening. Assess where ava lanches started, their direc tion, how
tong ago they took place. They will be a guide to where other
avalanches are likely.

A mud slide is very simil ar to an avalanche, but instead of
tons of snow, ma sses of mud slidi ng on water bury all in its
path. Avoid low-lying areas and water courses. Stay on the
spurs and ridge s. If caught up in a slide, use swimming
actions to stay on top and go feet first.
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Most seashores offer abundant sources of food and excellent

prospects for survival. Even where they appear bleak and barren,
there is food to be had. Coastal waters arc the home of many life
forms - seaweeds. fish, seals, birds, molluscs and the plankton that
supports the marine animals. Inland lakes and waterways of all kinds
will also teem with life, with the exception of the Dead Sea and other
areas of extreme salination, and those heavily polluted by man.
Coasts can range from sheer cliffs to long and gently sloping

beaches. From the sea a towering cliff offers no opportunity to
escape the water. Even a stretch of beach at its foot is likely to be
cut off by high tide in tidal waters, though it could offer a few hours
of respite before swimming off to find another landing place. All
kinds of shore, however, offer resources to exploit and there are few
better places to be stranded.

Sandy beaches
Sandy shores tend to be gentle and sloping. The tide goes out a long
way, revealing large areas which are the habitat of burrowing
species, left below the exposed sand. They include many worms and
molluscs and they also attract feeding birds. Look for signs of buried
molluscs. It is usually easier to spot the marks left by the syphons of
buried bivalves under the shallow water at the sea's edge.
Where the sand is not inundated by the tide and is blown into dunes,
it may be possible to find fresh water and it is here that plants will grow.
Sand is easily blown by the wind and gets into everything. Dunes
also tend to be full of aggravating insects - so do not choose them
for making camp or building shelter, if you can move beyond.

Muddy shores and estuaries
Where a slow-moving river joins the sea it deposits sediment, rich in
nutrients, forming large mud flats. These can support many species
of worms and molluscs and provide a rich feeding ground for birds
and animals.

Rocky shores
Rocky shores, if their cliffs are not too sheer, trap pools of water
when the tide recedes. These pools may teem with life. Rocks form
a strata to which the many univalve shells can cling, an anchor for
weed and sea urchins and crevices where octopus and other
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cephalopods can live.
50ft rocks, such as chalk, marl and limestone, erode quickly and
their surfaces are smooth , but hard rocks fracture in chunks and
provide good nesting sites for birds.

Pebble beaches
Stretches of pebble beach, often found bet ween sandy and rocky
sections of the shore, sustain least life. The continual movement of
pebbles makes a difficult habitat for most plants and anima ls.

Tides
Tides vary considerably according to both location and time of year
for they are caused by the counter-g ravities of the sun and moon.
In enclosed seas, such as the Mediterra nean, they range over only a
few metres. The Bay of Fundy, between Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, has a difference of 16m (52 'hft) between low tide and
high tide.
A line of debris along the beach; a change in appearance and
te xture from the long dry sand to that which is dai ly inu nda ted;
weed, shells and colou r changes on vertical rock faces, all these will
help to ind icate the level to which the water is likely to rise.
Always check access to and from a beach or rocky shore - keep
an eye on the rising water level so that you do not run the risk of
being cut off.
Tides not only scour the beach but throw up valuable flotsam
and jetsam, often providing fuel for fires, and may leave large fish
stranded in rock pools along with their usual inhabitants.

- Never underestimate the power and danger of the sea. Time
tides and become familiar with their pattern, then you will be less
likely to be cut off by an incoming tide or swept out by the ebb. It
is easy to be caught when some way offshore.
- Cliffs offer problems of access. If there is only one way down
make sure you can get back to it.
- Look out for strong currents, especially off headlands. Sand
banks and submerged rocks are also dangerous. Where a beach
falls steeply into deep water there will be a strong undertow. If
you are forced to enter the water to rescue someone or retrieve
kit, have a safety line around the waist and someone anchoring
you on shore - or tie the line to a firm anchor.
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Swimming
If caught in the undertow of a large wave, push off the bottom and
swim to the surface. Swim to shore in the trough between waves.
When the next large wave comes, face it and submerge. Let it pass
and swim in the next trough shorewards.
When fishing or swimming stay within your depth, if you are not
a strong swimmer. Watch out for large waves which can knock you
off your feet and carry you fu rther out. If this happens do not panic.
People tend to panic when they do not know how deep water is, but
are reassured when they do. It does no t really matter for you can
drown in lOcm (4in) of water as much as in 10m (33ft) . If you wa nt
to test the depth place your arms above your head, point your toes
and dive feet first. It may not be as deep as you thought!
If a strong current forces you offshore do NOT fight against ityou will lose. Swim ACROSS it. using side stroke, and make for land
further along the coast. Side stroke is not the strongest or fastest
stroke - but it is the least tiring.
If in the sea and being swept on to rocks, face shorewards and
adopt a sitting position with your feet in front. They will absorb the
initial shock and enable you to grab hold and scramble ashore. This
is also useful for exploring water that may conceal hidden rockskeep your shoes on and at least one layer of clothing.

Floating
A relaxed body floats best - so try to stay calm. It is difficult to sink
in salt water. The main danger is swallowing salt water and choking
on the vomit.
Women are more bouyant than men (they have an extra layer of
fat) and float naturally on their backs. Men float naturally face
down - but don't forget to lift your head out to breathe!

WATER
Fresh water along the coast is best obtained from small river outlets
-large rivers tend to be full of silt and may be polluted by industry
or other human activity upriver.
On sandy shores with no freshwater outle ts there may be pools
among dunes. Digging above the high water mark on any beach .
especially if there is vegetation, may bring results. Dig down until
you reach moist sand. let water accumulate. Freshwater floats on
top of salt. Scoop the lighter layer off the top.
Rock pools are unlikely to be freshwater. Even above the high
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water mark, they may be the result of wave splash, but you can
sometimes identify fresh water by the growth of green algae which
is not grazed by molluscs, as it would be elsewhere on the beach .
Saltwater molluscs cannot survive in the reduced salinity.
Look for water trickling through rock faces, especially where there
are ferns or mosses growing out of them, it will be drinkable. If stranded
on a rocky outcrop off the shore, the only reliable source of water will
be the sea itself - but NEVER drink sea water without distilling it. Far
from quenching your thirst. it will take valuable body fluids away from
the vital organs and eventually cause the kidneys to pack up.
Saltwater can be used for cooking - but do not eat until you
have an adequate supply of fresh water. The residue of salt from
distilled sea water can be used for preserving meat and fish.

FOOD
Seashore plants will differ according to the climate, but they wilt be
available when weather or tide prevent you gathering food from the
sea. In the water, you will find seaweeds of one kind or another
where there is rock to give them purchase and watershallow enough
to allow the sun to reach them. Seaweeds (more correctly called
algae) are very valuable as food. In many parts of the world they
form a major part of the diet and many are considered a delicacy
from the cuisine of Japan to the laver bread of Wales. Seaweeds can
be dried and stored for months.

Seafood

WARNING

The best hunting for fish
and molluscs will be at low
Seaweeds are
a
contribution to diet - but do
tide, when rock pools can be
eat the blue-green algae
inspected
and
buried
sometimes found on freshwater
molluscs and other creatures
pools. It is very poisonous.
dug from sandy shores.
Bivalves, which feed by
filtering water through their digestive systems, can build up
dangerous concentrations of toxic chemicals in areas polluted by
industry or sewage.
In tropical zones, mussels are paisa no lIS during the summer,
especially when seas are reddish or highly phosphorescent. In the
Arctic, black mussels can be poisonous at any time of year. Learn to
recognize the cone shells, which shoot out a poisonous barb, in a
few species potent enough to kill you. There are more than 400
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types of cone shell, mainly fo und in the tropical Indo-Pacific with
about 12 species off the southeast of USA and in the Caribbean .
They are all identified by their shape. Tenebra or Auger and Turrid
shells also have poison darts. Their venom is not dangerous to man,
but a sting may still be painful.
Only eat molluscs collected live. Bivalves, such as oysters, clams
and mussels, should close tig htly jf tapped gent ly. Gastropods, such
as winkles and whelks, have a 'trap-door' (the operculum ) to close
the entrance to the shell. It should close t ightly if the shell is shaken.
Other gastropods, such as limpets and Abalones, have no
opercu lum but are tightly anchored to the rocks. Use a knife under
the edge of the shell to prise them off. If they are hard to dislodge,
they are good to eat. If they come off easily, they are probably dead
or sick. After high tide any limpel found still fas tened is good food
- the tide washes away sick or dead specimens.
Cook shell foods by plunging them into boiling water and boiling
for at least five minutes.
If you eat shell foods raw you expose yourself to parasites and
polluta nts which they may carry.

Fishing
Fish and sea snakes require more catching. Some fish are dangerous
and all sea snakes are venomous. Distinguish snakes from eels by
their scales and their broad flattened tails. They are said no t to bite
swimmers. Bites usually occur, and then only rarely, when fishermen
are removing fish from nets in which the snakes are also caught.
On most coasts the best time to fish from the shore is about two
hou rs after high water. If you fish when the tide is still coming in
you are constantly retreating and probably getting wet. Remember
that saltwater will ro t boots and clothing .
Sea fishing requires a larger hook than freshwa ter fishing. A wide
variety of bait can be used. Limpets, for instance, can often be found
clinging to the rocks, or lug worms (Arenicolo) can be dug up on
sandy and muddy beaches. At low tide look for the coiled worm
casts that show you where their L-shaped burrows are.
Ma ke use of the tide to help you catch fish by building large
arrow-shaped fish traps from stakes or rocks. Point them away from
the shore. Fish will be ca llght when the tide recedes.

Octopus and squid
Octopus can be hunted at night. when they are in search of their
own prey. Attract them with a light. then spear them. In dayti me
empty shells around a hole are an indication that an octopus may
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live inside. Drop in a baited hook, wai t until it is taken and pull
sharply up. The best way to kill an octopus is to turn it inside out:
place a hand inside the fleshy hood, grab the innards and pull hard.
Try it on a small octopus first! It takes practise so until you
are proficient stab the octopus between the eyes or bang it against
a rock,
All octopuses have a hard, parrot-like beak, and a few can give a
poisonous bite. The worst is the Blue-ringed octopus of eastern
Australia - its venom can be lethal. AVOID IT!
Octopus flesh is tough bll t chewy and very nourishing. Pounding
it will help make it more tender. Boil the body and roast the smaller
tentacles.
In the open sea squid can be huge, but a few small squid may
occur inshore. Look for them in rock pools attached to seaweed.
Catch them at night with a bright light. by jigging. Cuttlefish do not
come close inshore but can be caught at sea in the same way.

Echinoderms
Another useful source of food, the echinoderms include starfish (not
worth bothering with as food], sea urchins and sea cucumbers. Sea
cucumbers creep about on the seabed or burrow in the sand. They
look like warty black cucumbers, up to 20cm (Sin] long. There are
also spiky white sea gerkins and worm cucumbers (which burrow
into sand), Sea cucumbers should be boiled for five minutes before
eating.
Sea urchins, or sea eggs as they are sometimes called, are usually
prickly balls which cling on to rocks, just below the low water mark
but they have burrowing
relations, the cake and heart
urchins and the sea potato,
which can be found beneath
Handle carefu lly. Their spines
the sand, Split open and eat
inflict a pai nfu l wou nd especially if you tread on them
the egg-like 'yolk' inside. You
with bare feet ! If you get pricked
can eat it raw, but it is safer
and the spine breaks off don't try
to boil. AVOID any if their
to squeeze it out, it may push the
spines do not move when
spine in deeper. Wi th luck spines
touched or if they smell bad
will begin to work their way out
of the skin after a few days.
when opened.

Crustaceans
These include crabs, crayfish, shrimp and prawns, all of which make
their homes in rock pools. Lobsters are usually found beyond the
tidal zone but som etimes can be found in deep pools or crevices.
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look under stones and seaweeds - though you'll have to be quick
to catch them! A net would help. Improvise one from clothing and
a piece of wire or a sapling .
Sand crabs are abundant in the tropics. Active at night, they can
be chased back to their burrow at the top of the beach and dug out.
Some even climb trees and can be knocked down.
Freshwater crabs, crayfish and shrimps are also found in many
parts of the world. They are smaller than sand crabs and usually
found in shallow water.
All crustaceans spoil quickly and they may contain harmfu l
parasites. They must be eaten as soon as possible - so keep them
alive in water until you are ready to cook them. They are cooked
alive - either by plunging into boiling water, so that they die almost
immediately, or by putting them in cold water and heating it up,
which is claimed to lull them to unconsciousness so that they feel
no pain. Boil for 20 minutes.
Crabs have poisonous sections which must be removed: twist off
claws and legs, then, with the crab on il:5 back, place your thumbs
under the flap at the tail and push upwards. Pull the flap up and away
from the body and lift it off. This prevents the stomach contents from
touching the flesh. Next press on the mouth with the thumbs, pushing
down and outwards. This makes mouth and stomach come away in
one piece. The lungs (known as 'Dead men's fingers'), which are
harmful to eat, can then be pulled out and discarded .
Lobster is easier to prepare. Cut along the back towards the head
and split open. The stomach lies just behind the mouth and is
removed with the head and intestinal cord .

Turtles
Turtle meat is highly nutritious, and turtle eggs another good source
of food - if you are lucky enough to have turtles come ashore. (See
Reptiles in Food)

Seabirds
Most ocean coasts are alive with seabirds. Fish for them. Leave
baited hooks among offal on flat rocks, even throw baited hooks
into the air to be taken on the wind. Try wrapping bait around
stones. The sudden change in weight can make birds 'crash'.
Ground nesting birds can provide a rich source of eggs. Look for
the ones that are easy to collect before risking raiding nests on cliffs.
You can also try to catch the birds themselves at night when
roosting - but do NOT risk climbing.
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DANGERS
Unless very still. water higher than your thighs will be too murky to

see through. You'l) risk stepping on something unpleasant and waves
could sweep you on to rocks or coral.

Wear shoes when foraging in the water - you need soles if you
are improvising foot coverings. Clot h wrapping is NOT enough to

protect from spines.
- Je llyfish are often swept inshore after a storm. Some. especially in
the tropics. sting severely. The Sea wasps, or Box jellies, of northern
Australian beaches, are the most dangerous. The bell-shaped body of
the largest reaches only 2Scm (lOin) but its tentacles can reach 9m
(30ft). Almost transparent, and difficult to see, each tentacle is
armed with millions of st inging cdls. Although their venom is one
of the most deadly known and high concentrations cause skin
lesions and death, usually only a very high dose is fatal to humans.
Some jellyfish are not venomous but beware - size is not an
indication of potency! If stung do NOT pull the tentacles off or wipe
away the slime with your hand - you will only get stung more. Use
seaweed, cloth, etc, to wipe the sting with sand.
- Portuguese-man-of-war, looks like a jellyfish but is actually a
colony of polyps. It, too, can have tentacles 9m (30ft) long but,
though its stings may cause irritation for several days, they are
rarely fatal. Treat as for jellyfish.
- Weaverfish lie buried in the sand off the shores of Europe, West
Africa and the Mediterranean . Their spines are venomous. Apply very
hot water to sooth spine wounds.
- Stingrays occur inshore everywhere, but especially in warm
waters, and electric rays in warm to temperate zones. Superbly
camouflaged, they don't only hide in sand- some like rocky and
pebbly places. Play safe - prod the bottom with a stick as you go.
Stingray wounds can be soothed with very hot water.
- Moray eels may be found in shallow water. They have a savage
bite and guard their holes tenaciously. Keep clear of any you see and
do NOT put your hands into crevices!
- Giant clams on tropical reefs can be big enough to trap a limb if they
snap shut on you.
- Fish with venomous spines often live in very shallow waters. Most
common, and most dangerous, in the tropics, a few occur in
t emperate waters. Bottom-dwelling kinds are almost impossible to
detect and are often superbly camouflaged . Zebra fish are easier to
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see, but equally dangerous to contact. Use a stick to stir up the sand
and rocks in front of you.
- Sea snakes often occur in some numbers close in shore in the
tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans. They are inoffensive and bi tes are
rare - but their venom is the most toxic of all snake venom. Keep
clear of snakes in the water. Found on shore, pin them with a forked
stick - they make a good meal.
- M any corals are sharp and can easily cut you. Some, such as the fire
corals, sting on contact. Always approach a reef with caution. Exploit
other sites for food first Both the reef and its inhabitants - which
may include cone shells - can present dangers.
- Sharks Although most sharks feed mainly in deep waters, some
species frequent shallow wa ters and swim up rivers and any might
come onshore looking for an easy meal. Most shark attacks on
humans occur in very shallow water. Be watchful!
- Lagoons Reefs are often formed around tropical islands or out
from the shore, making a breakwater which leaves still waters in a
lagoon . Fish in the lagoon are often of the poisonous varieties.
Barracuda and Red snapper, which are edible in the open sea, should
be avoided if caught in lagoons - their eating habits cause them to
become toxic. Fish from the reef on the seaward side.

ISLANDS
slands offer a special challenge to the survivor, especially small
islands and those lacking resources. The feeling of loneliness is
emphasized on an island and the sense of isolation acute. The
problems are mental as wel l as physical. To help overcome them
explore the island thoroughly and establish a daily routine.
Climb to the highest point to make a sketch of the island and get
a mental picture of the terrain. Explore every creek, cranny, bay and
beach of the coastline. Then take your reconnaissances inland until
the island is familiar.
The island may have been inhabitated in the past - remains of
buildings offer a basis for shelter. Fence posts and wire will be useful
to repair your boat or build a raft. Vegetables may still be found
growing and rats seem to follow man everywhere - sometimes they
are the only permanent wildlife to be found.
Shelter will make life seem better and even a scrape in the
ground will give some protection. If you find caves ensure that they

I
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are not tida l before you decide to use one. Remember that even
caves that seem safe may be flooded or cut off by spring tides,
which are higher than normal.
On a barren rocky outcrop shelter may simply mean finding a
place out of the wind . Water may depend upon collecting rainfall
and distillation . Food will be whatever clings to the rocks, birds and
birds' eggs if you are lucky, and what you can haul from the sea .

Resources
On any small island resources will be lim ited. Take care not to overexploit anyone of them. Water is often a problem - lack of it is the
reason many islands are uninhabited . Lush vegetation will draw
attention to springs and streams. Digging above the high water
mark may produce water. Ca tch and store rainwater.
To desalinate sea water by distillation you need a lot of fuel,
which may be scarce. Driftwood may be available and some
seaweeds will burn when dri ed - but you need wood to get the fire
going. Seal blubber also makes good fue l. Have a fire only when you
rea lIy need one. Search beaches after every tide - not just for wood .
Everything has a use to the survivor.
Once familiar with your island, venture out at night - more
creatures can be seen and foraging may be more rewarding.

Coconuts
Tropical islands are rarely desert islands - they will usually offer
plenty to eat, both ashore and in the water. The coconut palm is
found right through the tropics and subtropics and can provide:
fronds for shelter, husks for ropes, growing points, which taste like
cabbages, the milk and meat, and the shell (which you can also use
as cups and containers).
To remove the fibrous husk around the coconut force it over a
sharpened stake or split it with a hand axe. Extract the milk by
piercing one of the dark 'eyes' of the nut itself before smashing the
nut open to get at the meat.
Coconut milk is a safe and refreshing drink - a la rge nut may
hold' litre (P/.pt). 00 not drink from very young (green) or old (dark
brown) nuts, their liquid will give you diarrhoea. The meat itself is
indigestible in large amounts - eat only a little at a time.
Extract coconut oil by exposing chopped white meat to heat sun or fire - and collecting oil as it runs off, or by boiling and
skimming the oil as it rises to the surface. Rub it on to protect from
sunburn, and chafing from saltwater, to repel insects, as a salve for
sores and blisters or, mixed with wood ash, as a substitute for soap.
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Climbin g palms: If coconuts don't fall on your head and you can't
knock them down, or if you need to reach some high bananas, don't
try to climb the tree trunk like a rope. Instead, tie a strong bandage
of cloth into a strap and slip it around your ankles. Adjust it to hold
your fee t close to the tru nk and then you can press the sales of your
feet inward and grip with them.

- Layout signals to attract searchers by arranging rocks, seaweed
anything that contrasts with its surroundings.
- Sand is excellent for polishing metal to make mirrors to signal with.
- If you can see a ship you can try and make con tact on a VHF radio.

Moving on
In a group of islands, you may be able to move on to another when
the first's resources are exhausted . In warmer climates it may be
possible to swim, but build a raft in cold climates. If there is nothing
to build a raft from, make some kind of flotation aid - even if it is
only an empty box or coconuts.
If there are seals on your island you could use them to make a
raft. From autumn through to spring, when the seal stores a lot of
fat in its body, a seal carcass will float. If several are lashed together
they will support your weight.
Study tides and currents between islands carefully, they can be
treacherous. Float somethi ng you can observe and note its prog ress.
Time your swim so that the ebb takes you out from your island and
the high tide takes you in to the new island.

ARID REGIONS
ost desert lands were once fertile and some of the creatu res
that lived there then adapted to the new cond itions. Like them,
the survivor must learn to make the most of any avai lable shade, to
create protection from the sun, reduce moisture loss and restrict
activity to the ends of the day and the night. Learn from the peoples
who live or travel through the deserts.
In some deserts, especially the Sahara, the deserts of the Middle
East, of Peru and northern Chile and parts of the Gobi Desert in

M
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Mongolia, there are great temperature differences between night and
day. At night condensation of any moisture in the air can make some
water available - and in the Namib desert of southern Africa fog
coming in from the sea often provides moisture for life. Elsewhere, in
such deserts as those of Western Australia, northern Mexico and the
Mohave of the southwestern USA, where the temperature changes
are comparatively slight, there is very little condensation and
consequently both plants and game are very rare. Sometimes, as in
the Kalahari, there will be sparse grass and thorny bushes and, even
in the most barren conditions, some kind of life seems to survive,
though often invisible if you do not know where to look.
Dust and sand storms may occur at certain times of year,
reducing visibility to zero and demanding maximum protection to
prevent sand entering every orifice. Dust devils - desert whirlwinds
like tornadoes - are quite common.
When rain does come - and in some territories years may pass with
none at all - it may be in torrential downpours which create flash
floods, before being quickly absorbed into the parched ground. This
provides for a brief blossoming of vegetation and the emergence of
species, such as the Spadefoot toad of Arizona, for rapid reproduction.

Desert rainfa ll and temperature
Typical of desert extremes are conditions in the Rub'al Khali, the 'Empty
Quarter', of southern Arabia. For most of the year there is only a trace
of rain but over 30mm (W.in) may fall on a single day in the winter.
July temperatures may reach over 48"C (118"F), dropping to 15"C (GO"F)
at night, and December extremes range from 26" to -6.6· C (79-20"F).

WATER
Water needs are paramount. Finding it is VITAl. If you have it, ration
it immediately. If you are stranded by mechanical fai lure during a
planned desert crossing, you will have plotted your route with an
awareness of oases, wells and waterholes. Wells can be very deep
and the water level require a container lowered on a line to reach it.
Small water holes in wadi bottoms are often seasonal. They are
usually covered with a stone or brushwood.
Away from known waterholes, try digging at the lowest point of
the outside bend of a dry stream bed or at the lowest point between
dunes. Do NOT dig in the heat of the day, the exertion will use up
too much fluid and you may find none to replace it. You must
a/ways balance fluid loss against possible gain.
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Exploit cactus and roots as water sources and, in deserts where
the day/night temperature range is great, exploit this to produce
water by condensation. (See Water in Essentials.)

Life expectancy
Life expectancy depends upon the water available and your ability
to protect the body from exposure to the sun to minimize
perspiration. Allow a slight negative balance. Drink 1.5 litres (2 'hpt)
for every 2 li tres (3 '/l pt) lost and then drink at the rate the body is
sweating. Efficiency is then impaired little and no water is wasted.
Less fluid will not resu lt in less sweating. Sweating is a cooling
mechanism. not a way of losing moisture. If more fluid is drunk than
needed it will be excreted and used to no purpose.
Without water you will last about 2'11 days at 4S·C (llS"F) if you
spend the whole time resting in the shade, though you could last as
long as 12 days if the temperature stays below 21 "C (lO"F).
If you are forced to walk to safety the distance you cover will
relate directly to water available. With none. a temperature of 48°C
(120°Fl. walking only at night resting all day. you could cover 40k m
(25 miles). Attemp ting to walk by day you would be lucky to
complete Skm (5 miles) before collapse. At the same temperature.
with about 2 litres (3 'hpt) of water you might cover 56km (35 miles)
and last 3 days. Your chances are not appreciably increased until
available water reaches about 4.5 litres (8pt) per person, though
training and a determination to survive could contradict predictions.

SHELTER AND FIRE
Make a shelter from the sun and rest in its shade. You'll also need
protection from winds and low night temperatures. Do NOT stay in
a metal vehicle or aeroplane which may rapidly become overheated.
Use it to support a shelter or make use of the shadow beneath an
aircraft's wing . Make use of rock ou tcrops and the shadow provid ed
by the sides of a wadi. Use the double layer teChnique to aid cooling
(see Tropical Regions).
In a sand desert you may even be able to use wreckage to make
a shelter beneath the sand. Many desert creatu res spend the day
beneath the surface. where the day temperatu re is much lower and
the nights much warmer than outside. Sand will not permit
t unnelling and you have to make a support st ructure.
Having provided immediate shade, build your shelter in the cool
of the even ing to conserve energy and fluids. Pile rocks to make a
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windbreak and make use of wadi walls (except when rain, and
consequent flash floods, seem likely) .
If using fabrics, leave the bottom edges lifted and loose by day
to increase air circulation. Weigh them down with rocks at night.
Avoid lying directly on hot ground . If you make a raised bed air can
circulate benea th you .
You will need fire for warmth at night, and for boiling water.
Smoke will also be very noticeable and useful for signalling . Desert
scrub is dry and burns easily. If the land is totally barren, vehicle fuel
and oil mixed with sand in a container will burn well (and is an easy
way to light other fires) or use a string wicle Camel. donkey and
other animal droppings bu rn well.

CLOTHING
Clothing helps reduce fluid loss and gives protection from sunburn as well as warmth at night and a barrier against insect bites and thorns.
In the desert it should be light and loose fitting, with air space between
the garments and the body to provide insulation. Copy the flowing,
layered garments of the Arab world. Trousers give more protection
from insects than shorts (and guard against serious burns on the legs
if forced into daytime exposure). Cover the head and feet.

KEEP COVERED
Do not strip off your clothes. Apart from the risk of severe sunburn,
an uncovered body will lose sweat through evaporation requiring
even more to cool it - but keep the covering as loose as possible
so that there is a layer of insulating air. Sweating will then cool you
more efficiently.

Headgear
Any hat with a piece of cloth attached to the back will give some
protection to the head and back of the neck but it is better to copy
the headgear of desert peoples. You need a piece of material about
120cm (4ft) square, a smaller piece, such as a handkerchief, and a
piece of cord or cloth (a tie is ideal) to keep them in position.
Make the handkerchief into a wad on top of the head . Fold the
large cloth diagonally, place it over the handkerchief, the long edge
forward. Tie cord or cloth around the head to secure them.
Allowed to fall freely this will protect from the sun, trap pockets
of air, take advantage of breezes and protect from sandstorms. At
night wrap it around the face for warmth.
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Eye protection
Sunglasses or goggles will help - though many made for use In
tempera te climes may offer insufficient protection. Soot from the
fire smeared below the eyes will reduce glare reflected from the skin.
Shield the eyes from glare and windborne sa nd with a strip of
material. Cut narrow slits to see through.

Footwear
Do not walk barefoot on hot sand until your feet have become
hardened. It will burn and cause blisters. Do not wear sandals which
leave the top of the foot exposed. Improvise coverings if you have
none. Putees will help keep sand out of boots or could be extended
to wrap round the foot over open sandals.

FOOD
Heat usually produces a loss of appetite - so do not force yourself
to eat. Protein foods increase metabolic heat and increase water loss
and liquids are needed for digestion. If water is scarce, keep eating
to a minimum and then try to eat only moisture-containing food s,
such as fruit and vegetables.
Food spoils very quickly in the desert and any stores, once
opened, should be eaten straight away or kept covered and shaded.
Flies appear from nowhere and settle upon uncovered food.

Plants
Vegetation, away from oases and waterholes, is likely to be little
more than scrub and grasses - even in the semi-desert - but grasses
are edible and sometimes plentiful. The Acacia tree in the scrub
provides edible beans. Beware of the Acacia's thorns but try all its
soft parts: flowers, fruit, seeds, bark and young shoots.
The grasses of the Sahara and Gobi are neither nutritious nor
palatable, but in the Sahara and the Asian deserts you may find the
Desert Gourd, a member of the squash family. Its vine can run over the
ground for 4.5m (15ft). Chew its water-filled shoots and eat its flowers
and orange-sized fruits, the seeds of which are edible roasted or boiled.
The Mescal plant of the Mexican desert (an agave from which
tequila is made), grows with a rosette of thkk, tough, sharp-tipped
leaves. Its central stalk, which rises like a candle to a flowering head.
can be eaten. Cut the ends of the leaves to suck out water.

Animals
Deserts often support a variety of animal life which burrows into the
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sand or hides in any available shade during the day, including
insects, reptiles, small rodents and specially adapted mammals such
as the Fennec Fox of North Africa, the Australian Bandicoot, a
hedgehog in the Gobi and the Jack Rabbit of North America - all of
which have big ears to act as cooling aids. Most large mammals are
an indication that there is a water supply within daily reach of their
grazing areas.
The Sahara has gerbils and gerboas; the Middle East, caracals and
hyenas; the New World. kangaroo rats and coyotes.

If you were in th e desert and had to choose between
hessian or water, which would be more useful?

co,'",;'n"

In desert conditions the hessian is vital of course. Water will be of no
use at all if you can't build shelter to shade you from the blazing sun.

HEALTH
Most desert illnesses are caused by excessive exposure to sun and
heat. They can be avoided by keeping head and body covered and
remaining in shade until sundown.
- Constipation and pain in passing urine are common and saltdeficiency can lead to cramps.
- Continued heavy sweating on the body, coupled with rubbing by
clothing can produce blockages in the sweat glands and an
uncomfortable skin irritation known as prickly heat.
- Heat cramps, leading to heat
exhaustion, heat stroke and
serious sunburn are all dangers.
A gradual increase in activity
and daily exposure to the sun
will build up a defence provided that plenty of drinking
water is available.
- Various micro-organisms attack
the moist areas of the body the crevices of the armpits,
groin and between the toes.
Prevention and treatment are to
keep these areas clean and dry.

WARNINGDESERT SORES
In the desert even the most
trivial wound is likely to
become infected if not dealt
with straight away. Thorns are
easily picked up and should be
pulled out as soon as possible.
Where the skin is broken a
large and painful sore may
develop which could prevent
walking. Bandage all cuts with
dean dressings and use what
medical aids are available.
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verything in the jungle thrives, including disease - germs breed
at an alarming rate - and parasites. Nature provides water, food
and materials for making shelters. Indigenous peoples have lived for

millennia from hunting and gathering, but for the outsider it can
take time to get used to the conditions and the non-stop activity.
Native peoples wear little, except as ornament, but t he
newcomer, uninured to insects and leeches and unaccustomed to
moving through dense jungle growth, needs to keep as covered as
possible. Clothing may become saturated by perspiration but it is

better than being stung, scratched and bitten all over. Do not
remove wet clothing until you halt and then, with humidity at 8090 per cent, there is no point hanging it up to dry except in the sun
or by a fire. Clothes saturated regularly by perspiration will rot.
Except at high altitudes, both equatorial and subtropical regions
are characterized by high temperatures, heavy rainfall and
oppressive humidity. At low altitudes, temperature variation is
seldom more than 10°C (50°F), and is often 3rc (98°F) . At altitudes
over 1500m (SOOOft) ice often forms at night. The rain has a slightly
cooling effect but, when it stops, the temperature soars.
Rainfall is heavy, often with thunder and lightning. Sudden rain
beats on the tree canopy, turning trickles into raging torrents and
rivers rise at an alarming rate, but - just as suddenly - it is gone.
Violent storms may occur, usually towards the end of the 'summer'
months. Hurricanes, cyclones and typhoons develop over the sea and
rush in land causing tidal waves and devastation. In choosing camp
sites, make sure you are above any potential flooding. Prevailing
winds create variation between winter and summer with the dry
season (rain once a day) and the monsoon (continuous rain). In
southeast Asia, winds from the Indian Ocean bring monsoon, but it
is dry when the wind blows from the landmass of China.
Tropical day and night are of equal length, darkness falls quickly
and daybreak is equally sudden.

Equatorial rainforests
The climate varies little in these forests, spread across the equa tor in
the Amazon and Congo basins, parts of Indonesia and several Pacific
islands. Rain of l.S-3.5m (GO-138in) is distributed evenly throughout
the year. Temperatures range from 30°C (8GoF) to 20· C (G8°F) at night.
Where untouched by man, jungle trees rise from buttress roots
to GOm (200ft), bursting into a mushroom of leaves. Below them,
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smaller trees produce a canopy so thick that little light reaches the
jungle floor. Seedlings struggle beneath them to reach light and
masses of vines and lianas twine up to the sun. Ferns, mosses and
herbaceous plants push through a thick carpet of leaves and a great
variety of fungi grow on leaves and fallen trunks.
It is fairly cool in this PRIMARY JUNGLE, with little undergrowth to
hamper movement. but visibility is limited to about SOm (170ft). It is easy
to lose a sense of direction and also difficult to spot anyone from the air.

Smoke is diffused by the tree canopy and may not be seen. especially
if there is mist about as well. Set signals in a clea ring, more often
found near river bends. or - better - out on rafts on the river itself.

Secondary jungle
Growth is prolific where sunlight does penetrate to the jungle floor
- mainly along river banks, on jungle fringes and where primary
jungle has been clea red by man for slash and burn farming. When
abandoned, this is reclaimed by a tangled mass of vegetation -look
out for cultivated food plants which may survive among the others.
Grasses, ferns, shrubs and vines of secondary jungle reach heights
of 2-3m (7-lOft) in a single year. Moving is slow, often hacking a way
with a machete or parang - hot work, with visibility only a few metres
[see On the Move). Jungle vegetation seems to be covered with thorns
and spikes and bamboo thickets can be impenetrable barriers.
Sometimes, as in Belize in Central America, the jungle trees are
low. Light does reach the fer tile ground, producing abundant
undergrowth even in primary jungle.

Sub-tropical rainforests
0

Found within 10 of the Equator, in Central and South America,
Madagascar, western India, Burma, Vietnam, southeast Asia and the
Phillipines, these forests have a season of reduced rainfall even
drought, with th e rain coming in cycles - monsoons. With more
marked seasons there are more deciduous trees so that more light
reaches the forest floor and undergrowth is dense.

Montane forests
When altitudes reach about 1000m (3300ft) in the tropics, and the
areas bordering them, tropical forest begins to give way to montane
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forest. it becomes true montane at about 1240m (4100ft), as in the
Monts Gotel in Cameroon, the Amhara Plateau of Ethiopia or the
Ru wenzori Range of central Africa. The Ruwenzori - the 'Mountains
of the Moon' - are typical: sha rply contoured slopes maki ng a
crater-like landscape covered in moss between ice-capped peaks.
Pla nt growth is spa rse, trees stu nted and distorted, their
branches low and difficult to walk beneath. Nights are cold and day
tempera tures high with lots of mist and long periods of cloud cover.
Survival is difficult in this terrain. Leave it and make your way down
the mountainside to the tropical rain forest.

Saltwater swamps
Where coastal areas are subject to tidal flooding, mangrove trees thrive.
They can reach heights of 12m (40ft) and their tangled roots are an
obstacle both above and below the waterline. Visibility is poor and passage
difficult - it may take 12 hours to cover 900m (3000ft). Sometimes
channels are wide enough to raft, but generally progress is on foot.
There are mangrove swamps in West Africa, Madagascar,
Malaysia and the Pacific Islands, Central and South America and at
the mouth of the Ganges. The swamps at the mouths of the Orinoco,
Amazon and rivers of Guyana consist of stinking mud and trees
which offer little shade. Tides ca n rise as much as 12m (40ft).
Everything in mangrove swamps seems hostile, from water leeches
and insects, to cayman and crocodiles. Avoid them if you can. If forced
there by mishap look for a way out. Where there are river cha nnels
intersecting the swamp you may be able to make a raft.
You won't starve among the mangroves. There is plenty of fish
and vegetation . At low water crabs, molluscs, catfish and mudfish
can be found. Arboreal and aquatic animals include water opposum,
otter, tapir, armadillo and, on firmer ground, peccaries.
Inland of the mangroves, nipa palm swam p is common - all the
palm's growi ng points are edib le.
If forced to stay in a swamp, determine the high-tide level, by
the line of salt and debris on the trees, and fit up a raised bed above
it. Cover yourself for protection against ants and mosquitoes.
In any swamp a fire will have to be built on a platform. Use
standing deadwood for fuel. Decay is rapid in a swamp so choose
wood that is not far decayed .

Freshwater swamps
Found in low-lying inland areas, their mass of thorny undergrowth,
reeds, grasses and occasional short palms makes going difficult and
reduces visibility to only a few metres - but wildlife abounds and
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survival is easy. A freshwater swamp is not such a bad place once
you get used to it. It will often be dotted with islands and you are
not chest-deep in the water ALL the time. There are often navigable
channels and raw materials available from which to build a raft.

SHELTER
There are ample materials for building shelter in most tropical regions
(see Shelter in Camp Craft). Where temperatures are very high and
shelters directly exposed to the sun, make roofs in two layers with an
airspace in between to aid cooling. Much of the heat will dissipate on
striking the upper layer, and with the air passing between this lowers
the temperature of the layer beneath. The distance between should be
20-30cm (8-12in). Double layers of even permeable cloth will help
keep out rain if well angled (see Camp Craft).

FIRE
Everything is likely to be damp. Take standing dead wood and shave
off the outside. Use that to start your fire. Dry bamboo makes
excellent tinder (store some), so does a termite's nest.

FOOD
A large variety of fruits, roots and leaves are available. Banana,
papaya, mango and figs are easily recognized. (Papaya is one of the
few plants with white sap that is edible.) The large, thorny fruit of
the durian, of southeast Asia, smells disgusting, but is good to eat.
Palms provide an edible growing point and manioc produces
massive tubers - though they must be cooked before eating. Taro,
wild potato and some kinds of yam must also be prepared to remove
poisons before they are eaten. You may find the wealth of tropical
foods hard to identify, if you're not su re use the tests described in
Food, before you risk eating them.

Animal foods
Deer, pigs, monkeys and a wide range of animals can be hunted and
trapped according to loca tion (see Traps and trapping in Food! .
In primary jungle, birds spend most of their time in the tree canopy
among the fruit and berries. Pl ace traps in clearings and lure birds with
fruit. Some, such as the Asian Hornbill, also feed on lizards and snakes,
Near rivers, traps can be baited with fish or offal for Fish Eagles and
similar species which patrol rivers for prey.
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Parrots and their relatives abound in the tropics - their mad
screeching makes their presence known from early morning. They
are cunning - get them used to taking bait before setting the trap.
Snakes are easier to catch - go for the non-poisonous constrictors
- and very tasty. Catch them using a forked stick (see Hunting in Food).

Food from rivers
Rivers support all kinds of life: fish, plants. animals and insects. If you
have no fishing tackle small pools can be dammed and then emptied
with a bailer - fish and turtles in surprising numbers can be found in the
mud. Try constructing traps or crushing certain roots and vines to stupefy
the fish (see Fishing in FoodJ.
Fish are easily digested and have good protein content. Many jung le
people depend on them for nourishment, but in the tropics they spoil
quickly. Clean thoroughly, discard entrails and eat as soon as possible, do
not preserve them by smoking or drying. Fish from slow moving water are
more likely to be infested with parasites. If suspect, boil for 20 minutes.
In areas where locals use the water as their sanitation system, fish may
carry tapeworms and other human parasites and the water itself could be
infected with amoebas which cause dysentery. Always boil water.
Rivers can bring dangers too. Piranha may be found in the Amazon,
Orinoco and Paraguay river systems of South America. A similar fish is
found in Burma. Electric eels are slow-moving and not aggressive, but
they can grow very large and discharge 500 volts or more. Stingrays also
occur in some tropical South American and West African rivers. Look out
for crocodiles or alligators and water snakes and take care in handling
catfish, which have sharp dorsal fins and spines on their gill covers, the
Electric catfish can also deliver a powerful shock.

DANGERS
Cover your feet
Good footwear and protection for the legs is essential - they are
most exposed to leeches, chigoe, and centipedes. Wrap bark or cloth
around the legs and tie it to make puttees.

Insect attack!
Slashing your way through jungle you may disturb bee, wasp or
hornet nests. They may attack, especially hornets, whose stings can
be especially painful. Anywhere left bare, including your face, is
vulnerable to attack. Run ! Sunglasses wou ld help protect the eyes.
Perspiration is a problem, insects desperate for salt will fly to the wettest
parts of your body. However. they also sting. Protect armpits and groin.
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Beware invaders
Keep clothing and footwear off the ground, then scorpions, snakes
and other nasties are less likely to invade them. Always shake out
clothing and check boots before putting them on and be wary when
putting hands in pockets. On waking, take care. Centipedes tend to
curl for warmth in some of the more private body regions.

Beware caterpillars too!
If mosquitoes and leeches sucking your blood, pa inful bites from
centipedes and the risk or scorpion and snake bites are not enough (see
Bites in First Aid) look out for hairy caterpillars. Be careful to brush
them off in the direction they are travelling or small irritant hairs may
stay in your skin and cause an itchy rash, which may fester in the heat.

Mosquito protection
Wear a net over your head, or tie a tee-shirt or singlet over it, especially
at dawn and dusk. Better, take a strip of cloth long enough to tie around
your head and about 45cm (18in) deep and cut it to make a fringe of
vertical strips hanging from a band that will hang around your face and
over your neck and impregnant your clothes and bags etc with repellent.
At night keep covered, including your hands.. Use bamboo or a
sapling to support a little tent of clothing plus large leaves, rigged over
your upper half. Oil, fat or even mud spread on hands and face may help
to repel mosquitoes. In camp a smoky fire will help keep insects at bay.
If you are bitten make sure you don't scratch as this may let infection in.

Leeches
Leeches lie on the ground or on vegetation, especially in damp places,
waiting to attach themselves to an animal (or person) to take a meal
of blood . Their bite is not painful but they secrete a natural anticoagulant that makes it messy. Left alone, they drop off when they
have had their fill ~ but if you are covered in them you must do
something! Do NOT pull them off. There is a risk the head will come
off leaving the jaws in the bite, which could turn septic. Remove with
a dab of salt, citric acid from fruit, alcohol. an ember or a flame.

Beware the candiru!
This minute Amazonian catfish, about 2.5cm (lin) long, very slender
and almost transparent, sucks blood from the gills of other fish . It is
reported to be able to swim up the urethra of a person urinating in
the water - where it gets stuck by its dorsal spine. The chance of
this happening is remote but the consequences could be dire! Cover
your genitals and don't urinate in the water.
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or desert travel, fit long-range fuel tanks and make provision for
storing drin king water. Carry further supplies of both in jerry
cans. A jack is no lise in soft sand and an air bag should be carried
which is inflated by the exhaust. Extra filters will be needed in the
fuel line and air intake. Sand tyres must be fitted and sand channels
carried to get you moving again when bogged down in loose sand .
For high altitudes the carburettor needs adjustment. In scrub
country, thorn gaiters will reduce puncture risks. Antifreeze and
suitable wheels and chains are needed for snow and ice. The engine
will need special tuning to match climatic conditions and its own
spares. A spare wheel and a good tool kit are obvious requirements.

F

HOT CLI MATES
Even
when
you
have
hod
modifications mode to prepare your
vehicle for hot climate conditions you
may still find that you have problems.
In crossing some deserts the
considerable temperature change from
day 10 nighl can pul a strain on any
merol and increase the risk of leaks.

WARN ING : NEVER leave a sleeping or
injured person or any animal in a
closed car in a hat climate - or even
on 0 sunny day in temperate regions.
Always leave windows open to ensure
ventilation (heat exhaustion can be
lethal) even if parked in the shade, as
the sun will move.

hole, squeeze that section of the
copper piping flat to seal it off. It will
reduce the size of the cooling area but,
if you drive very steadily, you will be
able to keep going.
Metal gets hot: Be careful! All metal
parts of a car can become hot enough
to cause blistefS.
Care in sandy conditions: When
adding fuel, sand and dust can get into
the tank. Rig a filter over or just inside
the inlet to the tank.

COLD CLI MATES
Law temperatures not only make
driving conditions difficult. They can
make starting and maintenance
difficult and hazardous.

Overheating: Stap and allow the
engine to cool. If you are driving a
particularly tricky stretch and stopping
is oul of the question, switch on the
heater. This will give greater volume to
the cooling water and, although the
inside of the car will get even horter,
the engine will cool. When convenient
stop and open up the bonnet. 00 not
undo the radio tar cap until the
temperature drops. Check the radiator
and all IlOses for leaks. If the radiator
is leaking, adding the white of on egg
will seal small holes. If there is a large
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Starting: Always try to pork on a
gradient 50 that you can use a bump
start to back up the starter. Once you
get the engine going keep it running but check thai the handbrake is firmly
on and never leave children or animals
in an unattended vehicle with the
engine running.
Demisting: Don't Iry 10 drive looking
through a small clear patch on a misty
screen. Onion or row potato rubbed on
the inside of the screen will stop it
misting up.

VEH ICLES
Cover the outside of the windscreen
and windows with newspaper to
prevent frost building up an them. If
damp, however, paper will stick.
Coddle t he engi ne: Wrapping a
blanket around the engine may help to
stop it from freezing up - but
remember to remove it before you start
the engine. Co ver lower pari of the
radiator with cordboard or wood so
that it does not freeze as you go along.
If very cold, leave covered. Otherwise
remove to prevent overheating.
Cover metal: Don ·t touch ANY metal
with bare hands. Your fingers could
freeze to it and tear off skin. Where
handling metal components with
gloves is awkward, wrap fingers with
adhesive tope. Treat radiator cap and
dip stick in this way to ease your daily
checks.
Diesel engines: Diesel contains water
and freezes mlid at low temperatures.
Always cover front of engine, but
check for overheating. Always wrap
engine at night or when left standing.
Some lorry drivers light small fires
under frazen tan ks. Only you con judge
if the risk is worth taking.

CUT OFF IN SNOW
If you are trapped by a blizzard, stay in
the cor. If you are on a regular traffic
route you will probably soan be
rescued. Going for help could be
too risky.
Run the engine for heat if you have
fuel. Cover the engine so that as little
heat as possible is lost directly - but
make sure that the exhaust is clear.
Take no risk of exhaust coming into the
cor. If you feel drowsy stop the engine
and open a window. Do NOT go to
sleep with the engine running.
Switch off the heater as soon as you
have token the chill off the interior. Start
it again when the temperature drops. If
there is no fuel to run the engine wrap
up in any spore c/othing, rugs etc, and
keep moving inside the cor.

If you have to leave the car to go a
short distance, when you know help is
very close for instance, rig up a
signpost - a bright scorf or garment
on a stick to help you find it again.
When the blizzard stops. and if it is
daylight
(otherwise
wait
until
morning), it is worth walking out if
there is a clear guide 10 the route (such
as telegraph poles).
If miles from anywhere and off
normal rautes, and if the snow is
building up 10 bury the car, it is wOr!h
getting out and building yourself a
snow cove - where you may be
warmer than in the rar and ran sit out
several days. When the blizzard stops
scrape large signs in the snow and use
other signals to attract attentian.

GENERAL
Clutch slip: Often caused by oil or
grease getting on Ihe clutch plates. To
degrease these plates use the fire
extinguisher. Squirt it through the
inspection plate opening.
Fan belts: Improvise one with a poir of
lights. a tie or even string.
HT leads: If a high tension lead breaks,
you may be able to replace it with a
willow twig. Any plant stem with water
rantent con be used to corry current
from the rail to the distributor. Spit on
the ends and insert into the push-fit
contacts. DANGER! When you switch
on, there is a current of about 1300
volts. DO NOT TOUCH. Replace twig
frequently as il dries au!.
Dead battery: You don't need the
bollery if you con get up enough
speed. A tow or 0 steep slope Will do.
On a vehicle with four gears. use gear
two or three when releasing the clutch
to try for ignition.
Half-shaft breakage: Not much you
ran do on a front or back wheel drive
but, if your vehide is 4-wheel drive,
remove the half-shoft. Disconnect
the drive ond keep motoring on the
other axle.
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need some understanding of your body's
nutritional needs and how to meet them. In

OU

most circumstances plants will be t he most readily

available - but you need to know which plants to
avoid. Colour illustrations provide a miniature field
guide to some of the most useful plants.
Almost any animal can provide food and you

must get used to eating unusual ones such as

worms, insects, and even piranha fish. Despite
their reputation they won't attack unless they
have no other food. If the river is low, steer dear.
A wide range of effective snares and t raps will

catch food, while you gather plants, collect water

or carry out other survival tasks.
To hunt you may first have to improvise your

own weapons. Learn how to do so and practise
using them.
Meat needs preparation to make it convenient
to handle and safe to cook. Learn how to preserve
it when there is a surplus.
Fish offers another source of food, so simple
methods are described which require no prior
angling skills.
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FOOD AND FOOD VALUES

T

he body needs food to supply heat and energy and to provide the
materials with which it can build new tissues, whether for
growth. repair or reproduction. A healthy body tan survive for a
time on reserves stored in its tissues, but lack of food makes it
increasingly difficult to keep warm, to recover after hard work or
injury and to Fight off disease.
Fortunately human beings are omnivores - we can digest both
flesh and plants - and we can eat almost anything from the animal
and vegetable kingdoms. With a little care, those things that are
poisonous or dangerous are easily avoided. We enjoy food, so a
good meal is an excellent morale booster, and when there arc
not other pressing priorities it is worth taking the trouble to cook
food, which will make it more tasty, and to seek out foods with
interesting flavours.
Do not rely on the easiest source of food, for a balanced diet is
as important to the long-term survivor as having enough to eat in
the first place. If you are camped in the middle of a rabbit warren,
and dinner almost jumps into the pot, you could die from
deficiencies not supplied by rabbit meat. Your diet MUST be made
up of a wide range of elements which provide the right proportions
of nutrients and sufficient energy to get you througll the day. These
nutrients must include proteins, carbohydrates, fats, minerals and
other trace elements and vitamins.

ENERGY NEEDS
Without making a physical effort of any kind, the average person in
a completely restful state requires 70 calories per hour to maintain
their basic metabolism - the involuntary functions such as
brea thing and blood circulation that we do not even have to
think about. A calorie is a unit of heat - it is the amount needed
to raise the temperature of one litre of water by one degree
centigrade - and is the way in which energy is expressed when
discussing nutrition.
Calories are not produced equally by a1l kinds of foods. The
energy values of the basic types are:
Carbohydrates

Fat
Pro t ein
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19 (.0350z) produces 4 calories
19 (.0350z) produces 9 calories
19 (.0350z) produces 4 calories

FOOD AND FOOD VALUES
The simplest domestic activities - standing up, sitting down,
lighting a fire and so forth - that make up an ordinary day demand
another 45 calories per hour. That makes a total of about 2040
ca lories a day without any work or other major activity, which could
burn up a further 3,500 calories daily. Since not only physical effort
but mental effort and anxiety also use up calories, keep calm and
relax and, if food is scarce, DO NOT SQUANDER ENERGY.

Carbohydrates
Carbohydrates form the bulk of the diet and are the main source of
energy, not just for physical effort but for fuelling internal functions
and the running of the nervous system. Carbohydrates are made up
of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen and are synthesized by plants. They
are very easily converted into energy by the body and do not require
a large water intake. They prevent ketosis - indigestion, vomiting
and nausea caused by the excessive breakdown of body fats during
starvation - but have two disadvantages: they do not contain
vitamin B and they may cause constipation.
There are two types of carbohydrates:
Sugars are found in sugar, syrup, honey, treacle and fruits.
Starches are found in cereals, roots and tubers. Starch granules
are insoluble in cold water but heat causes them to rupture this is why roots and tubers are always cooked .

Fats
Fats contain the same elements as ca rbohydrates but combined
differently. They also are a concentrated source of energy, providing
twice as many calories as carbohydrates, stored in the body as a
layer of fat under the skin and around the organs. They are
insoluble in water and before they can be absorbed by the
body require a lengthy digestive process which demands an
adequate intake of water. Fats hea t and insula te the body, protect
organs, lubricate the alimentary tract and bu ild an energy reserve.
They are found in animals, fish, eggs, milk, nuts and some
vegetables and fungi.

Proteins
Proteins are the basic chemical units of living matter. They are the
only food constituent containing nitrogen and therefore essential
for the growth and repair of the body, and are made up of complex
chemical structures known as amino acids.
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The main sources of protein are meat, fish, eggs and dairy
produce, and plants in the form of nuts, grains and pulses. Worms
con tain the highest amount of proteins, havi ng the eight essentia l
amino acids humans requi re. Do not squeeze the goodness out of
them; isolate them in a container so that they will dehydrate. This
wi ll ensure tha t they don't lose thei r heal th properties. Fungi can be
an important source of protein .
If carbohydrates and fats are missing from the diet, protein is
used to generate energy but at the expense of the body's other
needs, so tha t in starvation the body burns up its own tissues.

Minerals
Minerals include some which one requires in quantity, such as
calciu m, phosphorus, sodium, chlorine, potassium, sulphu r and
magnesium, and others, including iron, flourine and iodine, which
are required in much smaller amounts. Calcium is needed for bones
and teeth but has other roles in muscular function and blood
clotting . All minerals have vital roles in body functions.

Trace elements
Trace elements include strontium, aluminium, arsenic, gold and other
chemicals in tiny amounts. Their exact function is not yet understood .

Vitamins
Vitamins are essential to health and have an important role not only
in maintaining the body but in protection fro m illness. There are
about 40 different vitamins, of which about a dozen are essential for
humans, found in minute amounts in many kinds of food. Vitamin 0
can be synthesized in the skin when it is exposed to the sun's rays
and vita min K can be synthesized by bacteria in the gut, bu t others
must be obtained from external sources. The average person
natura lly carries a 2B-day supply of vitamins within their body and
of those, Vitamin C is first that will need to be replenished. Many
herbs are rich in Vitamin C. The second vitamin to go is Vitamin A.
This vitamin aids vision and prevents eye disease. To counter this, eat
the shoots and leaves that you see rabbits eating.

FOOD PLANTS
here are few places in the world where you will be far from some
kind of vegetation - bush, vine, creeper, flower, grass or lichen which can be eaten to provide nourishment. In Europe alone there

T
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are 10,000 edible wild plants. The only skill required in making use
of them is knowing which is which and where to find them. Some,
though edible, have very little food value, so learn which yield the
most nourishment, especially those which are widespread and
available throughout the year - and learn which are poisonous, in
order to avoid them.
Plants contain essential vitamins and minerals, and are rich
in protein and carbohydrates. Some plants also contain fat
and all provide roughage essential to keep the body in good
working order.
Do NOT eat large quantities of anyone plant at a time and if you
are not used to eating a plant start by nibbling a fresh specimen and
adding some to stews, and build up your intake gradually. If you give
your stomach a chance to get used to a new food it will adjust and
not reject it.
Do NOT assume that because birds, mammals or insects have
eaten a plant that it is edible by humans. Monkeys are some
indication, but no guarantee, that plants are suitable for human
consumption.

TESTING NEW PLANTS
Always adopt the following procedure when trying out potential
new food plants, only one person testing each plant. NEVER take
short cuts - complete the whole test. If in any doubt, do NOT eat
the plant. Should stomach trouble occur, relief can be gained by
drinking plenty of hot water; do not eat again until the pain goes.
If it is severe, induce vomiting by tickling the back of the throat.
Charcoal is a useful emetic. Swallowing some will induce vomiting
and the charcoal may also absorb the poison. White wood ash
mixed to a paste with water will relieve stomach pain.

Inspect
Try to identify. Ensure that a plant is not slimy or worm-eaten. It will
be past its best, with little food value other than the grubs or worms
upon it. Some plants, when old, change their chemical content and
become toxic.

Smell
Crush a small portion. If it smells of bitter almonds or peaches DISCARD.
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Skin Irritation
Rub slightly or squeeze some of the juice onto a tender part of
the body (under the arm between armpit and elbow, for instance).
If any discomfort. rash or swelling is experienced - DISCARD. reject
in future.

Lips, Tongue , Mouth
If there is no irritation to the skin proceed in the following stages,

going on to the next only after waiting five seconds to check that
there is no unpleasant reaction:

- Place a small portion on the lips
- Place a small portion in the corner of the mouth
- Place a small portion on the tip of the tongue
- Place a small portion under the tongue
- Chew a small portion

In all cases: if any discomfort is felt, such as soreness to the throat,
irritation or stinging or burning sensations - DISCARD. reject in
future.

Swallow
Swallow a small amount and WAIT FIVE HOURS. During this period
eat or drink NOTHING else.

Eating
If no reactions such as soreness to the mouth, repeated belching,
nausea, sickness, stomach pains, griping pains in the lower abdomen
or any other dist ressing symptoms are experienced, you may
consider th e plant safe.

GATHERING PLANTS
It is easy to pick plants here and there, but it is better and safer to
gather them systematically.
Take a container on foraging trips - an empty bag, a piece of
cloth folded into a sack, a birch-bark box or large leaves stitched
together. This stops harvest being crushed, which makes it go off
quickly.
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Leaves and Stems
Young growth, usually paler green, will be tastier and more tender.
Older plants are tougher and more bitter. Nip off leaves near the
stem. Leaves simply torn off are easily damaged. They may wilt and
loose goodness before they reach the pot.

Roots and Tubers
Choose larger plants. Some are very difficult to pull up. To lessen
chance of breaking them dig around the plant to loosen, then prise
them out with a sharpened stick.

Fruit and Nuts
Choose larger plants. Pick only ripe, fully coloured fruits. Hard,
greenish berries are indigestible, even after long cooking. Many
fruits, especially in th e tropics, have tough, bitter skins. Peel them.
Nuts lying at the base of a tree are a sign they are ready. Others can
be shaken down if the tree is a small one. You may be able to knock
others down by throwing a stick.

Seeds and Grains
PR ECAUTION: Some contain deadly poisons. Tasting will not harm
you but DO NOT SWALLOW. Carry out the edibility test, reject any
seed that is unpalatable. bitter or with a hot, burning taste (unless
a positively identified pepper or spice).

Heads of some groin plants may
have black spurs in place of normal
seeds. These corry ergot poisoning,
o fungol disease that turns the
groin into enlarged, block,
bean~like structures. It is a source
of on hallucinogen, and is very
poisonous - sometimes fatal.
REJECT THE WHOLE HEAD!

Fungi
Medium-sized are easier to identify and less likely to suffer from
insect damage. Pick the whole fungus. If the stem is left on the
ground it will be harder to identify the fungi gathered. Keep fungi
separate. If a poisonous kind has been picked it will not then
contaminate other food.
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PLANTS TO AVOID
WARNING
POISON! There are two fairly common poisons in the plant
but both are easily detectable:
HYDROCYAN IC ACID (Prussic acid) has the taste and smell of
bitter almonds or peaches. Most notable example is the Cherry
lau rel {Prunus lourocerasusl. with laurel -like leaves, which

contains a closely allied pOison. Crush the leaves and remember the
smell. Discard ALL plan ts with this smell.
OXALIC ACID, whose sal ts (oxalates) occur naturally in some

plants, for instance Wild Rhubarb (mostly in the leaves) and Wood
Sorrel (Oxa/is acetosella). Recognizable by the sharp, dry, stinging
or burni ng sensa tion when applied to the skin or tongue. Disca rd
ALL plants which fit this description.
- AVOID any plant with a milky sap. unless positively
identified as safe (such as dandelion).
- AVOID red plants, unless positively identified, especially in
the t ropics. The red-streaked stalk of Wild Rhubarb is edible
but its leaf is poisonous. Hemlock has reddiSh-purple
splotches on its stem.
- AVOID fruit which is divided into five segments, unless
positively identified as a safe species.
- AVOID grasses and other plants with tiny barbs on their
stems and leaves. With a magnifying glass you can see
them as hooks rather than straight hairs and they will irritate
the mouth and digest ive tract.
- AVOID old or wilted leaves. The leaves of some trees and
plants develop dead ly hydrocyanic acid when they wilt including blackberry, raspberry, cherry, peach and plum. All
may be safely eaten when young, fresh and dry.
- AVOID mature bracken (Pteridium aguiliniumJ. It destroys
vitamin B in the body, setting up a pecu liar blood condition
which can cause death. Eat only tightly coiled 'fiddle heads:
All 250 varieties of north temperate ferns are edible when
you ng, al though some are too bitter to be pala table and
some have irritating hairs which must be removed before
eating. Break off the tips as low as they remain tender, close
your hand over the stalk and draw the frond through to
remove the 'wool:
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IDENTIFYING PLANTS
Only a small selection of the world's many plants can be described

and illustrated here and only a specialist botanist could identify
more than a handful of plants in far-flung corners of th e world .
Begin by learning a few plants that can be found in most conditions
and at most times of year. Close familiarity with even one or two
CQuid make all the difference between survival and starvation. Learn
these first and learn them thoroughly.
Tem perate zones: dandelions, nettles, docks, plantains
Sub-tropical and tropical zones: palms, wild figs, bamboo
Arid and dese rt zon es: mescal, prickly pears, baobabs, acacias (but
not in North or South America)

Polar zones: spruces and willows (north), lichens (north and south).
In summer in north as for temperate zones
Coasts: kelps and lavers

IDENTIFICATION AIDS:
- Location: Plants grow only in suitable conditions, if you know what habitats they like, and geographical distribution, you can
reduce the possibilities immediately.
- Shape and size: Is plant tall and woody like a tree or shrub? short
and soft-stemmed? bushy and branched or only one or a few
stems?
- leaves: Are they large or small? spear-shaped, rounded or straplike? with toothed, or lobed edges? made up of several leaflets?
un iform in colour?
- Flowers: Seasonal, bu t if present note colour, size, shape, single
or clustered, where on plant.
- Fruits and seeds: Are they fleshy, hard and cased like a nut, or
small and tough like a seed? Note colour, size, shape, whether
singly or in clusters, in pods or capsules.
- Roots: Rarely help identification - unless unusual.
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A

ll animals can be a source of nourishment. A few, including
worms and insects, can be collected with little skill, but most
must be trapped or hunted, demanding both knowledge and

expertise of animals and of methods.
The more you know of animals the better, but general natural
history knowledge must be used to help you find ou t more by
observation in the wild, There is no one way to do things - you must
learn by trial and error.
Vou must study each species' habits, find out where it sleeps,
what it eats and where it waters, Vou must learn how best to make
a kill. what traps to se t and balance your humanitarian instincts
against the expediencies of su rvival.
The best animals for flavour and amount of meat are mature
females. The younger the animal, the more lean the meat. An
adult male is at his fatlest just before the mating season (which
varies according to species and climatel. During the mating
season the ma le becomes progressively poorer, the fat is run off
and even th e normally rich bone marrow suffers. Animals put on
fat to see them through the winter and trim down for the
summer. The older the animal the more fat it has and the tougher
the meat becomes.

FINDING GAME
There are very few places on earth where there are no wild animals,
but sometimes the signs of their presence are far from obvious. If
you can recognize and read the sig ns that animals leave, and
identify the animal. you will know what methods to adopt in
hunting and trapping your prey, what bait to use and what kind of
traps to set.
Most mammals are mainly on the move at first and last light.
Only the larger and more powerful venture out during the day.
larger herbivores need a whole day of grazing to satisfy their
appetites. Some very sma ll ones have to eat so frequently that they
are intermittently active all day long - but most smaller mammals,
such as rabbits, eat mainly at night and only change their habits
when the weather is bad . Animals that feed on other animals
hunt at the times that their prey is active. 50 must you , if you
intend to hunt them, but you can find out a great deal without
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ever seeing a living animal and can set traps to catch them when
they are about.

Tracks and signs
Most animals are creatures of habit and use regu lar routes between
their watering spots, feeding places and homes. Look out for the
signs of these trails. Tracks will be more obvious on wet ground,
snow and damp sand, and other signs are more noticeable in heavy
vegetation . The size of the impression left is in proportion to that of
the animal. The age of the track can be accurately judged by its
sharpness and moisture content. Has water seeped into it or has rain
filled it? Has it become smudged? The dearer the track the more
likely it is to be recent.
In the early morning tracks can be checked by looking at them
from ground level. If dew and spider's webs have been disturbed,
the tracks are, at most, a few hours old. Some animals, such as
rabbits, never range very far and any tracks are likely to indicate
that they are in the area. Some animals make tunnels through
dense undergrowth. Their height indicates the size of the animal
that made them. The height of broken twigs along a track will
also suggest an animal's size. Check to see how fresh they are:
Have trampled leaves wilted? Are broken twigs still green and
supple? Marks on trees and logs, feeding signs and discarded
food are other useful indications. Droppings indicate the type of
animal that left them.

Feeding Signs
The way in which bark has been stripped from trees, the gnawed
shells of nuts, partially eaten fruits. bitten off shoots and the
remains of prey animals of carnivores or the destruction of the
nests of prey are all indications of species living or hunting in
the vicinity.
Discarded fruits or nuts are often found when food is plentiful an animal finds one piece not to its liking and drops it to try another.
They not only reveal an animal's presence but suggest baits for traps.
A skilled eye can often identify the species by the pattern left by
tooth or beak marks on a nut, or the way in which a pine cone has
been stripped to get at its seeds.
Bark, twigs and buds, especially of young trees and bushes. form
an important part of the diet of many animals, induding several
species of deer and goats, hares, squirrels and numerous other small
rodents. In most cases the marks made by the animal's teeth will
show clearly in the bark.
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Many deer will bite offshoots leaving a torn and frayed edge.
(Hares for instance, leave a clean bite.) Bark pulled offin long shreds,
completely exposing the wood is anoth er sign of deer, when eating
in summer - in winter the bark is attached more firmly and is eaten
in pa tches, so that usually only sections on one side of the trunk arc
affected and large toothma rks afC clear ly visible. Deer also scrape

their antlers against trees to remove the velvet and as part of
marking their territory - leaving frayed bark and wood with long
scratches from the antler points.
Sheep and goats also bark trees. Their tooth marks generally run
obliquely, those of deer vertically. l ow level gnawing will usually be
that of rodents - stripped roots are probably the work of vole-like
animals. Severed stumps with conical tops that look as though they
have been chopped with a small axe are the fell ing work of beaver.
Squirrels strip bark higher up the tree, pieces often fa ll ing to
the ground beneath. A scattering of cone pieces on the ground is
often a sign of squirrels too. Beneath a tree, nutshells may also
indicate a squirrel - perhaps its nest is overhead, but if nuts or
cones are also wedged into the trunk that shows the work of nuteating birds. Near a pile of empty shells you may also find a
rodent's burrow.
If sapling growth looks as though it has been trimm ed level like
a clipped hedge, or the lower branches of trees look neatly trimmed
below a certain height. you may guess this to be the work of
browsing animals such as deer.

Droppings
Droppings give one of the best indications of an animal's type.
Size can be judged from their size and quantity; dryness is an
indication of how long since they were passed. Old droppings will be
hard and odourless - fresh, wet and still smelling . Flies draw
attention to droppings.
Ma mmals: Many mammal droppings have a strong scent, produced
by glands in the anus. This plays an important role in marking
territory and giving sexual signs. It can be used to advantage in
baiting snares.
Animals that live on vegetation, such as cattle, deer and rabbits,
produce roundish and strawy droppings. Meat eaters, such as wild
cats and foxes. produce long tapering ones. Some animals. including
badgers and bears, have mixed diets. Break open a dropping to
see if there are any clues to what the animal has been eating, then
bait accordingly.
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Birds: Also fall into two groups: flesh eaters and seed/fruit eaters,
which can be distinguished by their droppings. Smaller seed-eating
birds' droppings are small and mostly liquid, whereas the owls and
hawks produce pellets which may contain indigestible parts of the
meal taken, be it fish, bird, insect vole or rodent. Loose droppings are
an indication that water is probably within a reasonable range, for
small birds need to be close to it. Birds of prey, however, do not
need to be close to water. Roosts and nesting sites will often be
indicated by copious droppings on the boughs or ground beneath.
Birds generally feed in older trees where there is some decay and
plenty of grubs.

Rootings
Some animals root up the ground in search of insects and tubers.
Pigs, especially, turn over large areas of earth . If the earth is still
crumbly and fresh an animal is likely to have been active on
the spot quite recently. A big muddy wallow is usually a sign of
pigs. Small scra tches may be where a squirrel has been digging
for shoots.

Scent and Smell
Listen to the noises around yOll, register the smells. They are certain
to include indications of the wildlife present, and where one kind of
animal exists there will be others - where there are prey species
there will be predators. Many people neglect their sense of smell but you must try to redevelop it. Some animal smells are very strong,
particularly those of faxes. Keep your eyes sharp too. In cold
climates, for examp le, the breath of large an imals forms a cloud of
condensation. This 'smoke' can be seen some way off if you are in a
good vantage point.

Burrows and Dens
Many animals make their homes in bllrfows, usually on high ground
away from water. Some, such as rabbits and ground squirrels, take
little trouble to conceal them, although one or two exits will be
hidden for use in an emergency. Rabbits' emergency holes are easily
dug out, or a piece of bramble or barbed wire can be pushed down
the hole to hook the rabbit out.
Predatory animals normally hide their holes, which are
generally in wooded country. Tracks or droppings nearby may give
their location away - and are an indication that a hole is in use
(although some animals, such as badgers, use regular toilet sites
elsewhere).
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MAMMALS
NOTE: Where tracks are shown, no scale has been imposed on them.
Most are typical of a whole family of animals, bu t will vary greatly in
size according to species. Track 1 is right front. Track 2 is right hind.
WILDCATS
Range from domes/ic size (0 the tiger.
Occur on all continents except
Australia Gnd Ail/arc/leo, bur nowhe~
common. Secretive and generally
nocturnol, rhey ovoid mall. You lViI/see
lions in a wildlife reserve but seldom
enCQunler cals t:lsewherf. All are
potentiol food - but don', toke on Ihe
10'9('( ones. Kills of big cots moy be
scavenged if una!lended - bur

BEWARE - Ihe owner is likely to be
nearby. Meal moy be stringy, stew
thoroughly, but smoll cor meal tastes
like rabbit. Sinews suong. good for

bowstrings.
Traps: Powerful spring snores,
platforms or baited-hole-noose. Bait
with offal, blood or meat. Cots have
very fast reactions and may leap clear
of deadfalls.
Trac ks i1 n d signs: Walk on toes,
leaving marks of four well-developed
pods and a larger pod 10 rf'or. Claws
(except in Cheetah) refrocted when
lValking.
Droppings
f'longoted,
tapering. but usually hiddf'n. Urine
strong smelling.

,,'\,

,~

WILD DOGS
Faxes and other wild dogs are found
widely, from deserts 10 the Arctic but,
not in New Zealand. Madagascar and
some other islands. Wolves afe now
mostly confined 10 wilderness North
America and north and central Asia.
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Superb senses mokl:' it pointless to
stalk canines at close quarters but their
curiosity will tempt them to trops.
Moving on olt fours may ollroct them
- they may think YOU Ofe potential
food! CheIVY. Remove anal glands. Dog
is a delicacy in the For East.
Traps: Snore for faxes. try stepped-bait
or toggle, bait-release, boited-holenoose. Minimize human SCf'nt in area.
Tracks and signs: Walk on toes. Prim
sholVs four pods and claw tips - outer
pad shafter than inner lVith large main
pod 10 rf'ar. Elongated, 10pf'ring
droppings show remains of fur, bones,
insects depending on diet. Fox
droppings pungent. as is eorlh (den) in soft ground earth ran be dug out.

Hyenas: Scavengers (nol true dogs) of
Africa east to Indio. Can be very
dangerous. Boil thoroughly, risk of
porosites in flesh.
Civets: Srovellgers of tropical Africa
and Asia, lrop as dogs and remove anal
glands before rooking.

BEARS
Solitary animals of North America,
Eurasia and some northern paris of
South America, preferring weI/wooded country (excl'pr Polar Bear).
Strong and fast-running they may
scavl'nge a campsite. Most kinds ran
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climb trees. Bears ron kill a mon with

ease, Give them a WIDE berth.
Potential rich food with nutritious fOI,
if you can trap om,', bUI hllnling with

improvised wt'opons is foolhardy. Cook
thoroughly /0 eliminale porasit5 Do
('at liver of Polar Bear - it
contains lethollew:ls of vitamin A
Traps: Drodfol/ and spear. bul only
iorgtSl work - brotS (oor of( most snares.

Nor

Must kill Of completely incapacitate wounded bears very dangerous.
Tracks and signs: Prints may be 3Oc:m
(/(t) x I&':m {lin}, with five long-clowN

WEASEl GROUP
Wt'O~/s. stoots, mink, martens and
polt:eots are secretive - bur may be on
important (ood source in the (or north.
Beware of their sharp teeth.
Traps: Spring snores with boil bars,
deadfalls. Bait with offal or birds'
'99<
Tracks : Indistinct except in soft
ground. F/Vt' well-spored claws and
toes, half on main pod often smudges.
Gait bounding, so fore and rear prints
overlap. Weasels are the smallt::st.

Ion Toe pods close logether. dow

morks distinct Roor pows loper and
could be mistaken for human prints.

fkors rol a/most anything Gild grub up
ground, rip up Slumps and brcok into

ins«/ nests in search of food.
2

OTIER$
Difficult (0 see or trop, spending lime
in water or bolt holes along riverbanks.
bUI curious, so riverside spring snore,
boilt.'ri wilh fresh fish moy tempI them.
Tracks and signs: F~-toed, Ivffitoed.
almost circular l·Scm (3in) If 6cm {:J5/sinJ.
F1Shy-smelling dongotm droppings on
~ular sitt'S, usually stones.

WOLVERINES (Gluttons)
Chunky, badgef-shaped ollimo/s of fhe
faf norlh. quile capable of pulling
down (I caribou though moinly carrion
eatt::rs. Nowhere common. Don't lakt::
ane an unless you are armed!
Traps: Strol1g boited-spring snore or
hole-noose - ;fyou con find boit in the
tundra.
Tracks: Average Bem f3 t/4inJ If lem
(2JMnJ, five lOt'S with powerful claws.
Hair on sole may obscure main pad.

2

BADGERS
Stocky, nocturnal crro/Ures of habit o(
North America, Africa and Eumsia east
10 Indonesia. Hibernate in calder areas.
Well-worn runs and toilel sites make
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good lropping places. Can be fierce,
with a disabling bite. Do nal gel close.
Yaung badger tastes like pork.
Traps: Leg spring snares. baited release
and deadfalls, hole noose. Make them
lOugh.
Tracks and signs: Five-toed wilh
prominent claws and large rear pod.
Could be confused with small bear.
Slride length overages 50cm (20in).
Droppings like dog's but in shallow
excavated scoop. Uprooted ground alld
inserl nests torn opell may indirole
badgers.

SEALS
Trock shows belly drag in centfe. Arrow
illdirot('s dirertion of travel.
f.,ee Polar Regions in Climat(' and
terrain.)

';;'...

... ..

~

BATS

2

SKUNKS
North and South American, skunks
look like small badge(5 with a hairy toil.
When threatened they spray a foulsmelling fluid from glands by Ihe anus.
Look for on easier meal.

MONKEYS/APES
AlmOSI entirely confined 10 tropic:s,
generally living in exlended family
groups, of/ell in trees. Even small
monkeys can illflict a bod bite.
Intelligent and difficult 10 stalk - they
set up a howling long before you can
get close - bUI bold and curious,
which can be to your advantage. Very
edible.
Traps: Perch or baited spring spear
trap, spring snare or hole noose. Bait
wilh fruit or anything likely 10 orause
curiosity.
Signs: Activity will lead you to them few toke trouble to conceal themselves
and most are noisy.
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Found in 01/ except very cold climates.
Active at night. Hibernate in
temperate areas. Meat-eaters take
insects, fish, small animals include a
blOOd-sucking Vampire bot of South
America, which can transmit robies.
K('('p WELL cov('red when s/('eping
rough in bush wilhin its rang('. Fruit
1'011'(5 (also known as flying fox('s) or('
larger. some with 1m (40in) wing span,
found from tropical Africa 1'051 to
Australasia. Good eOling, especiolly
plump fruit bOIs. Remove wings and
legs, gut and skin like rabbit.
Traps: Net a fruit tree where flying
faxes feed. Knock others from roosts
when sleeping during day.
Signs: Roosting roloni('s easy to spa/.
of/('n in caves. fruit bats also in /rees.

CATIlE
Cattle live in h('rds and need access to
wa/('f. Bison and olher wild caW(' or('
found in wilderness areas of North
America, Africa and south('rn Asia. The
few buffalo remaining in Europe and
Amrrica are prolecled. Introduced
walr' buffalo are wild in northern
Australia. Siray domestic coUll' may
occur, particularly in Africa.
Big cattle can be dangerous particularly running old solitary bulls.
Traps: Only Ihe mOSI powerful snares,
spring traps and deadfalls. except for
young animals.
Tracks and signs: Heavy, two distinct
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hoofmarks. narrow 01 tap. bulbous at
reor. Droppings rather like familiar
cawpats - they make excellent fuel.

forest deer only 45cm (l8in) high.
Antelopes and gazelles occur in equal
variety in Africa east to Indio with one,
tile Pronghorn, in Nortll America. Shy,
elusive, with superb Ilearing and smell,
they usually live in groups. Most active
at down and dusk and - except for
those in arid areas - never for from
water. Excellent meat which smokes
well. Hides of deer particularly supple,
Iloms and antlers useful implements.

WILD SHEEP/GOATS

Regard their horns as WEAPONS.
Large animals can bc aggressive and
can gouge and stab with great power.

Sheep generally live in small flocks on
high alpine postures and steppes in
Norlh America, ports of Europe and
north Africa (rafe) through Arobia 10
mountains of centrol Asia. Alert,
nimble and liking inaccessible places making them impossible /0 approach.
Goats afe few in Europe and North
Africa, and mainly found in maunlOins
of cenlral Asia. Even more sure-footed
than sheep. Goad /0 eat.
Traps: Snores Of spring snares an troils.
In rocky areas naturol obstructions
give good places for deadfalls. But
don"1 expect grea/ success!
Tracks and signs: Cloven hooves, two
slender poimed marks nOI joined, tip
always splayed in sheep, sometimes in
goats. Goats' more rounded at front
which is narrower than rear.
Illustration below shows, in scale,
Domestic sheep (left), Chamois (right).
Globular droppings like those of
domestic sheep.

Traps: Snare or deadfall for small
types, leg spring snores, spear traps
and deadfalls for larger. Bait with offal
- curiosity will draw tllem.
Tracks and signs: Cloven hooves form
tlVO oblongs. Reindeer noticeably
rounded. //Iustration below shows, in
scale, Roe Deer front and hind track
(top) and Reindeer (bottom). Note
dew-claw impressions on reindeer
track. Walking animals' prints overlap
front and rear, running animals'
spaced. Droppings oblong to round
pellets, usually in clumps. In temperale
area, winter droppings lighter and
more fibrous. Scrapes on saplings,
nibbled and frayed bark.

2
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DEER{ANTELOPES
Deer. found in lyell-wooded country on
every continent except Australia, 'lory
from the Moose of the north to tropical
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WILD PIGS
Pigs, peccari5 and other hogs vary in
size. Many are thickly haired, but all
have piggy shope, long snout and two
large teeth, or tusks, at the side of the
mouth. They live in family groups,
usual/y in wooded country - though
Warthogs prefer savannah. Difficult to
stalk, though not so alert as deer, except
when lying up during heat of day when
you have more chance. Usten for their
snores. Lorge boors and those guarding
young need littk provocation to charge
and con knock a man down. Tusks
inflict SMre injury, offen dangerously
rlose to the femorol artery on the upper
leg. MeG! good, with plenty of fat in
winter, but must be thoroughly boiled
because of parasites.
Traps: Strong spring snares, deadfalls,
pig spear traps on the game trail or
hope for a passing group. Pigs eat
virtually anything, so bait with
whatever is available.
Tracks and signs: Cloven hooves leave
marks like deer. On soft ground the
short side 105 distinguish them. Young
animals have more pointed hooves.
Droppings often rother shapeless,
never long, firm or tapering. Ground
disturbed by rooting, mudwallaws best
signs. Warthogs have large, burrawlike sleeping hales.

LLAMAS
Alporus, Guaconas and ViI;unas of the
Andes, south 10 Patagonia, con be
trapped like onle/opes. Semi-domesticated, Uomos and Alpacas indieote thai
people are probably not for away.
TAPIRS
Shy animals of the deep forests of
tropical Americo and south-east Asia,
they resemble large, hairless pigs with
floppy snouts. Snare or trap with spear
traps or deadfalls on their trails.
RABBITS/HARES
Widely spread by man and found from
weI/-inside the Arctic Circle to deserts
and jungles. In most afeas these are the
first animals 10 try to trap - Arctic
(snolvshoe) hares and Jackrabbits of the
for north could save your life. Rabbits
are easier to cotch, mOSllive in burrows,
often in large numbers and using weI/worn runs - the places to set snores.
Young rabbits will often lie quite slill
and eon be picked up. Hares do no/live
in burrows and tend not 10 have regular
runs. Myxomatosis has led to many
robbits also living above ground.
Traps: Simple snares - though a
spring snore will toke the animal off
the ground and reduce the chance of
your meal being stolen.
Tracks and Signs: Hairy sales leave
little detail all. soft ground but
combination of long hind Gild shorter
front feet is distinctive. Hares have five
toes on front feet, bul inner is shaft and
seldom leaves a mark. Hind foot
2

CAMELS
Range wild in deserts of north Africa.
east to centrol Asia, and have been
introduced 10 Australia - but Ihey
require a very powerful spear trop or
projectile weapon. Camels con spit and
could inflict a powerful bite all. your
hands, face or body.
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narrowt'r. four toed. Rabbit similar but
smaller (4 x 2·5cm (PI. x lin). Running
leaves hind in front of foref~t instead
of side by side. Droppings small, hard,
round pellets. Bork nibM: d at bottom of
tree; leaving two incisor marks. Rabbits
thump 0 warning sounding like
somrone hilling a cushion.

DANGER
RABBIT STARVATION!
Rabbits can provide the easiest
of meals but their flesh lacks fat
and vitamins essential to man.
The Hudson Bay Company
rerorded cases of trappers dying
of starvation although eating
well on an easily available diet of
rabbit
The body uses its own
vitamins and minerals to digest
the rabbit and these are then
passed out in the faeces. If they
are not replaced weakness and
other symptoms of vitamin
deficiency appear. If more rabbit
is eaten, the condition becomes
worse. Trappers literally ate
themselves to death when
eating vegetation would have
ensured their survival. This
situation often occurs when
vegetation has been buried by
snow and survivors rely on
rabbits for food.
Myxamatosis, a viral disease
that causes swelling of the
mucous glands, especially on the
head, makes rabbits sluggish and
often blind. Their appearance is
off-putting but the disease does
not harm man. Once skinned the
only indication of it will be white
spots in the liver.
Rabbits and many rodents
carry Tularemia {see Rodentsl.

SMALL RODENTS
The forgest group af animals and some
of the easiest 10 catch, though most ort:
100 smoll for 0 snort:. Trocks of different
kinds ore nOI easy to distinguish. Rats
ond mitt orcur almost t'Vt"rywhere. They
nwy ~ tempted into rage traps or under
deadfolls. Rots corry disease. When
toke care nOI to rupture
ond rook thoroughly.
except as food; try to catch
them if they inllOde your romp.
Guinea pigs and Cavies: are widely
domesticated in the Andes, where they
live. They can be tempted to traps
baited with fruit and leafy vegetable;
ond make exrdlent eating.
Capybara: found in tropical/ow/onds
in ports of South America grow to the
size of 0 smoll sheep ond live in fomily
graups. Semi-aquotic, they are easily
panicked into trap/ine; or ambushes if
their escape route to water is CUI off.
Meat is lean and tasty.
Copyu: similar 10 Capybara and also
from South America, is smaller. Occurs
ferolly in Europe. Tosty.

'U,,,,,,,,,,",,

PORCUPINES
Various kinds are found in Americas,
Africa and tropical Asia. Some climb
tlttS. Ground-living ones are bumbling
- easily run down and speared. Quills
can inflict injury.

2

BEAVERS
Chunky. dam-building aquatic animols
with scaly. paddle-like roils. Found in
North America and northern Eurasia
using regular runs olong streams,
where they can be trapped. Good to
eat. especially the toil.
Traps: Strong net or line of nooses
across water run. Spring snores or
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deadfalls where they emerge to chew
trees
Tracks and signs: Five lOes with claw
marks, often only four show. Rear track
webbed. roundish, larger 15 x 100m (6
x 4inJ. [oak out for dam building and
lodges. felled and chelved saplings,
bark and shavings near water.

2

etc and same an birds' eggs. Raid their
nests in tree hollows for young beware of their sharp teeth they are
savage in defence. Ground-living kinds
live in burrows, often in large colonies
Mast are excellenl eoling.
Traps: Small spring snores aI/ached 10
bait bars. Usc split fruit or a bird's egg
to al/ract. For tree squirrels set Scm
(2in) loop snores along a pole and leon
against trunk of squirrels' trees - even
when one hos been caugh/lhey will go
on using it as a sharI cut.
Tracks <In d signs: Four slender toes,
with claws on frant fOOl, five on rear.
Chewed bark. gnawed nuts, cones
beneath tree or on untidy nest of twigs
in a fork moy indicote squirrels.

HEDGEHOGS
Shy, mainly nocturnal animals of
Eurasia and Africa east to Indonesia
they lie in well-concealed nests during
the day and hibernate in temperate
regions. They move fairly slowly so can
be run down. Those thOl curl up are
easiest to catch Edibility fair, handle
carefully usually parasite infested. Skin
can be removed with spines intact.
Cook thoroughly.
Traps: Snares are unlikely to grip. Use
deadfall - hedgehogs like to snuffle
about obstructions.
Tracks: Five toes with long claws but
usually only four show.

2

SQUIRRELS
Squirrels and Prairie dogs occur
everywhere except Australasia and the
Poles. hibernoting in colder orcas. Alert
and nimble, most afe a("(ive by day and
night - feeding an nuts, fruits, shoots
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KANGAROOS
With wallabies and other relotives
kangaroos are limited to Australia,
Tasmania and ports of Papua New
Guinea. Lorge kinds can strike
powerfully with hind feet. Some adept
tree climbers. Too fast to run down.
Most active at night, some shelter in
caves etc during day. Plains kangaroos
range for from water. Edibility fair, but
not easy /0 catch!
Traps: Deadfalls, spring snores though in open country no trail to set
them on. TempI tree kangaroos down
with fruit. leaves and raots.
Tracks <Ind signs : Only two prints,
resembling giont rabbit tracks (frant
legs not used for support) or
locomotion.
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OPOSSUMS

RACCOONS

nocturnal scaveng~rs of
south~rn US to South Am~riro. Similar
but unrdated animals in Australasia.
Good tr~~ climbers. Possum pi~ a
traditional US dish.
Traps: Bait with juicy fruit, eggs: or
anything 10 hand. Th~V ar~ inquisiti~.

COl-sized, with bushy bonded toil and
black mask. found widely in North
America. Prefer woodland near water.
Introduced ports of northern Europe.
Inquisiti~, nocturnal. emerge 01 night
from tree or rock hole to hunt frogs.
mal/uscs, insects; small mammals,
berries nuls. Crob-eating Raccoon of
tropical America is related.
Traps: Bait a spring snare.
Tracks: Five long toes with cleor claw
marks; front foot small, rounded: reor
Jorger. tapering.

Small

WOMBATS
Plump, bodger-siz~ animals af Austrolia.
Eucalyptus forest, dry country and
Tasmanian forms. Li~ in burrow Emerg~
CIt night to faroge. Trop as badger.
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REPTILES

in gullN. Kill with a sharp blow
between the eyes.

CROCODILES/ALLIGATORS

LIZARDS

M~mbers

Gila monsters and 8eodl'd lizards ore
docile but venomous (see Poisonous
and dangerous animals in Health), but
aI/lizards ron be eaten. Most are timid
though some big iguanas and monicors
can inflict a bod bite and have powerful
claws. Do NOT tangle with the giant
KonlOcio dragon (2m/6ft/ang), confined
10 a few Indonesian islands.
Try to catch lizards by the toil, but
small lizards move fast. They can
sometimes be trapped in a pil, look out
for them in a solar slil'. Sel traps for
larger ones.

of this group are found in
most subtropical and tropical regions.
Thos~ Ulld~r about 1.3m (4't.ft) ar~
potential food. Larger ones should be
avoided - th~y are virtually armaurplaled and some such as the cunning
and aggressive ~stuarin~ crorodil~ of
Indo-Australasia, con grow to
enormous size. In areas wh~re th~ Ii~
ALWAYS assum~ they are about for
Ihey have ~xc('/Ien t camouflage and
can lie underwater for long periodS
waiting for an incautious meal to step
within range. Their fOils ron inflict a
scything blow, almost as damaging as
their teeth. The best meat comes from
the toil and is firm and very tasty.
Traps: Set by water for small crocs or
catch on line with a stid~ wedged in
the boit 10 lodge in gullet. Kiflwith a
sharp stick wedged in the bait to lodge

TURTlES(fORTOISES
All these reptiles ore good eOling. Most
spend their lives /argdy in solt or fresh
woter, emerging to loy eggs. but a few
are terrestrial, the box turtle not even
entering the warer to mote. Some
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curries are encountered for aut at sea,

a bonus for the sea survivor. Net or
drag them from the water. On land use
a stick to turn them on their bocks keep out of the way of jaws and
flippers. Then they will be defenceless.
KjfI with a blow to the head. CUI
thraugh belly and discord guts. remove
head and neck (some have poison sack
in neck). Best boiled. Very rich, so eat in
small amounts. Blood even richer. Eggs
found inside females con be eoren.
Tortoises con retract their heads - you
will probably have to stab into it. Roost
unguffed in embers, when the shell
splits they are ready.
Tracks: Females coming ashore to loy
eggs leave tractor-like tracks on sand.
They will lead to where the eggs are
buried, but you may hove to go quite
deep to find them. Boiled, they will
keep for a few days.
AMPHIBIANS

Frogs are 0/1 edible, from tiny tree frogs
to African giants with legs as big as a
chicken's. but some have poisons under
the skin so remove skin before cooking.
Active at night, their crooking will
locate them, olivoys near water. Dazzle
with a light - a firebrand will do - and
club. In daytime hunt with hook and
line and an insect-like lure. The legs of
large frogs are a particular delicacy
and taste like chicken.
Toads have warty skins and may be
found for from water. Bod-tasting,
most have higl1ly toxic skin secretion$.
00 NOT eat.

BIRDS
All birds are edible, but some taste
very much berter than other$. They
occur everywhere - open sea, deserts,
high in mountains and in polar
regions - but are not always easy to
catch.
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Salamanders and newts. found in
and near water, can be caught like
frags and are just as edible.
SNAKES

Overcome your fear and learn their
habit$. A snoke is a steak! But do NOT
try to catch one you know is highly
poisonous, if it is too large to tackle
safely or you are ill-equipped.
The large constrictors - the pythons
of Africa, Asia and Australasia, and the
boas, like the Anaconda of South
America can be very large up to 10m
(30ft). They tend 10 be timid and even the
largest would find an adult human too
big to swallow. Easy to cotch - but do
NOr tackle large ones! They are not
poisonous but their bock-roked teeth con
give a very serious bite. If you ron prise
open the jaws. rother than pulling the
snoke off. the results will be less severe.
Snakes have excellent camouflage,
often only movement gives them away.
You may pass many rvery day without
noticing them.
Use a forked stick to pin snoke down
just behind head. Strike the back of the
head with another stick. Tree snakes can
be clubbed and then knocked to the
ground. Club them again to make sure'
Coiled snakes with head concealed
present a problem. Pin one fot coil and
wotm il unwind before going for the head.
NEVER pick up - or even get close
10 - a snake un til you are sure it is
dead. A few, including poisonous
ones, can feign death convincingly.

Game birds make best eating:
pheasants, grouse, partridges, quail,
ducks, geese, jungle fowl - but they
are wary and many are superbly
camouflaged. Birds of prey need
thorough boiling to tenderize and to
destroy parosite$. Sea birds con be oily
and fishy-tasting.
Traps: Easiest to trap are birds of prey,
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such as eagles and hawks; carrion
eaters, such as vultures; inquisitive
scavengers, such as crows and gulls.
Cage lrops, deadfalls and spring
snares can be used for birds that toke
bait, nooses on branches may catch
roosting birds. In wooded cauntry site
traps in clearings or by river IxJnks. Bo il
with meal, fruit or berries. Most birds
are light - so set delicately.
Use also pole~nooses, lines with
baited hooks and gullet jammers.
Small birds are easy to lime and can
be attracted by bait, but making a
dummy owl can be more effective.
Small birds came to mob it - even a
crude model works.
Tracks and signs: fxrt!PI for those with
webbed feet, lracks are broadly similar
and indicate only the size of Ihe bird,
with a few exceptions. However, in
desert and on snow, tracks may help to
locate birds hiding in close cover. Calls
and flighls are much more useful. Alarm
calls may help locate other animals.
Droppings may indicate a night roost.
Autumn moult: Birds go Ihrough a
complete moult in aulumn and are
unable to fly, or can manage only

short distances. Some, especially
ducks, geese and game birds are
much easier to catch at this time. If
nOI for out on woter, you can run
them down.
Bird nesting: Eggs are easily available
from ground n~ters - and many nest
in colonies. Approach carefully crawling not walking - and you may
get within stone~throwing or clubbing
distance.
Some, such as gulls, guard nests
tenaciously. If you enter a colony be
prepared to be auacked.
Burrow nesters: Puffins, petrels and
a few other birds nest in burrows,
usually in inaccessible places on
rocky caasts and small islands. They
feed at sea during the day, but can
be pulled or dug oul of their burrows
01 night.
Fligh tless birds: Ostriches (in Africa),
Rheas (South America) and Emus and
Cassowaries (Australia) are large and
flightless but treat them with caution:
on ostrich, in particular. can deliver
bone-breaking kicks. Fairly rare - but
their eggs will feed a large group and
make useful containers.

INSECTS

GATH ERING

Insects are likely 10 be the survivor's
most reliable source of animal food.
A/though usually very small they occur
almost everywhere and are often so
plentiful that enough for a meal can
soon be gathered.
Weight for weight they give more
food value than vegetables. Rich in fal,
protein and carbohydrates they are
life-savers, especially their larvae those succulent grubs. You'll soon
overcome your squeamishness remember thai some people consider
them a delicacy. You have certainly
eaten them unknowingly in food.

The most useful are termites, ants.
beetles, grasshoppers. locus ts, crickets.
honey bees, caterpillars and various
aquatic insects.
Many inserts are inactive during the
hear of the day, although most will
emerge to callect moisture when it
rains. Look for them in nooks and
crannies of trees and behind their bark,
in the tissue and seed pods of plants, in
any moist shady spots and on the beds
of pools ond streams. Ants ' and
termites' nests are often immediately
recognizable mounds.
Look for beetle grubs - usually pole
in colour with three short legs, they
range from tiny larvae to juicy
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'sausages' 15. 5cm (lin) and weighing
84g (Joz). You will find them on trees
with peeling bark, and in deCllying
stumps. Some tropical palms and
bamboos ore infested with rhem. If you
hove a knife, cuI material away unli!
you find them under {he surface.
Collec l only living specimens. AVOID
any tha i look sick or dead, have a bad
smell or produce skin irrilation rash
when handled.
Take care when foraging for insects.
Their hiding places may also harbour
unwelcome creatures such as
scorpions and spiders or, in larger
crannies. sna kes.

Remove legs and wings from larger
inseclS such as locusts, grasshoppers
and crickets. Hairs on the legs can
irritate or even block the digestive
tract. Fine hairs on some caterpillars
can cause rashes. If you wont to eat a
hairy caterpillar squeeze it to extract
Ihe innards - don 't eat the skin. Take
rhe armour-like caSing off beetles.
Smaller insects such as ants and
termites can be mashed to a paste and
then either cooked or dried to a
powder. Use this to thicken alher foods
or for storage - it will keep for some
time. People who cannot abide the idea
of inserts in their food will find a
powder easier to ear, especially in
or mixed with other food,

WARNING
Do NOT gather insects
feedi ng on refuse, carrion or
du ng - they are likely to
carry infection.
REMEMBER:
Brightly
coloured insects - including
their caterpillars - are usually
poiso nous.
Their
bright
colours are the warning sign.
AVOID: Grubs found on the
underside of leaves - they
often secrete poisonous
fluids. Bad smelling and
slimy to touch, they can be
used as fish ba it.
BEWARE: Large beet les
often have powerful jaws,
handle them wi th respect!

PREPARATION
Most insects are edible raw and usu ally
more nutritious thor way but they are
more polatable cooked. Boiling is
safest, it destroys harmful bacteria and
parasites, bur roasting is easier if
proper containers are nat to hand. Just
place your dinner on hal stones ar in
the embers of a fire.
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Found in the warmer ports of the world,
termites are nutritious and tasty. Mosl
eat only vegetation but big ones have
sharp jaws and will bile at an ything.
You con cum this to advantage by
inserting a twig into the nests and
gently wirhdrGiving il. The lermiles will
bite it and then hong on - bur you will
not collect very many in (his wa y.
Flying termites. and flying ants.
often lake wing during thundery
weather. At such limes quite large
quantities con be gathered from leaves
and flVigs where they seWe.
Remove the wings from large
termites before eating. They con be
boiled, fried or roosted but are more
nutritious eaten row. Their eggs have
good food volue too.
Gathering: Termites build large mounds,
often severol feet high and honeycombed
I'lith possoges and chamber.;. Although
rock hard, pieces ran be broken off with a
stone or stick and then dunked in water
to force the termites out.
A piece of termites' /Jest put on the
cools of a fire will produce fragrant
smoke that will keep mosquitoes and
similar insects away. It will smoulder all
night and help to keep the fire going.
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When fishing, suspend a piece of
nest above a pool; termites fol/ing
from it will be good ground bait.

BEES AND WASPS
All are edible - pupae, larvae and adult
- but the honeybee also provides
honey This is the finest of 01/ natural
foods, easily digestible and highly
"nutritious - but NOT easy to collect for
bees will guard their nest tenaciously.
During the day worker bees venture
for from the nest, but all gather there
at night Then is the time to strike.
Make a torch from a bundle of gross
and hold it very close to the entrollc:t:
so thai the Ilest fills with smoke. Then
seal the hole. That kills the bees,
providing an immedia te meal, and
making their honey safely available.
Remove wings, legs - AND STING before eating the bees. Boiling or
roasting improves the flavour.
Honey can be drained from the
combs inside the nest. Evell though it
may harden, it will keep for years.
Honey gives installt energy. Because it
is so rapidly assimilated by the body it
is an excellent restorative in coses of
exhaustion. The comb itself con also be
eaten but its Ivax is also useful for
Ivaterproofing clothing, softening pelts
and making candles.
In some parts of the world there is a
slight risk that honey may canta in
concentrations of plant poisons. This is
likely only in areas where bees are
dependent on a single plant source, as
with dense stands of rhododendrons in
(he Himalayas. Smell will be one guide,
but if in doubt use the edibility test
given for plants.
Wasps are much more dangerous than
honeybees. but they and other kinds of
social /)e(>, which do not produce honey,
can be callected and eaten in the same
way together with their larvae. There are
also manysalilary wasps and bees which
do not make communal nests.
l ocating: Wasps' nests are usually found
suspended from tree branches. Frequently

the size and shape of a football, they may
also be pear-shaped. The entranc:t: is at
the base. Bees' nests are most frequently
found in a hollow tree or cave or under
an overhanging rock.
HORNETS
Are types of social wasp. If you con find
their nest without/he adults finding you,
then you have a ready source of food both larvae and pupae are highly
nutritious. But be warned: hornets guard
their nests ferociously. They sting on
sight and the pain is extreme. Unless you
are desperate - and hornets do O("("ur in
areas where other food is scarce - go in
search of a sofer meal.
There are two main kinds of hornet:
those aaM.> by day and those active at
night. Day hornets ron be collected 0/
night, in the some way as honeybees.
Night hornets (which you could collect by
day} inflict a sting like a white-hot rivet
being driven into the body. and usually go
for the face. They are best left well alone!
Locating: Hornets make large globular
nests, generally in trees.

ANTS
Ants quickly gather round the merest
scrap of food, where they can be
collected, or you can break into a nest.
Toke care. Most ants have a stinging
bite and some large jungle ants can
inflict one that will lay the victim out
for 24 hours. Go for the smaller ones.
Some ants, such as the Melanophus
specit'S, have a distended abdomen full of
nectar Known as honey- or sugar-pot
ants, they make much better eating.

WARNING
Some ants have a bite
feels like a nettle sting. Some
fire formic acid. Ants MUST
therefore be cooked for at
least six minutes to destroy
the poison. They are then
qui te safe to ea t.
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LOCUSTS/CRICKETS/GRASSHOPPERS
All kinds have plump bodi~s and well~
muscled legs. Som~ grow to IScm {6in}
long. In som~ areas {hey are abundant.
Swot them with a I~fy branch or a
piN:e of clothing. Remove the- wings,
antennae- and leg spurs. then eat row
or roosted. Roasting not only kills any
parasites they may corry bul giv5
them a delicious taste.
AQUATIC INSECTS
Coile-ct adults and larvae of water
be-f'lie-s, mayflie-s, stoneflie-s, caddisflies,
damse-lfiie-s, dragonflies and the re-st of
the- great variety of water inse-ct$, only

SNAILS/WORMS
Snails, slugs, worms and similar
crroturt'S should nOl Ix' ignored. Many
cuisines rafe snails a delicacy and masl
people will eat wOler mollusc; such as
mussels or Oyste-15 without qualms. As
fOf worms - think what thr:y do for
birds l Bolh land and water snails and
other shell foods must be frt'Sh. Thm
are a fe-w which ron be dangerous to
e-at. Oth~f$ which, at no risk to
th~mse-lves. may have f'Oten samf'lhing
harmful to humans. require pre-para lion.
SNAILS
Found in fr5h waler. 5011 water and
from deserts to alpine meadows. There
is a giant snail in Africo 20cm (Bin)
long. They are rich in prot6ns and
minerals. When collecting land snails,
avoid any with brightly-coloured shells
- they may be POISONOUS. S~ snails,
especially in tropical watNs, aretrickie-r and should be left alone unless
positively ide-n/ified. The cone shells
Toxoglossa, for example, of Pacific and
Caribbean coasts, have- a venomous
Sling like a hypodermic needle-. Some
kinds can kill.
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from fresh wote-r. Although small they
are found in large numbers.
Place a screen of fine material - a
shirl or othe-r piN:e- of cloth - in the
waler to oct as a 'nel: Secure with
sticks if necessary. Wal.\' towards iI,
from upslreom in flowing water,
stirring up the bel/om as you go. The
current will carry the insects with it
and Ihey will collN:t in the net. If you
do nOI want /0 enter the water
/fowling the surface may produce a
harvest.
It is best 10 boil thoroughly all
inse-cts caught in the waler, just in case
the watu is polluted.

Slorve snails for a few days, or feed
only on herbs and safe greens so Ihat
they can excrete any poisons, and then
put them in a saltwater solution to
cle-ar out th6r guts before rooking. Boil
for 10 minutes adding herbs for
flavour.
Hibernating snails can be eaten
provided th at Ihe operculum (the- se-al
01 the e-nlrance to /he- shell) has not
receded.
SLUGS
Slugs are simply snails without shells.
Prepare and cook them in exactly Ihe
some way as snails.
WORMS
Conloin Ihe high5t closs of protein
with a large proportion of essential
amino acids and are easily collected.
Starve them for a day before you eat
them. Allow them /0 purge Ihemse-lves.
Worms can be sun- or force-dried one easy method is to If'Ove them to
dry on a hot stone - and then ground
into a powder to add to othu food as
required. This will ma.\'e f'Oting rhe-m
more ·occeplab/e· and dried they will
also keep for some time.
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DANGERS
Carriers of disease
The numerous diseases carried by mosquitoes, ticks and other
insects, the unseen dangers of parasites you may pick up from food
or water and various waterborne diseases are much more serious
dangers than attacks by animals.

DANGEROUS CONFRONTATIONS
Attacks by animals are rare but large animals can be dangerous.
Keep out of their way. If you confront one it will be as surprised as
you. Self-control will be needed or you may unintentionally
provoke the animal to attack.
- Avo id eye contact, but don 't run away.
- If you come face to face wi th a large animal - FREEZE,
Slowly back off and talk in a calm manner. In most cases the
animal will back off too. Avoid making sudden movements
and remember that animals can smell fea r - many a hunter
has fouled his breeches and given himself away. Do your best
to calm yourself.
- If an animal appears to charge it may be that you are
blocking its escape route. Move out of the way.
- If an animal seems determined to live chase (or you haven 't
got the nerve to freeze or sidestep, zig-zag when you run animals such as rhinos charge in a straight line and have
poor eyesight.
- A skilled nocturnal predator such as a leopard or tiger
has excellent vision if you are on the move - though
their colour vision is poor and they cannot see stationary
objects well. Freeze if you have not already been sighted.
- Shou ting and making a commotion may put off a
predator.
- Tak ing to a tree is the final option - but you may be
'treed' for a long time if the anima l is persistent.
- If chased, drop your pack, clothing or food , to confuse
animal.
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EDIBLE PLANTS
There are many temperate edib le
plants in ad diti on to t hose
illustrated in colour, including the
wild fo rm s of cul tiva ted plants such

as currants ,uld gooseberries. The
following arc a fu rth er selection of
th e food plants available.

If you arc unlucky enough to find
none of the plants illustrated or
descri bed here use the standard
tes ts for edibility on the plants tha t
are available.

REMEMBER thai althoug h ont' part
of a plan t can be catcn an other may

be poisonous. Test leaves. stems,
roo ts a nd fruits separately.
FRUITS
Currants and Gooseberries (Ribes),
found in woods, scrub Gnd waste
places. are medium-sized usually

bushy shrubs with toothed leaves
resembling those of a mople. smal/,
greenish-white to purple five-petDlled
flowers and rrd, purplish block or
yellow berries. Ripe curronts are edible
raw; cook gooseberries.
Plums (Prunus) exist in many varieties
in scrub and woodland in virtually all
temperote areas. Small shrubs or trees.
similar to wild cherries, their fruits are
larger, downy, blackish- purple, red
or yellow; some are too tart 10 be
edible raw.

ROOTS, LE AVES AND STEMS

Horseradishes (Armoracio) graw to
50cm (20in) in damp waste places with
large, long-stalked, wavy-edged oval
leaves and clusters of tiny while
flowers. Chop up Ihe hal-tasting rool
and odd 10 slews; Ihe young leaves are
edible row or boiled.

Common

Evening

Primrose

(Oenothero biennis) is a tol/ plant of
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drier open areas, leafy. hairy; with
spear-shaped, crinkly-margined leaves
and sometimes reddish flower-stalks
lOpped ~vitll large yellow, four-petalled
flowers. The roofs are edible boiled,
changing the water 10 ease their
pungency. Pt"'el young leaves and treat
likewise. The plants overwinter as
rosellI's.
limes or B,lsswoods (Tilia) are 1011
trees, up 10 26m (85ft) high, which like
damp woods, with lorge, hearl-shaped,
toothed leaves and clusters of scented
yellow flowers. Young leaves and
unopened leaf buds are edible raw; the
flowers can be used in teo.
Hops (Humulus). climbing plants of
woody and scrubby places have long
twisting stems, toothed leaves, deeply
cut inlo three lobes, and green, caneshaped female flowers. Peel, slice and
boil the young S/lootS, brew up thr
flowers.
Thistles (Cirsium) have spiny, often
ridged stems, oblong or speorshaped, prickly, deep-cut leaves and
large brush-like heads of purplish
flowers. Remove prickles and boil
young leaves. Peel tender shoots and
eat row or boiled. Roots of younger,
stemkss plants can be cooked and
the bose of each flowerhead contains
a nutritious 'nut' which can be eaten
row.
Saxifrages (Saxifraga) grow to 90cm
(3ft). usually much less, often liking
open,
ro,ky country,
up into
mountains. Most have rounded
tapering or long-stalked leaves arcing
from Ihe bose, often reddish stems alld
clusters of five-petalled flowers,
usually white. (eaves edible row or
cooked.
Great
Burnet
(Sanquisorba
officinalis) reaches 60cm (2ft) in
damper grassy places, with toothed,
spade-shaped leaflets in opposite
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pairs and oblong heeds of tiny- deep
red flowers. Eor lhe tasty young leaves
raw Of boiled. Toke on infusion for
stomach complaints.
Redleg or Lady's Thumb (Polygnum
persicario) reaches 60cm (2ft). With
reddish mature stems, narrow, spearshaped, usually dark-spoiled leaves
and spikes of tiny pink flowers. Often
common on waste ground. Young
leaves are edible row or cooked like
spinach.
Wild Rhubarb (Rheum palmatum),
found in open grassy places and
margins from southern Europe east to
Chino, resembles cultivated rhubarb,
bul ils leaves are more ragged and
dissecled. The large flawerstalks are
edible boiled; other ports are harmful.
Eat ONLY the slalb.
Bladder Campion {Silene vulgaris},
grows to 45<'m (I8in) in grassy places,
is grey-green, with po inted oval,
stalkless leaves, clusters of while
flowers with a swollen balloon-like
base. Boil the young leaves for 10
minutes.
Field Pennycrcss (Thlospi arvense)
grows to 45cm (J8in) in open grassy
places, wilh brood, toothed, spearshaped leaves clasping the stem, a
head of liny while flowers and
distinctive, notched, coin-like seed
pods. Leaves are edible raw or boiled.
Clovers (Trifolium) abundant in grassy
areas, recognized by their distinctive
trefoil leaflets and dense rounded
heads of small flowers, ranging from
white through greenish -cream (0
shades of red. Leaves edible rmv but
belter boiled.
Stork's Bill (Erodium cicutorium)
reaching 30cm (1 ft), in open grassy
places. is hairy. often pungent, with
fern-like, twice-cuI leaves and heeds
of tiny. five-petalled pinkish to white
flowers whose fruits form a long,
twisting 'bill: Eat leaves row or boiled.
Burdocks (Arclium), medium to large,
bushy plants of open waste areas,
have floppy oval leaves, often arching

stems and many purplish thistle-like
flowerheads thaI develop into clinging
burs. Eat leaves and peeled stalks raw
or boiled. Boil pitch of peeled root.
Change the water to remove
billemess.
Violet (Viola) are small flowers found
in many areas, including damp and
wooded ones. Veined, crinkly, often
heart-shaped leaves rise on long stalks
with flowers in shades of blue-violet,
yellow or wh ite, mode up of five
unequal petals. Cook young leaves.
Rich in vitamins A and C.
Corn Sa lad or Lamb's l ettuce
(Volerionella locusta) graws to
10-2Ocm (4-Bin) in bare rocky and
grassy places. WeI/-branched, with
oblong, stalkless leaves and clusters of
tiny lilac-bluish flowers; ils leaves are
edible row or cooked like spinach. A
particularly useful plant to know
because it appears from late winter
onwards.
Ox-eye daisies (Leucanthemum) often
common in open areas, average 90cm
(3ft) loll, wilh narrow dark green, lobed
leaves, the lower ones rounded, and
large white and yel/aw daisy-like
flowers. Overwinters as a roselle. Eal
young leaves (0 lighter green) row.
Cuckoo Flower or lady's smock
(Cardamine) pratensis grows on damp
ground to 50cm (20in) with many
small leaflets in opposite pairs,
roundish on Ihe basal ones which
form a rosette, and dusters of lilac or
while. four-petalled flowers. Young
leaves are tasty ra w, older ones rother
peppery.
Brooklime (Veronica) grows in shallow
water and swamps. 115 creeping to
upright stems carry pairs of thick, oval,
toothed leaves. from the stalk bases of
which spring 7- 25cm (3- lOin) spikes
of four-petalled blue flowers with Iwo
prominent stamens. Eat young shoots
before flowering and leaves after.
Slightly biller (especially the European
form V. beccabunga) but eat like
watercress.
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In spring ilnd summer young shoots
are tender and easy to pick. Some
can be eaten raw, but many 3re
better gently cooked, es pecialty

Solomon's seal, Willowherb, Cat'stail and bracken. Wash th em in
clean water, rub off any hairs and
boil in a little wate r so that they
cook mainly in the steam.

leaves 3rc very rich in vitamins
and minerals. Together with young

shoots they are the survivor's
easiest source of food. Most will
taste better cooked but do not
overcook them or you will destroy
the vitamins they contain: C, E, K, B
and large amounts of A.

1 White Mustard (Synopsis alba)
grows to 60cm (2ft), with a hairy stem,
crinkly, deeply lobed leaves Gnd pole
yellow flowers; in waste Qlld grassy
places in Eurasia. The young. peppery
leaves and flowers Off edible row; the
whole plant is tasty cooked. Pick young
specimens.
2 Shepherd's Purse (Capsella bursapastoris) may reach to 6Oc:m {2ft}, with
a rosette of lobed, spear-shaped leaves
and a spike of small white flowers;
common in waste places. Boil the
leaves. which taste like cabbage, and
mix with other plants.
3 Primroses (PrimulaJ are found in
grassy and shady places. Identified by
Iheir rosette of crinkly, tapering basal
leaves and long-sta lked, five-petalled
flowers which range from pole to
bright yellow and, in some forms. pink.
All ports are edible but the young
leaves are besl port 10 eo/. The
primulos include the Cowslip (30) and
the Oxslip (3b).
4 Dandelions (Taraxacum) cx:c:ur in
many forms aimosl everywhere. Look
for the large, yel/ow to orange
flowerhead or the roselle of deeply
lobed leaves. Eat the young leaves row;
boil tile older ones. changing the woter
to remove their biUer lasle. Boil the
rools or roost for carree. Dandelion
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juice is rich in vitamins and minerals.
5 Chicory (Cichorium intybus) is
common in grassy and waste places. It
grows 7.3m (4ft), with thick hairy,
deeply basal leaves and leafy spikes of
clear blue dandelion - like flowers.
Prepare as Dandelion.
6 Wild Sorrel (Rumex acetosa) is
common in waste and grassy places,
reaching 7m (3ft), with long, arrowshaped leaves and spikes af tiny
reddish and green flawers. Gather
young plants. Their mineral-rich leaves
are edible raw but cooking will reduce
the sharp taste.
7 Buckwheat (Fagopyrum esculentum) occurs in open grassy places in
mast temperate parts. Its 60cm (2ft)
stems are usually red, with spearshaped leaves and clusters af small
pink or white flowers. Its seeds make
good edible grain.
8 Curled Dock (Rumex crisp us) grows
ta over 7m (3ft), with long narrow,
wavy-margined leaves and whorls of
small greenish flowers; in grassy and
waste places. Boil the tenderest leaves
from young plants, changing the water
ta remove the bitterness. Rubbing with
dock leaves will soothe nettle stings.
There are many other Dacks temperate
and tropical; prepare as here but use
sparingly.

Some plants have edibl e ste ms,
althoug h many are too woody to
eat. If they are soft, peel off th e
outer, stringy parts, slice and then
boil. The inner pith of some stems is
nutritious and sweet, eld er, for
examp le. In this cas e the stem must
be split ope n and th e pulp
extracted .
Stems produce fewer nutrients
for t he survivor than the roots,
shoots an d lea ves so put them at
the bottom of the food choices and
exp loit their other uses. Fibrous
stems, like those of sti nging nettles,
make good twine.
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1 Good King Henry (Chenopodium
bonus-henricus) is spiky. (0 60cm (2ft)
toll, with dull green triangular leaves,
sometimes reddening, Gnd spikes of
liny greenish flowers; common on

woste ground. Leaves and young
shoolS ore ediblr row or boiled as

spinach; pee-J the shOOIS to remove the

stringy par/s_
2 Fat Hen or Lamb's Quarters
(Chenopodium album) is spiky, to 1m
(3ft) high, with often reddish stems,

dull green, mealy. ova/lo spear-shaped
leaves Gnd spikes of liny greeniSh

flowers; abundant on woste ground.
Cook the tosty leaves like spinach.
3 Chickweed (51('lIorlo media) is
straggling. to 30rm (I ff) high. with a
line of hairs on Ihe main stem,
pointed. oval leaves and liny while,
five-petalled fJowers, common in
waste places. Boil the delicious tender
leovr:s.
4 Watercress (Roripa nasturlium
aquaticunn) occurs, aflen abundantly,
by running fresh water. It is creeping,
semi-aquatic, with shiny leaves in
opposite pairs and small, while, faurpetalled flowers. Do NOT confuse wilh
Water Hemlock. Leaves and siems are
edible row bul boil if the water looks
contaminated.

5 Rosebay Wiflowherb or Fireweed
(fpilobium ollgustifolium) is found in
open woods, waste and rocky places. II
is tall, 10 aver 1.5m (5(t), with spearshaped leoves in apposile pairs and a
spike of brilliant pinkish flowers. Yaung
leaves, flowers alld stems are edible
raw but better boiled. Mature sIems
have a sweetish inner pulp.
6 Sweet Cicely (Myrrhis ado rata) is
sweet-smelling, grows to 1.5m (5ft).
wilh slightly hairy and often purplish
stems, feathery, fern-like leaves
flerked with whitl;' and hl;'ads of tiny
whitl;' fiowl;'rs; in opl;'n woods, bore
alld rocky places in Europe. Do NOT
confuse with Hl;'mlock. Roots, stems
and Il;'avl;'s lastl;' of aniseed and can
bl;' boill;'d.
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7 Dead-nettles (Lamium) are smaller
than Slinging Ne/lles, with hear/shaped leavtS and no slinging hairs,
and white (7) or pinkish-purple (70)
flowers. Prepare as Chickweed.
S Stinging Ne ttles (Urtica) are
abundant for most of the yeor. Look
for the loo/heel, narrow oval leavtS
covered in stinging hairs and the
spikes of g~n flowers. Pick young
growth or young plants 15-2Ocm
(6-8inl high - BOIL for minimum six
minules /0 destroy the formic acid in
the hairs. Leaves COil be dried and
Slored; crushed stems provide fibres
for rope.
9 Plantains (Plan/ago) are common in
mosl areas. Ribwor/ or English
Plontain (Plantago lonero/ora) has
spear-shaped leavtS and mud) shorter
flower-spikes /hon the Greoler
PIOlllOin; illikes dry ground. Prepare as
Greater Plonlain.
10 Buck's- horn PI;mtain (Plan/ago
coronopusJ is small, s/ar-shaptd, with
narrow, jogged /eaves and shorter
flower-spikes: in dry sandy and rocky
plOCN, often near the sea. Prepare as
Greater Plan/ain.
11

Greate r or Rat's-tail Plantain (P.

major) has brood, ovol leaves and
distinctive upright spikes of tiny
yellowish-green and brolvn flowers; in
waste and grassy pI~ Prepare the
rather bitter young leovtS like spinach;
use their expressed juice for wounds. or
a decoction o( the whole plant for
chest complain/s.

FLOWERS
The flowers of some plants are
edible. These include lime s or
basswoods, roses, hops, elder,
primrose and camomile. But they
are only a seasonal supply and
contain few nu t ri e nts compa red
with other parts of th e plant. They
are best used for tea s a nd in
medicinal infusions.
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1 Ga lingalc, NUlgrass or Chufa
(Cyperus) grows 10 15m (sf!). with
three-angled SIems, long, strap-like
leaves and a forking, clustered o/ivebrolvn fiowerheod turning yellow with
fruit; in and by fresh woter almost

everywhere, Peel Gnd boil its nutty
tubers, or dry and grind for flour or a
coffee substitute.
2 Cars-tailor Rcedmace (Typha)
grows to 2- 5m (6-15(1), with long,
narrow, greyish leaves Gnd a
conspicuous, dork brown, sausogeshaped fJo\V('rhead; in ond by fresh
wOler. The roO/stock and SIems ore

edible (OW or boiled.- cook leovt's like
spinach Gnd young shools like
asparagus. The pollen can be mixed

Ivilh IvOler /0 moke Q dough and baked

or cooked on a griddle or the end of a
stick.

4
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3 Reeds (Phragmilf'sJ grow to 4m
(13ft), with greyish-green leaves
and
spreading,
brownish-purple
flowerheads on 101/ cones, in and by
fresh waler almOSI everywhere. Cook
the edible root, punctured canes exude
on edible, sugar-rich gum.
4 Floweri ng Rush
(Bulomus
umbellotus) grows to I.Sm (Sfl), with
very long, strop-like, Ihree-angled
leaves arising from the roots and pink,
three-pewlled flowers; in and by fresh
wOler in Eurasia. Peel and boil the
edible rootstOCk.
S Bracken (Pteridum aquilinum) is
common almost everywhere often in
large clumps. Older frands are harmful;
eOI ONLY the strong-tasting young
shoots, or 'fiddlesticks: drawing off
their woolly ports and boiling for half
on hour. Eat sparingly. The roots are
edible boiled or roasted.
10 Sweet Flag (Acarus calamus}
grows to l.3m (4ft), with three-angled
slt'ms, wavy-margined, spear-shaped,
strop-like leaves and a finger-like
flower spike arising from the stem; in
and by fresh water. Slice the pungent,
aromatic rootstock and boil down fa
a syrup.

EDIBLE PLANTS
Many familiar kitchen herbs grow
wild. Their smells help to identify
them. They can be dried and will
keep well - but do not dry the m in
direct sunlight or they lose their
essential oils.

6 Tansy (Tonocctum vulgare) grows to
90cm f3f1}. with toothed dark gret:n,

foolhery leaners and a cluster of button·
like, blight yellow flowers, in waste ond
grossy plattS. Slrong-smel/ing, with a
hot, biller lasle. Use sparingly as a
POIM~

poisonous in quantity. Ieavts

and fIowm make a wormifuge 100. lIS
~II k~ps n~ away.
7 Marjoram (Origanum vulgare) is

slightly downy Gnd grows to 6Dcm
(2f(], with small, oval, stalked leavrs
and clusters of small purplish'pink

flowers; in wormer, dry. grassy places
in Eurasia, introduced elsewhere. A
sw~I-lOsling herb for Slews; use on
infusion for coughs and digestive
complainlS; chewed leaves relieve
loo/hache.
8 Ramsons {Allium u(sinum} is one of
mony wild g<Jr/ic:s. It has brood, light
green /roves like 0 UIy-<Jf-Ihe·volley
and 0 cluster of white star-like flowers
or the top of the stem; in woody places
in Eurasia, revealed by its strong garlicky
smell, Use any porI as a po/herb.
9 Boragc (Baraga officina/is! is round·
stemmed, hairy, to 30-6Ocm (I-2ft],
with pointed avo/ lroves, blue star·
shaped flowers and a cucumber smell;
in waste grassy places in Eurasia. All
ports art edible raw Of cooked, use on
infusion fOf fevers.. (he sIems prodUtt
solt when cooked.
11 Wild Angclicas (Angelica) grow /0
1.5m (5fl/, with hollow 5/(:m5,
sometimes purplish, brood, toothed
leaves in opposite pairs and heads of
tiny greenish, white or pink flowers; in
damp grassy and IVoody places. The
aromatic: lroves, slems and rOOlS are
edible boiled; use an infusion for colds
or externally fOf stiffness. Do NOT
confuse with Water Hemlock.
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Roots Ol nd tubers arc invaluable
survival food. They arc futl of
nutrition, particul arly starch. All
roots should be th oroughly cooked
if in any doubt as to their identity.
1

Bislorts

or

Knotw eeds

(Polygonum) DVNoge 30-6Ocm (I - 2ft)
with narrow, triangular leaves ond a
slender spike of pink or whire flowers;
in grassy and Ivoody places, info the
for north. Sook rools 10 fcmovt:

billemes5, {hen roos/.
2 Spring Beauties (Monlia) overage
IS-3Ocm (6-12in) with 0 pair of 0'10/,
long-stalked leoves halfway up the

stem

Dnd small while or pink flowers;

in disturbed, especially sandy, places.
Dig oul tubers lvilh

a

sharp stirk,

peel

Gnd boil. Young leaves orc edible and
supply vitamins A Gnd C
3 Silvcrwced (Po/eMilio anserino) is
small. creeping, with silver-while
undersides 10 its segmented leoW's and
solitary, five-petalled yellow fimvers; in
damp places. The fleshy roolS are
edible row bul belief cooked. Use on
infusion of /lIe leaW's exlemolly for
haemorrhoids and iMemolly for
digeslive complaiMs.

4 Sweet Vetch or Liquorice Root
(Aslrolagus glyrophyllos) is stroggling,
10 30-6Ckm {I-2ft}, with small oval
leaves in opposite pairs olld greellishcream flowers; in grossy, scrubby and
sandy places. The rool is edible row.
losling of carrots when cooked.
5 Wild P,lrsnips (Poslinoco sativa) are
hairy. pungent, overoging 1m (3fI),
with loolhed leoflels and dense heads
of tiny yellow flowers; in wOSle and
grassy places. The rOOIS are edible row
or cooked.
6 Comfrey (SymphytunJ officinale) is
coarse, hairy, growing 101m (3ft), with
spear-shaped leaves tapering on to the
stem and clus/ers of cream or mauW'
bell-shaped flowers; in ditches and
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damp places. The root is edible row or
cooked. Other ports are medicinal (see
Natural Med icine in Health). Do NOT
confuse with Foxglove.

7

Salsify

or

Oyster

Plant

(Trogapagan porrifolius) averages
60-9Ckm (2-3fO, with long, grass-like
leaves running down on to the stem
and lorge, solitary, purple, dande/ionlike flowers; in dry waste places. The
bulb-like root and young leaves are
edible cooked.
8 Woolly l ousewort (Pediculads
lana to) is hairy, low-spreading, with
rose-pink flowers and a yellow root
edible row or cooked; widespread on
the northern American tundra.
CAUTION: some other louse worts ore
poisonous.

Roots are at their starchiest
between autumn and spring. In
spring some of the starch converts
into sugar to sustain new growth.
Some edible roots can be several
centimetres thick and a metre or
more in length. Tubers arc swollen,
bulb-like roots - a large one may
sustain a survivor fo r a long time.
Don't forget edible bulbs, like the
onion - but beware, some bulbs,
including the Wild Onion-like Death
Camas of North America arc
poisonous.
Many roots arc particularly tasty
roasted, Parboil thcm until they are
just becoming tender, then roas t on
hot stones in the embers of a fire.
Some, including Galingale and
Dandelion (see earlier illustrations),
are fine substitutes for coffee when
roasted and ground. Others, such as
Wild Calla, can be ground and used
as flour.
The
root
of
Comfrey
is
particularly valuable. It is so rich in
starch that after boiling it sets
as hard as plaster of Paris and
makes an ideal splinting agent for
broken limbs.

7
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1 Star of Bethlehem or Starflowe:r
(Ornitholgollum umbel/arum) overages
IO-3Ocm (4-12in), with grass -likr

leaves with a white midrib arising from
the roots and white, six-petalled
flowers, each pewl green-striped; in
grossy areas The root is harmful raw
and MUST be cooked. Avoid other
ports.
2

2 Wild Onions (Allium) occur in
most parts, eosily detectable by their
smell. iong. grass-like leaves arise
from the bose; a cluster of sixpetalled pink. purplish or whire
flowers tops the stem. The edible bulb
may be up to 25cm (lOin)
underground.

3 lords and l adies or Cuckoopint
(Arum moculolUmJ grows to 15-4(km
(6-16inj, with dark green, arrowshaped, sometimes dark-spotted
leaves and a purple finger-like
flowering orgon enclosed in a pale
leaf-like hood from which red berries
arise, in shady and woody places in
Eurasia. The roai is harmful row
and MUST be cooked. Do NOT eot ony
other parr.
4
Hog-pea n ut
(Amphicarpa
bracteata) occurs in moist places in
Norlh America: twining, vine-like, th instemmed, with light green oval leaves
and lilac co white flowers. Extrocl each
seed from ilS brown pod (undergrounrJ)
and boil.
5 Groundnut (ApioS americana) is
small. vine-like, with oval, shorppointed light green leaflets and
moroan to brownish flowers; in moist,
usually woody places in North
America. Peel the small tubers then
roost or boil.
6 Jerusalem Artichoke (Helianthus
tuberosus) resembles a Sunflower,
very loll, hairy. with large, rough, oval
leaves and large, disc-like yellow
flowers; wild in Ivaste ground in
North America, widely introduced
elsewhere. The cooked tubers Ofe
delicious. 00 not peel them or yOu
lose food value.
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AQUATIC AND WATERSIDE ROOTS
7 Wild Calla or 80g Arum (Col/o
polusf(is) is small, with IQng~srolked.
hNJrt-shaped leo~ and a gre~nish
finger.like flowering orgon enclosed
in a leof·/ike hood pole on thr inside,
from which fed berries Grise; always
by water. The fOOlS aft' harmful raw

and MUST be rooked. AVOID OTHER
PARTS.
8 Arrow heads (Sogittorio) Ofe
aquatic, o~foging 30- 9Oc:m (1-3(1),
with large

leo~

varying from sharply

ofraw-shoptd to speor-shopfif and
sometimes strap-like be/ow the
water, and flowers with three
rounded petals; always by fresh

water.

Tu~rs

are edible row but much

bf!:tler rooked.
9 Water Chestnut (Tropo no/ans) is
aquatic,
with
diamond-shaped
flooting leovrs and divided, feathery

submerged ones, and small while
flowers; wid~pread in fresh wOler
in Eurasia. The grey, hard 2.5cm
(/in). twa-harned seeds Off edible raw

or roosted.

It is best to cook all roots before
eating, as some are harmful raw not just well known ones, like the
tropical cassava and taro, but many
temperate species. Most roots will
need cooking to make them tender
enough to eat. Scrub in clean water
and boil until soft. Some potato-like
roots have their vitamins ~nd
minerals near the surfa ce of the
skin and so should NOT be pecled.
Roots will cook more rapidly if you
cube them first. Use a sharpened
stick 10 test them. If it goes in easily
they are ready.
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From summer on, fruits and nuts
;lfe one of the su rvivor' s most

important foo ds. Many will be
familiar in their cultivated forms or
f rOIll the traditional hedgerow

harvest. Some are abundant. even
on the t undra of the far north.
1 Barberry (Berberis vulgoris). found in

scrub Gnd dry moorland grows to 3m
(9ft). wilh oval leaves, yellow flowers
Gnd fierce thorns in groups of three on
ils sIems. Its bright red, very acid

berries aft: rich in vitamin C.
2 Wild Roses !Rosa) ore found in most
temperate orcas. They resemble

straggly. unshowy garden roses with
thorned siems Gnd simple whitf' Of
pink flowers. Their hips (seedcases)

contain more vitamin C f/wn any other
fruit. Chew to ex/roel Ihe juices and

obtain maximum vitamin content, or
crush and boil in watcr until only a
syrup is leff.
3 Brambles (Blackberries) ,md Wild
Raspberries {Rubus} occur in scrub,
woods and on open ground; leaves
toothed and flowers white or
sometimes pinkisl) in blockberries. Look
for straggly bushes with arching
thorny stems and juicy segmented
berries, which ripen from green
through red 10 purplish block berries.
borne in late summer. Raspberries. less
stragglyalld with fewer prickles, ripen
to a rich red earlier in Ihe summer.
All are edible row. Bramble cones
con be used to pull rabbits ouf of
sleeper holes.
4 Oewberries (Rubus} are like
brambles but their berries are smaller
and with fewer segments than the
blackberry
5 Wild Strawberries (Fragaria) are
small, scrambling planlS of dry grassy
ploces and woodlond whose fruits
resemble smol/ cultivated strawberries.
You may have to look under the leaves
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co find che SIvt'('C, delicious fruil. 5om~
kinds occur high in mounlains. fh~
fruilS are rich in Vitamin C and best
eaten fresh.
6 Hawthorn s fCratoegus} Ofe spiny
shrubs or small trees found in scrub
and waste places, wilh deeply lobed
leaves, clusters of white or pink
flowers and, in aulumn, reddish
fruits. Their flesh is creamy alld
edible raw. Yaung spring shoots are
edible, too.
7 Crab Applc:s {Malus} are sharI.
rather spiny I~ of scrubland and
woods, with ovol, toothed, often
downy leaves, usually reddish-brown
twigs and white, pink or red flowers.
Fruit, often Vt'ry bitter, loots like the
cultivated apples. It con be sliced and
dried for slorage. faa many of tile
yellowiSh-green (sometimes red).
pectin-rich applt:S will product:
diarrhoea and are best cooked with
olh~ fruits.
8 Wild Cherries (Prunus) occur in
woodland in most areas, growing to
24m (80ft} with small, pale g~ to
reddish leaVt'S, usually shiny reddishbrown bark, and white or pinkish
flowt:rs. The fruits are red or bloet
depending on the kind; some kinds
taste sour
9 Blackt horn or Sloe {Prunus
spinosa} is a lorge bush, growing to
4m (13ft) with dark brown twigs.
lang thorns, oval leoVt's and white
flowers. in woodland and scrub over
Eurasia. The small blue-block fruits
are very acid and better cooked down
10 a jelly.

Fruit's supply essential food values.
particularly vitamins A, B2 and C.
They an: the staple diel of many
animals and birds - so, where you
find fruit, you will find animals 100.
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and 2 Bil \)erries, Cranberri es,

Cowberries

and

Hu ckl ebe rri es

(Voccinium and Goy/ussacia) orc
abundant on northern moors, bogs
tundra, and sometiml;"S in woods.

Variable in size, but all ore woody and
shrubby with smollish ovolleaves Gnd
smoll globe-shaped flowers varying
from whirl.' to pink or greenish. The

cranberry prefers marshy ground, the
closrly

re/olrd,

ground-hugging

Cowberry (or Mountain Cranberry, 2)
grows on moors. The spherical berries

may be block (Bi/berry, I). dark blue
(Huckleberry), mott/ed fed (Cranberry)
or red (Cowberry). They OfI.' edible
fresh, cooked or dried for $Iorage
like raisins. The Ivoody stems moke

useful fuel.
3 Chokcberri cs (PyrusJ Ofe North
American shrubs growing up to 2Am

(8ft) bul usually much less, with
spear-shaped, finely toothed leaves
and five-petal/ed, pinkish or white
flowers; in wet or dry woody areas,
or on swampy ground. The red,
purplish or block sphericol berries,
which grow in clusters, are excellent
raw, dried or jellied. Do not confuse
with the poisonous Buckthorns
(Rhamnus).
4 European Elder (Sambucus nigra]
occurs in scrub and woods. growing to
7m (23ft) with spear- shaped toothed
leaves and clusters of tiny whitish
flowers. The bunches of smoll
purplish-block berries are best cooked
down to a syrup. There ore similar
edible elders in other ports, but ovoid
the smaller ones os their red berries
may b/' toxic.
5 Juniper (Juniperus communis]
occurs in mountainous and northern
areas, a woody shrub 5m (15ft) 101/ or
a small prostrale bush with greygreen, needle-like leaves. Avoid young
green berries; the ripe blue- black ones
ore best cooked with other food.
6 Rowans or Moun ta in Ashes
(Sorb us) are common in woody and
rocky places. grawing to 15m {50ft}
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with smooth greyish bark, small
toothed leaflets. white flowers and
clusters of small orange berries. These
are edible but sharp-tasting raw and
con be cooked down to a jelly.
7 Wild Mulberries (MorlJs) overage
6-20m (l8-60ft), with oval leaves,
sometimes deeply lobed, flowers on
catkins, the red or block fruits look
like large blackberries, 5-1cm (2-3in)
long. They are edible raw. FOlJnd in
woody areas in many temperate
ports.
6 Wild Grapes (Vitis) are straggly.
high-climbing, with lorge, heortshaped coarsely toothed leaves,
greenish flowers and bunches of amber
to purplish grapes. Very widespread in
the warmer parts of the war/d. As well
as tile fruit young leaves afe excellent
boiled.

PRESERVING FRUIT
Fresh fruits soon go off, but they
can be kept by making them into
jell ies. Most kinds contain an
ingredient ca lled pect in, which
reacts wi th the acid in the fruit to
help it settle into a jelly after
boiling.

TO MAKE JELLY
First boil the fruit and then simmer
until mushy. Some fruits have less
pect in than others. These can be
supplemented by adding another
fruit rich in pectin, such as Crab
Apple. The boiling action kills off
any bacteria that would turn the
fruit. Allow to cool and keep in
a clean, if possible airtight.
containe r.
Some fruits can be dried for
storage, although this will take a
week to ten days. Lay them in a
single layer on a sheet, not in direct
sunlight. and protect them from any
moisture - both rain and dew.
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NUTS
Nuts supply protei ns and fat.

1 Pines (Pinus) Oft: the familiar
cone-bearing (rees with clusters of

slim evergreen needles; in most
tempera/I" and northerly areas. Heal
moture cones to release Ihe seeds.
They Off' tasty raw but delicious

roasted. Roasted nuts can be ground
for flour Gnd con be Slored. Young
COlkin-like cones ore just aboul
edible boiled. Needles and bark ore

0150 edible.
2 Walnuts (Jug/ons) grow /0 30m
(90ft), with leoves composed of mony
toothed, norrow leoflels Gnd furrowed
boric The blackish brown nuts Off' ot

first enclosed in 0 thick green husk. In

most tempe-role oreas. One tree con
yield up /0 58k9 (140Ib) of nuts.
Walnuts rontoin 18% prolein, 60%
fat Gnd provide 6600 c%ries per kilo

flOOO per pound)!
3 Butternut (Jug/ons cinerea) is
another Nort/l American relative,
smaller, with more greyish bark and
oblong. sticky fruit husks.
4 Pecan (Coryo illinoinensis) reaches
36m (120ft). with dark ridged bark
and many small leaflets in opposite
pairs. in moist places in North
America. The oval, thin - husked nuts
are richer in fat than any other
vegetable product.
5 Hazels (Carylus) are toll shrubs of
thickets and waste ground, with
toothed. oval to heart-shaped leaves
and brownish-yel/ow catkins. The
highly nutritious nuts come in ovoid,
leafy, brislly Of hairy husks.
6 Sweet Chestnuts (Castanea) ronge
from 5-30m (15- 9Oft), spreading. with
large, toothed hairless leaves and
bearing Catkins, in wooded art'os. Nuts,
in some forms 2-3 IOgether, Ofe borne
in globe-shaped. thick prickly grt'en
husks. Smash open husks, peel nuts,
boil and mash. Do not confuse with
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NUTS
Hors~ Ch~stnul which has larg~
palma/~ IMVf:S. Iik~ ch~ fing~rs on a

hand, and poisonous nuts.

7 Beech~s (Fagus) ar~ very 101/ and
sprMding, with smooch ligh/ish bark
and Ihick-v~in~d, wavy-margined
sharp oval leaves: in brood-leaved
lVoodlond. Nuts small, triangular. 2-4
in Mch hairy husk depending on the
species. Protein-rich; edible row,
roosted or crushed for oil.
S Oaks (Quercus) occur in grea/
variety in wooded arMs. Many have
d~ply lobed leaves but 01/ bear
unmistakabte acorns. Shdl them and
boil several rimes. changing the water
(0 ~ase their bitterness, or steep in
cold water for 3-4 days. Alternatively,
bury rh~m with ash and charcoal,
watering from lime to time. Then
roast; roasted acorns make good flour
or coffee substitute.
9 Pistachios (Pis/acia) grow wild in
wormer porlS from the Mediterranean
~as/ to Afghanistan; introduced
e/~where. Trees, to 10m 130ft), with
many small ovol kafiel5 and clusters
of nuts with a green kernel and
reddish skin. fat row or porch on fire
embers.
10 Al monds (Prunus) grow wild in
warm, arid ports of Europe and Asia,
widely introduced elsewhere. Resemble
large peach trees, with sprays of
blossom, small spear-shaped leaves
and clusters of nuts in green leathery
husks. Avoid biUer ones. which contain
prussic acid.

Extract oil from rich nuts such as
beech. Crack open, separate meat
from shells. Boil gently in water,
skimming off the oil as it rises to
the surface or allow to cool and
sepa ra te. Store somewhere cool and
dry, prefe rabl y in an ai rtight
container. A yield of 270ml (3n ozl
of nutritious oils can come frolll
4509 (1lbl of nuts.
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POISONOUS PLANTS
Compim:d to the Illany edible ones,
there are few poisonous plants in

temperate areas. l earn well th e
on<,s shown.

CONTACT POISONS

Contact with Poison Sum<lc, Poison
Ivy and Poison Oak produces severe
irritation ilnd rashes. Wash effected
parts immed i,ltcly (sec Poisons in
Health).

1 Poison Sumac (Toxicodendron
vernix) reaches 2-6m (6- 18ft), hoirle5$,
Ivirh many oval icanf;'/S in opposite
pairs. dark-spotted smooth bark Gnd
clusters of while berries; in swomplands
in south-cos/em North Americo.
2 Poison Oak
(Toxicodendron
quercifoliumJ {{'sembles Poison Ivy but
is smoller. always upright, and with
oak/eof-shaped leaflels Gnd white
berries, in wooded porls of North
America.
3 Poison Ivy (Toxicodendron radirons)
is smaller, D.6-2.lm (2-7ft), troiling or

5'·~

,'<I,

6

~.~

,'tI,

upright, with three-port very variable
leaves, but always with greenish
flowers and white berries; in wooded
areas of North America.
4 Jewelweed (ImpOIiens), often found
neor Poison Ivy, with pole yellow or
oronge spOiled flowers and seed pods
thm pop, provides 0 juice to eose
irritation from contocl with these and
other plants.

POISONS BY INGESTION
5 Death Carnas (Zigadenus venosus)
reaches 30- 6Ocm (I - 2ft), with long,
strop-like leaves arising from the base
and loose clusters of greenish-while.
six-port flowers; in North America. in
grassy, rocky and lightly woo ded
plates. DEADLY: do not confuse with
Wild Onions or Lilies.
6 Thorn-apple or Crimson Weed
(OalUro stromoniuml overages 90rm
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POISONOUS PlANTS
(3fO, with jagged-toothed ovolleaves
and large soli/ory trumpet-shaped
white flowers alld spiny fruilS;
wid~t?Od in most temperate at?Os
and also in the tropics. Sickly smelling.
All ports DEADLY poisonoUS,
7 Foxgloves (Digitalis) grow to 1.5m
ISh), with a roselle of basal It:a~
topped by a toll, leafy spike of purple,
pink or ~/low lube-shaped flowers;
widespt?Od in waste and disturbed
places. ALL pariS are highly toxic,
affecting the hear/.
8 Monk's-hood (Aconilum) t?Oches
I.Sm (Sfl), leafy, with palm-shaped,
deeply segmented lea~ and hairy,
hood-like purplish-blue or yellow
flowers; in damp woods and shady
places. The most common kinds have
purplish-blue flowers. VERY poisonous.
9 Hem lock (Conium maculalum) moy
reach 2m (6ft}, much bronc/led, wilh
hal/ow purple-spoiled stems, coarsely
toothed leaves, lighter below, dense
clusters of tiny white flowers and
whirl' roots; in grassy waste places.
Bad-smelling. Very poisonous.

10 Water Hemlocks or Cowbanes
(Cicuta) average 0.6- I.3m (2-4fl),
branching, with purple-streaked stems,
a hollow-chambered rootstock, small
2-3 lobed, toothed koflets and clusters
of tiny white flowers. always found by
waler. Smells unplearont ONE

MOUTHFUL CAN KILL
11 Baneberrics (Actaea) t?Och 3060cm (I-2ft), with lea~ mode up of
severa/loothed leaflets, small, usually
white flowers clustered 01 the end of a
stem, and white or block beffies;
mostly in woods. ALL ports couse
dizziness, Vomiting and severe internal
irritation.
12 Deadly Nightshade (Atropa belladonna) may reach 1m (6ft), well
bronched, witll oval leaves, solitary,
bell-shaped, purplish or greenish
flowers and shiny black berries, in
woodland and scrub in Eurosio. ALL
parts, especially berries, Ofe VERY
poisonous.
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Some poisonous plants are easy to
mistake for food plants if you are
not careful in your identification.
Do not take risks.
Hemlock and Wate r Hemlock are
the two most important poisonous
plants to learn, found in both
Eurasia and the Americas in a wide
range of country. Both are
umbcilifers, of which there are
many kinds, and with milny tiny
flowers in dense clusters, like an
umbrella inside-out and difficult to
tell apart.
The uillbellifers include some
edible plants, but NEVER collect any
unless certain th ey are neither of
these two, which can be lethal in
very small amounts.
learn to recognize th e fOllowing
common poisonous pla nt s in
addition to those illustrated.
Buttercu ps (Ranunculus) occur in
great variety, from a few centimetres
to over a metre toll, in north and
south, including for into the Arctic. All
have glassy, waxy bright yellow
flowers with five or more overlapping petals. AVOID all, they couse
severe inflammation of the intestinal
tract.
Lupins (LupinusJ, 30-9Oc:m (I-3ft) tall,
like the garden kind, growing in
clearings and grassy places. Often with
small leaflets in a palm shope or
radiating like the spokes of a wheel,
and spikes of 'pea-flowers': blue, violet,
occasionally pink white or yellaw_Any
port can cause fatal inflammation of
stomach and intestines.
Vetches or Locoweeds (Astalagus and
Oxytropis), '5-45cm (6-IBin) toll,
growing in grossland and mountain
meadows, usually with many small
spear-shaped leaflets in opposite poirs
and showy spikes of five-petalled 'peaflowers'; yellowish-white, pink to
lavender and purplish. Some are very
poisonous. AVOID all.
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False
Helleborines
(Veratrum)
6Ocm-2.6m (2-B 'hft), grow in wet,
swampy places. Some species in grossy
ones. Oval ribbed leaves resemble a
iily-of-the-Valley's, drooping clusters
of whitish or greenish-yellow flowers.
Can be lethal.
Henbane (Hyoscyamus niger) medium
to lorge, growing on bore ground, often
near sea (Europe). Sticky hairs, toothed
oval leaves (upper ones unstalked),
creamy flowers streaked purple,
Unpleasant smell. Deadly poisonous.
POISONOUS BERRIES
Canadian Moonseed (Menispermum
canadense) North American vine-like
climber, clusters of soft block berries.
Could be mistaken for Wild Grope but
locks tendrils and has only a single
crescent-like seed in each berry
Nightshades (So/anum) medium ta
large, untidy, bushy plants liking
scrubby places, leaves usually longs/alked, spear-shaped. Berries ripen
from green to block, red, yellow or
white. Plants producing similar but
edible berries are usually more
compact and woody, the berries
smaller and more numerous. If in
any doubt assume to be poisonous
and AVOID.
Virgin ia Creeper (Porthenocissus
guinquefolia) vine-like North American
climber (introduced to Europe). LongSlalked, palm-shaped leaves, toothed
leaf/ets, tendril and clusters of small
blue berries, smaller than wild gropes.
No plant with edible blue berrjes js
vine-like and with tendrils.
Buckthorns
(Rhamnus),
shrubs
sometimes small trees growing in
scrubby and woody places. sometimes
damp. Leaves oval, finely toothed;
berries block and bitter tasting, clustered
along stems. Can be violently purgative.

There are many fi eld guides
available which will help you extend
your knowl edg e of tempe rate
plants, detailing many loca l forms.

TREES
rees provide other nourishing foods, CIS well as fruit and nuts,
which can be invaluable to the survivor. particularly in areas
where there is little other plant life available.
The following refers to the trees of temperate and northern

T

regions. Tropical trees, such as palms, are included in the section on

tropical plants.

Bark
The thin inner bark (cambium) of certain trees is both edible and
nutritious, but best in the spri ng, when sap has started to flow.

Choose bark from near the bottom of the tree or from exposed
roots. Peel it back with a knife to reveal the inner layer. This is mildly

sweet and can be eaten raw - but can be made more digestible by
long boil ing, which will reduce it to a gelatinolls mass. It can then
be roasted and ground for use as flour.
Outer bark has too much tannin to be edible, but some kinds
have medicinal uses.

Trees with best inner bark
Slippery Elm (Ulmus rubra), of
northern America, grows to a
maximum 18m (60ft). Twigs are hairy
and rough, oval, toothed leaves are
hairy below.
Basswood (mia americana), a Noah
American lime with large. heart-shaped
leaves and dark, grooved bark which
becomes smooth grey on upper parts.
Birches (Betula), which are often
abundant in colder areas. They can be
identified by their long delicate (wigs
and shiny. flaky bark that is often
broken up into plates.
Aspens (Populus tremula), small to
medium trees resembling poplars. They
have rounded leaves on very. very long
stalks that quiver in the wind.
Tilillarack {Larix loricinal, is found in cold
port5 of Narlh Americo. II grows to 24m
(80ft) with a pointed shope, bears cones
and has needles in tuft5 along Ihe Iwigs.
Poplilrs (Populus) have triangular
leaves and prominent cotkins. They

occur in many northern areas.
Maples (Acer) grow widely and are
recognized by their distinctive lobed
leaves in three ports and by the twowinged fruits.
Spruces (picea) are evergreen trees of
cold climates. They are shaped like
steeples. bear cones and have stiff,
four-sided needles that grow all
around the twigs.
Willows (Salix) are brood-leaved trees
or shrubs with toothed leaves. lighter
on the underside, and distinctive yellow
or green catkins. There ore many kinds,
including ground-hugging arctic ones.
Pines (Pinus) are widely found
evergreen trees bearing cones and
clusters of long needles. Their inner
bark is rich in vitamin C.
Hemlocks (Tsuga) are evergreens,
resembling spruces, with sproys of
foliage, flat needles and short, oblong
cones. They bear no relotion to the
poisonous plant of the same nome.
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NOTE : In addition to the inner bark, the buds and shoots of all these

trees can be eaten raw or cooked - EXCEPT for those of Tama rack
and Hemlock, which are POISONOUS.

Other uses for inner bark
The inner bark of some trees is very strong but pliable. It is easily
torn into strips for lashings. The ba rk of the Mohoe tree, for
example, is made into 'grass' skirts by Pacific islanders, having first
been steamed in a ha ngi (see Fire in Camp Craft).
Birch bark can be removed from the tree in large sheets
and forms an ideal ma t erial for roofing shelters or for making

small containers. The North American Indians clad thei r canoes
with it.

SPRUCE TEA
Steep spruce need les in hot water to make a tea. Col lect on; fresh, green needles and boil. The liqu id produced is rich in
vitamin C. The vitamin can be obtained more directly by chewing
tender young needles, whose starchy green tips are particularly
pleasant in spring. Spruces occur far into the north and are
an important source of nourishment when little other plant life
is available.

Gums and resins
With some trees, when cut, sap seeping out on to the ba rk
hardens into a lump. If this is soluble in water it is a gum; if
not, it is a resin. Both are very nutritious, rich in sugars an d
a useful survival food . A few have medicina l properties and
others are highly inflammable and make excellent material for
lighting fi res.

Birch and maple syrup
Tap bi rch or maple in the same way as a rubber tree. Cut a V-shape
in the bark to collect the sugary sap that runs out. Below the V make
a hole in the trunk to insert a lea f as a drip spout to run the sap into
a conta iner.
Collect sap daily and boil it. It will give off lots of steam but
thicken down into a syrup. This is instant energy and well worth
the effort.
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POISONOUS TREES
T eat any part of

he following trees contain irritant or poisonous substances. Do
NOT
them, except for the meaty roots of hickory,
which are edible.
Yews (Taxus) are straggling evergreen trees or shrubs with flaky
bark, dark green needles and red berry-like fruits. The fruits are
particularly poisonous.
Ceda rs [Cedrus), originally from the Mediterranean and
Himalayas, the true ceda rs are large, spreading, scented

everg reens with erect cones.
Horse Chestnuts and Buckeyes [Aescu/us) are tall with handshaped leaves, sticky buds and white, pink or yellow flowers. Do

not confuse their poisonous, spiky-cased nuts with those of
Sweet Chestnut which has narrow, toothed leaves and much
more densely prickled seed cases.
Laburnums (Laburnum) are small, broad-leaved trees with threepart leaves and long sprays of yellow flowers.
Black l ocust (Robinia pseudoacacia) is a North American tree
with dark grey bark, oval leaflets in opposite pairs, clusters of
white flowers and bean-like seed pods.
Californ ia Laurel or Oregon Myrtle (Umbelluloria colifornica), is
a short-trunked North American evergreen, averaging 16m (50ft)
with oval leathery leaves, clusters of yellowish flowers and
greenish to purple berries. Foliage is pungently aromatic.
Moosewood or Mooseba tk (Acer pensylvanicum), of northeastern North America averages 12m (40ft), with light,
white-striped bark, oval to spear-shaped leaves, olive to
brownish above, broad-petalled, yellow-greenish flowers and
winged fruits.
Hickories (Corya) have divided, often palm-shaped leaves,
catkins and, usually, rounded nuts. The nuts of some kinds are
edible, as are the sap and roots, but do not eat unless the species
is positively identified.

(See also contoct poison in Poisonous Plants and Tropicol Poisonous
Plants.)
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F

ungi make good eating, but MUST be positively identified as of an
edible kind. There is no room for error. Unlike vegetable plants. on
which the 'edibility test' can be used, they must be either identi fied
or left well alone. The deadly kinds do not taste unpleasant and no

symptoms may appear until several hours after eating.
Wild fungi afe a great delicacy - if you know which ones to pick.
Fungi are composed of many thread- like cells which, in the case of
ground fungi, form a subterranean web of which only the

reproductive part - what we call the fungus - appears above the
ground. This edible part appears only at certain times of year.

Most fungi grow directly from the ground - alone, in rings,
sometimes in clumps. They consist of a cup- or bowl-shaped cap
topping a stem. The underside bears gills of spongy tissue containing
spores. The form and colour of this tissue is an important clue to
identify. A few fungi, such as truffles, grow completely underground
- but they are very hard to find. Others grow on the sides of trees
and stumps: some are known - from their shape - as bracket fungi,
others grow large and singularly.

Food value
Fungi come between meat and vegetables in the nutritiona l
table, They contain more protein than vegetables and, in some
cases, more fat.
The better kinds. Boletus edulis for example, provide a similar
amoun t of calories to the same weight of veg etables. A5 for
minerals: fung i have more phosphorous than carrots, cauliflowers
and spinach. but less calcium. Vitamin B complex is presen t in tiny
amounts in most fungi. vitamin C occurs occasionally and 0 is
present in many in appreciable amounts. Cantharellus cibariU5
contains vitamin A.
The great advantage of fungi is their abundance. At the right
time of year, usually su mmer and autumn, you can quickly gather
enough for a meal.

Preparing fungi
Reject suspicious. discoloured or maggoty parts, clean, slice and
boil. Many bracket fungi are bitter and tough and Illllst be
cooked thoroughly. It helps to steep th em in cold water
first. Tender ground fungi can simply be added to soups and
other foods.
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Storing fungi
Fungi have high water content and are easily dried. Collect all you
can when they arc available and add them to your foodstore.
Separate caps frOIll sterns and place on rock.s in the sun, caps gillside up. With Bo/etllS species, first rem ove the spongy tissue under
the cap. When thoroughly dry, store in airtight containers if possible.
Eat raw (soak them in water first to let them swell up) or add to
soups and stews.

IDENTIFYING AMANITAS
The poisonous Amanitas - and their particularly deadly species the
Death Cap and the Destroying Angel - can be mistaken for edible
kinds. ALWAYS FOLLOW THESE RULES:
- AVOID any fungi with white gills, a volva [a cup-like
appendage at the base of the stem) and stem rings
- AVOID any fungi that are wormy or decomposing
- Unless positively identified - DISCARD

Differences betwee n Amanita and Agaricus f ungi:
AMAN ITA

AGARICUS

SPORES

White

Purplish-brown

CAP AND STEM

Unchanging

CAP

Slimy with loose
patches
White

Some kinds stain
yellow when bruised
Always dry. with only
a few small scales
Greyish-red, pink or
chocolate
Not veiled

MATURE GILLS
GILLS
SMELL
LOCATION

Partly or wholly
veiled
Potato or radish
Never in grassy
open areas

Almonds or marzipan
Under conifers and
hardwoods; in grass
and gardens
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EDIBLE FUNGI
There are no reliable rules for
identifying fungi, poisonous or
edible. Ignore folk tales to the
effect that a fungus is not
poisonous once peeled, or that toxic
kinds change colour when cooked.
They do not. Nor docs cooking
destroy their poisons.

learn

to

recognize

a sma l l

number - those illust rated here and stick to them. Learn also the

Amanita family -

they include

fungi which can kill you. Then build
up your knowl edge.

./"" Cap

'
Ring

Gill

Stem

TREE FU NGI
Tree fungi grow off th e ground, on

the sides of trees and stumps. They
lIfC often large and leathery, bu t arc

not ha rmful and arc fa irly common.
1 Fistulina hepatica (Beefsteak Fungus)
is often found on oaks. II is reddish
above, pinkish below and roughtextured, resembling a /O(g(' tongue; ils
red flesh exudes a blood-coloured juice.
Tough and bitter; young specimens are
beller. Soak to soften then slew
Ihoroughly. Occurs in autumn.
2 Polyporus sulphureus grows 10
30-4Drm (I2-16in) across, 0 bright
orange-yellow fading 10 yellowish-Ion,
with spongy, yellowish flesh. On broodleaved, especiolly Oak, and evergreen
trees from summer on.
3 Polyporus squamosus (Dryad's
Soddle) grows to 6Oc:m (2ft) across. oflen
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in dumps. its ochre cop flecked wilh dark
~mbJe cork and a whitish
underside. On broad-leaved trttS.
esp«:ially Elm, Beech and S~fflOfi',
from spring 10 autumn. Choose )oOUng
ones and stew them thoroughly.
4 Pleurotus ostre<l l"us (Oyster Fungus)
grows ill clumps. with deep blue-grey
shell-shaped cops 6-14cm (2 th-53Mn)
wid/:, white gills and white rubbery
flesh. On brood-leaved trm for most
of the yeor. rasly; slice and Slew. Also
dries wdl.
5 Armi lla ria mellea (Honey or
Boollact Fungus) has lawny-yellowish
brown-flttked caps 3-I5cm (It/4 -6in)
across, while gills laler speckled with
brown, white flesh and bootlact-likr
'roots: On broad-leovrd and coniferous
trres and SlUmps from spring 10
aulumn. Slice and Slrw.

scoles 10

GROUND FUNGI
Ground fungi live in th e soil. There
are many kind s, some VERY
poisonous.

6 Lycoperdon giantea (Giant Puffball)

(If"

r~mbles a football, up 10 3(km
across. smooth, while and lealilery,
yellowing with oge and may weigh up
10 9kg (201b). In woods and grassy
places fram 10le summer to aulumn.
Choose young ones with spongy, pure
while flesh. Very las/y; simmer or fry.
1 Cantharcllus cibarius (ChantereJ/e)
is apricot-seen/ed, egg yellow, funnelshaped, 3- J(km (1 Ih _4;n) across, with
pronounced, forking gills. It grows in
groups under lrees, especially Beech,
from summrr on. Very losly; slew for
ten minules. 00 NOr confuse with

Cortinarius sprciasissimus.
8 Cratercllus cornucopioides (Horn
of Plrnty) is harn- or funnel-shaped,
with a rough, crinkly, dark brown cap
3-Scm (1 fI.-3in) across and a smooth,
tapering grry stem. In brood-leaved
woods, especially Ber-ch, in aulumn.
Stew wdl, Of dry.
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WARNING
Fungi make excellent eating but
shou ld be attempted ONLY if
identified with certainty.

-

~

...

Agaricus fungi: AVOID any that
stain yellow whe n cut (see A.
xanthode rma below). Some young

1

'buttons' are hard to tell apart <lnd

can be confused with the deadly
Amanilas.

,

Agaricus
arvensis
(Horse
Mushroom) resembles A. compcs(ris
but with a rap /0 15cm (6in). Young
ones hove light pink gills, latcr
turning pinkish-brown; in same

places 0$ A. campestris. Edible fOw or
cooked.
2 Agaricus augustus has a scalv. lighl
brOlvnish cap to 2Ckm (lOin) across.

young gills pink later turning dark, and

a ringed stem; in clusters in woodland

clearings in summer and autumn.

•

a

Tasty; smells of anise.
3 Agaricus campe stris

a
3

4

~.

,_
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(Field

Mushroom) resembles the familiar
cultivated kind, with 0 white cop to
IOrm (4in) across, browning slightly in
older specimens, and pink gills /aler
turning dark brawn; in grassy places in
autumn, rarely by /reI'S. Edible raw or
cooked.
4
Agaricus
sylvestris (Wood
Mushroom) resembles A arvensis but is
found in woodland, often wilh
conifers. Edible row or cooked.
5 Agaricus xanthoderma (Yel/ow
Stain ing Mushroom) resembles other
Agaricus species, but shows a yellow
stain when bruised ond is slrongly
yellow at the bose. II is POISONOUS
and smells of carbolic. In both woody
and grassy places in summer and
autumn. AVOID.
6
lepiota
pro cera
(Parasol
Mushroom) has a brownish cop,
later with darker scoles, 10 30cm
(1ft) ac-ross, with creamy-white gil/s
and a slender stem with a double

EDIBLE FUNGI
while ring and brawn bands. By
broad-leaved woodland and in
grossy clearings from summer to
autumn. II laslr:s of almonds ar
Brazil nuts.
7 Coprinus comatus (Shaggy Ink
Cop) has a cylindrical rap with whitish
or pale brownish scoles and gills that
begin while. turn pinkish and finally
dissolve into a block. inky mess. In
groups in opr:n grassy areas in
summer and autumn. Go/her yaung
ones whose gills are Slill pale.
POISONOUS if r:olen wilh alcohol.
Tricholoma nudum (Wood Blr:wit or
Blue Cop) has a lilac-blue rap, 10ler
turning reddish-brown and wavyedged. 10 'Oem (4in) CK'ross. bluish gills
and a stocky, fibrous bluish str:m. In
rings in mixr:d woodland from autumn
10 mid wincer. Tasty and swr:etsmelling. ProduCf's on allergic reaction
in a few proplr:.
9 Boletus edulis (Cep) is brownish
with a rap 10 2£k"m (Bin), a swollen
stem and while flesh; in woodland
c/('(Jrings in autumn. All Balel~ have a
sponge-like layer of pores or tubes
instead af gills. Many edible species tl)(~y dry well - OIXur around the
world. AVOID an y wilh pink ar red
spores unless positivdy identified.
Some ore poisonous.

••
••

•

•

6 "
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OTHER USES FOR FUNGI
- Many bracke t
fungi
make
excellent tinder - once lit they will
smoulder for hours.
- Razor-strop fu ngus is so tough
that it can be used to sharpen
knives, or chopped lip for corks,
corn plasters and kindling.
- Gian t puffball is styptiC - it will
stau nch and soothe bleed i ng
wounds.
_ Tree fungi are rich in tannin and
can be used in treating burns.
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POISONOUS FUNGI
WARNING
The following are among the worst of
th e poisonous fungi but there are
many others. 0 0 NOT use any fungi
you cannot positively identify as a
survival food . Some Amanita fungi
are among the most deadly of aiL
They have a cup, or volva, at th e basco

1'

1 ,'t;',
".~

1 Amanita vi rosa (Destroying Angel) is
wholly whirl', with a /arge- volvo, a
scaly stem and a cop to 12em (5in)

.~

across. in woodland in summer and

autumn. Swt't'l- and sic/dy-smelling
alld DEADLY poisonous. Young ones
may resemble young Agaricus fungi.
2 Amanita phalioidcs tOroth Cop)
has a greenish-olive cap 10 11cm (Sin)
across, a poler stem, large volva, and
while gills and flesh; usually in
woodland, especially with Oak or
Beech. The MOST DEADLY of all.
3 Amanita p<lntherina (Panther Cop)

-
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has a brownish, white-flecked cap 10
Bcm (3in), white gills and 2-3 hooplooking rings at Ihe base of the slem;
in woodland, especially with Beech.
Poisonous, often FATAL.
4 Amanita muscari<l (Fly Agaric) has a
distinctive bright red cap, flecked with
white, to 22cm (9in) across. Found in
autumn, typically in Pine and Birch
woods.
5 Entolorna sinnuaturn (Leaden
En/aloma) has a dull greyish-white,
deeply convex cap 10 IScm (6in)
across, yel/owish gills turning salmonpink and firm white flesh smelling of
meal, bitler almond and radish , in
graups in grassy places and woods.
especially with Beech and Oak, in
summer and autumn. Poisonous. can
be DEADLY. Confusable with on
Agaricus. but has no ring on tile stem.
6 Inocybe patouillardij begins whitish
then turns yellowish-brown, with a cap
to lcm (2J/4 in), oflen split 0/ the
margin, and whitish gills turning olive-

POISONOUS FUNGI
brown; stains red when bruised. In
brood-leaved woods. especially Beech,
in summer and auwmn. Lacks a ring on
the stem, but when young confusoble
with on Agaricus. DEADLY poisonous.
7 Paxilus involutus has a solid yellowbrown cap with 0 rolled rim, to 12cm
(Sin) across, yellow-brown gills and 0
stroigl!t, stout stem. Wry common in
woodlanri, especially Bire/!. DEADLY: do
NOT confuse with edible yellowish
fungi such as the Ownlerelle.

a

Cortinarius

5 ~.~
/0.,

Sllcciosissimus is

reddish- to tawny-brown, Ivith a
flottish cop 2-8cm (J/4-3 I Mn) across,
ond rusty-brown gills. in coniferous
wood in autumn. Not common but
w'ry poisonous. Slightly lightercoloured, C. orela nus, also poisonous in
broadleoved woodland. Both have a
radish-like smell. Do not confuse with
the Chonterelle. DEADLY.
(See also Agaricus xanthodermo,
illustrated with edible speciesl
POISON SYMPTOMS
Poisonous fungi produce

<I

1/)

variety

of symptoms but the following are
fairly typical:
De<lth

Cap{Destroying

Angel:

SymplOms develop slow/y, 8-24 hrs
after eating: vomiting, diarrhoeo,
excessive thirst,
sweating
and
convulsions. Apporent recovery ofter
one doy, then a relapse and, in 90% of
cases. deorh from liver failurl"' in 2-10
days. No known antido/I'.
Muscarine poisoning : Coused by
severol fUllgi. Effects vary, toxins 011
attark nervous system.
Amanita muscaria produces severe
gastro-intestinal disturbance, delirium,
vivid hal/urinations, uncontrollable
twitching and convulsions. fol/owed by
coma-like sleep. The victim usually
rerovers. Inocybe patouillardii and its
relatives produce vertigo, blindness.
sweating, low temperoture, very
dilated pupils. followed, in the worst
cases, by delirium and deal/!.
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ARCTIC AND NORTHERN PLANTS
In addition to these hardy arctic

plants. many temperate species
occur in summer in the fa r north,

1 Red Spruce (PireD rubens) reaches
23m (10ft). with dark or yellow-green
needles 01/ around its hairy twigs.
rO(Jgh dark bark and pendant cones; in

drier

oreas of North Americo. Young

shoots are edible row or rooked; infuse
the needles for leas and boil Ihe edible
inner bark.
2 Black Spruce (Piceo mariana) is
smollrf than Red Spruce. with shorter
needles; in moist oreas of North

Anltyiro. Many similor spruces occur in
Noah America and nor/hem Eurasia.

Use 0/1 as Red Spruce.
3
Labrador
Tea
([cdum
groenlondirum) is a fragrant evergreen
shrub averaging 30-9Ocm (I-3ft), with
narrow leaves with rolled edges,
Ivhi/isll or /wiry below, and fivepelalled while flowers, in Norlh
America. The leaves make a revivifying

leo.
4 Arctic Willows (Salix) are matforming tundra shrubs averaging
30-6Orm (I-2ft), with rounded, leaves,
shiny above, and yellOlv cotkins. Spring
shoots, leaves, inner bark and young
peeled roots are 0/1 edible. The leaves
have 1-10 times more vitamin ethan
an orange.
S Ferns occur in moist places in
summer in for northern woods and by
lile
lundra.
Ear ONLY young
fiddleheods up 10 1Scm (6in) long,
remove any hairs. Steaming is Ihe best
way 10 rook them.
6 Cloud ber ri es (Rubus chamaemorus)
seldom reach 30rm (1ft). Bramble-like,
with palm-shaped leaves, while
flowers and berries at Ihe lop of the
plant - pink, ripening through orange
/0 amber. The berries are edible raw.
7 Salmonberry (Rubus spertabilis)
resembles a small Wild Raspberry,
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thornless, with thn:e-port leaves,
purplish-red flowers and juicy red or
~lIaw berries, edible row, In North
America, now in ports of Europe.
8 Bearberry (Arctostaphylos uvoursi)
in arctic regions is small, mot-forming,
woody. with dub-shaped evergl"f'en
leathery /toves. pink or while flowers
and clusters of red berries, edible
cooked.
9 1celand Moss (Cetroria isJandica) is
a lichen, forming tufted leothery, greygreen or brownish mots up 10 'Oem
(4in) high, compostd of many stropshaped bronches. Soak for severol
hours then boil well.
10
Reindeer
Moss (CiarJonia
rongiferina), lichen growing 5-IOem
(2-4in), often in large dumps. with
hal/ow, roundish, greyish stems and
bronchI'S resembling antlers. Soak for
severol hours, boil well,
" Rock Tripes (Umbillicorio) are
lichens, forming roundish, blister-like
gl"f'yish or brownish growths aI/ached
to rocks by (1 central stalk; some kinds
warty and pebble-like, others smooth.
Very nutritious, sook for severol hours
then boil well.

Lichens are an important survival
f ood, not only in arctic regions th ough yi tal there because they are
probably mort: nutritious than other
arctic plants. Explorers h,lye
survived on Rock Tripe for long
periods. But beware! They can cause
painful irritation if eaten raw
because they contain a bitter :!cid.
Remoye it by soaking them in water
and
then
boi ling
overnight
thoroughly. A further roa sting will
cri spen thcm up if you prefer a
crunchy texture.
If you successfully hunt a caribou
eat the ferm ented lichens in its
stomach, They afe easily digested
and some Eskim os count them a
greal delicacy.
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DESERT PLANTS
Desert sUJVival depends upon water.
learn the watcr-l>caring tlttS and cacti
before considering food plants. Do not
cat if you have no water; digestion will
further deplete the body's liquid

reserves and accelcr.ltc dehydration.
1 Barrel Cact i {Ferocacrus} of sou/hwest NarO) America overage 1·2m (4ft).
0/ 11101 size yielding over I Hue (2 pI) of

edible. SQmetimes billet; milky sop. This
is on exception 10 the rule to ovoid
milky sop. Slice off Ihe top and smash
Ihe inner pulp, then drink. Only worth

doing in on emergency.
2 Prickly Pears (OpumiaJ hove thick,

4
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jointed. pad-like leaves, yellow or fro
flowers olld egg-shaped pulpy fruits.
Peeled fruils are edible row; peel and
cook tender young pods - CUlling
awoy the spines. roast seeds for flour,
lOp the sIems for wOler. Originally from
Norlh America, now in many arid areas.
Very prickly, /(eal wilh greol care. In
Africa do NOr confuse with spurges;
unlike Ihis plant, Ihey have milky sap.
3 C,lrrion Flowers (Stapelio) are found in
some variety in southern and lropical
Africa. rl1l~y are large odd-looking planl5
wilh sharI sU("("IJlent stems lilol branch
of( into leaves like fat spines. with
dislinclive Slar-shaped flowers. which
may be covered in thick S/lOggy hairs.
Mature flowers give off a powerfUl
stench or rolling moot on unmistakeoble,
if nOI very ploosont clue to identiflcalion.
rap Ihe stems for their waler.
4 Mescals (Agave) have a roselle of
Ihick, lea/hery, spiky leaves with a
sharp tip from which arises a very long.
columnar flOIver stalk. Stalks not yet in
flower are edible cooked. In Africa,
Asia, southern Europe, Mexico and the
sou/hem United States, and ports of
the Caribbean. Grows in moist tropical
orcas as well as desert country.
5 Wild Gourds (Cucurbitaceae) occur
in the Kala/wi and Sahara east to

DESERT PlANTS
Indio, cultivaled elsewhert:. The plant
is mol-forming, resembling a vine,
wilh orange-sized 'ruirs. Boil the
unripe fruil /0 make it mo~ ooible,
roost the s~s. cook young It"a~
Thl." flower may be eaten raw, and
sIems vnd shools chewed for their
lYoler.
G Date Palms (Phoenix} grow wilri,
a/ways neor waler. from Indio 10 North
Af,ioo; introduced el5ewhere. They orf'
tall slender palms crowned wi/h 0 /ufl
o( leoves up /0 4m (16ft) long. The
fruilS and growing lip of rhe palm are

edible row young lroves are edible
cooked. Sop from Ihe /funk is rich in
sugar and con be boiled down.
7 Baobabs (Adansonia) Of(' large 1m'S
wirh huge, swollen, heavily ridged
trunks found from Africa to Austrolio.
The /funk of a mature tffe con be 9m
(30ft) in diameter. Top the fOOlS for
wo/er. The pulpy fruilS, 1O-2Ocm
(4-Sin) long, und seeds Off' edib/r row;
boil trndrr young /roves.
8 Acacias (ArociaJ occvr abundantly
from Afriro to northrrn Australia. Theft:
are many different kinds. all thorny.
scrubby. mrdium-sized "res with very
small l('(JfI('(s their flawrfS usually
forming small (/cm/'/2in) globular
flowerhrads, whitr, pink or yrllow,
ac:cording /0 speci~ Their roots may be
topped for wotrr, thr seeds roosted and
young 1('(Jve5 and shoots boiled.
9 Carob (Crrotonio siliqua) grows in
arid land around the Medicrrron('(Jn
and from thr Sahara across Arabia to
Indio. It is almost the only Irt.'(' on
Malta. Hrighl con reach 15m (SOft).
Shiny. rvt'rgreen lea~ orr poif('(}, two
or thrrr 10 a s/rm. Small red flowers
producr flat Iro/hery seed pods
containing a swrrc, nutritious pulp,
which con br ealen row. Gild /1ord
brown ~rds which COil be ground ond
cookrd os porridge. Also known as 5/
John's or Locus/ Bread berouse Ihese
pods wrft.' thought to hoYt.' been /hr
'locusts' on which John the Baptist
Ii~ in thr wilderness.
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Edible pl,lIl ts abound in tropical
areas, bu t unless you arc already
familiar with th em it is better to
begin with to eat palms, bamboos
and the commoner fruits.
1 5ago Palms (Me/foxy/on) rome (rom
the damp lowlands of southeast Asia:

introduced elsewhere. Medium,

10

10m

(30ft), spiny-frunked; leaves long,
dl'licOIi' and arching. The spongy.

starchy inner pith of the (runk provides
the sago.
2 The Nipa Palm (Nif(XJ frulicans)
9rowS /0 6m (20ft). with long. fern-like
leaves swelling Dnd clustering 0/ the

bose /0 form tile 'tfllnk'; in brackish
estuaries in Soulh-east Asia. II yields
sugary sop, delicious fruits Gnd an

4
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edib/t.> 'cabbage' or growing lip.
3 Bananas or Plantains (Musa) ore
spread all over the lropics: 3- /0m
(9- 30ft) tali, with Vl"ry lorge, strop-like,
usually split light green leaves. Hard
plantain fruits are only edible cooked.
They have more starch but less sugar
than the soft kinds. Eat buds, growing
tips. young stems and inner parts of
roots as well as fruit.
4 Sugnr Palm (Arengo pinnalO)
reaches 12-20m (38-65ft), with a
rough scaly trunk lOpped by fa irly
erecf, Sago-like leaves and yellOW,
branch-like fruiting ports; wild in
Malaysia and Indonesia. To obtain
sugar, colleet sap and boil down 10 a
thick syrup.
5 Rattan Palms (Calamus) are robust
climbers, hooking themselves on to trees
with a fish -hookshaped appendage an
the midrib of the leov<.>s; often common
in Old World tropics. The swollen stems,
seeds and growing tip are edible; the
roots make excellent lashings.
6 Fish-tail Palms (COryolO) overoge
10m (30ft), Ivith a smooth, ringed
trunk and long arching leoves of mony
oval or wedged-shaped leaflets. There

TROPICAL PLANTS
are many similor kinds in the Old World
tropics. Use os 5ogo Palm. Do NOT
eat fruit.
7 Coconut Palms (Cocos nucifero)
occur all over Ihe moist Ifopics,
growing 10 over 30m f9Qff), wilh large
clusters of nuts hanging allhe bast" of
the leaves.. The fibrous 'coconut' is
inside a large, smOOlh husk. The
growing tip, milk and flesh of the nul
are edible. The rich sap con /)(> boiled
down for sugar.

These are only some of the tropical
palms. Others include:
- Piva Pal m (Guiliemo utilis) of
America, has a slender trunk txmded
with allernoting dark and light spines.
Boil or roast the red or yellow fruits.
-

Ba ccaba

~nd

P,!\3wa

Palms

(Jessenia and Oemocorpus) of Brazil
and the Guionos, have small purplish
fruit 2cm {Wnl long. EOI both pulp and
kernel of seed.
- Assai Palm (Euterpe o/erooceo) of
Ifopicol South America, which likes
swampy places. especiolly along tidal
rivers. Edible fruil has soft purple pulp.

The growing tip, enclosed by a crown
of leaves or the sheathing bases of
the leaf stems, is edible in most
palms - eat any Ihal are not 100
bitler. Fruit should be AVOIDED if
not positively identified, especially
in the Far East - some contain
crystals which cause intense pain.
8 Papaya or Pawpaw (Carico papaya)

is a small Iree, 2-6m (6-18fl) toll, with
a sofl hollow trunk and large, dark
green, melon-like fruits thol ripen to
oronge or yellow; in moist conditions
in 01/ tropical par/s. The fruit is edible
raw and settles on upset-stomach;
young leaves, flowers ond stems are
edible boiled. Change the waler AT
LEAST once. Although i/ will tenderize
tough, stringy meot, do noc get the
milky sap of unripe fruit in the eyes.

B
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Horsera dish Tree (Moringo
oleifera) grows (a 10m (30ft), with
small oval leaf/ets, yellow-white
flowers ond 2S-38cm (1O- 15in),

narrow, three-sidrd brown s('ed pods;
wild in East Africa and South Asia bur
now t:lsewhere. Leaves and young
fruits on: edible row or rooked; slice

a/drf pods Gnd rook like Siring beons;
use the roOI for seosoning like true
Horseradish. The expressed juice of

/eOvt'5 and roots is good for treoling
inflammotions.
2 Mango (Mollgifero indica) grows in
moist places almOSI everywhere, a
mt'dium /0 large evergreen tree with
clusters of narrow dark green leaves.
The oval, 7·5- '3em (3-5in} fruits ripen

fram green 10 orange, OfC edible (Q IV
ond contain a long flat stone. Mongo

leaves con rouse an allergic reoction in
some people.
3 Sweet Sop (Annona squamosa) is a
5-6m (l5-/8ft) tree with oval to
spear-shaped leaves and Magnolialike flowers. The aromatic, pulpy, globeshaped green-grey fruil is mode up of
many pariS. Originally from Ihe New
World lropics bul now in mOSI pariS;
IwO edible re/alives in Central and
Soulh Ameriro are Ihe Cherimoya fA.
cherimola) and Bullock's Hearl (A.

relieulala).
4 Sour Sop (Annona muricoto) is
similarly widespread, growing 10 12m
(38ft!, with large Avorodo-shoped
fruils, green, leathery, spiny, weighing
up to 2kg (Nib). A very refreshing acid
lasle.
5 Wil d Figs (Ficus) exist in great
variety in tropical and subtropirol
areas, a few species in deserts. They
are straggly trees, Ivilh aerial rools
and leathery evergreen leaves
rounded 01 the bose. The pear-shaped
fruilS afe edible row and grow
direct from the branches. Avoid any
that ore hord and woody or with
irritant hoirs.
6 Breadfr uits (ArlOrorpus) are trees,
grolving 10 IS-20m (48-56fl), with
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lorge, deeply lobed leaves, glossy
above, milky sop and very large
worry-skinned fruits; now in mast
tropical parts. The starch-rich fruits
are edible row if the skin is scraped
away and the tougher inner bits
discarded.
7 Sterculias (Sterculia) are found in
Central and South America, and
elsewhere in the tropics. Lorge trees,
up to 30m (100ft) high, with
buttressed roots and hand-shaped
1('O~s, their fruits consist of pods
containing block. peanut-like seros
that can be eaten raw after removing
the irritant hairs.
B SOlei Fruit (Aegle mormelos) is a tree
of 2·5-4·5m (7-15ft), with dense
prickly growth and rounded, yellowish
or greyish fruits up to 100m (4in)
across; in ports of the Himalayas. India
and Burma. A relalive of the citruses,
the fruits are edible row and very rich
in vitamin C.
9 Signays (Antidesma) are evergreen
shrubs, 1O-13m (3D-40ft) loll, with
shiny 'Scm (5in) leaves, in the
forests of Soulh-east Asia. The fleshy.
many seeded, currant-like fruils are
about 'em ('hin) across and mature
from green to while to fed and
finally block. Edible row, but beuer
jellied.

In primary tropical forest most
fruit s arc carried in the canopy,
unreachable unless you climb the
t rees or chop them down, though
elsewhere frui t can prove a
val uable food. More accessible is
the vine-like Rattan, which can be
cu t and t hen hau led down to
obtain t he growing tip. Peel off t he
outer sheath for about 2m pft),
cut into lengths and roast in the
embers of a fire. The in ner heart of
somc is very ta sty, although
slightly bitter.
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Ceylon Spinach (Bosella alba) is
{railing, vine-like, with thick circular
to oval Of heart-shaped leoves, from
greenish /0 purplish-red, and fleshy
purplish flowers; now in most
tropical arr05. Young leaves and
stems ore edible cooked and rich in
vilamins.
2 Tamarind (Tomarindu5 indica) is a
densely branched tree to 25m (80ft),
with t'vr'green leaves formed of many
leaflets, pole yel/ow red-streaked
flolVt'r5 and brown seed pods. The pulp
of the pods is edible row and rich
in vitamin C Seeds and young leaves
con be used as a potherb, and the
bark peeled and chewed. Now in
many o(('os.
3 Goa Beans (Psophor:orpus) Ofe
climbing plants of the Old World
tropics. with spear-shaped leoves, blue
flowers and 20cm (Sin) long, (ourangled, scaly seedpods. Boil young
pods lightly, they taste like beans, the
young seeds like peas, or roost older
seeds. Young leaves, which taste like
spinach, are edible row. Thder roots,
richer in protein than potala or
cassava, are edible row or con be
boiled, fried, baked or roosted like
potatoes.
4 Yam Be,lns (Pochyrrhizus and
Sphenastylis) are dimbing plants Ivith
irregular, three-part leaves and a
knotty turnip-like root, in Jorge patches
in most of the tropics. The edible lubers
Ofe crisp, sweet, juicy, tasting of nuts.
The seeds are harmful row and must b('
well boiled.
5 Pt:anut (Amchis hypogoeo) is not a
true nut and its fruits ripen
und('rground. A small, bushy plant with
pairs of blunlly ovol leaves, yellow
flowers and stalks leading to the
l'Ifinklt:d pods. Very nutritious, the
'nuts' keep 1'1('11. Now in most cropic-ol
and subtropical parts.
6 Cassava or Manioc (Moniho/
eS("ul(,rlto) is a staple throughout the
tropics, growing on well-droin('d
ground 105m (15ft) with jointed stems
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and Iong-srolkffl troves dividNi inro
5-9 blod~ The (0/ lu/)ers ort' It:lholly
POISONOUS row and MUST be cooked.
K~ps well. porticularly when ground
as flour.
7 Ti Plant is a shade-loving shrub,
2-Sm (6-15f1), with whorls of shiny.
leathery; sometimes reddish leaves
and, when ripe, fed berries; now
widespread
in
tropical
parts
particularly Pacific islands. Boil the
storch-rich fl~hy rools..
8 Taro (Co/orosio) occurs on weI
ground 01/ OV('f the tropics, up to 1·5m
(5ft), with lorge, very long-stalked
heart- or orrow-shaped leaves arising
(rom the roots and on orongl'-~lIow
flower. The tubers loste like poto/(~s
bUI Ofe

hormful fOW ond MUST be

cooked.

In tropical forests the best places
to forage will be along streams
and wa tercourses. Anywhere thai

the sun can penetrate the jungle
floor will produce a mass of
vegetation but river banks often
offer the clearest area, where plants
can thrive.
While climbing spurs take the
chance to look ou t over the jungle
canopy below. Good views arc
obtained where a deadfall has
crashed down and cleared an area.
Palms and other recognizable food
plants can be seen among the
canopy. Their position can be noted
and they can then be felled when
require:d. A tree wil l provi dc a
considerable supply of food.
If weak and short of food do NOT
expend effort felling <I tree. YOLI will
use up too much energy <Iud there
will be easicr food available.
00 not pick more food than you
need. Food deteri orates rapidly in
tropical conditions. leave food on
the growing plant until you need it
and eat if fresh.
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W~lcr Spinach (Ipomoea aquotira]
is trailing, Ivilh lighl green leaves and

while flowers; always by fresh water,
usually as a floating pion!, mainly in
Soutileast Asia. Older SIems are stringy,

but young leoves Gnd shoots can be

boiled.
2 Lolus (Nelumbium nudferumJ is
aquotic. Ivilh long-stalked. bel/shaped bluish-green leaves slOnding
clear of Ihe waler and pink, white or
yellow flowers. Young leaves and

peeled SIems art' edible boiled. Boil or
roost ripe seeds, first removing the
bluer embryo, Gnd the roo/stalk.

Mainly Asia, and in ports of Africa and
North Americo.
J Wat er Lilies (Nymphaeo) grow in
lakes, rivers Gnd streams in tropical
Africa, Indio Gnd America, and also

in some temperate areas, with
hearl-shaped leow's floating on the

walt'r. They have lorge, slOrch-ricll
edible tubers, siems Which can be
cooked, olld birrer bul nourishing
seeds.
4 Wild Yams (Dioscoreo) occur in
great variety in lighl forest and
clearing in bOlh lropicol and
sublfopical pariS. Twining, vine-like
SIems, some kinds bearing edible
aerial tubers, lead 10 one or more
large underground tubers. If kept
dry, yams store well. Some Wild
Yams are poisonous row: for safety
ALWAYS cook - peel tubers, boilond
mash.
5 Wild Rice (Oryzo and in North
America Zizonio) is a coarse grass
growing to 90- 120cm (3- 4ft),
widespread in Ihe tropics and many
temperate oreos. Thresh ond winnOlv
the grains to remove the tough. hairy
husks. then bailor roost and pound for
storage as nour.
6 Sugarcanes (SoccllOrum) are
cultivated allover the tropics and
occasionally occur wild. A coarse, toll,
aromatic, thick-stemmed gross, the
cones can be chewed raw to ex/rOCI
th eir sweet juice.
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7 Millets (Ponicum. f't>nnisetum and
others) o~ tropical cereals. sometimes
found wild in drier areas. They are
grosses. several feel toll, with
sausage-like heads of groin. each one
about the size of a mustard seed,
Pound to a meal olld use in stews or as
porridge.
8 Bamboos afe giant grasses of mas/
moist areas. The rapidly growing.
edible young shoots are at the base
of the plant; split the tough outet
sheath and rook like asparagus. The
seeds of a flowering bamboo ate also
edible. Bamboos have a great many
uses as building materials. for
making rofts, even as rooking
utensils, as well as their use as food,
Take rare whell rollerting: some
plants are heavily st ressed and may
shaller Of whiplash,

In addition to the plants illustrated
and lis ted he re there are othe rs
that you will recognize from their
similar cultivated va ri eties, such as
the Avocado ( PcN'sea american a) of
tropical South America, where it is
a favourite food of many animals
- including the jaguar ! - the
Christophine (Sechium edule) ,
native to Brazil, and the whole
family of citrus fruits, with about
60 wild species in Indo-Malaya
and China, some growing at quite
high altitudes. But BEWARE.
Strychn ine ha s fruits that look like
orang es but which arc DEADLY
POISONOUS.
In the tropics yo u will usually have
a chaise of plant foods so stick to
the ones you can identify and
know are safe. If you need to
eat unknown plants always apply
the e dibility test. using ve ry
small amounts.

8 \
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FOOD
These are so me of the many other
edibl e pla nts which you might find,
all are good to eat if prepared as
suggested:

PALMS
Palmyra or

Bor~ssus palm (Borossus
flabel/ifer), growing in drier ports of
tropical Africa, southern Indio and
Burma, rl'sembles a Dote Palm,
with similar fan-likl' leaves. Sort
insides of the three-port nuts are
edible, sop makes a pleasant drink
and flowering ports can be topped
for their sugary juice.
Saw palmetto (Serenoa repens),
cammon on sandy ground from
southern USA into Cen(ral Americo.
Averoge I-2m (3- 7ft) toll, with long,
stiff fan-shaped groups of leovl's,
dusters of white flowers and oblong
block fruits. Growing tip (palm heart)
edible row or cooked.
Yuccas (yucco) of many kinds grow on
sandy ground, from USA into Centrol
America. Evergreen, woody-stemmed,
with stiff sword-like leaveS off a stem
or in a duster at the top. Petals of sixpetalled white flowers and ripe pulp of
oblong gerkin -like fruits are edible row
or rooked.

NUTS
Brazil Nut (Berthoiletia excelsa) is
widl'spreod on dry ground in forests of
tropical Soutll America, 30-40m
(IOO- 130fO high, with long, crinkly
morginl'd, oval leaves and yellow
flowr:'fS. Pot-shaped, lidded capsules
rontain 15-30 edible nuts. /n the same
area Sopucaya /i.ecythis urnigeraJ nuts
come in simi/or capsules and orl'
equally tasty
Cashew
Nut
(Anacordium
occidentale), originally native to
north-eastern South America, now
grown all over tropics, are shrubs or
ml'dium-sized trees with evergreen,
broadly oval, leathery. prominently
veined leaves in opposite pairs and
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pillkish-yel/ow flowers. Eat ONLY nuls,
borne on the end of a pear-shaped.
reddish, fleshy fruil stalk. Harmful
unless peeled and cooked. BEWARE:
smoke or steam from cooking can
couse blilldness
Indian Al mond (rermillalia cotoppa),
found in scrubby. especially coastal,
area over almost all the tropics, has
very lorge, leathery, club-shaped
leaves. Mature trees sprea d to 10m
(30ft), young ones have distinctive
cirdes of horizontal bronchI'S. Hard
edible /JUts in a fibrous, thick green,
fleshy shell, cluster at the bronch
tips.
Qu ee nsland
Nut
(Macademio
ternifolio) grows in north-eastern
Australia on a tree about 12m (40ft)
tal/ with many narrow, spear-shaped
leaves. Round nuls in greenish husks
rome in clusters.

FR UITS
Guava (Psidium guajovoJ of Central
and Soulh America, widely introduced
elsewhere, are small gnarled trees, up
ta 10m (30ft), with peely. light brown
bark, oval leaves in pairs (slightly hairy
below), white flowers and large
crabapple-like light yellow fruits with a
whitish to pinkish, creamy. Seed- filled
pulp. Edible row or cooked and rich in
vitamin C.
Persimmon (Diospyros) found in
waste places and dry woods of worm
temperate east Asia and southern
USA. introduced elsewhere, can reach
20m (63ft). Sm all, sometimes crinkly.
spear-shaped leaves make good teo,
rich in vitamin C. Round, yellow to
reddish or purplish, tomato-like,
5-1·Scm (2-2 117in) fruits are edible
raw or cooked.
Rambutan (Nephe/ium lappaceum)
grows ill forests in ports of Southeast
Asia reaching 20m (63ft). Bushy, with
dark brown bark, many small dark
green leaflels. sm all greenish flowers
and clusters of small, 50ft-spined,
hairy-looking fruits ripening to red.

TROPICAL PLANTS
Fleshy white inner pulp - not seed - is
edible raw and rich in vitamin CPulasan (N. mutabileJ is a smaller
tree in the some area with equally
good blunt-spined fruifs with a
yellowish pulp.
Durian (Durio zibelhinus), 40m
(130ft) trees, native to Malaysia ond
Borneo, widely introduced in sourheast Asia, with long. spear-shaped,
bronze to olive green /coves and large,
spiky-surfaced. distinctive yellow
fruits. Cream-coloured pulp (no/
srrds} is foul smelling but delicious to

purple fruils with a many-seeded,
slightly add pulp. Many kinds af
edible passian fruits grow in tropical
America.
Ja ckrruit (Arlocarpus heterophyllus)
of soulhern India, now found widely in
Southeast Asia, is like breadfruir. A tree
reaching 25m (80ft). with dark green.
leo(/J(:ry, bluntly oval leaves and huge
warty fruits up to 32kg {701b] in
weight. edible raw but better cooked;
seeds can be raasted.

ear.
Malay Apple or Pomerac (Syzygium

VEGETABLES
Okras (Abelmoschus) There are many
species of this bushy herb. A cluster of

maloccensis) reaches 15m (50ft). with
glossy green, broadly sprar-shaped
leaves, clusters of bright pink flowers
and smallish Scm {lin} red, applelike fruits. smelling of roses and
edible raw.
Rose npplc (5. aqueum) is similar but
with yellowish or white peor-shaped
fruits tasting of apricots. Bath native
to rain forest and scrubby places
in Malaysia, widely introduced
elsewhere.
Carambola (Averrhoa carambolo)
grows in Indonesian forests. Small,
overage 8m (24ft) height, with many
light green, small, spear-shaped leaves,
clusters of small whitish -pink flolvers
and 'leI/ow, ribbed fruits 7·5-/2·5cm
(3-5in) long, edible raw, though
sometimes acid.
Mangoslec n (Goreinia mongostano)
of south-east Asian forests. reach
12m (40ft). with long, leathery. dark
green leaves in pairs, large 'leI/ow
and purple flowers and round.
tomato-shaped
purplish -brown
fruits whose five segments of inner
white pulp are edible raw. There are
several kinds.
Pas sion
Fruit
or
Granadi llil
(Possiflora edulis), climbing plant.
native to Brazil, introduced elsewhere,
with 10llg twining sIems. three-lobed
leaves, distinctive tendril-like white
and purple flowers and egg -shaped

up 10 40 vellow. five-petalled flowers
produce the 'Iody's fingers' which are a
good food for those with stomach
trol/bk and can be eOlen row. Roost
the seeds inside.
Potato (Solanum tuberoisum) grOI'lS
wild in the Andes, bur BEWARE of its
lomoto-like fruits - which in this cose
are poisonous. The wild tomato looks
so similar that it is safer to avoid it.
Always cook potato tubers.
Sweet Potatoes (Ipomoea) are nOlv
foulld in many ports of the world but
are especially abundOllt in the tropics.
where they are widely cultivated. They
are straggly, creeping, vine-like plants,
often with heart-shaped leaves, and
sometimes lorge, spindly tubers. These
call be boiled or raosted They may
exude a milky juice, but this is not
poisonous.
Beans (Phaseolus) occur widely in
huge variety, many as escopees from
cultivation. All are twining scrambling
plants with 'pea-flowers' in various
colours and beans in long pods, like the
domestic type. Seeds highly nutritious
- boil/hem.
Snake Gourds (Tricosanthes) of
Indo-Malaysia and Australia are
straggling, vine-like plants with lobed
leaves and very long, thin. snoke-like
fruits up to 2m (6 111fO long. A
common kind has bright red fruits.
Slice t/lem, then boil.
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POISONOUS TROPICAL PLANTS
The proportion of poisonous plan ts
1 lit,
'.-

in the tropics is no greater than in

any other part of the world. Watch
out for the foll owing - they are
e ithe r poisonous to ea l or irritate on
contact.
White Mangrove {Avicennio
morina} is slender, growing to 6m
(18ft) in

mangrove swamps and

~tuori~

from tropir:ol Africa east to
Indon~;o and Australasio. II has pole
bark, mony pt:ncil.like roofS spear-

shaped
nowe~

/0 oblong leaves. yellow
and small round while

berri~

The sop blisters the skin and will blind
if il gets in the eyt"5.
2 Nettle Trees (Lopor/eo), widespread
in the tropics. of/en by IVoter;

OfC

smallish, with crinkly. spror-shaped,
sharply-loothed lea~ Gnd drooping
spikes of flowers - like on ordinary

neWe.

The~ art: mony hnds, including
ff:mperote ones. The burning Sling is
like a nettle's, but much worse. The
seeds Oft: Vf"ry poisonous.
J Cowhage (Mucuna pruriens), of
scrub and light woodland, is trailing,
vine-like, with ovolleaflets in groups of
three, spikes of hairy dull purplish
flowers and brown hairy seedpods.
COMact with pods and flowers rouses
irritation, blindness if in tl1e eyes.
4 Pangi (Pongium edule) a tree
reaching 20m (60ft) in jungle in southtest Asia, mainly Malaysia. with heorrshaped leaves in spirols. spikes of green
flowers and clusters of large brownish
pear-shaped fruits. All ports are
poisonous. especially tl1e fruits - the
seeds contain prussic acid.
S PhySic Nut (JCI!ropl)o curcos) a
shrub or small tree of wooded country
throughout the tropics, has large,
lobed, ivy-like leaves, small g((:'('nish~lIow flowers and ~//Ow apple-sized
fruils containing three large seeds. The
seeds losle sweet but their oil is
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POISONOUS TROPICAL PLANTS
violently purgative, hence its name,
and the remains of the pressed seeds
very poisonous. Hos equolly dongerous
relatives.
6 Strychnine (Slfychnos nuxvomica)
a small tree with oval leaves in
opposite pairs and white to
yellowish-red, orange-like fruits
whose seeds, containing strychnine,
are DEADLY. S. Nuxvomica is found
mainly in Indio but other strychnine
species occur throughout the tropics.
7 Castor Oil Plant or Castor Benll
(Ricinus
communis), is
found
throughout Ihe tropics in scrubby and
wasIl' places, is shrub-like, its leaves
arranged like the fingers of a hand,
with spikes of yellow flowers and
prickly Ihree-seeded pods. Seeds are
violently
purgative,
sometimes
fotol/y.
8 Ouchesni a (Duchesnio indico)
resembles
on
ordinary
edible
strawberry, trailing, with three-parI
/eaves, red strawberry-like fruits and
yel/ow, not white, flowers; on waste
ground in the warmer ports of Asia,
introduced to North America. The
fruits are highly poisonous, sometimes
fatal.

The se are on ly some of th e
poisonous t"ropic<l l species. Among
others which you should <lvoid are:
Renghns Trees (Gluta) of ports of
India east to south-east Asia, which
have severely irritant sap.
Beachapple
or
Manzanillo
(Hippomone moncinel/a) of the New
World tropiC5, a smal/tree with smooth
pale bark and small apple-like
poisonous fruits, which also has
irritant sap
Sandbox Tree (Hua crepitons), also of
the New World, a lorge, spiny tree
whose sap con irritate or temporarily
blind - its segmented fruits. which
look rother like minioture pumpkins,
are poisonous.
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SEASHORE PLANTS
These plants thrive in salty
conditions - but at the right time
of year, ma ny other edible plants
occur near the coast.

1 Oraches (Arriplex) overage 90cm
(3ft), pole-stalked, with pale green
spMr-shaped or triangular leaves ond

spikes of small greenish-white flowers,
on salty ground,

some

kinds well

inland. Cook the young ltaves.

2 Sea

Beet

(Beta

vulgaris)

is

sprowling, red-tinged, with leothery.
long-stalked dark green leaves and
clusters of small

green flowers; on

European roosts. The leaves ore edible
row or boiled.
3 Sea Rockets (Cokile) overage 30cm
(1 frl. with fleshy, blu('-green lobed
leaves, lilac or purplish flowers and
egg-shaped seedpods. The peppery

leaves ond young pods con be eaten
raw or as a potherb.
4 Glassworls or Marsh Samphire
(Solicornio), often widespread in saline
areas, have plump, greenish-yel/aw
jointed stems up 10 30rm (1 ftJ high.
Same grow in great density an mud
flats as single shoots 15cm (6in) high.
Minute flowers are scarcely visible at
the junction of the stems. Rock
Saillphire (Crithmum maritimum),
squat and bushy; with umbels of yellow
{Iolvers, is no relation but grows on
shingle as well as cliffs. Its thick, hairless
stt'ms and fleshy, grey-green leaves. cur
into narrow leaflets. are both edible.
Cook and suck away the fleshy parts.
5 Scurvy-grasses (Cochleario) average
2Scm (lOin), with dark green, fleshy;
heort- or kidney-shaped leaves and small
whitt' or pink flowers; often abundant an
coosts. Wry biller, best leached in water.
but so rich in vitamin C that the survivor
should eat it if encountered.
6 Sea Kale (Crambe maritima) is
cabbage-like, with thick grey-grt'en
leaves, four-petalled white flowers and
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seedpods; on European
lough leaves are be/f~r
rooked; th~ und~rground stt'ms con be
sliced and thoroughly boiled.
7 S~a Holly (Eryngium maritimum) is
thisllt'-like, oll'('roging 6():-m (2ft), with
globulor

roasts.

rh~ II'('ry

spiky. white-lI'('inec/, ice-blut' leaves and

a blue this/Ie head; on nOrlh

Europ~an

roosts. Dig oullhe long root5, slice. boil.
a Oyster Plant (Mertensio maritima) is
sprawling. mOl-forming. blue-green
and fI~shy, with oval teovt:S and
dusters of pink to blue-purple flowers;
on north European roosts. The leaves
are edibt~ row or rooked.
9 Scots lovage (ligustic:um srofic:um) is
stocky. ~/ery-scented. to 9Oc:m Wt).
often purple-stemmed with bright gt«n
leaves and heads of tiny white flowers.
on nor/l) European ooos/5. Row teaws
are rich in vitamin C; or odd these and
chopped stems to other foods. Severol
similar lovoges occ:ur elsewhere.
TROPICAL SHORES
Tropical shore vegetation is likely to
consis t principally of palm trees,
though in the Old World tropics II
may be possible to find:

Pines (Pandonus), so-rolled
of lheir Ihin, spirally groupro,
leaves. They ron of/en be distinguished by
tM many aerial roots or the bose of the
trunk. Knobbly. globular, mony-segmenlrd
fruits are CMJiloble all )IOOr round and in
some kinds moke good euling.
Wild plums (Spondios) may also be
found near the coos/.
Sour Plum (Ximenia coffro), a small
usually thorny tree whose plum-lik~
~lIow fruits hall'(' edib/~ pulp. Ther~
are sell'('rol different kinds throughout
the tropics.
Other
plants
could
include
Passion frui t. often found near Ihe
shore in /h~ lropirol Americas, and the
fleshy stemmed Seaside Purslanes
(X!iuvium) which grows near beO("hes
and sol/ wot~r. of which the whole
plant con be eaten.
St:rew

becou~
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SEAWEEDS AND ALGAE
Most varieties of seaweed found in

shallow waters, anchored to the
bottom or a rock, but the re are
some that float on the surface in
the open oceans. Coastal weeds are

usually foun d stratifi ed with green
forms growing in su rface waters,
red in shallow wat er and brown a
tittle deeper.

1 Sea Lettuce (Viva laeluco) is light
green, resembling garden lettuce, and
is found on rocks and stones in the
Allantic Gnd Pacific, especially where

woler runs into the sea. Wash and boil.
2 Entcromorpha intcstin alis is pole
green, with pod-like, unbranched
fronds up 10 50tm (2ft) long, usually

less. Oflen abundant on rocks in rock
pools Gnd 0/50 on sol/marshes, in
cooler wOlers around the world. The
whole plant is edible, either frt'sh or

dried and pulverized. II is besl picked in
early spring.
3 Kelps (Alaria and iaminariaJ have a
sharI cylindrical stem and thin, wavy.
Olive-green 10 brown fronds, oflen very
long; on rocky shores of the Atlantic
and Pacific. Edible raw but better boiled.
4 Irish Moss (Chondrus crispus)
consists of forking, lobed purplish 10
olive-green (ronds, often in dense beds
on Atlantic shores. Wash and boil.
Cooled, the residue will set like
gelatine. Fronds may be dried for
storage; leave them in the sun until
they hove bleached white.
S Sugarwrack (Lominaria SQccarina)
has long, flat, wavy-margined, yellowbrown fronds atlOched to SlOnes and
rocks; common in the Atlantic, and off
Chino and Japan. Young fronds are
edible raw, better rooked. Sweet-lOsting.
6 Dulse (Rhodymenia palmata) has
purple-red, sharI-stemmed, lobed, (anshaped fronds, and occurs in the
Atlantic and Mediterranean. Leathery
but sweet; boil it. Dulse can be dried
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and rolled for chewing toborro.
7 lavers (Porphyrio} have thin,
irregulorly shaped. sotiny, red, purplish
or brown fronds ond a~ found in both
the Atlantic and Pacific. Boil until
lender, then mash. Use as a relish or
combine with groins /0 make ook~

Very tosty.

Rich in vitami ns and minerals,
sea weed s arc an ideal su rvival food.

Those shown

he~

are common and

sa fe to eat.
There are no poisonous seaweeds
but some con tain adds which
irri tate the dig estive Ir,let lind some
3rc vio le nt purg at ives. If not
identifie d as a known edible species

try on ly small amounts. Even with
the Illore edible vari eties cat only a
littl e until you become used to
them. Do NOT ea t seaweeds jf shorl
of wa ter. If possible wash th em in
freshwater before eating, to re move

some of the salt.
Coliect growing weed, fi rm an d
smooth to t he touch, not pieces
washed up on the beach. Rejcct any
that smells bad. Some which
contain irritating acid s can be
detected by crushing between the
fing ers a nd leaving fo r fiVt' minutes,
by which time they give off an
unple asa nt sme ll. All seaweeds
decay rapid ly out of water. Use soon
after collect io n or dry for later use.

7

FRESHWATER ALGAE
8 Nostoc (Nostoc) is a (~woter
algae af North Americo and Eurasia,
forming green, round, jelly-like.
marb/e-siud globules in pools, (rom
spring on. Dry and use as a thickener.
EAT ONLY brig/1t green fresh.looking
a/gal'. AVOID ALL BLUE GREEN ALGAE,
IT IS POISONOUS. It is found in
frt'shwater. nat in the seas and oceans,
flooting on the surface of Slognan{
pools. Idt'nlify by its blur-green c%ur
ond by its gassy smell.
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TRAPS AND TRAPPING
Ispot a small animal offers very little target and can easilyiftake

t is easier to trap most small prey than to hunt them. Even you
it
cover. Trapping requires less skill and leaves you free to spend time
foraging for other food . Nevertheless be ready to take advantage of
sitting prey if you get the chance.

The survivor's own preservation must take precedence over
humanitarian principles and unfortunately some of the easiest traps
can cause considerable suffering to the animal. A trap which CQuid
bring quick death to the species for which it is intended, perhaps by
strangulation, may catch another animal by a limb and leave it
suffering for hours. Regular checking is essential. Leaving a trap
line unchecked will prolong an animal's pain and increase the risk
that your catch may be poached by an animal predator or that the
prey will have managed pa infully to struggle free.
A great deal of error can be elim i nated by studying
the animals and their habits. Choice of baits and sites is
important. If one does not work, try another. BE PATIENT.
Give the traps time. Animals will be very suspicious at firs t
but with time will come to accept them - and that is when they
will run into them.

SURVIVAL SCENARIO
If you have no food SUPll lies which f oods are th e
i mportant to hu nt or forage for?
No one-food source is more important than another, in fact it is
vital that in any survival situation a mixed diet is achieved. If this
does not happen then you will actually feel more ti red and
unwell if you just eat say fat or protein. However. if you are
injured then you will need more proteins to help repair the
damage, and in general you should eat little and often.
Even when on the move, a few simple traps, quickly set up
overnight. may be productive, and if you are making a more
permanent camp you will be able to set up well-planned lines of
traps. The more you set, th e more chance you have of success.
Establish as large a trap line as you can manage in your area.
Inspect it at first and last light. Collect the game and reset the traps.
Repair any traps as necessary and move those that are repeatedly
unfruitful. To be effective a trap must be very sensitive, so may be
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fired accidentally. YOLI will probably have several empty traps for
every success, but this does not mean that you are doing things
wrong . If a trap has not fired, but the bait has gone, it is an indication
either that the bait was not sufficiently securely fixed or that the
trigger mechanism is too tight. Check both when you reset the trap.
By doing the rou nd s regularly you effectively patrol an area,
noting the many signs of activity or change which help to build
up knowledge of your surroundings.

TRAPPING TIP
Baiting a trap will attract the game. In a su rvival situation foodmay be scarce but, if you know there are animals to tra p, a little
used as bait may bring large rewards.

Where to trap
Find the game trails or runs, which lead from an animal's horne to
where it feeds or waters. Look for any natural bottleneck along the
route where it will have to pass through a particular position - a
deadwood fall or a place where the track goes under an obstruction
will be ideal places to se t a trap.
Do not pla ce a trap close to an animal's lai r. That is where it sits
and listens and sniffs the air. If at all suspicious it will either stay put
or use a less obvious route. Don't place a trap close to its watering
place either. There. too, the animal is on its toes and alert. more
likely to notice anything unusual.
If you lay traps down the side of natural pastures the animals will
not go near them but use other routes. However, when alarmed they
panic and will take the shortest route to cover. That is when the
crudest and most obvious of traps will be successful. Rabbits are
easily caught by causing them to panic.

Trap construction
The simpler traps and snares are made of string or wire. It wi ll be
easier to keep a loop open in the ai r if you use wire and the
wire in your survival tin is ideal. Even the most sophisticated
need nothing more than a knife to make them out of available
wood. The choice of materials is important. Use strong, springy
wood. Do not use dead wood or wood found on the ground.
Haze! takes a lot of bea ting: it is easy to carve and retains its
spring and strength.
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Types of trap
Trap mechanisms make use of the foll owing principles:

MANGLE

STRANGLE

DANGLE

TANGLE

The deadfall mangles. The snare strangles. Springy sapl ings can make
a trap more efficient and take the: game up in the air - it da ngles.
The higher the sapling th e morc effectively it lifts the animal. A net
tangles. Some traps combin e t wo or morc of these pri nci ples.

RULES FOR TRAPS
When setting traps. follow these basic rules:

10
-

1 Avoid disturbing the envi ronment
Don't tread on the ga me trail. Do all you r preparation off the
trail and don't leave any sign that you have been there.

2 Hide scent
When constructing or handling traps don't leave your scent
on them. Handle as little as possible and wear gloves jf you
can. Do not make a trap from pinewood and set it in a wood
of hazel. Each tree gives off its own smell - and th~ animals
you are trying to trap havt a very high sense of sm~l1, many
times sharper than yours. Although they fear fire they ar~
familiar with the sm~1I of smoke and exposing a snare to the
smoke from a camp fir~ will mask any human scent.
3 Ca mouflage
Hide freshly cut ends of wood wi th mud. Cover any sna re on
the ground to blend in as naturally as possible with its
surroundings.
4 Ma ke them strong
An ensnared animal is fighting for its life. It exerts a lot of
energy in an attempt to escape. Any weakness in the traps
will be exposed.

SNARES
Snare s are the simplest of traps and should be part of any survival
kit. They are made of non-ferrous wire with a ru nning eye at one
end through which t he oth er end of the wire passes before being
f irmly anchored to a stake, rock or tree. A snare is a f ree-running
noose which ca n catch sma ll ga me around the throat and larger
ga me aroun d the legs.
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A snare can be improvised from string, rope, twine or wire.
Consider the kind of animal you are trying to trap when you place
the snare. A rabbit, for instance, tends to sit in cover and observe.
When satisfied that all is well it hops along. Setting the snare a
hand's length from a fall or obstruction on the trail accommodates
this hop. If the snare is closer to an obstruction the rabbit may
brush it aside.
A wire snare (as big as your fist) can be
supported off the ground on twigs,
which can also be used 10 keep a
suspended string noose open.

USING A SIMPLE SNARE
For rabbits and small anima ls. Use your judgement to scale u; these proportions for larger creatures, such as foxes and badgers.
- Make the loop a fist width wide.
- Set it four fingers above the ground, and one hand's width
from an obstruction on the trail.
- Check that it is securely anchored, with twigs to support the
loop in position if necessary.

Snares under tension
Make a sna re more effective by lIsing a sapling under tension to lift
the game clear of the grou nd when it is released. This robs the
animal of purchase in its struggle to free itself and also helps to keep
it out of reach of predators.
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Spring snare
When game is caught the trigger bar disengages and prey is lifted
off the ground. Good for animals such as rabbits and foxes, it
will trap game coming in both directions and is ideally situated on
the game trail by a natural bottleneck caused by a dead fall or a
rocky outcrop.
Cut notch in trigger bar (a) to fit notch in

upright fbI. Drive upright info ground.
Auoch sn ore to trigger bar and use cord
10 sapling 10 keep tension.

•=
Baited spring snare
Mechanism as for spring snare, but here the quarry is tempted with
a tasty morsel. The noose is laid on the ground, the bait strung

above. As the game takes the bait the trigger is released .
Suitable for medium-sized animals such as foxes, this trap can be

located in an open area as the bait will attract attention. Sma ll
clearings in woods are good sites.

•
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The bait support stake shOuld be only
lightly driven into the groun d as this
must flyaway with the noose.

TRAPS AND TRAPPING

Baited spring leg snare
The prongs of a natural fork of wood, or two sticks tied toge ther, are
pushed firmly into the ground. The line from a bent sapling is tied
to a toggle and to the snare and the toggle then passed under the
fork. When the game takes the bait, which is on the end of a
separate bar, the bar disengages and the toggle flies up carrying the
snare (and hopefully the game). This is a trap for larger game such
as deer, bears and large felines. For the herbivorous deer, bait with
blood or scent glands, wh ich will arouse its curiosity.

..

The upper end of the toggle presses
ogo inst the fork ond lI)e lower t'lld is
prevented from pulling bock through by
o boil bar between il and the fork - the
pressure of the toggle holding il in
position.

Spring tension snare
The upward counter thrust from the keeper stick (a) on which the
snare arm (b) rests prevents the switch from pulling it up. When the
game becomes ensnared the snare arm is dislodged from the keeper
stick and the switch line slips off th e other end. Suitable for small
animals such as rabbits. Site it on the game trail.
Note how the switch
end of snare arm (b),
rests on the keeper
the switch line near

line secures one
while the other
stick (oj. Keep
the end of the

snore arm (c).
b

a
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Trapeze spring snare
This snare can be used to cover two game trails in open country. The
arm carries two snares and is held in a notch by the tension of the
switch line.

•
=

Once ensnared, (he animal's struggles
will disengage the snare arm regardless
of the direction from which if originally
approached.

Roller spring snare
A rounded grip holds the snare arm here, the switch line is best
pulled back at a slight angle to keep it in place. Suitable for animals
such as rabbits and foxes. Although tensed in one direction, the bar
will be dislodged by an an imal's struggles.

•
A wide oreG ran be r:ovl'red by
employing several snorl'S on a long

horizon/al bar. Use where (he game trail
widens or offers options.
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The platform trap
This trap is ideally sited in a small depression on the game trail.
Snares are placed on the platforms on either side. When the
platform is depressed the trigger bar is released and the game held
firmly by the leg. Ideal for larger game - such as deer. bears or large
cats. A pl atform of sticks. stiff bark or other firm materials rests on
the bottom bar, and the upper bar fits in the notches. A similar
mechanism (a) to that of the platform trap. but using a large snare
and no platform. is activated by displacement of either th e toggle or
bottom bar to catch small game by the neck .

•
Stepped bait release snare
Two forked sticks hold down a cross-bar which engages with a
baited notched upright (attached to a line in tension). which holds
it in place and carries the snares. Site this trap in clearings to catch
small carnivores and pigs.

•
=

Retaining bar, or at least a section of if,
should be squared off (0 fit a square-cuI
notch on the bait stick.
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Double-ended figure 4 snare
A bait bar is set at right angles across an upright, the faces cut
squa re, and a shor t trigger lodged between them to maintain their
position. The trigger is linked to a springy sapling and the same line
carries snares. When the bait bar is dislodged th e trigger is released .
Four snares will effectively cover both directions on a game trail, or
use in clearings to snare small carnivores.

•
,.

Double spring snare
Two saplings are notched to interlock when bent towards each other
over the game trail. A vertical bait bar is lashed nea r the end of one
of them . Two snares can be attached to each sapling, th ey need to
be fairly stiff wire to hold their positions. This is another trap
suitable for use in clearings to catch small carnivores. When the bait
is taken the game is he ld in the air between the saplings.
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Togg le and bait release snare
A bait bar is wedged between an upright and the lower part of a
toggle, the upper part pressing against a retaining bar. The principle
is like the platform snare with the bait bar replacing the platform.
Movement of the bait bar releases the toggle which flies upward
under tension from a sa pling above, carrying snare with it.
Tout line from bent sapling to end of
toggle pulls ogainst cross-bar. Boit bor
keeps toggle in position.

•

DEADFALL TRAPS
These traps all work on the principle that when the bait is taken a
weight falls on the prey. All are good for pigs, faxes and badgers.
Larger versions can be used for bigger animals such as bears.

WARNING
The large versions of these deadfall traps can be extremely
dangerous for humans as well as for the prey for which they are
intended. The toggle release and deadfall traps have trip wires and
are easily set off accidentally. Even in a survival situation ensure
that everyone knows exactly where they are. In survival practice
keep people away from them and never leave such a trap set up at
the end of an exercise.

You cannot set a large deadfall trap on your own. Keep the
mechanism to the side of the trail, well away from the dropping
weight, or setting i t will be too risky. Balance is critical - you are
unlikely to get it right first time.
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Toggle trip-release deadfall trap
This uses the same kind of mechanism as the toggle~release snarethough this time the release bar keeping the toggle in position
presses one end of the toggle upwards. A line from the togg le
passes over a tree limb to support a bundle of logs or other heavy
weight above the trail. From the release bar a trip line (usually a
vine) runs above the ground beneath the suspended weight to a
firm securing point
Run chr: trip line under a forked sCick (a)
50 thoc it will pull thr: uiggr:r bar
sideways when operatr:d.

Balance log
A forked stick, its ends sharpened to dislodge rapidly and one for k
su itably baited, supports one end of a cross~bar, the other end of
which rests on a fixed su pport, held there by the weight of the heavy
logs or rock which rest on the bar. When the bait is taken the whole
trap collapses.
Angle bait beneath che trap.
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Squared·face release trap
Similar to the balance log trap but using a notched upright as the
support, the lower face of the notch squared off. Fit cross-bar
against the squ ared-off lower face of the bar supporting the weight.

Toggle and bail release deadfalilrap
A rock or a group of logs lashed together is supported by a prop
which is balanced over a fixed forked stick. The oth er end of the
prop is clear of the ground and held down by a short line attached
to a toggle which is wrapped around the upright stick. The toggle is
kept in place by a bait stick wedged between it and the dead fall
weight. Dislodging the bait stick brings the whole lot down.
The forked slick is driven info Ih('
ground first
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Deadfall trap
The weight of a log or other weight suspended over the game trail
pulls the line carrying it against a reta ining bar held by short

pegs secured in a tree trunk. The lint' continues as a tripwire beneath
the weight. Make sure that the line is lon9 enough and tripwire

anchor weak enough to allow weight to reach the ground. Set the
pegs slightly downward, but keep them short so that the bar
disengages easily.

'Figure 4' deadfall trap
This looks complicated but once learned is easily remembered and
very effective. It can be made to any size. A horizontal bait bar is
balanced at right-angles to an upright wi th a locking bar, which

supports a weight. positioned over the bait, pivoted on the
sharpened tip of th e upright.
Boil bar notched on fop to ellgoge
locking arm, square cut an side 10 fit
upright Locking arm sharpened aI/OlVer
end to release quickly, notched at centre
/0 pivot on upright
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SPEAR TRAPS
WARNING
These traps are particularly good for killing pigs and deer - but
they are extremely dangerous and can be letha l to humans. Always
stand BEHIND the spear when setting and ensure that the location
and danger is known to everyone. Mark with signs to attract
human attention. Except in a survival situation never leave spear
traps set and unsupervised.

DEADFAll SPEAR TRAP
This uses the same mechanism as lhe
deadfall tmp (left) but uses rorks to odd
weight and arms Ihe trop with
sharpened sticks. 1/ delivers a stabbing

as w('// as a stunning blow.

Spring spear trap
A very dangerous trap which will kill game. Effective against wild
pig . A springy shaft. with a spear attached, is held taut above the
trail. A slip ring made from bound creeper or smooth material (not
rough twine which could catch against toggle) attached to a trip
wire acts as a release mechanism.
A toggle (a) and short line (to a fixed upright) hold the spear shaft in
tension. A further rod through ring is tensed between the near side of
the spear shaft and the far face of the upright. securing all until tripped.
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Pig spear trap
Similar to the spring spear trap but operating horizontally, this trap
has the unarmed end of the springy shaft secu red and lashed
between four uprights. At the business end, the toggle (anchored by

a short line) retains the springy shaft so long as the toggle point is
held against the horizontal bar by a ring. The ring is on the end of a
trip wire, anchored to a post on the other side of the trail.

Make sure that thr spear is las/led very
firmly /0 the springy shaft or j( may be
knocked sidewoys on impoct insteod of
plunging into (he animol's body.

Spear shoff is set at a height /evel with
the body of the onimol il is designed /0
kill, or angled /0 spflng /0 thor height.

reIJsion exerted on the springy shoft
requires the uprights holding if to be
very firmly set in the ground and the
lashings 10 be strong and secure.

NOTE: Because spear traps are so dangerous, make sure the cord and
the knots are strong enough to sta nd the tension. Never approach
these traps except from BEHIND the spear.
Take no risks where these traps are concerned.
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Bow trap
A simple bow made of suitable
WARNING
wood (see Weapons) is held
taut and angled to shoot
Never leave this ~"at!,;"cled
slightly upwards by upright
where people could walk into
posts and a toggle switch with
it - it is a potential man-killer.
an arrow fitted. The trigger bar
is held in place by a toggle
attached to a trip wire, which must be rou ted round to the point of
aim. Keep the first stretch of wire close to the mechanism, for there
is no point in it being tripped by an animal approaching from behind
the bow. This trap is suitable for large and dangerous animals and
can work with animals coming head on to the arrow or approaching
from the trip wire side. (The quarry passes across the arrow as it
fires.) The arrow may also strike larger animals passing in front of
the bow first.

(a} Notch arrow for bowstring and for
trigger bar. Angle trigger bar tip to fit
arrow notch, cut side to fit cross-bar. Sit
toggle between bottom of trigger bar
and a fixed post.
(bJ An alternative (rigger mechanism:
CUi a square face on on upright and a
square notch on the side of a forked
Slick to engage il. Notch the upper face
of Ihe Slick to hold tile bowstring. Altach
tripwire to other prong of fork.
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Baited hole noose
Digging pits disturbs the environment and leaves a permanent
mark. This will alarm some animals. In others curiosity may
outweigh discretion and they will investigate. Baiting the hole
Illay bring animals sniffing. Foxes, pigs, wild cats and badgers will
all dig up rubbish pits and this could attract them, The animal
smells the bait and pushes its head down. If it goes past the stakes
it will not be able to retract it. If it uses a paw it will become

ensnared.
Drive four sharpened pliable stakes through the edges of the pit
to emerge below surface where they are less noticeable. Lay a noose

across them, attached to a post outside the pit.

BIRD TRAPS
Nets
A fine net stretched
one of the simplest
twine criss-crossed
damage birds which

between the trees where birds usually roost is
ways of catching them. Instead of a net. fine
between trees across their flight path will
fly into it.

Bird lime
liming is an ancient way of catching small birds. Boil holly leaves
and any starchy grain in water and simmer until you have a gooey
mess. Spread this on the branches or other perching places before
the birds come home to roost and they will get stuck in it when
they alight.

Suspended snares
Hang a line of snares across a stream a little above water level. This
works best when set aillong reeds and rushes.
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Baited hooks
Fish hooks buried in fruit or other food can be an effective way of
catching birds. The hook ge ts caught in the bird's throat.

Noose sticks
Tie many fine nooses 1.2S-2.Scm (112- 1in) in diameter, close together
along a stick or branch, use horsehair preferably but any strong
material will suffice. Place the stick in a favourite roosting or
nesting spot with the nooses uppermost. Birds become entangled
when they alight. Do not remove as soon as one bird is caught. It will
attract other birds and YOll will soon have several.

'Figure 4' trap
This mechanism (see 'Figure 4' Deadfall on page 200) can be used
with a 'log cabin ' type cage, made from a pyramid of sticks tied
together, which is balanced over the bait. For small bi rds you can use
a quick method of maki ng the cage: lay all the sticks in posi tion
then lay another two sticks, the same length as the bottom ones, on
top and tie them tig htly to the bottom layer, tight enough to keep
all the others in place. Larger animals will soon break out of this and
for them each stick must be individ ually tied in .
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Experiment with different ways of making a cage. You may have
a sui table box or large tin which would do just as well. It is also
possible to prop the raised edge of the cage on a single stick tied to
a long line. Take the other end of the line and hide some distance
away. If you hold th e string taut, you can snatch the prop away as
soon as a bird ventures under the cage. Broadcast bait around and
under the cage. This works best in areas where birds seem plentiful.

Toggle release net trap
A net laid on the ground and baited to attract birds has lines from
the corners to a springy sapling overhead. A tension line extends to
a toggle mechanism (see previous traps) notched on to a horizonta l
bar and operated by a flat bait stick. Set the bait stick off the ground
and on ly just resting against the lower end of the toggle. This trigger
mechanism needs to be extremely sensitive if a small bird's weight is
to se t it off.

..

Boil scol/('r('d across Ihe nel will
al/ract birds which will be cought
when one steps on the boit bor.

NOTE : If you set traps in a training exercise make sure that they are
clearly marked so that they are not set off by other people. Spear
and deadfall traps should be supervised to keep people away for
they could inflict serious injury or kill. All traps should be
dismantled when the exercise is over.
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SURVIVAL CASE STUDY
Monsoon weather is always bad, but in 1963 it broke all records.
In this year I was deployed in Borneo to gather topographical
information and intelligence. We were coming to the end of a
long operation when our base camp was washed away by the
torrential rain. Most of our personal kil and equipment was lost.
except for what we were wearing. Low clouds made air re-supply
impossible and the tropical storms affected our radio
communication. We had to seek higher ground as the whole area
became flooded. Moving was very difficult because of the swollen
rivers and landslides. It took us 5 days 10 reach a safe landing
zone (U) where we awaited a helicopter to lift us 10 safety.
During these 5 days, the only food we hod was our meagre
survival rations. This consisted of a hard biscuit, nuts and raisins,
a tube of haney and a 20z meat block. We shored everything
between the four of us. Even under normal conditions wild food
is scarce in the jungle. Fishing is probably best, and collecting
various palms, roots and shoots is next best But the weather
washed all these sources away, and most animals fled the area
before we did, so we didn't pick any food up on our route.
What we found at the LZ were large white snails. We baked,
steamed, poached, and even ate them raw; but however we ate
them they still tasted the some. Nevertheless, they were on
excellent source of nourishment. We had come to the stage of
eyeing each other up - and I think these snails even prevented
cannibalism!
Lessons learnt:
Carry survival kit at all times
Eat anything you can find
Pool your resources
Know and practise your survival skills.
Waler was not a problem in this cose, in fact we had too much.
Caught rain is the only water we don't treat. But if at all unsure
of water quality, then boil it. Also boil all meat, insects and roots
until tender, then reduce to a simmer before adding herbs or
plants as constant boiling destroys vitamin C content which is
essential to good health.
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HUNTING
Keen observation of all signs of wildlife and a knowledge of the kind
of animals you are hunting are as necessary to the hunter as skillful
tracking and accurate marksmanship. They make it easier to be in

the right place and to take advantage of the terrain.
Always proceed as quietly as possible. Move slowly and stop

reg ularly. Carry your weight on the rear foot so that you can test the
next step with the toes before transferring your weight. Thus you
will avoid stumbles and help to reduce the amount of noise you
produce from undergrowth and snapping sticks. Fast or sudden
movements will startle the game. Sniff the air and listen. Hun t
against the wind, or at least across it.
The ideal time to hunt is at first light, when more game is likely
to be about. Animals are also about in the evenin g, but the light will
be getting rapidly worse so you need to be sure of the terrain and
know your way back to camp. In territory you know well this wi ll not
be a problem, particularly if there is a clear sky and moon or
starlight to see by.
If hunting in the evening go out at least an hour before dusk so
that your eyes will get used to the failing light and you will develop
night vision - though your prey will probably be able to see better
than you do,
When hunting during the day, try to hunt moving uphill in the
morn ing and return to camp in the afternoon . Signs of animals will be
easie r to read as you move uphill for those on the ground will be
closer to eye level. Thermal currents build up with the heat of the day
and carry scents upwards - so when you are coming down the hill the
scent of the game will reach you before your smell reaches it. After a
day out hunting and foraging the descent will take less energy than
an upward climb and by then you'll welcome the easier going.

SURVIVAL ADVICE: HUNTING
If you are moving correctly, game often will not see you. If a; anima l catches a glimpse of you, freeze. You may be the first
human it has seen, It will be more curious than frightened. Keep
absolutely still until the animal looks away or continues feeding.
Avoid large animals. such as bears, unless really desperate or
confident of a first shot kill - or you could end up becoming the
hunted not the hunter.
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Get as close as you can without revealing your presence and take
up a steady position, aiming for the area giving the grea test margin
of error. An accurate head shot is very effective but risky unless you
are very close and the animal still. A poi nt just to the back of the
front shoulder is a good target. A firm, accurate strike here will drop
most animals instantly. A badly aimed shot may mean unnecessary
agony for the animal and a long follow up for the hunter.
If an animal drops first shot, wait five minutes before approaching.
Just stand back and observe. If not dead but bleeding, the loss of
blood will weaken it and, when you do approach, it will not be able to
bolt. If an animal is wounded and moves away wait 15 minutes before
following up. If you follow immediately the animal may travel all day.

WEAPONS
Bow and arrow
Most effective of improvised weapons, the bow and arrow is easy to
make. It takes only a short time to become proficient in its use.
For the bow a well-seasoned wood is best but you will have to
make do without. If you expect to have to stay where you are for
many months you could put wood aside to season for future use.
The tension in unseason ed wood is short-lived so make several bows
and change over to another weapon when the one you are using
loses its spring.
Yew is the ideal wood - all the old English longbows were made of
yew. There are five kinds of yew distributed across the northern
hemisphere but it is not very common and hickory. juniper, oak, white
elm, cedar, ironwood, birch, willow and hemlock are all good alternatives.

Making the stave
For your bowstave select a supple wand. It should be about 120cm
(4ft) long, but match its size to the individual.
To determine the correct stave length
for you:
Hold one end of the stave 01 the hip with
the right hand, reach out Sideways with
the left hand and mark the extent of
your reach as rhe length of the bow.
This will give you a standard type bow
(the longbow requires much more skill
in use).
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Shaping Ihe bow

t"--------___ _

- ="----"-- j

Fashion (he stovt' 50 Chat it is Scm (2in) wide at the erMre, tapering to I. Scm W8in)
Of the ends. Notch /heends (0) to loki: the bOlvstring about 1.25em (Illin) from the
ends. Remove the bark if you choosf'. When the bow hos been whittled inCo shope
rub it all over with oil or animal fa!.

Fitting the string
A rawhide strin g is best, cut to a width of 3mm (l/ain), but any string,
cord or thin rope will suffice. The stems of old nettles provide tough

fibres and these can be twisted together to make a satisfactory
bowstring . If the bow has a lot of give a shorter string is likely to be

needed, but when strung the string should only be under slight
tension - the main tension is added when you pull it back to shoot.
Secure the string to Ihe bow with

a

round tum and IwO half hitches 01 each
end. If tile wood is unseasoned release
one end of Ille SIring whenever Ihe bow
is nOI in use 10 relax Ihe tension or you
may find Ihe stave sets in shape.

A properly made bow will be more efficient and more accurate
than just bending a pliable wand - but once it loses its spring don't
waste time with it. Make another.
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Making arrows
Any straight wood will do for arrows, but birch is one of the best.
Make arrows about GOcm (2ft) long, and about Gmm ('/, in) wide.
Keep them straight (a piece of string tied between two points
will give you a straight edge to check them against) and as smooth
as possible. At one end make a notch 6mm (1/. in) deep to fit the
bow string.

Ched thor the notch in the end of each
arrow is wide enough to fit over you r
bowsuing.

FLIGHTI NG ARROWS
To increase accuracy arrows should
be flighted. Feathers make the best
flights but other materials ron be used:
poper, light cloth or even leaves /rimmed
ro shape.

a

(al

Split feathers. starting from the top,
down centre of quill.
(b) Leave 20mm (JlfinJ of quill at each
end of feather to tie to arrow.
(c) Tie three flights equally spaced
around shafl.

Arrow heads
At the business end of the arrow a sharp point is needed. The arrow
itself can be sharpened and hardened in fire but a firm tip is better.
Tin is excellent or flint can be fashioned into a really sharp
arrowhead. With palience even bone can be made into a good tip.
Split the end of the shaft, insert the arrow head and bind it tightly.
Sinews are good for binding - apply wet, they dry hard securing the
head firmly.

Tin

Burnt
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FLINT
Arrow and spearheads, axes and knives can all be made by
knapping flint, which is a black stone with a dull metallic gleam,
often found in association with chalk. Choose a fiattish piece of
approximately the right shape and size. With another hard stone
flake off pieces until it is the shape you wan t. Chip away at the
edges to produce a very sharp cutting edge (see Tools in Camp
Craft).

Archery technique
Fit an arrow into the bowstring and raise the centre of the bow to
eyelevel. Hold the bow j ust below the arrow, extending the arm
forwards. Keep the bow arm locked and draw the string smoothly
back across the front of your body, with the arrow at eye level, and
lined up with the target, sighting along the arrow. Release the string
- just let go, do not snatch at it as you do so. Now, prac tise! For
rapid fire carry a number of arrows in your bow hand.

ARROW BURNS
Many archf'fs find Ihal the rubbing of
Ihe arrow flighls against the hand and
the cheek can couse friction burns. A
scarf or a piece of doth plilled tight 10
che face will protect the cheek witholll
interfering with Ihe shot and either a
leo/her mitten worn, or a leother guard
fitted belween the fingers and the wrist,
/0 protect the hand.
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Sling and shol
The simple sling was the weapon with which David slew the giant
Goliath and can be armed with ordinary pebbles. It consists of
a simple pouch in the middle of a length of rope. Leather is the
best material for the pouch but you could make it from any strong
fabric and the rope can be a leather thong or twisted from natural
fibres. Attach it as one long piece threaded through, or two tied
or sewn on.
SLI NGSHOT TECHNIQUE
Select smooth pebbles about 2cm
(3f<in) across and as round as possible
(jagged pebbles might do more damage
but they will not follow such a smooth
trajectory).
Swing the sling above the head in a
circle lined up on your target. Release
one end of the rope and the ammunition
should fly with great velocity and, with
proctice, accurotely on target You will
prabably need to experiment with sling
length to achieve accuracy and distance.

When using either the sling or the catapu lt against birds, load
several pebbles at once.

Catapult
The schoolboy's weapon ~ but the
Romans used giant mechanical olles as
siege weaponry. You need a strang
forked twig, prefera bly with some
pliability ~ a hazel prang is excellent and a piece of elastic material. A piece af
innertube from a car or bicycle tyre
is ideal (and stronger than the elastic
in your clothing, although /hal could
be used).
Place a pouch in the centre of the
elastic fo boot tongue can be used) and
thread or sew it into position as for the
sling, tie the ends to each side of your twig
and use a stone as your missile.
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Bola
A weapon thaI Eskimos use ogoinst
birds. Stones Of/: wrapped in circles of

materiol and 90cm (3ft) lengths of sIring
knotted around each, the other ends of

the string being firmly tied together.

Held at the joined end, they ore twirled
around the head. When released they fly
through thr air covering a wide oft'o.

The Gauchos of South America use
the some weapon and variations have

been used in combat.
The bolo wraps around a bird in fligh!
or tongles around an onimol's legs or
neck, bringing it to the ground and

giving the hunter a chance /0 kill it

Spears
A staff is a good aid to walking and by sharpening one end can be
turned into a usef ul thrusting or throwing weapon . A straight staff

about 1.80m [6ft) is ideal for a jabbing spear. About 90cm (3ftJ
makes a more manageable throwing spear. A thrower can be made
from a piece of wood about half that length - i t gives greater
accu racy and distance.

Ta make a spear more effective odd a
point of flint, knopped (0 sharpness, or a
flattened cone of tin, set into the endor securely bind on a knife. However, if
you only have one knife do nOI risk iI, it
could too easily be /051 or damaged.

SPEAR THROWER
Spear sits in a groove which runs along
most, but nat all, of the upper face of
the thrower. The end stop odds thrust to
the spear.
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To make the thrower choose a tree limb that is at least twice the
width of your spea r and with a branch stump which can become t he
forwa rd sloping handle. Split down the cen tre using a knife as a
wedge. Gouge out a smooth channel for the spear. Make sure it is
cleanly cut, leaving a solid portion as a buffer. Experiment to match
the thrower length to that of the spear and to suit your own
balance.
Hold at shoulder level, aim the spear at the target, bringing
the holder sharply forwards and then downwards. As you
move downwards the butt of t he groove adds to the thrust behind
the spea r.

HUNTING BIRDS
Running noose
A noose attached to a long pole is an effective way of pulling
roosting birds down from lower branches. Make a note of roosting
and nest sites - remember that droppings will help guide you to
them - and if they are within reach return stealthily on nights
when there is sufficient light to see them . Slip the noose over the
bird and pull, tightening the noose and pulling the bird down at the
same time.

Stalking waterfowl
You can ge t up close by getting in the water and camouflaging
yourself around the head with reeds and other vegetation. Very
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cautiously, approach an area where fowl nest or are regularly seen.
But remember that birds (especially large ones such as geese and
swans) can be quite ferocious in defence of themselves.

Another technique in some parts of the world is to use a large
gourd worn on the head as cover. Holes are made on one side to

breathe and see through and with the gourd just sufficiently

above the water the hunter floats with the current among
the birds. To prepare the birds several other gourds are thrown
into the water first. Having got among the wildfowl the hunter
grabs the unsuspecting birds from below and strangles them
underwater.

Pit trap
Find or dig a hole about 90cm (3ft) deep in an area where groundfeeding birds are common. Its width depends upon the kind of birds
you are after. Spread grain or other bait around the hole, and more
concentratedly inside it.
First taking the bait around the hole, birds will enter it to get
more. Rush them. In their panic they are unable to spread their
wings sufficiently to take off from inside the hole.

SEAGULLS

-

Seagulls can be caught by wrapping food around a stone and
throwing it in the air. The gull swallows the bait while still on the
wing, gulping down the stone with it, and the change in weight
causes the bird to crash. Obviously this is a technique for use over
land rather than at sea. Be ready to dispatch the bird as soon as it
hits the ground.

ANIMAL DANGERS
Few animals are likely to attack the survivor unless in selfdefence, most will be much more concerned to get out of the way.
There is little chance of encountering large animals such as
elephants, rhinos and hippopotamus, or the larger big cats,
outside wildlife reserves. Nevertheless avoid making camp on a
trail, or close to an animal watering place, where you could find
you are in the path of a herd of elephants or confronted by a
curious cougar.
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WARNING
DON'T PROVOKE AN ENCOUNTER. Bears frequently scavenge from
homesteads in the northern forests, turning over garbage cans, and
are just as like ly to come round your camp for easy pickings, Use
noise to drive them off - don't try to catch them. Don't get close
to them. A bear can easi ly kill a man and a wounded bear is
particularly dangerous. All injured or cornered animals are likely to
be dangerous. Most animals will try to escape. If you prevent them
from doing so, you are forCing them to fight.

Crocodiles and alligators should be given a wide berth unless
very small - and then beware that there is not a larger crocodi le
behind you! Any of the large-horned animals is likely to be able to
wound you with its horns before you can reach it with a weapon.
Stags are particularly belligerent in the rutting season. It is not just
hooved animals that can deliver a powerful blow with their feet ostriches can kill with a kick.
Wolves are much more often heard than seen. Tales of large
marauding packs are probably wild exaggerations. A wolf may get
curious and look at you from a distance, but you can take with a
pinch of salt the idea of hunters being chased by packs of ferocious
wolves. If you are badly injured and unable to defend yourself,
wolves might finish you off. Hyenas also hunt in packs. Although
basically cowardly, they are very powerful and, as scavengers, are
attracted to camp sites. They will probably turn tail and run, but
drive them off rather than try to tackle them.
The larger apes can easily kill a man - but they are rarely
aggressive animals and wil l usually give you plenty of warning to
back off. Small monkeys are much more often encou ntered and
more immediately dangerous - they have sharp teeth . Mature
chimpanzees, in particular, can be very bad-tempered . Thoroughly
cleanse any animal bi te. All could cause tetanus and some mammals,
including vampire bats, carry rabies.
Snakes will not be a threat. unless you accidentally come into
contact with them. You just have to get used to them and to
checking clothing, bedding and equip ment for any reptile or insect
visitors. Occasionally a snake or a centipede may slide into bed with
you, attracted by your warmth. Cases have been known of people
waking to find an unwelcome visitor nestling in an armpit or even
more intimate places. Try to remember that they are not attacking .
Move gently and calmly to free yourself from them.
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ounded and trapped animals can be dangerous. Before
approaching closely check whether an animal is dead.
Use a spear or tie your knife to a long stick and stab a largish
animal in its main muscles and neck. Loss of blood will weaken it,
enabling you to move closer and club it on the head .
If you have a companion. it is easier to carry a large animal by
tying it firmly to a bough, which can be carried on your shoulders,
but you should not take it all the way into camp, where it would
attract flies and scavengi ng animals.
Even large animals can be dragged to a more convenient location
jf turned upon their backs. If the animal has horns cut off its head

or they will make this difficult.

Place the pole olong the belly and use a
clove hitch around each pair of legs.
Lash the animal/a the pole and finish
with a dove hitch around the pole. If
the animal has horns, lie Ihese up oul
of Ihe way.

It is preferable to butcher all game on the trap line. It will attract
predators and carrion eaters that in turn may become trapped. Use the
entrails to rebait traps. Only carry back to camp what you can manage
without exertion. In cool climates cache the rest for collection later.

HIDING THE KILL

-

t~

Suspend a carcase from a bough, too high for scavengers on
ground and out of reach from the branch. A cache in the crook of
a tree will keep meat away from ground predators but will still be
accessible to felines and other climbing predators.
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In territories with vultures and other large carrion eaters it will
be almost impossible to protect it, so carry what you can. What you
leave behind is unlikely to keep in a hot climate.
Blood is a valuable food, containing vital minerals. Carry a vessel for
taking it back to camp. Keep it covered, cool and out of the way of flies.

WARNING
Health Hazards - diseased animals
There are lymph glands in the cheeks of all animals (more
noticeable on large ones). If large and discoloured they are a sign
of illness. Any animal that is distorted or discoloured about the
head (such as a rabbit with the symptoms of myxomatosis) should
be boiled - there is then little risk of infection from eating it - but
care should be taken in preparation when there is a risk. It is
essential that any cut or sore in your skin be covered when
slaughtering or handling meal, for if an animal carries disease a
break in the skin provides easy entry to your body.

PREPARING THE KILL
No part of a carcass should be wasted. Carefu l preparation will give
you the maximum food value and make full use of the parts you
cannot eat. Set about it in fOUf stages:
- Bleedin g, which is essential if the meat is to keep, and without
which the taste is very strong.
- Skin ning, so that the hide or fur can be used for shelter and
clothing. (Pigs are not skinned because they have a useful layer
of fat under the skin. Birds are plucked but not usually skinned.)
- Gutti ng, to remove the gut and recover offal.
- Joi nti ng, to produce suitable cuts for cooking by different
methods.

Bleeding
Do not waste blood. It is rich in vitamins and minerals, including salt,
that could otherwise be missing from the survivor's diet. Cattle
blood is an important part of the diet of many African herdsmen.
Cannibals who drank their enemies' blood found vision and general
health improved, and giddy spells, induced by vitamin deficiency,
cured: the blood provided the missing vitamins and minerals.
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Any animal will bleed better if hung with the head down. Tie ropes
around the hock (NOT the ankle - it will slip off) and hoist it up
a branch or build a frame. placing a receptacle beneath to catch
the blood.
For a frame you need a strong structure. Drive the posts into the
ground and lash them firmly where they cross to make A-frames
and , then rest the horizon tal bar on top.

Bleed the animal by cutting the jugular vein or carotid artery in
its neck. When the anima l is hanging these will bulge more clearly
and should be easy to see. The cut can be made either behind the
ears, stabbing in line with the ears to pierce the vein on both sides
of the head at the same time. or lower down in the V of the neck,
before the artery branches. Unless you have a stiletto type knife the
latter is best. An alternative is to cut the throat from ear to ear. This
has the disadvantage of cutting through the windpipe and food
from the stomach may come up and contaminate the blood which
you are trying to save, but if your knife does not have a sharp poi nt
it may be necessary.
It is particularly important to very thoroughly bleed pigs. If blood
remains in their tissues, which have high moisture and fat content,
it will speed deterioration of the flesh.
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Skinning
It is easier to skin any animal when the flesh is still warm, as soon as
it has been bled. First remove any scent glands which might taint the
meat. Some deer have them on their rear legs, just behind the knee.
Felines and canines have a gland on either side of the anus. It is wise
to remove the testicles of male animals, as they can also taint meat.
Before attempting to remove hide, cut firmly through the skin, as
shown by the broken line in the main illustration:
1 Make a ring cut around the rear legs just above the knee. Take care
not to cut the securing rope.
2 Cut around the forelegs in the same place.
3 Cut down the inside of the rear legs to the crotch, carefully
cutting a circle around the geni tals.
4 Extend the cut down the centre of the body to the neck. Do not
cut into the stomach and digestive organs: lift skin and insert
two fingers beneath, set kn i fe between them, sharp edge outward
and draw it slowly down, cutting away from the body. (See
illustration.]
5 Cut down the inside of the forelegs.

Culting in this way, you avoid
cutting prematurely in/a the gut
covity. The fingers lift the skin as you
go and the knife, sharp edge
outwards, slips in and cuts %llg. Do
not hurry. Do not cut yourself. Do
not damage {he skin. Taking core
will pay dividends later when you
want to use the skin.

Now ease the skin of the rear legs from the flesh. Use the knife
as little as possible. Roll the skin outwards, the fur inside itself, and
pull it down.
Having cleared the back legs, cut around the tail (you have
already cut around the genital area). As soon as you can get your
hand right down the back of the carcass use your fingers to separate
flesh from skin. Now peel the skin from the front legs. You will have
a single piece of hide. As you work your thumbs down the neck they
become bloody at the point where the throat was cut. A strong twist
of the head will separate it. Cut through remaining tissues.
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Working on your own
Lifting a large animal takes considerable effort. If on your own you
may have to skin and gut the animal on the ground. To prevent the

carcass from rolling, cut of f the feet of hoaved animals and place
them under it.
Lay the carcass down a natural slope, scoop an impression in the
ground in which to place a collecting tin or other vessel so that the
anima l bleeds into it. Follow the same pattern of incisions in the
hide then skin the animal from one side to the backbone, spread out
the hide and then roll the anima l onto it to finish skinning the other
half - this helps keep the meat from rubbing on the ground.

Skinning small an imals
Rabbits and smaller animals can be skinned by making a small

incision over the stomach (be careful not to cut into the organs).
Insert the thumbs and pull Olltwards - the skin comes away easily.
Free the legs and twist the head off.
If you have no knife avai lable to make the first incision snap off
the lower part of a leg and use the sharp edge of the break to cut
the skin.

Gutting
With the carcass still suspended remove the gut and recover t he
offal. Pinch t he abdomen as high as possible and in the pouch of
flesh you have raised make a slit big enough to take two fingers.
Do not stab into the flesh or you may cut through to internal
organs. Insert t he fingers and use them as a guide for the knife
to cut upwards towards the anus. Now cut downwards in t he
same way, using the hand to hold back the gut, which will begin
to spill outwards (see illustration). Cu t down as far as the
breastbone.

The initial incision, mode in the
pinched-up flesh.
need only
accommodate two fingers. Cut in
the some way as s/(inning (previous
illustralian). First up, then down {tile
back of the iland prevents Ihe gut
from spilling}.
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Let the gut spill out, allow it to hang down so that you can
inspect it. Remove the two kidneys and the liver.
The chest cavity is covered with a membrane and easily missed in
sm all game. Cut through the membrane and remove heart, lungs
and windpipe.
Ensure that the anus is clear - you should be able to see daylight
through it (push a hand through with large animals). The carcass is
now clean .

Jointing meat
Large anima ls can be quartered by first splitting down th e backbone
and then cutting each side between the tenth and eleventh rib. The
hindquarters will contain th e steaks (rump and fillet) and the
choicer cuts, the forequarter meat is more stringy and needs slow
cooking to make it tender.
The cuts into which a carcass is divided will differ according to
the kind of animal and the cook's preference.

I.

12

13

14

17
10

15

•

3
2

18
9

1 Fillet or undercut The most tender
meal - only I per cent is fillet. Ideol
for preserving.
2 Sirloin Next most tender. Fat free
strips can be cut for preserving.

3 Rump Ideal for frying, little cooking
needed. Can olso be dried in strips.
4 Topside Muscle from the top of the
leg. Cook slowly, it lends to be tough.

Cut inlo cubes for boiling.
5 Top rump Muscle from front of
thigh. As for topside.
6 Silverside Muscle on outside of
th ighs. Good for roasting.
7 Hind flank Belly, ideal for stews and
casseroles.

7

5

8 Leg Tough and sinewy, cuI into
cubes and stew.
9 Flank Muscular extension of the
bel/y. Ideal for stews. Usu ally tough
so needs lang simmering /0 make
tender.
10 Brisket Same as Flank.
11 Shin Foreleg, besl cubed for stews.
12 Neck
, 3 Clod Ideal for stews. Contains less
tissue than leg. Cook slowly:
14 Chuck and blade Quite tender but
usually cut up as stewing steak.
15-18 Ribs Ideal for roasting but
cook slowly:
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Hanging
Offal should be eaten as soon as possible but tile rest of the meat is
better hung. In moderate temperatures leave the carcass hangi ng
for 2-3 days. In hot clima tes it is better to preserve it or cook it
straight away.
When the animal is killed, acids released into the muscles help
to break down their fibre. making the meat more tender. The
longer it is left the morc tender it will be and easier to cut, with
more flavour too, and harmful parasitic bacteria in the meat will
die. You must keep flies off the flesh: if they lay eggs on the meat
it wi ll quickly spoil.

OFFAL
Liver
liver is best eaten as soon as possible. Remove the bi Ie bladder in the
centre. It is quite strong and can usually be pulled off without
difficulty - but be careful, the bile will taint flesh with which it
comes in contact. If any animal has any diseases they will show up
in the liver. Avoid any liver that is mottled or covered in white spots.
If only some is affected, cut it off and eat the remai nder.
Liver is a complete food, containing all essential vitamins and
minerals. If eaten raw no food value is lost. It requires little cooking.

Stomach (Tripe)
Stomach (tripe) takes little digesting, so is a good food for the sick
or injured . Remove the stomach contents (which make ideal 'invalid'
food) wash the tripe and simmer slowly with herbs. The contents
may sound unpalatable but could save an injured person's life, for
the animal has done most of the hard work of breaking the food
down . Lightly boiled, stomach contents are nourishing and easily
digestible.
In some countries pigs are fed nothing but apples prior to
slaughter. They are cooked with the stomach still in, The subtle
flavour of apple impregnates the meat. The stomach is removed
after cooking and the contents used as sauce.

Kidneys
Kidneys are a valuable source of nourishment and ideal flavouring
for stews. Boil them with herbs. The white fat surrounding them
(suet) is a rich food source. Render it down to use in the preparation
of pemmican.
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Melts
Melts are the spleen, a large organ in the bigger animals. It has
limited food value and is not worth bothering about in small game
such as rabbits. It is best roasted .

Lites
lites are the lungs of the animal. perfec tly good to eat but not of
great food value. Any respiratory complaints will show up in the
lungs. Do not eat any mottled with black and white spots. Heal thy
lungs are pink and blemish free and best boiled. They could be set
aside for fish or trap bait.

Heart
Heart is a tightly packed muscle with little or no fat. Roast it or use
its distinctive flavour to liven up stew.

Intestines
Intestine consist of lengths of tubes and are best used as sausage
skins. Turn them inside out and wash them. Then boil them
thoroughly. Mix fat and meat in equal proportions and then stir in
blood. Stuff the mixture into the skin and boil them well. Before
putting them into boiling wa ter add a little cold to take it just off
the boil - this will counter any risk of the skins bursting . This makes
a highly nutritious food which, if smoked, will keep for a long time.
Dried intestines can be used for light lashings.

Sweetbreads
Sweetbreads are the pancreas or thymus gland, distinctive in larger
game. Many people consider it a great delicacy and it is delicious
boiled or roasted.

Tail
Skin and boil to make an excellent soup for it is full of meat and gelatine.

Feet
f eet are chopped off during slaughter but should not be wasted, boil
them up to make a good stew. Clean dirt from hooves or paws and
remove all traces of fur. Hooves are a source of nutritious aspic jelly.

Head
On larger animals there is a good deal of meat on the head. The
cheeks make a very tasty dish. The tongue is highly nutritious. Boil
it to make it tender and skin before eating.
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All that is left, or the whole head with small animals, should be
boiled.

Brain
The brain will make brawn and will also provide a useful solution for
curing hides.

Bones
All bones should be boiled for soup. They are rich in bone marrow,
with valuable vitamins. They can also be made into tools.

PREPARING SHEEP-LIKE ANIMALS
Follow the instructions for larger animals and then:
, Split in two down the line of the spine, keeping exactly to the
centre of the backbone.
2 Remove rear leg. Try to cut through the ball and socket
joint.

3 Remove front leg. There is no bone to cut through, follow the
line of the shoulder blade.
4 Cut off neck.

5 Cut off skirt (loose flesh hanging below the ribs).

6 Cut between each rib and between the vertebrae. This gives
you chops.
7 The fillet. lying in the small of the back, is the best meat for
preserving.

Preparing Pig
Do not attempt to skin a pig. Gut it first then place it over the
hot embers of a fire and scrape the hair off. Hot water - just
hotter than your hand can bear - will help to loosen the hair.
Water that is too hot will make the hair more difficult to remove.
Pigs attract many parasites: ticks, crab lice and worms so cooking
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must make sure of killing them. Boi ling is therefore the best way
of cooking pork.

Preparing small animals
Follow the same basic procedure as for larger animals - they all
need to be gutted .

Preparing reptiles
Discard internal organs. which may carry salmonella . Reptiles can be
cooked in their skins, and large snakes can be chopped into steaks
and thei r skins can be used for clothing. To prepare a snake cut off
head well down, behind poison sacs; open vent to neck, keeping
blade outwards. to avoid piercing innards, which will fall clear.
Skewer to suspend and ease of skin towards tail.

Preparing birds
Birds are prepared in much the same way as animals - though they
are usually plucked and cooked with the skin on instead of being
skinned. Follow the sequence below.
Bleeding :
Kill birds by stretching their necks, then cut the throat and hang
head down to bleed . Or kill by cutting just under the tongue,
severing main nerve and main artery. The bird dies easily and
bleeds well. Handle carrion eaters as little as possible - they are
more prone to infection, lice and ticks.
Plucking:
Plucking is easiest straight after killing while the bird is still warm.
Hot water can be used to loosen feathers. except in the case of
waterbirds and seabirds. in which it tends to tighten them. Keep
feathers for arrow flights and insulation. Start at the chest. For speed
you can skin a bird - but that wastes the food value of the skin.
Drawing (removing in nards):
Make an incision from the vent to the tail. Put your hand in and
draw out all the innards. Retain the heart and kidneys. Cut off
the head and feet.
Cooki ng:
Always boil carrion eaters in case they carry any disease. Boiling
will make stringy old birds tender but you can roast younger
ones on a spit or in an oven.
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ish are a valuable food source, containing protein, vitamins and
fats. All freshwater Fish are edible but some tropical ones can be
dangerous: be wary of electric eels, freshwater stingrays and
the piranha of South American rivers. It takes skill to catch fish
by conventional angling methods but, by considering their feeding
habits and following the simple methods given here, you can be
successful.
Fish range from tiny tiddlers to some of prodigious size - such
as the Nile perch of the tropics. They dif fer widely in their eating
habits and diet. Different kinds feed at different times and at

different levels in the water. Some prey on other fish, others eat
worms and insects, but they can all be attracted and hooked with
appropriat e bait.
If you are an experienced ang ler you can apply your skills,
especially if you have plenty of time on your hands, and will
probably gain a lot of pleasure, but if you are fish ing for survival the
sporting angler's techniques are not t he most effective. Two of the
most useful methods are the night line and the gill net.

Where to fish
Fish choose the places in the water where th ey are most comfortable
and where they most easily find their prey. This will be affected by
the temperature of the day.
If it is hot and the water is low, fish in shaded water and where
there are deep pools. In a lake fish retreat to the coolness of deep
water in hot weather.
In cold weather choose a shallow place where the sun warms the
water. Lake fish will tend to keep to the edges which are warmer.
If the river is in flood, fish where the water is slack - on the
outside of a bend - for example, or in a small tributary feeding th e
mainstream if its flow is different - quite possible for the flood may
not be due to local rainfall.
Fish like to shelter under banks and below rocks and submerged
togs.

When to fish
As a general rule leave lines out overnight and check them just
before first light. Some fish feed at night during a full moon.
If a storm is imminent, fish before it breaks. Fishing is poor in a
river after heavy rain.
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Indications of fish feeding
Signs tha t fish are feeding, and therefore likely to take a bait, are
when they jump out of the water, or you see frequent clear ring
ripples breaking out where fish are taking flies on the surface. Where
lots of little fish are darting about they may well be being pursued
by a larger predatory fish.
IMAGE REFRACTION
Water refracts ligll! so rhat the fish sees
things above the water at a slightly
different angle - and can probably see
mare an the bank than you rhin/(o II is
always better 10 fish from a Silting or
kneeling position thon standing up so
thor you are less likely to be in vision.
Keep back from the edge. Always try
to keep your shadow off the waler you
are fishing.

ANGLING
Fishing with a hook and line is the popular way of fishing (though
others are usually more effective) and they afe pa rt of your surviva l
kit. Hooks can also be improvised from wire. pins, bones, wood and
even thorns.
Large hooks will catch large fish but small ones will catch both
large and small. Near the end of the line you will probably need to
attach another short length with a weight to take the hook down
and stop the line being carried along the surface of the water,
especially if fishing deep. If it is a long line you also need another
length with a float which witl be pulled down when you get a bite.
A rod is not essential (you can fish effectively with a handline) but
makes it easier to land fish and to cast away from the bank.
You can improvise hooks from all kinds of materials. Here (from
left to right) a pin, a thorn, a bunch of thorns, nails, bone and wood
have been used.
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Using floats and weights
Along the line attach a small floating object, easily visible from the
bank, and you will be able to see when you have a bite. Its position
will help control where the line descends.

Small weights between the float and the hook will stop the line from
trai ling along the water or at too near the surface in a Clment, still
leaving the hook itself in movement. You have small split lead shot
in your survival kit. Slip the groove along the line and squeeze in to

fit closely.

A deeper hook position can be ensured by extending the line to a
weight below the hook.
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ANGLING WITHOUT HOOKS
You do not even have to use a hook: to
fish with a line. To catch eels and catfish
lie a blob of worms on a line (a). Thl'sl'
fish swallow without biting so swallow
the bait with line attached. Pull them
aul aS soon as (hI' bait is taken.
Instead of a hook you could use a
sma ll sharp piece of wood tied on the
end of the line and held flat along it by
thl' bait (b). When thl' bait is swallowed
thl' wood will open out and lodge across
the gullel of the fish (c).

Bait
Bait native to the fishes' own water is most likely to be taken: berries
that overhang it, insects that breed in and near it. Scavenger fish
will take pieces of meat, raw fish, ants and other insects. Once you
have a catch examine the stomach contents of the fish and
eliminate the guesswork as to diet. If one bait is unsuccessful,
change to another.

Ground bait
Bait scattered in the area you want to fish, will attract fish to it. A
termites' or ants' nest suspended over a river is one excellent
method. As the insects fall into the river the fish will take them. Bait
your hook with them as well and success is sure. Any suitable bait,
scattered on the water, can be used to draw fish but it is always best
to put the same bait on your hook.
SPINNING
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ARTI FI CIAL BAIT
Can be made from brightly coloured
cloth, feothers and shiny metal. Try to
make them look like real bait. A few
feathers tied to a hook with thread con
simulate a fly, or corve a small fish out
of wood and decorate it with colour or
glitter (if you make it jointed it will move
more naturally)' Try to make lures move
in the water like live bait. Hazel wood
has a soft pith and can easily be
threaded through so that you can link
segments which will wiggle in the watef.

LIVE BAIT
Worms, maggots, insects and small fish can be used as live bait. Cover the hook
completely with the bait. You ron place the hook through the meaty port of small
fish without killing them, Of through the body of a grasshopper. Their distressed
movement in the water will attract the fish. Tiddlers Ofe easy 10 rotch so you can
'use 0 sprat to catch a mackerel:
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NIGHT LI NES
Wc>ight one end of a lenglh of linl' and
attach hooks 01 inlervols along il. 80;1
them with worms. Lowered into the
water this gives you the chance of
cotching surfoce-, mid- and bottomfeeders. Anchor the free end securely
on the bonk.
You ran pUI this out at night and
leave it un(i/ the morning - use il in
daytime too - but change the worms
0/ intervals, even if you hoven't gala
catch, because fresh wriggling worms
will attract more attention.

OTIER BOARD
To fish for from the bonk, further than you can cost a line - in a lake, for instance,
where fish are feeding in the centre - make a board with a moveable, pivoted
rudder. Set a bar at 1111' front end of the rudder to wl1ich two COnlrollines can be
at/ached. 8eneath if suspend boiled hooks. Floot the board out inlo thl' lake.
If winds are favourable you could mount a soil, but thl'n a stabilizing kee/ lvill
also be needed 10 stop it blowing over. Gouge holes to fix dowel supports (in water
the dowels will expand to make a tighl fit) and tie on a not slone - a big keel
might conflict with the rudder.
Undue movement of the board will indirate a bite.
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JIGGING OR SNAGGING
This is the art of hooking a fish
anywht'rt' on its body. II is a good
mt'lhod 10 ust' when you can st'e fish but
rht'y are nal taking bait Tie a numbt'r of
hooks on to a pole and 10lver it into tht'
water. Suspend a bright object about
20cm (Bin) above the pole, and when
fish go to inspt'Ct tht' glitter pull the
hooks up sharply so thor they catch on
the fish.

FISH TRAPS
You can make a wide variety of traps, from ones across an entire
stream, which you can drive fish into, to bottle traps to capture
tiddlers in. Arrows indicate current
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In shallow streams build a channel of
slicks or rocks that fish con swim into
but not turn around in.

Botlle trap
If you have a plastic bottle you can make an efficient trap for small
fish by cutting it off just below the neck and then inverting the neck
inside the bottle. Fish swim in bu t cannot find their way out again .
Bait the trap to entice them in.

=»J
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You can make a similar trap for larger fish using a hollow log.
Make a lattice cone of twigs for the ent rance and block th e other
end of the log.

Wickerwork traps
Use young hazel, or other pliant twigs - bamboo bends better if you
warm it - to make a trap into which fish can swim but from which
they can find no way out. A wickerwork trap allows the current to
flow through it. and since it is made of natural materials may seem
like a tangle of reeds or stream-bottom debris.

rh~

l orp~do

shope is mode from
woven and tied in position. Place
the opening downstream, against the
current. The entrance storts quite wid~,
making it easier to ~ntef, but inside the
angl~ of th~ struts mak~ escape
difficult.
wick~r

The lobst~r-pot lrap ulilizes holes in a
ci,c1~ of board /0 make il easier 10 shape
bul could be made without th~ board.
This trap sils on the oollom. Bait will
attract uls, crayfish ond similar
CreDtUI"tS.
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Fish snares
Large f ish such as pike, which lay alongside weeds, can be caught in
a noose. Fix a noose line to the end of a pole, or pass it down the
inside of a length of bamboo. Pass it over the fish from the tail end
and pull it up sharply so that the noose traps the fish.

--;1~;;;;;;;;;;;~;:;;;;;;~
~~
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Eel bag

Tie fresh surplus offal or a dead animal inside a sack or doth bag
[plastic will not do) together with a quantity of straw-like
vegetation or bracken. Tie a line and a weight to the end of the bag
and allow it to sink. Leave it overnight and pull it out in the
morning. If there are eels in the water they will chew their way into
the bag to get at the offal and will still be wriggling in the straw

when you get the bag landed .

Damming
Build a dam across a stream, diverting the flow to one side, and with
rocks create a small shallow pool downstream where fish swimming
upstream will be trapped . Fix a net below the race at the side of the
dam to catch any fish that are carried over it from upstream.
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Gill net
Make a net with a mesh size of about 4cm {lIIlin} between knots
(see Netting in Camp Croftl, set floats at the top and weight the
bottom, then stretch it across a river. Fish swim ming into it get
caught by the gills. It is lethal and will soon empty a stretch of
water so should not be used for long in an area where you intend
to stay (or in a non-survival situation). If the ends of the net are
tied to the banks at both top and bottom, weights and fl oats will
not be needed.

A gill n~t can be anchored an each bonk,
{support~ by w~;ghlS and floats {aJ, Of
ti~ to fixM posts. If it is angled ocross
th~ lin~ of th~ current {bl th~r~ is kss
Iit~lihood of driftwood building up
agoinst it.

b

OTHER TECHNIQUES
If all else fails try the following methods.

Tickling
This is an old poacher's technique which takes patience but is
effective where fish shelter below the undercut banks of fairly
shallow streams. lie along the bank and lower your hands gently
into the water so that they can adjust to the water temperature.
Keeping your hands as close to the bottom as possible, reach under
the bank, moving the fingers slightly, until you touch a fish. Work
the hand gently along its belly (fish usually swim against the current
when feeding) until you reach the gills. Then grasp the fish firmly
and pull it out.
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Attracting and driving fish
At night a torch or firebrand held above the water will attract fish.
Nets can then be drawn around the area to trap the fish which can
be spea red or clubbed. A mirror or other shiny material placed on
the riverbed will reflect either sun or moonlight and attract fish.

Spearing and shooting fish
Sharpen a long stick to make a
spear, adding barbs to make it
more effective. If you have
multiple points, like Neptune's

trident, you give yourself a
wider margin of error si nce it

covers a larger area . Try to
get above the fish and strike
down swiftly.
Make sure that yOLi afe not
casting a shadow over the fish
you are trying to catch. Aim
slightly below the fish to allow

for the refraction of its image at
the surface.

WARNING
If you have a firearm
plenty of ammunition i i
worth trying to shoot
with a gun but NEVER fire
with the barrel actually in the
water - or it will explode.
The water seals the end
of the barrel and instead of
the bullet rushing outwards
the force of the detonation
blows back at you. It is not
just dangerous - it is
potentially lethal. Make very
sure that the barrel is clear of
the water.
~==========={I

If you are a good shot use a
bow and arrow to shoot fish
(the wooden shaft will float and help to bring your prey to the
surface. though most dead fish will float. anyway).
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Muddying
Receding floodwater leaves isolated pools which are offer abundant
in fish. Stir up the mud at the bottom of these pools with a stick, or
by stamping in them. If there are any fisl, they will try to reach
clearer water. Scoop them out.

Explosives
Explosives can be used in the water. They will kill the nearest fish,
but by liberating the oxygen in the water will also cause those
further away to surface.

FISH NARCOTICS
In many parts of the world fishermen use local plants to poison or
stupefy fish to make them come to the surface, where they are easy
to collect. This works best in a deep pool where one end can be
dammed to contain the fish, but the method can be effective in any
slack water.
Some plants daze or narcotize or intoxicate the fish but most
have the effect of taking oxygen from the water so that the fish
come to the surface in search of aerated water. Various parts of
plants are used but in many cases they are simply crushed and
thrown into the water. Although the effects are catastrophic for
the fish they are not long lasting - the water soon reoxygenates
itself. Most of these narcotics take effect more quickly in
warmer waters and they are most widely used in tropical
countries.
If these methods are used in closed pools you will have cleared
out the fish supply and removed a future source of food. When a
river or coastal pool is reopened to the main water, however, new
fish will move in and restock it.
If seashells, snailshells or coral are burned over a very hot fire
they will produce lime which can be thrown into still water to
poison fish which will still be safe for human consumption.

WARNING
Dead fish floating on the surface - unless you have caused them
to be there - may look like an easy meal but they may be diseased
and if they have been there some time will not be fit to eat.
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When released in water these poisons are toxic only to cold-blooded
animals but this does not mean that they are edible. They are not.
Parts of some of these plants are VERY DANGEROUS, if eaten raw.
Use them on fish - not yourself - then eat the fish. Many pl ants are
used. The following are effective and common in t heir area s.
DERRIS PLANTS
Dr:rris (0) Off found from Southeast Asia
/0 Australia. They are woody, climbing.
vine-like plants. usually with small oval

leaflets in pairs opposite each a/her.
purple flowers and seedpods. Powder (he
fOOlS Gnd throw them in/a the water.
SlvpifiM fish will ,ise /0 /he 5urfa~ no/
long afterwords.

BARRI NGTON lAS
80"In9(Onio (b) ore trees. found in the

some area 05 Derris. across to Polynesia.
and oflen near the coost Crush the
seeds inside their urn-shoped pods and
throw them into the water.

DESERT ROSES
Adenium (c), found in tropical and

sou/hun Africa and in ports of Ambio,
ore shrubs, sometimes smoll t~ with
thick fl~hy leovt"S.. One of the most
eff«ti~, A. obesum (illustroted} from
fast Africa, has spirals of blunlly oval
leaves and clusters of tubular pinkish
flowers. Use crushed stems and roolS.
which cantain a highly toxic sap.
SOAP PLANT
Amole Chlorogalum pomeridianum (d)

grows in dry open or scrubby country in
western North Ameriro. It has narrow,
gross-like leaves and white s/Or-like
flowers. Crush the bulbous rool ond
throw into pools.
GOAT'S RUE
Tephrosia virginia na tel grows on open
ground in North America. liS surface is
slightly hairy, it has many narrow
leaflets ond long flat seedpods. Use the
crushed stems or the very poisonous
rOOls.
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ARCTIC FISHING
On frozen Arctic seas fish are likely to be the most accessible food.
Even in summer it is safer to fish through the ice than to fish from
the edge of a floe which may break up beneath you. The techniques
involved are equally effective on any frozen lake or river where the
ice is t hick enough to bear your weight with ease but not so solid
that it cannot be broken through.
First yOll need to gain access to the water, which means
smashing a hole in the ice. If you have an ice saw, use that to ('ut
neat holes which will still leave you with firm edges. If you have to
smash the ice there is a risk that it may fracture back into the area
where you are standing. Approach the operation carefully.

Hook and line
Bait the hook in the usual way. If the line is being carried back
up against the underside of the ice you will have to weig ht it below
the hook.
There is no point in trying out your ang ling skills at only one hole
- far better to set up multiple angling points. In order to cover them
effectively, however, you wi!! need an easy way of knowing when
you have a bite. Make a pennant from a piece of cloth, paper or card
- preferably of a bright colour so that you will see it easily against
the snow and ice - and attach it to a light stick. Lash this firmly at
right angles to another stick which must extend beyond the
maximum diameter of your hole by at least 30 per cent. Now attach
the line to the lower end of the flagpole and rest the flag on the side
of the hole with the line at i ts centre.
When a fish takes your bait the cross piece will be pulled over the
hole and the flagpole jerked upright. Keep your eye on the markers
so you can pull your catch up quickly. The wriggling f ish is an easy
meal for a passing seal.
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Ice netting
Although fish do not hibernate their metabolism slows down to
cope wi th the reduced winter temperatures and they consequently
eat much less, making them less likely to take bait. Netting. always
likely to be more certain of producing results, has a further edge on
line fishing.
Net through the ice. A net lowered from the edge of a floe would
probably end up frozen to the floe and handling it would be a risky
operation. Instead make several holes in the ice about 40cm (16in)
wide and about twice that distance apart. Attach retaining loops to
the top edge of your net at BOem (32in) intervals. to match the
holes, and weight the bottom. Put the retaining loop at one end
around a stick or rod of some kind, wider than your holes, and lower
one end of the net into the hole at one end of your row.

With a hooked pole (wh ich you can improvise) you now have to
fish for the net and haul it through to the next hole where you
secure the next retaining loop with another retaining stick - and so
on until the whole net is suspended .
If the ice is thin enough, feed all the reta ining loops into the
hooked pole and lower the entire net through the first hole,
anchoring the first loop with a retaining sti ck. Then, carefully
holding the loops, reach the hooked pole through the next hole and
slip the remaining loops on to it. Pull the net along and anchor the
next retaining loop. Continue until the net is fully extended.
To check your net pull it up with the hooked pole. If you leave
your net for too long, in polar regions, you may find that your catch
has been for the benefit of a seal who has stolen most of it.
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PREPARING FISH
All freshwater fish are edible. Those under Scm (2in) long need no

preparation and can be eaten whole. Larger fish must be gutted .
Catfish and eels are smooth skinned but others may be desca led.

Catfish have a cartilage skeleton. Most other fish have a mass of
bones.
Bleeding As soon 05 0 fish is caught
cut its throat and allow il fa bleed. CuI

it for flOok bait or in an eel bog.
Keep the roe, which runs down the

out thr gills.
Gutting Moke an incision from the
anal orifice /0 whert~ rile thrOOI wos
CUi. Remove all offol- you con use

side of the fish. It is hard in femoles,
50fl in moles; il is very nutritious.
This preparation helps fish keep

longer.

"

O¢

Scaling is not necessory, fish con be
cooked with scoles on and it will retain
ils moisture. If there is time, scmpe
them off. Draw knife fram tail to head.
Skinni ng Fish skin has good food
value and should be left on and

eaten unless food is plenliful. To skin
eels and catfish pass a Slake
through Ihe fish, lodge il across
uprights and, having cut the skin
away just below if. draw it down
to words Ihe lOil.
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electing where to camp and knowing how to

make a good shelter are essential skills. A

wide range of shelter construction methods,

usin g available materials, are described, from
the simplest windbreak to dwellings suitable for

long-term occupation.
You will need to make fire and to chose the

right type of fire construction. Fires for both
general warmth and for cooking purposes are
detailed. Guidance on food prepa ration, cooking
and preservation will ensure that food is sa fe
and not wasted. Camp orga nization and hygiene

are as importa nt for heal th and morale for the
single survivor as for a large group.
Methods of making tools. camp equipment.
clothes, ropes and nets will all improve survival
conditions and sk ills in knot-making will have
many uses.

SHELTER AND MAKING CAMP
Types of shelter
Tropi cal shelter
Arctic shelter

Long-term shelter

FIRE
Fuel
Firclighting
Types of fire

COOKING
Useful utensils
Preserving food
Cooki ng tips

ORGANIZING THE CAMP
Ca mp hygiene

TOOLS
Axes

FURNISHING THE CAMP
Beds

ANIMAL PRODUCTS
Skin and furs
Clothing

ROPES AND LINES
Rope ma king

KNOTS
Si mple kno ts
Joining ropes

l oop-making
Hitch es
Shortening rope
Securi ng loads

laShi ngs
Net making

Fishing knots
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SHELTER AND MAKING CAMP
helter is necessary to give shade, to repel wind and rain and to
keep in warmth. Sleep and adequa te rest are essential and the
time and effort you pu t into making your shelter comfortable

S

will make them easier to get. If you are the victim of a plane crash
or a vehicle that has let you down, it may provide a shelter or
materials from wh ich one can be built - but if there is fire or the
threat of fuel tanks explod ing, wai t until it has burned out before

attempting salvage.
If you are the unequipped victim of an accident, are trapped by

unexpected mist or caught by nightfall in terrain where it is not safe
to proceed, or if exhaustion or injury prevents you going further, you
may have to make do with any natural shelter that you can find for
the night, or until you can more fully assess the situation. In this case,
virtually any protection from wind, rain and cold will be welcome. If
movement down a slope seems risky, traversing even a short way
along the contour may bring you Ollt of the wind . If no cave or crevice
is available to give shelter, make use of any hollow in the ground. Add
to its height, if you can, by piling up rocks - but make sure tha t any
structu re is stable and use a back-pack, if you have one, to increase
the windshield before settling down on the leeward side.
If there is still daylight to see by, you have no injuries to
handicap you and are not isolated by un negotiable cliffs or other
barr iers, it will be worth seeking possible better places in the vicinity.
For a long-term camp you should find a secure site with convenient
access to your major needs.

Where 10 camp
If you are on high exposed ground go lower down to find a sheltered
spot, but on low, wet ground you will need to climb higher to find

1 Hilltops exposed to wind (move down and look for shelter on
lee side).
2 Valley bottoms and deep hollows - could be damp and,
especially when the sky is clear, more liable to frost at night.
3 Hillside terraces where the ground holds moisture.
4 Spurs which are on a game trail.
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somewhere securely dry. Look for somewhere sheltered from the
wind, on rising ground that has no risk of flooding and is safe from
rock falls or avalanches.
Hot air rises, cold air sinks, so valley bottoms will often contain
pockets of colder air and, in cold weather, be suscep tible to frost and
damp mist. In areas that get plenty of rain fall, terraces across a slope
will often be damper tha n the steeper ground above and below
them, for water collects there before flowing further downward.
Ideally you should be near water, with a plentiful supply of wood
near at hand. Pitching camp too close to water, however, may lead
you to be troubled by insects, and the sound of running water can
hide other noises which might indicate danger, or the sound of
search or rescue parties.
On river banks look for the high water mark: in mountain regions
streams can become torrents in minutes, rising as much as 5m (17ft)
in an hour! Even on plains keep out of old watercourses, no matter
how dry they are. Heavy rainfall in nearby hills can easily send water
rushing down th em in flash floods, with practically no warning.
Choose ground that is reasonably flat and free of rocks and make
sure that you have space to layout signals and that you can be
easily spotted by rescue parties.
Check above your head for bees' or hornets' nests and for dead
wood in trees that could come crashi ng down in the next storm or
high wind. Keep away from sol itary trees, which attract lightning,
and in forest areas keep to the edges, where you can see what is
going on around you. Don't camp across a game trail - you don't
want marauding animals as unwelcome guests or to find your
bivouac flattened by a herd of animals on their way to a waterhole
- but stay near to any obvious human tracks.

TYPES OF SHELTER
The type of shelter you build will depend upon local conditions and
the materials available - and upon how 10llg you expect to Ileed it.
For immediate protection from the elements, rig up a makeshift
shelter while you construct something better and more permanent.
If you decide to stay put and wait for rescue, a more long-term
shelter can be built and improved on as time and energy permit.
For those walking to safety, on the other hand, temporary shelters
can be built at each stopping point. They can even be carried with you
if they are sufficiently light and there is a significant risk that suitable
materials may not be available at the next campsite.
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A more permanent shelter will certain ly be worthwhile for the
sick or inj ured, who must rest up in order to regain their strength, or
where it is necessary to wait for the wealher to clear before
attempting a journey. Use the time to stockpile equipment and
provisions.

Hasty shellers
If no materials are available for constructing a shelter make use of
any cover and protection that is available: cliff overhangs, gradients
and so forth, which will help shield you from wind or rain.
Incorporate natural windbreaks in qll ickly constructed shelters. In
completely open plains, sit with your back to the wind and pi le any
equipment behind you as a windbreak.

Bough shelters
Make use of branches that sweep down to the ground or boughs
that have partly broken from the tree to give basic protection from
the wind - but make su re that they are not so broken th at they
could come down on your head! Weave in other twigs to make the
cover more dense. Conifers are more suited to this technique than
broad-leaved trees, as they require less weaving - in to keep out rain.
Make a similar shelter by lashing a broken-off bough to the base
of ano th er branch where it forks from the trunk (a).

Root shelter
The spreadi ng roots and trapped earth at the base of a fallen
tree make a good wind and storm barrier, if they are at the right
angle to the wind. Filling in the sides between the extended
roots will usually make the shelter much more effective, and
provide a good support for building a more elaborate shelter from
other materials.
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Use a natural hollow
Even a shallow depression in the ground will provide some
protection from wind and can reduce the effort in constructing a
shelter. However, take measures to deflect the downhill flow of
water around it, especially if it is a hollow on a slope, or you could
find yourself lying in a pool.
Make a roof to keep the rain off and the warmth in . A few strong
branches placed across the hollow can support a light log laid over
them, against which shorter boughs and sticks can be stacked to
give pitch to the roof and so allow water to run off. Consolidate
with turf or with twigs and leaves.

Fallen trunks
A log or fallen tree trunk makes a useful windbreak on its own, jf it
is at the right angle to the wind. With a small trunk, scoop out a
hollow in the ground on the leeward side.
A log also makes an excellent support for a lean-to roof of
boughs.

"

Drainage and ventilation
A run-off channel gouged from the earth around any shelter in which
you are below, or lying directly on, ground level will help to keep the
shelter dry. Hasty shelters will usually have many spaces where air can
enter. 00 not try to seal them all - ventilation is essential.
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Stone barriers
A shelter is more comfortable if you can sit rather than lie in
it, so increase its height by building a low wall of stones around
your chosen hollow or shallow excavation. Caulk between the
stones (especially the lowest layer) with turf and foliage mixed
with mud, and deflect the flow of rainwater around the shelter as
shown below.

Sapling sheller
If su itable sapling growth is available, select two lines of saplings,
clear the ground between them of any obstructions and lash their
tops together to form a support frame for sheeting. Weigh down the
bottom edges of the shee ti ng with rocks or timber.
You can make a similar shelter from pliable branches driven into
the ground.

If you lark sheering, choose or ploce
saplings closer loge/her. weave branches
be/ween Ihem and consolidate with
ferns and Iud
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Shelter sheet
With a waterproof poncho, groundsheet or a piece of plastic
sheeting or canvas, you can quickly and easily make a number of
different shelters which will suffice until you can build something
more efficient. Make use of natural shel ter (a) or make a triangular
shelter with the apex pointing into the wind (b). Stake or weigh
down edges. If it is long enough, curl the sheeting below you running downhill so th at it keeps out surface water [c). If you don't
have much material attach it so that you are shielded from the wind
(dill. Use dry grass or bracken as bedding. Do not lie on cold or
damp ground .

c (i)

•
A closely woven fabric, though not
impermeable, will keep out most rain if
you sel il 01 a sleep angle. Fit one sheller
a few inches within anolher (d). The roin
thaI does rome through will rarely work
its way Ihrough bolh layers.
With any woven fabric, ovoid
touching Ihe inner surface during rain or
you will drow water through.

/
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Tepees
Best known from its North American forms, the tepee occurs in
many cultures. Th e quickest type to erect has three or more angled
support poles, tied where they cross to make a cone. They can be tied
on the ground and lifted into place before covering with hides, bi rch
bark panels or sheeting. Leave an opening at the top for ventilation .
Wider angle5 Ivill give greater area but
shed rain less easily.

Parachute tepee
A parachute, suspended by its centre, makes an instant tepee. Peg
out the bottom edge.
Parae-hute material tOn be used ta cover
a tepee, but even simpler is to suspend
one from 0 tree. Give the sides 0 steep
angle ond. even when the fabric is not
imperviaus. water will run off. Fold a
segment of the chute dauble far a door
flop, slit along a seam and make a tie
fastening to close it.
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Stick walls and screens
It is easy to build walls by piling sticks between uprights driven into
the ground and (if possible) tied at the top. Caulk them well to
keep out wind and rain. These are ideal for making one side of a
shelter, for blocking a shelter's opening or for a heat reflector
behind a fire. If large rocks are not available use this method to
dam a stream.

To make 0 very sturdy stick wall, increase
the space between the uprights, use two
stocks of sticks and, as you build it, fill
the space between with earl/I.

Coverings
Make wattle and woven coverings for roofs or walls from springy
saplings, plant stems, grasses and long leaves (either whole or, if
large eno ugh, shredded for tighter weaving). First make a framework
from less pliable materials, either in situ or as a separate panel to
attach later. Tie the main struts in position. Weave in the more pliant
materials.

If no ties are available, drive vertical stakes into the ground and
weave saplings between them. Caulk with earth and grasses.
If suitable firm cross-pieces are too few, weave creepers between
the uprights.
Very large leaves, lashed or weighted down, or hooked over lines
of creeper, can be overlapped like tiles or shingles to keep out rain.
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Long gross con be bunched and woven
(overlap the enrls irregularly) to make a
continuous worp ond weft Or use birch
bark to make shingles. Ring a birch tree
with even 60cm (2ft) cuts and carefully
remoVi' the IJork (0). Across 0 frame fix
pairs of cones or creepers in rlasespaced pairs {b/. Upper ends of shingles
are gripped between the colles, the lower
ends rest on top of those below (c:).

:
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Open lean-to shelter
If there is nothing solid to lean a roof against and you are not trying
to keep out heavy rain or a blizzard, use panels of wattle or frames
covered in grass for protection.
Erect a horizontal cross-piece between trees or on simple
supports. On the windward side lean a panel of wattle, or tie or lean
saplings at 45 degrees to make a roof fa). Site your fire on the
leeward side. Add side pieces and - this is the trick - build a
reflector (b) on the other side of the fire to make sure that you get
the full benefit of the warmth.

b ~~\

~

The lean-to on the opposite page shows the lean-to shelter taken
to its logical conclusion. By adding to the left and to the right of the
structure you can make the shelter larger and you can store more
materials. To improve your shelter further you can add a canopy to
the front of it in order to provide extra protection against the
elements. This more advanced lean-to has space for fire wood fe),
supplies (d), and includes a canopy (e).
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Adding a canopy to the lean-to shelter
This requires two odditionol supports (one
each side of the cross-piece ploced at a 45
degree angle), and ver/icol supports on which
ta atCach che covering material.

TROPICAL SHELTER
In rain forests and tropical jungle the ground is damp and likely to
be crawling with insect life, leeches and other undesirables. Instead
of bedding down on the ground you will be better in a raised bed.
Consequently you may want to make higher shelters.
Unless you are at an altitude high enough to make the nights
cold, you will be less concerned with protection from the wind than
with keeping reasonably dry. A thatclling of palm, banana and other
large leaves makes the best roofs and walls.
ATAP
Also know as WoiC-a-while vine: atop is
especially useful, despite the barbs at each
leaf tip which make careful handling
necessary. Look for any plant with a similar
S/fucture (a), che bigger che better. The
broader Ihe individual leaflers, the belter also.

~c

Atop is best used horizontally, splitting each
leaf into two from Ihe lip (b) chen learing it
into /lVo clean halves down ils lenglh. Do not
try to split from the thick end or you will end
up wilh 0 broken branch.
Closely layer halves of atop on your roof
frame (cJ. You can let it be a liltle less dense
on walls. Woven alap ron be particularly
effective for the sides of a shelter.
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Another method:
Do not split down the leaf but fold tile
leaflets on one side across la the other
and interweave them (d). You will
probably find this easiest if you work
first from on~ side then th~ other - bur
it does take practice.

Three-lobed leaves or lroves cut in this
fashion
ran be locked over a thatching
frame without any other fixing being
necessary to hold them in place (f).

rd

Elephant gro5'5 and other large leaves ran
be woven between the cross-pieces (g).
Only a small number are needed to
produce a shelter very quirkly.

9

h
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Palm and other long-stemmed lroves ran
be secured byrarrying the stem around the
batten and over the front of the leaf,
where it is held in place by tlJe next leaf (i).
Leaves must overlap those below on
rhe outside of the shelter.
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Bamboo
This large-stemmed plant, actually a grass, is a very versatile building
material and can be used for pole supports, flooring, roofing and walls.
The giant form of bamboo - which can be over 30m (100ft) high
and 30cm (1 ft ) in diameter - is an Asian plant. found in damp places
from India through to China both in the lowlands and on mountain
slopes, but there are types native to Afr ica and Australia and two
which are found in the southern United States.

,,.
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Split bomboo vertirolly to make roofing
and guttering to collect rainwater. The
split sIems, laid alternately /0 interlock
with one another, form efficient and
waterproof pantiles.
Flatten split bamboo for smooth
walls, floors or shelving by cutting
vertically through the joints every
1.2Scm ('l1in) or so around the
circumference. 1/ con then be smoothed
out.
The paper-like sheaths formed al
the nodes oon alsa be used as roofing
mOleriol.

WARNING
Take great care when collecting bamboo. It grows in clumps
are often a tangled mass. Some stems are under tension and
when cut fly forceful ly and dangerously apart, exploding into
sharp slivers.
Split bamboo can be razor-sharp and cause serious injury. The
husks at the base of bamboo stems carry small stinging hairs which
cause severe skin irritations.
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ARCTIC SHELTER
In polar areas simple shelters will be those al ready waiting for you
in natural caves and hollows. If you carry some kind of bivouac in
your equipment, you can erect it and increase its protection by
piling up loose snow around and over it, so long as it can support
the weight. But to build in hard snow - and at very low
temperatures snow will be solid - you need some kind of implement
to cu t into it or make blocks from it. Spades and ice saws are
essential equipment for polar expeditions.
Snow or rock caves will be easily recognizable - but not so
obvious are the spaces left beneath the spreading boughs of conifers
in the northern forests when the snow has already built up around
them. A medium-sized tree may have a space right around the trunk
(a) or a large one have pockets in the snow beneath a branch (b). Try
digging under any tree with spreading branches on the lee side.

c

Even soft snow can be built into a
windbreak. Those with equipment can
cut blocks tel. This is the minimum
shelter for the minimum effort.
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Anchor a ground sheel or poncho along
the top with another course of blocks,
use others to secure the bottom edge.
Use more snow blocks to dose the sides.
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A saw, knife, shovel or machete is necessary to cut compacted
snow into blocks. The ideal snow will bear a man's weight without
much impression being made but be soft enough to allow a probe
to be inserted evenly through it.
Cut blocks abou t 45 x 50cm [18 x 20in) and 1O-20cm [4-8inJ
thick. These will be an easy size to handle, thick enough to provide
good insulation and yet allow maximum penetration of the
sun's rays.

Snow trench
This is a much quicker shel ter to construct than trying to build in
snow above the ground, but it is suitable for only one person and
then only for short -term use - while you are on the move or making
something bigger, for example.
Mark out an area the size of a sleeping bag (i ncluding head
support) and cut out blocks the whole width of the trench . Dig down
to a depth of at least 60cm (2ft). Along the top of the sides of the
trench cut a ledge about 15cm (6in) wide and the sa me deep.
Rest the snow bricks on each side of the ledge and lean them in
against each other to form a roof (aJ.
Put equipment below your sleeping bag so that you are not in
direct contact wi th the snow beneath.

Block the windward end wilh onolher
block or piled up snow. Al Ihe olher
end (downwind) have 0 removoble
block as a door (b), or dig on enlronce
(c). Fill any gaps with snow. Most
effective built on a slight slope, cold air
will collect in the entrance leaving
wormer air in the sleeping space.
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Snow cave
Dig into a drift of firm snow to make a comfortable shelter. Make
use of the fact that hot air rises and heavier, cold air sinks. Create
three levels inside: build a fire on the highest, sleep on the centre
one and keep off the lower level which will trap the cold. Drive a
hole through the roof to let out smoke and make another hole to
ensure that you have adequate ventilation.
Use a block of snow as a door and keep it loose fitting and on
the INSIDE so that it will not freeze up and jam . If it does, a block
on the inside will be much easier to free.

Smooth the inside surfaces to
discourage melt drips and make a
channel around the internal perimeter
to keep them away from you and your
equipment.

Snow house (igloo)
An igloo takes time to construct but centuries of use by the Eskimo
demonstrate its efficiency. Build the main shelter first then dig out
an entrance or build an entry tunnel which is big enough to crawl
along . Make sure that its entrance does not point into the wind. You
could bend the tunnel or build a wind break to make this less likely.
To construct an igloo by the circular method, mark out a ci rcle
on the ground about 4m (13 ' M t) in diameter and tramp it down to
consolidate the floor as you proceed with the rest of the building.
Cut and lay a circle of blocks on the perimeter. Be prepared to
dig a tunnel (a), or leave a space for an entrance {bJ . Place another
layer on top of them but, as when laying bricks, centre new blocks
over the previous vertical joint.

,
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Build up more layers but place each only halfway over the lower
tier, so that the igloo tapers in or becomes dome-shaped. Shape out
the entrance arch as you proceed. Seal the top with a flat block.
Make ventilation holes near the top and near the bottom - not on
the side of the prevailing wind or so low that snow rapidly builds up
and blocks it. Fill any other gaps with snow. Smooth off all the inside
to remove any drip-points. This will allow any condensation to run
down the wall instead of dripping off.

Igloo (spiral method)
lay the first course of blocks and then shape them to the required
spiral. You do not have to overhang the blocks if you angle
your initial spiral downwards and inwards, and shape the top and
bottom faces of subsequent courses to lean inwards. The last
few blocks in the centre may need some support as you fit them
into position.

Cutting the first course to on even
spirol eases the whole process. Angle
the top edge slightlv down towards
tile centre.

The final block must be cut to fit unless tile space is small enough to
leave for ventilation, but this lost
block helps to keep the strl.lcll.lre
from collopsing.

a:r~
Q

No matter how low the external temperature, inside a wellconstructed snow house the temperature will not drop lower than
-10· C (O"F). Just burning a candle will raise the temperature by
about four degrees. The traditional Eskimo way of heating the
igloo was a wick in a bowl of fat. In a large shelter with a wood
fire the temperature is cosy. An oil burner or fat on bones are
good alternatives where the re is no wood.
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INSIDE THE IGLOO
Build a sleeping level higher than the
floor (or dig dawn when building) to
create a lower raid level which ran be
used (or storoge.

Cut an entrance way through the lower course of blocks or dig a
tunne l beneath them . The centra l hole can be used as an entrance if
you are too exhausted to complete the structure.

The type of shelter you build wiJl depend upon: the
available, the tools available, what you are sheltering from
COLD, SNOW, RAIN, INSECTS, and so forth).
How long do you intend to remain at the location? Snow
caves and na tura l holes are ideal if you are on the move and do
not need a permanent structure.
Size will depend upon the number in the party.
Take your time over bui lding a complex structure and
rest frequently. Over-exertion which produces sweating should
be avoided.
All shelters MUST be adequately ventila ted to prevent carbon
monoxide poisoning and allow moisture to escape. Two holes are
needed - have one near the top and one nea r the entrance. In
snow shelters the holes must be regularly checked to ensure that
they have not become blocked by snow or ice.
Regularly clear accumulated snow from any entrance tunnel
to ensure that it does not become blocked.
The smaller the shelter the warmer it will be inside but, since
it will not be possible to heat the shelter to many degrees above
freezing, you will need a little time to adapt to the environment.
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Parachute snow house
This is a useful structure if stranded on sea ice where sufficient snow
for an igloo (or igloos) for a larger party may be hard to find. look
for snow or convenient blocks of ice in the pushed - up pressure
ridges of the icc.
Mark out a circle and build up a circular wall of snow blocks
about 1m (3ft) high. leave an entrance space if on ice - you will not
be able to dig an en trance tunnel. Dig a lower area in the floor for
cold air to sink into.

RajSt' a central column of blocks in the
centre aboul ,- 1.5m (3-5fl) higher Ihan
Ihe wal/. Drape the parachule over Ihis
and Ihe wall, securing it with a further
row of blocts on top of the wall.

WARIIIIIG
The structure of this parachute roof makes it a snow trap, which
could become a dangerous weight poised above your head. Clear
accumulated snow regularly.
If you want a small fire inside, ensure there is adequate
ventilation. Site the fire on the outer shelr where it will not affect
the canopy, not near the central column.
Anchor parachule cords wilh
further blocks of ice- or snow
or cuI a hole in the ice and
pass the rope through il to
make a firm anchorage.
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INA
In bad weather make sure that you have a good supply of timber,
or liquid fuel, inside the shelter.
Do not carry loose snow into the shelter, knock it off boots and
clothing before you en ter.
Mark the entrance clearly so that it is easily found.
Keep shovels and tools inside the shelter - you may have to dig
yourself ou t.
Drips in igloos can be stopped by placing a piece of snow on
the source.
Relieve yourself inside the shelter - this is usual practice in
these conditions and conserves body heat. Use plastic bags, ration
tins or other containers and empty when possible. Try to discipline
the bowels to work just prior to leaving the shelter in the morning
and then remove faecal matter with other rubbish accumulated.
In a shelter wi th several people organize a rosta of duties. It is
important that someone tends the fire at all times. Others can
check the vent holes. ga ther fuel. go hunting when possible,
prepare meals and so forth.
Remember that at a low temperature you will need more food.

LONG· TERM SHELTER
If you decide that any possible search for you has been
abandoned and that it is impracticable to make your own
way to safety, whether due to distance, ti me of year, lack of
equi pmen t or physical condition, you will wan t to make the most
comfortable permanent shelter possible. Somewhere th at you
will be able to establish you rself cosily un til you can eventually
attract rescue or equip yourself to undertake the journey with your
own resources.
In a cold climate you will want to be warm and snug. In a warm
one, on the other hand, you will want to take advantage of any
available breezes. Your shelter will need to provide protection
ag ai nst the changing seasons and night temperatures which may
differ from daytime ones.

Caves
Caves are the most ready-made of shelters. Even a shallow cave (in
stone usually known, in fact. as a rock shelter) offers an excellent
temporary shelter and a larger cave can make an excellent
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permanent home. People still live in them in many parts of the
world, sometimes with all modern conveniences! Caves situated
above a valley will be dry even if water seeps through in some places
from above. They are weather¥proof and require little constructional
work, usually simply the creation of a barrier to close off the
entra nce. Make this of rocks, wattle, logs, turves or almost any
materia l.

If the cove faces into the wind, build a
screen our from both sides, one slightly
behind the other, overlapping them to
provide on entrance (a).

Build the fire at the back of the cave.
Smoke will go up to the roof, leaving air
nearer the floor. Smoke from a fire near
the open mouth of a cave will not
escape aU/ lvards but will probably be
blown in. If you seal tile cave entrance
make sure you leave a gap for the smoke
to escape.

Caves can be cold, and they may already be inhabited by wild
animals, so approach any such shelter wi th caution. Plenty of dry
plan t matter and pine boughs on the ground will provide insulation.
A good fire will usually make animal occupants leave. Allow them an
escape route.
Sometimes a cave will have its own fresh water supply, especially
if it goes deep into a hillside, either from an underground stream or
from water seeping through the rocks above.

WARNING
Check for the possibility of a rock fall inside or outside the cave.
You might be desperate for shelter, but your situation will be a lot
worse if you are trapped or injured by falling rocks.
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Light structures
Follow the methods outlined for the lean-to structure. You can
extend it with a less angled roof and a front wall or you can build
vertical walls and roof them over with deep eaves to give you extra
shade from sun and to ensure that rain runs off well away from the
hut. Dig a channel to carry any water away.
If you have bamboo or other strong material available to build a
firm frame, raise the floor of your shelter off the ground in tropical
climates, so reducing access to ground creatures.
In hot climates you will need to make your roof solid to keep Ollt
rain and give good protection from the sun but. if it projects well
over the walls, you can leave them as fairly open lattice to allow air
to pass through. Grasses and mud will seal cracks and all kinds of
material will make a thatch if woven between roof cross-pieces of
st icks or cords. In climates with heavy rainfa ll use leaves or bark like
tiles on top.

Log cabin
Scale your cabin to the number it is to house. You can always
enlarge it or add on extra rooms later. The size of logs available will
determine the length of walls. A square or rectangle will be sturdy
and easiest to roof - 2.5m (8ft) square is a sensible small size. You
may be lucky and be able to use trees that have already fallen, in
which case you could perhaps lash a framework of logs together and
fill the spaces in between, but it is much better to joint the corners
to fit snugly into each other. 00 not finish off the projecting ends.
These are the strength of the structure.

(oy down your first layer of logs in the
shope of your hut (oj. Joint the corners
to fit on top of each ocher (b) and rut
olher logs 10 fir neatly on lOp.

a
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c
Since logs fend 10 raper, place them
a/lernately top to bOllom /0 counter

this

(el,

Once the ground frome is es(Oblished
leave space for 0 doorway on Ihe side
away from the prevailing wind - you

may be able /0 use off-cuts (rom logs for
Ihese sec/ions on either side of the door.
Square off the edges and wedge 0 door
frame in place (d).

Do not bother wirh

windows, Ihe door will give sufficient
ventilolion.

Build up th e front higher than the back to give pitch to the roof.

The !ast log front and back should project well beyond the side walls.
These will support the roof. Across the hut from side to side notch
in one cross-beam to keep short logs in place. Lay a roof of logs,

front to back. extending beyond walls. Notch the logs to fit on to
the cross-pieces or lash them down.

Choose a flat site for your cabin, or level a slightly larger area.
Dig into a hillside if necessary. but the foundations for the walls
must be level.
The flexible saw in your survival kit will cut logs of sufficient size,
and if you are a survivor from a wrecked plane or boat there will
have been a fire axe on board.
There is no need to make a door yet. Hang a piece of blanket to
keep the wind out, or make a panel of wattle to fill the gap until
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you feel equipped to make a permanent door. Don't bother with
windows either - tile doorway will give enough ventilation.
Caulk between the logs with mud and wood chips, or, if there
are big gaps, saplings before applying the mud. Mix it with grass
and moss, and use a sharpened stick to force it between the logs.
Cover the roof with saplings before adding a layer of mud and turf.
Instead of a complete foof of whole logs
you could use lighter materials and mud
an a limber frame. Bark fram the lags
makes an excellent top covering if laid as
tiles. These could be pegged through
with smoll supple twigs while the mud is
still soft

If there is no risk of a build up of water (in which case it wou ld
be useful to build a floor later) dig down inside the hut to provide
the earth for mud caulking and you will at the same time increase
its interior height.
If you leave a hole somewhere in the roof for smoke to escape,
you can make a fire inside the hut. But do not leave it unattended
- put it out rather than risk your home burning down.
If stone is readily available, yOll could build a proper chimney
and fireplace. You'll retain more of the heat if it is a central
structure. Fit stones as closely as possible and use small stones and
mud to pack the spaces.

SURVIVAL SCENARIO
You have made yo ur shelter, but where shou ld you wash
you rsel f and your clothes?
Al l ablutions should be carried out down stream. This will be at a
lower point than where you are getting your drinking water from,
therefore ensures you r supply will remain clean/unconta minated.
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ire can be the difference between life and death. It is imperative
that you are able to light a fire under any conditions, anywhere
in the world. The most important uses of fire are for boiling water,
signalling, cooking, and protection from animals and flying insects.

Because 90 per cent of the diseases that are carried in water can
be countered by boiling water it is vital that you learn the skill of firelighting. However, you don't Ileed to boil rainwater, as it won't carry

any of the bacteria found in the other water sources that you will
encounter.
Fire can help to make or fashion tools (you can fire-harden
bamboo to make a spoon), while charcoal can be used to burn out a
hole. This can be safer than cutting the hole yourself which could
lead to you injuring yourself.
When lighting a fire, always ensu re adequate ventilation, with
enough fuel and a hot enough source to ignite this fuel. To produce
flame, this temperature must be maintained to keep air and fuel
continuously reacting. The more oxygen introduced, the brighter the
fire: by using the wind. or forcing a draught, the fire is fanned to a high
temperature and rapidly burns fuel. By reducing the ventilation the fire
burns less fiercely and embers are allowed to glow, needing less fuel.
If these principles are understood, smoky fires can be avoided .
Smoke is the result of incomplete combustion - with care smoke
can be virtually eliminated .

PRACTICE FIRE-LIGHTING
Fire is essential to survival. It provides warm th , protection, a
means of signalling, boils water, and cooks and preserves food .
You must learn to light a fire anywhere under any condition. It is
not enough to know all the methods - you have to be expert
at them.

Preparation
First make sure that you have sufficient quantities of TINDER.
KINDLING and FUEl. Then prepare a fireplace so that you can control
the fire. Used carelessly fire can get out of hand and bring disaster.

The fireplace
The f ireplace needs to be prepared carefully. Choose a site that is
sheltered, especially during high winds. Except for signal purposes
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(see Rescue), or exceptionally to warm a temporary bough or
SnOw hole shelter, do not light a fire at the base of a tree or stump.
Clear away leaves, twigs, moss and dry grass from a ci rcle at least 2m
(6ft) across and scrape everything away until you have a surface of
bare earth.
If the ground is wet or covered with snow, the fire must be built
on a platform . Make th is from a layer of green logs covered with a
layer of earth or a layer of stones.

Temple fire
If land is swampy or the snow deep a raised platform is needed. This is
known as a temple fire. The hearth consists of a raised platform, built
of green timber. Four uprights support cross-pieces in their forks.
Across them place a layer of green logs and cover this with several
inches of earth. light the fire on top of this. A pole across upper forks
on diagonally opposite uprights can support cooking pots.
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IN WINDY CONDITIONS
If there are particularly strong winds,
dig a trench and Ugh! your fire in il.

Also good for windy conditions.
Encirrie you r fire with rorks to retain
heo/ and conserve fuel. Use (hem /0
support cooking utensils. Their hear,
as well as that from the fire, will keep
things worm and you can use the
rocks themselves as bed wormef5.

WARNING
Avo id placing wet or porous rocks and stones near fires,
especial ly rocks which have been submerged in water - they may
explode when heated. Avoid slates and softer rocks, and test
others by banging them together. Do not use any that crack,
sound hollow or are flaky. If they contain moisture it will expand
faster than the stone and can make it explode, producing
dangerous flying fragments which could take out an eye if you
are close to the fire.

Tinder
Tinder is any kind of material that takes the minimum of
heat to make it catch alight. Good tinder needs only a spark to
ignite it.
Birch bark, dried grasses, fi ne wood shavings, bird down, waxed
paper and cotton fluff from clothing all make good tinder. 50 do
pulverized fi r cones, pine needles and the inner bark from cedar
trees. Dried fungi are excellent, if finely powdered, and scorched or
charred cotton or linen, especially ground finely, are also among the
best. Where insects such as wood wasps have been boring into trees,
the fine dust they produce is good tinder and powdery bird and bat
droppings can also be used. The inside of birds' nests are usually
lined with down feathers and ignite easily - dry fieldmouse nests
are also usable.
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Whatever tinder you use MUST BE DRY. It is a good idea to carry
tinder with you in a waterproof container. Always keep an eye open
for tinder to collect.

Kindling
Kind ling is the wood used to raise the flames from the tinder so that
larger and less combustible materials can be burned.
The best kindling consists of small, dry twigs and the softer
woods are preferable because th ey flare up quickly.
Those that contain resins burn readily and make firelighting a
snip. The drawbacks of soft woods are that they tend to produce
sparks and burn very fast. You may need more to get the main fuel
going and they are soon consumed if they form the main fuel
themselves.
Don't collect kindling straight from the earth, it is almost always
damp. Take it from standing deadwood. If the outside is damp, shave
until the dry middle is reached.

MAKE FIRE STICKS
Shove sticks Ivith shallow cuts to
'feacher' them. Preparing kindling in this
way makes it catch light more freely and
establishes a fire quickly.

FUEL
Use dry wood from stand ing trees to get the fire going. Once it is
established you can use greener wood or dry out damp wood.
As a general rule. the heavier the wood the more heat it will give
- this applies to both dead and green wood . Mixing green and dry
wood makes a long-lasting fire, which is especially useful at night.
Hardwoods - hickory, beech or oak, for instance - burn well,
give off great heat and last for a long time as hot coals. They keep
a fire going through the night.
Softwoods tend to burn too fast and give off sparks. The
worst spark-makers are cedar, alder, hemlock, spruce, pine, chestnut
and willow.
Remember that damp wood is sometimes advantageous,
producing smoke to keep off fl ies, midges and mosquitoes and
burning longer so that it keeps the fire in.
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Dry wood ocross twa supports above a
fire - not so close that it is set alight.
Lay green lags at an angle beside the
fire, tapering away from (he wind to
sp«d combustion of a sluggish fire
while drying them.

Rest logs against a pot roil to dry: Build
a wood shed - essential in weI weather.
Sel il close to the fire so Ihal the fires
warmlh will help dry Ihe wood, but not
so close thaI a spark could ignite il. Build
11'10 bays alld use wood from one while
the ather botch dries.

SAVE ENERGY
Don'l waste energy chapping logs: Break
them by smashing them over a rock (a).
If thOl does nOI work, feed Ihem over
Ihe fire, letting them burn through in the
middle (b) or, if they are nat so lang, feed
them end first into the fire.

.

~b
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If it is absolutely necessary /0 Spli/
logs in order /0 const"rve fuel, on axe is
no/ needed. Even quile a smoll knife
placed on the end of a log and hit with

a

rock may split it fe}. Once bf'gun, plug a
wooden wedge in the opened gap ond
drive this dowlJword to complele the
split. But if you only hove one knife don't
lake the risk of damaging it.

STAR FIRE
The (ire is storIed where the ends of large
logs meet, then they Ofe pushed inward
as more fuel is needed.
When no/ required to produce slrong
heal they con be drawn oport leaving

glowing embef5 for cooking in the cemre.
To resurrect the fire push them
/og(,(her and they soon take flame
again. This type of fire is used mainly /0
conserve fuel but 0150 soves chopping
wood.

Other fuels
In areas where wood is scarce or unavailable other fuels must be
found .
Animal droppings: These make excellent fuel - frontiersmen of the
Wild West used 'buffalo chips' for their fires. Dry the droppings
thoroughly for a good smokeless fire. You can mix them with grass,
moss and leaves.
Peat: This is often found on well-drained moors. It is soft and
springy underfoot and may be exposed on the edges of rocky
outcrops - looking black and fibrous. It is easily cut with a knife.
Peat needs good ventilation when burning.

Stacked with plenty of air around il peal
dries rapidly and is soon ready 10 burn.

Coa l : This is sometimes found on the surface - there are large
deposits in the northern tundra.
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Shales: These are often rich in oil and burn readily. Some sands also
contain oil - they burn with a thick oily smoke which makes a good
signal fire and also give off a good heat.
Oils: If you have had a mechanical failure and crashed or broken
down with fuels intact you can burn petroleum, anti·freeze,
hydraulic fluid and other combustible liquids. Even insect repellent is
inflammable. Anti·freeze is an excellent primer for igniting heavier
engine oils. With a little potassium permanganate (from your survival
kit) you can set it alight in a few seconds.
In very cold areas drain oil from an engine sump before it
congeals. If you have no container drain it on to the ground to use
later in its solid state.
Tyres, upholstery, rubber seals and much of any wreckage can be
burned. Soak less combustible materials in oil before trying to make
them burn.

Mix IJ(!trol with sand and burn it in a
a sto~, or dig a hole and
motte a fi~ pit.
Burn oil by mixing in IJ(!trol Of anti·
freeze. Do not set a light dif~tly to
liquid fuels but mokr: a wick and le t
that provide the flame. The some goes
for inSN't repellent.

COIltain~r as

An imal fats: These can also be used with a wick in a suitably
ventilated tin to make a stove. Bones can add bulk when fat is
being burned as a fire (sometimes the only available fuel in polar
regions).

Stort flame with tindr:f Of a condit: then
place a n~tlVOfk of bones O~f it to
support the fat Of blubber. Use only a
little fat or first. Unless it is surplus,
burning fat means sacrificing food
V(Jlu~, but seal blubbr:f spoils rapidly and
mottes good fuel.
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BURNING OIL AND WATER
Th is mixture makes one of the hottest of all fires. Pie rce a
hole in the base of a tin ca n for each liquid and fit a tapered stick
into it to govern the flow (al. The oil and water run down a trou gh
on to a metal plate. Pulling the stick out increases the flow,
pushi ng it in reduces it. Try 2-3 drops water: 1 drop oiL

First light 0 smoll fin: under the plate
to get it hot. The mixture becomes
highly volatile when heated. Ught if
aboV(' the plate. This fire will burn
almost anything.

FIRELIGHTING
Make a bed of tinder and form a wigwam of kindling around it. In
a strong wind lean th e kindling against a log on the leeside. Ignite
the tinder. Once the kindling has caught add larger sticks. Or take a
bundle of dry twigs, no thicker than a match, light them first and
place them in the wigwam.
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MATCHES
Matches are the easiest way to start a fire. Carry the non-safety
'strike anywhere' type and as many as possible. Pack them in
waterproof containers so that they cannot rub or rattle and
accidentally ignite. Waterproofing the matches themselves does
both jobs.
Some people split all their matches in half and it has been
claimed that one can be successfu lly divided into six. But do NOT
risk wasting them - one that works is more use than six that don't!
Strike split matches by pressing the business end against the
striking surface with a finger. If this burns the finger be ready to
cool it at once - in cold water, snow or even 'spit on it and blow'.

Damp matches
If your ha ir is dry and not too greasy roll the damp match in it.
Electricity should dry out the match.

WaterprOOf matclles by dripping
condie wax on to them. Rip it off with
a fingernail when about to strike one.

S/{ike a damp match by stabbing
obliquely into Ihe striker strip instead
of drawing Ihe match along il.

REM EMBER: Whenever you str ike a match light a ca ndle. Many
things in turn can then be lit from it - saving matches. Place it in
the wigwam of kindling to sta rt a fire and remove it as soon as the
flame spreads. Only the smallest amount is burned and even a small
candle will last a long time.
However many lighters or fire-makers you carry, still pack as
many matches as you can - you can't beat them . So-called
everlasti ng matches can be used over and over again but sooner or
later even they pack up. So carry ordinary matches as well. Work out
which kind gives you the most strikes for the weight and room they
take up.
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Using a lens
Strong direct sunlight. focussed through a lens, can produce
sufficient heat to ignite your tinder. Accidental fires are caused by
the sun shining through broken bottles on to dry leaves or pasture.
Your survival kit magnifying glass or a telescope or camera lens wi ll
serve instead.

Shield tinder from Ivind. Focus suns ra ys
10 form Ihe linil'S~ brigh lesl Spol of
light. Krep il steady. Blow on it gently as
il begins co glow.

Powder from ammunition
If you are carrying arms you can use the gunpowder propellant from
a round to help ignite your tinder.

Break open the round and pour the
gunpowder on to your tinder before
using your flint (a), or remave only half
the powder and stuff a piece of cloth
inca the coruidge rose (b). Chamber the
round and fire as usual, into the ground.
me cloth will be ejected smouldering_
Place it on cinder with the rem aining
propel/ant and you will soon have a fire
going.

b

Flint and steel
Flint is a stone fOllnd in many parts of the world. If it is struck
vigorously with a piece of steel hot sparks fly off which will ignite
dry tinder. A saw-edged blade can produce more sparks than an
ordinary knife and should be in your kit. A block of magnesium with
flint on its side is an even more efficient device - magnesium burns
very strongly.
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Strikr: /hl: blade against the flint (01, or
draw the saw across the ridged surface
of the flint supplied with it (b), close to
tinder so that sparks fall on it

With a magnesium block, scrape slivers
of magnesium on 10 tinder first (c).
then use the saw /0 produce the
sparks

Battery fire-lighting
A spark from a car battery can start your fire, and torch and radio
batteries should have sufficient power. VOLI need two lengths of
wire, which you simply attach to the terminals. If you cannot find
any wire you CQuid do it with a couple of spanners or other meta l
implements. Unless you have long pieces of wire. take the battery
out of the vehicle first.

Slowly bring the bore ends of the two
pieces of wire logether Just before
they touch, a spark will jump across.
You must cotch it on yovr tinder. A
small piece of doth with a little petrol
on it makes the best tinder, the petrol
vapour igniting from the spark.
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Fire bow
A simple fire-making technique, but one that needs lots of practise.

The friction of a hardwood spindle rotated on a softwood base
produces first fine wood-dust tinder, then heat. Balsa, pine and
bamboo are typically suitable softwoods; oak, ash and beech are
hardwoods. Both must be dry.

Gouge a small depression at the near end of the baseboard and
cut a cavity below it in which to place the tinder. Shape the spindle
evenly. Make the bow from a pliable shoot such as hazel or bamboo

and the string from hide, twine or a bootlace. You also need a

hollowed piece of stone or wood, or a small jar to steady the top of
the spindle and exert downward pressure.
Wind the bowstring once around the spindle. Place the spindle in
the depression, hold the steadying piece over its end and bear lightly
down on it while the other hand moves the bow backwards and
forwards. This makes the spindle spin. Increase the speed as the
spindle starts drilling through the wood. When it begins to enter the
cavity apply more pressure and bow vigorously.

Keep on bowing until unable 10
continue. If successfullhe tip, glowing
like 0 cigorerte, will drop onto your
tinder, which, if you gently blow on it,
will bursl into flame. You muSI keep
Ihe spindle upright and steady.
It helps 10 kneel with one fool on
Ihe baseboard and 10 lock tile
spindle arm on to this leg while
bowing with the other hand. Keep
the bow slrokes very even.
A V-shaped notch, os shown in
the baseboard of the hand-drill
method, is 0150 recommended.
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Hand drill
This variation on the fire bow is useful in dry territories with low
humidity and little rainfall - making everything 'tinder' dry.

In a baseboord of hordwood cu t a Vshaped collecting notch which will
hold tinder, but still allow air to reach
it Make a small depression near il.
For a spindle use a stem of hollow
softer wood with a soft pith core.
Roll the spindle between fhe palms of
the hands. running them down it with
each burst of spinning to press rhe
spindle in to the depression in the
boseboo rd.
Wh en the friction mokes Ihe spindle
lip glow red. blow gently /0 ig nite Ihe
finder around il. Putting a pinch of
sand in the spindle hole increases the
frietion and speeds the heating of the
tinder.
~Iow the spindle, as shown
for Ihe fire-bow me/hod. is olso
recommended.

A cavity

Fire plough
This method of ignition also works by fric tion. Cut a straight groove
in a soft wood baseboa rd and then 'plough' the tip of a hardwood
shaft up and down it. This first produces tinder and then eventually
ignites it.
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Fire-lighting with chemicals
A survivor's pack is not likely to include a complete chemistry set but
there are some very common chemicals that, if they are availab le,
can be used to produce combustion. The following mixtures can all
be ignited by grinding them between rocks or putting them under
the friction point in any of the types of fire drill already described.
Mix them carefully, avoiding contact with any metal objects. All are
susceptible to dampness and must be kept dry.

WARNING
Handle these chemicals carefully, sodium chlorate in particular - i
ignites from percussion, so avoid shaking it up or letting it spill.
Spilled weed killer on a hard path has been known to ignite when
stepped on or a watering can put down on it!

Potassiu m ch lorate and sugar in a mixture of 3:1 by volume is a
fierce-burning incendiary which can also be ignited by dripping a
few drops of sulphuric acid onto the mixture.
Pot assium perrnanganate and sugar mixed 9:1 is less sensitive and
temperature is a critical factor in how long it takes to ignite. The
addition of glycerine will also produce ignition.
Sodium chlorate and sugar mixed 3:1.
- Sulphuric acid is found in car batteries
- Potassium chlorate is found in some throat tablets - their
con tents may be listed on the pack. Try crushing one and
seeing if it works.
- Potassium permanganate is included in yOllf survival kit
- Glycerine is a constituent of anti- freeze.
- Sodium chlorate is a weed-killer.

TYPES OF FIRE
However quickly you want to get a fire going, take time, while you
gather fuel and get the tinder ready, to choose the best location and
the best type of fire.
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Fires for warmth
With a single fire outdoors only surfaces facing it are warmed. With
two fires you can sit between them - but that would use a lot of
fuel and, no matter which way the wind is blowing, you are bound
to be covered in smoke. Build one fire and lise a reflector.

A good (,,(iertor, close to the fire, not
only reflects heat bock to you but a/so
helps to make the smoke go upwards,
drown by hoi currents of air, instead of
getting in your eyes. Ust' a reflector to

direct heat into a sleeping shelter.

The inexperienced of/en build a fire up

against a tree stump or a rock - don't,
build the fire away from il and sit
bf'tween the two so that the rork reflects
the heat and warms your bock. Add a

renector.

If there is no ready-made ref/error. build
OM" - and build another reflector on the
other side of the fire to reflect as much
os possible of its heal bock /0 you.

Snake hole fire
This is a shielded fire that produces a good draught and burns almost
anything once lit. In the side of a firm earth bank excavate a
chamber about 45cm (18in) deep. From above drive a stick down
into the chamber, manoeuvre it about a little to make a chimney,
removing the spoil that falls below. Build the fire in the chamber.

A snake hale fire is good for burning
rubbish and the smoke for preserving
meal and fish. The snoke hole fire
entrance is besl sited downwind in
windy conditions.
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Cooking fires
These cooking fires are also good for heating.

Yukon stove
This fire, once lit, will burn almost anything. It takes a lot of effort
to build but is worth it for th e whole structure gives off good heat
and the top can be used for cooking.
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Dig a hole circular in shape and about 24cm (9in) deep with a
channel on one side leading down to it. Set rocks up all round the
outer edge of the main hole and build up a funnel, bridging over the
channel and gradually sloping inwards. Let the upper courses begin
to open out again. Seal all the spaces between the rocks wi th earth.
The fire is shielded, the chimney creating a good draught.
Light the fire first in the channel. When
it gets going push it beneath the
chimney. Fuel is then fed in through the
top of the chimney ond the rote of
burning is controlled by opening or
closing the fOp.
This fire leaves very liUle osh and lIIill
burn a very long lime before il needs
clearing ou/.
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Trench fire
This fire is sheltered from strong wind by being below ground leveL
Dig a trench about 30 x 90cm [12 x 36inJ and about 30cm (12in)
deep plus the depth of a layer of rocks with which you now line the
bottom . Build the fire on top of the rocks. Even when it has died
down they will remain hot and make an excellent grill.

A spit placed across the embers is
excellent for roasting.

Hobo stove
This stove provides a heat source several people can huddle around
and its top can be used for cooking. To make it you need something
like a 5-gallon oil drum.

Punch holes in the bottom and around

the bottom of the sides of the drum for

drought to enter. Cut out a panel on one
side, about Scm (2in) (rom the bottom

through which to stoke the fire.
Punch holes in the lop if to be used
only for heating, but make (hem on the
upper port of one side if you don't WOn!
smoke coming through the top.
Set the whole drum on a ring of
stones so that there is plenty of drought
beneath.

Fire sometimes breaks out spontaneously in a compacted heap
wet hay. It can be produced in cotton soaked in linseed oil
provided the atmosphere is warm and dry, but temperature can
be critical. Either it will burst into flames within a couple of hours
or not at all. Not a reliable way of fire-lighting - but a risk to be
aware of.
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Wheat the greater the loss - so nothing should be cooked longer
hen food is heated it loses nutritional value - the more the

than is necessary to make it palatable unless it is suspect and being

cooked to kill germs and parasites or to neutralize poisons.
Boiling vegetables destroys their vitamin C content and roasting
meat removes its all-important fat, but we are used to eating our
food cooked and a hot meal is unsurpassed for raising morale. It
would take great discipline to eat many things raw that you had not
previously considered foods, but a frog, grubs or rats do not seem
too bad once cooked.
Cooking not only makes many foods mort' appetizing to taste,
see and smell, it softens the muscle fibres in meat, makes protein
more easy to digest and - most important - it destroys bacteria and
parasites that may be present.
If the ground is lush, animal foods are more likely to carry
parasites. Pigs, especially, carry worms and flukes. Thorough boiling
will destroy them, though at the loss of food value. Some foods
must never be eaten raw - nettles and several other plants, for
instance - but should always be cooked to neutralize harmful
substances which they con tain.
Your particular situation will determine whether to cook or not.
If you cannot face eating something raw, or if food is plentiful but
limited in type, cook it to make it more palatable. Relieve boredom
by varying cooking instructions.
Cooking methods will depend upon the foodstuff and the
facilities you have or can create. Type of fire, utensil support and
cooking methods must all be matched.
Cooking requires a slow heat. Use the flame of a fire to boil
water then let the fierce flames die down and use embers and hot
ash for cooking.
REM EMBER : NEVER leave your fire unattended when cooking - you
cannot afford to ruin food.
Once having lit a fire, ALWAYS have something boiling on it unless water is in short supply - for hot water is always an asset:
hot drinks are always cheering and you will find a multitude of uses
from sterilizing wounds to making poultry plucking easier.
Do NOT just balance a can on the fire - if it tips over you could
put your fire out, quite apart from losing its contents. Support
vessels on firm rocks or suspend them over the fire.
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Boiling
Cooking in boiling water requires a container. Tin cans and metal
boxes are ideal. Make a handle, hang them from a pot support or use
pot tongs to take them on and off the fire (see Useful utensils).
Puncture holes in pots can be repaired by hammering in small plugs
of wood - when wet they will expand and stop leaks. If no metal
containers are available, a thick length of bamboo holds liquids well.
Containers can also be made from birch bark - but be careful that
they do not boil dry.

To cook in 0 bamboo stem, angle it
across the heat of the fire, supporting
it on a forked stick driven into the
ground.

Although boiling docs destroy some food clements it conserves
the natura l juices and retains all the fat - provided that you drink
all the liquid as well as eat the remaining solids. Each time you
throwaway cooking water you lose valuable nutrients, though
you will have to discard it if boiling out toxic substances. Boiling
will make tough and stringy roots and old game softer and more
edible. It will kill worms and flukes and can even make spoiled meat
fit to eat.
If you frighten a feeding animal from its kill, you can eat the
remaining meat provided that you cut the meat up and boil it for
at least 30 minutes. If desperate for food any dead animal that is
not actually decomposing can be risked if you use only the large
muscle areas. Cut them into 2.5cm (lin) cubes and then boil
briskly for at least 30 minutes. Eat only a little, then wait for
half an hour to see if there are any ill effects - most toxins affect
the digestive system in that time or less. If there are no ill effects
tuck in.
Part-boiling vegetables that you intend to cook by other means
will speed up cooking times. (For boiling water when no fire proof
containers are available sec Hangi method.)
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Roasting
Roasted meat cooks in its own fat. The easiest method is to skewer
the meat on a spit and turn it over the hot embers of a fire or beside
a blazing fire where it is hot enough to cook. Continually turning
the meat keeps the fat moving over the surface. Roasting makes a
very tasty dish but has two disadvantages.
Valuable fat is lost unless a drip tray is placed beneath the spit.
Regularly baste the meat with fat frOIll the tray.
Roasting by a fierce fire can cook and seal the outside, the inner
flesh remaining undercooked, leaving harmful bacteria alive. A slow
roast is preferable, and if cooking continues after the outer meat has
been cut off the inner flesh can go on cooking.

The fire should be slighlly to one side of
food 10 ollow for a drip tray to catch
valuob/e fol.

Grilling
Grilling is a quick way of cooking large amounts of food but it
requires a support - such as a mesh of wire - rested on rocks over
the embers of the fire. It should only be used when food is plentiful
since it wastes most of the fat from the meat. Hot rocks beside the
fire can be used as grilling surfaces or food skewered on sticks and
held over the fire.

If no wire mesh is availoble, make a grid
of very green sticks or rest a long stick
on a forked support so that it can hold
food over the fire. Wrap food around the
stick. You can also barbecue meat alld
vegetables on a stick supported across
glowing embers by a forked stick on
each side.
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Baking
You need an oven for baking, but if time and materials are available
this is a good way of cooking. Meat should be cooked on a dish and
the fat which runs out used to baste it. It is ideal for tough, stringy
meat. Cooked for a long time on a steady heat the meat becomes
more tender. Baking is also very suitable for root vegetables.
If meat is placed in a tin containing a little water to be cooked
in the oven this is a form of braising.
Use an oven to cook several different things at once.

Metal box oven
A large food tin or metal box with a hinged lid makes an excellent
improvised oven. Army survivors found an ammunition box ideal.
If the lid is hinged and has a catch on it that you can use as a
handle, you could set it up to open sideways. It will probably be
easier, especially if it has no catch or you have to improvise hinges,
to let it open downwards. If you place a rock or other support in
front. to rest it on, you will have a convenient shelf. You can
always prop it closed if there is no catch, for you do not want a
tightly sealed fit - which could build up dangerous pressure inside.
If no tin or box is ava ilable you could make a clay dome, like an
Indian tandoori oven . To make it hot set a fire inside and scrape
this out before cooking. Leave a smallish aperture which can be
easily sealed while baking_

Stand Ihe l in on some rocks so Ihal a fire can be /il beneath il. Build up rocks and
earth - or, better, clay - around back and sides and over ii, bUI leaving a space
behind for heal and smoke to move around thr back. Use a stick to make a
chimney hole from above to the space 01 the back.
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Steaming
Steaming does not overcook so preserves nutritional va lues. It is an
excellent way of cooking fish and green vegetables. Fresh young
leaves take very little cooking. The foodstuff needs to be suspended
in the steam from boiling water.

I,

,I

B

Make a simple steamer by punching
holes in a con and suspending it inside a
larger con, or putting something in the
bottom of the lorger con to keep the
inner one above the water. Cover the
outer can so that steam is not
dissipated, but not so tightly that it is
sealed or pressure could build up and
couse it to explode.

The compartmented sections of bamboo
a/so make on excellent steamer. Ma ke a
comparatively small hole between the
sections, but big enough to let wa ter
through to fill/he bollom section. Make
a lid (not too tight) for the top. Water
boiled in the lowest section will produce
stram to cook food in the top one.

Fryi ng
Frying is an excellent way of varying diet, if fat is available and you
have a container to fry in. Any sheet of metal that you can fashion
into a curve or give a slight lip to will serve. In some areas, you may
find a large leaf which contains enough oil not to dry out before the
cooking is done - banana leaves are excellent surfaces to fry eggs
upon. Try leaves out before you risk valuable food on them and, if
you do use one, fry only over embers, not over names.

Cooking in clay
Wrapping food in clay is a method that requires no utensils and
offers a tasty alternative even when you have them . After wrapping
in a ball of clay, food is placed in the embers of a fire. The heat
radiates through the clay which protects the food so that it does not
scorch or burn.
Animals must be cleaned and gutted first but need not be
otherwise prepared: when the clay is removed a hedgehog's spines
or a fish's scales will remain embedded in it. With small birds, the
clay does your plucking for you - but feathers provide insulation
and may prevent a big bird being properly cooked. Cooking root
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vegetables in this way will remove their skins - losing important

food value.

Hang; method
This is another way of cooking without utensils. like the clam bake
of the Un ited States and traditional Maori and South Pacific
methods it involves heating stones. It requires kindling, logs and
round rocks or stones about the size of a fist. Do not use soft, porous
or flaky stones which might explode on heating.

Dig on oval-shaped hok with
rounded sid~ 45-6Ocm deep
(l8-24;n) and place kindling 01 the
oollam. Loy logs across /he hole,
plo~ ano/her loyt:r of logs at right
angles /0 (hem, interspersing them
with Slones. Make ono/her layer of
logs and build up five or six morl.'
alternating layers, topping them off
with Slones.

When the kindling is set alight the logs will burn, heating the
stones above them, until, eventu ally, all falls down into the pit.
Remove the burning embers and ash. Now, place food on top of the
hot rocks, meat to the centre and vegetables towards the outer
edge. There must be a gap between the food and the earth. l ay
saplings across the pit and place sacking, leaves and so forth on tOI)
of them, covering the lot with the earth which you excavated to
keep the heat in. The hole now acts rather like a pressure cooker.
After' l12 hours remove the cover - your meal wi ll be cooked .
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Boiling water in a hangi
If you have no container in which to boil water you can make use
of the hangi. Whatever you have collected water in, provided that it
does not melt (so that rules out plastic but includes other kinds of
waterproof fabric), can be gathered up and tied so that the water
does not spill and placed in the hangi). It will take about l1I2 hours
to boil but th e fabric will not burn through.

USEFUL UTENSILS
TONGS
Choose two branches, both with a
natural CUNe, and lash them together so
that they Ivant to spring apart at the
free ends. Or use a tapering piece of
wood between them under the lashings
to hold them apart. If one has a forked
end the grip will be improved. Use for
holding pots. hot rocks and logs.

POT ROO
To give more variable aCCt.'S5 to the fire
than a rail ove( it (a), drive a sturdy
forked slick into the ground near the fire
- bul not so close as to co/ch alight
Rest a much longer stick across it with
one end over the fire. Drive the bottom
end of the longer stick into the ground
and prevent it from springing up with
heavy rocks. Cut a groove near tht' tip to
prevent pots from slipping off. O( - 10 be
saft'r - tie on a strong hook.
Two or three sticks could leon over the
fire at different heights with meat or
vt'getobles aI/ached.

SWINGING POT HOLOER
This con be mode from two forked sticks
and a firm upright driven into the
ground. Bind the branches together 50
that the forks fit in opposite directions
on rhe upright. The contilever action will
maintain the height you set it at, and a
push sideways will swing the pot away
from the flames. With a longer upright
you could control cooking height also.
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VARIABLE POT HOOK
Since the distan~ between Ihe fire
and the food will affect Ihe speed
at which the food cooks. make this
hanging device so th at you can control
your cooking.
Cut a strong piece with several
branches from a smalltret: or bush and
Irim the branches to 10- ,2cm (4-5in).
Strip of( the bark, which may hide a
rotten branch.
BAMBOO CUP
Cut a section of bamboo just below a
natural joint and then cuI juSI below Ihe
nex/ joint up. Smoolh the edges to
J}leYtnt splinters.
SPOON
SlOrl with 0 flattish piece of wood and
scribe a spoon shope on il with the point
of your knife. Then whittle away 10 Ihe
required shope. Do not hurry - this will
only result in mistakes. Never cut
towards yourself or your hand.
BIRCH BARK CONTAINERS
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Use Ihe inner layer of birch bark to make
storage boxes or temporory cooking

ve-ssels - which con be used for boiling.
Sew or tie lhem - near the lOp - to
prevent unfolding. An allernatillt for
temporary vessels is to peg the top edges
with split sticks, but you might well spill
the contents if the vessel suddenly unfolds.
Make another vessel, but with a larger
bose, and you will have a lid to fir over
the first.

A cirrle, folded into quarters. will
make a cone-shaped cup - or a boiling
vessel if suspended.
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PRESERVING FOOD
If food is not plentifu l or is likely to be limited by season , it is
important to ensure that stores keep safely.
Micro-organisms, such as moulds, that spoil food, thrive in wa rm
moist atmospheres. Deterioration can be delayed by keeping food in
cool places such as caves or by water, but that is only a short-te rm
measure. More positive action must be taken to ensu re long-term
preserva ti on. The main methods to use are drying, smoking, pickling
and salt ing. Sugar preserves will not keep for very long unless you
can vacuum-seal them, but will keep longer than as soft fruit, and
alcohol is an excellent preservative if you set up the facilities to
make it.

When you have taken time and troub le to preserve
foodstuffs, particularly in areas where food is scarce, take
trouble in storing your food.
Do not store in direct sunlight. near excessive warmth or moisture,
nor where scavenging anima ls may ruin it.
Wrap, where possible, in airtight and waterproof materials - or
sto re in containers (such as birch-bark boxes) with a good seal.
Label if you are storing several kinds of food and separate to avoid
cross-flavouring.
Check occasionally to see all is well.

Drying
Both wind and sun can dry food but, in most climates, it is easier to
force dry food over a fire. Losing moisture sh rinks size and weight,
concentrating the nutritiona l value. Many moulds can grow when
there is as little as 1G per cent moisture content, but few can grow
on foods with 5 per cent or less and these will also be less vulnerable
to maggots.
Pork, geese, seabirds and other meat with a high fat content are
the most difficult to preserve. It is best to cut off most of the fat
and rub salt into the flesh. Salt is a good drying agent. Hang the
salted meat in a cool airy place.

Smoke drying
Smoking both dehydrates meat and coats it with a protective layer,
like varnishing its surface. The inside is dry so no condensation takes
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place, and the outside is sealed against bacteria. Smoking can be
best effected in a smoke house or a smoke tepee.

SMOKE TEPEE
Drive three Slicks into the ground to
form a triangle and tie the tops together.
Build a platform between them and get
a fire going beneath.

As an alternative to the tepee make a square frame of uprights (a)
and cross-pieces supporting a smoking platform with the fi re

beneath and used in exactly the same way as the tepee.
In both cases meat should be cut into lean, fat-fre e strips and
fish gutted and filleted . The strips can be any length but should only
be about 2.5cm [lin] wide and 6mm [l/4inJ thick.
Get a fire going to produce a pile of hot embers. Have a pile of
green leaves ready. Leaves from hardwood trees are excellent,
especially oak, but avoid holly and other toxic leaves and conifers
which tend to be resinous and may burst into flame. Do not use
grass. Some leaves will give meat an individual flavour; pimento
leaves are particularly distinctive.
Make sure that there are no flames left in the fire and pile the
leaves over the embers. Cover the whole structure with a cloth to
keep in the smoke. If you do not have a suitable material, have
boughs and turfs ready to pile rapidly on the frame and seal it.
Leave the structure sealed for 18 hours ensuring that little or no
smoke escapes.
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If the embers in a smoke tepee burst in to
flame, there is a risk that the whole
structure may catch alight. This ran be
avoided by building 0 fire in a chamber
in a bonk (see Snoke hole in Fire) with
the tepee erected over the chimney. This
0150 mokes it possible to tend the fire
and to ensure a more extensive supply of
smoke, \Vhich \ViII be cooler than from a
fire directly underneath The food \ViII
dry slo\Vly and become COOled with
smoke without being cooked.

8illong
This is sun-dried meat. Biltong is the Afrikaans name, it is also
known as jerky, from the North American Indian charqui.lt does not
keep as efficiently as smoked meat and should be used only when
smoking is not practicable.
Cut strips, as for smoking, and hang them up in the sun . Ma ke
sure that they are out of the reach of animals and about 2-3m
(6-lOft) from the ground.
It may take two weeks for meat to dry and all this time it must
be kept dry, so protection from rain must be provided. The strips
must be turned, jf necessary, to make sure that all surfaces are
thoroughly dried, and, initially at least, flies must be kept off so that
they do not lay eggs on the meat.
DR YI NG FISH
Preserve fish as biltong. Cut off heads and
toils and gut. Split open. Remove
backbane ond loyon hot sun-baked rocks.
Score inner flesh 10 speed up drying.
Small fish, under 7.Scm (3in) long
need nOI be gutted.
Fish can 0150 be smoked. They should
be opened out, but it will be easier to
hong if cleaned and gutted without
removing the backbone, head or loil.
Suspend by one side of the head.
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Pemmican
This is a nutritious concentrated food made from bi ltong excellent for provisions to carry with yOLI if you decide it is time
to trek to safety. It contains all essential minerals and vitamins
except vitamin C.
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You need an equal quantity, by weight, of bilton9 and of
rendered fat. Shred and pound the meat. Melt the animal fat over a
slow fire, without allowing it to boil. Pour the fat over the shredded
oiltong and mix them well together.
When cold pack the mixture in a waterproof bag. It will keep for
a long time. especially in colder climates.

Pickling and salting
Citric acid obtained from wild limes and lemons can be used to
pickle fish and meat. Dilute two parts of fruit juice with one of
water, mix well and soak flesh in this for at teast 12 hours. Now
transfer it to a covered, and preferably airtight, container and with
sufficient solution to cover all the meat. Vegetables with a high
water content are difficult to preserve. Pickling is best for them.
Alternatively, if salt is more easily available than citrus fruits, they
can be boiled and then kept in brine (saltwater). Boiling ki lls off
bacteria and the brine keeps fresh bacteria away from the food.
The usual way of making sure that a brine solution is
sufficiently strong is to add salt until a potato will float in it. In
lieu of a potato try a small fruit or root vegetable which fails to
float in salt~free water (not apples - they float too easily).
Another method of using salt is to pack tightly layers of salt and
vegetables such as beans and peas, thoroughly washing off the salt
when you need to use them.

Nuts and cereals
These keep reasonably well provided they are not allowed to get
damp but will keep better if dried. Place them on hot rocks from the
fire, turning them frequently until thoroughly dried . They should
then be kept in damp-proof containers.

Fruit, fungi and lichens
Fruit and berries can be dried whole or cut into slices and dried by
sun, smoke or heat. Fungi also dry very readily - the Boletus species
especially. Fruit can usually be eaten dry. Fungi can be added to
soups and stews or soaked in water for several hours to regain some
of their texture if being used in other ways.
To store lichens, soak them overnight, boil well and dry. Grind
to a powder then boil again to form a thick syrup, which can be
kept in a sealed container and used to give body to other foods.
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COOKING TIPS
Meat
Meat is best cu t into small cubes and boiled . Pork is particularly
suspect in hot climates: wild pig is usually infested with worm and
liver fl uke. Venison is also prone to worms.
Put excessively tough meat in a solution of juice from citric fruit
for 24 hours. This marinading helps to make it more tender. Bring to
boil and simmer until tender.

Offal
Check liver especially carefully. If firm, odourless and free from spots and
hard lumps it can be eaten. Boil first. then fry if you wish. Hearts are best
par-boiled then baked. Brain (if not used for preserving hides) makes an
excellent stew. Skin the head and boil, simmering for 90 minutes. Strip
all the flesh from the skull, including the eyes, tongue and ears.

Blood
Leave in the container in which it is collected but keep it covered. A
clear liquid comes to the top. When separation seems complete
drain it off. Dry the residue by the fire to form a firm cake. Use it to
enrich soups and stews.

Sausages
Thoroughly clean intestines, turning them inside out to wash . Fill
with a mix of half meat/half fat bound with enough blood to hold
the ingredients together. Tie the ends and boil. Once cooked they
can be preserved by cold smoking in a smoke tepee over a chimney.

Fish
Usually germ-free if caught in fresh water. Fish take little cooking
and are best stewed or wrapped in leaves and placed in hot embers
- chickweed and butterbur are good for this: avoid toxic leaves.

Birds
Boil all carrion. Old crows, blackbirds and parrots are tough and best
boiled. Young specimens can be roasted - stuff the bird wi th herbs
and fruits.
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Reptiles
Best gutted and then cooked in their skins which are rough and
leathery. Place in hot embers and turn continually. When the skin
splits the meat can be removed and boiled. A few snakes have
poisonous secretions on the skin and others may have venom glands
in their head, so cut this off before cooking. If you are not sure
whether they are safe, take care in handling them .
Skin frogs before cooking (many frogs have poisonous skins).
Roast on a stick.

Turtles
Boil turtles and tortoises until the shell comes off. Cut up the meat
and cook until tender.

Shark meat
Has a bad taste unless correctly cooked. Cut into small cubes and
soak overnight in fresh water. Boil in several changes of water to get
rid of the ammonia flavour.

Shellfish
Crabs, lobsters and shrimps, crayfish, prawns and so forth are safer
boiled since they may contain harmful organisms. All seafood spoils
quickly and must be cooked as soon as possible. Drop into boiling
salted water and boil for ten minutes.
If you are sure the food is fresh, a clambake is a delicious way to
prepare mussels, clams and similar creatures. Dig a hole in the sand
and light a fire alongside with stones on top. When the stones are
hot place them in the hole, put the shells on top and cover with wet
seaweed or grass, then a lOcm (4in) layer of sand. The hole will
develop a lot of steam which cooks the molluscs.

Insects and worms
Best boiled. Cook and mince them by crushing in a can.
More acceptable dried on hot rocks and then ground into a
powder with which to enrich soups and stews.

Eggs
Boiling is the best way of cooking, but if no container is available
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roast after first using a sharpened stick or the very sharp poin t of a
knife to pierce a small hole in one end. Place on warm embers to cook
slowly. Slow cooking reduces the risk of cracking . Remember that
banana leaves, which are full of oil, make an excellent frying pan.
Place over hot embers and crack the egg onto the leaf. If a boiled egg
contains an embryo chick remove the embryo and roast it.

Green vegetables
Wash in clean water and boil for just long enough to make them tender
- they are often and easily overcooked. Tender plants can be gently
steamed if you are sure that they are safe to eat. Add to stew after the
meat is cooked and already tender. Eat fresh greens raw as salad.

Roots
Some are toxic but the toxins are destroyed by heat. Always cook roots;
boiling will make the toughest ones tender. Roast roots are tasty - but
boil them first. Try boiling for five minutes then place them in a hole dug
beneath the fire, cover with ash and embers and leave until tender.

Lichens and mosses
Soak overnight in clean wa ter. Add to stews.

Sago
Proper sago comes from the sago palm, but buri, sugar, fishtail and,
in the American tropics, cabbage palms can be used in the same way.
The average sago palm yields about 275kg (600Ib) of sago - enough
to feed one person for a year. Cut down the palm at the base of the
trunk, trim off the tip just below the last flowering line. Divide a
large trunk into sections.
Cut lengthwise - hard work, for the outer bark is 5cm (2in) thick
and hard as bamboo. Using each section as a trough, pound pith into
a mash, then knead in a container of water (the bole of the trunk
will do) and strain through a cloth. A starchy paste will precipitate
in the water. Roll this into sticky balls and cook.

Sap
Pal m sap is extracted from flowering parts, not the trunk. Choose a
fat stalk carrying a flowering head (a t the base of the crown of the
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trunk). Bruise with a club to stimulate flow of sap, then cut off head.
Sweet juice will flow from the end of the stalk - 1.5 litre (2 'hpt) per
day. Bruise and cut daily to stimulate flow. Drink raw or boil then
cool it to produce toffee-like lumps of almost pure sugar. Sugar,
nipa, coconut and bu rl palms can all be used in this way. (Extracting
resinous sap is dealt with under Trees in Food.)

Grains and seeds
Grains are endosed in a husk. Dry them thoroughly to allow the grain
to crack out. Thresh (or thrash) it with a flail, stick or rock. or, if the grain
is very malleable, rub it between your hands. Shake out on to a flat
container and occasionally toss into the air in a breeze (winnowing).

The husks (chaff) will blow away leaving the heavier seed behind.

Pinole
Parch husked seeds on hot stones by the fire. The heat will cook and
dry seeds without roasting them. This pinole will keep well. Eat cold
or reheat. Add to stews or place a handfu l in a mug of hot water tasty and nutritious. Dry they will not be properly digested, but they
will fill the belly. It is better to grind them into flour.

Flour
Grinding flour without a proper mill is hard work but can be done by
pounding with a smooth stone on a hard surface. Look for a large stone
with a depression in the middle to place the grain in. Use a circling action
as with a mortar and pestle. Another way to grind flour is to hollow a tube
of hardwood and to pound a stick up and down inside it on the grain.
Mix flour with a little water and knead into a dough. Bake in an oven
or make into thin strips, wrap around a shaven green stick and cook over
hot embers. Another method is to make the dough into fist-size balls,
flatten them and then drop hot pebble-size stones into the centre and
wrap the dough around them. Lick your fingers before picking up the
pebbles - if you are quick the moisture stops the pebble from burning
you - or use sticks or tongs (see Useful utensils) to lift them.
Flour does not have to be made from cerea l grains. Use the
flowering heads of cat's tails or boil and mash up peeled roots, of
wild calla for instance. or edible barks. Those that are no t harmful
raw can be steeped in water and crushed with a stick or stone to free
the starch. Remove fibres, leave starch to settle, then pour off the
water and you will have your flour.
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n many survival situations there will already be someone in a
position of responsibility who will head the organization of the

I

camp and lead the development of survival plans. If no established
command structure exists among a group of survivors, an organizing

committee should be established and individuals nominated and
elected with particular responsibilities, perhaps on a rotational basis
jf it is a large group and rescue does not come quickly. Experience
must be pooled and immediate steps taken to discover what skills
individuals can contribute.
A roster is essential for such daily chores as collecting firewood
and water, foraging, cooking, latrine digging and maintena nce tasks,
and for hunting and trapping .
In a group of survivors there may be all kinds of people of
different ages and experience. People will have varied skills and
enjoy doing different tasks. Everyone who is fit and able should take
their turn at the unpleasant tasks, unless their skills are so much in
demand that it would bc a waste of their abilities, but individuals
should do what they are good at - and be encouraged to deve lop
skills for which they show an aptitude.
Not only should everyone do their fa i r share but keeping busy
eliminates boredom and keeps up morale. Anyone who is sick or
injured gets the lightest jobs and is best employed around cam p
until they have recovered . In a group there should always be
someone in camp, and they should be able enough to operate the
signals should a search ai rcraft appea r. If you have sufficien t
numbers do NOT venture from the camp in less than pairs.
Except in the desert, where the day will be largely spent
sheltering from the sun and early morning and evening are
the ti mes for activity, daytime is likely to be fully occupied.
Evenings, however, may drag if not occupied by hunting. A
gathering around the camp fire will help establish a pattern and
provide a sense of discipline and normality. It will give an
opportunity to debrief on the day's events, to plan for tomorrow
and to discuss new strategies.
Music can be a great morale booster. If no instruments were
carried or survived, simple ones such as percussion or pan - pi pes can
easily be improvised, and everyone can sing after a fashion.
Sing-songs, dancing, Charades, quizzes and story-telling all have
thei r place and you may have talents which can create more
elaborate entertainments. For private recreation any books will be
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invaluable and you can make pieces for board games such as
draughts and chess, using stones for counters or carving simple
playing pieces.
Even the lone survivor requires discipline and order. A regular
routine will help morale and exactly the same care must be taken to
ensure that the camp is kept in good order. At first there may be so
much to do that the individual is too tired to think of recreation, but
boredom is even more dangerous for a person on their own and
objectives should be set each day whether practical or for
amusement.

CAMP HYGIENE
Keeping healthy is an important factor for survival. so strict hygiene
should be practised, not only personally but in the planning and
running of a camp. Rubbish and latrines must be kept away from the
camp to reduce the threat from flies and, since most of the common
diseases in a survival situation are water-borne, pollution of
drinking water must be rigorously avoided. Food scraps and other
rubbish should be burned in the fire if possible.

Camp layout
Select sites for ali camp activities so that t hey do not interfere
with each other or pollute the living and cooking areas. If you are
camped by a river or stream, fix specific sections for activities and
keep to them. Latrines should be dug downhill of the camp and away
from the water supply so that there is no possible risk of seepage
polluting either.

Activity areas
Establish a water point from which drinking water will be collected
and ensure that no one washes, cleans pots, scrubs clothes or
otherwise uses the stream upstream of this point Downstream
choose a wash point for personal ablutions and clothes washing and
further downstream of that select a place to be used for cleaning
cooking utensils.
Latrines and rubbish disposal should be well away from the camp ~
and preferably downwind ~ but not so far away that it is inconvenient
and people are tempted to go elsewhere. If necessary cu t a track to it to
make access easier.
REMEMBER : NEVER urinate or defecate in or near your water supply.
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latrines and rubbish disposal
It is important that proper latrines be established, even for the lone
survivor. With a group separate latrines for the sexes may make a
mixed group feel more comfortable, and as much privacy as possible
should be provided. Rubbish, after checking that it really has no
useful value, should be burned, and what cannot be burned should
be buried.
Even if you have it. do NOT use disinfectant in a latrine. Lime or
disinfectants would kill the useful bacteria that break waste down
and then it WILL start smelling! After defecating cover the faeces
with earth. Add small amounts of water which will promote the
bacteria .
Make a latrine cover to keep out flies and remember always to
replace it, or flies that have walked all over faeces may walk all over
your foo d and start a cycle of infection.
If, after a time, a latrine starts to smell, dig a new one. Fill in the
old latri ne. Build a new seat and burn old timbers and covers.

DEEP TRENCH LATRINE
Dig a Irench about 1.25m (4ft) deep and
45cm (l8in) wide. Build up the sides with
logs or rocks and earth to make a
comfortable silting height sealing the
gaps between them. Loy logs across to
leave only a hole for use (or several if
you are a large group and making a
commun al latrine). Empty wood ash on
the logs to make a seal - it will also
deter flies.

Make a lid of smaller wood 10 cover the
opening or use a large fiat rock or a
large leaf weighted down with stones.
AllVo)'S remember to replace il.

URINAL
Dig a pit about 60cm (2ft) deep. Threequarcers fill it with large stones and then
top up with earth, with a cone made
from bark set into it as a funnel. Site it
dose enough 10 the camp 10 ensure that
people botller to use it.
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Incinerator
If there is too much waste for the camp fire to burn, make a separate
fire in the latrine area. If a large can is available use it as an
incinerator. Bury any unburned refuse in a garbage pit.

CAMP DISCIPLINE
- 00 not prepare game in camp: bleed, gut and skin on
trap line. This attracts game to the traps where you want th em, not
into your camp.
- Keep food covered and off the ground. If kept in trees make sure
it is proof from tree-dwelling animals.
- Replace lids on water bottles and containers immediately after
using them.
- Stow spare clothing and equipment in your shelter. 00 not leave
it lying where it can get wet or burned.
- Have a place for everything and keep things tidy: a tree for mess
tins and cooking utensils - hook them on twigs and branches, a
place for mugs and spoons - and keep everything off the ground.
Fit a box as a cupboard on a tree trunk.
- Never leave the fire unattended .

Soap
Washing with soap removes natural oils, leaving the skin less waterproof
and more prone to attack by germs. In survival circumstances it is a
mistake to wash with soap too often. However, soap is the most widely
used antiseptic, better than many others, such as iodine, which destroy
body tissue as well as germs. It is ideal for scrubbing hands before
administering first-aid for wounds. Save supplies for this.

Soap-making
Two ingredients - an oil and alkali - are needed to make soap.
The oil can be animal fat (including fish) or vegetable, but not
mineral. The alkali can be produced by burning wood or seaweed
to produce ash.
M ETHOD: Wash ash with water. Strain and boil with the oil. Simmer
until excess liquid is evaporated and allow to cool. This soap will
clean the skin but is not antiseptic. Adding horseradish root or pine
resin to the brew will make it antiseptic.
Experiment will be necessary to get the balance in the mixture
right. Start with more oil than alkali because too much alkal i will dry
the skin, leaving it sore.
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efore humans discovered metals, and learned to work them, tools

were made from stone (especially flint. obsidian, quartz, chert

and other glassy rocks), bone and other natural objects. Stones can
make efficient hammers, alone or lashed onto a handle if in a shape
that can be easily secured. The glassy stones can be knapped
(chipped and flaked) to make a sharp edge; some other kinds of
stone, such as slate, can also produce a knife edge, though they may

not have the strength to be used for percussive blows.
The best start for a stone implement is a split cobble, perhaps
from a stream bed, or split by a blow from another smooth, hard
pebble, so that a flat face is produced. The blow should be at an
angle of less than 90 degrees or th e shock will be absorbed within
the pebble. Once the split is made, other layers can be broken off.
Flakes can be removed around the edge of the flat face by hitting
edge-on with another stone. Delicate work can be produced by
hitting and pressing with a softer tool such as deer's antler. If a flat
face is produced, end -on blows can make thin blades.
Making ston e implements is not a skill that can be quickly
acquired and you may have to be very persistent.
Bones can be used as tools - antlers and horns make useful
digging implements, gougers and hammers. They can also be cut with
stone tools or ground with coarse stones. You may have the advantage
over the prehistoric toolmakers, whose skills you are copying, of
having a knife or other metal implement to help you to carve bone.
Some woods, such as the Mulga tree of Australia, used by the
Aborigines for spears, are hard enough to make effective blades for
hunting and cutting.
STONE TOOLS
One technique for producing an axehead:
First the stane is spli( and (he edges portly
shaped (a), then a platform is created an
one side (b) from which a seril's of flakl's
can bl' struck vertically down (c).
The final shaping can then be done. Hir
with softer stones, and hit and Pfl'SS small
flakes away with a piece of antler or hard
wood.
It may take a lot of patience to acquire
tool-making skills bur even practise flakes
may be useful as scrapers, for culting
edges and as arrowheads.
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BONE TOOLS
A shoulder blode provides 0 good
shape for all effective saw (oj.
First it should be split in half then
teeth can be cut along it with a knife.
A small bone scraper fb) could also
be mode, the edge ground sharp.
Ribs are good bones for shaping
into points (c/.

BONE NEEDLE
Choose a suitably sized bone or flake
of bone and sharpen to a poinl. Burn
on eye wilh a piece of hal wire, or
locking that, scrape with a knife
point or piece of flint. DON'T heot
the knife in the fire.

AXES
A fire axe is part of the equipment of any boat or plane. but an
axe head. to be fitted to an improvised handle, is a useful additional
piece of equipment for anyone to carry. One of about 500-750g
(1-1 1h lb) is ideal. Use your knife to fashion a handle when needed .

AXE HANDLE
Any straight, knot-free hardwood is
suitable - ash and hickory are Ideal. In
the tropics tile flukes of a buttress tree
(a) are excellent: slightly curved,
straight-grained and easy fa work.

CuI two notches into the fluke of a
buttress spaced to the desired handle
length (b to c).
Hit along the side of fluke close 10 the
culs. It will split away at their depth.
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FITTING THE HEAD
Whittl~ Ihe handle into shope with one
end cut to fit the hole in the axeheod,
cutting a notch in thaI enci. Make a
wroge to fit the notch.
With the heod in pla~ drive in the
notch then soak the axe in woler
overnight to lighlt'n the head on the

shoft.
A/woys ched oxeheods for tightness
~fore

using them.

FITTING A STONE AXEHEAD
Select a hardwood handle. Tie a bond of
cord around il about nem (9in) from
one end. Split the end down 05 for 05

this bond (use your knife and 0 wedge or
the piece of flint you hove made for the
oxeheadj. Insert the flint and lie the end
to s«u~.

rhis mounting wi/I split wood but will
/)(0 very effecrive for chopping it.

not

Sharpening an axe
An axe with a blunt edge becomes no more than an inefficient
hammer so keep it sharp, it will save energy. A file is best for getting
rid of burrs, and a whetstone for imparting the sharp edge. A file is
a one-way tool - it works when pushed, not pulled.

Prop

ox~he!Jd betw~n

0 log and

a~

(0). Always Iry 10 sharpen INWARDS
from cutting edg~ 10 avoid producing
burrs.
Us~ a fil~ or rough~r Slan~ firsl 10
r~move rucks and bum; (b). Th~n finish
wilh a smoolher s/an~, using a circular
motion. Don'l drag Ih~ slon~ off th~
cutring edg~. Push ONTO blad~, (See

Knives in Essentials).
Tum th~ ax~ over. Repeal
circling in the apposite
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Using an axe
Most people have a natural prime hand and swing. Use an axe in a
way that is comfortable to you, swinging it in an arc that feels
natural with a firm grip and ALWAYS away from your body, hands,
and legs. Make sure that, if you miss the tree or other point of aim
and follow through, the axe will not strike you or anyone else.
NEVER throw an axe on the ground. Sheath it or bury the blade
in a log.

Tree felling
Check overhead for dead branches, which may fal l and injure you,
and for hornets' nests. Clear branches or creepers which could
deflect your blows. If roots or the bole spread out at the bottom,
build a platform to reach a thinner diameter trunk and reduce the
effort of chopping. Ensure such a platform is stable and that you can
jump off it quickly if the tree falls the wrong way!
Work at a comfortable height and try to cut downwards at 45
degrees, although every now and then a horizontal blow is needed
to clear the cut.
Cut from both sides of the tree, first
chopping out a notch at on angle of
about 45 degrees and another on the
opposite side at a lower level, ON THE
SIDE TO WHICH YOU WANT THE TREE
TO FAU (a). Do not cut through more
than half the tree before starting the
other notch.

ill,~~1.IJ

If two people are at work on opposite sides this is particularly
important. A leaning trunk or a tree with most of its branches on
one side will fall in the direction of its weight and the placing of the
cuts will no t affect it.
A steady rh ythm of blows will cut more effectively than trying to
make fewer big blows. If you pu t too much effort behind the axe
your aim will suffer and you will soon tire. Let th e weight of the axe
do the work.

Alternating the angle of wolre will
prevent the axe from j amming. Too
steep an angle will couse the axe to
glance off the trunk (a). Dead-on will
make itjam or be inefficient (b). Aim for
45 degrees (e).
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TO REMOVE BRANCHES
Cut of( branches from (h(" outside of the
fork (o), not fhl: inside (b).

SPLIlTING LOGS
Stand behind a large log with feel well
apart. Swing down to cui/he side away
from you (0).

Do NOT chop downwords fbJ.

To split

a smaller log, ongle ogainst

GnOlher log (r). DO NOT PUT YOUR FOOT

ON I[
AI/t."fnOlively, hold sma/lI'f log ogoins/
curring rog/: of axe- and bring both down
together (dIan fO a lorger log. (Not /0 ~
tried holding too short a log for sofery.)

If in doubt split/arger logs with a wedge
and a rock (e). DO NOT HOW WOOD
UPRIGHT IN YOUR HAND AND A71EMPT
TO SPLIT WITH AXE.

BROKEN HANDLES
Using an QXt." tokes practice and whik
gaining ("xperience ox/: handles oflt:n gel
broken - usually because the ht:od
misses the lorger and the handle rakes
all the blow (a). To remove a brokt:n
hand/t:, the easiest way is 10 pUI il in 0
'i~, burying as much as possible of the
melol in the earth to prevt'nt it losing
/em~r - single~ headed {b}, doubleheoded (C).

3 10

,

~

'

~
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USING A flEXIBLE SAW
Always use a flexible saw 50 that the cut
opens up (oj ralher than closes tight (b)
an tile saw; causing il to jam. Do nOI pull
toa hard or the saw may break.

At all limes keep Ihe wire laul (c) pulling
in a straigl!( line, never at angles (dl.

With two people the rhythm must be
carefully maintained. If a kink is
produced in the saw fe) it may break.

It is usually easier for a single person to
cut a log bV pulling upwards (fJ. Support
the log 10 keep it off Ihe ground and give
it on angle /0 keep the cut open.
Alternatively, to remove a branch, pull
down from above the head (g). This
could be dangerous.

Very high branches can be removed by
attaching strings to the saw toggles to
give extra reach. This is dangerous. Keep
your eye all the branch olld be prepared
to jump out of the way.
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BEDS
Sleep is the great regenerator and a comfortable bed is worth a little
effort. Some form of bedding should always be used to avoid lying
directly on cold or damp ground. In tropical climates it is always
better to raise the bed into the air, both to keep off wet earth and
to provide a current of cooling air. In cold climates, when no
permanent shelter has been erected, choose fuel which will keep the
fire going through the night and build a screen to reflect heat back

on to your steeping space.
When the ground is dry, or under shelter, stones heated in the
fire (but see WARNING in Fire) and then buried under a thin layer of
soil beneath the bedding will keep their heat through most of the
night, adding to your comfort.

A·frame beds
An A-frame forms a strong construction and will keep you off the
ground. Orive two pairs of posts into the ground al an angle, leaving
a little more than your height between the pairs. Lash the tops
together. If the ground is hard, cross-members will be needed
between the feet of each A-frame and between the two A-frames.

Tube bed
This simplest form depends on having or making a tube of strong
material. sewn or thonged together. A large heavy-duty plastic bag
is suitable, but not thin plastic. Really toughly made clothing could
serve but would usually make a rather narrow bed.
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Do not risk this method with any fabric that might give under
your weight or with seams that might come apart.
Make A-frame supports and choose two fairly straight poles,
each slightly longer than the distance between the frames, and pass
them through the tube of plastic or fabric. Place them over the
frames so that they rest on the sides. the tube preventing them from
slipping lower.

Bough bed
Where conifers are growing, fir tree branches arranged in alternate
layers will be comfortable and their fragrance will ensure a good
night's sleep.

Ladder bed
Make A-frame supports and select poles as for the tube bed, but you
will also need a number of cross-pieces - how many will depend
upon the size of the sleeper and the kind of bedding to be used.
Springy saplings will be more comfortable than boughs, provided
they are strong.

Lash the end 'rungs' 10 the A-frames,
jUffing out either side. Make these of
strong timber and lash them securely. Fit
the ladder over the frames and lash in
place. Loy bedding of bracken, ferns or
leaves.

Hammocks
It takes a little practice to sleep in a hammock - in a string one you
must push the sides outwards so that it cups around you.

...)-(-:"-~_LJ
~...
PARA~ H AMMOCK

It is possible /0 make a hammock from a
porochute. Tile rigging lines run through
the fabric right up to Ihe apex. CUI five
panels as shown but do not cuI the
rigging lines above.
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Overlay Ihe ponels as shown (a) and
flatten oul.

a

Grasp Ihe thrt't' rigging lines i'l the
carner and lie, close to the fabric, in an
overhand knot (b).

Then plait Ihe Ihree lines together (c)

(see Knots).

Insert spocer bars. notched 01 l'Och t'nd
(d) to lake the lines and tie your
hammock 10 two convt'nient lrees or
Slout posls.
If you rig a line over the hammock (e)
you could drape a groundsheet or
poncho over you ro form a quick she/rer.
If you do this be sure one end of the
hammock is secured wilh a quick-release
knot (see Knots). II might be necessary to
get out of the IlOmmock in an
emergency.

If you hove another piece of rope, or
plait some from unused rigging lines,
you could tie both Ihe hammock wings
10 a fixed loop. such as a bowline (see
Knots). Experimenl wilh differenl ways
of suspending your hammock. until you
find the most stobie and comfortable.
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SEATS
Ne~r ~it on damp ground. U~e
something, even ifit i~ only a log. If there
i~ no ready-mode seat available, la~ll
together a couple of low A-frame
supports and rest another bough across
them.

(I simple box frame with cro~~
members lin Iring leg~ from short lengrh~
of wood. To make a seat: weave vines or
twine bock and forth or sew on a piece
of convos or plo~tic with thongs. Foiling
these, tty 0 not piet:e of wood Of metal
laid ocro~s. or thin springy soplings
lo~hed to the frome and interwoven.

Moire

LADDER
Food-collecting. sheller-building, tropserring and a whole lot of other tasks
will be easier with a ladder. This one i~
easily mode by lashing cross-pieces to
two long polt:s. Becouse these are ~et at
on angle, not paral/eI, the rungs will not
be able to slip down.

•

-

,

[

TRAVOIS
For bringing fuel or your prepared kill
bock /0 comp, or for a/her loads. a
trovais will work if the ground is fairly
~mooth - it will not on rough and
boulder strewn /erroin. Choose /wa
boughs with some spring /0 them and
lash crass-pieces. os for the ladder. Add
additionol ~lruts to provide clo~er
support.
Pull the load an its 'runners' like a sled.
If you are pulling loads over a short
distance, lash till: runners to come to a
single grip (0). For a larger version leave
the last space clear or fit leather or
fabric shoulder s/(aps to haul it by (b).

(For carrying equipment and sledges

see On

the Mo~).
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SKINS AND FURS
ll animals provide skins. Their condition will depend on how
carefully they were removed, the way the animal was killed
(which may have damaged the skin), the age of the animal and time

A

of year (mating season, moult and chang e of season can affect the
amount and colour of fur in some species). Common defects art': due
to parasites, disease, malnutrition and scars from fight injuries.
Snakes, lizards, crocodiles and other reptiles all provide excellent
skins. So do large birds such as ostriches. Some aquatic mammals,
seals and their relations, are fur-bearing, like land mammals, and
whales and dolphins have strong hides. Sharks also have a hide,
instead of scales like most other fish. Birds can be skinned with the
feathers attached and used to make warm clothing or bed covers.
Skin is a source of food and in circumstances of acute shortage can
be eaten, even after being preserved and used for clothing, but it is
very tough and takes a lot of digesting. There are cases of people
surviving by eating their boots, though it should be emphasized that
in all such cases plentiful water was available.
Skins and hides are composed of water and proteins and decay
quickly if they are not specially treated to preserve them. How
they are treated will depend upon whether you want to retain the
hair or fur, but the initial stages will be the same in both . To make
moccasins, sh elters, laces, thongs, water bags or canoes, the hair is
removed, but for warm clot hing, bedding or a good insulating
groundsheet it should be left on.
Properly prepared skins will be supple, yet strong, and resist
tearing, abrasions, deformation or stretching. They are comfortable
to wear, with good therma l insulation, but permeable to air and
water vapour.
CLEANING THE SKIN
Make cleaning and drying a skin easier by
stretching it on a frome. Do nor moke the
holes for the cords too dose to the edge.
Remove fat and flesh by scraping the skin,
using on edge of bone, flint or other rock,
or even wood. Toke core not to cut the skin.
Remove every trace of flesh. Ants and
other insects may help you if you loy the
skin on the ground. Keep watch that they
do not start to consume the skin itself.
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To cure furs
Stretch the skin as tight as possible and leave it in the sun to dry out.
All the moisture must be drawn from it so that it will not rot.
Rubbing salt or wood ash into the skin wi ll aid the process.
Do not let the skin get wet, or even damp, until the process is
co mplete. Do not leave it where it will be exposed to rain or risk a
covering with morning dew.
Keep it absolutely dry. If little or no sun is available, force dry
over a fire, but keep the skin out of the flames and use only the heat
and the smoke (which will aid preservation). Keep it away from the
steam from any cooking pots.

Leather-making
After cleaning, place the skin in water and weig ht it down with
stones. Leave it until the fur can be pulled out in handfuls - usually
2-3 days.
Make a mixture of animal fat and brains, simmered over a fire till
they form an even consistency.
Scrape the skin on both sides, removing hair, and grain. Keep it
wet. Work sitting down with the skin over your knees. Keep
manipulating it.
Work the fat and brains mixture into the inner side of the stillwet skin, stretching and manipulating as you do so.
Dry the skin in the smoke over a fire, keeping it well away from
t he flames. The smoke sets up a reaction with the solution you have
rubbed in to make the ski n supple.

Laces and lashings
Hide is one of the best materials for lash ings and for thongs to lace
th ings together.

Cut short laces straight from the
skin, along its length.

To obtain a greater length cui in 0
spiral - keep the width consistent
or the thonging will have weak
points.
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Sinew as thread
The hamstring and the main sinews of the legs - especially of the
larger animals - can be dried and used as thread to stitch hides
together for shelter and clothing. Recognize them by their strong,
white, cord-like appearance.
You can also use them for bowstrings and short ropes. They
make excellent bindings for arrowheads. Sticky when wet, they
dry hard.

Bladder
The normal function of the bladder is to hold water, so naturally the
bladder of a large anima l can be used as a water carrier - so can the
stomach . Tie off the openings to seal them.

CLOTHING
When inadequately or unsuitably clothed for the situation you can
improvise or supplement protection in many ways. Weaving fibres
will only be practicable in a long-term situation and skins will
not be available at first. Salvage towels, blankets, tablecloths,
cushions, seat-covers, curtains. sacking from the wreckage - with a
bit of initiative any kind of fabric can be used for garments, bedding
or shelter.
Improve insulation and increase warmth by adding layers. Wear
one sock on top of another and stuff dry grass or moss between
them. Grass, paper, feathers, animal hair. etc, can be stuffed
between other layers of clothing - newspapers give excellent
insulation.

Waterproofing
Use plastic bags and sheets to improvise waterproofs or cut off large
sections of birch bark. Discard the outer bark and insert the soft and
pliable inner layer under the outer clothing. It will turn away much
of the rain. Other smooth barks that peel easily can be used, but
birch is best.
In the longer term, improve water-repellent qualities by rubbing
animal fat or the tallow from suet into your clothing. Do NOT do this
in situations of intense cold, where the reduction in insulation
would be too great a loss and rain rarely a threat.

Footwear
Never underestimate the heavy wear and tear of rough ground on
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your feet. Climbing over rock and scree can soon destroy a pair of
smart city shoes. High heels and sandals will soon break or wear in
rough conditions.
- Cut shoe soles from rubber tyres, make holes around the edges
for thongs to tie them over wrapped feet, or to sew onto fabric
uppers.
- Several layers of wrapping are better than one on the feet. Tie on
with thongs or use a triangular shape. Fold one point back over toes,
make slits in front. Bring other points from behind the heel, through
slits and tie around ankle.
- Moccasins can be cut from a single piece of leather, about 8cm
(3in) bigger all round than the actual sole of your foot. Thong in
and out around the edges and gather them in over wrapped feet.
Tie off the gathering thongs, and weave another back and forth
over the foot to make more secure. Alternatively, given more time
and patience, more traditional moccasins can be made from a
thickish hide sole, side strips and an upper. Measure around your
foot first.

Goggles
To protect from glare at sea and in snow or desert cut a strip of
material, paper, bark - but not metal - to tie over the eyes (or
over the whole face in cold climates). Eskimos often carved
goggles from wood . Make narrow slits for the eyes. Add extra
protection by blackening beneath the eyes with charcoal to
reduce glare.

Needle and thread
The Agave plant produces fibres for ropes and mats that are too
rough for clothing but the end of the leaf is almost always a hard
point which can be extracted with a fibre attached. It makes a
perfectly threaded needle!

Clothing tips
- Tie long leaf strips and fibres around a belt or neck band to hang
down as a 'grass' skirt or cape.
- Cut a head hole in a blanket or carpet and use as a poncho. Tie at
waist or thong sides.
- Small skins are easily thonged or sewn together. Fur on the inside
will give greater insulation but on outer garments the suede side
sheds snow better.
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T

here are thousands of uses for ropes and line, from securing
constructional joints to making candle wicks, for rappelling down
a cliff face to making snares and nets. Traditional materials for rope
include hemp, coir (coconut fibre], Manila hemp (from the Abaca
plant), henequin and sisal (both from species of Agave) . Rope can be
made from any pliable, fibrous material producing strands of
sufficient length and strength. Much modern rope is made from
nylon and other man-made fibres. They have the advantage of great

inherent strength, lightness, resistance to water, insects and rot.
However, nylon rope should not be the au tomatic choice if choosing
equipment.
Nylon has the disadvantage that it can melt if subjected to heat
- and friction on a rope produces heat. It is also slippery when wet.
While its tensile streng th is good, nylon also tends to snap if
subjected to tension over an edge - it does not have to be a very
sharp edge,
TYPES OF ROPE
Kernm ante/ type (oj encloses a central
core of strands in an outer sheath. Easier
to handle, except when wet or icy. but
nat 50 strong as hawser. It can unravel if
cut. rraditional howser-laid rope (bJ has
three bundles of fibres twisted logether.
If one is severl'd the others may hold.

Choosing rope
Match type, thickness and lengtl1 of rope you carry to the demands
you expect to make on it. Nylon will have advantages in very damp
climates and when weight is critical but remember its drawbacks.
Thicknesses of 7mm (shsi n) and below are difficult to handle.
Rope about 9-lOmm (J/sin) is usually recommended for lashings,
til rowing and moun tainee ring. It can be used for safety lines and for
climbing, provided belay and abseiling techniques are used - it is
not thick enough for a hand over hand and foot grip. A length of
30-40m (100-125ft) would then be as much as can be ca rried
without encumbrance.
Climbing rope must be elastic, to absorb some of the shock,
without putting enormous strain on anyone who falls. See if it has
the approval of official mounta ineering bodies or conforms to the
British Standard 3184 (for hawser-laid ropes).
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Taking care of rope
Rope should be protected from unnecessary exposure to damp or
strong sunlight and (in the case of natural fibres) from attack by
rodents and insects.
If it does get wet, do not force-dry it in front of a fire. Do not
unnecessarily drag it along or leave it on the ground. Dirt can
penetrate and particles of grit work away at the fibres from inside
the rope. If weather conditions will make drying possible, it is worth
trying to wash a very dirty rope in clean water.
Try to keep a rope for the job for which it was intended - do not
use clim bing rope as clothesline or lashing i f you can avoid it though in a survival situation you may have to use the same length
for many purposes.
Whipping the end of the rope (shown later) will prevent it
fraying . To prevent a rope becoming tangled, store and carry it in a
coil or ske in. It will be easier to handle and to payout when needed .
Rope is valuable equipment. You may have to trust your life to
it. Do you r best to keep it in good condition .

SIMPLE COIL

1 Make a rail of rope 35-45cm
(1 4- 18in) in diameter. keeping each
circle of the rope alongside the next
without (wisting or tangling. Leave a
length at each end ready for fastening.
2 Bend one end (a) back along the coil
and wrap it with the other end fbI.

2
a

3 Feed the 'wrapping' end through the
loop (c) and pull (a) to secure.
4 Tie off with a reef knot - shown later.

4
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FOR LONGER ROPES

If you wish to corry long ropes over
your shoulder or suspended from a belt
or from your pack, form a skein.
Loop the rope backwards and
forwards over your arm, lelting it hang
down about 35-6Ocm (18- 24in) long.
Leave the ends free (a].

Take both ends together and wrap
them severol cimes around the skein
(b). Make a loop and toke this thraugh
Ihe top port of the skein (c] and, finally.
pass the ends througll this loop (d).
Now tie off on to your pock with a
reef knot.

Throwing a rope
It is easier to throw a coil of rope than to attempt to sling a loose
end - whether you are throwing upwards or outwards - and it
helps to spli t the coil so that it doesn't tangle. Have a large kno t or
weigh t on the throwing end. Make sure that you keep hold of the
other end!
Thi nk about the anchored end and what will happen to it when
the other end reaches its target. If throwing a lifeline, for example
to a fast-moving raft on water, are you going to be pulled into the
wat er yourself? Anchor the end to a tree or weight. Always overthrow a lifeline so that the recipient sta nds a good chance of
catching part of the rope, even if they miss the end.
Coil half the rope onto the fingers and
palm of the right hand, then raise the
index finger and roil the remainder onto
the other fingers only. Pass tile second
roil back to the left hand.

As you throw, release the right-hand coil
a split second before the left. Anchor
your end if you think there will be
sudden strain on il and your position is
precoflous.
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FOR A LONG TH ROW
Tie 0 suitable missile to the end of (he
rope (oj. Coil the rope carefully on the

ground or loop if loosely over {he other
hand 50 thai it will pay oul freely as you
throw the missile.
Don 't risk loosing your end of (11(' rope. Tie
that

to on anchor, a heavy slant: for

instance. Use a til/iek hitch (shown later).
If throwing a w6ghled (ope over a
branch keep our of its path as it swings
bock towards the throwing point! If
throwing a lifeline don't knock out the
person that yo u ore trying to help!

ROPE· MAKING
Vines, grasses, rushes, barks, palms and an imal hairs can all be used
to make rope or line. The tendons from animals' legs also make good
strings, but they tend to dry hard (very useful for binding on arrow

and spear heads).
The stems of nettles make first-class ropes and those of
honeysuckle can be twisted together to make light lashings. The
stronger the fibre, the stronger the rope. Some stiff fibres can be
made flexible by steaming or by warming.
While pliable vines and other long plant stems can often be used,
as they are, for short-term purposes, they may become brittle as
they dry out. A rope made from plant fibres twisted ('spun') or
plaited together will be more durable.

Sources of fibres
- Nettles (Urtica dioica) are an excellent source of fibres but require
preparation.
Choose the oldest available plants and those with the longest
stems. Soak them in water for 24 hours, then lay them on the
ground and pound them with a smooth stone. This will shred the
outer surface exposing the fibrous centre. Tease and comb to
remove fleshy matter. Hang to dry.
When dry, remove and discard the outer layer. 'Spin' fibres into
long threads. Plaiting or twisting together to make a strong rope.
- Palms usually provide a good fibre. Leaves, trunks and stalks can
all be used. The husk of coconut is used commercially to make ropes
and matting.
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- Dogbane (Appocynom cannaninuml stems also provide very good
fibre, with which it is easy to work.
- Ba rks Willow bark espec ially produces very good fibre. Use the
new growth from young trees. The dead inner bark of fallen trees
and tree branches should not be overlooked . But if the tree has been
down too long it may have decayed too much, so test it for strength .
- Roots The surface roots of many trees make good lashings. Those
that run just under, or even on the surface, are often pliable and
strong . The roots of the spruce are very strong. The Indians of North
America used them to sew birch bark together to make canoes.
- Leaves Plants such as those of the lily family, especially aloes, have
very fibrous leaves. Test by tearing one apart. If it separates into
stringy layers it can provide fibres to make into rope. Soak to remove
the fleshy pa rts.
- Rushes, sedges and grasses should be used when still green . Pick
the longest specimens available.
- Anima l tendons are useful for tying one thing to another. They
must be used wet.

Bamboo, rattan, and other types of canes, vines and bark all
to be split to be used for any kind of rope - making. If you try to pull
away thin strips, these tend to run away to nothing. To avoid th is
problem pull on the thick part to separate it from the thin. It saves
both time and energy.

==~~="===~~===="=¢==
Tie two lengths together using an overhand knot. Try pulling it
apart, using a reasonable amount of strength. If it snaps the fibre
is too brittle. If it is too smooth, it will slip apart. Suitable fibre will
'bite' and hold together.
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Plaiting rope
An easy method for the less experienced is to twist and plait strands.
If you make three thin plaits, these can then be plaited toget her
again for a thicker, stronger rope, If you are lengthening the strands
as you plait, stagger the places at which you feed in new fibres.
Toke a bundle of fibres, tie the ends together. anchor it
firmly and split into three separate strands (a). Bring the
left strand into the centre (b), then the right over it (c).
Then bring what is now the left strand to the centre (d)
and 50 on fe-f}. Keep twisting the strands and keep the
plaiting as tight and even as you can make il.

b

d

SPINNING A ROPE
fibres together (shown here
clockwise, but what is important is to
keep 10 the some direction). Feed in

Twist

lengths of new fibres as you go so that
their ends are staggered.
When you have produced three
lengths of fibre, anchor all three at one
end and continue to twist each of tl1em
until quite tight. Temporarily fastening a
toggle to the end of each will make
twisting easier.
Now draw all three strands together
and twist all three anti-clockwise - the
opposite dirertion.
Continue to add and twist until you
have produced the amount of rope you
need. You will need to secure a
completed section in a cleft stick to keep
it tight os you work. Wrap the rope
around 0 tree trunk, to keep the working
length shorf.
To mok!' a thick!'r rap!' reprot rh!'
prac!'ss with three 'ropes' you have
already mod!' or plait three simple ropes
together.
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REMEMBER: When making rope try to keep the thickness of t he
strands equal and even along their lengths. It is where a lay has a
thin section that the rope is most likely to break.

Whipping ropes
The end of a rope must be secured in some way so that it does
not unravel. To prevent the strands from fraying, bind the rope
with twine.
Good binding, or 'whipping', MUST be tight and neat to be
effect ive. If it is too slack it will work loose or fall off. It is
difficult to make good whippings with thick cord and very thin is
prone to slip. Experience will enable you to match the thickness
to the job.
Use the whipping technique to add a comfortable grip to the
handles of axes and parangs or, thicker, to replace the handle
of a knife.

1 lay a length of tlvine along the side of
the rape, leaving its end (a) projecting a
hand's length beyond the ropes end.

2 Whip the twine (b) around the rope.
working towards the end and gradually
covering the piece you have laid along it

3 Now form the loose end of the twine
(a) into a loop and lay it bock along {he
whipped section.

4 Corry on witil the whipping covering
the loop until you ilove nearly reached
the end of the rope.

5 Now pass the end (b) whipping
through the loop and pull the silort end
(a) tight. Trim off ends neatly
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KNOTS
There is a knot for every job and it is important to select the right
l one for the task in hand. You never know when you may need to
tie a knot so learn their uses, and how to tie each one - well enough
to ti e them in the dark and under all kinds of conditions. Learn to

untie them too - the only thing that is worse than tying a knot that
comes undone is a knot that CANNOT be undone at a crucial moment.
In the instructions for individual knots that follow the end of the
rope or cord being used to tie th e knot is referred to as the 'live end'
10 distinguish it from the other end of the rope, or 'standing parr

Reef knot
Also known as the square knot, this is
perhaps the best known of all knots. /I is

used for tying rope of the some
thickness and will hold firm even under
strain, yel may be fairly easily untied.
II is Nor reliable for ropes of different
diameters, nor should il be used Ivilh
nylon - It will slip.
Reef knots can be lied In oilier
materials - it is 0 good knot to use in
first aid. If will lie flot against Ihe
potient.

a

b

Pass the RIGHT end over the LEFr (a) and
then under it (b).
Then cake the LEFr over Ihe RIGHT (c)
and under it (d).
Check it - Ihe 11'10 loops should slide
on eacll other. If you /love crossed tile
Ivrong way yau will IlOve a 'gronny:
which may not hold and is difficult to
untie if subjected 10 stroln.
Tighten by pulling botllthe strands on
each side, or just the live ends, but be
sure it tightens properly (d.
To be doubly sure, finish off Ihe knot
by making a half~hitch willl tile live ends
on eitller side of the knot (f).

c

d
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SIMPLE KNOTS
These are some of the simplest knots. They are quickly made, and
studying them will help you un derstand some of the more
complicated knots that follow.

OVERHAND KNOT
The simplest of all knots. Makt: a loop
and pass the- live end bark through il. It
has littlt purpose on irs own ell~pr (a
moke- on end-SlOp on a ro~, but it is
parI of many olher knots.

OVERHAND LOOP
A very quickly mode knot for throwing
OVf:r a projection. The loop is fixed and
connor be lightened so the projection
must poine olVoy from rhe direction of
strain. Double Ihe end of Ihe rope and lie
on overhand knor with the loop.

FIGURE-Of-EIGHT
rhis makes a much mo~ e((('('(ive endstop than Ihe overhand knot Moke- a
loop. Corry Ihe live end first behind, then
oround, the standing pore. Bring i(
forword through thr: loop.

FIGURE-Of-EIGHT l OOP
Morr: securr: Ihon Ihr: OYr:rhand loop,
Ihis is madr: in Ihr: somr: way as Ihr:
figuft'-o(-eighl, bUI with Ihr: linr:
doublro, using Ihr: loop as Ihr: live r:nd. II
con bf" u~ oV('r a spikr: anchor for a
belaying ro{)r:.

REWOVEN fi GURE-Of- EIGHT
A usefu l anchoring knot wherr: /hr: lap
r:nd of a projeclion is oul of reach. Mokr:
a loose figure-of-eighl along the ro{)r:.
Pass Ihe iiV(' r:nd around thr: anchor and
feed il bock around Ihe figurr:-of-eighl,
follolVing r:xorliy. EaSt' light.
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JOINING ROPES
SHEET BEND
Used for joining ropes of the same or
different thicknesses.. It can be more
effecti~ lilan the r~f knot wilh those of
equal thickness. 1/ is ideal for joining
different materials, t:spef'ially wet or

frozen ropes.
Simple /0 lie, using up little of the
rope length and swiftly unknotted if i(

has nOI been subjected to strain. It ntver
slips if rorrec-/Iy mode and strain is
no/ errolic.

1 Mob: a loop in one rope. Toke Ihe livt:
end of the olher (o) righl around behind
Ihe loop /0 the fronl, where il is carried
under itself and then tucked up through
Ihe loop.
2 Draw i/ ligllf ond ease into shope as

•

strain is increased

DOUBLE SHEET BEND
A knOI/hol is Ml('n more s«ure than the
sheet bend. II is useful with wei ropes.
especially if they are of w:ry diffmnl
thickness. but provides a good strong

join in ropes of even thickness too. It is
useful whe~ strain is not constant and
an ordinary sheet bend may slip_

1 Make a loop in the thicker rope. Toke
the I~ end of the thinner rope (aJ
through the loop, beneath the thicker
live end and then forward on the outside
of the loop and right around il. Bring the
thin live end bock between itself and the
outside of the (hick loop.
2 Toke the thin line end completely
around the loop again and back through
t/le same place on the outside of the
thick loop.
3 Drow it tight and ease into shape.

If not tightened these knots tend to work
loose. Do NOT u~ with smooth ma/erials
such as nylon fishing line.
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FISHERMAN'S KNOT
A u~ful knot for joining fogether
springy materials such 05 vinrs or wi(t. II
is good fOf \Vel or s1ip~ry lin~ and
particularly 5uitobll: for joining gUI
fishing line - sook the gul first to moke
it pliable. Very secure, il will hold
well wilh thin lines but is very difficult
(0

untie.

Use when you do no/ {rust

the reef knot or sheet benri. II is
Nor m:ommendro ~Of bulky ro~s or
nylon line.
1 toy line; beside each other, the ends in
opposite dim:tions.. Corty the live trld of
one line around the other and make
simple overhand knol.

a

Z Repeat with the live end of the other
line.
3 Partial/y tighten the knots and slide
them towards each ocher. Eose them 10
rest well against one onOlher,

completing the tightening process..

DOUBLE FISHERMAN'S
This is a stronger w:rsion of the
fisherman's knot. It should NOr be used
for nylon fishing lines, nylon ropes, or
bulky roprs.
1 Corry the live end of one line around
the other. then oround boch.

2 Corry the live end bod through the
two 1oop5 you haV(" JUSt mode.
3 Repeat the pattern with the end of the
other line.
4 Slide the 11'10 knots together and
tighten them, easing them to rest well
againsl each other. Apply strain
gradually.

"
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TAPE KNOT
A useful knot for joining flat materials
such as leather or wt:bbing straps. topt:
and possibly ~n for joining sh«ts or
other fabrics when improvising on
escopt: rapt:. Expt:riment!

1 Make on overhand knot in the end of
one 'tope: Do noe pull ittighl.
2 Fttd the othu tapt: ehraugh it so that
it follows exactly the sho~ of the firs!
knot.
J The Ii~ ends should be well clear of
the knot so that lh~ will not slip bock
when you tighten if.

LOOP-MAKING
BOWLINE
This quickly tied knot makes a loop thai
will neither tighten nor slip under strain.
It is used in tflt: end of a lifeline or
IVhert:~' such a fixed loop ;s needed.

0
-/.!<,-"

1 Make a small loop a lillie way along
the rapt:.

2 Bring the live end up through it,
around Ille slOnding porI Gnd back down
through the loop.

3 Pull on the live end to tighten, easing
the knot into shapt:. finish
half-hitch.

off with a

RUNN ING BOWLI NE
Use in any situation requiring a loop
which wil/tighten easily. Make osmol/
bowline and pass the long end of the
rape through the loop.
Never tie a running bowline around
the waist, porticularly when climbing.
II acts like a hangman·s nOClS(' and
could kill.
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TRIPLE BOWLINE
Another bowline, mode with a double
line. Form a loop, pass the doubled live
end through the loop, behind the
stonding port and bock through the
loop. This produces three loops which
can be used for equipment haulage, or
as a sit-sling or Mting-harness with one
loop oround each thigh and the otller
oround the chest.
II takes some practise 10 get Ihe
proportions rig III - so learn co tie the
triple bowline BEFORE you need CO use il.

BOWLI NE-ON-THE-BIGHT
This is useful to support or for lifting
anyone from a crevasse or eiselvhere
from which they connOI climb oul. Make
it with a doubled line, producing twa
loops which will neither tighten nor jam.
It forms a kind of bosun's chair, one loop
fitting around the buttocks, the othrr
around the upper body. As Ivith the triple
bowline, proctise this knot BEFORE you
need to know how 10 use il.
You may find many uses for fixt:d
double loops. House- and ship-painters
have been known to support their
hanging platforms with a knot like tl1is
01 each end. If the platform has a pole
projecting 01 each corner. the loops of
the bowline-on -the-bight con be slipped
over. Notch the poles to prevent the
ropes slipping off.

1 Using the doubled line, form
and pass the live end through if.

a loop

2 Bring this end down (a) and over the
end (bJ of the larger double loop now
formed. Ease it back up 10 behind Ihe
standing part (c). Pull on fhe Jorge
double loop 10 tighten (dJ.
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MAN HARNESS HITCH
Also known as th~ Burrerfty knot Of
Artilkry knot, Ihis makes a non-slip loop.
It has th~ advonfag~ Ihat it con be mad~
along th~ I~nglh af th~ rope, bu( d~
no( r~quire access to an ~nd. Several
loops could be puC on a rope for
harnessing peop/~ to pull together in
houlage or raising a weight. Also a good
way of preparing a rope (or climbing.
Toes and wris(s con be put into the loops
10 carry the weight so Ihat a rest con be
tak~n when tired.
1 Moke a loop in the rope.
2 Allow (he left side of the rope /0 cross
over the loop.

3

3 Twisl the loop.
4 Puss it over the left parI o( the rope
and thraugh the upper porI o( the
original loop.

5 Pull the knot gently inro shope,
tight and test it corefully.

ease

NOTE: If chis kno( is not eased tight
correctly it is possible ro end up with a
Slipping loop.

5

Different ways of moking chis knot may
be found wi/ere the loop is not twisted at
3. The final strength of the loop does nor
appear to be affected either by making
this twist or nOI, nor if the twisl should
straighten out in use.

~=,
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LADDERS
A ladder can be made by simply lying as
many manharness hitches in a rope as
you need for hand and foot holds. It
could also be mode with rungs, using
strong sticks or pit«S of wreckage.
Use two roMS or a long rope, doubled,
with manharness hitches placed equally
along both sides /0 make 0 rope ladder.
Pass sticks through the corresponding
loops, as you make the loops and ease
tight to hold the Slicks firmly. Allow the
sticks to projtct a reasonable distanct
on either side of the ropr:s for safelY and
test each for strength.

LADDER OF KNOTS
A series of overhand knots lied or
intervals along a smooth rope will make
climbing it much easier. There is a fast
way of making these, once you hoiif' the
knock.
1 Leaving a reasonably long free end,
make a half-hitch near the end of a
short piece of branch or log.

2 Continue making loose half-hitches
along the log - the diameter of which
will fix the spacing of the knots.
3 Pass the start end bock through 01/ the
loops and then slide them all off the end
of the log.
4 As each turn of rope comes through
the centre of the half-hitch loops to the
olher end, shape and lighten each knal.

If you know the length of your rope you
can estimate the number of knots you
need. With a half-hitch for evel)' knot,
choose a thickness of log to allow Ihe
required number of turns - and
therefore the required number of knots.
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HONDA KNOT
This is anothl:r knot that makes a fret'running nooSl: - but this one giV('s a
deor circular loop suitable for throwing
- it is a lassoo.
You moy find a uS(' for this /assoo in
many ways but, in survivalsi/uation, i(
you have only one length of rope, it
would bI: unwise to sprnd much time
and energy trying to catch animals in
this way. It takes a lot of practice. When
you really need thl: rap!: if may bI: worn
ond domogl:d from your /assooing
dforts. How~r, it is worth moking one
to GlCp/:,;ment with so that you have the
skill olrtOdy, should you need ;t (or
actual survival conditions.

°

d

a Start with on overhand knot.
b Form a loop further down the rojJI:.

c Double thl: rap!: into a bight betweell
loop and kno/.

•

d Pass thl: bight through the loop.

e rl9hten thl: loop around thl: bight.
f Pass the long end of the rape through
the new eye formed by the bight.

£kfore trying to uS(' a lossoo on on
animal consider its strength against
)-1)ur own. A loryl: animal con - and
almost certainly will - run. If you a(l:
not holding the rap!: firmly it may bI:
dragged away and you will loS(' your
ml:al and your rope. If lhl: rope is
anchored to you, YOU may be dragged
along and severely injured. Can you
make use of a firm anchor to corry (he
strain? A turn araund a tree trunk or a
rock may S('f:U(l: what is too powerful for
)-1)u to fl:Strain on )-1)ur own.
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HITCHES
These are knots for attachi ng ropes to posts, bars and poles.
ROUND TURN AND TWO
HALF-HITCHES
This is the best way to secure (J rope /0 a
post. It can take strain from almost any
direction.
Carry rope around behind rill' pos/. then
around ogoin. Bring live end over and
bock under the standing end and
through the loop thus formed. Tighten
and repeat the half-hitch to make the
knot secure.

CLOVE HITCH
An effective attachment when strain is
perpendicular /0 the horizontal. It is no/

50 good when strain comes ot an angle
or the direction of strain is erratic - this
could loo$en the clove hitch.

1 Pass the liveend over Gnd around ril('oor.

2 Bring it across itself and around the

bar ogoin.
3 Corry tIJ(' live end up and under itself
moving in the opposite direction to the
standing end.
4 Close up olld pull tight.

II is possible 10 make a dove hilch in
loops on 0 rope ond 10 put Ihe whole
knOI reody-mode on 10 Ihe spor - if you
hove occess to the spor end. Many
experienced knot-mokers do this. Make 0
loose dove hitch and slip it off t he spar
Loy it dOlvn and copy the loops farmed
by the rape. Slip onlO the spar ond
tighten.
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TIMBER HITCH
Thi5 knot i5 u5ed moinly as a start knot
for lashings, but ron also be used for
hoisting and for drogging or towing
heavy logs.
1 Bring /lIe live end around Ihe bor and

loosely around the standing end.
2 Carry it forward and luck it beneolh
Iht' ropt' t'ncirding the bar. Twist it
around 05 many times 05 comfortably
fit. Tighten Ihe knot by gently pulling on
the standing end unlil a firm grip is
achieved.

KIlUCK HITCH
Also known as the Anchor hitch - USf' il
for securing a line to on anchoring
weight. It con be used to secure on
actual anchor for U5e in waler or to hold
bock one end of a throwing line.
Make a timber hitch around one end of
the rock or weight and tighten. Corry the
line along the weight and make a ha/fhitch.

MARLIN SPIKE HITCH
Thi5 i5 on instont, but lemporary, knot
for securing a mooring line to a pas/, Of
fOf dragging over the top of any upright
peg or pole. /I is particularly useful when
tightening lashings. By tempomrily
aI/aching a sharI stoul Slick to the line it
is possible to gain extra purchase on the
line to administer a firmt'r pull.

0~===

2 -o~~""'={I"==-~

1 Form a loop in Ihe rope - study the
drawing carefully.

2 Bring one side of the loop bock up over
the slonding end.

3

3 Drop IhJ5 over Ihe pole - the pole
coming between Ihe extended loop and the
standing par/. Pull the live end to lighten.
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QUICK- RELEASE KNOT
Variously known 05 the Highwayman's
hitch, Thief hitch and Thit.'f /(nol. This
knot is secure but will come untied with
a sing/t:: sharp lug on the live rnd. 1/ is

rttOmmendNJ for temporarily anchoring
lines while working - or for si/uotions

which nttd a quick

rel~~.

1 Corry a bight around a post or rail.

2 Bring a bight from the stonding end
through /hr first bight.
3 Form the live end inla

a fur/her bight

and push the doubled end through rhe
loop of the seoond bight. Pull on the
standing end to tighten the knol.
4 To release pull sharply on (he live end.

SHORTENING ROPE
SHEEPSHANK
TrctJIe the lint.'. Form half-hitches in the
Durer lengths and slip rhrm over {hi'
adjoining bends. Or, instead of /1olf-
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hil~ when a loop is formed in the
standing port pull a bighllhrough it and
slip Ihisover the bend in the rope. Tighlrn
as you gradually incroose tcnsion

KNOTS

Mob: {]

sh~psh(Jnk

more secure by

passing {] stick through thr bend and
behind the standing part (0). Or. if you
hove access fa lhe rope's end, poss
lhot through the bight (b). A slick
would moke Ihis more secure.

~ cuI a rope unrK"C"eSSOrily - )'OU
never know when you may ~ glad of its
full /eng/h. A knotted rope hos only half
tilt" strength of a continuous one. US('
t/1(' sheepshank to shaflen it or to
exclude a damaged or lVookened section.

SECURING LOADS
WAKOS TRANSPORT KNOT
A knOI invaluable for securing {] high
load /0 0001, rof/, sledge, ('Ie, or for tying
down {] roof Maximum purchase is
ochi~ by pulling down wilh all your
weight and finally securing with two
half-hitches. If il rom~ loose undo Ihe
hitches, rt'lighlen and seru~. This knot
can a/so be used for {] line across {] ri~r
or chasm which needs tightening (rom
lime 10 lime.

1 Make {] loop in the rope. Fur/her down,
COwards Ihe end of Ihe rope, make {]

bight.
2 foss rhe bight through rhe loop.

3 Make {] twist in the new lower loop.
Pass the end of Ihe rope around securing
point and up through Ihis twist.
4 Pull on end to lighten.

5 With the end moke two holf-hitches
around lower ropn /0 ~ure. Undo
/h~ /0 odjus/ and trtighten.

"
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PRUSIK KNOT
A knot thaI matt'S a sliding loop,
rspecially useful when attarh~ olong a
climbing rope. II will not slip under
tension, but will slide along tile rope
when tension is released. Also useful fOf
ropes rlWI need retensioning from lime
/0 lime, such as lent guy/Ines.
A pair of prusik knots olOl1g a rope
provide hand and fOOl holds for climbing
or for swinging olong a horizon/olline.
They Oft" slid olong rhe main rope as you

1

2

pm=d.
1 Pass a bight around Ihe main rope ond
pull/he ends through. Keep this loose.

2 Toke the ends Ollt'f ogoin Gnd Mck
down through Ihe loop. Ease tight. Do
not allow Ihe circuits 10 overlap.

3 This gives the appearance of four turns
on Ihe main rope (0). Moun/oineers
sometimt.'S rot/' the ends round ogoin
and bock through Ihe loop /0 give the
opproronce of six turns on the main

rope fbJ.

4

4 The prusik knot can be mode using a
fixed spliced loop - in which case pass
the biglll over the main rope and bock
through itself. and repeal.

5 For uS{' as a lensianing line attach
along the guy rope etc and secure ends
(0) to on anchor.

5

Note: When used for climbing. or
rrovt!lIing along a rope, a spliced loop
is safest (os 4). If you havt! no spJittd
loop. join the ends after the knot is
moc/t:. T~t joins rigorously befa~ relying
upon them.
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LASHINGS
Methods of lashing spars. logs, poles etc
together differ according to the position
of

the

componenls.

Learn

these

techniques. They will be invaluable in
moking

shelters,

rafts

Gnd

other

structures.
SQUARE LASHI NG
This is for lashing spars which cross.
Most effective when they do 50 at rightangles.
1 Moke a timber hitch carrying the line
alternately above Gnd below both spars
in a complete circuit before securing it.
(hen corry the rope over and under both

spars in on onti-clockwise direction.
2 After three or (our circuits make a full
rum around a spar and circuit in the

opposite direction.
3 Complete the circuilS with a half-hitch
around one 5por and secure with a clove
hitch on a spar at righi-angles.

ROUND LASHING
This is for lashing spars alongside each
other or extending the length of a spar.
Begin with a clove Ilitch around both
spars (a), then bind rope around them.
Finish knot with a clove hitch at the
other end fb). Force a wedge under the
lashings 10 make them really light. If the
spars are vertical bong the wedge in
downwards.
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DIAGONAL LASHING
An ailernative /0 square lashing which is
more effective when spars do nor cross
01 righi -angles, or more especially when
the spars are under strain and have to be
pulled towards one another for tying.
I Begin with a timber hitch around both
spars, placed diagonally.

2 Frap both spars with a few rums of
rope over the limber hitch, then make a
full rum under the bottom spar.
3 Frap across Ihe other diagonal, then
bring the rope bock over one spar and
make two or three circuits of the spars
above the upper spar and below the
lower.
4 Finish with
convenient spar.

a

clove hitch on

a

SHEAR LASHING
For tying the ends of two spars at on
angle, when making on A-frame, for
exampit:.
Begin wilh a clove hitch (0) around one
spar. Bind around both spars - Ihis
binding should not be very light. Bring
rope between the spars and frap a
couple of times around Ihe binding.
Finish with a clove hitch around the
other spar (b). Tighten by opening up the
shears (e).

A similar method can be used around
three poles to make a tripod. Make turns
around all three legs and frappings in
the (WO gaps. The feet of A-frames and
tripods should be anchored 10 stop them
spreading.
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NET· MAKING
Nets can be made either by making knots along pre-cut lengths
of line or by 'knitting' mesh row by row. They are not only useful
for fishing. A gill net can also be hung between trees to catch
bi rds and a purse net, made from twine, can be placed over
an imal burrows. Use the same techniques to make a hammock
from strong twine.

Gill net
Make this frOIll parachute cords or from two thicknesses of twine.
Parachute cord consists of an inner core of fine line within an ou ter
core. Pull the fine inner line out and cut it into manageable and
equal lengths [or cu t lengths of thinner string). Their length will
determine the dep th of your net, which will be about 3/8 that of the
length of line.
Decide how wide you want your net and set two poles that
distance apart. Tie a length of parachute cord outer (or thicker
twine) between the two. Cut a piece of wood about 3.5cm (W.in)
across. Use this as a gauge to space out the thinner vertical th reads
(inner core).

-ug-

/\
Prusik knot

V
/\
Overhond knot
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Fold each length double and use the bight to make a Prusik knot
over the top co rd and repeat across its length . Slide the Prusik knots
along to space them out equally using your gauge.
For the first row, working from left to right; ignore the very first
individu al strand, but take the second of the pair. Hold it with the
first strand of the next pair and tie both together in an overhand
knot. Take the remaining strand with the first of the next pair and
knot. Continue along the line, using your gauge to control spacing .
Proceed to the next row in the same way but this time include
the outside lines to produce a row of diamonds. Continue until the
line is used up.
To finish off the bottom, stretch another thicker line across
between the supports and tie off all the inners (or thinner strings) in
pairs around it. Carry each pair around it twice. Separate the pai r
and tie off around the pai r.
Complete the net by securi ng the top and bottom lines at each
corner of the net so that the net will no t slip off the ends. Any
surpl us ca n be used for attaching the net to supports and weights
to keep it in position when in use.
'KN ITTING' A NET
A method suitable for nylon fishing line
or any other fine line. You need a
horizontal string between posts, 0 mesh
gouge, ond 0 'needle:
Make the 'needle' (0) obout IScm long x
2·5cm wide (6 x lin) from hordwood or
bamboo. Make a notch at either end and
wind line around the whole needle; or
try something more traditionol like the
lower drowing. The needle must be
smooth. The line is gradually unwound
os you make the nel.

To make tile net tie 0 top line of
required length between uprights.
Begin by tying 0 clove hitch with
thinner line {b}. Toke the needle behind
the top line and bring il forward to
make another clove hitch (c). Repeat
along Ihe line, spacing the knots out
wirh your gouge (d).
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When the top row is complete go to
the other side of the posts (easier than
working backwards) and make the
next row, Make each new loop large
enough 10 form a square of Ihe mesh
(half-square at each outside edge).
Toke the needle through the loop of
the row above from behind, round the
bock of the loop ond then through the
front of the loop il makes (el. Adjust
the deplh with your gouge before you
tighten (f).
Switch sides again onel work bod in
the opposite direccian for th e next row
and rontinue untilche net is the required
/englh.
r~ off the bottom line with another
thicker twine using the some knot but
keeping the line straight without loops.
Leave some 'ree line at boch ends. Tie in
the ends at the top corners and the net
is romplete.

Net hammock
Make a net about 75cll1 (2 1!2ft) across and wider than your height.
Use good strong twine or rope for the top and bottom lines double twine would be a good idea, the ends have to carry your
weight. leave those ends long enough to suspend the hammock by.

Cut two spacer bars to keep the
hammock 'open: Notch the ends and slip
the cords into the notches (oj. To simplify
hanging the hammock you muld lie
each pair of end lines to (I fixed loop
such as a bowline. Then fix one end with
a round turn and two half-hitches. the
other with a quick-releose knol, in rose
you ~( need to leave the hammock in
a hurry.
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FISHING KNOTS
HOOK ON TO GUT
th~ gut. Thr~od it
through (1't' of hook. Mak~ on ovrrhond
loop and poss a bight through it (0) 10
form a simpl~ slip knot (b).

Turlt knot Soak

Pass hook through slip knot (e) and pull
tight around shonk.

HOOK ON TO NYLON' I
Half-blood knot Thread end Ihrough eye.
Mok~ four turns around standing port.
Pass live ~nd through Iht." loop formed
n~)(t 10 th e hook (d).

Pull tout and snip off foirly close 10 end

re).

HOOK ON TO NYLON 12
Two-turn turf knot Thread the hook. Pass
the live end around the standing port to
form a loop ond through i/. Twist live
end twice around side of loop. Hold the
loop and pull the twists tight. Puss the
hook through the loop (f).

Pull on slanding part to tighten loop on
hook (g).

JAM KNOTS
For s«uring improvise(} hooks

to gut or

coni,
With on eyt": Thread gut. Make two rums
around hook and bring live end up
through rums (hI. Ease light and test for
slrenglh.
Wilhoul on eye: Make loop around lower
pori of shofl. Makt." two half-hitches
from up~r end downwards and poss
livr end through lower loop (i). Pull OIl
standing port to lighten.
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lOOP IN NYLON 1 1
Double: ovtrhand loop Double the line 10
make a bight. Tie on overhand in it (a).

o

Twist the end through again (bl. Pull
tight (c) and snip off end.

LOOP IN NYLON 12
Blood bight Form a bight. Twisf the end
of it bact around the standing port (d).
Bring end bock through new loop (el.
Pull tight and snip off loose end.

JOINING l OOPS
Can be used in nylon line but lVii/work
for different strong mo/eria/s. A
FISherman's knot is recommended for
gut, which probably could not stand the
slroin of this method.

With free ends: Poss each line through

o

the other loop (f) and pull tight (g).

With ollly one end free: Make loop on
one line. TClke the live end of the a/her
line through the loop, around it Gnd bark
through Gnd then /ie off with either of
the knots for hooks on to nylon.

HOW TO BE EeO FRIENDLY
Whatever your situation, and wherever your camp, survival must
always take priority and in actual fact a group of survivors will
have very little impact on their immediate environment. Having
said that you should try not to decimate the area you find yourself
in and always try and leave a place better than you found it. There
are a number of ways in which you can ensure this happens: only
take standing dead wood for a fire, only ca tch sick, lame, or lazy
animals. and if you're cutting saplings you're encouraging growth
in any case.
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eing able to read and make a map is only

the beginning of being able to find your

way about. You must learn to interpret the signs
found on the ground itself and in tile air.
If you do not have a compass, there are a
number of ways of creating your own. The sun

and stars can provide firm orientation - a
variety of methods are available for finding
direction in both northern and southern

hemispheres.
An ability to anticipate the weather can also

be a va luable asset in the wild and simple
guidelines for prediction and the interpretation
of cloud patterns equip the survivor wi th
more skills.

READING THE SIGNS
Maps
Direction finding
Weather signs
Clouds
Predictions
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READING THE SIGNS
efore embarking on any expedit ion you will have lea rned all you
can about the terrain, equipped yourself with maps, if available,
and worked out routes. Memorize the lie of the land, the direction
in which rivers flow, the high ground, the prominent features, the
prevailing winds, the weather patterns to expect and any known
hazards, check the phase of the moon and times of first and last
light - all of which will be invaluable knowledge if you find yourself
in difficulties. In a case of acciden t you may find yourself in a totally

B

unknown territory and have to find out everything about your
location from the land itself.

In choosing a camp site, tracing water and finding the other
necessities for survival you will need to interp ret the surrounding
countryside - the other side of a hill may offer quite different
conditions - and if you decide not to stay put you will have to
interpret both the general geography and the particular landsca pe
as you proceed.

MAPS
Choose maps carefully, mak ing sure that they are to a scale that will
be useful to you and show helpful information . A very large-scale
map t hat shows every footpath and building will be no use at all if
you are driving a thousand miles along a motorway. Everything will
be shown in great detail but only a tiny fraction of the journey will
appear on one sheet and you would have to pile the car with maps
and change from one to another every few miles. On the other hand
few motoring maps give much information about the nature of the
terrain or show features which would help a walker choose their
route. Sailors must be equipped with accurate charts so that they
can keep to safe waters. The surface below the sea can be as varied
as that above. Flyers will need to know what altitude obstructions
are and what turbulences occur near mountains which make it safer
to fly higher. From the air the pattern of the land may show plainly
but its contours are flattened out; without interpretation, a map
looks rather like that to many people.

Maps and terrain
Height cannot be reproduced on flat sheets of paper so altitudes are
recorded at regular intervals {usually every 50ft or every 15m
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according to the measure used) and every point at this height is
joined up by a line - the contour line. In most cases these lines join
up to form a complete shape, some sort of irregular oval with bulges
here and there. If they suddenly stop aga inst another li ne that
means that there is an abrupt change of height - in fact, a cliff or
a very steep fal l.
The only contour line that you can see in nature is that of sea
level along the coast (and even that is not qu ite true because of tidal
variation) but you can imagine the contour lines as the edges of flat
disks and that these are ranged equidistantly above each other. If you
th rew a cloth to rest over them it would link them together in a
shape that would be approximately like a hill or other feature.
However, you do not have a record of exactly what happens between
those contour lines and there will not necessarily be an even slope
connecting them. There could be outcrops of rock, hollows - any
manner of variation within that 15m or 50ft. From the relative
positions of one height to another you could make a pretty good
guess as to what the ground surface was like, but you could not be
su re. There may therefore be featu res that, because they fall between
the contour lines, make no appearance on your map.

The contour lines on the mop represent
a series of points at the same distance
above sea level and do not rerord who!
happens in

be/ween.

When

the

contours are closely grouped the
change in height is more rapid (a).
Conversely, grealer spaces belween lhe
contour lines indicole gentler slopes (b).

Interpreting maps
Remember that the intervals between the contour lines are the
distances between horizon tal points at the same theoretical height
- not the actual distance on the slope of the ground . They are
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measured in units that show relative positions and are not to a scale
as is the horizontal plotting.
It is a common error to think of a group of contour lines
indicating a rise in the ground comparable to the scale of the
distance shown between them - but the scale of a typical walkers'
map is 1:50,000 and 10m on that would be only .02mm. Contours
spaced 5mm apart on the surface of the map would be at a
horizontal distances of 250m and the gradient only 1 in 25.

Scale
Before you can begin to use a map you must understand its scale.
This may be shown by a scale bar marked with miles or kilometres to
the size that they are shown on the map or it may be given as a ratio
- 1:50,000 means that every measure on the map represents a
distance 50,000 times greater on th e ground.

Key
There will usually also be a key to the symbols used within the map
to represent natural and manmade features - rivers, roads,
buildings, types of woodland or swamps, types of beach. What is
shown, and how, will vary greatly. If there is no key on the individual
map or on its wrapping make sure that you find out what symbols
mean in that map series. Some will be fairly evident: if the map is in
colour rivers will almost certainly be in blue, marshes will usually be
indicated by stylized tufts of reed.
Not all features can be shown to exact scale. Roads and paths
will probab ly be given standard widths to match the kind of track
they are rather than their exact measurements, and streams and
rivers will be similarly standardized. The British Ordnance Survey
(OS) maps, for instance, show waterways as a single blue line,
gradually increasing in width until it represents a wid th of 8m (27ft)
across a stream, whereupon a double line is used, giving you an
immediate indication that you have a river at least that wide to
cross. There are similar standardizations on all maps. Once you have
mastered the way that information is shown , maps will tell you a
great deal.

Grids
Maps almost always carry a grid of lines which divides them up.
This is either based on degrees of latitude and longitude or a
special grid developed by the mapping authority. The advantage of
the special grids is that they are usually planned to form squares
based on ground measurement which can help you rapidly assess
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distances. On the British OS maps, for instance, the grid lines are
1km apart and the diagonal across them is l 1hkm. If you want to
find, or report, a position it can be described by a coordinate made
up from the line references from two adjoining sides of the map.
To anyone using a map with the same grid this will immediately
locate the 'box' in which it appears. Dividing the square by eye into
further tenths pinpoints the location. This provides an easy way of
telling rescuers of your location or of fixing a rendezvous point
with them.
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The poinr marked with a dot con be
described 05 15.5 X 62.B using {he
coordinates from the sides of this grici.
This system requires thot squares Ofe
mentally divided into tenths in eoch
direction. The 'mop reference' is normally
expressed os six digits: 155628. Any
Jelter area codes on the mop should be
included.
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North on maps
Unless they are lines of longitude, the grid lines on a map are not an
indication of north and south, though they may sometimes be dose
to it. Remember that a compass points not to true north but to
magne tic north - and the difference between the two varies both
according to where you are in the world and because magnetic
north is slowly changing its position. To take accurate bearings you
need to know these variations, but even a rough idea of orientation
will help you to match you map to the landscape.
If you have an adjustable compass and information on the
deviation of it and of your map grid from true north you can
carefully match up all of them so that even in poor visibility, or
where landscape features are beyond your horizon, you can take
accurate bearings and follow them.
Many maps indicate the deviation or the direction of magnetic
north . If this is no t given you can find it from t he North Star or by
using the watch method to point to north. Use the Southern Cross
in the same way in the Southern Hemisphere to establish south
[both are illustrated later].
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Local magnetic variation
To find the local magnetic variation, when not recorded on a map,
point the compass at the North Star. Note the difference between
the pointer and indicated north.
Lining the compass up with the grid lines on the map you can
discover their variation, if there is one. If you then propose to walk
on magnetic bearings yOll must remember to compensate for the
variation .
Map- reading skills should be learned by anyone planning an
expedition and are particularly important in mountainous country.
Compasses are available mounted with cal ibrations, scales and
direction markers which make this kind of orientation easier, Check
th em out and have them explained to you.
In a survival situation you will probably have to manage without
such sophistication . If unable to make appropriate corrections,
continually check your posi tion against visib le features.

Gradients

a

,

.'

x

A ronrove slope (0) (where you ron see
lhe lap from the bollom) has the higher
rontours close logether.

b

®

A ronvex slope (b) (where you cannot see
the top from the bOllom) has the law
rontours dose together.

x
Measuring distances
As-the-crow-flies distances can be measured by using any straight
edge and matching it up against the scale bar or multiplying by
the ratio of the map's scale. Meandering routes can be followed
with a piece of thread which can then be straightened out.
Gradients can make an appreciable difference to distances and
must be allowed for - a gradient of 45 degrees, for instance, will
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add another 82m to a horizontal map distance of 200m (328ft
becomes 725ft).

Your own maps
The survivor may not be lucky enough to have a map and should
then set about making one. With a map you will always be able to
find your way back to camp - essential if you are going for help for
the sick, children or elderly survivors left behind.
It is not possible for you to measure exact contour heights, but
you can devise your own system for indicating the contours.
Find the best vantage point and look out over the terrain. Climbing
a tree may give a better view. Note the direction of the ridges, count
how many you can see. Between each ridge there is probably a stream
or river flowing, you cannot be sure - there will be a lot of 'dead
ground', territory you cannot see. Make a general map with blank
patches and then fill them in as you gain more information from
other vantage points and from your explorations on the ground.
Mark anything of interest on your map: watercourses, rocky
outcrops, isolated trees, strangely shaped features that will act as
landmarks, and areas of different vegetation. Vou can plot positions of
your traps, animal lairs, good places for foraging for food and fuel or
finding useful stones for implements. It will be much easier for you or
your companions than relying on your memory or vague descriptions.

SURVIVAL
You are navigating your way across unfami li ar terrain what's t he most important thing to watch out for?
One of the most common errors people make is to overestimate
how much ground they have covered. It is usually much less. One
way around this is to fit the ground where you are to the map
rather than the map to where you think you are.

DIRECTION FINDING
The earth's relationship to the rest of the solar system and the position
of the stars in the sky help to locate any position on its surface. Its
revolution on its axis produces the changes from light to darkness and
its orbit around the sun produces the seasons, for the earth is tilted at
an ang le to the sun and first the north and then the south becomes
nearer to it, the dosest point traversing from the Tropic of Cancer
(23.5"N) to the Tropic of Capricorn (23.5"5), the sun being above
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Cancer on 22 June and above Capricorn on 22 December. It is above
the Equator on 21 March and 21 September.
The sun rises in the east and sets in the west - but not EXACTLY
in the east and west. There is also some seasonal variation. In the
Northern Hemisphere, when at its highest point in the sky, the sun
will be due south; in the Southern Hemisphere this noonday point
will mark due north. The hemisphere will be indicated by the way
that shadows move : clock wise in the north, anticlockwise in the
sou th. Shadows can be a guide to both direction and time of day.

SHADOW STICK METHOD fill
On a patch of flat, clear ground place a
metre~long (3ft) stick as upright as
possible. Note Ivhere its shadow falls
and mark the tip with a pebble or stick
(01. Wait at leasl 15 minutes and mark
the new shadow tip fbI. Join the two
and you hove the directions of east
and west (3) - the first mark is wesl.
North-south will be at right angles 10
this line. This method 1V0rks o( any
time of day when there is sunshine and
at any latitude. Use it for spat cht."Cks
as you proceed.

00"", , ,' -

SHADOW STICK METHOD f112
Another. more occurote, method - if
you have the time - is 10 mark Ihe first
shodolV lip in the morning. DrolV a
dean arc 01 exactly Ihis distance from
the Slick. using the Slick 05 a centre
paint. As midday approaches Ihe
shadow will shrink and rnaV('. In the
aflernoon. as the shadolV lengthens
again, mark the EXACT spot where il
touches the arc. Jain the tlVO points to
give east and lVesl - Ivest is the
morning mark.

Direction by watch
A traditional watch with two hands can be used to find direction,
provided it is set to true local time (without variation for summer
daylight saving and ignoring conventional time zones which do not
match real time), The nearer the Equator you are the less accurate
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this method will be, for with th e sun almost directly overhead it is
very difficul t to determine its direction.

i
Northern Hemisphere Hold the warch
horizon/ol. Point the hour hond 01 lhe

sun. Bisect the angle between the hour
hand ond the 12 mork to give a norlhsoulh line.

\
Southern Hemisphere Hold the wotch

horizontal. Point 12 towords the sun.
A mid-point between 12 and the
hour hand will give you the northsouth line,

IMPROVISED COMPASSES
A piece of ferrous melal wire - a sewing
needle is ideal - sirokt:d repeatedly IN
ONE DIRECTION against silk will oo::ome
mognerizt"d ond con IJt' suspendNi so
/ho/ il points nor/h. Tht' mognt':lism will
no/ bt' strong ond will need mjular
lOpping up.

Stroking with a mogn('/, should you hove
one, will be much more effident thon
using silk - stroke the metal smoothly
from one end to Ihe other IN ONE

DIRECTION ONLY.

Suspend the needle in a loop of (hreod,
so thai it does no/ off~1 the bolonC('.
Any kink!; in or Misting of the thrrod
must be avoidNi.
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FLOATING NEEDLE
A suspended needle will be eosier /0
handle on the move bul in camp or
when making Q halt Q bener me/hod is
to lay the needle an Q piece of paper,
bark or grass and float il on the
surfor/? of lVoter.

USING ELECTRICITY
If you hove a power source of two volts
or mOfe (0 small dry baClery, for

instance) the current con be used /0
mogm:tize the me/ol. Vou will 0150

need a short length of wire, preferably
insulated.
Coil Ihe insulated wire around the

'needle: If it has no ready-mode

a few loyers of paper
or a piece of cardboard around Ihe
insulation wrap

needle first. Altach Ihe ends of Ihe wire
/0 the terminals of the bollery for five

minutes.

RAZOR BLADE COMPASS
A thin flat razor blade can 0150 be used
as a compass needle because it is
made of two metals bonded logether.
Il rOil be mogne{ized simply by
stropping WITH CARE ogains{ {he palm
of the hand. Suspend it.

Use other methods to establish which general direction is north and
then identify which end of your new compass needle is which and
mark one of them. Top up your needle's magnetism from time to
time, and always check your reading with the sun. A 'wild' reading
may be given if large amounts of ferrous meta l are nearby.
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Plant pointers
Even without a compass or the sun to give direction you can get an
indication of north and south from plants. They tend to grow
towards the sun so their flowers and most abundant growth will be
to the south in the Northern Hemisphere, the north in the South .
On tree trunks moss will tend to be greener and more profuse on
that side too (on the other side it will be yellowish to brown) . Trees
with a grainy bark will also display a tighter grain on the north side
of the trunk.
If trees have been felled or struck down the pattern of the rings
on the stump also indicates direction - more growth is made on the
side towards the Equator so there the rings are more widely spaced.
There are even species of plant known for their north-south
orientation :
North Pole Pla n t which grows
in South Africa, Jeons towards
the north 10 gain full odvanlOge
of the sun.

Compass Plant of North America
directs its leaves in 0 north-south
olignmenl. lIS profile from east or
west is quile different from that of
north or soulh.

The wind direction
If the wind direction of the prevailing wind is known it can be used
for maintaining direction - there are consistent patterns
th roughout the world but they are not always the same the whole
year round.
Where a strong wind always comes from the same direction
plants and trees may be bent in one direction, clear evidence of the
wind's orientation. But plants are not the only indication of wind
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direction: birds and insects will usually build their nests in the lee of
any cover and spiders cannot spi n their webs in the wind. Snow and
sand dunes are also blown into distinctive patterns by a prevailing
wind which blows from the outside of the high central ridges.

Making use of the moon

The moon has no light of its own, it reflects that of the sun. As it
orbits the earth over 28 days the shape of the light re flected varies
according to its position. When the moon is on the same side of the
earth as the sun no light is visible - this is the 'new moon' (a) - then
it reflects light from its apparent right-hand side, from a gradually
increasing area as it 'waxes'. At the full moon it is on the opposite
side of the earth from the sun (b) and then it 'wanes', the reflecting
area gradually reducing to a narrow sliver on the apparent left-hand
side. Th is can be used to identify direction.
If the moon rises BEFORE the sun has set the illuminated side will
be on the west. If the moon rises AFTER midnight the illuminated
side will be in the east. This may seem a little obvious, but it
does mean you have the moon as a rough east-west reference
duri ng the night.

Direction by the stars
The stars stay in the same relation to one another and pass over the
same places on the earth night after night. Their passage over the
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horizon starts four mi nutes ea rl ier each nig ll t - a two-hour
difference in time over a month. If you study a sta r at a certain
position at a certain time one evening and then check its position
the next evening at the same time you will find that it has moved
one degree of arc anticlockwise in the Northern Hemisphere,
clockwise in the Southern. Rising in the east, stars attain a zenith
and se t on the western horizon at the same distance from their
zen ith as they rose.
The stars have been studied for thousands of years and the
groups, or constellations, in which they appear to the naked eye
were na med in ancient times after the animals and mythological
figures that their shape suggested .
In the Northern Hemisphere there are groups of sta rs that remain
visible throughout the night. wheeling around the only star that
does not appear to move - the Pole Star (a valuable navigation aid,
for it is located almost above polar nort h) . In the Southern
Hemisphere the Pole Star is not visible and there is no comparable
brigh t and stable southern star, but direction finding in the southern
hemisphere makes use of a constellation called the SOllthern Cross,
in a way that is explained later.

The northern sky
The main constellations to learn are the Plough, also known as the
Big Dipper (diagram 'a' on page 362J, Cassiopeia (diagram 'b' on
page 362) and Orion (diagram 'c' on page 362), all of whiCh, like all
stars in the northern sky, apparently circle the Pole Star (illustrated
in diagram 'a'), but the first two are recognizable groups that do
not set.
These constellations come up at different times according to
latitude and Or ion is most useful if you are near the Equator.
Each can be used in some way to check the position of the Pole
Star but once you have learned to recognize it you probably will not
need to check each time.
A line can be drawn connecting Cassiopeia and the Plough [the
Big Dipper), through the Pole Star. You will no tice tha t the two
lowest stars of the Great Bear point almost to the Pole Star. It will
help you to find these constellations if you look along the Milky
Way.
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a

Th e Plough (th e Big Dipper) (al
is the cen tral feoture of Q very
/orge constellation, the Grea l
Bear (Ursa Major). It wheels

"'~'\

around the Pole Star. Thl' two
stOf5 Dubhe (xl and Merok (y)

..\

point, beyond Dubhe, almost

exactly to the Pole Stor about
four times further olvoy than tilt'

.. .-e-.,
.
.y
'\.:..----.
•"/
•

distance be/wren them.

Cassiopeia {bl is shaped like a W ond
0150 wheels around the North Star. It is
on the opposite side of the Pole Star
and aboul Ihe some apporent distonce
away as the Plougll (the Big Dipper/.
On

clear,

constellation

dark

may

nights

be

Ihis

observed

over/aying lhe Milky Way It is useful (0
find this constellation as a guide to the
loeotion of the Poll' SlOr, if Ihe Plough
is obscured for some reason. The centre

star points a/most directly towords il.

Orion (e) rises above the Equator and
can b~ seen in both h~n1isph~res. It
rises on its side, du~ I'.'Ost, irrespective
of the obs~rv~"s latitude, and sel5 du~
w~st. Orion app~ars further away from
th~ Pole Star than th~ p'~vious
const~lIa tions. He is I'.'Osy to spot by the
three stars making his belt. and th~
I~sser stars forming his sword.
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Other stars that rise and set can be
used to determine direction. Set two
stakes in the ground, one shorter than
the other, so that you can sight along
them (or use the sights of a rifle propped
in a steady position). Looking along
them at any star - except the Pole Star
- it will appear ta move. From the star's
apparent movement you con deduce the
direction in which you are facing (See
info. box).

INFO.
Apparently ri si ng = faci ng east
Apparently falling = facing west
Looping flatly to the right = facing south
Looping flatl y to th e left = fac in g north
These are on ly approximate directions but you will find them adeq uate
for navigation. They will be reversed in the Southern Hemisphere.

Reading the southern sky
Th ere is no star near the South Ce lestia l Pol e bright enough to be
easily recognized . Instead a promin ent conste llation is used as a
signpost to south: the South ern Cross (Cru x), a constel lation of five
stars wh ich can be distinguished from two other cross-shaped
groups by its size - it is smaller - and its two pointer stars.
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Finding the Southern Cross
One way to find the Southern Cross is to look along the Milky Way,
the band of millions of distant stars that can be seen running across
the sky on a clear night In the middle of it there is a dark patch
where a cloud of dust blocks out the bright star background, known
as the Coal Sack. On one side of it is the Southern Cross, on the
other the two bright pointer stars.

FINDING SOUTH
To locate south, project an imaginary
line along the cr055 and four and a
half times longer and then drop it
vertically down to the horizon. Fix, if
you con, a prominent landmark on
the horizon - or drive two sticks into
the- ground to enable you to
reme-m/x'r the position by day.

WEATHER SIGNS
Weather is much more localized than climate. Although it is possible
to generalize about the weather to be expected in different parts of
the world, and in some territories weather patterns are very stable,
the geography of one small area may make it differ considerably
from that adjoining.
Weather patterns are produced partly by the broad movements
of wind and water over the whole globe and partly by localized
differences in temperature and air pressure which cause air
movements. These produce winds and carry rain.
In general. air moves from high-pressure areas into low- pressure
zones, with warm air expanding and rising, cooler air moving
in underneath . The warm air takes up moisture but at higher
altitudes, or when some other cause brings down its temperature,
the moisture begins to condense as cloud and eventually will fall
as rain.
The most obvi ous example is where mountains force ai r
currents upwards, rain falling on the slopes. In some places so
much water is lost that on the far side of the range there is a dry
'rain shadow' territory.
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However, that does not necessarily mean that if, from the dry
terrain, you climb and cross the ridge you will move into a wellwatered zone. The mountain zone may continue some way before
the area of great precipitation is reached, or some earlier physical
feature may have caused clouds to shed most of their rain.

Coastal areas
In coastal areas, whether of an ocean or an inland sea or lake, there
will usually be a wind pattern that reverses from day to night. Water
absorbs and loses heat less readily than the land and consequently
it tends to be cooler than land during the day and warmer at night.
The temperature difference affects the air above it and during the
day breezes usually blow from sea to land, at night the wind changes
and blows off the land.
Where an island is close to a large land mass these patterns may
be overlaid by a broader air movement but a very regular pattern of
day-night change in wind direction suggests a large body of water
in the direction from which the day wind blows.

Winds
Winds can carry scents with them, providing information about
the place from which they blow. Even to the untrained nose the
smell of the sea will be recognizable, and to the shipwrecked
survivor the smells of vegetat ion will indicate the direction of land.
However, do not rely entirely on the nose, use other evidence to
confirm its message.
Where winds tend to maintain direction they can be an aid in
keeping to a course, but some other check should also be regularly
made to keep direction.
Study the direction of the wind and the accompanying weather.
Make a note of them. Dependent always upon barometric
conditions, wind from a certain direction is always likely to bring a
similar kind of weather. It is a guide for weather prediction.
If a wind is strong and dry the weather will remain constant until
the wind drops or veers, then it may rain.
If it is foggy and misty you may get condensation but you will
not get rain ~ but if a wind rises and blows away the fog it may turn
to rain.
On a fine day a noticeable increase in the strength of the
wind indicates a weather change. (See also Hurricanes and
Tornadoes in Disasters.)
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CLOUDS
Watch the way that clouds change, for clouds are the most reliable
of weather signs.
Clouds are formed from masses of water vapour which becomes
visible as it condenses with cooling. If cooling conti nues the droplets
increase in size until, too heavy to remain ai rborne, they fall as rai n.

When their tempera ture rises sufficiently they evaporate and the
cloud disperses.

There are ten main types of cloud formation . Approximate

altitudes are given for each type. The same shapes occur at lowe r
altitudes in polar regions.

The hig her the clouds the finer the weather.
Small black clouds scudding beneath a dark stratus layer often

bring showers.
Clouds hanging on high ground indicate rai n, unless they move
by midday.

/

Cirrocumu lus clouds ore smoll rounded mosses, looking like rippled
sond ond often referred to as 0 'maderelsky: Normolly on omen of
foir weorher, they usually follow a storm and dissipate, leaving 0
brilliant blue sky.

Altocumulus clouds are fair Ivealher clouds, similar to
cirrocumulus but on 0 larger scole, thicker, nol so white and with
shadows in them. They usually appear after a storm.

Cumulonimbus clouds are low thunder clouds. Dark and ongry
looking, they may tower to 6,OOOm (20,OOOfO with the top
flattening out in whot is often called on anvil top. This is a cloud
that brings hail, a strong wind, thunder ond lightning. Folse cirrus
appears above, false nimbostratus below.

Cumulus clouds afe very easy to recognize: fluffy white clouds,
nol unlike cauliflowers. They are usually on indication of fair
weo/her when widely seporoted but, if they become very large and
develop many heads, they are capable of producing sudden heovy
showers.
Cumulus clouds at sea in an otherwise cloudless sky ore often on
indication of land beneath them.
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/

Cirrus clouds are high. wiSpyc/ouds formed from ice crystals which
give them a white appearance. Often called 'mores' tai/s', Iheyore
seen in fine weother.

Cirrostratus clouds are clouds made up of ice pafticles Gnd look
like while veins. These ore the only clouds which produce a halo
around the sun or moon. If it gets bigger it means fine weather,
smaller a sign of rain.
If the sky is covered with cirrus clouds Gnd the sky above them
darkens and the formation changes /0 cirfOs/(orus il is on indication
/ho/ rain or snow orr coming.

Altostratus clouds form a greyish veil through which lhe sun or
moon may appear as a walery disk. If wet wear/!ef is approaching
Ihe disk will disappear and lhe cloud thicken and darken until il

begins

10

rain.

Nimbostratus cloud s form low, dark blankf'ls of cloud and spreod
gloom. They meon rain or snow wilhin four or five hours ol1d usually
the rain continues for hours.

S\ratocumulus clouds form a low, lumpy, rolling mass, usually
covf'ring the wholt' sky, though often thin enough for thf' sun to
fiUf'r through thf'm. Light ShoWf'fS may precipitate from these
clouds but they usually dissipate in thf' afternoon and leave a clear
night sky.

Stratus clouds are {he lawesl of clouds and form a uniform layer
tikI' fog in the air - thr:y arr aftr:n described as hill fog whf'n Ihey
occur. They are nOI a normal rain cloud but mn producf' a drizzle.
When Ihr:y form Ihickly overnighl OIId rover the morning sky Ihf'y
will usually be followed by a fine day.
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PREDICTIONS
To be caught in bad weather could be fatal to survival. There is a
ti me to go out or move on and a time to shelter. With an awa reness
of certain signs, short-term weather predictions can be made to help
decide which to do.
Before setting out on any activity take note of the weather and
any changes that are likely. Learn to observe all wind and pressu re
changes and keep a record of the weather and the conditions which
precede it and what they develop into.

Wildlife indicators
Animals have great sensitivity to atmospheric pressure which aids
them in forecasting the weather a day or two in advance.
Insect-eating birds, such as swallows, feed higher in good
weather, lower when a storm is app roachi ng.
Unusual rabbit activity during the day, or squirrels ta king
more food than usual to the nest, may be a prelude to bad
weather.
Nature, however, does not go in for long-time forecasting . A
sq uirrel's hoard of nuts is an indication of its industry, no t the
intensity of the coming winter. The depth of a bear's den has no
relation to its severity, but reflects the soil conditions. A
pa rt icula rl y big crop of berries is the result of previous bad
conditions, the tree producing extra fruit to give the species more
chance of survival.

Fireside clues
If the smoke from the camp fi re rises steadi ly the weather is settled
and likely to remain fine. If it starts swirling, or being beaten
downwards after rising a short way, it indicates the likely approach
of a storm or shower.
Wooden tool handles l ighten at the approach of storm y
weather. Salt picks up increasing dampness in the air and will
not run .

'Feelings in your bones'
Curly-haired people find their hair becomes tighter and less
ma nageable as bad weather approaches - and the same ha ppens to
animal fur. Anyone with rheumatism, corns or similar ailments can
usually tell when wet weather is coming by an increase in thei r
discom fort.
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Sound and smell
When wet weather is on the way sounds tend to carry further than
usual and distant noises seem more clear - the moisture-laden
atmosphere acts like an amplifier. But compare like to like remember, sound always travels better over water.
The smell of trees and plants becomes more distinctive
before the arrival of rain, the vegetation is opening ready to
receive it.

Signs in the sky
'Red sky at night, shepherd's delight, red sky in the morning,
shepherd's warning' is one of the oldest of weather sayings. Since a
red sun, or a red sky at sunset, indicates that the atmosphere holds
little moisture it is unlikely that rain or snow will occur within the
next two hours, but equally a red sky in the morning is a fair
indication that a storm is approaching.
A grey morning is usually the start of a dry day. The dull
colour is the result of dry air above the haze formed by the
collection of dew on the dust particles suspended in the lower
atmosphere.
An evening sky that is grey and overcast indicates rain - the
dust particles are so laden with moisture that they will soon drop
as rain.
Early morning mist lifting from a valley is a sure sign of fair
weather. In hilly country, if mist has not lifted by noon, it is set in
for the day and will probably turn to rain during the late
afternoon.
A clear night sky is an indication of gOOd, settled weather. At the
end of summer it may also be a warning of frost: at night clouds
insulate the surface of the earth against loss of heat. Without them
frost is more likely. Cold air, being heavy, fills the hollows - avoid
camping in them.
A clear sky one night. followed by one with only a few stars
visible, indicates a change of weather.
A corona, a coloured circle visible around the sun or moon,
can be used to forecast the weather accurately. An enlarging ring
is a sign of good weather - the enlarging circle shows that
moisture in the atmosphere is evaporating and day or night will
be clear.
A shrinking corona around the sun or moon is a sign of rain.
Green lighl blinking from an afternoon sun indicates fair
weather for at least 24 hours. A rainbow in the late afternoon is also
a sign of fair weather ahead.
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aving chosen a course and planned a route,
you must be able to maintain direction, to
match your progress to the type of terrain and
the nature of the survival group, and to exploit
any techniques that make progress easier. This
section deals with skills needed on the move. It
should be read in conjunction with the techniques
described earlier in Climate and Terrain.
Careful reconnaisance may be necessary to
choose the easiest routes - which may not be the
obvious or the quickest ones. Groups must be
organized to suit the least able, or provision made
for carrying them.
Waterways can offer the easiest routes to
move along, if they are easily navigable and you
are able to construct a raft. They can also present
formidable barriers if they lie across the route you
have to follow. Rivers can be dangerous. You must
learn to assess the hazards they present and select
the best places and metllOds of crossing, if
crossing is unavoidable.

H

ON THE MOVE
Planning

Moving in groups
Pace and progress
Walki ng at night

Upland travel
Ju ngle travel

WATERWAYS
Rafts
Crossing rivers

Surviva l case study
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ON THE MOVE

W

het her setting off on a hunting expedition or beginning the
trek back to civilization, you will need skills in negotiating

terrain and in navigation - ei ther to ensure your return to camp or
to keep to your chosen route. Even jf you do not have a map, your
own reconnaissance will have established your immediate terra in.
Guessing what is beyond is much more problematic if you have to
assess it for yourself.

On short expeditions take note of the terrain as you move
outwards to ensure that you can find your way back to camp. Over
short distances physical features will be your guide and you can also

mark your trail, but when going further or striking back to
civilization you will need all the navigational aids available.

The decision to move
Except when local dangers or the need to find water and food make
it imperative that you move away from the site of your accident to
make camp, you will stay close in the hope of rescue (see Survival
case study p.391 J. If you have injured persons and only limited food
and water, it would make sense to send a party to contact help
while others stay to care for the sick. The fittest and most able
should be chosen to make the trek - unless they include a trained
medic, who should stay with the sick.
But what if no rescue comes? Local resources may become
exhausted : you go further each day to collect firewood, the game in
the area has gone, plants, fungi, fruits and nuts are more difficult to
find or require long forays out of camp. Under survival conditions
there is also an increased risk of disease from staying too long in one
place. Even with the strictest sanitary management the chance of
disease gradually builds up.
All these will be pressing you to move. Whether that be a move
to new territory or the beginning of a trek back to civilization, many
of the same problems will occur and - since there are few situations
so idyllic that survivors will prefer their new life to their old - it
wou ld be sensible to plan any move as the first stage of the journey
out. The exceptions will be where there are still sick people on their
way to recovery, or better resources are needed to provision a push
through alien territory. A move to a more comfortable camp in a
more hospitable area will provide better chances of recovery for the
injured or sick and the chance to build up the necessary surplus and
equipment ready for the final trek.
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If you have a map or a clear
idea of your location make for
the nearest known settlement.
Deciding which way to
If you have no idea where you
will be influenced by all
are then the best course is
information you have been
usually to follow waterways
able to gather, by the fitness
and endurance of the party
DOWNSTREAM, for they will
and by the nature of the
clearly define a route and
terrain. Always remembe r
generally lead to populated
that the most direct-looking
areas.
rou te may not be the easiest
Even if you are simply
to travel.
changing the location of you r
camp there is no point in just
moving a mile away - as you will soon have the same problems that
made you decide to leave your first camp. The territory wil l not be
entirely fresh. Move two or three days' journey at least so that fuel,
flora and fauna will all be undisturbed.
Although you may expect similar resources to be available, as
long as you are travelling through similar terrain, remember that
you have been hunting and foraging with experience of where
things are best found or trapped and with known supplies of fuel
and water. You will have to find your basic needs in new territory
and when you move into different terrain availability may change
dramatically - for better or worse.

BE AWARE

Preparations
Before you finally abandon camp leave signs that will make it
clear you have been there and have moved on (see Signalling in
Rescue). Leave a message giving a list of who is in the party and
details of your intentions. Mark the trail as you proceed so
that if searchers do find the camp they will be able to follow you.
Build up a stock of preserved food, make water bottles and
larger containers too if you envisage crossing waterless territory,
litters or other means of transporting any remaining sick, the old
or very young. Make suitable foot-coverings and clothing for
everyone and packs to carry equipment and supplies. Some form
of transport may be possible - a sledge or raft. Take shelter
material with you - cloth, canvas, ponchos, even sticks if they are
likely to be scarce in the terrain you are crossing. A shelter which
can be quickly re-erected, will conserve energy for more urgent
gathering than roofing materials and supports. Naturally, you will
take signalling gear, for yOll may find an opportunity to make that
vital contact which will bring rescue.
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Study weather patterns carefully to choose a time fo r travel
when the weather is likely to be settled.

HUDSON BAY PACK
A comfortoble and easily improvised
way of carrying equipment, this needs
strang and preferably waterproof
material about 9Or:m (3ft) square, two
small stones and cord or (hanging
more than long enough to loop across
the body.
Place stones in diagonally opposite
comers of the cloth. Fold ends of cloth
over stones. Tie cord below the stones,
securing them in position. The stones in
/urn prevent the cord slipping off. Lay
cloth on the ground and roll possessions
up tightly. Wrop pack around the
body, either across the bock or around
the waist

BACK-PACK FRAME
Make a ladder frame to fit against your
bock, with a right angle projection at the
bottom secured by side struts. Add
shoulder strops and a belt loop. Use this
to support a bog, a bundle of supplies or
equipment tied into place.

FORK FRAME
A quicker, but less-efficient support can
be made from a forked bough
with cross-pieces to which baggage can
be tied.
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BABY BAG
Cony babies and small children papoose
styl~ on your bock or front Tie law~r
corn~rs of a rectangle of cla/h around
the wais/, pop the child in and tie the
upper corners around your neck. Pod a/
neck /0 ~ase pr~ssure or chafing.

Carrying people
Pickaback and fireman's lifts are impracticable for long distances
and stretchers are difficult to hand le. Sit small children on a backpack frame or make carrying chai rs on poles to be borne by several
people. If you are alone, try a sledge or travois (see Furnishing the
camp in Camp Craft). Equipment can be carried in the same way.

Making a sledge
Sledges are particularly useful on snow and ice, when they will move
most smoothly, but may also be used on smooth ground. The shape
of the front runners is critical. especially on snow. You can make use
of doors and cowlings from a crashed aircraft or vehicle in the
construction. Tie lines to the front runners with a bowline to the
people hauling - ideally two at the front, and two at the rear as
brakemen on gradients. Test thoroughly before using on a long trek.
Choose two forked branches and
remave one side of each fork. Make
smooth for the runners and lash on
cross members. AI/ernativelv. choose
two longer supple runners. Bend and
brace as shown This arrangement
keeps the lashings off /he ground
and may be more comfortable for an
injured person Whichever method
you use. odd 0/ least one diagonal
for strength.
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PLANNING
If you are on very high ground, above a large plain, it may be
possible to plot out a route with some precision. In most situations
visibility will be restricted and you will have to guess what is over
the furthes t ridge and what occupies the 'dead' ground ahead. Even
when you can see the terrain ahead, it is difficult to see the details.
Wha t looks like a manageable slope may prove a barrier when you
get closer to it. If you have them, make good use of field glasses in
studying every potential route.
To see further you may consider climbing a tree - but keep close
to the tru nk and test each branch before risking your weight on it.
This is NO time to risk a fall.

Following rivers
Following a watercourse, however small, offers a route to civilization
and a life-support system on the way. Most rivers lead eventually to
the sea or great inland lakes. Apart from the rare exception where
rivers suddenly descend beneath the earth, they offer clearly defined
routes to follow. Sometimes, in their upper reaches, they may cut
through gorges and it can be impossible or inadvisable to take a
route along their banks, which may be steep, rocky and slippery. In
that case take to high ground and cut off the bends, following the
general course of the stream.
On more level ground a river is easier to follow and may well
have animal trails beside it which you can use. In tropical
conditions the veget ati on is likely to be denser by the river - for
the light can reach below the trees, and the ban ks may be hard to
negotiate. If the river is wide enough it would be worth
considering building a raft. Even if there is no bamboo, which
makes an ideal raft-building material, there are likely to be sound
fallen t rees for timber.
When, on flat plains, a river makes huge meanders, the inside of
the loops may be swampy and prone to flooding - you ca n
recognize such very wet ground by the lush ness of the vegetation
and rush-like plants. Avoid marshy areas if you can, and cu t across
the loop.

Maintaining direction
Having decided upon a direction, try to maintain it. Choose a
prominent featu re in the distance and keep heading towards it.
Travelling through forests makes orienta ti on very difficult and a
compass becomes a valuable asset.
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If you are in featureless territory, but in a group of three or more,
sepa rate to follow each other at wider intervals and look back
fre quently. If you are foll owing in each other's tracks those behind
you will be di rectly behind each other. If the pa rty always moves on
in relay - one movi ng on ahead, then resting while everyone else
moves up fro m the rear - the straight line will be maintained. On
your own yo u can try to align yoursel f by looking backwa rds at your
own tracks if they are visible, as they are likely to be on snow or
sand. Better still, you can set up sticks or piles of stones in alignment
with each other so tha t you can check that you are not deviating
from your route.
If possible skirt rocky outcrops and areas of dense vegetation
and, once on high ground, stick to it until certain that you have
found the spur down which you can make the best progress in the
desired direction.

MOVING IN GROUPS
Always move in an organized manner, in some kind of formation,
and not as an unruly gaggle. This way it will be easier to check that
no stragglers have been left behind and to ensure that there is help
for anyone in difficulty. Before setti ng out for the day, have a
briefing to discuss the route, any obstacles expected and any special
procedu res.

Divide responsibilities
One person becomes a scout, responsible for selecting the best
route, avoiding dead falls, loose rocks etc and finding the best way
down a slope.
Number two is responsible for making sure the scout, who will be
preoccupied with skirting obstacles, maintains correc t overall
direction. Others should rel ieve them frequently, for the lead scout's
job in particular is very tiring.
The rest of the party should keep their eyes open for edible
plants, berries and fruits and everyone should be responsible for at
least one other person to ensure that no one drops by the wayside.
A head count and check on everyone's condition is particul arly
important after a river crossing or negotiating a particularly tricky
stretch of terrain. Someone should initiate equipment checks at
frequent in tervals.
Always travel in at least pairs - and be especially careful in bad
weather, and if you have to travel at night, that you do not get split
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up. It is usually the person in front who gets split off from the
group - people are more likely to remember to look for the
stragglers. The scout climbs over an obstacle, the second person
sees the scout struggling and then sees an easier route to take the rest of the party follow and the lead person is separated from
the group. This is when the benefit of EVERYONE knowing the
proposed route, and nominating prominent features as rallying
points, is apparent. If separated or in an emergency everyone knows
where to regroup.
Availability of water, fuel and plants may be an indication of
what is available in simila r locations further ahead. An eye should
always be open for places that offer good shelter - if the weather
suddenly turns bad you can backtrack to one of them .

PACE AND PROGRESS
- A large group can send an advance party ahead with the
responsibility for clearing the route and setting up the night's
camp, ready for the slower-moving injured or less able. A clear
trail will make the carrying of baggage and any unfit people
much easier. Sick and injured should be provided with fully-fit
escorts in case they encounter any difficulties.
- Ensure that the lead person in the pa rty does not go too fast
for those behind. After an obstacle wait and allow everyone to
catch up before moving on.
- It is best to try to maintain an even pace - smooth, pendulumlike movement tires the legs less than a jerky pace or flexing the
knees. It helps to swing the arms - and they should certainly not
be pushed in the pockets, especially when going up or down hills
for i f you then slip you have less chance of stopping yourself
falling or sliding .
- Rest frequently (whether in a party or alone) . Stop, sit down
and see how everyone is doing . Adjust loads which are
uncomfortable and repack them if necessary. On average take a
break of 10 minutes every 30- 45 minutes, depending on the
terrain and condition of the group.
- On steep ground the pace should be shortened. on easy ground
lengthened . On descents avoid overstepping for this jars the
body and increases fatigue.
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- On steep or slippery ground ropes can provide a hand hold to
help people negotiate a particularly tricky stretch (quite apart
from abseiling and other climbing techniques). They will be an
asset on scree, as much as on icy slopes.
- You can also use a line with Prusik knots attached so that the
young and aged can be tied to a fixed rope for extra safety (see
Knots in Comp Croft).
- In estimating distance you have covered allow 3km (under 2
miles) per hour, but going uphill knock off a third.

WALKING AT NIGHT
Negotiating unknown territory at night can be very dangerous, but
may be necessary in an emergency, or there are circumstances - in
the desert for instance - when it may be more comfortable to travel
at night.
The night is never completely dark and outdoor vision is not
totally lost, even for man. However, because it is difficult to see
things clearly you are easily disoriented, which leads to a feeling of
being lost. A compass is a great hel p in maintaining a heading and
dispelling any such fears. It is always darker among trees than out in
the open - so keep to open country if you can.
When looking at an object at night it is best to look at one side
of it and not directly at it. It is difficult to distinguish anything in a
dark central mass but the edges show more clearly and in poor light
objects at the edges of your vision are often seen more distinctly.
Once the eyes get accustomed to the dark, more and more is seen
as 'night vision' is acquired . It takes about 30-40 minutes for the
eyes to get accustomed to the dark. Once this is achieved, the eyes
must be protected from bright ligh t or the night vision will be
impaired for quite a while. If there is an unavoidable reason for
having to use a light. cover one eye so that the vision in that eye at
least will be retained. If, for instance, you need to consult a map, a
red filter over a torch will help you to retain your night vision.
The ears are good sensors in the dark - the sound of a river, for
instance, provides a good guide to how fast it is flowing.
Vegetation can be smelt in the dark and familiar smells can aid
identification.
Walk SLOWLY in the dark and test each step before putting all
your weight forward . If going down a slope use a shuffling step.
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UPLAND TRAVEL
In mountainous and hilly country it is best to keep to high ground

- it makes navigation easier. Rivers may be in steep-sided gullies
and have rapids, fails, and slippery rocks that are difficult to
negotiate on foot. You could end up spending an unhealthy length
of time in the water.
Use spurs to climb out of valleys and get on to the ridges. If they
are very exposed you may have to drop down into t he valleys for
shelter at night and to fi nd water but you will be able to cover more
ground than by negotiating the spurs.

It is no use fol/owing a river if it winds
in deep valleys through very hilly
country. By climbing from the I/olley af
(0) and fol/owing the ridge, steep and
tiring desC't: nfs and climbs Ofe avoided.
AI fbI a night holt is token dropping
down to the first available water sourr:e.
This could provide shelter 100, which
may be unavailable on on exposed ridge.
Be aware of fading ligh! and your
own flogging energy. Look for shelter
before Ihey are exhausted.
Do not go down to the volley bottom
if you con find shelter and water on
the woy. Not only Ivill you save energy,
you may be wormer.
Pockets of cold air ore quite often
fropped in the bottom of volleys
If you corry woter and shelter
materials, stay on the high ground,
choosing Ihe most sheltered spot
Then the route follows the ridge
further before dropping down into the
widening moin volley 10 follow the
watercourse ogoin ot (c). Follow the tip
of a spur to go down in/a tile volley
when 0 river gets larger olld the valley
opens auf.

Steep slopes
In mountainous country and on high hills, snow and ice may be
encountered, and even without them such country can be dangerous
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with loose scree, steep slopes and crags that have to be negotiated.
Traverse steep slopes in a zig-zag and as you change direction
always set off with the uphill foot. This avoids having to cross your

legs over each other, which ca n make you lose balance. When

cl imbing steep slopes lock your knees together after each step - this
rests the muscles.

Descending steep slopes, keep your knees bent. Try to go
straight down - and if you are picking up too much speed, sit

back. Avoid loose rocks and scree but, if you have to negotiate
loose surfaces, it helps to dig in the heels and lean back while

descending. When climbing, test every foothold before putting
your weight on it. Don't step on stones or (ogs on steep slopes,
they may dislodge.
With practice it is possible to jump down loose ground - dig in
the heels and slide - provided that there are no sudden drops below.
Keep the feet square and shoulder width apart and allow yourself to
slide. As you increase in speed, dirt will build up under your feet and
you will lose control. Jump and start again . If the slope is very steep
abandon this method - abseiling (rappelling) is the answer (see
Mountains in Climate and Terrain).

JUNGLE TRAVEL
In dense jungle you may have to cut your way through if there is no
way of going round. Chop downwards and as low as possible at the
stems on both sides so that they fall away from the path you are
making, not across it. Avoid leaving spikes standing, bamboo points
can be lethal if someone stumbles. High growth and creeper can
often be cut and travelled over.
Jungle vegetation seems to be covered in thorns and spikes. You
may have to twist and turn to avoid vegetation that seems to
surround you. Rushing only makes it worse. Those types of the
climbing palms, atap and rattan, that are known as nanti sikit 'wait-a-while' - in Malaya and similar names elsewhere, have
thorns like fish hooks at the end of the leaf. When snared by them
you must back off and untangle. Don't try to tear through wait-awhile vine - it will strip you naked. You'll soon see why it got its
name! However it has many uses and rattan is one of the best of
jungle water vines.
Keep feet covered to protect them from sapling spikes, snakes
and chigoes (chiggers). Stop frequently to remove parasites. Chigoes
ignored for more than an hour or so will cause infection.
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f a river is wide enough to be navigable, it will be easier to float
on
than to walk beside it. The long-term survivor could
experiment with making canoes - burning out the centre of a tree
trunk to make a dug-out or covering a frame of willow with birch
bark or skins - or copying boats made from reeds like those built by
the ancient Egyptians and Mesopotamians, which can stili be found
today at places such as Lake Titicaca in Peru .
All are difficult to make well enough to stand up to water travel
and even among the peoples for whom making them is a traditional
skill, they are usually the work of specialists.

RAFTS
More practical for the su rvivor will be to construct a raft, which will
not capsize so readily if the structure is not perfect. All boats and
rafts must be soundly tested in safe water near the camp before
setting out on a journey.
In jungle terrain especially you may find that the river, beside
which you have camped, has been swelled by seasonal rains to make
rafting a viable proposition. Here, too, you may find ample timber,
either bamboo (which is ideal) or uprooted trees which are sound
and unrotted. If you have to cut timber choose leaning trees for they
are the easiest to drop. With dead falls the top of the trunk is usually
sound enough to use for a raft.
You can use oil drums or other floating objects to support a raft,
and if there is no supply of strong timber a sheet of tarpaulin or
other waterproof material can be used as a man-carrying version of
the coracle described later for floating equipment across a river.
Never take chances with a flimsy raft on any water. On mountain
rivers there are often rapids which only a really tough structure will
survive. On the wide lower reaches there will be a long way to swim
to the bank if you have a raft break up under you.

Travelling by raft
Tie all equipment secu rely to the raft or to the safety line, making
sure that nothing trails over the edges where it could snag in
shallows.
Everyone aboard should have a bowline attached around the
waist and secured to a safety line or to the raft.
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BAMBOO RAFT
A single la~r will not support you unless
if is Vt'ry long, so go for a Iwa-Io~r
model.
CuI thickish bamboo in 3m (10ft)
lenglhs. Make hairs through the C'Ones
neor the ends and half-way along. Pass
stokes through Ihese hairs to connect
the cones. Lash rach of thr COlles to
each of the stakes with twine, rattan or
other vines or coble. Make a second deck
to fit on top of the first and lash the two
together.

GRIPPER BAR RAFT
This is Ihe quickest raft to build. You
need logs for the ded and four thickish
stakes with some pliability which Ofe
long enough to overlap tile width of
the deck.
Place two of the stokes on the ground
and loy fhe logs over thrm.
Place the other stokes on top. Tie each
poir of stokes firmly together on one
side. Then, wilh a helper standing on top
to foff:t' the other ends together. tie
theSt' so that Ihe logs are gripped
betwt't'n them. Notching the ends of
Ihese gripper bars will stop tht: rapes
from slipping.

STEERING
To steer the roft make a paddle rudder
and mount il on an A-frome nt:ar ant:
end of the raft. Secure the A-frame with
guy-lines 10 tht: corners of tht: rafl and
lie Ihe rudder on (0 it so that it does nOI
slip. Tht: rudder con also be used as a
swt't'P for propulsion. You may need 10
notch tht: rafl for the baSt' of tht: Afromt:. Tht: guy-lines could IH: tied to Ihe
cross-pieces.
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lifelines should be long enoug h to allow free movement, but not so
long that they trail in the water. In narrow swift-flowing rivers with
dangerous rapids and waterfalls it is better not to tie on. If the raft
gets out of control and is swept towards dangerous water, it is better
to head for the bank.
In shallow water the best means of controlling a raft is like a
punt, but preferably with two long poles - with one person poling
at one front corner of the raft, and another at the diagonally
opposite back corner.
If the survival group is a large one, several rafts will be needed.
The fi ttest should be on the first raft, carrying no equipment or
provisions. They can be lookouts and give early warning of
hazards to be avoided. If they have to abandon their raft no kit
will be lost.
Waterfalls and rapids can be heard some time before you reach
them, and often are indicated by spray or mist rising in the air. If
uncertain about the safety of the stream ahead, beach or moor the
raft and carry out a reconnaissance on foot.
If you reach a di fficu lt or dangerous stretch of water unload the
raft and take to the bank, carrying all the equipment downstream of
the dangerous waters. Having posted someone downstream where
the river becomes safe and manageable to recover the raft, release
the raft and let it drift down through the difficult stretch. It will
probably need repairing but at least YOU will be safe and have all
your equipment.

Only raft by day, NEVER in the dark.
At night secure the raft firmly - so
that it will still be there in the
morning - and make temporary
shelter on higher ground away from
the river.

Bogs and marshes
If you cannot avoid crossing a marsh make your way by jumping
from tuft to tuft of grass. If you find yourself sinking into a bog,
'swim' with a breast-stroke to firm ground - don't try to jump.
Spreading your body over the surface distributes your weight. Use
the sa me technique in quicksand.
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CROSSING RIVERS
The headwaters of a river will be narrow and swift-running.
Although banks !nay be steep and rocky it will usually be possible to
fjnd a place to cross. Where the water is shallow you may be able to
wade - but test ahead with a pole for hidden depths. You may find
rocks to provide stepping stones across or be able to place them for

small streams.
Some members of a party may be able to leap across a narrow

chasm or from boulder to boulder across the stream bed, but that is
not much help jf others cannot make it. A slip on a boulder is an easy
way to sprain an ankle.
The estuary of a river is wide with strong currents and is subject
to tides - which can influence some rivers many miles from their

mouths. Avoid crossing there, unless equipped with boat or raft, go
back upstream to an easier crossing place.
On any wide stretch, and especially when near the sea, do not set
off, even with boats or rafts, immediately opposite the point you
hope to reach, but consider how the current will affect your passage
and make allowances.

STUDY THE WATER
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Tht: surfoa: movemt:nt of a strt:om or river
can lell you 0 greot deal obout what is
benealh. Tht: main flow of tht: currt:nl is
usually t:vidt:nl from a cht:vron shope of
smoother watt:r around any rock or
projt:rtion (a), Ihe V widt:ning downstream.

Waves Ihol appear 10 stoy in ont: poSilion on
the surfoa: (b) are usually evidena: of a
bauldN on tht: bollom deflecting waler
upwords.

Closer to the surface an obstruction will
crt:ate an eddy downslrt:am of it where the
surfoce woterappears 10 run bock against the
main flow. If 0 large boulder coincides with 0
steep drop in the l(!vel of the boltom (c) these
eddies con produce a powerful bockword pull
downstream of the obstruction and pull
swimmers in - Iht:y art: VERY dongeraus.
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Wading across
Even quite wide rivers may be comparatively shallow and possible
to wade across, but never underestimate any stretch of water. Cut
a stick to aid balance and cross facing towards the current and you
will be more able to avoid being swept off your feet. Roll trousers
up. so that they offer less surface to the current, or if they are
going to get wet anyway take them off so that you have them dry
for the other side. Keep your boots on, they will give a better grip
than bare feet. Undo the belt fastening of a back-pack so that you
can slip it off easily if you
get swept over. But don't
WARNING
lose hold of it. It will almost
certainly float and you can
ICE-COLD WATER
then use it to help right
KILLER
yourself.
Do not attempt swimming or
Turn at a slight angle.
wading across a stream when
the water is at very low
your back towards the bank
temperatures, it could prove
you want to reach. the
fatal. Make a raft of some
current will move you in that
kind. Only wade if you can do
direction. Do not take strides
it without getting more than
bu t shuffle sideways, using
your feet wet and dry them
vigorously as soon as you
the stick to test for depth
reach the other bank.
and trying each f oothold
before using it.

Crossing as a group
If a group of people are wading across together, they should line
up behind the strongest, who crosses as described above. The
others each hold the one in front at the waist and move in step,
o ffering less obstruction to
the cu rrent.
WARNING
Al ternatively a group can
link arms side- by-side and
Look out for submerged
hold on to a pole or branch to
branches. You could get
keep them in alignment. They
tangled in them and wrench
a limb or lose balance. When
cross facing the bank and
carried along with the
moving forwards. Only the
current
you do not notice its
side of the first person opposes
strength but if it forces you
the current and the grou p
against an obstruction you
provi des stability for all of
can be firmly held.
them.
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Crossing with ropes
If a rope is available it can make wading safer - but you need a loop
of rope three times as long as the width of the stream and there

must be at least three people in the party. Two of them always
control the rope to keep it out of the water as much as possible and
to haul the crosser to the bank if difficulties arc encountered.
The person crossing is st:Cumi 10 the loop,
around the chest. The strongest person

firs/. The other two ore not tiro on
- they pay out the rope as 1/ is needed

('ro~

ond ron stop the crosser being washed

away.

When he reaches the bon/(, I unties

himself Gnd 2 lies on 2 crosses conlrolled
by the others. Any number of people can
be stili across in this way.

When 2 has troched rhe bonk, 3 lies on
and crosses. I lokes most of the strain, but
2 is ready in case anything goes wrong.

RIVERS ARE DANGEROUS
Never enter the water unless there is no other way of getting
across and choose a crossing point carefully.
- Avoid high banks that are difficult to climb out on.
- Avoid obstructions in the wa ter.
- Current is likely to be fastest on the outside of bends and steep
banks may be undercut making landing impossible.
- Look for an even section of river bed - shingle is the best surface
for wading.
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Swimming across
If you can't swim DON'T try - rely on others to get you across with
the help of some sort of float Even the strongest swimmers should
make use of flotation aids when crossing a river - and for nonswimmers they will be essential. They will reduce the expenditure of
energy and help to keep clothes and kit dry. Do not swim with your
clothes on . Once wet they will give you no protection from cold dry they are something warm to pu t on when you have crossed .
Always make sure you have found a place on the other side
where you will be ab le to get out of the water. If there are no
beaches you will need supports to haul yourself up on to the bank
- but avoid tangles of branches in the water where you might
get trapped. Ent er the water well upstream to allow for the distance
tha t the current will carry you down as you cross. Better to
overestimate and be a little longer in the water, than pass your
landing place.
Check the strength of the current by watching floating logs and
flotsam and study the water surface for hidden obstructions and eddies.
If you hit weed in the wa ter adopt a crawl stroke to cut through
it. Once a strong swimmer has cleared a passage others will be able
to follow through in the channel made.

Flotation aids
Fuel cans. plast ic bottles, logs - anything that floats can be used. If
you have a waterproof bag put your clothes and belongings inside,
leaving plenty of air space tie the neck and then bend it over and tie
again and use it as a float. Hang on to it and use just your legs to
propel yourself.
- Without a bag, but with a waterproof sheet, pile twigs and
straw into the centre to create air pockets and then pile your
clothes and equipment on top before tying up the bundle
secu rely.
- Do not attempt to sit on the bundles or place your weigh t on
them.
- Wi th a group of people, split into fours. Each four should lash
their bags together and use them as support for an injured
member of the party or a non-swimmer.
- If no waterproof material is available, make a small raft or a
coracle to float your things on. Bundle your belongings and, if
heavy, make the raft two-layered so that only the lower layer
sinks into the water and your kit stays dry.
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This is a case study that I use when I do talks about survival
situations. It has nothing to do with any personal experience
that I have had, although it is a true story.
In this documented account from the 1950s, a family of three-

a father, mother, and child - set off by small plane from the east
coast of the United States to get to California. After various
stops for fuel and rest the family arrived safely at their
destination, although the father, who was the pilot. reported a
minor fault when the plane landed for the final time. When the
family were ready to head back east he went up for a test flight
to make sure that the repairs he had requested were successful.
However, what they foiled to do was to register a flight plan, and
this proved to be a fatal error. You should always tell someone
where you are going and how long you expect to be, otherwise
no one will realise you are missing and think to look for you. I
suspect that that there were a number of failures on this
occasion and the airport should have insisted on some sort of
flight plan. Nonetheless, when the plane crashed in the Trinity
M?u~tains in northern California, nobody knew they were
missing.
Despite their initial error in failing to alert the authorities about
their route, this family was trained in survival techniques and,
having survived the impact. remained olive for the next ten days.
They then made the decision to leave the wreckage in search of
civilization. And this is where they finally fell down; they didn't
know how to effectively navigate and they left the security of
the wreckage. Survival skills are very important but you also
need to know the best possible way to get to safety. The family
were eventually discovered only a number of days after they hod
died, only 50 km (30 miles) from the nearest road.
The lessons to be learnt from this case study are that you should
always let people know where you are, Slay where you are for as
fang as possible, but if you reaffy feel that you must leave the
area (and I don't recommend this) try to leave behind a message
with your future movements. In this case the family hod left a
diary that was found by rescuers, revealing their whereabouts.
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hen no professional medical help is
available, su rvivors have to undertake
medical tasks which should normally be left to

W

those with special training.
Traditional first-aid procedures are deSigned
to cope with minor problems and to sustain a
seriously injured person until they can receive

expert treatment. However, jf there is no
possibility of outside help in time to save a life,
the survivor may sometim es have to take drastic
measures. Some of the advice given in this
section is intended ONLY for such circumstances.

In the treatment of diseases and disorders
the experience of centuries of herbal treatments
and na tural remedies can be put to good use,
when no prepared drugs are availa ble - or to
reserve supplies for more serious need. Herbal
medicines given here use only simple methods
of extraction and preparation.
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Remove from danger

Breathing but unconscious
Breathing and pulse
Choking and blockages
Not breathing and no pulse
Artificial respiration

Is hea rt beating?
Dangerous bleeding
l esser bleeding
Internal bleeding
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aintainin9 health is of primary importance to the survivor. Do

not take any unnecessary risks which could lead to injury. Aim at
a varied and balanced die t and make sure that you get adequa te rest.
In the initial stages of the survival situation none of these may
be possible but. once you have a camp established, food sources and

water fou nd, a disciplined approach will enable you to conserve
energy and resources. Away from people, you are not exposed to
contagious infections, unless you brought them with you. Although
some diseases are insect- or waterborne, sensible precautions especially boiling water and properly cooking food - will protect
you from many infections.
Extreme climatic conditions bring thei r own dangers and an
awareness of symptoms wi!! help you to treat yourself and others.
inexperience or ill*luck may lead to injury, however careful you are,
and an understanding of practical first aid - improvising where
medical equipment is not available - is a basic survival skill. In
accident situations such improvisation may be the first key to
survival for those involved, when rapid action is essential. Any
expedition should have at least one person with suitable specialized
medical knowledge - but EVERYONE should know how to deal with
basic inj uries, disorders and diseases.

PRIORITIES
In an accident involving many injured people you must know
which patients to treat first. When a patient has multiple injuries,
breathing, heartbeat and bleeding should be given priority. Assess
the injuries and handle in the following sequence:
- Restore and mainta in breathing/heartbeat
- Stop bleeding
- Protect wounds and burns
- Immobilize fractures
- Treat shock
NOTE: Before approaching any accident victim, check for danger
to yourself and protect yourself from it. Look out for electric cables.
gas pipes. falling debris, dangerous structures or wreckage. Give
initial check*up without moving the patient, if possible, but - if
there is continuing danger - move the patient and yourself to a
safer location.
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REMOVE FROM DANGER
First reduce any fur ther danger to the casualty or yourself by
moving them to safety - away from a burning vehicle or building .
In the case of a road accident, stop the traff ic. With electrocution,
switch off the current. If you can't, stand on dry non conductive
material and push or lever the patient from the power source with
a dry non conductive pole or stick BEFORE touching them. If gas or
poisonous fumes are threatening, turn them off at source and take
casualties to fresh air.
There is always a risk in moving patients with unknown injuries
but, if they are further threatened, they must be moved to have any
chance of surviving. People with spinal injuries are at grea test risk
when moved - the spinal cord could be severed . The only safe way
to move them requires several people (see Fracture of the spinel.

Unconscious casualties
If a person is unconscious first check whether they are breathing
and begin artificial respiration immediately if necessary. Check for
external bleeding and injury, trying to establish the cause of
unconsciousness.

BREATHING BUT UNCONSCIOUS
If the patient is brealhing, and does not appear to have any spina l
injury, check that there are no obstructions in the mouth, deal wi th
any serious bleeding and place him or her in the recovery position.
If lying on the back you will need gently to turn the casualty on one
side, usually most easily done by grasping clothing at the hip. This
produces a stable position so that any liquids or vomit produced
from the stomach or nose will not enter or block the lungs and the
tongue will not fall back and block the airway.

WARNING
Do NOT place a casualty with a suspected spinal injury in the
recovery position. Use an artificial airway to maintain their
respiration and as a means of administering mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation.

CHECK BREATHING AND HEARTBEAT!
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RECOVERY POSITION

MoV(: the arm and leg on one side of
the body outwards to stop the patient
lying flat, elbow and knee- should bath
be ben/. Turn the head in the some
direction. Lay (he other arm down
along the other side of the patient.

Allow (he other leg to bend slightly.
Pull the jaw forward CO check tho!
the longue is at the front of (he mouth
and nO! blocking (he airway. Loosen
light clothing.

BREATHING AND PULSE
Normal breathing is quie t and easy. Noisy breathing, froth around
the nose or lips and blueness around the lips and ears are all signs
of difficult or obstructed breathing. Check breathing regularly by
listening carefully near the nose and mou th. Remove obstructions
and, in the absence of breathing, give artificial respiration. Check at
neck or wrist for pulse.

Cessation of breathing
This dire emergency may be caused by:
- Blockage of upper air passages caused by face and neck injuries or
foreign bodies
- Drowning or electric shock
- Choking
- Inflammation and spasm of air passages caused by inhalation of
smoke, gases or flame
- Lack of oxygen
- Compression of the chest

CHOKING AND BLOCKAGES
If breathing has stopped immediately remove any obstruction in the
airway and give artificial respiration.
Clear the airway of any foreign matter: weed, vomit, false tee th
or food. Sweep the mouth with a fing er and ensure the tongue has
not fallen back to obstruct the breathing passages.
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If someone appears to be choking, but ca n breathe and cough,
their own coughing is more effective than you r aid. A blow on the
back may sometimes help. If the vict im cannot speak use the
Heimlich manoeuvre with adults, but see other methods for special

cases.
HEIMLI CH MA NOEUVRE
Stand or kneel behind casualty, orms
around them. Clench one hand over the
other, thumb side of fist pressing
be/ween waist and bottom of ribs. Apply
pressure and jNk quickly upwards four
limes.

IF THIS DOES NOr WORK
Give four sharp blows /0 the bork
be/ween Ihe shoulder blades /0 loosen
object ond four more 'hugs: SlOP when

victim storts breathing or coughs loud/y,

REPEAT if this does not succeed at first. DO NOT GIVE UP! Be ready
to give artificial respiration, if the blockage is removed, but the
patient does not start breathing. Lay an unconscious patient on his
or her back, kneel astride, place you r hands, one on top of the other,
with the heels resting above the navel , and make quick thrusts up to
the cen tre of the ribcage. If the blockage does not appear to shift,
quickly roll patient on to side and strike fou r times between the
shoulder blades. Repeat as necessary.

SURVIVAL SELF-HELP
If alone, use the Heimlich
manoeuvre by pulling or pushing
against a blunt projection - on
earth bank, 0 (allen (fee (or a
choir bock in a domestic
situation).
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Choking: Special cases
Ba bi es:
Support the baby, face down, straddling your forearm, with the
head definitely lower th an the chest. Use the heel of the free
hand to give four quick blows between the shoulder blades.
Place free hand on back of baby's head and turn over. Use
two fingertips to press four times, quickly and fai rly fi rmly, on
centre chest. REPEAl Be ready to give 'mouth-to-mouth (and
nose)' if breathing stops.
Ch il dren:
Wi th small children hold them upside down and strike fou r ra pid
blows between the shoulder blades using the heel of the hand.
Wi th older children place across the knee, or bend forward from
a sitting position, supporting chest with one hand while
administering blows wi th other. Alternatively, perform Heimlich
manoeuvre using two fingers of each hand instead of fists. (Not
breathing - see Artificioi Respirotion.)
Pregnancy and obesity:
Abdominal Heimlich manoeuvre impossible. Position fists instead
against the mid dle of the breastbone and follow similar
procedure. (Not breathing - see Artificiol RespirotioIJ.)

Drastic action
On the rare occasion when repeated attempts with the Heimlich
manoeuvre fail to dislodge an obstruction, drastic action is
required : a cut into the patient's throat below the obstruction . Also
used in cases where an injury to the jaw prevents the patient from
breathing, this is a techniq ue only for a life-or-death situation. It
is risky for the untrained, but worth trying to save a life in cases
where the casualty will certainly die witllOut it. There is no
significan t bleeding if you use the Crico thyroid technique. which
is superior to a tracheo tomy (where the cut is made below the
Adam's apple).

Preparation
You need a sharp blade, a scalpel or a penknife, not a wide knife, and
a hollow tube (a ballpoint pen case, a CLEAN fuel or hydraulic line
from a vehicle, tubing from a back-pack, a sm all syringe and even a
hollow plant stem have been used).
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They should be sterilized if boiling water or a flame is available, but
do not waste time getting them. WARNING : Contamination with oil or
petrol from a dirty vehicle hose could produce chemopneumonia.
1 ioy casually on bock, shoulders
elevated, head and neck presenting a
straight line.
2 Run a finger down fhe Adorns apple the bone-like projection on the front of
the neck (mare prominent in men than
women) and find another small
projection just below it. Between the
Adam's apple alld this smaller projection
you will find a central volley.
3 Make an incision here 01 Ihe exact

midpoint. Keep the incision small but
deep - straight dawn for about 1-2cm
{lls..3/4inJ - no/e the distance an the
blade beforehand. You will feel/he blade
move more easily as it cuts through to
the windpipe. Do NOT push down
further.

ALTERNATIVE: For /he incision. pierce
with 0 wide-bore needle - producing
less bleeding (and considered preferoble
by doclGrsJ. A kit is produced and should
be included in pare-medical equipment.

(

4 Twist the blade sideways 10 open
up cuI.

5 Inserllhe tube in Ihe incision and push
it down to keep the cuI open and oJ/ow
air inIG Ihe IUl/gs. Once in place, secure
firmly with adhesive tope or bondage to
keep it upright ond prevent it faJ/ing out.

Once the airway is clear, whether natural or artificial. if the
patient is still not breathing, ar tificial respiration must be
carried out.
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Preventing asphyxiation
Pressu re:
Any compression of the chest can cause asphyxiation. A ctimber
who slips and is held suspended by a rope around his chest will
find it extremely difficult to breathe. Pass down a rope with a
loop (bowline or manharness hitch, see Knots in Camp Craft) to
stand in and relieve the pressure.
An avalanche of snow, or a fall of earth can exert pressure on
the chest and make breathing difficult. Adopt a crouched
position if possible, with bent arms and elbows tucked well in
and this will protect the chest.
If a person is trapped under wreckage with pressure on the
chest. and the weight cannot be lifted off, use a lever to lift it
and prop securely.
Smoke and gas:
To prevent smoke entering the lungs, place fine mesh material
over the nose and mouth to filter it. Smoke can be seen and
there is a chance of avoiding it. Gases cannot usually be seen and
safety is gained only in fresh air upwind of them, or with a
respirator. Casualties must have fresh air.
Lack of oxygen:
Oxygen can be used up in a shelter which lacks ventilation or
becomes blocked and sea led by rubble or snow. This is a
danger in igloos especially if draughts are sealed. With a
stove or fire, not only is the oxygen used, even more
seriously, carbon monoxide is produced. Casualties must have
fresh air.
Ca rbo n monox id e poison ing:
This gas is DEADLY in confined spaces, but the occupants rarely
recognize its presence. The symptoms of carbon monoxide
poisoning resemble those of an overdose of alcohol: memory
and judgment are impa ired, an increase in confidence and a
disregard of danger.
Always ensure that you have adequate ventilation,
especially when using stoves. Adjust any burning with a
yellow flame. Light a candle in your shelter. If the flame gets
longer and higher - or in extreme cases shoots to the roofthere is a severe lack of oxygen and it is high time to
ventilate. Once again, it is neccessary for casualties to have
fresh air.
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NOT BREATHING AND NO PULSE
Drowning
Sympto ms: Can occur through fluid blockages but generally patient
will be in water or have face in liquid. Face, especially lips and ears,
livid and congested. Possibly fine froth at mouth and nostrils - it is
the froth that is blocking the air passage.
Do not attempt to remove liquid from lungs - you can't. Begin
artificial respiration as early as possible. If still in water, support
floating body and begin mouth-to-mouth resuscitation after
quickly removing weed, false teeth or any other mouth obstructions.
On land Holger Nielsen method can also be used.

Electrocution
Symptoms: The cause will usually be obvious. Electrocution may
stop the heart and muscle spasms may throw the victim some
distance. Electrical burns will be much deeper than their appearance
suggests.
Never touch the victim until current is off or contact broken. If
an appliance is involved it may be possible to break contact by
pulling on insulated cable. But beware of any liquids which
will conduct current - victims may urinate. Give artificial
respiration and treat for cardiac arrest if necessary before treating
burns. TAKE NO RISKS.

Lightning
Sym pto ms: Another form of electrocution. The victim is usually
stunned and falls unconscious. Clothing may catch fire as well as
patient having electrical burns, which will be more severe where
watches, jewellery, buckles or other metal objects are worn.
Give artificial respiration if necessary and treat burns. Prolonged
resusci tation may be needed. Recovery is often delayed.

Poisoning
Symptoms: Poisons which enter the lungs or affect the nervous
system can produce asphyxia.

Hearl allack
Symptoms: Severe pain in the chest, shortness of breath patient
feeling giddy, possibly collapsing to ground, and often anxious.
Heavy sweating, irregular pu lse, blueness of lips or skin.
If breathing fails give artificial respiration and external heart
compression if the pulse stops.
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ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION
Mouth·to·mouth ('Kiss of life')

The fastest and most effective method . Begin as soon as the airway
has been cleared. Normal recovery is rapid, ex.cept in cases of electric
shock, drugs and carbon monoxide poisoning. In these cases nerves
and muscl es are paralyzed or carbon monoxide has displaced oxygen
in the bloodstream. Be prepared to ca rry on a long time.
If face is injured, or poison or chem ical burns are suspect use the
Silvester method .
With pOlient lying on bork, hold jaw well
open, bending head bork (prevents
longue falling and blocking airway).
Hold nos/rils closed with other hand.
Check mouth Gnd throot cleor of

obstruction. Ploo: mouth over patient's
mouth Gnd exhale.
Watch for chest to rise as you blow
gent!)' into patient's lungs. (If chest does
nat rise, turn him on his side and thump
between shoulder blodes to remove
obstruction.) Remove mouth. roke 0
deep breath while checking chest foils
outomatically You should feel or hear
oir returning.
REPEAT, os quickly as possible for the
first six inflations, then at 12 per minute
until breathing is estoblished.
For a child: Do not blow. Exhale normolly,
or in genlle puffs for a baby. Give first
four inflations as quickly as possible.
Blowing forcefully into a child's mouth
may damage delicate lungs.

Mouth-to-nose: Use if you cannot seal your lips around victim's
mouth, holding his mouth dosed. For babies, cover both nose and
mouth with your lips.

KEEP GOING!
Wi th any form of resuscitation the first five minutes are probably the
most critical but, if breathing does not start, keep artificial respiration
up for at least an hour. In a group take turns. CHECK HEARTBEAT.
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Artificial respiration: with facial injury
Si lvester method: Recommended when poisoning or fadal injury
prevent mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, especially when patient may
need cardiac compression [which can be done by the same firstaider).

With casualty lying on bock, raise
shoulders with pod of folded blanket or
clothing. Kned astride casually's head.
Place hands flat over lower ribs and
rork forward to press steadily
downwards. Lift casuallY's arms
upwards ond autwords as for os
possible.

REPEAT rhythmically about 12 times per minute for adults. If
there is no improvement turn patient on side and strike briskly
between shoulders to remove any possible obstruction before
resuming the cycle.
DON'T GIVE UP! Resuscitation techniques have saved the lives of
victims of drowning, hypothermia and electrocution after three
hours without spontaneous breathing.
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Artificial respiration: face down
Holger Nie lson method: This is the technique recommended for
resuscitating a drowning victim if mouth-to-mouth is not
practicable, or if patient cannot be turned on back, Casualty lies face
down; liquids can flow freely from the mouth and will not cause
choking.
Place wi th head turned to one side, arms bent, forehead resting
on hands. Loosen tight clothing and ensure tongue is brought
forward, mouth clear of weed, mud etc.
Face the casua lty, kneeling on one knee at head, placing your
hands over shoulder blades, thumbs touching and fingers spread.
Perform the following procedure to a count of eight:

1-2-3 Rock forward with arms straight.
producing gentle, even, increasing
pressure. (About 2 seconds)
4 Rock back, sliding hands to grasp
potients upper arms. (112-1 second)

5-6-7 Pull and raise patient's arms
gen(/y by rocking further backwards. (2
seconds) Avoid raising patient's trunk or
disturbing head tao much.
8 Lower patient's arms (0 ground ond
slide hands back to initio/ position. (ltl -1
second)

REPEAT 12 times per mirlllte.
NOTE: If the pati ent's arms are injured, place a folded garment
under the forehead and lift under the armpits. This is not a
practicable method if ribs or shoulders are badly damaged.
AFTER BREATHI NG HAS BEEN RESTORED: Place patient in recovery
position - after all forms of resllscitation. But NOT in cases of
spinal injury.
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IS HEART BEATING?

TAKING PULSE AT WR IST
Rest fingers lightly a/ the fronl of the
wrist, over the radiol oriel)'. about l em

('t.inJ from Ihumb side a/ lower end
forearm.

or

TAKING PULSE AT NECK
Tum fare /0 one side. Slide fingers
from Adam "s apple into groove
alongside. Other pressure points can
olso be used.

Normal pulse
In a relaxed adult 60-80 per minute (average 72); in young
children it is much higher, at 90-140 per minute. Excitement

increases rate.
Don't waste precious time - count the beats in 30 seconds and
multiply by two. Use a watch with a seconds hand to keep timing

accurate and note down result.

If there is no pulse
If you cannot feel a pulse and the pupils of the eyes arc much
larger than normal, start cardiac compression while artificial
respiration is continued. The mou t h-to-mouth and the Silvester
methods allow both activities to be carried out at th e same
time .

Cardiac compression
Regardless of which method of resusci tation is used, if th ere is no
pulse and after 10-12 breaths there is no apparent improvement in
the casualty's condition, cardiac compression {external heart
massage) should be started .

NO TIME TO LOSE!
First place the casualty on a f irm surface - let them lie on the
ground, chest up. Using the edge of the hand strike firmly on the
lower part of the breastbone {the central bone between the ribs).
The jarring may start the heart. If there is still no pulse proceed with
compression.
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Kneel beside the casualty. Place heel of one hand on lower half of
breastbone (sternum), the central bone between the ribs. Make sure it
is not on the end of, or below, the breastbone. Place heel of other hand
over it. Keep rest of hand OFF chest. Keeping arms st raight, rock
forward and press down 10 times after two consecutive breaths.

In adults press down about 4cm (Jlhin).
Repeat 0/ least 60 times per minute.
Press smoothly and firmly. Erro tic or
rough pressing could couse furt her
injury.

Infants and children require less pressure and more pushes. For
babies and small children light pressure with two fingers is enough
at a rate of 100 times per minute. for older children up to ten years,
use the heel of one ha nd only and push 80-90 times per minute.
Note: Check for dilation of pupils of eyes and return of pulse in neck
artery which indicate sllccess. ARTI FICIAL RESPIRATION MAY STILL

BE NEEDED .

Artificial respiration with compression (Cardiopulmonary
resuscitation)
If alone: Use mouth-to-mouth or Silvester methods of resuscita tion ,
giving a repeated pattern of 15 heart compressions followed by two
rapid lung-inflations.

If two fi rst- aiders: Give fi ve heart-compressions followe d by one
deep lung-inflation . Repeat. First-aider giving inflations should also
note neck pulse and pupils.
Once breathing has been restored, it must be maintained . Lay the
patien t in the recovery position (EXCE PT when spine or neck injured)
which reduces risk from liquids they may bring up as they recover.
Check condition regularly.
If available use ARTIFICIAL AIRWAY to keep airway open in
unconscious pa tients.
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RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT
ARTIFICIAL AIRWAY
Before use inspect both the potient's
and artificial airway.
Insert tile artificial airway to a
third of its length, end pointing to
the roof of the mouth, then turn it
through 180' to pain! down the
throat.
Once it is in place patient will be
able to breathe. A mucus build-up
may start coughing and gurgling.
Clear it with on extractor.

MUCUS EXTRACTOR
Placed down aflificia/ airway, its
one-way valve allows mucus to be
sucked out without risk of
swallowing, One \vas probably used
on you first thing after birth!
Without one you can use ony tube
or straw (preferably sterilized), trying
NOT to swallow the mucus yourself

DANGEROUS BLEEDING
An average person has up to 6.25 litres (11pt) of circulating blood.
The loss of 0.5 litre ('/.pt) causes mild faintness, 1 litre (PI.pt)
faintness - with an increase in pulse and breathing, 1.5 litre (2'hpt)
collapse. More than 2.24 litre (4p t) may even cause death.
Immediate steps must be taken to stop the flow of blood. However,
once a small haemorrhage has been stopped, blood volume is
quickly restored with fluid from the tissues - the resulting slight
anaemia is not important. Body fl uids must be replaced by giving
water, so that the fluid balance is restored.

PRIORITIES
Blood transports life-giving oxygen. When bleeding is coupled wit
cessation of breathing treat both concurrently. Get the patient
brea thing AND staunch the bleed ing.
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Bleeding from veins and capillaries can be stemmed by simple pressure
over the bleeding point. with or without a dressing, and minor arteri al
bleeding may also be controlled with local pressure. Extremity wounds
should be elevated above the heart, still applying pressure.
You can use anything to staunch the flow of blood - a hand,
handkerchief, blouse - but use the cleanest material possible and
apply it rapidly and firmly. There is danger of infection from
unsterile material but, if a person is bleeding to death, there is no
time to worry. Death is more certain from serious bleeding .
Maintain a continuous, firm pressure for 5- 10 minutes and you
will stop the bleeding. Resist the temptation to lift and look. If blood
seeps through the pad place another on top. large dressings of
absorbent cotton wool (known in the army as shell dressings) are ideal for
stopping bleeding. Include them in your medical kit. Secure with the
attached bandage and then with a further crepe bandage which will
maintain th e steady pressure required.

Arterial bleeding
This is the most serious type of bleeding and speed is essential to
stop it. Bleeding from an artery comes in powerful, rapid spurts, in
time with the pulse. It can be temporarily controlled by compressing
an artery where it crosses a bone, against that bone, at pressure
points. Precautions must be taken, if at all possible, to prevent the
spread of diseases such as HIV. but it is accepted that if you are
faced with this emergency you are unlikely to have gloves, etc.

PRESSURE POINTS
These are places where arteries run close to the surface ove r a bone
so that they can be pressed against it, cutting off the flow of blood.
Each is effective for arterial blood loss from the area specified.
Wa tch the wound. If blood flow is not immediately reduced. move
fingers un til it is.
- Temple or sca lp: Forward of {above ear (a)
- Face below eyes: Side of jaw (b)
- Shou lder or upper arm : Above clavicle (e)
- Elbow: Underside of upper arm (d)
- Lower arm: Crook of elbow (e)
- Hand: Fron t of wrist In
- Thigh: Mid-wayan groin/top of thigh (g)
- Lower leg: Upper sides of knee (h)
- Foot: Front of ankle (i)
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Tying arteries
In the case of major wounds to which a pressure dressing cannot be
applied, where access is restricted or a limb pa rtially severed, trace
the bleeding artery and tie it off.
This is hazardous for the untrained - arteries often have
accompanying nerves and including them in a clip or tie could cause
permanent damage, such as loss of function of a limb.
Applya temporary tourniquet to control the bleeding - but you
may have to release spurts of blood to find the artery.
Steri lize a piece of fishing line, thread or fine string by boiling or
soaking in alcohol. The contents of a hip flask or a perfume bottle
will remove bacteria. Cleanliness is essential. Boil all dressings
and bandages. Scrub the hands thoroughly in boiled water, using
soap if available,
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Clean the wound with sterile (boiled) water and gently explore it
with a clean finger to locate the severed artery. Tie it secu rely with
the sterilized thread. This is the one time that an open wound is
touched.
If the artery is completely severed, its ends may retract making
them more difficult to loca te. If you are sure the bleeding vessel is
in a piece of tissue then the whole area can be sewn up, using a
large need le.
Cautiously relax the tourniquet as soon as possible to check
whe ther your handiwork has been successful. Make sure there is not
more than one major bleeding vessel. If you see more bleeding,
immediately tighten the tourniquet and try again. Other sma ller
vessels will supply sufficient blood to maintain the life of the limb.
Do NOT leave the tourniquet in position.

Tourniquets
There are only t wo places where a tourniquet may be placed: on the
upper arm, just below the armpit, and around the upper thigh .
Prefera bly use a piece of cloth at least Scm (2in) wide. If you have
to use anything thinner (wire or cord), you MUST apply over a fold
of clothing to reduce discomfort and avoid damage to nerves or
flesh .
Wrap around limb fhf(:e limes and fie
half knot. Place slick, or similar object
OVt!f knot ond lie 0 double kno t over it.
Twisl stick, l ighlening band unlil
bl~ing SlOps.

Tourniquet muSI

~

IlgM enough 10

arreSt blood supply but ~/oxed
frequently, so ofler opplying WORK FAST.
Releose COMPLETELY when job is
done.

WARNING
A tourniquet cuts off the blood flow and if left on too long can
cause serious damage - even loss of a limb.
- ONLY use a tourniquet on a limb. NEVER on head, neck or torso.
- NEVER cover a tourniquet. If you have to leave one unattended
write TK and time applied on victim's forehead with felt-tip or
lipstick.
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Check circulation
After bandaging a limb, check frequently that neither toes nor
fingers are blue, cold or numb. If they are, loosen the dressing. If
you do not GANGRENE MAY DEVELOP, perhaps resulting in the loss
of a limb.
For the same reason do NOT use a tourniquet (except when tying
arteries). First try direct pressure. Then use pressure points, still
keeping di rect pressure on the wound. If wound is at an extremity
keep it elevated at all times.

RECOMMENOEO EQUIPMENT
HAEMOSTAT
This instrument, like a pair of
lockable pliers, ran be damped on a
blood vessel, stopping the flow
and making it easier to tie off.
Hoemostats hove man y applications

and are worth including in a medical
kit. They ore ideal for holding
needles while sewing - even tough
leather ron be stitched. AVOID

dipping nerves.

LESSER BLEEDING
Venous bleeding
Bleeding f rom a vein is not so dramatic as arterial bleeding . The
darker ven ous bl ood flo ws more slowly. There is time to select the
best available dressing. If blood welling up from a de ep wound
makes the exact point of haemorrhag e difficult to locate, use a
large pad and apply pressure over as wide an area as possible.
After 10 minutes you wi ll probably be able to secure this pad in
place - you can use a tie or strips torn from clothing, the
broader the better so that th ey do not cu t into the casualty's
flesh .

Capillarv bleeding
Capillaries are tiny blood vessels that will stop bleeding by
themselves. Do not waste time on capillary bleeding, it is never
serious. Deal with essential things first and dress later.
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INTERNAL BLEEDING
This serious condition is common after a violent blow to the body,
broken bones, bullet or deep penetration wounds. At first there may
be little evidence of internal injury, perhaps only slight bruising
under the skin. The patient will feel light-headed, restless and faint,
and look pale with the skin cold and clammy to touch and the pulse
weak but very fast.
Bleeding into the tissues occurs with al l fractures and bruises and
a fra ctured thigh may result in the loss of one or more pints of blood
at the fracture site.

Symptoms
Subsequent signs of internal bleeding , which also give an indication
of the source of haemorrhaging, include:
- From kidneys or bladder: red or wine cOlouring to urine
- From lower bowel: blood passed with faeces
- From upper bowel: partly digested blood gives black tarry
appearance to faeces
- From stomach: blood vomited. If bright red from fresh bleeding.
If like brown coffee grounds, has been in stomach some time
- From lungs: coughed IIp blood, frequen tly as red froth.

Treatment
Lie the patient flat with the legs elevated, making it easier for the
heart to pump blood to the head . Keep patient moderately warm but
do not overheat - this would result in blood being diverted to the
skin. Serious internal bleeding may occur if an organ such as a
kidney, liver or spleen has been damaged. The only treatment is
nursing care. Hope for early evacuation.

NOSEBLEED
Treat by sitting patient up with head slightly forward and pinch
the soft part of th e nostrils for five minutes. Encourage patient to
breathe th rough the mouth. They must not sniff. Loosen any tight
clothing.
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WOUNDS AND DRESSINGS
Open wounds are always a hazard because of the risk of infection
by bacteria. Most important of these is t he Tetanus bacillus,
which causes lockjaw. Tetanus immunization is a wise precaution
for everyone, and essential for outdoor adventurers and
travellers.
Wounds caused by glass, metal or burns are usually clean
wounds. All foreign bodies must be extracted. This is usually left for
trained medics - but should be done in a survival situation . Sterile
haemostats or tweezers are the best tools for the job. A wound that
has been in contact with the ground or dirty clothing MUST be
cleaned and ALL dead flesh removed.
Cut away the clothing from the wound site, clean the vicinity
and irrigate the wounds to wash out all the dirt. Clean a wound
from the centre outwards, do NOT swab from outside in. Dry and
apply a clean dressing. Immobilize the wound in a position that is
comfortable.
Dressings should be changed if they become wet. omit an
offensive smell, or if pain in the wound increases and throbs,
indicating infection.
Local infection can be treated by soaking in hot salty water, or
applying poultices. Poultices will draw out the pus which
accompanies infection and help to reduce swelling. Anything that
can be mashed can be used for a poultice: rice, potatoes, roots,
shredded tree bark and seeds are all suitable. Clay can also be used.
Boil them up and wrap in a cloth. Apply to the infected area as hot
as can be tolerated - do not risk sca lding. The human body has a
tremendous capacity for resisting infection if given proper rest and
nutrition.
Applied heat also aids healing. A warm rock wrapped in cloth can
be used to provide it.

SOAP IS ANTISEPTIC
Soap is an excellent antiseptic and good for washing wounds. Use
boiled water to wash your hands before clean ing a wound. Wash
the wound in boiled water - if none is available use urine. Urine
is a steri le fluid and will not introduce infection . It also has the
slight beneficial effect from the uric acid which helps to clean
the wound.
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Stitching wounds
Minor wounds can be closed by suturing, if there are no medics
available to do it. (Haemostats are again useful for this.) This is
recommended where a clean cut caused by a knife needs closing and
for facial injuries which interfere with eating or breathing.
First clean the wound thoroughly, then stitch across it, or use
butterfly sutures (from your surviva l kit) which can be applied
without any special skills. Some tribal peoples use the Fire ant to do
the job, making it bite across the wound and then snapping the head
off so that its mandibl es hold the wound together.

STITCHES
With a sterilized needle and thread ar
gut, moke each stitch individual/y.
beginning across the mid-point af the
Ivound.
Drow the edges together ond tie off
thread, then proceed working outwards.

ADHESIVE SUTURES
Use butterfly sutures or cut adhesive
plasters in buuerfly shope. Draw edges
of wound together. Apply plaster /0 one
side of wound, close up as much as
possible and press down a/her side of
plaster.

If the wound becomes infected - red, swollen, tense - remove some
or all the stitches to let pus out. Leave to drain.

Open treatment
'Open treatment' - covering with a dressing but not suturing - is
the only safe way to manage survival wounds, apart from those
mentioned. If unable to thoroughly clean a wound it must be left
open to heal from the inside. It will form infection resistant tissue,
recognized by its moist red granular appearance - a healthy sign in
any wound.
Despite precautions there will always be some degree of
infection. Deep wounds may have to be drained and occasionally it
may be beneficial to open an abcess (an accumulation of pus) and
insert sterilized loose packing in the form of a bandage or a cloth .
Leave a tail hanging out, preferably with a safety-pin in the end .
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Allow wound to drain for a few days. If lancing or reopening a
wound, sterilize your blade to prevent the introduction of new
bacteria. Packing keeps wounds covered, but allows them to drain as
they heal from inside. Reduce packing as healing progresses, until
able to remove it all and cover with a dressing.

Chest wound: One of the grea test dangers with a chest wound is
having the chest collapse. This is called a 'sucking chest wOllnd~ In
such wounds the chest sucks air through the wound into the space
around the lung, rather than into the lung. The hole must be sealed
to enable the casualty to breathe properly. The waterproof wrapper
of a field dressing (or a plastic film from a cigarette packet or
aluminium foil preferably coated with petroleum jelly) can be placed
over the hole, with the clean inside against the wound, and taped in
place. Tape is applied to the sides and top of the wrapper, leaving the
bottom edge free. This prevents air being sucked in, while allowing
any that has already entered to be forced out as the casualty exhales.

Abd ominal wound s: These are serious because of the danger of
damage to the internal organs and of internal bleeding. No solids or
liquid must be given. Thirst can be relieved by using a damp cloth to
moisten the lips and tongue of the patient. If the gut is extruded it
must be covered and kept damp. Do not attempt to push it back into
place. (That would make difficulties for a surgeon after rescue.) If no
organs extrude dress and bandage firmly.

Hea d injuries: Head injUries pose problems of possible brain
damage and wounds may interfere with breathing and eating.
Ensure that the airway is maintained and that the tongue has not
fallen to the back of the throat. Remove any false or detached
teeth. Control bleeding. The conscious casualty can sit up, but the
unconscious patient must be placed in the recovery position,
provided that no neck or spinal injuries are present. (See Frac/ure
of the 5kul~.

Amputation: If a person is trapped by a limb in a burning wreck, or
similar situation, drastic action may be required to extricate them.
You may have to trade a limb for a life, if otherwise they would be
burned to death, for example.
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Time is critical if you are working under pressure with increasing
risk to yourself and the patient. from Fife or other danger. But you
must still take as much care as possible.
If a limb is trapped, cut as close to the wound site as possible-

which will probably mean cutting through bone. A saw of some sort
is required. The fl exible saw in your survival kit was originally a
surgeon's tool and will do the job. If no saw is available, or

amputation is because of gangrene, sever at the nearest joint
First apply a tourniquet and be ready to t ie off arteries as they
are exposed, or use haemostats if ava i lable.
Make an incision in the skin and into the underlying tissue. Allow
the skin to retract, then sever the muscles. They will retract too, leaving
the bone or joint exposed. Saw through the bone or cut through the
joint. Tie off arteries, if not already done, but leave the stump open to
allow for drainage. Apply a light bandage to protect the stum p.

Traumatic amputation
If a limb is torn off as a result of accident there is very little
bleeding. The damaged muscle in the wall of the artery goes into
spasm and shuts off the artery. You will be able to examine the
wou nd and tie off all the arteries exposed .

USE OF ANTISEPTICS
If antiseptic is available use it for cuts and abrasions. Do NOT use
antiseptics on deep wounds. They cause fur ther tissue drainage.
Clean the local area with antiseptic, but wash the wound with
boiled water.

BURNS
Bu rn s, which are a common injury in aircraft accidents. cause severe
pain and fl uid loss. Victims are VERY susceptible to shock and infection.
The skin area of the body affected ca n be used to assess the
possibi l ities. Burns extending over 50 per cent or more of the body
are usually fatal. if extensive medica l facili ties are not avail able. As
a rough guide to area affected :
Head = 9 per cent
Arms = 9 per cent each
Front of torso = 18 per cent
Back of torso = 18 per cent
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Genital area = 1 per cent
Front of legs = 9 per cent each
Back of legs = 9 per cen t each
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Extinguish burning clothing
It is vital to extinguish burning clothing without fanning the
flames. Most people will instinctively run away from the danger
but, as they do so, the draught will encourage the flames to
increase.
Get the victim down on the ground and roll over, if possible
covering him or her with a blanket. poncho or sleeping bag. If
necessary roll on the victim yourself to extinguish the flames (this is
when you find out who your real mates are!).
Remove the victim's smouldering clothing and any
constricting garments, jewellery, etc, which may become tighter
if swelling occurs. It is important to remove smouldering clothes
at once, for they retain heat and can be hotter than the flames
themselves.

Reduce the temperature
Drench the burned tissues with water to cool them. Ideally submerge
under slowly running cold water for at least 10 minutes.
00 NOT even think of using anything to soothe the burns.
Neither antiseptic, butter, grease, lard, calamine lotion, Vaseline nor
anything like them should be applied. Resist the impulse! Cooling
should continue until it produces no further relief and withdrawal
from water does not lead to increase in pain.
After the initial cooling leave burns alone except for applying
dressings, as dry and sterile as possible, to resist infection. Put
dressings between burned fingers or toes before bandaging to
prevent them sticking to each other.
Later, hardwood barks such as oak or beech, which contain
tannin can be boiled up in water. When cool it can be applied to the
damaged areas to soothe burnt flesh.

Give fluids
Fluids must be given to replace those lost. Give small cold drinks
frequently. If possible add a half teaspoonful of salt - or even
better a pinch of bicarbonate of soda - to a pint of water. If you
have no salt, give the patient small amounts of boiled animal
blood to drink.

Types of burns
Deep burns are charred or white in appearance, possibly with
bone and muscle visible. By a merciful act of nature these burns
are painless as the nerve endings have been destroyed.
Superficial burns are very painful and, if covering a large area ,
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fluid loss can create eve n greater shock than for deep burns. The
skin will blister but these blisters should NEVER be deliberately
burst. If there are burns about the face and neck ensure ai rway
is clear.
Sca lds:
Are wet burns caused by hot liquids, whether water. steam, oi l
even a poultice. Treat as for dry burns.

or

Mouth and throat burns:
Possible from inhaling flame or hot gases, accidentally drinking
from a very hot vessel - or swallowing very hot liquids or
corrosive chemicals. Give sips of cold water to cool. Swelling in
the throat may affect breathing and artificial respiration may be
required.
Eye burns:
Spitting fat or corrosive chemicals may burn the eyeball. Hold
the lids open and pour plenty of water over it to wash out
chemicals. Tilt head so that chemica l is not washed into mouth
or nose or into other eye if only one is affected.
Chemical bu rns:
Use copious amounts of water to dilute and wash off chemicals.
Remove clothing that may retain corrosive substances. Do not
attempt neutralizing ad d with alkali or vice-versa; chemical
interaction will produce more heat. Conti nue to trea t as for heat
burn.
Electrical and lightning burns:
Check respiration. Treat as for heat burns. Take no risks if current
sti ll live.

BURNS AND SHOCK
All except small or superficial burns and electric burns are likely
to result in shock. the degree dependent upon the amount of
plasma fluid lost. Flooding with cold water in the case of
extensive burns could increase shock. but that must be weighed
against dramatically reducing tissue damage. Keep up cooling
for at least 10 minutes.
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FRACTURES
Accidents may produce sprains and bruises, broken arms and legs
and compression fractures of the back. Broken bones sho uld be
examined early, before swelling complicates location. Always look
before touching and moving an injured person. However, treat
asphyxia and bleeding first and do not seek to set a fracture in an
urgent emergency when there are others wilh more pressing injuries
to treat. Immobilize before moving, if possible, and finish treatment
later.
There are two types of fracture: open and closed. In an open
fracture the bone Illay push through the skin or there may be a
wound leading down to the fracture. In these fractures infection can
gain direct access to the bone and they must be treated very
seriously. If the limb is grossly distorted by the fracture it must be
straightened before splinting. It will be painful. If the patient is
unconscious do it straight away.
Fractures which neither penetrate th e skin nor are exposed to the
air are known as closed fractures.

Symptoms
- Pain, usually severe. aggravated by attempted movement of
injured part.
- Tenderness, even with only gentle pressure.
- Swelling (caused by loss of blood into the tissues), later
showing discoloration or bruising.
- Deformity: apparent shortening of a limb. irregularity either
visible or to touch, unnatural movement. limp and wobbly limbs compare a suspect area with the unharmed opposite side.
- A grating sound when limbs are moved (do NOT move limbs
deliberately to check for this).
Compa re injured limb with opposi te unharmed limb.

Reduction
If medical help is expected , immobilize closed fractures and leave
them for professional treatment, but - if none can be expected 'reduce' them as soon as possible after injury, before a painful
muscle spasm sets in.
Apply traction (a slow, strong pull - not a tug] until the
overridin g edges of fractured bone are brought into line. Check
alignment with the other limb. Then splint and immobilize, keeping
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up the traction to ensure it does not slip back. A splint will now be
needed and can be made from all sorts of material- ski sticks, branches,
ships spars, parts of wreckage. driftwood, rolls of newspaper, etc.
NOTE : Separate all hard splint material from the skin with padding
- moss is useful for this - or pressure sores may develop.

IMMOBILIZATION
Immobilize the whole length of the limb. Use slings to support bentarm fractures. If no splint is available, or to increase immobilization,
strap injured limb to uninjured limb or to body. Insert padding in any
natural hollows to keep limbs in position. Secure firmly above and
below fracture and below nearest joints. Tie with any soft materials
available. Place all knots on same side, giving easy access, and use
reef knots or reef bows.

CHECK CIRCULATION PERIODICALLY.

Sling materials
Triangular bandages are excell ent for making slings (See Bondaging)
- but slings can also be improvised from pieces of clothing, belts,
etc, as shown in these illustrations. Do NOT tie splints directly over
injury or allow knots to press against the limb.

CHECK CIRCULATION.
- FRACTU RE OF ARM BELOW ELBOW
- FRACTURE OF HAND OR FINGERS

Plare sling (in this rase a long-slerved
slvrotshirt) between arm and body.
Immobilize from elbow to mid- fingers
with a podded splint. Toke one arm of
shirt behind head ond tie to other an
apposite side to injury. Knot br/olV elbolV
to stop slipping.
Arm is elevated 10 prrvent severe
slVrlling.
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FRACTURE AT ELBOW

If e lbow is bent: support in narrow
sling. Bind across upper arm and chest
!O prevent movement. Check the pulse
to ensure that an artery has not been
trapped. If no pulse try straightening
the arm a liltle to see if it will return. If
there is no pulse medical aid is
urgently needed.

If elbow is st rai g ht : do not bend il.
Plaee pad in armpit and slrap arm to
body or place podded splints either
side of arm.

FR ACTURE OF UPPER ARM
Place pod in armpit. Splint from
shoulder to elbow on outside of arm.
Narrow sling 0/ wrist. Bind arm and
chest.

- FRACTURE OF SHOULDER BLADE
- FR ACTUR E OF COLLARBONE
Make sling to toke weight off the
injured por/.
Immobilize with bandage across arm
and body.

WARNING
CHECK periodically that circulation is not impeded. Blue or
fingers and toes are the obvious danger warnings that straps and
dressings are too tight.
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For any fracture of the thigh or lower leg a figure-oF- eight bandage
should be applied, binding the Feet and ankles of both legs. This
controls rotation and counters shortening.
FRACTUR E OF HIP OR UPPER LEG
Plorx splint on insidr: kg and onothr:r
(rom or/klr: to armpit Usr: a stick to push
tying bonds undr:r hollows of injurr:d Ir:g.

If no splints orr: ovailoblr: pod belwr:r:n
Ir:gs (a foldr:d blankr:r is idr:al) and lir: 10
sound Ir:g.

FRACTURE TO KNEE
If Ir:g is straight: plact splint behind Ir:g.
Apply cold comp(f~ss to knr:r: (ict if
possibld.

If Ir:g is bent and you connot straightr:n:
bring Ir:gs togr:lhr:r. pfacr: podding
belw~n colvr:s and Ihighs and slrap in
Ihost:: places. This can only bt:: a
temporary measure until praptr mr:dicol
help is available. If ht::lp is out of thr:
qur:stion, the leg must be made as
straighl as possiblr:.
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FRACTURE TO LOWER l EG
Splint from abaV(' knee to ~nd heel,
or pad betwlXn legs and ti~ together
(see Fracture of hip}.

FRACTU RE OF ANKLE OR FOOT
Not usual to splint. EI~vale foot to
redu~ sw~l/ing. Immobiliu with pillow
or blanket folded around ankle and
under fOOl, strapped twice at ankle and
on~ under foot. Almnalivdy: if no
wound, IroW' shoe or bool 10 provide
stabilily. Do NOT allow casually to pUI
w6gllt on fOOl.

FRACTURE OF PELVIS
Symptoms include poin in the groin or
lower abdomen. Pod between thighs. Tie
01 knees and ankles. Place pillow supporl
beneath bent legs and strop 10 flol
supporl (door, lobl~lap, Slrelcher} 0/
should~r. waist olld onk/e.

OR
Place podding belween legs. Bondage
around feet, anldes, knees and with two
oW'r/apping bandages over pelvis.

Fracture of the skull
Blood or straw-coloured fluid seeping from the ear or nose may
indicate a fractured skull. Place the casualty in the recovery position,
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with the leaking side down. Allow the fluid to escape - bandaging
or plugging could cause a build-up in the skull and pressure on
the brain.
Keep a careful check on the casualty's breathing. Completely
immobilize and keep comfortable.

Fracture of the spine
Must always be suspected when a casualty compla ins of pain in the
back or neck, with possible loss of sensation in the lower limbs. Test
for 'feeling' by gently touching the limb. Ask casualty to move
fingers and toes. Warn the patient to lie still. If medical assista nce is
expected and the area is safe. immobilize by placing soft but solid
objects such as luggage or padded rocks to prevent movement of
head or body.

Fracture of the neck
If a neck fracture is suspected, it is ESSENTIAL to immobilize it with
a cervical collar, or to place a bag of earth or something similar
against either side of the neck to prevent movement.

CERVICAL COLLAR
Make from rolled· up newspaper, folded
towel, car mot etc. Fold 10 about
IO-14cm (4-5!hinJ wide - distance
from rap of breastbone to jaw. Fold in
edges to make narrower al bock than
front. Overlap around neck. Secure in
place with a belt or lie.

Whilst the patient's shoulders and pelvis are firmly held, place
pads of some material between the thighs, knees and ankles. Tie the
ankles and feet together with a figure-of-eight bandage. Apply
broad bandages around the knees and thi ghs. Kee p completely
immobilized and hope for early rescue.
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SPRAINS/DISLOCATIONS
Sprains
A sprai n occurs at a j oint and is ca used by the wrenching or tea ring
of tissues connected with the joint. The symptoms are pain, swelling
and the la ter appearance of bruises. If in doubt whether a sprain or
a break, treat as a fracture.
Sprains are best exercised through a full range of movements,
but NOT put under very painful stress, which could cause permanent
damage. Bathe sprains with cold water to reduce swelling . Support
with a bandage - crepe if possible (it should not constrict). Elevate
the affected limb and rest completely.
If you sprain an ankle and have to keep on walking keep you r
boot on . If you take it off, the swelling will stop you putting it back
on . Left on, the boot acts like a splint.

Dislocations
Dislocations are usually caused by a fall, blow or sudden force
applied to a joint which pulls it apart. There is pain and obvious
deformi ty, often with one end of the bone clearly felt under the
skin. There is no grating sound, for the bone ends are not usually
damaged. Muscle spasms 'fi x' the bone in position, making it very
painful to replace. Shou lders are especially prone to dislocation.
Dislocated shou lder: Take off your shoe and put foot in patient's
armpi t. Pull on arm.
An alternative, but more risky method , flexes the elbow at a
right-ang le and uses it as a lever.
Support arm with a sling and immobilize with a bandage across
chest and rest completely.
Disloca t ed fing er: Replace by pulling on finger, then gently
releasing it so that the bone slips back into place. It helps if someone
else ca n hold the patient's wrist.
Try this only gently with the thumb. If it does not work first time
on the thumb, leave well alone or you will do more damage.
Dislocated j aw: Usually caused by a blow - though sometimes by
yawning! Place pad of cloth over lower teeth on each side. With
patient's head resting on a fi rm support, press downwards on these
pads with your thumbs, simultaneously ro tating the dislocated side
of the jaw backwards and upwards with your fingers. It should snap
into place.
Bandage around the head and under jaw and leave su pported for
two weeks. Feed soft foods.
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SHOCK
Shock can kill. Its prevention and treatment must be a major
objective of first aid.
The signs of all types of shock are:
- State of collapse
- Extreme pallor
- Cold sweaty skin
- Feeble bllt rapid pulse
- Excitement and apprehension
Nervo us system: This init ial shock produces an acute slowing of
the heart with dropping blood pressure. In severe injuries, it
can stop the heart. Pain and excessive nerve stimulation are the
main causes.
Shock from blood loss: Delayed shock may occur a few minutes to
many hours after an injury. It is brought on by blood loss, burns,
abdominal injuries and continuing considerable loss of fluid due to
vomiting or diarrhoea. Blood poisoning from injuries and infection
produces another kind of shock.

Treatment
Lay the survivor flat and elevate the legs. Loosen tight or
restrictive clothing around the neck, chest or abdomen. Rest
and reassure.
Do NOT give liquids. Maintain body heat but do not add heat ~
warming the surface of the body will draw blood away from the
internal organs which need it most.
Your attitude and actions are very important in treating shock.
If you appear calm and in charge of the situation the patient will
feel ca red for and respond. Stay with them if you can, do not leave
a shock victim on their own. Holding a hand is calming and
reassuring and a moist cloth wiped occasionally across the forehead
often helps.
Stand by to give mouth-to- mouth resuscitation and card iac
compression if the patient's breathing or heart stops. Treat
all injuries and relieve pain with drugs if available. Shock can
take a long time to pass, do NOT move unnecessarily and
encourage rest.
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BANDAGING
Triangular bandage
A triangular bandage, with its shorl sides nolless than 1m (3ft), is a
versatile dressing. Use for slings, or folded to make a wide range of
bandages and supports.
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Roll and improvised bandages
Roll bandages are usually of open weave gauze but those of crepe
material (which stretch) are easier to apply, less likely to come loose
and apply pressure more evenly. Adhesive tapes can be useful
for fixing dressings to areas that are difficult to bandage. Some
people are allergic to them - in which case use the tape to fix
bandage to bandage.
All kinds of material, especially clothing, can be used to
improvise bandages and supports, but they should never exert more
pressure than is required, nor cut into the flesh.

Dressings
Dressings usually consist of a pad of cotton wool covered with gauze
and attached to a bandage or an adhesive strip, in a sterile
wrapping. Apply without touching the dressing pad. Improvise
dressings from the cleanest material available. Do not use cotton
wool directly on an open wound. It will adhere to the surface.
Change dressings when they become wet, smell, or throbbing of the
wound indicates infection.

Simple bandaging
Bandages should be applied firmly enough to stop slipping, but
NOT so tight as to interfere with circulation or cause pa in. Even
with improvised bandages you will find application easiest if you
roll the bandage to begin with. Unrolling the bandage as you
apply it will help to keep the bandage smooth and evenly
applied.
Always begin bandaging with a firm oblique turn to anchor it.
Each turn should overlap the previous one by two-thirds, with the
edges lying paraliel. Tuck in the ends of bandages below the
last layer and secure with a safety pin or adhesive tape, or split the
end, take ends in opposite directions and tie in a reef knot away
from the wound.
- Ha nd : Begin at wrist. Carry bandage over back of hand,
around fingers Uust below finger nails), across the palm and
around the wrist. Repeat until the hand is covered and the
bandage secure.
- Foot: Begin at ankle to prevent slipping. Follow technique for
hand bandaging .
- Forearm or foreleg: Begin at the lowest point. Work upwards.
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- Elbow or knee: Begin with a turn around the joint then
alternately above and below it.
- Upper arm or leg: Apply as a figure-of-eight spiral. If
bandaging begins over knee or elbow simply carryon upwards
in this manner.

BE AWARE
- Do not join bandages with knots. If you need to use separate
strips. bind new one over that already applied to hold it in
position.
- Always tie a finishing knot or bow over the uninjured side or
uninjured limb, or the casualty will be uncomfortable.
- Use reef knots or bows which are easy to untie. Try to keep knots
or fastenings on the outside so that they are easily accessible to
remove or change dressings.
- Check regu larly that bandages are not too tight. look for any
sign of blueness at extremities that would indicate restricted
circulation.
- Pass bandages under a casualty making use of the natural
hollows of the body: neck, waist, crotch, knees.

MINOR AILMENTS
In a survival situation even the most minor ailment should NOT be
ignored. Small problems become larger if they are untreated.
Anything which puts strain upon the body wi ll make you less able to
deal with other problems and stresses.
0 0 NOT be tempted to deal with corns and callouses by cutting
them out. You risk opening up a channel for infection which could
be worse than the corn.

Blisters
Usually a problem on the feet, though hands not used to survival
tasks and tools may blister too. Reduce the risk by wearing gloves or
wrappings on the hands. Choose too t handles carefully and shoes
that fit perfectly! Badly fitting boots can ski n you. Break them in by
soaking in water and rubbing in oils to make them supple.
One of t he main causes of foot blisters is socks falling down and
rucking. This is frequently a problem after wading through water.
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Pull them up and, if necessary, tie them to the top of your boots. It
is preferable to wear two pairs of socks - an inner of nylon, next to
the skin, and an outer pair of wool. This stops them from slipping.
Trea tm ent: Wash the area of the blister. Sterilize a needle. Pierce the
blister near its edge. Gently press out fluid . Cover with cloth and
tape or bandage into place.

Objects in the eye
First inspect the eyeball and the lower lid, pulling it downwards to
see the inside surface (ask the patient to look upwards). Remove any
foreign body with a moist corner of cloth.
If you can see nothing there, and the problem is under the upper
lid , you may be able to brush it out by pull ing the lid down over
the lower lashes and letting them brush it out. If that does not work,
grasp upper lashes between thumb and index finger and pull
lid up. If doing this for someone else, it is best if you place a
matchstick or small twig over the lid and fold the lid back over it.
Get the patient to look down. Inspect both eye and underside of
lid. Remove with a moist corner of cloth, a clean fi ne brush or even
a feather. If doing this to you rself, look in a mirror, rather than try
to work by touch.

Earache
Unless due to an infection this is usually due to the pressure of
wax on the eardrum - but it can be unbearable. Warm up a few
drops of any edible oil available, pour it into til e ear and plug with
cotton wool. The heat alone will be soothing and the oil will soften
any wax.

Toothache and tooth loss
Usually caused by a cavity in a tooth or by a filling fa lling out,
exposing a nerve, toothache is a problem you can well do without in
a survival situation.
Treat it by plugging the hole to cover the nerve and the pain will
subside. The resin from a pine or similar tree will help. Scar the tru nk
and gum will ooze out. Soak up a small amount on cotton wool and
use this to plug the hole.
If a tooth is knocked out in an accident, put a cloth pad on the
empty socket and apply pressure by biting down on it to stop
bleeding.
Take care of your teet h. Use splintered soft woods and plants for
brushing. Strip the inner core of parach ute cord to use as dental
floss.
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PAINKILLERS
Morphine
Morphine is the standard accepted analgesic carried as part of the
medical kit of planes and ships and by the military. A very powerful
painkiller, usually given by injection, i t is excellent for treating
casualties in great pain and minimizes the effect of shock, but it has
severaI side-effects.
It depresses the breathing, indeed may stop it altogether. It
causes nausea. It should NOT. therefore, be given to cases al ready
likely to be affected in these ways.
Morphine comes in tubonic ampoules which contain 1O-1Smg.
The needle is fixed and can be self-injected. Choose the largest
muscle available for the injection. If sel f-admi nistered, the upper
quadrant of the thigh. If injecti ng a patient, the upper outer
quadrant of the buttocks.

USE MORPHI NE FOR,
- Fractures
- Amputations
- Serious burns
- Abdominal injury of a straightforward perforation by a sharp
object

DO NOT GIVE MORPHINE TO,
- People with respiratory dirficulties, such as head and chest
wounds
- Snake-bite victims (snake venom affects the respiratory system)
- Ch ildren or pregnant women
- Casualties who have lost a lot of blood
- Crush type injuries with suspected internal damage

WARNING
MORPHINE CAN BE LETHAL
An overdosage of morphine will kill. Do NOT repeat for at least
three hours. Once a patient has been injected record the time and
dosage, preferably on the forehead of the parent, and pin the
empty syrette to their collar.
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Temgesic tablets
These are an alternative to morphine. They are slower to take
effect but can be used when morphine cannot. when there are
abdominal wounds for instance. They are placed under the tongue
and should not be chewed or swallowed. Give , tablet for
moderate pain, 2 when severe, not more than 4 times a day. Can
produce drowsiness and hall ucina t ions. Do NOT give to children or
pregnant women.

Drugs for minor pain
Aspirin and Paracetamol are the best drugs for general pain relief.
Aspirin will also help to control fever in 'flu-like illnesses. Do NOT
give aspirin to people prone to indigestion, stomach ulcer, etc - it
can cause irritation to, and bleeding from, the lining of the
stomach.

MOVING THE INJURED
Anyone with injuries to the spine or lower limbs should be carried
on a stretcher if possible.
A stretcher can be improvised by passing two poles through
pieces of sacking, heavy plastic bags or clothing - jerseys, buttoned
jackets, shi r ts etc. Or from blankets folded around one pole, then
wrapped under and over another. Or from doors and tabletops. If no
poles are available roll in the sides of a blanket and use the rolls to
give a firm grip when carrying. Always test an improvised stretcher
with a fit person before using it for the injured.

REMOVING FROM DANGER
You may have to move even a person with spinal injuries, if they
are in further danger. If three or four people are available roll the
patient on to an improvised stretcher. Do not bend or twist. One
person should be responsible solely for maintaining stability of the
head and neck. Another holds the shoulders. If there is no stretcher
or board roU onto a blanket or coat. Support the head and torso
steady even if the legs drag.
If working alone do not attempt to turn casualty over. Pull by the
shoulders if face down, by the ankles if face up, in the direction in
which the body is lying. Do not twist. On rough ground or steps
drag from behind, pull by shoulders, resting head on your forearms.
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Loading a stretcher
If the patient is on a blanket, or can be rolled on to one, the edges
of the blanket can be rolled to give a firmer grip. Methods of
lifting without a blanket depend upon the number of helpers.
When lifting with others, agree signals first for synchronizing
movements.

WITH 4 PERSONS
Three lift from same side, C supports
head and shoulders. 0 hooks fingers
with odjoining hands of Bond C to aid
lift. A. B, C support while 0 places
stretcher in position. 0 helps lower
casualty.

WITH 3 PERSONS
Place stretciler at patient's head. C lifts
at knees. A faces B, locking fingers under
shoulders and hips. Move casuo/(y from
faa/ of SlretcJlu to over it.

WITH 2 PERSONS
Both stand astride casualty. B links arms
beneath shoulders. A lifts with one hand
beneath thigils the other beneath knees.
Both move forward to above stretcher.
Use this technique in narrow spaces,
even if more help is available.

Lifting on your own
If help is availab le do NOT attempt to move an injured person on
your own. If there is no alterna tive, relate the method to the
weight and condition of the casualty - and the distance to be
carried . Do not choose a method you cannot sustain. Dropping the
patient wi ll not only risk worse injury but will reduce the victim's
trust in you. If the victim is too heavy to lift, drag them on a
blanket or a coat.
Cradle: Suitable for small children or the very lightweight. Lift with
one arm beneath the knees, the other around the shoulders. With
some weights it will be easier to support in a sitting position.
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Crutch: Place and hold casualty's arm around your neck (not an
injured arm). Put your arm around casualty's waist. Give extra
support by grasping cloth ing at hip.
Pickaback: Crouch while casualty puts arms around your neck. Lift
legs on either side of your body. Casualty must be conscious and
injuries must permit them to maintain hold onto your shoulders or
around your neck.

Fireman's lift
Not a suitable method with a heavy casualty. With conscious person
help them to an uprig ht position. If on a chair allow them to fall
forwa rd over your shou lders. Otherwise, the method is as for the
unconscious.

If casualty is unconscious: Place face
down. Kneel at head. Slide hands under
shoulders.

Lift casualty under armpits fa kneeling
position, then to upright. Raise
casualty's right arm (with your left
hand).

Alternatively: With casualty on bock,
lifl from behind. Stand astride casualty,
facing /Jead. Uft under armpits, 10
kneeling position. Then drag bock ta
slraighten legs. Manoeuvre forward to
standing and support under armpits.
Raise casualty's right arm and quickly
move under it, release it and end up
face-to-face, still supporting him. Roise
his right orm (with your left hand).
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If casualty is conscious: Bend to
place your head under casuolty's arm
(01 same time lifting it over your head).
Brnd fur/her. placing your fight
shoulder level with casually's /ower
abdomen.

Transfer casually's right wrist to your
right hand and lift, taking weight on
your right shoulder. p~ down on
your left knee with your left hand /0
help push you~lf up.

Go

down on to your right km:e if you
wish. Allow weight to fall across your
shoulders and back. Place your right
arm be/lVttn or around Ir:gs.

This is a ITlatively oomfortabk position
in which weight is spread across your
shoulders. But casualty's head is
hanging down - bad for head or facial
injuries.
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Lifting with a sling
Another method for lifting an unconscious person, and the best
one-man carry for a long distance. A sling is needed which is wide
enough not to cut into the casualty, and long enough to go over
your shoulders and twice across the victim's back. Two triangular
bandages, a rifle sling, broad belts or luggage straps of webbing or
leather could all be used. If rope is used, it must be padded to
prevent it cutting or chafing.
MAKE SLING
Form sling into 0 continuous loop and
place beneath casuolty's thighs and
lower bock.

LIE BETWEEN CASUALTY'S LEGS
Thrust arms through loops. Tiglllen some
of slack in sling. Grasp casualty's hand
and grip trouser or leg on injured side of
body. Turn away from the injured side
rolling over so that cosualty lies on lap.

ADJUST SLI NG
To make body comfortable on your bock.
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RISE TO A KNEEL
Th~ belf will lift the cosualty on your
back. If th~ belt feels loose, or th~
casually feels unsof~. r~tum to previous
position and odjust strops. Use a hand
on Ih~ raisecJ kn~~ /0 h~lp push yours~1f
upright.

CARRYING THE CASUALTY
Th~ weight is now carried over your
back, You can hold the casuallY'S wrists
10 steady the weight but should be ab/~
to procted with both hands fre~.

Two-persons seat
If the casualty is able to use
his or her arms. ploced around
the corriers shoulders, 11'10
people can make a faufhanded seat. Grip as shown:
right hand on your left wrist.
left on the other person's
right
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Casualties unable to use tht'ir arms con
be lifted by the carriers stooping on
either side and reaching across the
casuall y's back, gripping clothing if
possible. The fo rward hand is slipped
beneath the thighs and gripped in a
podded finger hook-grip.

EMERGENCY CHILDBIRTH
The stress of an emergency sometimes precipitates labour. The signs
include a low backache, regular contractions in the lower abdomen,
a discharge of bloodstained mucus and sometimes the 'breaking of
the waters:
Sterilize scissors or a knife and three 20cm (8in) lengths of string .
Prepare a comfortable and clean surface for the mother. Have plenty
of hot water available.
Helpers should scrub their hands thoroughly and should no t
include anyone with any sign of a cold or infection or with sores on
their hands.

First stage of labour
Uterus contracts at 10- 20 minute intervals. Increase in bloodstained
mucus. Cramp-like pains lasting up to a minute become increasingly
more frequent. This stage may last several hours.

Second stage
Half litre (lpt) or more of water flows out in a rush - the 'breaking
of the waters: Mother shou ld lie on her back. During contractions
she should bring her knees lip and grasp them with her hands,
bending her head towards them and holding her breath. She should
rest between contractions.
When a bulge appears delivery is near. Mother should adopt a
delivery position . Either: Lying on side with knees drawn-u p and
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buttocks near the edge of a bed, tabletop, etc, or crouching (which
is often a better position if the mother feels st rong enough).

Delivery
Mother should NOT hold her breath and should NOT bea r down
du ring contractions. She should take short breaths with her mouth
open . By panting she makes it easier for the baby to emerge slowly
and smoothly. If mother makes a bowel movement during delivery
wipe clean from front to back.
- The baby's head usually emerges first, but not always.
- Tear any membrane covering the baby's face.
- If the umbilical cord is around the baby's neck - ease it over the
head or loop it over the shoulder.
- Support the baby's head in the palm of your hands. As the
shoulders appear support body under armpits and lift towards
mother's abdomen. Be prepared for the baby to be very slippery.
- Ensuring that no tension is put on the cord, place the baby by
mother's legs (or if she is lying on her back, not side, between
them): head lower than body.
- If baby does not appear head-first and delivery is held up for more
than th ree minutes after shoulders emerge, pul l very gently.

After delivery
Bind a cloth around baby's ankles. Hook one or two fingers under
cloth to support baby, hang ing head downwa rds, to allow fluid to
drain from its mouth and nose. Hold head slightly back and mouth
open. Wipe away any mucus or blood. When the baby cries lay it by
its mother's breast.
If it does not cry and does not show any signs of breathing
within two minutes of delivery begin very gentle mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation.
Better now for mother to lie on her back, with legs apart, for
delivery of placenta (afterbirth), usually about 10 minu tes later.
After delivery of placenta, or after cord has stopped pulsating, the
blood should flow out of the cord into the baby, the cord becoming
white instead of blue.
Firmly tie a piece of sterile thread around it 15cm (Gin) from
baby's navel. Then tie with another thread at 20cm (8in). Check that
the first tie is really secure or the baby may lose blood. With sterile
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scissors or knife sever the cord between the t wo ties. Place a sterile
dressing over the cut end. Leave for 10 minutes then check that
there has been no bleeding . Tie a further thread lOcm (4in) from the
baby.
Wash the mother, give her hot drinks and encourage her to
sleep.

BITES
Mammal bites
Animal bi tes are ch iefly dangerous because of the infections that
can result from bacteria in the animal's mouth. Rabies, the most
serious, is almost always fatal if it has developed sufficiently to
produce the symptoms of increasing irritability, dislike of ligh t,
hydro phobia (violent aversion to water) and paralysis. Under
emergency survival conditions, wi th no vaccine, there is no hope of
treating it. Great care must be taken that the victim does not
transmit the disease to anyone else. Felines, canines and apes
and many other animals can carry rabies, there is even a form
carried by bats.
If you are bitten at any time in a survival si tuation. even if the
bite heals and all seems well, you MUST report the bite when you are
rescued. You should be examined by a doctor.
Any bite could also cause te tan us. Anti-tetanus shots are sensible
for everyone and rabies vaccine for those tra velling in areas where
rabies may be expected.
Thoroughly cleanse all animal bites, washing for at least five
minutes to remove saliva and wash out any infection. Then deal with
bleeding, dress and bandage.

Snake bites
Few snake bites are fata l if anti-venom is available . The victim
who is rushed to hospital within an hour or two is usually
t reated in time, provided the kind of snake is known so t hat the
correct anti-venom can be prepared . Under survival conditions
access to anti-venom is unlikely and the victim may not be so
lucky but. fortunately, only a small proportion of snakes are
venomous.
The fan gs which discharge the poison of many snakes are set at
the front of the upper jaw and leave distinctive puncture marks as
well as the pattern of the bite (those of Cora I snakes of the Americas
may not be noticeable) .
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Non-poisonous snakes can also administer a savage bite, If you
are not certain whether a snake was poisonous or not, treat as
poisonous (though it may calm the patient to say that it was not a
poisonous snake).
TR EATM ENT: The aim is to prevent poison spreading through the
body. Reassure the victim. Make them relax, resting with the bitten
area lower than the heart. Wash away any venom on the surface of
the skin, with soap if possible. Place a restricting bandage - NOT a
tourniquet - above the bite, and bandagc down over the bite, For
instance, if the victim has been bitten on the ankle, start bandaging
at the knee. This bandage preven ts the toxin from spreading rapidly
and being taken up by the lymphatic system.
Place wound in cool water - a stream for instance. Use ice if
available to keep as cool as possible,
The casualty will almost certainly need treatment for shock and
may also require artificial respiration, keep a check on breathing .
Never cut a snake bi te or try to suck out the poison.

Venomous and dangerous animals
For identification and details of SYMPTOMS (see Dongerous
Creatures colour illustrations).

Spider bites
Spider bites should be treated in the same way as snake bites. A cold
compress (like a poultice, but cold - ice wrapped in a cloth is ideal,
if available) helps to reduce pain.

Stings
Scorpions can inject powerful venom. Bee, wasp and hornet stings
can cause severe reactions in some people. Multiple stings are very
dangerous - the amount of toxin and the inflammation this causes,
may affect respiration.
Bee stings are left in the skin and should be carefully removed.
Do not squeeze the stinger end or more venom will be injected .
Stroke the sting with the side of a needle to draw it out - DON'T
prod with the point.
Treatment is again like that for snake bite.

Chiggers, Ticks , Mosquitoes
Most small insect bi tes are a nuisance rather than a danger, but
some can carry diseases. [See Warm climate diseases, this section,
and Tropical regions in Climate and Terrain.)
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GENERAL POISONING
The quickest way to remove a poison that has been swallowed is to
vomi t it up - but this is DANGEROUS in the case of caustic
chemicals and oily substances that can produce further damage
when being brought up. In cases of suspected plant poisoning
always induce vomiting by putting a finger down the throat.
In ordinary domestic as well as survival conditions food and
drink containers may have been wrongly used to store toxic
substances (despite the fact that it is against the law in Britain).
Always check they actually contain what the label says and take
particular care that hungry or thirsty children do not help
themselves to cream sodas that afC actua lly the camp fuel or

bleach reserves.
An effective 'universal' antidote, which will also help to absorb a
poisonous liquid can be made up from tea [tannic acid) and charcoal
- with an equal part of milk of magnesia if available - or just use
charcoal. The aim is to absorb the poison so that it passes out of the
system with the charcoal.

Contact poisons
Some plants, such as Poison Ivy, Poison Sumac and Poison Oak, can
produce considerable skin irritation. Some people seem to have
immunity, but it is not necessary permanent. Some people may have
mild or extreme allergic reactions when tOllching other plants. All
skin that has been in contact with the plant should be thoroughly
washed with soap and water. It is most important to remove and
wash all contaminated clothing since once the irritant oil is on the
clothing it can spread to other parts of the body.
Alcohol ca n then be used to neutralize any oil left on the skin or
clothing.
Severe cases may require treatment for shock.

WARNING
If handling a plant has produced a severe react ion, DO

PUT YOUR HAND TO YOUR FACE - ESPECIALLY THE EYES OR
MOUTH - OR TOUCH THE GENITALS until it has been well
washed. These sensitive parts of the body can react with
swellings and rashes which can interfere with breathing or
cause urinary blockage.
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Chemical poisons
Chemical poisons should be sluiced off the skin with water. If skin
has been damaged, treat as for burns (see also Burns).

WARNING
SluiCing with water may worsen the effects of some chemicals. You
MUST know the properties of chemicals to which you are exposed,
and the appropriate action to take in case of accident.

GENERAL DISORDERS
Conditions such as constipation and diarrhoea are to be expected,
with the jolt to the system that the survivor may have experienced.
Failure to defecate or urinate is not unusual in shipwreck situations.
Coping with new and perhaps initially distasteful foods may also
bring a feeling of nausea.
Small digestive upsets are relatively insignificant in survival
conditions, but symptoms which suggest a more serious condition
should not be ignored.
Lack of food will itself place a strain upon the body and stress
may cause headaches and other disorders. Women survivors may
find that menstruation ceases while under severe stress conditions.
However, if food is adequate in quantity the best treatment for
digestive problems is to fast for a day and to rest, though in hot
climates you should take fluids.

Fevers
Treat the symptom with rest and aspirin and look for the cause of
the fever.

Pneumonia
Characterized by a rapid rise of temperature, often with chest pain,
sputum mixed with blood, headache, weakness and, later, delirium.
Pneumonia has many causes - most commonly a bacteria which
attacks the lobes of the lungs. Without antibiotics ca reful nursing is
all that you can do.
Encourage the patient to walk and to do deep breathing
exercises. Keep the patient warm and encourage him or her to take
frequent sips of hot water. Stay with the patient as much as possible
and give verbal encouragement.
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DISEASES
There are three main causes of infectious diseases: bacteria . viruses
and rickettsiae. Then there are th e problems caused by large
parasi tes such as internal worms. scabies and the tropical larvae of
the warble fly and the tiny chigger (chigoe).
Diseases caused by bacteria include dysentery, cholera,
tuberculosis and diptheria. Viruses cause the common cold,
influenza, measles, and poliomyelitis. Rickettsiae, germs which are
neither bacteria. nor viruses, cause typhus, scrub typhus and Rocky
Mountain spotted fever.
Most of the common infectious diseases which are familiar to
everyone from childhood will respond to careful nursing . They are
'caught' from another person. Unless already carried by the party (or
humans with whom you come into contact). neither these nor
contagious and sexually transmitted diseases are likely to occur.
Some human parasites, such as the itch mite which cause scabies,
cannot live for very long off a human body so they too will only be
a problem if you have brought them with you.

SCURVY
A deficiency disease due to lack of vitamin C, this used to be the
scourge of sailors on long voyages. The survivor with access to
fresh fru it and vegetables is not at risk. The desert- or sea-survivor
is likely to sucwmb to thirst or hunger well before this problem
becomes acute. Symptoms include bleeding gums, loose teeth,
easy bruising and breathlessness.
Re lying entirely upon hunting and fishing could make this a
problem, especially in polar areas, if you have no vitamin tablets
left. Always aim for a balanced diet to avoid this and other
deficiency diseases.

Precautions
The diseases to which the survivor is most likely to be exposed.
especially in tropical countries, are those carried in wa ter or by
insects and foo d animals.
Since the symptoms of tropica l disease will be less familiar to
most survivors. the most commOn will be dealt with in more detail
so that they can be recognized. Where drugs are not available,
treatment of disease will largely be a matter of dealing with
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symptoms and making the patient as comfortable as possible. Some
remedies from natural sources can be prepared.
However, prevention is better than treatment. Measures to avoid
diseases should include all suitable immunization before travelling
(especially to the tropics) and then giving meticulous attention to
the following precautionary procedures:
- Purify drinking water
- Clean hands when preparing or eating food
- Wash and peel fruit
- Sterilize eating utensils
- Cover the body to reduce risk of insect bites
- Wash clothes and hold over smoke if louse-ridden
- Wash body (but avoid swallowing possibly contaminated water
when washing or swimming)
- Bury excreta
- Protect food and drink from flies and vermin

Nursing/isolation
When infectious disease does occur it is important to isolate it.
Contact with other members of the group should be kept to a
minimum. All utensils used by the palient should be boiled. Cuts
and sores should be closely covered, so that they are not exposed
to infection. Hands should be thoroughly washed after treating
the patient.
Avoid splashing with mucus from the patient's coughing or
sneezing, which may carry germs. Take special care that the patient's
faeces are disposed of without risk of infection to the hand ler and
buried where they cannot spread infection or be disturbed.

WATERBORNE DISEASES AND
EXCREMENTAL DISEASES
The simplest rule to prevent catching these diseases is BOIL ALL
WATER - do not even clean your teeth or rinse your mouth when
bathing with water that could be impure. Cover cu ts and wounds
and avoid unnecessary standing in water in areas where you could
be at risk. Adopt rigid hygiene procedures. especially with regard to
food preparation and cooking and eating utensils.
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WARM CLIMATE DISEASES
In addition to the diseases already described the following are
prevalent in warm and tropical climates - although they can occur
elsewhere if there are carriers of the infection. (See also warnings
against animals more likely to carry parasites and food poisoning,
such as salmonella, in Food.)

Waterborne diseases
BILHARZIA - A disease of the bowel or bladder, caused by a
microscopic fluke or worm, which spends part of its life cycle in a
water snail and part in the human liver. It is endemic in parts of
Africa, Arabia, China, Japan and South America. It enters the body
either through drinking infected water, or through broken skin.
Ma in sy mptom : An irritation of the urinary tract.
Ca n be treated: With the drug Niridazole in recommended doses.

HOOKWORM S - Another parasite that can enter the body in
infected drinking water or penetrates bare skin, usually through
the feet. The larvae travel through the bloodstream to the lungs,
where they may cause pneumonia, are coughed up and swallowed
to develop into worms, about 1·25cm (Ih in) long, in the
intestine, causing anaemia and general lethargy. Common in
many warm countries including the southern United States. Keep
your boots on!
Ca n be treated: With the drugs Alcapar and Mintazol in
recommended doses. A decoction of bracken is also a powerful dewormer.
AM OEBI C DYSENTERY - Transmitted through contaminated water
and uncooked food, this form of dysentery is largely found in the
tropics and subtropics, though sometimes encountered in the
Mediterranean.
Symptoms: It does not necessarily produce a temperature, but the
victim will feel fatigued and listless. Faeces may be solid, but will
smell foul and carry blood and mucus looking like red jelly.
Treat ment: Administer fluids, maximum rest and correct dosage of
Flagyl.

Insect·borne diseases
Dengue, malaria and yellow fever are all transmitted by mosquito
bite. A course of tablets, begun before exposure, can protect you
from malaria.
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There is no defence against the others, except keeping the skin
covered by wearing long sleeves and trousers, especially at night,
sleeping under a mosquito net if possible and using insect repellents.
Remember: Do NOT increase risk by camping near stagnant water
and swamps.
MALARIA - Not restricted to the tropics, although probably the first
disease the tropics call to mind. It could occur anywhere the
anopheles mosquito is found, and was once prevalent in swampy
areas of southern Italy and other parts of Europe. Transmitted
through the saliva of the female mosquito, it produces recurrent
fever. Although sweating, the patient feels intensely chilled and
shivers violently. There are four kinds of infection. One produces
almost continuous fever, accompanied by delirium or coma. Two
kinds produce fever every 48 hours and the fourth kind, fever every
72 hours.
Treatment: Quinine is the traditional treatment but paludrine,
chloroquine. darapryn and other anti-malarial drugs are now
available. Protection can be obtained by start ing a course of
tablets before visiting an infected area. This is so the body can get
used to the tablet and if any of the symptoms are unbearable an
alternative found.
Taking 2 Paludrine daily and 1 Nivaqin tablet weekly is still
recommended and now comes as a pack. Bllt take advice from your
doctor on their effectiveness. They must be continued even after
returning from abroad. Follow pharmacist's instructions carefully.
However, in certain areas of the world, conventional anti-malarial
drugs like Paludrine are now ineffective. Different species of mosquito
have become immune. Areas in particular include Africa and the Far
East. Check with your travel agent for up-to-date information.
Larium is now the drug to take for complete cover, but it has
some nasty side-effects. These include nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea,
abdominal pain, dizziness, loss of balance, anxie ty, hallucinations
and sleep disorders. The dose is 1 tablet per week and should be
started 2-3 weeks before the trip.
There is another way to use Larium, which a lot of overseas
workers practice. They don't take anything so the signs and
symptoms of malaria are not masked in any way. At the first sign of
malaria they begin immediately on a course of Larium which is a
cure. It should be taken 4 weeks after return from abroad.
A relatively rccent drug, called Malarone, has proved to be 98 per
cent effective with fewer side-effects.
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DENGUE (BREAKBONE FEVER) - Dengue fever lasts for about a
week, with headaches, pains in the joints and a rash . Unlike malaria,
one attack by this virus usually confers immunity. The type of
mosquito that ca rries dengue is just as likely to bite in day and
night. There is no drug to treat dengue.
YELLOW FEVER {B LACK VOMln - Prevalent in Africa and South
America, Yellow fever first produces headaches, limb pains and fever.
The mouth feels swollen, vomiting may produce blood and the eyes
are bloodshot. After three or four days the fever is red uced but there
is constipat ion, pain in the kidneys and urination becomes less and
less. There is increased vom iting and the skin takes on a yellowish
tone before recovery.
Treatment: Rest and nursing.
SANDFLY FEVER - A disease mainly of the grasslands of the subtropics and the Mediterranean . A small fly bite, usually on ankles,
wrist or neck, produces an itching which is aggravated by scratching
and can lead to sores which are an entry for further infections.
Headache, bloodshot eyes and 'flu-like symptoms may also occur.
The fever usually lasts about three days before subsiding.
Trea tm ent: Rest and liquids.
SCRU B TYPHUS (TSUTSUGAMUSHI DISEASE) - Also known as mite
fever, and occurring widely through eastern Asia and Australasia ,
this is carried by mites whose larvae live on rodents. The mites
transmit the disease by biting, often in the groin or on the neck. The
bite usually goes unnoticed, but a sore will develop in a few days in
the bite area . Severe headache, shivering and fever develop within
10 days.
The disease is similar to other forms of typhus, with a rash
appearing after about a week, and is treated in the same way.
Infection is more likely in areas of thick dry vegetation. Avoid
such places, sleep at least 30cm (1ft) from the ground and use
insect repellent to avoid this disease.
TYPHUS - There are two forms. Epidemic typhus is carried by body
lice which transmit it to humans. Endemic, or murine, typhus is
transm i tted by the rat flea. Both are diseases associated with dirty,
overcrowded conditions and more likely to be diseases of disaster
aftermath than survival in remote places.
Sy mptoms: Both forms produce headache, nausea and, after about
four days a rash which spreads from the armpits to the chest.
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abdomen and thighs. Victims may recover after about 12 days, or
fall into delirium, coma or death.
Treatment: Antibiotics. There is also a vaccine available.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPOTIED FEVER - Also known in Brazil as Sao
Paulo fever, this is another type of typhus, spread by ticks. As the
nam e suggests, it is also fo und in the western United States.
Symptoms and Treatment: As for typhus, but the ra sh tends to be
most severe on wrists and ankles.
Small parasites which burrow beneath the skin, such as the tearshaped, bristly larvae of the warblefly, or the tiny chigoe. which
makes red pinpricks where it lodges on the skin, shou ld be removed
before they can open up a rou te for further infection.

WARM CLIMATE AILMENTS
PRICKLY HEAT
Miliaria, or prickly heat, can occur whenever people are exposed to
very hot conditions without acclimatization. Heavy sweating,
coupled with rubbing by clothing, can produce blockages in the
sweat glaods and an uncomfortable skio irritatioo. Heavy exertion
may precipitate miliaria, which is aggravated by sunburn and
eczema. Babies are very vulnerable.
Excess sweat does not clear sufficien tly quickly, the glands are
blocked and the cooling effect of sweating is lost. Taking more
liquid, especially hot drinks. may produce more sweat, and make
the situation worse. Remove clothing, wash the body with cool
water and put on dry clothes. Small amounts of tiger balm applied
to the upper lip may distract from the itching and antihistamine
relieves the discomfort.

HEAT CRAMPS - These are usua lly the first warning of heat
exhaustion and occur in the muscles which are doi ng most work:
arms, legs and abdomen . Usually due to lack of body salt (produced
by excessive sweating - especially if no sa lt has been taken).
Symptoms: Shallow breathing, vomiting, dizziness.
Treat men t : Move to shade. Rest. Drink water with a little sa lt
dissolved in it - only a pinch to a hal f-litre or pint.
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HEAT EXHAUSTIO N - Exposure to high temperature and hu midity,
with loss of body fluids through excessive sweating, produces heat
exhaustion. It can occur without direct exposure to the sun - lying
on hot ground wi th poor ventilation for instance.
Sy mptom s: Face pale, skin cold yet sweating, pulse weak.
Accompanied by dizziness, weakness and perhaps cramps. Pa tient
may become delirious or unconscious.
Trea tm ent: As for cramps.
HEATSTROKE - The most serious result of overexposure to or
overexertion in the sun.
Sym ptoms: Hot dry skin, face flushed and feverish - but sweating
stops. Temperature rises, pulse becomes fast and strong. Severe
headache, often with vomiting. Unconsciousness may follow.
Treatment: Lay in shade, head and shoulders slightly raised. Remove
outer clothing . Cool body by wetting underclothing with TEPID
water (cold water would push the core tem perat ure up) and fan ning .
Do NOT fully immerse in water - sprinkle it over the patient Then
lay in a da mp hollow wi th plenty of ventilation. When consciousness
returns give water to drink. When tempe ratu re returns to normal,
replace clothing, keep warm to prevent chill.
Immed iate immersion in cold water is very dangerous but in
extreme cases, where risk of death or brain damage outweighs shock
from immersion, could be used AFTER initial cooling begins to take
effect Slowly lower the body into wa ter, feet first, massaging
ex tremities to increase blood flow and aid dispersal of heat fro m
body's core. Remove as soon as temperature falls - be prepared to
cover patient if it plummets. You may need to cool and cover several
times before temperature becomes stable.
SUNB URN - Actual burn, with blistering (not j ust tanning) is a real
danger, especially with pale and sensitive skins. If more tha n twothirds of the body is affected it can prove fatal.
Treatment : Avoid further exposure - keep in the shade. Take pain
killers if available. Cover all blisters with dressings but DO NOT BURST.
SORE EYES - Sore eyes may be due to glare - especially at sea and
in desert and snow-covered locations (see Snow-blindness on pA S3)
- or to excessive exposure to the sun or dust particles.
Treatment: Rest in shade. covering eyes after washing out forei gn
bodies and bathing in warm water. Use a mask and darken below
eyes with charcoal to avoid recurrence.
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DEHYDRATION
Dehydrat ion becomes increasingly noticeable as more body fluid is
lost. Water makes up 75 per cent of the body weight - about 50
litres (11 gallons) for the average man. Survival is unlikely if more
than one fifth of this is lost
Fluid loss 1-5 per cen t: Thirst, vague discomfort, lack of appet ite,
flushed skin , impatience, sleepiness, nausea.
Fluid loss 6-10 per cent: Dizziness, headache, laboured
breathing, no salivation, indistinct speech, unable to walk.
Fluid loss 11 -20 per cent: Delirium, swollen tongue, unable to
swallow, dim vision, numb and shrivelled skin.
In the latter stages: There is gross muscular weakness and mental
capacity is impaired - you must make your plans at the start when
you can think clearly - and then stick to them.

COLD CLIMATE HAZARDS
It is not only in the polar regions that low temperatures create
health hazards. Prolonged exposure to cold is dangerous anywhere.
Take precautions against all these conditions.
HYPOTHERMIA - Technical name for the condi tion where the body
cannot generate heat as fast as it looses heat and its temperature
falls below normal. It is caused by exposure to wind, rain and low
temperatu res and also brought on by:
- Exhaustion
- Inadequate clothing
- Inadequate shelter
- Inadequate food intake
- Lack of knowledge and preparation
The conditions which agg ravate hypothermia are exactly those
likely to occur in the polar regions - though it can occur under
any cold cond itions, especially as a result of w ind chill. It is a
common problem of any very cold speJl, especially among the
underprivileged elderly. It is a killer and must be treated as soon as
it is recognized.
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Prevent it by sheltering when conditions are bad and by keeping
dry. Avoid overexertion and if in a group use the 'buddy system'. If
one person goes down with hypothermia others in the grou p may
also be nea r to it. Check everyone for symptoms.
Signs and symptoms: Irra tional behaviour, typified by sudden bursts of
energy followed by lethargy. Slowing down of responses, failing to
respond to questions or instructions. Sudden uncontrolled fits of
shivering. Loss of coordination, stumbling and falling . Headaches, blurred
vision and abdominal pains. Collapse, stupor or unconsciousness.
Aggravati ng fa ct ors: Soaked clothing, with high winds. Low air
temperature accompanied by high winds. Immersion in water. Any
injury that immobilizes and reduces the ability to produce heat.
An xiety and mental stress. Unusual t hinness.
Treatm ent: Prevent any fu rther heat loss. Shelter from wind and
weather. Replace wet clo thing with dry. Start at the head, by
putting on a hat. Remove clothing from the waist up and replace
with dry clothes. Then remove clothing from the lower body. This
helps preserve the core temperature. Insulate patient from the
ground and apply warmth (other bodies, hot rocks) . Give wa rm
fluids and sugary foods - but only if conscio us.
In advanced hypothermia the body loses the power to rewarm itsel f.
However, it must stili be rewarmed from the inside, because fast
external heating would drive cold blood into the core, fu rther
aggravati ng the situation. Place warmth in the followi ng places: pit
of stomach, small of back, armpits, back of neck, wrists, between
thighs. These are places where the blood is near the su rface and will
carry the heat through the body.
Do not apply or admin ister alcohol. It opens blood vessels at the
surface of the skin, allowing heat to be lost more rapidly.
The patient is NOT cu red when his or her tem perature reaches
normal. Body reserves must be built up until the ability to
generate heat
internally returns.
HEAT LOSS: GENERAL RULES
A foil blanket
If heat is lost rapidly - rewarm rapidly
will reflect heat
If heat is lost slowly - rewarm slowly
and aid care in subzero conditions.
FROSTB ITE - Frostbi te occurs when the ski n and flesh freeze when reduced to a temperature of ~l " C (30"F). Frostbite affects all
exposed parts of the body and the regions furthest from the hea rt
which have the least powerfu l ci rculation: hands and feet, nose,
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ears and face. It can be light or deep according to the degree of
exposure.
The first signs are often a prickly feeling as the skin freezes.
Then rather waxy- looking patches on the skin which feel numb and later hard and pebbly with considerable pain, swe ll ing,
reddening and blistering before the deadening and dropping off
that is the final stage.
Frostnip: Affects only the
skin. To treat it place the
affected part in a warm
area. Put hands under
your armpits or in your
crotch . Put feet against a
friend's stomach (you
may not stay friends
for long 0. Thawed out
frostbite will be painful.

BE AWARE
Keep a continual look out for signs
of frostbite on yourself and your
companions. Act at the first
appearance of any waxy signs.
Exercise the face by pulling
grimaces to combat its attack.

Deep f rostbite: A much greater problem. Protect the affected area
from greater injury. Do NOT rub with snow. Do NOT expose to an
open fire. The best treatment is to thaw the injured area gradually
with warm water at a temperature of about 28-28YC (82-83°F) about the temperature which your elbow can comfortably bear. If
too hot, cool down to the right temperature then apply to the
affected areas.
Advanced fro stbite: May cause blisters to form which can become
infected and form ulcers. These tissues become grey, then black and
die and will eventually fall off. Do NOT bu rst blisters and NEVER rub
the affected part. Severe pain is an indication that the part has been
warmed too quickly. Use 'animal warmth' only.
SNOW BLINDNESS - A temporary form of bllndness, caused by the
high intensity and concentration of the sun's rays, which are
reflected from the snow-covered ground or ice (and also from ice
crystals in the clouds). It occurs most frequently when the sun is
high, but can also occur when there is no direct sunlight - during a
bright overcast period in polar and alpine regions.
Symptoms: First the eyes become sensi tive to the glare and then
blinking and squinting begins. Vision takes on a pink hue, becoming
redder. If not checked at this stage the eyes begin to feel as though
they have sand in them.
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Trea tm ent : Get into a dark place and blindfold the eyes. Heat
aggravates the pain so apply a soothing cool wet cloth to the
forehead. The condition corrects itself in time. Prevent further
exposure by wearing goggles and black beneath the eyes with
charcoal to reduce the glare (see Climote cmd Terrain).
CAR BON MONOX ID E POISON ING - A risk t hat is a byproduct of
incomplete combustion in a badly ventilated area - which may
result from overzealous efforts to prevent draughts. All forms of
fire and stove are a potential cause if used in confined spaces
without adequate ventilation. The carbon monoxide which builds
up is colourless and odourless, so is difficult to detect. It may
cause slight headache, dizziness, drowsiness, nausea or even
vomiting - but these signs can go unnoticed and progress to
unconsciousness without warning. Unless discovered promptly it
will be fatal.
Treatment: Simple - and prevention even simpler - VENTILATE.
There is no treatment if you are on your own so ensure that such
condi tions cannot develop. Remove the patient to fresh air and
encourage him or her to breathe evenly and regularly. If unconscious
and not breathing, apply artificial resuscitation. Keep patient warm
and ventilate the offending shelter.
TRENCH FOOT - This occurs when feet are immersed in water for
long periods, or are damp and cold for a long time. Tight-fitt ing
boots accelerate the condition. This is a serious malady and its
onset is hastened by exhaustion, coldness and lack of food, drink
or sleep.
Prevent trench foot developing by keeping the feet dry.
Wear boots that fit correctly. exercise the legs and toes and inspect
feet regularly.
Symptoms: Feet feel as though they have pins and needles.
Numbness sets in and is interspersed with sharp pains. On inspection
feet appear purple with swelling and blisters.
Treat ment: Dry the feet. but do not rub or damage blisters. Elevate
feet and cover to keep warm - but improvise a cage to take weight
of coverings. Do NOT apply artificial heat. Do NOT massage. Rest and
warmth are the cure.
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SURVIVAL CASE STUDY
My medicol training came in handy on many occosions,

especially in remote areas. Everyone should have some
know/edge of first aid 50 they can at least help in an emergency.
In the early days of the Borneo campaign, to win the confidence
of the locals we set up a 'hearts Gnd minds' campaign. This
included medicol trealment which quickly helped form Q bond
with the local tribes, who come from many miles around with a

variety of illnesses, fevers Gnd trauma.
One day a fisherman was carried in with his left foot covered in
rags. The smell got stronger as he got nearer, Gnd when the foot
was unwrapped I had to hold my breath. The whole foot wos
bloated Gnd oozing pus. He was feverish and rambled on about
being hit by a boat propeller. After trimming away the rotten
flesh and administering a course of penicillin his recovery was
amazing. Undoubtedly he would have died from septicaemia, but
after seven days treatment, he was walking again.
The locals were amazingly receptive to modern drugs, and sa
core must always be taken when administering any drugs ta
them, as they have built up a natural ond inherited immunity to
illnesses such os tropical fevers which can be eradicated by
taking just one pill. Just one anti-malaria pill, for example, can
wipe out thousands of years of the locals' natural immunity in
seconds, leaving them open to the mercy of the disease.
Our fame spread and our queue of patients got longer. Most days
we treated cuts, fractures and other similar ailments. As their
confidence in us grew so did the challenge of treating some
cases. The locals carried out their own childbirth relying on tried
and tested methods, unless something went wrong - then they
would come to me. There was, and still is, a very fine line to be
trodden - do I assist or not? If I assist and it goes wrong I will
lose face, contradicting the reason we are there in the first place.
But if I don't assist I still lose face, as well as the trust we had
built up. It's all down to training and the amount of know/edge
you have. I was lucky enough in thor I got involved with a
difficult birth and it turned out fine.
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N

atural remedies are available for many human illnesses if you
know where to look. For thousands of years drugs and
treatments have made use of all kinds of herbs, plants and natural
substances and many of the drugs still in lise today are derived from
plant sources. Not all the traditional medicines have been endorsed
by modern doctors, some were based more on an association of the
plant than with its medical properties ~ though strangely, colour

and appearance does often seem to be indicative. Plants such as
scarlet pimpernel and burdock, used to clear the blood, are mainly
red; those that treat jaundice, including agrimony, hawkweed and
dandelion, are yellow. Sometimes a name reminds us of the old
medical usage - lungwort for instance, or eyebright.

Cruel to be kind
Sick survivors need your care and attention, but they must also be
kept interested and optimistic. If a man with pneumonia is left to
curl up in a corner of the shelter, he will probably die. Get him on
his feet and keep him occupied with minor tasks. Give him pl enty of
fluids and coax him to eat. Do not let him lie down. The hepatitis
case must be forced to eat. You cannot allow either strength or
morale to be depleted.
It is not only plants that can replace your medical supplies, or to
supplement your store. Urine can be used as an antiseptic to wash
out wounds. If the patient is fussy, use their own. If sick enough,
they won't care whose. Maggots too have been used to clean
wounds. In tropical countries an open wound is soon infested with
them - but they do keep it open and clean until better treatment
can be given. Keep watch that they do not devour good tissue.
Fire has been used for centuries to clean wounds. Cauterizing
with heat requires fortitude in the patient - but, if they can stand
it, and you have ammunition, placing powder around a wound and
lighting it can prevent gangrene. Some people believe that the best
way to seal a stump after an amputation is to cauterize (as used to
be done to crimin als who had their hands chopped off) - but the
shock of this on top of the shock of injury will kill some people.

Modern drugs
Many modern drugs such as cocaine, morphine and digitalis are
derived directly from plants, but extracting them is NOT
straightforward. Often poisons are involved which could be VERY
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DANGEROUS if any attempt was made to use such plants in treatment.
What follows is a list of plants and the medical uses to which the
survivor can put them - in simple preparations. Although many
modern drugs are made from tropical plants, and indigenous medicine
has many plant ingredients, most of these plants are found in
temperate regions for they are the ones which have been most
documented and which you have a reasonable chance of recognizing.

Plant preparations
Leave all poisonous plants alone and be sure that you have properly
identified the plant. As a general rule plants will be most potent
when in flower. Note that different parts of a plant may have
different uses.
Infusions are usually made from leaves or flowers and decoctions
from roots, The methods are described below. Divide the amount
made into three doses to take in one day. Always prepare infusions,
decoctions and poultices freshly, just before using. Never keep for
more than 12 hours,
Plants vary in potency depending on the season in which they are
picked. Do not think you will do more good by taking or administering
larger doses - you won't and you may do harm.
Don't expect miracles overnigh t. Give the treatment a fair
chance to work.

To make an infusion
Cut and crush the herb so that juices and oils are more readily
available. You need a slack handful of herb to a half-litre PApt) of
water (30g to SOcclloz to 20fl.oz). Pour boiling water over it.
Stir. Leave to cool. There is no need to strain - the herb will sink to
the bottom.
If you cannot boil water use half the amount of cold water and
stand the vessel in the sun. If there is no sun or no water try sucking
or chewing the leaves, extracting as much of the juices as possible,
then spit out th e pulp.

To make a decoction
Usually a preparation from roots. Cut, scrape and mash root. Soak in
water (handful to 8Scc/1 Ih pt) for at least half an hour. Bring to boil,
simmer until liquid reduces by one-third.

To make a poultice
Mash up root, leaves or all of the herb and make into a flat pad. If
too dry add water. Apply to affected part and cover with a large leaf,
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bind in position. Pou ltices can be applied to stiff joints, sprains and
pus-filled sores,

Expressed juice
Reduce stem and leaves of the plant to a juicy mush by crushing
with hands, rocks or sticks, Sqlleeze juice only into a wound
and spread pu lp around infected area, Keep in place with a large leaf
and bind,

Splinting agents
The roots of Comfrey and, to a lesser extent, Solomon's seal, are so
rich in starch that they will set hard when they have been well
boiled and reduced, Allow to cool slightly and pack around an
injured limb or joint. Good for holding poultices,

REMEDIES
STOPPING BLEEOING
Doves- foo! crones-bill: Expressed juice
Giant puffball: Pocked as poultice
Periwinkle: Expressed juice of leaves
Plantains: Pounded leaves as poultice
Self-heal: Expressed juice
Stork's-bil/: Expressed juice of /eaves
Woundworr: Expressed juice

ClEANSING RASHESI
SORES/WOUNOS
NOTE: Use these plants eXlemolly !o
bathe the skin or Ivhere indicated, as a
poultice, Apply two or three rimes a day.
Burdock: Decoction of (oat; crushed
row rool and salt for animal biles
Camomile: Infusion of flowers as
poultice
Chickweed: Expressed juice of /eaves
Cleavcrs: Infusion of whole plant.
except roots
Comfrey: Decoc/ion of roOI as poultice
Dead-nellie: Infusion of flowers and
shoots
Docks: Crushed leaves
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Elder: Expressed juice of leaves
Elm: Infusion of bark
Horehound: Infusion of whole plon/,
cxcept roots.
Mallow: Dccoction of /eaves and
flowers as poultice
Marsh mallow: Decoction of root
infusio'l of kaves and flowcrs; as
poultice
Oak: Decoction of bark
Sanicle: Infusion of wholc plotJI, except
rOOIS
Scurvey grass: Crushed leaves
Shepherd's purse: Infusion of whole
plan!. except roots; as poultice
Silvcnveed: Infusion of whole plant,
cxcept roolS
Solomon's seal: Decoction of foots; as
poultice
51 10hn's wort Infusion of flowers and
shoots
Sorrel: Crushed leaves
Tansy: Crushed leaves
Watercress: ExpresSed juice
Woundwort: Infusion of whole plant.
cxceP/ fOOlS
Yarrow: Infusion of whole plant, except
roots

NATURAL MEDICINE
ANTISEPTIC

FEVERS

NOTE : These plants con be used
externally or internally_ They are
particularly useful for wounds chac
become infected.

NOTE : These plants will induce
perspiro/ion 10 break a fever.

Garlic: Expressed juice
Mallow: Infusion of leaves and flowers
Marsh mallow: Oecoction of root;
infusion of flowers (lnd leaves
Horseradish: Decoction of root
Thyme: Infusion of leaves and flowers

ACH ES!P AINS!B RU ISES!STI FFNESS
NOTE: Where indicoted, use externally.
Balm: Infusion of Jeaves
Birch: Infusion afleaves
Borage: Infusion of whole planl, except
rools
Burdock: Decoclion of rOOI
Camomile: Expresser! juice of flowers
applied 10 swellings
Chickweed: Infusion of whole plant,
except roots
Comfrey: Decoction of root applied to
swellings
COIvberry: Infusion of leaves and fruits
Dock: Crushed leaves applied to bruises
Doves-foot crane's-bil/: Infusion of
whole plant, except roots. applied to
swellings
Elm: Infusion of bark
Figworl: Decoction of whole plant
except roots; use externally to draw
bruises and blood clots
Garlic: Expressed juice applied 10
swellings
Horehound: Expressed juice or leaves
to earaclle
Poplar: Infusion of leaf burls
Solomon's seal: Decoction of root; use
externally
Sorrel: Crushed leaves applied to bruises
5t Johns wort: Infusion of flowers and
shoals applied 10 bruises
Tansy: Crushed leaves applied 10 bruises
Willow: /kcoclion of bark

Camomile: Infusion of leaves and
flowers
Elder: Infusion of flowers and fruil
Elm: Decoclion of bark
Feverfew: Infusion of whole plant.
except roots
Lime: Infusion of flowers

COLDS/SORE TH ROATS!
RESPIRATORY
Agrimony: Infusion of whole plon/,
except roots
Angelico: Decoc/ion of roo/
Bi/berry: Infusion of leaves and fruits
Bislorl: Infusion of whole plant. except
roots
Borage: Infusion of whale plant, except
roots
Burdock: Decoction of rOOI
Camomile: Infusion of flower; use 05
gargle
Colts-foot: Infusion of leaves and f/Olvers
Comfrey: Infusion of whole plant
Great mullein: Infusion of whole plon/,
except raots; decoction of raot as
gargle
Horehound: Infusion of whole plant,
excepl (0015
Horseradish: Raw roOI
Lime: Infusion of flowers
Lungworl: Infusion of whole plant,
except rool
Mallow: Infusion of flowers and leaves
Marsh mol/ow: Decoction of root;
infusion of leaves and flowers
Mint: Infusion of whole plant, except
raols
Mountain evens: Infusion of whole
plant; use 05 gargle
Nettle: Infusion of leaves
Oak: Decoction of bark, use as gargle
Plan/oin: Infusion of leaves and stems
Poplars: Infusion of leaf buds
Roses: Decoclion of hips
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Sonic/e: Infusion of Ivho/e plant, except
(OOIS
Self-heal: Infusion of whale plant,
except roots; use as a gargle
SI John's worl: Infusion of flowers and
shOOIS
Thyme: Infusion of leaves olld flowers
Willow: Decorlion of bark
Yarrow: Infusion of whale plant, excepl
rOOIS; use as inhalant

SmUNG STOMACH

be used for long periods
SilvrfWrrd: Infusion of whole plant,
except roots
CONSTIPATION
Agrimony: Infusion of whole plan/,
except roOIS
Barberry: Expressed juice of fruit
Common rleavers: Infusion of whole
planl, except roOIS
Couch gross !£Iymus): Decorlion of
mOl

Balm. Infusion of leaves
Bilberry: Decoction of fruit
Bracken: Infusion of leaves
Bromble: Infusion of It:avt:s
Dandelion: Decorlion of who It: plant
Horseradish: Infusion of root
Mint: Infusion of whole plant, t:xct:pt
rools, with crushed chorcoal
Solomon's st:al: Dt:cortion of rool
Sanic/t:: Infusion of root
Yarrow: Infusion of leaves and flowers

Dandelion: Drcoc/ion of whole plant
Elder: Expressed juice of fruit
Feverfew: Infusion of leaves and
flowers
Rowan: Expressed juice of fruit
Rose: Decoction of hips
Walnut: DttOClion of bark

HAEMORR HOIDS

NOTE: Apply exlernul/x 11'10 or
timrs a day.

thr~

DIARRHOEA

NOTE: Take two or

thr~

times doily

until symptoms subsidt:.
Bilbt:(ry: Decortion of fruil
Bistort: Infusion of whole plant. t:xcepl
raats
Bramble: Infusion of leaves or
decoclion of fruit
Cawberry: Decoction of fruit
Elm: Infusion of bark
Great bumet: Infusion of leaves Gnd
shoots
Hazel: Infusion of leaves
Marsh mallow: Infusion of leaves and
flowers; decortion of root
Mint: Infusion of whole plant. except
roots
Mountain evens: Infusion of whole
plant, excepl (oots
Oak: Decoclion of bark
PlanlOin: Infusion of leaves and SIems
Periwinkle: Infusion of leaves; NOT to
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Bilberry: Expressed juice of fruit
Camomile: Infusion of leaves and
flo~vers

Elm: Derrxtion of bork
Lesser celandine: Expressed juice of lroves
Oak: Decortion of bark
Plaintoin: Expressed juirr
Pop/or: Decorlion of Iraf buds
Silverweed: Infusion of ~vho/e plant,
except roats
Solomons seal: Decorlion of rool

BE AWARE
For Headaches : Willow
leaves and bark make a
decoction containing Salicin,
a constituent of Aspirin.
For Hea ling: Express the
juice from Comfrey leaves
to aid tissue regrowth.

NATURAL MEDICINE
EXPELLING WORMS
Broden: Infusion of fOOts
~kw: Omxtion of ktM=s and fIowt'fS
Fig lvorl : Infusion of whole plant,
excepl roots
Tansy: Infusion of leave; and flowers;
use sporingly in small amounts

Tropical Medicinal Plants
Many thau~nd s or tropical plants are
known to havc medicinal properties
and are used by tribal peoples.
Rclatively few have been studied by
Western scientists or are widely
known. The following are a few of the
many planls which may be of use, but
lacking 3c(Ura te inform ation on
medicinal plants you will do bettcr to
take medicines with you. NEVER
experimen t with something you
cannot posi tively identify.
Copperleaf (Ac:olypho indico) is one of

several similof shrubs in Indio and
southeast Asia, reaching 2-3m
(6-lDft), with ovol to hearc-shaped
leave; that are ofcen voriegated in
shades of red, bright pink and grttn. In
Malaya, the /eave; are dried olld drunk
like tea. A decoction of roots and
leaves is loxotiw and restorative.
Alstonias. including Alstonia scholaris
are found from Indio easlto Phillipines
and south to Indonesia and ports of
Australia. Boil the bark in lvoter to
produce a tonic, reduce fever, relieve
diabt'ces and kill infernal parasitic
worms.
Antelaea azadiraehta occurs from
Indio to China and Indonesia. A
d('CO{"tion of leaves and bark will help
/0 suppress malaria and dysentery.
Use oil from seeds 10 treat ulcers and
Skin complaints.
Bruce as occur in many, fairly similar
forms from Indio east to Chino and
south to Auslfolia. All parts are
biller coscing. Take seeds of Brucea
sumatrana
for
diarrhoea
and

dysentery. Crushed leaves relieve
excernol bleeding and sooth bails and
insect bites.
Elettaria cardamomum is a relotivt' of
ginger. foond in Indio eastwards. and is
a tall, herbocrous plant with thick,
fleshy rhizomes and 0 long, branched
head of flowers. Use seeds or expressed
fuil:(" of fruit for sellling the digestion
and relieving nausea.
Cinchonas, Chino Barks or Red Barks
~inchanaJ, large trees. typic:olly with
red-brown trunks, wild in tropical
South Americo, havt' been taken 01/
over Ihe world. Toke a der:occian of the
quinine-containing bark fa suppress
malaria.
Horseradi sh Tree (Moringo aleifera,
see Tropical plants in Food) is a fairly
common edible plant of the tropics.
Use c'xpressed juice from the fOOts and
leaves to treat skin eruptions and
inflammations.
Kibatalia arborea is anolher Asian
lree whose bark, when cuI, yields a
latex-lih: sop. Use this sop, in small
amounts. to treal worms.
Sida cordi folia is on erecc, downy
annual, up to 1m (3ft}ta/l, with oblong
toothed leaves and yellowish flowers. It
occurs fram Indio east to Taiwan. Use
on infusion of the leavt'S for coughs
and fevers. The set'ds are mildly
laxative.
Pergularia exte n~ has stems with
stiff spreading hairs. broadly ovol
leallt'S up to IScm (6in) long and smoll
greenish-white flowers. It graws in
tropical Africo. Use tender leavt'S and
shoots as a potherb or in a strong
infusion to treat tapeworm ond
diarrhoea. Use a poultice of leaves on
boils. abscesses and wounds.
Crateava rd igiosa is found from Indio
east to Papua New Guinea and
Polynesia. A decoction of bark and
leaves relieves upset sto machs,
feverish aches and pains.
Baobabs (Adansonia, see Desert plants
in Food) Scrape gum off the bark. Use
10 creal worms and diarrhoea.
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~------~--------These medicinal plants arc fo und in
temperate climates. Many arc very

common and all ilrc quite safe. Use
th em to stau nch bleedin g and heal
wounds, for fevers, colds and
digestive
upsets
and
other
!rcarnents as described. Some have
several uses, but they have been
grouped here under their most
common applicatio ns.

GENERAL AND ANTISEPTICS:
1 Eye brig ht (Euphrosia officinal15]
grows /0 about 30cm (l ft), with oval,
oflen downy leaves and white flowers
ringed violet or purple-veined and with
a yellow spot in grassy places. of/en in
mountains, in Eurasia. A s/(oined
infusion of the whole plant is excellent
for eye infections- It is 0150 said to
ease hayfever, catarrh Gnd nosol

congestion.
2
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2 Garlics {Allium} occur in lIlony
varieties in most temperate and, now,
tropical parts. The smell will lead you
to them; most have long, strop-like
leaves arising from the bulb and a tall
stem lopped with a cluster of small
pinkish or white flowers. The bulb is
pawerfully antiseptic; use as expressed
juice extemally diluted wilh water to
treal wounds and swellings. and eat
garlic to Ireal and to prevenr colds. II
also contains a natural antibiotic.
3 Wi ld Thyme (Thymus serpyllum) is
small, aromatic, mat-farming, with
small oval leaves and reddish-purple
flowers; in dry grassy places in western
Eurasia, but olher species occur
elsewhere. Use ilS antiseptic qualities
in on infusion for coughs and colds. or
as a potherb.
4 Figwort (Scrophularia nodosa)
grows to 90cm (3ft), with square
SIems. painled oval leaves ond redbrawn flowers; in woods. clearings and
scrub in Eurasia - there arc many

MEDICINAL PLANTS
different kinds. Apply as a deroctian to
redUC'l' swellings, sprains, boils and
bruises, to dissipate blood clots. and
for treating haemorrhoids.

BLEEDING:
5 Self- heal (Prunella vulgaris) is a
downy, creeping plant with pointed
oval leaves and heads ofviolel flowers;
in dry grassy and waste places in
Eurasia. Use as expressed juice to
staunch bleeding Of by infusion for
internal haemorrhage.
6 Dove's-foot Crane's-bill (Geranium
molle) grallis to 3Oc:m (1ft) with a hairy
stem, deeply lobed leaves and small.
pinkish, five-petalled flowers; in dry
grassy and waste places. Use as
exp~juiC'l' to staunch bleeding 0(05
a decoction for internal haemorrhage.
7 Marsh Wou nd wort (Stachys
pclustris) is strang-smelling, hairy, up
to 90rm (3ft) loll, with toothed. heartshaped leaves and spikes of dark pink
to purple, white-blotched flowers;
usually found in damp places; similar
S{l«its by woodland edges and shady
waste ploC'l'. Use as expff'SSl'd juice to
staunch bleeding or by infusion for
bathing aches, sprains and wounds.
8 Sanicle (Sonicula europoeoJ grows
to 50cm (20in), with hand-shaped.
deeply lobed leaves and tiny wllite Of
pinkish flowers in a compocr head;
widespread in woodland in Eurasia.
Use as expressed juice /a staunch
bleeding or by infusian for in/ernal
haemorrhage.
9 Greater Periwinkle {Vinco major}
grows fa SOcm (2Oin). with leathery,
evergreen.
broadly spear-shaped
leaves and large blue-violet flowers; in
woody, scrubby and rocky plaC'l's in
Eurasia. There are many kinds of
periwinkle in other parIS of the world.
Use expressed juice externally /0
staunch bleeding.
Plantains (see Edible plants in Food)
provide juiC'l' for treating wounds and
for tfeating chest complaints..
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INTESTINAL PROBLEMS:
1 Mountain Avcns (Dryas octopetala)
rl'semblt's a creeping wild stfOwbc>rry,
with \Vel/-lobed leaves, poll'f /x'low,
and large while, yellow-stamenI'd
flowers; in mountainous rocky and
nor/hem Arctic areas. Use Oil infusion
of siems, leaves Gnd flowers for
diarrhoea or as a gargle.
2 Balm (Melissa officina/is) is lemonscented and hairy, grOiving 10 about
60cm (2ft), with toothed, avo/,
greenish-yel/ow leaves and whorls of
small while flowers 0/ the /eof bases;
in grassy ploces in the wormer porI
of Eurasia. Use on infusion of the
whole plant for fevers and nausea,
Con also be used /0 ease painful

menstrua/ion.
3 Waler Mint (Mentha aquatic-oj is
aromatic, hairy, always near fresh

woler, with loothed, pointed oval
leaves, a purplish stem (0 80cm (32inJ
and dusters of pinkish flowers. Use
on infusion of the leaves for
diarrhoea, as a digestive and heated
to induce perspiration in fevers.
Similar mints are also effective. If
mode too strong the infusion may
become emelic (rouse vomiting).
4 Elms (Ulmus) are toll lrees with
lorge, ovol, toothed leaves, green disc~
shaped fruits and, often, suckers at the
bose of the trunk. Use a decoction of
the bark {or diarrhoea and skin
eruptions.
5 Cleavers or Goosegrass (Ga/ium
aporine) is straggling, with long prickly
stems, whorls of narrow prickly leaves
and small white flowers; widespread
on moist, woody and waste ground.
Young plonts con be boiled and eaten
/ike spinach. Use an infusion to ease
constipation. Give frequent doses,
mixed with on equal quantity of Marsh
Mallow for cystitis.
6 Agrimony (Agrimonio eupatoria)
grows to 9O<:m (3ft), with a downy
stem, toothed, speaHhaped leaflets,
greyish below, and a 10/1 spike of yellow
flowers: in dry grassy places - there
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or~ ~vrrol differem bnds. Use on
infusion of the who/~ plom 10 nJse
constipalion and acid stomach. Also
use to treol cystitis. giving small doses

6

frequ~mly.

7 Les ser Cela ndine (Ranunculus
firaria) grows 10 20cm (8in), with
shiny, dark green, heart-shaped
leaves and yellow flowers, in weI
woodland and damp ground in
Eurasia. Apply the expressed juiu
ext~rnally for haemorrhoids; do Nor
confus~ with its poisonous relotiv~s.
the buttercups.
8 Solomon's Seal (Fblygonorum) are
smoll, POlch-forming, with orching
stems broring rube-shoped greenishwhite flowers; in woody, scrubbyarnJSUse a decoction of the rOOI exlernolly
for haemorrhoids and bruises. or lake
on infusion for nauseo. The starchy
rool is edible like parsnips. bul when
boiled and dried il sets hard as
makeshift plaster for a splinting agenl.
Either on infusion, or a poul/iet mode
from Ihe powdered rool, will nJse
bruising. lkrries are POISONOus.
Silverwccd (st(' Edible roots in Food)
also provides on infusion for th~
Irealment of digestive disturbonet and
haemorrhoids.

FEVERS, COUGHS AND COLDS :
9 Feverfew (ronacerum porlhenium)
is very aromatic, growing to 45cm
(18inl. wilh delicole yellowish
I~aflets and many daisy·like flowers;
in waste and grassy places in
Eurasia. EOling the leaves eases
headaches and migraines, but in
some people this can couse blistering
in Ihe mouth. It is safer /0 use on
infusion of the whole plant for
fevers, headaches and general pains,
or as a lincture for insect bites.
Frequem small doses of a hal
infusion h~lp (egulole comroctions
in childbirth.
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FEVERS, COUG HS AN D COLDS
CONTINUED:
1 Camomile (Chamoemelum nobile] is
aromotic,

creeping,

with

finely

dissected leaves and daisy·like flowers;
in grassy ploces in Eurasia. Use on
infusion of the whole plant for fevers,
headaches. migraines. and colds, or the
expressed juice of the flowers for aches
and strains. It has a calming influence
('specially

on

nervously

excited

children.

2 Colt's Foot (Tussi/ago (adaro) is
rommon from lot(' winter on bore and
woste ground. Large. yel/ow dandelionlike flolYrrs top osparagus-like stems;
heart-shaped

leaves

follolY

the

flowers. Use the troves by infusion for
colds and coughs.
3 Lungwort (Pulmonario offlrinalis)

is downy, up to 30cm (1ft), with po/espoltt:d spear-shoped leaves and
bell-shoped pink or purplish-blue
flowers; in mixed woods and scrub in
Eurasia. An infusion of the whole
plant
is excellent for chest
complaints and useful for diarrhoea.
For coughs use wilh equal parts of
Calf's Fool .
4 Ho rehound (Morrubium vulgare) is
rhyme-scented, downy; ~vith squarish
stems 10 SOcm (20in). roundish, crinkly,
greenish-white leaves and whorls of
Ivhilish flowers, in dry scrubby places
in Eurasio. Use on infusion of the
whole plant for chills and respiratory
disorders; oil expressed from the leaves
soothes earache. It is a good cough
treolment for children. In large doses it
is a laxative.
5 Yarrow (Achillea millefaJium) is
downy, aromatic, up to 60cm (2ft),
with dissected, feathery, dark green
leaves and heads of tiny white or
pink flowers; in grassy places. Use
on infusion of the whale plant, but
NOT the roots, for colds and fevers.
II also has/ens dolling of the blood
in on injury and reduces blood
and
bleeding
in
pressure
haemorrhoids.
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6 Musk Mallow (Malva moschata)
grows in grassy and scrubby places
to about 60cm (2ft), with a hairy
stem, dreply divided leaves and
lorge, pink, fivr-prtalled flowers.
Mallows are widrspread and romr in
many varie ties. Use this like Morsh
Mol/ow (S).
7 Tree Ma llow ((avotrro orborrol
grows to 3m (9ft), with a hairy slrm,
woody at the bose, ivy-shaped lroves
and pink-purple flowrrs s/feakrd
darker purple; in rocky coos/ol arras
from Europe to Asia Minor. Use this lite
Marsh MallOlY (S).
8 Marsh Mallow (AI/hara officinalis)
grows /0 90cm (3ft), downygrt"y. with
lorgr lobed Iravrs and pole pink
flowrrs. rhr cooked root is excellen!
to eat. Use an infusian of the whalr
plant far dH~st complaints or onr just
of the root /0 relirve giddinrss
caused by loss of blood and to dran
wounds and sores. A rubbing with
bruised leaws soothes insect bites;
boiled leaves are a good poultice for
skin rruptians. An infusion of the
leaves will relax and soothe irritation
and inflamation of the alimentary
systrm.
9 Great
Mulle in (Verbascum
thopsus) is rovered in pole woolly
down, growing /0 2m (6ft), with
large spear-shaped leaves and a
dense spike of five -petalled yellow
flowers; in dry, worm grassy places.
Use on infusion of flowers and
leaves for coughs and chest
complaints, Of a decoction of the
root as a gargle. Powder the flowers
/0 make a sedative and poinre/irving Ira.
10 5t John's Wort (Hypericum
perforatumlgrows /0 60cm (2ft), with
small, oblong, /fonslucrnlly spOiled
lroves and a head of golden-yellow
flowers that rxude a rrd juict.' whrn
crushed; in open woods, grassy and
bushy places. Use on infusion of the
whole plan! fOf colds and chest
romp/ainls.

9
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DANGEROUS CREATURES
The insects and other creatures
shown he re are not a major problem
for survivors if sensible precautions
afC taken - but can easily become
one if not treated with respect.
1 Scorp ions ore found in deserts
forests and jungles of tropical,
subtropical and warm lemperale areas,
one kind living 0/ 3600m (WXlft) in
the Andes, and are mainly nocturnal.
Mas/ desert kinds OfC yellowish 10
light green, those from moist or higher
mountain oreas brown or black.
Average size is 2·5c01 (lin) but giants
in soulhcm Africa Gnd New Guinl'o
(foch 2Oc:m (Bin). Some burrow but
they ore usually found under tree bark,
rocks, or atilt'f sheller, including your
g('(Jr. The Sling is in rhe toil. Many kinds
couse only trivial discomfort, 0 few
product> nerve
toxins
causing
temporary paralysis for 24-48 hours.
Some scorpions from the Middle East,
Brazil and west Mexico con inflict a
fatal bite. but this is very rare and
deofh is more likely in young children
and the old or ill, who offer little
resistance to it.
2 Recluse or Fiddleback Spider
(Laxoscees ree/usa] of North America is
r~gnised bya violin shape on the bock
of the head There are several different
kinds. but L reclusa is tile worst. Bife
produr:es fever. chills. vomiting. joint
pain and spaUy skin. within 24-48
hours. Although rorely fatal. tissue
degeneration around the wound con
couse disfigurement, or even lead to
amputation, if left untreated
3 Black Widow or Hourglass Spiders
(Latrodectus) occur in warmer areas,
including deserts. over much of the
world. Small, dark, all can be
recognized by the red, yellow or white
markings on the abdomen, hourglassshaped in some. Bires produce severe
pain,
sweating,
shivering
and
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weakness. disabling tile victim for up
fa 0 week. Rarely forol.
4 Fun nelwebs (AIrDxj O~ large greyish

or brawny spiders of Australia. Chunky.
with sho(/ legs. th(jr name alludes /0
Ih6, w~s shope. Nocturnal, Dnd no/
found in hot, dry, sunny conditions. A

bite can kill; symptoms as (or the Block
WidOlv.
5 Tarantulas (fherophosidoe Dnd
Lyrosa) are vel)' large hoiry spiders of
tropical America; one kind occurs in

southern

Europe.

Of

menacing

oppeorano:. but ollhough a bite is
painful Ihe poison ;s fairly mild Dnd

nOI disabling.

6 Centi pedes and millipedes ore
mostly small and harmless 1M some
tropical ond desert kinds may reach
25c:m ( lOin). Tht'ir fecI tlDve sharp

claws, whirh ron puncture the skin Dnd
cause infections. and a few kinds hoV('
o poisonous bile. Brush
in Ihe
direction Ih~ ore moving - Iht're is
less chance of them digging in to you.

orr

7 Hornets QC('ur in swarms and make
nests that are guarded ferociously.
Some tropical kinds are ~ry aggressive
and vety poisonous. and should ~
well avoided. The sting is like ~ing
PUfl('IUred by a hot ri~t and ~rol at
onCl" cauld be foto/.
8 Ticks are Io~ and common in the
tropics; fIot-txx/iNJ and round, with (/
small biting head thot ~IS into a wound.
Do not pull off,' the head will ft'moin and
rouse infection. Use heat. petrol, alcohol
or hot water to make it drop off.
9 Leeches are blood-sucking wormlikr creaturrs of tropical jungles and
other moist areas. waiting. t/lreod-like,
on vrgetotion before aWlching
thrmsrlves to a victim. Better not to
pull off: ft'move with fire or a pinch of
salt. Leeches often corry infrctions.
10 Vampire Bats (DesmodusJ occur in
ern/ral and Soutl! Amrrica. Small,
nocturn al, thry suck the blood of
slrrping victims. Their bites may carry
wbirs. Krep covered Of nigl1t in (hese
areas.

*
8
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POISONOUS SNAKES
WARNING
Unless indicated to the contrary,
these sililkes should be regarded as
deadly POiSOllOUS. Do NOT approach,
provoke or h~ndle.

SAFETY RULES
- Watch where you step: On average
snakes cOl only once a week. After
eOling Gnd 0/ the rimes when Ihey
shed their skin they Oft' sluggish and
marl' eosily trodden on.
- look closely before porting bushes,
picking fruit, some snakes Oft' orboreol.
- Never tease, pick up or corner: A
few snakes, such as the Bushmaster of
Soulh and Centrol America. Black
Mambo of Africa and King Cobra of
Asia will oflock when cornered Of
guarding ones/.
- Use slicks, not hands /0 fUm over
stones Qlld logs and {or digging.
- Wear stout boots - if you hove
them. The tt:('/h of mony snakes Oft' /00
small to penetrale them.
- Check bedding, clothes, packs
before pUlling them on. Snokes may
use them os shelter.
- St~y e,llill if you encounter a snoke.
Do not move suddenly or strike of it.
Bock off slowly. In most coses the
snake will be only too eager 10 escape.
- To kill: If you have to kill a snoke use
a long Slick, preferobly witll a spring ro
it, and a single chopping blow to the
back of the head. Make il effective first
lime - a wounded snoke is very
dangerous.

NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA
Rattlesnakes
(Crolo/us and
Sistrurusl. Many kinds orcur in all
parIs of Norlh America, varying from
45cm (18in) ro over 2·lm (7ft). All have
a chunky body; wide head and rattle on
Ille end of the roil t/JOI is usually but
not always sounded as a warning. The
largest are the various Diamondbacks.
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with

distinctive

d;omonrJ-sho~d

blotches.
2 Copperhead (Agkistrodon contortix)
avero9~

6O-9Ocm (2-3(1), with a

stout body coloured buff or orange-

brown with rich brown bonds Gild a
rapper-red head; mainly in the eastern
United States. Foirly timid: biles
only r(m: ly fa/ai,

Ofe

3 Cottonmouth or Water Moccasin
rAgleisuodan pistivorus) overages
6O-/3Ocm (2-4(1) wilh a thick brown

or brownish-olive body,

somt'tim ~

and a yellowish, 0150
blotched, belly; the inside o( the mouth
is white. Aqua/ic, in ond by freshwoter
blotched,

in

the southern

United Siotes.

Belligerent - do not annoy!

4 Tropica l Rattlesn ake (Cro/a/us
durissis) overages ['S-2m (5-6ft), wilh
diamond-shaped marks, two dark
stripes on the neck and a mille on the
roil: nocturnal, in drier areas from
Sou/h America nOf/h to Mexico. Lorge,
aggressive, very dangerous.
5 Fer de Lance {Bothrops a/rox} is
brownish with paler geometric
markings and averoges '·3-2m (4-6fr);
causes many deaths. Irs many relatives
vary from grey 10 brown or reddish
with similar markings. 80th raps viptrs
occur in South America narlh to
Mexico; some are arboreal. All loop
their body before Slriking.
G Bushmaster {Lachesis muta} is
lorge-headed, pinkish-brown marked
with Jorge dark brown triangles and
averages 2-2·6m {6-Bft} or more:
nocturnal, in lowland forests. often
using burraws ond holes. in Centrol
ond South Americo. Vicious if cornered;
the mast feared of 011 New World
snakes.
7 Coral Snakes averoge 4S-9Ocm
{Ph-3ft}, are slender and strikingly
coloured in bands of block and red
separated by bands of yel/ow or white;
from the southern United States into
South America. (Similar kinds occur in
Southeast Asia.) Small-mouthed,
re/uctont to bite but deadly.
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There are NO rules for identifying
poisono us snakes. Cobras usually
show hoods and rattlesnakes rattlcs
on their tail, but these art': NOT
reliable guides. Poisonous snakes
mus t be learned individually. If in
doubt. treat every snake as
poisonous.

EUROPE
1 Adder (Viper berusJ averages
30-7Scm (l2-30;n), varying from
olive-grey 10 reddish -brown with a
zigzag pattern of dorker colouring;
especially on heaths, moors Gild open
or('os, into mountains. The only
poisonous snoke of northern Europe.
hardly ever fatal, but with lorger Gnd
mort': dangerous relatives in southern

Europe.
AFRICA AND ASIA
2 Puff Adder (Bills orie/ons) is thickbodied, shOrt-tailed and large-headed,
strow-brown with darker morkings and
ow:rogcs 90- 'JOcm (3-4ft!, in semiarid areas often near water, of Africa
and the Arabian Peninsula. Similar
relatives occur In other habitats. Many
different vipers ore found in 0/1 parts of
Africa and Eurasia, from sandy areas to
thick jungle.
3 Saw-scaled Viper (Echis carinatus)
is rough-scaled, pale reddish to sandybrown with darker markings and white
blotches, and averages 40-55cm
(16 - 26in); in arid areas from North
Africa west /0 Indio. Vicious. common;
causes many fatalities_
4 Russell's Viper (Vipera fUsselfj)
overages 1- 1·25m (40-50in), brownish,
with three raws of spots farmro of
white-bordered block rings with a
reddish-brown centl?; in most areas
except thick forest from Pakistan east
to Taiwan. Responsible for most viper
bites in the area.
S Malay Pit Viper or Moccasin
(Callaselasma rhodostama) averoges
60-80cm (24-32in) and is fawn,
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mJdish Of 9rey morkro with geoml'lric
pol/ems, the belly ~llolVish or spouro

greenish-brown in light growth in
south-east Asia and parIs of Indon~io.
A frequent coust.' of biles and with

many re/olives in Ihl' area. AVOID any
Iho/I?semble ;1.

6 Cobras occur fro m Africa eosl
through India (a Indonesia and the
Philippines. They usually average

,·S-2m (5-6ft) and, when a/armed, ort:'
by the raised head and

r~nizob/e

spreading,

often

marked,

hood.

Common in some Dreas. e5pttially
rocky and semi-arid ones.
7 Mambas (Dendroospis) ore smollheadl'd, very stencil'" rypirolly with
large green or grt~yish scoles and
overaging '·S-2·1m (5-7ft); in Africa
south of the Sahara, usually in frees

but/he Jorge Block Mambo O. polylepis
is largely terrestrial. Often quick 10
strike, foWl in almOSI all un(realed
COS«

8 Boomslany (Disphalidus Iypus)
overages '·3- '·5m (4-5fl), very
slender, varying from greenish 10
brownish or blackish; in frees and very
hard to spot, in savannah porls a(
Africa south of the Sahara. Highly
venomous; i/ inflates its Ihraat when
alarmed.
9
Krai ts
(8utJgarus)
average
90-' 50cm (3-5fl), are small-headed
and some have black and white or
black and yellow bonds down the body,
in both open and (orested areas (ram
Indio
10
Indonesia.
Nocturnal,
inoffensive, bul biles are often (0/01.

SPITIiNG SNAKES
A few cobras, including the ringhals
of southern Africa, spit poison as
well as bite. This is a purely
defensive measure and is not
dangerous unl ess the poison
reaches an open cut or the eyes.
If it does, wash out immediately
with water or, in an emergency,
with urine.
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Death Adder

(Acanthophis
antarc/icus) is brownish, reddish Of
grey with dorker bonding, thick-

bodied

and

averages

45-60cm

(l8-24In); in sandy Greos of much of
AusUolio, Papua New Guinea and
Well
some
neorby
is/onds.
camouflaged; highly venomous, but

not 50 dangerous 05 the Tiger Snoke

ond Toipon.
2

Australian

Black

Snake

(Psf'udechis porplJyriocusJ averages
/ -5-2m (5-6ft), slender. bluish-black

with a bright fed belly; in or near {(('5h
lYoler over much of Australio. There

art' several different kinds. Very rarely
fOlal, it flotlens irs neck when
aroused.
3 Australian
Brown
Snake
{Pseudonojo textilis} is slender,
yellowish-grey to brawn with a pale

belly ond averages I"S - 2m (5 - 6ft);
in drier ports of Australia and
Papua Nelv Guinea. There is more
than one kind. Aggressive and very
poisonous.
4 Tiger Snake (Notechis scutalus)
averages /·3-1·6m (4-5·5ft). thickbodied. largr-heodrd. tawny-ochrr
banded with greenish-yellow. gr~ or
orange-brawn; in semi-arid areas of
Australia and in Tasmania. Aggressive.
very poisonous. the principal cause of
fatal bites.
5 Taipan (Dxyuronus scutello/us) is
IJIliformly light to dark brown with
yellowish - bro lvn on the sides and belly
and may grow to 3·5m (11ft); in open
and forested ports of northern
Australia. Ferocious when provoked.
deadly poisonous.
6 Sea Snakes occur in the Indian and
Pacific Oceans; some are partly
terrestrial. in estuaries and coastal
swamps. They vary in colour and size.
averaging t·3-1·5m (4-5ft) Ivith a
flattened. paddk-like toil. Their scales
distinguish (hem fram eels. Not
aggressive-. but some are the most
venomous snakes of all.
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POISONOUS SNAKES
Snakes have c){cellent camouflage,
only movement gives them away. In
snake-infested areas you will pass
many every day without ever
nOlicing them.
The chances of being biUen are
slllall and all but the wors t CilSCS
recover. In Malaysia, more people ,Ife
kill ed each year by fall ing coconuts
and in India rat-bites produce Illany
more cases for hospitaliza tion!
A bite from a poisonous snake

should always he taken seriously.
but th ere arc degrees of severity.
When biting in self-defence, many

snakes injttt only a little venom,
occasionally none at all. If th e snake
is Qut of condition or has recently
bitten something else, its venom
may not be fully potent and there
may be only a little in its venom
sacs. Clothing or shoes may have
deflected the full force of th e bite.
In many poisonous snakes the dose
of venom needed to kill a man far
cKtteds the amount that can be
injected in one bite.

6'"

< ,

SNAKE FREEr
There are NO poisonous snakes in
New Zealand, Cuba, Haiti, Jamaica,
Puerto Rico, Ireland, Polynesia and
Ihe polar region s.

LIZARDS
7
Gila
Monster
(Hr:loderma
susp«lUm) is a lizard found anly in the
deserts of Arizona, Mexico and nearby
arcas. large rounded head, thick
chunky body, short stumpy toil and
brightly patlemed in yellow. Averoges
37-4Scm (IS- IBin). Bite is poisonous
but likr:ly only when handled.
B Beaded
lizard
{Helod/,rmo
horridum} res/'mbles th/' Gila Monster
but is darker and lorg/'(, with 0
slenderer toil, and spots rother than a
mol/ling of c%ur; in 0 few arid ports
of Mexico ond Centrol Americo. Docile,
but the bite is poisonous. Do no/
handle.
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DANGEROUS SEA CREATURES
These fish and sea creatures are
dangerous.

Mos t

are

poisonous to touch
poisonous fiesh.
RIVER DANGERS
Electric Eels

either

or

have

{Electrophorus

eiec/ficus/ moy reoch nearly 2m {7ft!
long and 20cm (Bin) thick, rounded,

coloured olive 10 blackish, and paler
underneath, nalive /0 Orinoco and
Amazon river systems of South
America. Oflen prefer shallow lVoler
where there is more oxygen. The shock
from a large ont" con be 500 volts,
enough /0 knock a man off his feet.
2 Pir<lnhas (Serraso/mus) occur in the

Orinoco, Amazon and Porguoy river
systems of South Americo. They vary in

size but moy be up

/0

50cm (20inllong

and ore all deep-bodied and thickset,
having large jaws with razor-sharp
imer{ocking teeth. rhey con be very
dangerous, porticv/orly in the dry
season Ivhen the water levels Ofe low.

','

4, ,
0,
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SEA AND RIVERS
J Stingrays (Dosyotidoe] are a danger
in shallow waters, especially tropical
ones. and not only on sandy shores.
Very variable, but all with the
distinctive roy shope though hard for
the wader to spot. A few kinds occur in
rivers in tropical South America and
West Africa. The freshwater stingrays
rarely exceed 3acm (I ft) long. They do
not occur in rivers that flow into the
Pacific Venomous spines in the tail can
inflict severe, sometimes fatal, injury.
SALTWATER DANGERS
4
Rabbitfishes or Spincfcct
(Sigonidoe) occur mainly on reefs in
the Indian and Pacific Oceans,
averaging 2S-3Ocm (lO-12in); edible
but with sharp spines in most fins.
These are said to be venomous. Handle
Ivilh core.

DANGEROUS SEA CREATURES
5

Tangs

or

Surgconfishes

(Acanthl/ridoe) overage 20-2Scm
(B-IOin), deep-botiiffl, smoll·mouth~,
very colourful, with /oflCt'/·likt' spintS
on the sides of the tail thol con innict

wounds when if is lashed. In all
tropicol waters.
6
Venomous
Toadfishes
(Botrochoididoe} occur in ffopico/
\ValetS off both coasts of Centrol and
~I?

South Americo. AV('roging 3-4cm
(7- lOin), Ih~ are dull-rolourtd and

lorge-mouthed.

T~

lie avried in sand

Dnd hove sharp, vt'ry poisonous spines
on the bock.
7 SCOfllionfishes or Zebra fishes
(ScorpoenirJoe) ore found mostly on
reefs in (he (ropiea/lndion and Pacific

On-ons. Averaging 30-75cm M-30;n),
very variable, bUI usually reddish with
long, wovy fin rays and spines. A Sling
is intensely painful. Less polenl
re/olives occur in the Mediterranean

and Arlomie.

8 Stonefishcs (SynonceiO) ocrur in
the rropirol Pocific ond Indion Octons.
Reoching 40cm (l6in1, tlle;r drob
colours ond lumpy SllOpe make them
olmost impossible 10 see, When
trodden on, dorsal spines inj~t VE'nom
thol is ogonizingly poinful, in the worst
coses fotol,

Th e venomous Toadfish, Standish
and Zebra fish art' edible, If you land
one strike it on the head and handle
only when completely dead, and then
with grt'at care.
Though not venomous, thert' are
other fish with dangerously sharp
spines, which arc not always easy to
detect, except at close quarters. The
spines usually occur on the back but
may also be on fins on the side of the
fish. Even a small spine can inflict a
bad prick with consequent risk of
infection. large spines - and sOllle
spin y catfi sh grow as large as Illan
- arc as effective as stile ttos.
Sea urchins can also inrl ict painful
injuries and Sea anemones can sting.

,I
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Wccverfishes
(Trachinidoe)
topering, dull-coloured, about 3Drm
(I ft) long. lie burieti in sand off the
coasts of Europe south to West Africa

and the Mediterraneon. Venomous
spines on back and gills produce
disabling pain. Soothe il by applying
very hoi waler.

POISONOUS TO EAT
Many inshore fish, living in reefs
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and lagoons. are poisonous to eat.
The majority are confi ned to Ihe
tropics but, whe rever you are, be
wary of eating any fish that you
cannot identify.

Some fishes that are otherwise
good to eat, such as the Barracuda
and Snapper, are inedible when
taken from reefs and lagoons. where

Ihey will have absorbed poisonous
substances with their own food.
The l11os1 poisonous kinds, such
as puffer fish, usually have rounded
bodies wi t h hard, shell-like skins
covered in bony plates and spines.
They also commonly have parrotlike mouths, small gill openings and
either lack pelvic fins or have only a
small one.

2 Porcupine Fishes (Diodontidoe)
occur in all shallow tropical warers.
Variable, reaching SO-6Ocm (20- 24in),
bur when alarmed all innate into a
very spiny ball. Their flesh is poisonous.
3 Puffer Fishes (Tetroodontidae) occur
in all tropical and many wormer
temperate waters. a few kinds in rivers
in south-east Asia and tropicol Africa.
15-75cm
Stour-bodied, rounded.
(6-30in) long, most kinds with spines;
when alarmed they puff up into a boll.
Their blood. liver and gonads are
poisonous; 28mg (loz) can kill.
4 Triggcr fishes (BoJisrridoe) occur in
huge variety, mostly in shallow tropical
seas. Deep bodied, compressed, usually
under 60cm (24in), with very Jorge,
stou! dorsal spines. Many kinds are
poisonous to ear. Avoid them all.
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OTHER SEA CREATURES
5
Portugue se
Man-of-war
(Physalis physalisJ. not a jellyfish bUf
a colony of hyriroids, ;s mainly subtropical bur common in the Gulf
Stream which moy take it 10 British
shores. Southern currents corry ii, for
example, /0 New Zeoland. The
floating bladder may be only IScm

(6in) long. but the tentocles, which
corry stinging ce/ls, con slrrom oul
for 12m (40fIJ. Not folol but enough

to incapacitate,
dangerous.

so

extremt'ly

Th e Common Jellyfish (Aurelio
QuriloJ. a milky souct:r-shope with
purplish hors~hoe morks inside, is not
dangerous (a humans but many others
ar(', especiolly Ihr Sea wasps Of Box
]cllyfish (Chirone)( Orderi), with a
cube shaped bell 2Scm (JOin) long and
clusters of tentacles 01 the corners up
10 9m (30ft) long. In big doses V('nom
can be (0/01. Avoid 011 jf:llyfish
Slfeom("fS - t"Vt"n wh("n
th(" beach.

G

Blue-ringed

woshro up on
Octopus

(Hapalochla("na lunulata), small,
som("tim("s only (ist-sized, found off
("astf:rn Australia, particularly around
the Grt:ot Barrier Reef. is greyish
whic(" with iridescent ring-like
markings. Vt:ry poisonous, potentially
lethal bitt: if troddt:n on or handled.
Treat aI/tropical reef octopuses with
caution.
7
Cone
shells
{Conidat:}.
subtropical and tropical gastropods,
have a vf:nomous harpoon-likf:
barb. All ore cone shoped but shell
pall("rns may bt: obscurt:d by a
membrone. Some very poisonous, a
few, in thf: Indo-Pacific, lethal. DO
NOT TOUCH.
B Augers
Dr
Tcrebrn
Shells
(Tf:rf:bridae) temperate and tropical
stos, particularly the Indo -Pacific, also
have a stinging barb. Th("y are much
rhinn("( and longer than cone shells.
Th(" Sling is nat os serious os lhe
Can("~ but do NOT eat.

6 ~."
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AT SEA
onditions of survival at sea are perhaps

C

worse than those of any other environment

and make the sternest demands. Planes and
boats carry survival equipment, but even getting

into a dinghy in a heavy sea can be difficult.
Once any emergency su pplies of food and
water run out, sources are not reliable - so any
possibi lities of obtaining food from the sea and
collecting drinking water must be exploited to
conserve supplies as long as possible.
Not all Fish are edible and some are even
dangerous to handle. Shark dangers are often
exaggerated, but should not be ignored.
Appropriate action is needed to avoid or deter
them. A difficult coast can make even a final
landfall hazardous, so heed the advice on
lessening the risks.

SURVIVAL AT SEA
Man overboard!
Survival afloat
Protection

Is land nearby?
Trave ll ing
Signalli ng at sea
Hea lth

Water
Food
Dangerous fish

Sharks
Making a landfall
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SURVIVAL AT SEA

F most frightening of all environments, and the most difficu l t in

our~fifthS

of the earth's surface is open water - probably the

which to survive. In cold water the body soon becomes chilled and
even in a boat wind can chill the body rapidly. Alone in cold water
your chances are not good without equipment
If you know your location and the main ocean currents you may
be able to predict where they will carry you, though it will be very
slowly. Warm currents, such as the Gu lf Stream, across the North
Atlantic, are rich in fish and sea creatures.

Coastal waters are also often rich in sea foods - but there are
dangerous species, such as sharks, and poisonous species, mainly living
in shallower water near lagoons and reefs in warmer climates. Fresh
water is a bigger problem if you have no means of distilling sea water.
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Warm currents

Cold currents

Lifeboat drill
Lifeboat drill is carried out
on every ship soon after it

sails and should become a
well-rehearsed procedure.
Passengers are inst ructed
in how to fit lifejackets,

how they are to proceed
to their lifeboat stations,
and what to take with
them . Sailors in small
boats should also devise

such a drill and instruct
everyone on board.

SCENARIO
Is it ea sier to survive in warm or
cold waters?

A survival situation at sea in warmer
climates is preferable to cold-water
survival. You can only survive for a
short time in cold water before
hypothermia sets in. If you do find

yourself going into cold water take as
much survival kit as you can, and

then get out of the water asap. If you
are in a lifeboat, establish a routine so
that order is maintained in the boat.
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If the signal is given to abandon ship put on warm, preferably
woollen, clothing including hat and gloves and wrap a towel around
your neck. Clothes will not drag you under if you end up in the
water and they will help ward off the worst enemy - exposure. Take
a torch if you can and grab chocolates and boiled sweets if they are
handy. Do NOT push or shout or you may start a panic - an orderly
embarkation into lifeboats and on to rafts or dinghies will be faster
in the long run and establish a calmer attitude.
Don't inflate your lifejacket until you leave the ship or plane. On
small boats lifejackets should be worn all the time. They are brightly
coloured and are usually equipped with a whistle, light, marker dye
and - when for use in warmer waters - a shark repellent.
If you have to jump overboard, first throw something that floats
and jump close to it.

Abandoning ship
Abandoning a ship or ditching from a plane, it is essential that you
take what equipment you can with you. A lifejacket or lifebelt will
save a lot of energy that you might otherwise expend in trying to
keep afloat. But even without one it is not difficult to float in the
ocean. The human body is of lower density than saltwater and
anyone who has learned to relax in the water is not in immediate
danger from drowning. However, panic or fear make relaxation
difficu lt and many find floating difficult under these conditions.
Without a lifejacket or lifebelt, air trapped in clothing will help
buoyancy - a good reason for keeping your clothes on despite the
frequent advice that you should strip them off.

MAN OVERBOARD!
If you have been swept overboard your first aim, apart from keeping
afloat, will be to attract attention. Sound travels well over water shouting and splashing can be effective. Wave with one arm above
the water (not both, you will go under) - movement win make you
more noticeable.
If you are wearing a lifejacket - and on a small boat you always
should be - it will probably be equipped with a whistle and a light,
as regular-issue 'Mae Wests' usually are.

Swimming
Swim slowly and steadily. If you are abandoning a sinking boat or aircraft
get upwind and stay clear of it. Keep away from any oil or fuel slick.
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If there is a fire and you have to enter the water, or swim
through flames, jump into the water feet first and up wind,
swimming into the wind using a breast stroke. try to make breathing
holes by splashing the flam es away from the head. If the fire
is not too extensive it is best to swim underwater until clear of
that danger.
If there is a danger of an underwater explosion while you
are in the water, the risk of injury will be reduced if you swim on
your back.
If within sight of land don't battle against the ebb, relax and
float until it turns and helps to carry you to land. If the sea is too
rough to float on your back adopt this technique.

1 Float upright in the water and take a
deep breatll.
2 Lower your face into the woter
{keeping your mouth closed} and bring
your arms forward to rest at water
level.

3 Relax in this position until you need
10 take in more air.
4 Raise your head above Ihe surface,
treading water, and exhale. Take
another breath and return to the
relaxed pOSition.

Flotation 'bags'
You can improvise a short-term flotation bag from a pair of trousers.
Knot the bottoms of the legs, sweep them over the head to fill with
air, then hold the waist below the water to trap the air inside,
making the legs into water wings to lean on.

Immediate action
Once you are clear of the wreck and have got your bearings, inflate
your dinghy or look out for a boat or raft or wreclcage which can
offer support. If there is no boat or dinghy grab as much flotsam
as possible to use as a raft. Tie it together with anything that
is available - ties, belts. shoelaces, spare clothing. Salvage any
floating equipment.
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Inflating a dinghy
Aircra ft and many boats and ships carry dinghy-type lifeboats. Many
are self-inflating and activated by saltwater immersion .
If they do not inflate automatically, there is a pump provided.
There are several inflation points because the dinghy is built in
sections, so that if one compartment is punctured the others will
still keep the dinghy afloat.

Boarding an inllalable dinghy
Get aboard as soon as possible. If you are already in the water move
to the end (not the side) of the dinghy, place one leg over the edge
and roll into the dinghy.
Do NOT j ump into a dinghy from above, you may damage it.
To haul someone else aboard a dinghy, ra ft or lifeboat hold their
shoulders and lift one leg over the end, then roll them in. Discourage
t hem from putting their arms around your neck - they could pull
you into the water. Then ti e you rself and others to the dinghy.

RIGHTING AN INFLATABLE DING HY
Most dinghies have righting straps an
the bOllom, and larger ones have a
righting line ollached to one side. Grab
it from tile apposite side, brace your
feet against tile dingily and pull. The
dinghy should rist" up and over, pulling
you out of the Ivott"r momenrarily. In
heavy seos, or a high wind, this can be
extremely difficult.

Ensure that the dinghy is fully inflated . It should be firm - not rockhard. If it is not yOLi will need to inflate it with your own breath or
a pum p. The valves are one-way and air will not escape when you
take off the protective cap.
Check for leaks. Escaping air will cause bubbles under water and
above water will make a hissing sound. Deal with them with conical
plugs that you will find in the dinghy kit. They screw into holes and
seal them. You will probably also find a supply of rubber patches
and adhesive.
Make daily checks of inflation and leaks. If you suspect a leak on
the underside swim under and insert a plug.
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SURVIVAL AFLOAT
Rafts, boats and dinghies are bui lt to carry a limited number of
survivors, The lives of those aboard will be even more endangered if
these numbers are exceeded.
The safety of the majority must be the priority. Place the
infi rm, youngsters and any injured in the dinghy or boat first and
as many of the able-bodied as the boat is made to accommodate.
The res t must hang on in the water. The fit survivors aboard should
rotate with those in the water on a regular and frequent changeover rota. But remember that exposure to cold water, to the
inexperienced and even the young and fit, can be fatal.
Stow all the gear in any stowage places provided and tie
everything securely. Check that there are no exposed sharp objects
which will damage an inflatable. Ensure that anything that will spoil
if wet is in a waterproof con tainer and kept out of the water.
Check all signalling equipment: flares, rocke ts, heliographs. If
distress signals have already been sent out you will need them
to attrac t the attention of rescue parties when they are searching
for you.
If a distress call has gone out giving your position it is best to try
to maintain location, so put out a sea anchor. This should look like a
large canvas bag. Streamed ali t from the boat it will keep it into the
wea ther and slow down dri ft.
You can improvise a sea anchor from any weigh ted object
securely tied to a line. Even clothing cOli ld be used, possibly tied to
a paddle with reef knots.
If yOll do not know where you are do NOT attempt to navigate
until yOll have established your position, but if you can see the shore
head towards it.

- PROTECTION from the elements and the effects of exposure.
- LOCATION Try to establish where you are and the best way of
attracting rescue.
- WATER Take stock of supplies. Ration it at once. Start collecting
any rain.
- FOOD Don't eat, unless you have sufficient water. Check all
ra tions available, stow them securely. Start fishing as soon as
possible.
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PROTECTION
Even if you are alone keep a log on a daily basis. This will occupy
the mind and help keep you oriented. First record names of
survivors, date and time and position of accident. weather
conditions, equi pment salvaged, and record sightings and
circumstances daily.

In a cold climate
If the water is cold it is essential to get out of it as soon as possible.
Vou need to counter the chilling effect of the wind. especially if you
are wet. Keep the boat or dinghy as dryas possible. Bail out all the
water and rig up an awning to keep out spray if you can find any
material to use for it.
Dry al l wet clothing and if there is no dry clothing to pu t on
squeeze out as much water as possible and then put the clothes back

on .
Maintain body heat by wrapping all parts in any available
material. such as parachute or canvas. If in a group of survivors
huddle together to keep warm. To prevent stiffness to muscles and
joints, and to keep the circulation going. do mild exercises. such as
stretching and arm circling. Be careful not to disturb the balance of
the raft or boat by excessive or sudden movement.
Most modern dinghies have a built-in shelter. If yours does not,
rig up a windbreak and a spray shield. Stretch any material that is
available across to keep out spray and breaking waves. With
adequate shelter and warm clothing, exercise will protect against
the risk of frostbite.

In a hot climate
Take off unnecessary clothing, but still keep the body covered . If
exposed directly to strong sun always keep the head and neck
covered to avoid sunst roke or burn. Protect the eyes from the sun
glare by improvising eye shields.
Du ring the day damping down clothes with sea water will
help to keep the body cool but make sure that you are
thoroughly dried out by evening. for nights can be very cold and remember that darkness comes quickly in the tropics.
Remember also that prolonged contact with sea water can cause
so res on the skin.
When it is very hot let out some air from an inflated dinghy, for
air expands with the heat - you will need to release the valves.
Reinflate in the evening when it cools.
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In a group assign watches. There should be a look out all
time - even in darkness. Each watch should be for a short
period to avoid exhaustion and lack of concentration. It is
better for everyone to have several watches a day than for any
one person to have long periods on duty.
It is the responsibility of the watch to look out for shipping,
aircraft. signs of land - and for seaweed, shoals of fish, birds,
wreckage. They should also inspect the raft for signs of leakage
or chafing.

IS LAND NEARBY?
When there is no land in sight you may find some of these indicators
of land and the direction in which it may be found :
Clou ds:
Cumulus clouds in an otherwise clear sky aft' likely to have been
formed over land.
In tropical waters a greenish tint on the underside of clouds,
known as lagoon glare, is produced by the reflection of sunlight
from th e shallow water over coral reefs.
Bird s:
A lone bird is not a reliable indication of land, and after
rough weather birds can be blown way off course, but few
seabirds sleep on the water or fly more than 100 miles from
land. Thei r direction of flight is usually outwards from land
before noon and return in the la te afternoon. The con tinuous
so und of bird cries is usua lly an indication that land is not far
distant.
Dri f twood :
Dri ftwood, coconuts and other drifting vegetation are often a
sign that land is near (though they can be carried right across an
ocean).
Sea movement:
The pattern of the swell may indicate land. A change in i ts
direction may be ca used by the tide pattern around an island.
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Prevailing winds build up a swell pattern and the swell is less
jf the water is protected by land . If the wind is constant but
the swell and waves decreasin g you can be fai rly ce rtain that
land lies to windward.
Sea colour:
Water that is muddy wi th silt is likely to have come from the
mouth of a large river.

TRAVELLING
If an 50S has been successfully sent, or you know that you are in or
near regular shipping lanes, it is uSllally preferable to stay in the
same vicinity for 72 hours.
If none of these circumstances hold, then no time should be lost
in getting underway to take advantage of initia l fitness and energy,
especially i f land is known to be near and downwind.
If there is no land nea rby, assess the nearest shipping la ne and
head in that direction.

FACTORS
Take these factors into consideration in making your
whether 10 stay or travel:
- The amount of information signalled before the accident.
- Is your position known to rescuers] Do you know it
yourselves?
- Is the weather favourable for a search?
- Are other ships or aircraft likely to pass your present
position?
- How many days supply of food and water do you have?

Your craft will move with the wind and current. In the open
oceans cu rrents seldom exceed a speed of 9 ~ 13km [6-8) miles per
day. Take in the sea anchor. Use the wind if you can. In a craft with
no keel it is only possible to sail full tilt with the wind or at most at
an angle of 10 degrees off it.
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Use a paddle as a rudder. If the wind is against your chosen
direction stream the sea anchor to maintain position .

To use the wind
Inflate the dinghy fully and sit high. Improvise a sail if you do not
have ont'. Do not secure its lower edges but hold the lower lines or
the bottom of the sail so that if there is a sudden gust of wind you

can release them and the raft is not capsized.

In rough water
Stream out the sea anchor from the bow. It will keep the bow always
into the wind and prevent capsizing. Keep low in the raft. Do not sit

on the sides or stand up. Never make sudden movements. If there are
several rafts or dinghies, tie them together.

SIGNALLING AT SEA
Flares, dye markers and movement of any kind are the ways of
attracting attention at sea. If you have no signalling eq uipmen t,
wave clothing or tarpaulins and churn the water if it is still. At night
or in fog a whistle is useful for maintaining contact with other
groups of su rvivors.
If a radio transmitter is part of the equipment aboa rd a life-raft
instructions for its operation will be found on its side. Frequencies
are usually preset at 121.5 and 243 megacyctes and the range is
about 32km (20 miles). Transmit at frequent intervals but exercise
discretion in using battery-operated transceivers. The batteries are
precious. (See Signalling in Rescue.)
Sea markers, which release dye into the water, are only of use in
daytime. Unless the seas are very rough they wilt be conspicuous for
about three hours.
Pyrotechnic equipment must be kept dry and secure. Read
instructions carefully and beware of fire hazards. oay-and-night
flares are particularly usefu l - one end produces smoke for daytime
use. When firing flares and rockets you are holding a da ngerous
firework in your hand, so be very careful that you do not point them
downwards or towards yourself or another person.
Use flares only when you are sure that they will be seen and fire
to make sure that they are - when a plane is flying towards you,
for instance - not when it has gone past. (See Signalling in
Rescue.)
Most rescues have followed after heliograph signals have
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attracted attention . Any shiny, reflective su rface can be used to
signal in t his way.

HEALTH
Exposure and severe hyd ration are likely to be the biggest problems
for the ocean survivor. Seasickness ca n increase dehydration.
Constipation, and often either difficulty in urinati ng or very
concentrat ed urine, are not unusual in sea survival conditions. Do
not attempt to treat them or you could force fu rther liquid loss.
If feeling sick, try not to vomit and NEVER induce vomiting.
Continued exposure to saltwater can produce skin eruptions. Do
not attempt to prick or squeeze any boils or blisters. As a preca ution
do not damp yourself down too often with salt water to keep cool.
If there is any soreness, STOP.
Protect the eyes from glare off the sea with a mask and, if sore
eyes are produced by glare, moisten a doth with sea water and
bandage this over the eyes and rest them. Do not do this for too
long . The skin may become sore.
Immersion foot (see Health) can be a problem if subjected
to very long exposure in a boat or dinghy awash with water. Exercise
will help protects you from it and from frostbite and exposu re.
Keep well covered when resting and, when on watch, gently exercise
the limbs.

WATER
Although a minimum 1 litre (Wopt) a day is necessa ry to keep fit, it
is possible to survive on 55-220cc (2-Bozl.
Even if you have a good water supply, ration i t at once (see p.40) ,
reflecting these minimum needs unti l YOlI can replenish your supply.
Do not relax the ration unti l final rescue, for you have no idea how
long you will have to last out.

Reducing water needs
Take all the usual precautions against water loss (see Wate r in
Essentials). Reduce sweating as much as possible. Make use of
breezes and use sea water to cool the body. If it is very hot, shade
limited and the waters safe take a dip over the side - but fi rst check
your safety line. You should ALWAYS be tied on. Beware of
dangerous fish and be sure that you can get back aboard.
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If seasickness t hreatens take anti-sickness pills, if they are
available, as soon as you start to feel queasy, for vomiting will lose
valuable fluids.
If you are Iowan water do not eat, especially not protein foods
- which include fish and seaweed - that require a lot of water to
digest. Carbohydrates (sugars and starches) require less water for
digestion.

DAY 1:
NO WATER. The body is a reservoir and has a store.
DAYS 2-4:
400cc (14fl ozl if available.
DAY 5 ONWARDS:
55-225cc (2-8fl oz) daily, depend ing on the climate and
water available.

When drinking, moisten the li ps, tongue and throat before
swa llowing.

Gathering freshwater
Use every possible container to collect rainwater night and day you will usually see a rain squall coming and have time to rig up
a catchment from canvas or plastic, which will hold much more
than cans.
At night rig canvas with edges folded to catch any dew.
When it rains drink your fill - but slowly, for if you have been
on short water ration you will vomit if you gulp it down .
Stow as much in containers as you can . Drink up puddles in the
boat first. But be careful in heavy seas as the water will be
contaminated with salt. Water is good ballast in an inflatable - fill
it to tile brim and it will still fl oat.

Sea Ice
Ice can produce drinking water. But new sea ice is salty. Use only old
sea ice, which is blue-grey in colour and with rounded contours. It
can be melted or sucked for the ice loses its sal t after a year or more.
In summer, pools on old sea ice may be drinkable (if they are not
wave splashes). Taste very carefully before drinking, for drinking any
salt will aggravate thirst.
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Water from fish
Drink the aqueous fluid found along the spine of large fish and
in the eyes. Carefully cut the fish in half to obtain it and suck the
eye. If you are so short of water that you need to do this then do
NOT drink any of the other body fluids for they are rich in protein
and fat and will use up more of your reserve water in digestion than
they supply.

Treatment of sea water
Liferaft equipment may include solar stills and chemical desalina tion
kits. They carry their own instructions. Set solar stills out
immediately, but use the desalination tablets only when the
weather is unfavourable for the stills and dew or rain catchment
is ineffective.

DO NOT drink sea water
DO NOT drink urine
DO NOT drink alcohol
DO NOT smoke
DO NOT ea t, unless water is available

Sleep and rest are the best way of enduring periods of reduced
water and food - but make sure that you have adequate shade
when napping during the day.
If the sea is rough, tie yourself to the raft, close any cover and
ride out the storm as best you can. RELAX is the keyword - at least
TRY to relax.

FOOD
Conserve any emergency food supplies until really needed, even
then only taking a small nibb le, and try to live off natural foods.
Fish will be the main food source. There are some poisonous and
dangerous ocean fish but in general, in the open sea, out of sight of
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land, fish are safe to eat. Nearer the shore there are fish that are
both dangerous and poisonous to eat, including some, such as the
Red Snapper and Barracuda, which are normally edible but
poisonous when taken from the waters of atolls and reefs.
Flying fish will even jump into your boat!

Fishing
- Do NOT handle fishing line with bare hands and never wrap it
around t he hands or tie it to an inflatable dinghy. The salt which
adheres to it can make it a sharp cutting edge - a danger bot h to
the raft and to your hands.
- Wear gloves if they are available or use a cloth to handle fish to
avoid injury from sharp fins and gill covers.
- Fish and turtles are attracted to the shelter from the sun provided
by a dinghy or raft and will swim under it. If you have a net pass it
under the keel from one end to the other (you need two people to
hold the ends).
- Use a torch to attract fish at night - or on a moonlit night lower
a piece of cloth, tinfoil or metal into the water to reflect the moon
and it may also draw fish to it.
- Improvise hooks from whatever is available. Small folding pocketknives, pieces of jagged meta l, wire. Small bright metal objects may
serve as 'bait' - including buckles, spoons and coins.
- If using a metal spoon or spinner keep it moving by paying out and
reeling in. Let the 'bait' sink and then retrieve it.
- Use offal from caugh t fish for bait.
- Fish flesh spoils easily and in the tropics must be eaten fresh unless
the air is dry - which is unlikely in the tropical oceans.
- In cooler zones excess fish can be dried in the sun for future meals.
Clean and gut before drying.

Birds
All birds at sea are also potential food. They will be attracted to a
raft as a potential perching place. Keep sti ll until they settle and you
may be able to grab them, especially if they are exhausted by flying
in bad weather.
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You may also catch bi rds usi ng lines trailed in the water with
hooks or gorges baited with fish.
A diom ond~sh oped tin gorge. wrapped
with fish. and trailed behind the croft
will attract birds. When a bird siezes the
·fish ·. the gorge should lodge acr055 its
gullet.
/

I

Seaweed
Seaweed not only occurs on shorelines but, far out in some oceans.
there are floating forms, especially the Sargassum species of the
Sargasso Sea and the North Atlantic Drift, which is found in many
warm waters. and others which grow in the colder waters of the
southern Atlantic and Pacific. Since raw seaweeds are tough and
salty they are difficult to digest raw. They absorb fluids so should not
be eaten when water is short.
Seaweeds may also provide food in the form of the small crabs
and shrimps living on them and small Fish that you may shake out
from among them if you haul some weed aboard. These small
decapods are mottled brown in colour, like the weed, so are not
easily seen on it.
Plankton, strained from the water, can also be a useful food
source. especially in the cold southern waters (see Polar food in
Climate and Terrain].

Make a grapple hook by lashing pieces
of wood or meto/wreckage together to
form 0 multiple hook. Attoch it to 0 line
ond trail it behind. or throw it out to roke
in weed. You con use it for gathering
other drifting wreckage to consolidate a
makeshift raft.
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DANGEROUS FISH
Poisonous fish
Many reef fish have toxic flesh, some species at al l times and in
others only at certain times of year. The poisons are prese nt in
all parts of the fish, but especially in the liver, intest ines and
eggs.
Fish toxins are water soll,ble - no amount of cooking will
neutralize them. They are tasteless - so the standa rd edibility tests
(see Food) are useless. Birds are least susceptible to the poisons so do
not think that because a bird can eat a fish, it is a safe species for
you to eat. Ca ts appear less affected, though dogs and rats are as
susceptible as humans.
The toxins will produce a numb ness of the lips, tongue, toes
and tips of the fingers, severe itching and an apparent reversal
of temperature sensations. Cold things seem hot and hot
things cold . There will probably also be nausea, vomiting, loss
of speech, dizziness and a paralysis that eventually brings

DEATH.
As well as those fish with poisonous flesh (see colour section)
there are those which are dangerous to touch. Ma ny kinds of ray
have a poisonous barb in thei r tail; there are also species that can
deliver an electric shock. Some reef fishes, such as Stonefishes
and Toad fishes, have venomous spines which, although seldom
fatal, can be VERY painful. causing a burning sensation or
even agonizing pain out of all proportion to the apparent severity
of the wound.
Jellyfish, which are sometimes ba rely noticeable in the water.
can carry powerful stings. The Portuguese Man-of-Wa r (not a
true jellyfish) is a bluish bladder-like creature with a small
fl uted sail. Do not enter the water if you see these creatu res.
They trail very long 'streamers' which carry dangerous and
painfu l toxins.

Aggressive fish
There are also a number of ferocious fish which should be
avoided. The bold and inquisitive Ba rracuda has been known to
attack man. It may charge lights or shiny objects at night. The Sea
Bass, which can grow to 1·8m (5 1Mt), is another to keep clear of,
and the Moray Eel, which has many sharp teeth and grows to
1·5m (5ft), can also be aggressive if disturbed. Sea snakes are
venomous and sometimes occur in mid-ocean. They are unlikely
to bite, but AVOID.
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SHARKS
Only a handful of attacks by sharks are recorded each year, and only
a minority are fatal. However, the survivor at sea is more vulnerable
than the beach swimmer to whom statistics largely refer. Very few
types of sharks are considered dangerous to man.
Six sharks account for most human casualties: the Great White,
Mako, Tiger, Hammerhead, Bull and Grey Nurse. The Great White
is the largest. but size is not an indication of danger and bears
no relation to the likelihood of attack. A shark smaller than a man
can still kill a swimmer. Basking Sharks and Whale Sharks may
be 13.3m (44ft) long but they feed on tiny plankton and are
not a problem.
Ocean sharks have the ability to kill but, in the tropics, their food
is so abundant that they are not usually ferocious. These sharks are
usually cowards and can be scared off by the jab of a stick, especially
on the nose. However. making a commotion may ATIRACT sharks
from a distance.
Sharks live and feed at considerable depths and for most of the
time feed off the ocean bottom, but hungry sharks will follow fish
to the surface and into shallow water. When it explores such water
a shark is likely to be DANGEROUS.
A shark's usual diet includes fish, squid, crabs and a variety of
other marine animals but it seeks food that is EASY to get and
especially goes after stragglers from schools of fish or wounded
prey. Sharks will fol low a ship to scavenge refuse thrown
overboard.
The shark feeds most actively at night and at dusk and dawn. Its
small eyes have limited vision and it locates its prey by smell and
vibrations in the water. It will be attracted by blood from wounds,
body wastes and rubbish. Weak and fluttery movements will
draw a shark's attention because they suggest a vulnerable,
wounded creature. It will be repeUed by strong. regular movements
and loud noises.
Man's strange appearance is new to a shark and clothing
produces a confusing shape. A group of clothed humans
bunched together will be safer than a single individual. If a
shark keeps its distance, it is only curious. If it circles inwards
and begins sudden movement, the likelihood of attack is greatly
increased.
Sharks cannot stop suddenly or turn quickly. A good swimmer
can evade a single large shark by making rapid changes of direction
which the shark cannot match.
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Not every fin showing above the surface is attached to a shark! The
wing tips of large rays may break the surface and appear to belong
to a pai r of sharks moving, unnatu rally, in perfect synchronization.
The fins or flippers of whales may also appear - likewise those of
porpoises and dolphins, which are harmless and will probably show
themselves more completely.

The sh,Hks shown he re have been
kn own to attack ma n.
I Great White Shark (Carcharodan
corchorias) grows to 6m (18ft) but
usuolly less, grey above, white below,
very thick bodied, with pure block eyes
and a stubby conical snou/; in all
oceans but mostly off southern Africa,
east and west North America and
southern Australia and New Zealand.
2 Mako (lsurus oxyrichus) overages
2-3m
(6-IOfl),
heavy bodied,
u/tmmarine blue above, creamy-white
below; in all oceans but most
abundant in warm tempemte waters.
A very fast swimmer, occasionally
leaps from tile wate~
3 Tiger Shark (Galeocerdo cuvieri)
averoges 3- 3.5m (10-11 ft), heavy
bodied, barred or blotched above when
yaung, when mature more evenly
greyish above, white below, with a very
wide head and jaws and abruptly
squared-off snout. in all tropical and
subtropical waters, often dose inshore.
4 Ba rracud as (Sphyraena) are not

sharks but thin, torpedo-like fishes,
bluish-barred above, brilliant silver
below, with a protruding mouth
pocked wilh sharp teeth. some kinds
growing to 2m (6ft), in all tropical
waters. Very fasl, darting, often in
shoo 15, usually dangerous only when
there is blood in the water.
S Hammerhead Sh arks (Sphyrna) are
immediately recognilable by their
distinctively flattened hammer-like
head. There are Several different kinds,
the larges/ reaching 6m (18ft); in all
tropical and subtropical waters.
6 Bull Shark (Carcharhinus leucos) is
found in the tropical west Atlanlic
with clOSe relatives off sou/hem Africa
and in the Indian Ocean. Stout, grey
above and white below, up to 4m
(13ft). Aggressive, and dangerous in its
liking for shallow water and ability to
ascend for up rivers.
7 Nurse (Ginglymastama), such as the
Grey Nurse of eastern Austm/ian waters,
reach over 4m (13ft) heavily built, largefinned, greyish above and white below.
Often found very dose inshore.

If you catch a shark
If a small shark is accidentally hooked it can be hauled to the side
of the raft or boat. the head pulled clear, and clubbed hard before
hauling aboard. Make sure it is really stunned before approaching
and finishing it off with more blows to provide shark steaks.
DON'T try this with a large shark. It could injure you and your
craft. You must cut your line and sacrifice part of it, for the shark's
threshing will soon attract its fellows.
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Protection against sharks
Unless wearing a lifejacket or travelling in a craft equipped with
shark repellent, the risk is great to anyone in the water, but it is not
a foregone conclusion that shark attack will occur. Shark repellent
may not be 100 per cent effective - but even so, only use when
absolutely necessary. Remember - you can only use it once.
In t he water :
If sharks are present try to avoid passing body wastes, which
could attract the sharks' interest. If you must urinate do it in
short, sharp spurts and allow it to dissipate between spurts.
Collect faecal matter and throw it as far away from you as
possible. If you vomit try to hold it in the mouth and reswallow
it, but if this proves impossible throw it as far away as possible.
If it is necessary to swim use strong, regular strokes, avoiding
schools of fish.
If a group of people are threatened they should bunch
together and face outwards. To ward off attack kick outwards
and punch out with a stiff arm using the heel of the hand - like
a sports 'hand-off
Make loud noises by slapping th e water with cupped hands.
Put your head under the water and shout. These measures are
more effective with a group but can work even when you are
alone and under attack. If you have a knife, be prepared to use
it. Let the shark take it fully in the snout, or go for the gills and
eyes.
On a raft or boa t :
Don't fish when sharks are around and don't throw waste
overboard (including excrement and fish offal). Let go of baited
hooks. Do not trail arms or legs in the water. If a shark threatens
to attack discourage it with jabs to the snout with a paddle or
pole. Remember - a large shark could also take a bite out of a
boat or raft.

BE AWARE
If you have shark repellent, follow manufacturer's instructions but use only if the situa tion is very grave. The repellent will soon
dissipate in the water and become ineffective. Choose your
moment well, since you can only use it once.
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MAKING A LANDFALL
When you approach land try to select a landing point where it will
be easy to beach or where you can safely swim ashore. Take down
the sail and keep watch for rocks. The sea anchor will keep you
pointing at the shore and will slow down your prog ress, giving you
more time to steer away if you are heading for rocks. Try not to land
with the sun in your eyes, which will make it more difficult for you
to see rocks and difficulties.
A sloping beach with a small surf is the ideal place to choose if you have any choice. If you can time it right, ride the back of a
breaker. To avoid being swamped or turned sideways by an
oncoming crest of a wave paddle hard, but do not overshoot a
breaker which is carrying you along. In very heavy su rf turn the
vessel to face seaward and, as a wave approaches, paddle into it.
As you approach note the lie of the land: the location of high
ground, types of vege tation, possible watercourses. You will see
features which may be invisible from the shore. If with companions,
choose a rendezvous spot to meet at if the boat breaks up and you
are separated.
If you reach land at night wait until morning to beach if you can,
there are too many dangers you can fail to spot in the dark.
If you float into an estuary make every effort to reach a bank.
The turning tide could carry you back out to sea. Take in the sea
anchor and, to gain ground, make the boat as light as possible. Bail
out an inflatable and inflate it to the maximum. This enables you to
make the most of the incoming tide.
If you are being swept back out to sea by the ebb, ba(last the
dinghy by part filling it with water and stream the sea anchor.

SURVIVAL TIP
Keep yourself tied to your raft. Even if it is
or damaged and you are rendered unconscious, you stand a
chance of surviving. Alone in the water and dashed on the rocks
- you are DEAD.

Swimming ashore
If you have to swim ashore on to roc ks in a heavy sea keep on
clothi ng, shoes and lifejacket if you have it. Raise your legs in front
of you to take the shock of impact with rocks on the soles of your
feet; absorb it in bending the kn ees.
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codes may be necessary for communication

once a contact has been established. It will help
the placing of signals, and increase their

effectiveness, if the patterns used for search
patrols are understood .
If survivors are being air-lifted out it may be

necessary to pre pare a landing place for aircraft
or helicopters - so suitable locations are
described and the precautions you should take
in the presence of a helicopter.
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SIGNALLING
he first requirement for rescue is to let others know of your
situation and, if possible, your location. Once you are i n contact
you can pass on other informa tion.
The obvious technique is to use a mobile or satellite phone,
which should be used sparingly, but if you don't have the luxury of
such systems then there are a number of internationally recognized
distress signals. The letters 50S (for Save Our Souls) is probably the
best known. It can be written, transmitted by radio, spelt out by
semaphore or sent in Morse code by any method .
The signal 'Mayday' (a phonetic rendering of the French m'oidez
- help me) is the one used in most radiotelecommunications by

T

ships and planes.

Vehicle or ai rcraft wreckage
If you are with a stranded vehicle or downed aircraft it may provide
many useful signalling aids. If there has been no fire there will be
supplies of fuel, oil and hydraulic fluid which can be burned . lyres
and electrical insulation on a fire will generate black smoke.
Glass and chrome make great reflectors, especially engine
cowlings and hubcaps. Lifejackets, dingh ies, and parachutes are all
brightly coloured and eye~catching. Arrange these colourful and
shiny objects around your location where they will be most visible
and attract attention.
Swi tch lights on at night - or if batteries are running low keep
them in reserve to flash headlamps, sound the horn and otherwise
attract atten tion, when passing aircraft or signs of possible searchers
are observed.

Fire and smoke
Fire - both flames and smoke - is an excellent way of attracting
attention. Establishing signal fires is one of the primary tasks once
the immediate needs for treatment of injury and provision of shelter
from harsh elements have been met. In a large group some people
should set about gathering fuel for a campfire and for signal fires as
soon as possible.

Where to site signals
When siting signals take full account of the terrain. Choose high
points for light signals. If you are on a ridge, erecting an unusual
silhouette may attract attention. If you are laying out marks on the
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ground, use level ground or ensure that they are on slopes that are
not likely to be overlooked in the usual pattern of aerial search.

TIP
It is usual for planes to fly over hilly territory from the lower to
higher ridges. This creates the problem that the slopes behind the
ridges may be hidden as the plane approaches. If in doubt, signals
nearer the tops of ridges should be seen from whichever direction
the rescue aircraft is travelling.

International codes
When contact has been established more complex international
codes (shown later) will enable you to signal your basic needs, if
verbal communication is not possible.
With air- or sea-rescue it may then be necessary to prepare a landing
strip or to help rig lines or apparatus, and some knowledge of basic
procedures will greatly facilitate the operation. (See Helicopter rescue.)

Transmitters
Dinghies, liferafts and even personal lifejackets are sometimes
equipped with transmitters which send out bleeps indicating
position, though these are not usually effective over a very long
range. Many emergency radio transmitters are also very limited in
range and to avoid wasting precious batteries should be held in
reserve until there is some chance of their signals being picked up.
With effective radio apparatus, however, distress signals should be
sent out immediately and transmitted at regular intervals.
Check instructions on all transmitting apparatus. Ship and plane
transmitters can operate on many wavelengths, but some
emergency equipment is set to fixed distress channels.
Generally speaking, the portable VHF transceivers used by
mountaineering tcams can communicate only with stations in a direct
line of sight and without any intervening obstruction (though
sometimes a permanent relay station may be established on a
strategic high point). Such sets are usually tuned to a mountain rescue
frequency but procedures should be established before departure.
If you have a working transmitter, check the battery situation .
Can the vehicle engine still be used to generate electricity or
recharge the batteries? Conserve fuel for this purpose and plan your
transmissions to a pattern rather than attempting long continuous
periods on the air. If anyone picks up your signal they can then work
out that they can expect it again.
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Noise
Noise is also an excellent way of attracting attention if you know
that people are within earshot. The International Mountain Distress
Signal, apart from signalling 50S, is six whistles a minute (or six
waves, light flashes, etc.) followed by a minute's silence, then
repeated. A shout may be enough if you are trapped, or near help
but too injured to reach it.

Be imaginative
Do not reject even such ideas as the message in a bottle. This
particular method has a low chance of success if you are
shipwrecked in the middle of the Pacific but on a river a more
noticeable floating object which carries a clear message might well
attract attention - a small raft with a bright sail labelled 50S for
instance. Use your imagination to think of ways that will attract
attention to you and your plight, without using up valuable energy
and resou rces.

Moving on
If you decide that rescue is unlikely, and that your best plan is to
make your own way back, you should leave clear signs behind so
that if searchers do track down the disaster spot they have an
indication of the route that you have taken. On your way you may
have more success in attracting attention if closer to regular flight
routes or in more open territory.

SIGNALS AND CODES
Fire signals
Three fires is an internationally
recognized
distress signal.
Ideally they should be placed in
a triangle at equal distances
apart, an arrangement which
also makes them easier to feed
with fuel, but if that is not
possible any grouping serves,
provided that the fires are
clearly separated. However. if
fuel is scarce. or if you are too
badly injured or too weak from
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Almost any signal
six times will serve as a
distress signal. Depending on
your location, this could be
six fires, six columns of
smoke, six loud whistles, six
gunshots - even six flashes
of light. If using noises or
lights, wai t one minute
between each group of six
signals.
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hunger to maintain several fires, use only your campfire.
You can't keep sig nal fi res going all the time but they should be
prepared, covered to keep them dry, and main tained, ready to be lit
to attract the attention of any passing aircraft. Build t hem with
plenty of easily ignited tinder so that they will get going rapidly
when li t. Birch bark ma kes an ideal tinder. Other ti nder materials are
described under Fire in Camp Croft.
Petrol can be used as a fire lighter but DO N'T just pour it on the
fi re. Use a piece of rag as a wick, soak it in petrol and lay it to the
tinder. Don 't light it straight away. Carry the fuel can off to a safe
distance and wait a few seconds before lighting the wick. If a fire
does not light first time pull the tinder apart. checking tl1at there are
no sparks or embers still burn ing, before adding extra petrol.

- Keep a stock of green boughs or supplies of oil or rubber close
to create smoke if needed.
- Among vegetation or close to trees, build an earth wall arou nd
each fire to contain it.
- There is no point bu ilding fires among trees where they cannot
be seen, the canopy will block out the signal. Place the m in a
clearing.
If by a lake or river. build rofts to
place your fires on and anchor
or lelher them securely in
position.
Arrow
indicates
direction of current.

Torch trees
Small isolated trees make excellent fire signals. Build a fire between
the boughs. Use plenty of dry twigs - old birds' nests make good fire
sta rters. This fire wil l ignite the foliage and produce plenty of smoke.
If a tree is dead start a fire at its base. It will burn for a long time
leaving you free to attend to other signals.
NOTE : Do not risk starting a forest fire. Apart from the damage this
will cause, your life will be in greater jeopardy.
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Luminous cone fires
On a clear and open site make a tripod with a platform to support a
fire. The platform keeps the tinder off damp ground, or you can
store more firewood beneath it. Use a covering of evergreen boughs
to keep the cone dry; they will burn brightly and give off a good
smoke.
Cover the complete cone fire with bright coloured material. if
available - a parachute wou ld be ideal. This will not only keep the
fire dry and ready to burn, but will itself be noticeable during the
day. Whip it off when you ignite the fire - you may not attract
attent ion the first time.
Keep these lripods \Veil maintained,
ensuring thol wood is dry enough to
light at a moment's notice and thol the
supply is not poached for other uses.
Drive Ihe pole ends into the ground to
prevent tipping over in strong winds.

When alight the glow of this cone can be seen for miles. In an
exposed location a smatter fire inside a conical tent or tepee of
parachute fabric witt also make a noticeable beacon. Ensu re there
is a smoke and heat outlet at the top of the tepee and keep the
fire under control. If it is on a slope add fuel from the side or above
the fire so that yOll do not excessively mask the firelight - though
some flickering of movement before it may help to attract
attention .

Use wreckage to help fire-signalling
Stand a fire on a piece of metal from an aircraft or vehicle. It witt
keep kindling from damp ground, when hot wil l increase convection
and make the fire burn brightly and, if polished, witt act as a
reflector intensifying the brightness. Three such fires become an
immediately recognizable distress signal.
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Smoke indicators
During daylight smoke is a good locator, so have plenty of smokeproducing material ready to put on your fires. Choose this material to

give off a smoke that shows up well against the surroundings.
Light smoke will stand out against dark earth or dark green forest.

Produce it with green grass, leaves, moss and ferns. Any wet material
will produce a good smudge fire and damp mats and seat covers will
smoulder for a long time. This will also keep flying insects at bay.

Dark smoke will show best against snow or desert sand. Use rubber
or oil to produce it. If atmospheric conditions make the smoke hang
in layers along the ground then build up the fire to increase its heat.
Thermal currents will then take the smoke to a good height.

Smoke not on ly helps the pilot of a rescue aircraft find you, it also
shows the surface wind direction. Make sure tha t smoke is
downwind of the landing site and of any panel codes that you
have laid so that it does not obscure them from above.

GROUND-TO-AIR SIGNALS
These letters are internationally recognized emergency signals. FILL
is a useful mnemonic for remembering the main ones. The single
bar : I is the most important and the easiest to make. A pilot will risk
a great deal to answer such an emergency. Make them as large and
as noticeable as possible using colour contrast or shadow. A
recommended size is 10m long and 3m wide (34ft and 10ft) for each
symbol, with 3m (10ft) between symbols.
Lay or make these panel codes out in the open, avoid steep gullies
or ravines and do not make them on reverse slopes. Use the marker
panels from your survival pouch (see Essentials), or if you do not have
these - improvise. Layout pieces of wreckage or dig out the signs as
a shallow trench, banking up the earth so that it increases the depth
of the shadow. Use rocks or boughs to accentuate it.
On snow, even tramping out the symbols will show clearly until
the next snowfall.
Once contact has been made, a message dropped or signa !led by
the aircraft can be answered with A or Y (affirmative) and N
[negative) signals, or Morse code or body signals.
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GROUND- TO-AIR

I

Serious injury - immediate casevac
[casualty evacuation) - (can also mean NEED DOCTOR)

II

F N
A

Need medical s"pp lles

Need food and water
Negatl" INo)

Affl'matl" IYes) - IY will also be "ndecstood)

X

K

LL

All Is well

Unable to mo" on

~

Am mO''"9 on th" way

IndICate dl,,,tlon to pmceed

JL

Do not "ndmtand

[ ] Need compass and map

/:).

I
I
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Think safe to land here
(Broken at angles, means
ATTEMPTING TAKE-OF8

Need radio/signal lamp/battery

Ll

Aircraft badly damaged
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Night signals
These signals will attract attention during daylight, even if you are
asleep or injured. If you have a supply of petrol or other inflammable
substances, you can make signals which will work at night. Dig or
scrape an SOS (or any symbol) in the earth, sand or snow and, when
the signal is needed, pour petrol into it and ignite it.
NOTE: You MUST destroy these signals if rescued . They will go on
working long after you have gone.

MESSAGE SIGNALLING
You do not need to learn a com plicated system of semaphore. The
internat ional Morse code can be transmitted by flashing lights on
and off, by a simple heliograph, by waving a flag or a shi rt tied to a
stick or using sound.
NOTE : Don't rely upon your memory - carry a copy of the code on
your person. Even if you are a regular user and know it backwards
others may need it who do not.
There is a procedure to follow when send ing and receiving
messages. Learn the special codes to make the operation easier.

Heliograph
Use the sun and a reflector to flash light signals. Any shiny object
will serve - polish a tin lid, glasses, a piece of foil - though a handmirror is best. Sustained flashes are dashes and quick ones dots. If
you do not know Morse code. even random flashes should attract
attention. At least learn the code for 50S.
A flash can be seen at a great distance and even when you do not
have a specific contact to aim for may attract someone's atten tion. It's
worth trying, since it requires little energy. Sweep the hori zon during
the day. If a plane approaches cl osely make intermittent flashes or you
may dazzle the pilot. Once you are certain you have been seen, STOP
signalling.

SINGLE-SIOED REFLECTOR
With on improvised reflertor pick up the
sunlight to get on image on the ground
or some other surface and lead it in
{he direr:rion of the aircraft or of/ler
potential contort
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USING HELIOGRAPH
If you have a double-sided reflector and
can punch a hole in il you will have
something dose 10 a standard issue
heliograph.
Sight the person, plane, ship, etc, (hot
you wish 10 COn/oct through the hole in
the heliogroph (oj in the general
direction of rhe sun, so chol rhe sun will
shine through the hole (bl. You will see a
spot of light on your foC(' !c).
Angle the mirror so that Ihe dot of
lighl on your face 'disappears' back
through the hole in the mirror - still
sighting your contact.
If the sun is at such an angle that this
malloeuvre does not work bring the
mirror dose to your eyes and a hand
lined up between you and the contact.
Angle the mirror to flash on to your
hand, then move the hand olVay.

c

NOTE: Practice this form of signalling, but unless you are in a
survival situation, do NOT signal to aircraft or 'transmit' messages
which could cause alarm or danger to others.

Rag signals
Tie a flag or a piece of brightly coloured clothing to a pole and move
it left for dashes and righ t for dots. Exaggerate each movement with
a figure-of-eight movement.

,"
'''.,

.. ,
I

,

,...,~" ,,
........ #
Fora ·dol' swing to the right alld make

a figure-or-eight.

For a 'dash' swing to the Jefl and make
a figure-or-eight.

This simple signing may work without figure-of-eight movements at
closer range. Keep 'dash' pauses on the left, slightly longer than 'dot'
movements to the right.
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MORSE CODE
N

A
B

0

C
D

P
Q

E

R
S

F
G

T
U

H
I
J
K
L
M

V

W

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
0

X
Y

-----

-------------

Z

SENDING SIGNALS
AAAAA* etc.- Call sign. 1have a message
AAA" - End of sentence. More follows
Pause - End of word. More follows
EEEEE* etc.- Error. Start from last correct word
AR - End of message

RECEIVING SIGNALS
TTTTT* etc. I am receiving you
K -I am ready. Start message
T - Word received
IMI* - Repeat sign . I do not understand
R - Message received
~ Send as

one word. No pauses

USEFUL WORDS
SOS
SEND

DOCTOR

HELP
INJURY

TRAPPED

LOST
WATER

---1-1--1--- --1---1----1-1---1------1-1--- -1----++---1---1---1---- 1-- +-1- - - + ---1-1------ 1---1---1---1--1-1-1--5 1S
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This series of signals will

b~

understood by airmen and can

b~

used

to signal to them. Note the changes from frontal to sideways
positions and the use of leg and body posture as well as hand
movements. Use a cloth in the hand to emphasize the YES and NO
signals. Make all signals in a clear and exaggerated manner.

'tl

~

1\

Cf

Pick us up

Land here

Need

mechanical help

~

t1
I

~~NO

Yes

All Is well

~

1

Can proceed
shortly

T

A

&

,

00 NOT attempt

Need medical

to land here

assistance
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Have radio

fl

Use drop
message
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Response to body signals
To acknowledge messages received from the ground, the pilot of an
ai rcraft will perform one of these manoeuvres:

M essage received and understood :
In daylight - flying the plane and tipping the wings in a rocking
movement side to side
At night - flashing green lights

Messag e received but NOT understood:
In daylight - flying t he plane in a right-ha nded ci rcle
At night - flashing red lights

MOUNTAIN RESCUE CODE
These sound, ligh t and pyrotechnic codes are
internationally by mountain rescue services:

recognized

Message : 50S
Fla re signal - Red
Sound signal - 3 short blasts, 3 long, 3 short

Repeat after 1 minute interval
Light signal - 3 short flashes, 3 long. 3 short
Repeat ofter 1 minute interval

Message: HELP NEEDED
Flare signal - Red
Sound signal - 6 blasts in quick succession
Repeat after 1 minute interval
light signal - 6 flashes in quick. succession

Repeat after' minute interval
Message: MESSAGE UNDERSTOOD
Flare signal - White
Sound signal - 3 blasts in quick. succession
Repeat after 1 minute interval
lig ht signal - 3 f lashes in quick succession
Repeat after 1 minute interval
Message : RETURN TO BASE
Flare signal - Green
Sound signal - Prolonged succession of blasts
light signal - Prolonged succession of flashes
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Flares
Any fla re will be investigated during a search, regardless of colour,
but choose one best fitted to the location .
- In closely wooded country green does not stand out but red does.
- Over snow white merges - green and red are best.
Familiarize yourself with the types of flare. Make sure you
understand the instructions, for some flares ejecl a white-ho t ball of
magnesium that will burn a ho le in anything it hits - your chest or
dinghy - if they are misdirected.

Types of flar.
Some flares are hand-held and reversible. One end produces smoke for
daytime use, the other a flare for use at night. The higher these are held
the easier they are to see. Flares and rockets which are fired into the
air will be visible for a greater distance. One type reaches a height of
90m (300ft) where a parachute opens holding the flare suspended for
several minutes. Other rockets produce a loud bang and colour balls.
Keep flares dry and away from naked flames and heat sources.
Ensure that safety pins are in position and will not accidentally drop
out, but also check that they are not bent over in such a way that
they could not be Quickly removed when necessary.

Handling flares
Hand-held flares are cylindrical tubes with a cap at each end. The top
cap is often embossed with a letter or pattern so that it can be
identified by touch in the dark. Remove it first. Then remove the base
cap to expose a short string and a safety pin, or other safety device.
Point the flare upwards and away from you and anyone else in case
you accidentally fire it. Remove the pin, or t urn to the fire position.
Hold the flare at arm's length, at shoulder height. pointing directly
upwards. Sharply pull the firing string vertically downwards. Brace
yourself as you do so for there will be a kickback. Some flares
and maroons have a spring
mechanism trigger like that of a
mousetrap.
Hand-held flares get hot.
Very pistols fire various cartridges.
When they burn down do
To fire them load the pistol, point it
not drop them into the
skywards. cock the hammer and then
bottom of a boat, where
squeeze the trigger.
they could start a fire, or
burn straight through an
Mini-flares are more usual
inflatable.
equipment today, lighter than Very

DANGER

pistols but as effective (see Survival
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kit in Essentials). They require handling with the same care. To use,
screw a flare of the selected colour into the end of the discharger, aim
skyward. pull back striker ~ FIRE!

INFORMATION SIGNALS
These are signals to !eave behind if you leave the scene of the crash
or abandon camp.
Make a large arrow shape to indicate the direction in which you
have set off which will be visible from the air and other direction
markers which can be interpreted at ground level.
Signs on the ground will draw attention to your presence or past
presence and the direction markers will help rescuers to follow your
trail. Continue to make them, not only for people to follow but to
establish your own route if you wish to retrace it and as a guide if
you lose your sense of direction and start going back on your trail.
At camp leave written messages in containers to detail your plans.
Hang them from tripods or trees and draw attention to them with markers.
Direction markers could include rocks or
debris placed in arrow shape (a), stick
Idt in crooked support. top in direction
followed (b). grosses tied in on overhand
knot with end hanging in direction
followed (c). forked bronches laid with
fork pointing in direction followed (d).
small rocks set upon larger rocks, with

small rock beside (e), indicoting a turn or
arrow- or arrowhead-shape no/ches cut
in tree trunks (f).
A cross of sticks or stones (g), meons
'Not this way:
Signal danger or emergency with
three rocks. sticks or clumps of grass.
prominently displayed (h).
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wareness of search procedures wiil show how important it is for
any expedition or trip to register its route plans and for survivors

A

to stay as close as possible to that course, to set clear signals to draw

attention to their location and to mark any camp they have
abandoned (leaving information about their subsequent plans).

A search will start from the last known location and sweep on
the proposed route. An assessment will be made of probable strategy
adopted, given the terrain and the weather conditions. In mountain

areas, for instance, it is likely that strong winds would make the
survival party use the lee sides of ridges and descend from high

ground. If no trace is found of them on the expected route these are
the areas in which the search will be concentrated .
The effect of contour will be considered: by studying the ground
the search party may assume that survivors were forced off route by
the lay of the land. To make the searchers' job easier, make a cairn
of rocks or other noticeable construction on prominent ground
where it cannot fail to be noticed and leave a message there in a
waterproof bag or in the pocket of a colourful piece of clothing.
Give information on your intentions and on the state of your party.
If your route has been checked and the obvious refuge places in the
locality searched, the rescuers will extend the search to cover the whole
area of your disappearance. Ideally this will be done from the air but
severe weather which creates bad flying conditions and poor visibility
may mean it has to be done on foot, even if planes are available.
The number of searchers and the type of terrain will dictate the
search pattern best suited to the situation.

SEARCH PATTERNS
The first search will be made along the route you were supposed to
have taken.
BASE LINE
Base line, or box search, is carried out
when there has been a high wind or bad
weather conditions on your known routt."
(a). St."orchers should dt."dure that you
may have veerf'd from the route to the
leeside of a slopt." for shelter.
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WATERCOURSE

Wotercourse search takes in 01/ the
tributarit:s, using the main stream

as base-line. This is undertaken when
your las/ known position was on or near

a river.

FAN
Fan search is used when your /OSI known
position (xl is fairly crr(Oin but it is
impossible to deduce the direction you
moy hove taken.

Aerial search
Search patterns from the air cover both sides of the intended flight
path of missing aircraft or your known route.
If weather conditions are favourable a night search can be made,

for lights will be clearly visible and the search can be made from

a greater height so that a wider area can be covered in each sweep.
If this does not produce results the area will still be rechecked
by daylight.
If you are signall ing to an aircraft and it turn~ away - keep
watching. It may be following one of those recognized search
patterns and you will be able to anticipate critical moments for
signalling .

CREEPING LINE
Creeping line search, beginning in a
corner of the search area, is particularly
useful when only a single aircraft is
available. It follows parallels which
should be towards and away from the
sun for a land search so that any
reflection from (I missing aircraft or
other wreckage and signals will be more
easily seen.
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TRACK CRAWL
The primary seorch pattern, or trad
crawl seorch, parallels both sides

of a

missing aircraft's expected flight path
(a], or travelling known land route. After
flying for one hour, tum around Gnd fly

the reverse pOI/ern.

SQUARE SEARCH
Square

search

is

useful

when

a

comporotively small oreo is to be
covered. Search starts in the last known
loeotion (xl and works outwards. If
unsuccessful fly 011('( lost known

location and Slart search in other
direction. This ensures both sides ore

+-------'
CONTOUR SEARCH
COn/our search allow$ mountains Dnd
volleys to be seorched with maximum

thoroughness. Steep valleys should be
starched several

times by flying along

them.

x
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Combined searches
At sea a combined sea-and-air search is desirable. If the aircraft
locates survivors the ships can pick them up. The ship can also act as
a datum point for all aircraft. Rescue aircraft are equipped with
supplies to drop to survivors to help them as they await pick-up by
a surface vessel.

f-
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HELICOPTER RESCUE
While aeroplanes are used for the search, helicopters are used in
most countries to carry out the actual rescue, especially on land.
Where possible the 'copter will make a landing to take on survivors
and fly them out. It may be possible for the pilot to find a
convenient landing site nearby to which survivors can make their
way, but it will be easier for the survivors to check out suitability at
ground level and to create a site if necessary.
The helicopter will require an obstruct ion-free approach and exit
path, both INTO the prevailing winds. The ground should be level
(the slope should no t exceed seven degrees - a gradient of 1 in 10).
The touch-down surface should be firm and free of loose materials
- remove leaves, twigs, everything. There must be no holes, tree
stumps or rocks which could cause damage to the aircraft.

Selecting a landing site
Look for a natural clearing. In close country a river bank on a large
bend is often the best natural landing place (lP).
Alternatively climb a spur and select a level piece of ground free
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of large trees. If you need to, cut down trees to clear more space. The
trees will fall down the spur without blocking the area and a clear
approach and exit path can be obtained across the spur. Do not
attempt cutting a landing place on flat ground; it will take forever

to create a clea r approach and exit.

PREPARING SITE
A level cleared area is needed at least 26m (85ft) in diameter. A

further Sm (17ft) is needed all around, cleared to a height of 60cm
(2ft). There should be a clear approach path into the prevailing
wind with no obstructions within an angle of 15 degrees of the

central landing pad.
Mark the touch-down point with an H. You can make it from
inlaid rocks (keeping the surface smooth). clothing securely
anchored, or panel markers. On snow, trample it down firmly to
prevent it swirling and, in dry areas, water t he surface to keep the
dust down.

READY- MADE PAD
If a spur, mound or area of raised ground is nearby, this will be
easier to clear and will provide an easy approach and exit across
the spur if the wind direction is satisfactory.

MOUNTAIN OUS TERRAIN
The payload of the helicopter is cu t drastically with increased
altitude so, if possible, make the landing site below 1830m

[6000ft).
In mountains updraughts and downdraughts of air
can be considerable accord ing to the pattern of the land and
its relationship to prevailing winds. Select a site that
gives maximum lift in the direction in which the helicopter will
take off.
Soft we t snow will cling to the helicopter and hamper its take off.
Try to compact the landing surface as much as possible. Powdery
snow wi ll swirl under the rotors' downwash and restrict the pilot's
vision. Stamp this down, too.
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Non-landing rescue
In an emergency, helicopters will take considerable risks to rescue
survivors. They may hover with one skid on a rock to make
embarkation possible - but whenever it can be done create a proper
landing place and minimize risks.
Most helicopters are equipped with a winch. If a landing place is
out of the question you can be lifted from the ground while the

helicopter hovers. All that is needed is an opening or clearing
through which to extricate you.

Wind indication
It is important to indica te the direction and strength of the wind at

the landing place so that the pilot can select the best approach, and
keep the aircraft stable while carrying out the rescue. Smoke is an
ideal indicator, but do not place it so that it obscures the
touchdown area .
If a fire is not practical make a T sign from contrasting material
and place it at the downwind edge of the landing place with the
horizontal bar of the T placed upwind.
If there is nothing to make a T shape from, a person standing on
the far downwind side of the landing place with their arms
outstretched and with their back to the wind can form a living
symbol for the pilot. Don't make this signal till you have to - and
th en only in the correct position . It is very similar to another body
signal, which means 'need help:

Night rescue
The helicopter will itself have powerful lights by which t he
landing or lift off of survivors can take place but you will need
lights to bring the pilot in to the landing place. Flares and fires
will give an indication of your position once the helicopter is
within range.
If you are illuminating from the ground with torches, vehicle
headlights or other beams shi ne them skyward at first to attract
attention but, once the pilot has seen you, keep the beams low so
that they do NOT dazzle the pilot, and shine them on to the
touchdown or winching area.

Sea rescue
If survivors are being winched up from a ship it will help the pilot to
place the deck at an ang le of approximately 40 degrees to the right
of the eye of the wind. If you can control the vessel give a wind
speed over the deck of about 29kph (18mph).
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ONLANOING
- When a h(licopter touches down at the LP the rotors will be
turning. The approach to the aircraft is therefore particularly
important both for your own safety and that of the helicopter.

- NEVER approach from the rear. This is a blind spot for the crew
and the tail rotor is unprotected. On sloping ground always
approach up the slope
bringi ng you up below
the blades.

- NEVER approach down a slope close to the helicopter. You could
be at risk from the blades.
- Make sure that you are not carrying anything which could foul

the main rotor. If carrying a radio, stow the aerial.
- Keep all sharp objects away from the body panels of the
helicopter. They are of light gauge alloy and easily damaged.
- Sit in the seat allocated to you by the crewman, fasten the seat
belt and keep fastened until told otherwise.
- Do not atte:mpt to alig ht un til the: eng ine has been shut down
after you have: landed - even then, wait for directions.

Winching techniques
A double lift is the usual method but a single lift is some times
used.
Dou ble li ft: With a double lift a crewma n is lowered on the winch
with anoth er strop for the survivor. Du ring the lift the crewma n
supports the survivor with his legs, gripping with them arou nd the
midsection, and supports the head with his hands. After the strop
has been put in place and tight ened keep arms down by the sides
and do not lift them - just lie bac k ar1d enjoy it!
Si ngle lift: With a single lift you fit you rself into the strop. When
you have placed it under your armpits and securely tightened the
grommet give the 'thumbs up' sign . Once acknowledged make no
further signals until aboard the chopper - if you raise your arms you
risk sl ipping out of the strop!
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I often use this case study because it highlights exactly how not
to plan and execute an expedition. The main lessons to be learnt
are: plan adequately, keep the group together, don't

underestimate the environment you ore going to, and ensure
that you start with enough supplies for sUivival and for rescue.

While exploring Lows Gully, on Mount Kinabalu in Malaysia. in
J994, two British officers and three Hong Kong Chinese soldiers
were trapped for 16 days with only enough rations for three
days. At the time they

we(e found, foJ/owing a huge rescue

operation by the British and Molaysian military, medics said that
they were on the point of starvation. Mount Kinabolu is not
considered a tough climb. The pion was to trove/light. so armed
with ten days' rations and a video camera, but without radio and
flares, they descended into the abyss of Lows Gully.
On the morning of the third day, the expedition reached the edge
of the abyss and the men saw for the first time the task ahead
of them. The team was split into two groups as not all of the men
were in good enough shape to continue with the descent
immediately. The fittest men forged ahead while a second group
rested with the intention of following when they were ready.
When the second team finally began their descent they had only
three days' rations left and, with novice climbers, they mode slow
progress. Meanwhile, at the bottom of the gully, and with only 4
days ' rations left, the advance team began to negotiate their way
out of danger, but they met with the gully's unique and
unpredictable weather system: mists over the mountain gave
way to torrential rains and with nowhere else to go, the water
poured dawn into the gully. In the days that followed, as they
slowly struggled through the undergrowth, the team leader and
one other team member become separated from the other three
in their group. Unable to find them, the two men were forced to
continue. With no rations, they attempted to live off the forest,
but with dire consequences as one of them became violently ill.
On their return, after 17 days, they learned that the other three
in their party hod already made it back safely. But the second
team were still stranded. The Malaysian Army and a Royal Air
Force rescue team were dispatched to search for the team and,
after ten days, a Malaysian helicopter finally spotted them and
rescued the group. It was 31 days since they hod set out.
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ccidents or isolation are not the only causes
of a survival situation. There are many
natural and man-made forces which can

A

produce disasters demanding the same survival
skills. Drought, fire, earthquake and flood, for
instance, can strike both in the remote survival

camp and at home. The survivor should know
the techniques for dealing with a forest fire but
it is just as important to know how to escape
from a burning building or even the site of a
bomb explosion.
Home front faces the problems of coping
with survival on your own doorstep if tile
services and supplies on which we normally
depend are cut off.

DROUGHT
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FIRE

532
532
535
538

Forest fires

Burning buildings
Veh icle fires

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE
Toxi ns
Anthrax

Chemicals

GASES AND CHEMICALS
Road and rail

FLOOD

540
540
541
541
542
542

Tsunami

544
546

HURRICANE

547

TORNADO

549

LIGHTNING

550

EARTHQUAKE

551

VOLCANO

554
554

Eruption hazards

NUCLEAR EXPLOSION
Aftermath

HOME FRONT
Food stores
Priorities
Water

Fire
Food

Shelter
Hyg iene
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DROUGHT
rought. caused by long periods of dry weather or insufficient
it is a permanent

Drainfall, creates desert in areas where

condition. Elsewhere, drought may be a regular seasonal feature for
part of the year - and predictable year after year. Where it is

balanced by a wet season, water can be stored to last through the
dry months. The underground stone-cut or concrete-built cisterns of

ancient and modern Mediterranean civilizations collect the rainfall
of the wet season for the long dry summer.
In temperate regions, if rainfall drops far below the normal,
periodic drought may be produced with vegetation unable to obtain

water to compensate for what it loses to the air. In cases where the
dry spell may not be so obvious but there is still insufficient
moisture to provide that needed by the plants, a condition known as
'invisible drought' occurs. The death of vegetation causes
deprivation right through the food chains that are based upon it. If
the drought becomes severe, dead and dying animals may even
pollute the water supplies that still remain.

Fire risk
The corpses of dead animals should be buried in deep graves. Dry
ground can be very hard, but burying is the best way to remove
these possible sources of infection. They could be burned. but since
drought leaves everything tinder dry, the risk of fire spreading is
considerable and it could easily get out of hand. Each year fires
rage in southern France. California and Australia and, without
water to check the flames, they spread rapidly. If you must have a
fire, dig down to bare earth and keep the fire small and attended
at all times.

Hvgiene
In houses. lack of water for washing and sanitation can bring the
risk of infection. If the water level in a water closet no longer
seals the S-bend, disease may spread from the sewers and
personal hygiene may suffer from lack of washing. Do not
use the WC but leave sufficient water in the bowl to form a
barrier. Make an outdoor latrine to use instead (see Hygiene in
Camp Craft).
Sweating will help to keep pores open and free of dirt, but, even
when you need all available water for drinking. try to clean hands
after defecation and before preparing food.
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Store and conserve water
If a monsoon does not start at the eXllecled time, or a hot dry
summer produces a parching of the earth, take precautions by
storing as much water as possible and using it wisely. Keep it covered
and shaded to avoid evaporation.

Dig a pit for a storage cistern in a shady spot, avoiding tree roots.
line it with a polythene sheet or with cement if available (but don't
fill it up until the cement has had a chance to thoroughly dry), If you
live in a clay area, dig a pit and line it with clay. If you build the
concrete or clay up into a partial dome, it will help to keep the
contents cool and leave a smaller opening to keep covered.

NEVER waste water. Water used for cooking can later be used for
washing. Boil all drinking water. If a well runs dry you may gain
more water by digging deeper, but the further you dig, the further
you deplete the water stored in the earth.
In areas with cold nights
the drop in temperature may
condense the moisture in the
If drought persists,
i
air. Use the techniques to
over more than a year, desert
catch it described for desert
conditions may begin to
survival {see Essentials and
develop. Evacuation may be the
Climate and Terrain}.
only solution if water supplies
High ground will show
cannot be brought in.
greater variation between
day and night temperatures
and will offer better chance of dew to coliect in the early morning.
It may also offer the advantage of cool breezes.
Drought can strike anywhere. Even in areas of heavy rainfall,
such as Assam, there has been drought when the monsoon has
failed.

WARNING
- In conditions of severe drought be especially careful of
contamination of water supplies. Disease from dead animals may
be rampanl. However thirsty you are, boil all water before
drinking.
- Flies may be a serious problem at first - ensure that all
foodstuffs are covered. Protect from dust, which may become a
hazard as top soil is blown away.
- When nature is disturbed in this way, animals act abnormally.
Crazed by thirst, normally docile creatures may attack you.
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ire requires heat. fuel and oxygen and produces smoke, heat and
toxic gases. It may spread by heating its surroundings through
direct contact (conduc tion). through rising gas and smoke
(convection) or through heat rays (radiation). Convection is usually
the most serious of these forms of heat transfer.
The best protection from fire is prevention. Carelessness with
lighted cigarettes and burning matches is the cause of many fires.
The sun shining through an abandoned bottle or a piece of broken

glass can start a blaze in a dry season.
Fire can strike anywhere - at any time. Precautions should
always be taken. Vehicles and buildings SHOULD ALWAYS be
equipped with fire extinguishers. Managed forest ry plantations are
divided by broad paths as fire breaks. Equipment for beating out
flames should be found in numerous places. YOU should know how
to use it.

FOREST FIRES
If you are present where a fire starts (or where a camp fire
accidentally spreads) in woodland, or on heath or grassland, your
first action should be to SMOTHER IT.
The first sign of an approaching forest fire will be the smell
of smoke. Then you will probably hear the fire before you see
flames. You may notice unusual animal behaviour before you realize
the cause.

Escape route
If caug ht in an area where fire is raging. and when it is far too late
to put it out yourself. do NOT immediately flee - unless the fire is
so close that there is no choice.
Although you may fe el that clothing hampers your movement,
do NOT discard it for it will shield you from the full force of
radiated hea t.
Smoke will indicate the direction of tile wind - the fire will be
travelling fastest in that direction. If the wind is blowing away
from you. towards the fire move INTO the wind. Head for any
natural fire break - such as where there is a swathe through the
trees, where tile flames should be stopped . A river is the best
break - even if the flames can leap it you will be reasonably safe
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in the water. In forestry plantations look for the roadways and
firebreaks.

Do NOT run wildly. Choose your escape route. Check the
surrounding terrain and the wind direction to assess the possible

spread of the fire.
If the wind is blowing towards you the fire is likely to travel more
qui ckly - and the flames can leap a larger gap. Fire travels faster
uphill so do NOT make for high ground. Try to go around the fire if

possible - but some fo rest fires burn on a front several kilometres
wide. If you can neither skirt or outdistance the blaze take refuge in
a large clearing. deep ravine. watercourse or gulley.

Into the fire
Sometimes th e best escape route may be to run THROUGH lh e
flames. Th is is impossible if they art' very intense and the area
covered by the actual fire is great. In a large clearing or on
heath land, however, it may be possible to run through less dense fire
to refuge on the al ready burned-out land. Cover as much exposed
skin as you can and if you have water available tip some over you to
damp down clothing. hair and any flesh you have not been able to
cover. Dampen a piece of cloth to cover your nose and mouth.
Thick vegetation will burn fiercely and slow you down - so
choose the spot for your breakthrough with care. Make your mind
up. then do not delay. Take a deep breath. Cover your nose and
mouth to keep out smoke and RUN.

In areas where there are fores try plantations you should see
of fire-beating equipment at intervals along the main routes. This
consists of bundles of twigs (usually birch), tied in a broom, and
spade-shaped beatel"S with rubber blades. They can be effective in
putting out the beginnings of a blaze.
Despite the name, do NOT beat rapidly with them - that will only
help to fan the flames and spread sparks. The object is to
SMOTHER the fire by bringing the beater down over the flames to
extinguish them. The flat blades are particularly effective in
smothering a fire beginning among leaves and undergrowth.
If no equipment is available use a coat or blanket to smother the
nre and to cut off oxygen from the flames - or use a leafy branch
to beat it out.
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If caught in a forest fire in a vehicle, stay inside and keep
windows tightly shut. Turn off the ventilation system. The car will
give you some protection from radiant heat. Drive away from the
fire if you can but. if immobilized, stay put.
People have survived by staying in a vehicle until the glass began
to melt, by which time the fire had moved beyond them. If they
had panicked and run into the fire they would have died.
There is a danger of a petrol tank exploding but your chances are
much greater than outside, if the fire is intense around the vehicle.

Going to earth
If there is no natural break or gully in which to shelter and the fire
is too deep to think of running through it, you may have to seek the
protection of the earth itself.
People have survived fierce fires by digging themselves in and
covering themselves with eart h, allowing the fire to burn over the
top of them. The risk is considerable, not just from heat but from
suffocation: fire burns up oxygen.
Scrape as much of a hollow as you can, throwing the earth on to
a coat or cloth if you have one, then pull the cloth over you with its
earth covering. Cup your hands over your mouth and nose and
breath through them. This won't increase the amount of oxygen, but
it will cool down and filter the very hot ai r and sparks, which can
damage the respiratory system . Try to hold your breath as the fire
passes over.

Fight fire with fire
It may be possible to use fire itself to create protection, if there is no
way of getting out of the path of the fire or of going through it but it is still some distance away.
The technique is to burn a patch of ground before the main
fire reaches it. With nothing left to ignite, the flames cannot
advance, giving you a place of refuge. The main fire must be
su f ficiently far away for your fire to burn a space it cannot jump
before it arrives.
Ught your own fire along as wide a line as possible - at least
10m (33ft) wide, but 100m (330ft) would be better. It will burn in
the same direction as the main fire, creating a break which you can
move into. Make sure you determine the wind direction correctly.
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WARNING
Winds may be swirling and fires create their own draughts, so
may still have to make a dash through your own flames. The
)
fire must be far enough away for your own fire to burn and pass.
Do NOT underestimate the speed at which flames travel - they
may be approaching faster than you can run. Do NOT light another
fire unless you are desperate and fairly certain of the outcome.

BURNING BUILDINGS
Smoke will usually be the first indication of fire. If the fire is still
small, attempt to extinguish by covering with a blanket or thick
cu rtain Ito deprive the flames of oxygen), or using sa nd, water or
fi re extingu isher as available and appropriate.

Electrical fires
If there is any possibility o f a fire being caused by an electrical fault.
do NOT use water until the power has been turned off, preferably at
the mains. Turn off gas at the mains too. If television sets or
computer VDUs catch fire do NOT use water on them. Even after
being disconnected, there is sufficient residual electrical charge to
give you a shock [even to kill you) and the cold water may make the
tube explode. Smother them and approach from behind because of
the risk of the tube exploding .

PULL - or otherwise to release any lock
AIM - at the base of the fire
SQUEEZE - or press the handleftrigger
SWEEP - from side to side
Check to see what kind of extinguisher you have. Some are
designed for small, simple fires and contain water - they are NOT
suitable for oil or electrical fires. Others are designed for oil, grease,
paint or solvent fires (a chip pan or petrol spillage, for instance). A
third type is for electrical fires or those where live cables are
exposed. A multipurpose dry-chemical type extinguisher can be
used on most kinds of fire.

KNOW HOW TO USE YOUR EXTINGU ISH ER '
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Evacuation
If the fire is already too big to fight with the resources available,

evacuate the building . Turn off power at the mains. Close all
reachable doors and windows. Try to contain the fire while
evacuation is completed and to prevent the fire's spread before

fire-fighting services or rescuers arrive.
Fire travels upwards faster than downwards - though a collapsing
floor or wall will carry the flames to a lower level. Staircases, lift-wells
and ventilation shafts are particularly dangerous.
NEVER use a lift during a fire. If you need to move down a
buildi ng, use a smoke-free staircase.
Before opening any doors look for smoke around thei r edges and
check for heat. Metal doorknobs are a good lest If they feel wa rm
do NOT open the door - use the back of your hand for the test.
Grasping the knob cou ld cause a burn. A stout door ca n keep back
flames for 30 minutes or more (but do not rely on this with thinpanelled modern doors - unless they are fire doors) .

SURVIVAL ADVICE
If there is no alternative to going into a burn ing room: brace
foot against the door and open it only a crack - this will I to
stop it being forced wide open by the pressure of hot air and gases
inside. Crouch low to enter, opening the door as little as possible.
This will expose you to less smoke and heat and give less chance
for the fire to pass through the gap. Close the door behind you to
delay the fire's spread.

Waiting for rescue
If you f ind yourself isolated and unable to get to safety, go to a
room as far from the fire as possible (but NOT on a higher level
unless you are certain that rescuers with long ladders or other
eq uipment are very close). If there is a choice, pick a room with the
softest ground outside, no railings below or where there are
bedclothes or curtains which you can knot into a rope. Lawns,
flowerbeds, even gravel paths are softer than cobbles, concrete or
paving. If you are eventually forced to drop down on to hard
concrete a sloping surface will be likely to do you less damage.
Close the door and fill any gaps around it with cu rtains, mats or
other thick material, which wi ll take time to catch alight. Wet them
if you can. If the alarm has not already been given try to attract
attention through t he wind ow.
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To break the window, use a piece of furniture. You could kick it
out, but do not bring your foot back quickly - you will have to
negotiate broken glass. If you have to use your hand, wrap it first
and punch. Alternatively, when protected by a thick jacket. an elbow
may be effective.

Preparing to 'jump'
If no rescue is forthcoming do NOT jump - drop. Tie sheets, blankets,
mats, loose covers and other strong material together to make a rope
- even if it does not reach the ground it will reduce the distance you
will have to fall. Tie them with reef knots and test that each is firm by
pulling. Push a heavy piece of furnitu re over to the window and
secure one end of your rope to it, or tie your rope to heating pipes or smash the window and tie on to a thick part of the frame. If the
rope is not long enough drop cushions, pillows, a mattress - anything
which will soften your landing, below the window.
If there is nothing to use as a rope, lower yourself out of the
window and hang from the sill. If there is no sill hang from the
bottom of the window frame.

Do NOT jump out - unless there is a party of firefighters
i i
to catch you in a blanket. Where there is something to break
fall make use of it, do not try to drop clear. A car roof makes a
cushion to drop on for it will give slightly to your weig ht.
BEWARE: Trees may break your fall, but there is a risk of your
being impaled on the branches.

Dropping from a height
Having taken every recommended measure to reduce the height of
you r fall, think of protecting your head - a motor-cycle crash
helmet is ideal but a jersey or towel wrapped round you r head like a
turban will help.
When you are as low as possible, and ready to drop, push yourself
away from the building with the side of one foot and, as you let go,
turn away from the wall and bend the knees. Leave the arms up to
protect the sides of the head.
As you land bend the knees more and rollover on to one side,
carrying the roll on to your back (still protecting your head and with
your legs in the air) . This helps spread the impact over a larger area
and increases your chances.
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Falling onto a slope
Face down the slope as you drop, with legs together, with the knees
slightly bent. Bring the head down on to the chest and the elbows
tightly into the sides, the hands protecting the head. land on flat
feet, allowing the knees to bend fully, rolling forward in a tight
somersault. It is the method that parachutists use.

WAIT UNTil THE VERY LAST CHANCE OF RESCUE BEFORE RISKING A
DROP GREATER THAN 4M [13FT).

- If forced to travel throug h flames to reach sa fety, cover y",~,· 1t
(including you r head) in a blanket, curtain or overcoat - wet
if you can - then take a deep breath and go.
- If your clothes catch alight do NOT stay on your feet whe n out
of the fire. The flames and smoke will travel up you r body, over
your face and into your lu ngs.
- Do NOT run - this will on ly fan the flames.
- Roll on the grou nd and try to wrap yourself in someth ing tha t
will smother the flames - a ma t, blanket or overcoa t.
- If someone else comes run ni ng out of a fi re with their clothes
alight, push them to the grou nd and use the same methods of
denyi ng the flames oxygen. Do NOT hug them to you or your
clothes may catch fire.

VEHICLE FIRES
The greatest danger with cars is the risk of the fuel tank being
ignited - it could expl ode like a bomb, scattering burning petroleum
everywhere. The aim is to control the fire before it can reach the
tank. Everything has a flash point and a fuel tank is more at risk than
most things. Usually a fuel line (if not armoured) will catch fire first,
acting as a fu se which eventually ignites the tank.

In a garage
If a car catches fire in a confined space, such as a garage, smoke and
toxic fumes will soon build up. Try to put the fire out first - but if
that is not practicable remove the car from the building, before it
further endangers li fe and property.
Do NOT get into the car. You can do everything from outside
including steering. If possible, push or pull the car out. If your car
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has a button starter, select a low gear or reverse and use the starter
to bounce the car out. Wi th conventional ignition, turn the key in
short bursts. BE PREPARED. The ca r will jerk forward violently.

KEEP IT WHERE YOU CAN REACH IT!
DON'T keep your fire extinguisher in the bootltrunk - keep it in the
passenger compartment where you can get at it immed iately. Any
impact cou ld distort the boot lid and prevent you opening it.

In a cra shed car: doors may jam . If it catches fire get through any
window or kick the windscreen out.
If t he fi re is inside the car : use the extinguisher or smother it with
a rug or coat. Synthetic materials used in upholstery in many cars
burn rapidly and give off thick smoke and toxic gases. These will
persist even when the flames are out so get out into the air as soon
as possible.
If the fire is also on th e ou tside: am id spilt fuel for example - keep
the windows shut and drive out of the danger zone, abandoning the
car as soon as it is safe to do so.

Aeroplanes are equipped with automatic exti nguishers
fires and hand-held extingu ishers in the cabin. Ac tion
taken immediately. On civil airlines summon a steward or air
hostess immed iate ly you suspect fire - they know where
equipment is and how to use it. Avoid creating panic in other
passengers. If you see smouldering or flames. smother with an
airline blanket or clothing.
The main fire dangers are: before take-off when there is vola tile
fuel and vapour around the plane and especially when landing
under difficult circumstances when fuel tanks could be ruptu red
and electrical or friction sparks ignite aviation spirit. Every safety
precaution is taken to ensure that fire is not a hazard.
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errorism is not new. The destruction of property, murder, th reats,
fear and panic have long been the tools of those who believe that
violence is a means of achieving political and criminal goals. What
makes modern terrorists distinct from their historical predecessors is

the technology at their disposal and the greater range of
opportunities for terrorism which modern life provides.
The global nature of media coverage and the publicity it can give
has also fuelled the use of terrorism, There is no doubt. also, tha t
some nations finance and support the activities of terrorists in other
countries with which they have politica l difference.

More value is now placed on the lives of ordinary people, the
more i nnocent the victim, the better for terrorism. The reali ty is tha t
we are ALL potential targets and that we are ALL vunerable.
Certain coun tries of the world pose a real threat by producing
vast amounts of let hal bacteria and chemicals. These are relatively
easy to disperse and threaten large areas of the globe.
Biologica l agents fall into two groups, pathogens (germs) and
toxins. Pathogens are living micro organisms that cause lethal
incapacitating diseases like anthrax. Toxins are poisons that are lethal
to humans, affecting the nervous system, and causing cell death.
Germs must be inhaled, enter through a break in the skin, or
through the digestive tract. They do not react immedia tely as
they must multiply inside the body and overcome the body's
defences. This incubation period varies from hours to months
depending on the germ. Biological agents are hard to detect, none
of our physical senses can detect them. Often the first signs are
symptoms of the victims exposed to the agent, and sick-looking
plants and animals.

TOXINS
Toxins occur naturally in plants and animals, but can be manufactured
and used as weapons which are a thousand times more lethal. To xins
produce a similar effect to chemicals but do not respond to the same
treatment. Unlike germs they can penetrate unbroken skin, and their
symptoms appear immediately. These include; paralysis, convulsions,
fever, blisters/rashes, shock and death.
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Protection
If you suspect the presence of biological agents, put something
around the mouth and nose to prevent inhalation. It is unlikely
that you have a mask so improvise by wrapping a damp clo th
around the face. Cover all exposed parts and leave the area as soon
as possible. Button/zip-up all clothing. Tuck trousers into socks,
and wear gloves. When out of the danger area, wash thoroughly
with soap and water. Clea n teeth, hair and fingernails. Wash all
clothing and equipment in hot soapy water.

ANTHRAX
Anth rax is a disease carried by animals and still kills many
humans annually. The disease is transmitted from dead animals in
areas like South America, Southern Europe and the Middle and
Far East. Signs on the dead carcass include bloating, incomplete
rigor mortis, dark col oured blood oozing from nostrils and anus.
Avoid all contact and wash thoroughly if accidental contact is
made. Seek professional advice soonest. Antibiotics wi ll help, and
there is a serum available f rom the treatment of anthrax.
The early signs of the diseHse are pustu les with dark centres.
Anthrax is also produced as a biological weapon.

CHEMICALS
Chemical agents take the form of liq uids, gas and aerosols. They may
affect breathing, the nervous system or the blood .
Chemical agents are difficult to detect so watch for suspicious
signs in your companions. Difficulty in breathing, coughing, itching
and tears are the most obvious ones. The landscape will look wasted,
with vegetation being discoloured and limp, and maybe dead animals
and insects scattered around. Some agents are odourless and others
have a distinctive smell. The smel l of almonds may indicate a blood
agent. and newly cut grass migh t indicate a choking agent.

Protection
The whole body must be cove red with suitable clothing that
wil l prevent the chemicals penetrating. Waterproof Oll ter
garments, goggles and mask are essential. Get out of the
danger area and decontaminate as soon as possible, the same as
with pathogens.
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xplosive gases can occur and build up in caves and mines, bu t the
main dangers to the survivor in the wild will be oxygen deficiency

E

and carbon monoxide poisoning in restricted spaces and shelters.
In house and vehicle fires and in industrial locations there is risk
from toxic fumes being produced when plastic and other materials
burn. Industrial and road accidents involving chemicals present

another danger.
There is little that can be done to protect yourself in a disaster
such as that at Bohpal, in India, once they have happened, other

than stay indoors and keep your doors and windows closed. But you
can try to discover any risks that are likely from industrial or other
plant in your area. There should be government and local authority
checks and controls operating to enforce proper safety procedures.
Many authorities demand labelling of places where chemicals are
used or stored - in London, for instance, by a yellow triangle and/or
the sign HAZCHEM.
If handling dangerous materials - not just at work, potentially
dangerous substances are used in domestic chores, gardening and
hobby pursuits - follow recommended safety procedures. AVO ID
contact with chemicals and inhalation of fumes and t ake
precautions against spillage, sll aking, breakage or accidental mixtu re
with other chemicals which could produce a dangerous reaction.
If exposed to fumes or chemical hazard get to fresh air as ra pidly
as possible and flush away chemicals with copious quantities of
water - BUT adding wa ter to some chemicals can cause even more
dangerous reactions. l earn the properties of materials you ha ndle or
transport and measures for dealing with accidents.
AVO ID touching anyone contaminated with chemicals and do
NOT give mouth-to-mouth resuscita tion until you know what
chemicals are involved .

ROAD AND RAIL
Keep well clear of an accident involving a bulk tanker or other
vehicle carrying dangerous substances. You may be able to see
spillages on the road surface. Gas escapes may NOT be visible.
Chemical fires may be fought by appropriate techniques. If no t
properly trained and equipped to handle them you may aggravate
the situation, endangering yourself and others.
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The usual action in such cases will be to cover any flammable
substances with foam to exclude oxygen, and to dilute chemicals that
do not react dangerously to water with as much water as possible.
There are too many cases
on record of public-spirited
individuals losing their own
lives in such circumstances BUT if you do not know
like the man who went to aid
exact substances are involved
the driver of an overturned
and the appropriate action tanker which had been
KEEP CLEAR. CALL THE fiRE
carrying powerful acid. By the
SERVICE DR POLICE AND
LEAVE ALONE
time the fire-service arrived
his gold wedding ring was all
that remained of him .
Vehicles may be painted with a panel warning that they carry
potentially dangerous chemicals which includes a code of figures
and letters which tell the emergency services what kind of action to
take, what kind of protection is essential and whether the chemical
is explosive or poisonous. In the British code, for instance, a final E
is an instruction to EVACUATE. The figures 1 or 2 at the beginning
of the code suggest that water may be used, but that is only
part of the information needed - the use of water could produce
fumes which demand use of a respirator. Protective clothing may
be essential.
Details of these codes are not usually given to the general pUblic,
for the information that they provide does not give practical
guidance to the untrained, beyond a warning that dangerous
materials are carried.
Although the information provided by the codes is valuable to
the officers of the emergency services, they do not know the
proportions in which spilt chemicals are concentrated, or whether
combinations of chemicals could produce results quite unlike those
expected . Where dangerous stores and goods in transit are reg istered
with the authorities rescue services may be able to obtain additional
information, but uncontrollable elements such as wind direction,
temperature and various other factors will all affect the way in
which such accidents are handled .
If you see a British hazardous chemical code, an EC Accord
Europeen Relatif au Transport International des Marchandises
Dangereuses par Route (ADR) sign, which gives much less detailed
information, or the United Nations International Emergency Action
Code (EAC), which only covers a limited number of emergency
procedures, KEEP YOUR DISTANCE.
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looding may be caused by the overflowing of rivers, lakes and
reservoirs caused by heavy rains (not necessarily rainfall at the
place where the flood occurs); by the build-lIp of sea or lake water
due to the effects of submarine earthquake. hurricanes and freak
high - tides and winds; or by the collapse of dams or dykes.
Heavy rain can rapidly produce torrents where there was a dry
riverbed, or a build up in a narrow channel or behind a barrier which
then gives way to a rushing wall of water that envelopes everything
in its path.
Persistent rainfall over a long period after a dry spell and heavy
storms should alert you to keep clear of water channels and lowlying ground, but a flood can affect much wider areas. It is always
safer to camp on a spur. If the water is rising, move to higher
ground. In hilly areas keep out of valley bottoms which are
particularly prone to flash floods.
Food is not likely to be a problem, at least at first, for animals will
also head for high ground. Both predators and prey are likely to
concentrate on getting to safety - but beware of injury from panic~
stricken animals in the water.
Drinking water may be difficult to obtain, for the water swirling
around you Illay be contaminated. Collect rainwater to drink and
boil any other water before you use it.

Flooded buildings
If you are in a solid building when the water begins to rise, stay
where you are if it is rising rapidly. You will be less at risk than trying
to evacuate on foot. Turn off gas and electricity and prepare
emergency food supplies, warm clothing, drinking water in screwtopped plastic bottles or other well-sealed conta iners. It is
im portant to keep all wa ter containers sealed to avoid accidenta l
spillage or contamination. If you can, collect a torch, whistle, mirror,
brightly coloured cloths, or flags, that would be useful for signalling,
and add them to your gear. A camp stove will be valuable for
heating food and drinks and for warmth. Candles are also useful and DON'T forget the matches.

Move upwards
Move to an upper floor, or on to the roof if in a single-storey
building. If you are forced to occupy the roof, erect some kind of
shelter. If it is a sloping roof, tie everyone to a chimneystack or other
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solid st ructure which can be expected to stay firm. If the water looks
like continuing to rise, prepare some kind of raft. If you have no
ropes to tie things together, use bed sheets. Unless the water
threatens to wash your building away, or rises so high that you are
forced to evacua te, stay until it stops rising.

Flood readiness
If you live in a river valley or in a coastal area prone to flooding, find
out how high you are above normal water levels. Learn the easiest
route to high ground - not necessarily the highway route, for major
roads tend to follow drainage channels in valley bottoms. In rainy
periods listen out for flood warnings which will often predict the
levels to which waters may be expected to rise and the areas likely
to be affected.
Even a few inches of floodwater can do a lot of damage and it is
worth laying sandbags or plastic shopping bags filled with earth
along the bottom of doorways and windows to keep out as much
water as possible. If you have a really sound building and doorways,
windows and other apertu res are blocked, water will not enter. The
central heating flue. ventilation bricks and other spaces must all be
sealed .
If a high f lood is likely, there is not much point trying to keep
water out of basements. Indeed, in some houses with basements this
could cause extra damage due to uneven pressure on the basement
walls. If you are bound to be flooded, you could consider flooding
the basement yourself with clean water, so that the pressure is
equalized. You will have less filth and debris to clear up later.

Evacuation
If you are abandoning your home bring outdoor furniture and other
movables indoors - that will red lIce the amount of debris floating
or being swep t along outside.
When walking or driving to a safer location: Remember that a
small drop in the level of the roadway down a hill can make a
considerable difference to the water depth.
Do NOT attempt to cross a pool (or a stream) unless you are
CERTAIN that the water will not be higher than the centre of the
car's wheels or higher than your knees.
If you must cross: use river-crossing techniques (see On the
move).
If crossing bridges which are underwater: take special care - you
may not be able to see that the flood has already swept part of the
bridge away.
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Flash floods
In times of sudden heavy rainfall keep out of valley bottoms and
stream beds both during and after rainfall. Remember that you don' t
have to be at the bottom of a hill to be caugh t by water rushing down
it - often carrying mud and a deadly debris of broken trees and rocks.

Coastal flooding
Is usually a combina tion of high tides and winds which make them
even higher. Flood warnings will usually be given and evacuation is
the best action .

Flood aftermath
As the waters reced e they leave a scene of devastation littered
with debris and the bodies of flood victims. With decay and the
pollution of the w ater comes the risk of disease and extra
precautions are necessary. Burn all animal corpses - do not risk
eating them - boil all water before using. Some crops may still
be available after the flood waters recede and birds that have
escaped the flood will be safe and good to eat.

SURVIVAL SCENARIO
What can you do to prepare for disaster?
Make sure tha t you are awa re of what the dangers are. This may
depend upon where you are travelling or what time of year you
will be there. You should be awa re of what contingencies are in
place in case of say earthquake or flood . Ask the locals for advice.

TSUNAMI
A tsunami is linked with an earthquake beneath the ocean, creating
a series of waves which can reach more than 30m (98ft) high and
causing a considerable amount of damage along coasts.
Warnings of tsunami are issued from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration's Pacific Tsunami Warn ing System
headquarters in Hawaii.
Not all earthquakes cause tsunami. but any earthquake could.
Keep away from shores and take to higher ground when there
are tremors. Do NOT go to look for a tsunami - if you are close
enough to see t he wave, you are too close to escape it, unless
high above its level. There is little defence against a moving wall of
water. Evacuate.
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A

hurricallc is a wind of high speed - above force 12 on the
Beaufort Scale - which brings torrential rain and can destroy
any flimsy structures. It is a tropical form of cyclone, which in more
temperate latitudes would be prevented from developing in the
upper levels of the air by the prevailing westerly winds.
Hurri canes afe known by various names around the world:
Hurricane: Caribbean and North Atlantic, eastern North Pacific,

western South Pacific.
Cyclone: Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, southern Indian Ocean.
Typh oon: China Sea, western North Pacific.
Wil ly-w illy: Northwest Austra lia.

Hurricanes develop over the ocean when sea temperatures are at
their highest, especially in late summer. Warm air creates a low
pressure core around which winds may rotate at speeds up to
300kph (186mph) or more, circling anti-clockwise in the northern
hemisphere, clockwise in the southern. The strongest winds are
usually 16-19km (10-12 miles) from the centre of the hurricane but
the centre, or 'eye', brings temporary calm. The 'eye' may be from
6-50km (4-30 miles) across and the largest hurri canes up to 500km
(300 miles) in diameter. They can occur at any time of year but. in
the northern hemisphere, the main season is June to November - in
the southern, November to April (especially January and February).
Hurricanes are not a feature of the South Atlantic.

Pattern of the hurricane
Out at sea hurricanes will build up force and begin to veer toward
the pole, the wind speed usu ally being greatest on the poleward side
of the eye. They can travel as fast as SOkph (30m ph} wreaking
devastation on islands and along shorelines they pass over, but
usually slowing down when they reach the mainland to a speed of
about 16kph (10m ph).

Hurricane warnings
Satellite surveillance enables meteorologists to see hurricanes
developing far out in the ocean, to track their progress and to give
warning of their approach . Some hurricanes move very erratically, so
sailors particularly, should monitor forecasts in hurricane areas.
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Without radio to alert you, the growth of swell can be an
indication of a hurrica ne ~ when cou pled with other conditions such
as highly coloured sunsets or sunrises; dense banners of cirrus cloud
converging towards the vortex of the approaching storm; abnormal
rises in barometric pressure followed by an equally rapid drop.

SAFETY
Get out of the hurricane's path if you can.
- Hurricane warnings are usually issued when one is expected
within 24 hours and will give you plenty of time to evacua te its
path. if you are prepa red.
- Keep away from the coast, where destruction will be worst, wi th
nooding and a tidal wave, and from river banks.
- Board up windows and secure any objects outdoors that might
be blown away.
- At sea take down all canvas, batten down the hatches and stow
all gea r.

If you are in a solid building and on high ground STAY WHERE
YOU ARE - travel in a hurricane is extremely dangerous. The safest
place is usually in a cellar or under the stairs. Store drinking water
- water and power supplies may be cut off by the storm - and have
a battery-operated radio to keep in touch with any instructions
issued. If not in a sturdy structure, evacuate to a hurricane shelter.
Shut off power supplies before you leave.

Seeking shelter
Outdoors a cave will offer the best protection. A ditch will be next
best. If unable to escape lie flat on the grou nd where you will be less
of a target for flying debris. Crawl to the lee side of any really solid
shelter such as a stable rocky ou tcrop or a wide belt of large trees.
Beware of small trees and fen ces which could be uprooted.

Stay where you are when the hurricane appears to have passed
there will usually be less than an hour of calm as the eye passes
and then the winds will resume in the opposite direction. If
sheltering outdoors move to the other side of your windbreak in
preparation or move to better shelter if close by.
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Tornadoes

3re violent storms associated with low atmospheric
pressure and whirling winds. They apparently develop when air at
the surface has been warmed and a column of air descends from the
base of cumulonimbus storm clouds above. Air rush ing into the low

pressure area begins to rotate fiercely.
Tornadoes are the most violent of atmospheric phenomena and

the most destructive over a small area. Wind speeds have been
estimated at 620kph {385m ph).

The diameter of the 'twister' at ground level is usually only
25-50m (BO-160ft) but, within it, the destruction is enormous.

Everything in its path except the most solid structures is sucked up
into the air. The difference in pressure outside and inside a building

is often the cause of collapse - or 'explosion: Tornadoes can sound
like a spinning top or engine and have been heard up to 40km (25
miles) away. They travel at SO-6Skph (30-40mph).
At sea tornadoes produce waterspouts. Although they can occur
elsewhere, tornadoes are most prevalent over the prairies of t he
United States, in the Mississippi-Missouri valley and in Australia.
They can develop in a hurricane.

Tornado precautions
Take shelter in the most solid structure available - reinforced
concrete or steel-framed if possible, but preferably in a storm cellar
or cave. In a cellar stay close to an outside wall, or in a specially
reinforced section. If there is no basement, go to the centre of the
lowest floor, into a small room or shelter under sturdy furniture but not where there is heavy furniture on the floor above. Keep well
away from windows.
Firmly close all doors and windows on the side facing the
oncoming whirlwind and open those on the opposite side. This will
prevent the wind getting in and lifting the roof as it approaches and
equalize the pressure to prevent the house 'exploding'.
Do NOT stay in a caravan or car, they could be drawn up by
the storm.
Outdoors you are vulnerable to flying debris and to being lifted
up - though people have been lowered to the ground again
unharmed! You CAN see and hear a tornado coming. Get out of the
way. Move at right angles to its apparent path. Take shelter in a
ditch or depression in the ground, lie flat and cover you r head with
your arms.
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T

he release of electrical charges built up i n clouds can be especially
dangerous on high ground or when you are the tallest object. In
a lightning storm keep away from hill brows, from tall trees and lone
boulders. Make for low, level ground and lie flat.

Insulation
If you cannot get away from tall objects, but have DRY material
which will provide insulation, sit on it. Rubber ~soled shoes may help

insulation but are not a guarantee that you will be safe. A dry coil
of climbing rope makes good insulation. Do NOT sit on anything wet.
Bend your head down and hug your knees to your chest. lifting your
feet off the ground and drawing in all your extremities. Do not reach

down to the ground with your hands, that could give a contact to
conduct the lightning. If you have noth ing which will insulate you
from the ground lie as flat as you can.

Stay low
You can sometimes sense that a lightning strike is imminent by a
tingling in the skin and the sensation of the hai r standing on end. If
you are standing up, drop to the ground AT ONCE, going first to the
knees with the hands touching the ground. If you should be struck,
the charge may take the easiest route to the earth through your
arms - missing the torso and possibly saving you from heart failure
or asphixiation. QUICKLY LIE FLAT.
Do not hold metal objects when there is lightning about and
keep away from metal structures and fences. However, do not
jettison equipment if you will lose it altogether [when climbing, for
instance}. A dry axe with a wooden handle may spark at the tip. but
is well insulated. Proximity to large metal objects can be dangerous.
even without contact, for the shockwave caused by the heated air as the lightning passes - can cause damage to the lungs.

Shelter
One of the best places to shelter in a lightning storm is at least 1m
[3ft} inside a deep cave with a minimum of 1m [3ft} space on either
side of you. Do NOT shelter in a cave mouth or under an overhang
of rock in mountainous country. The lightning can spark across the
gap. Small openings in the rock are frequently the ends of fissures
which are also drainage routes and automatic lightning channels.
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EARTHQUAKE
arthquakes are perhaps the most feared of all nature's violence -

E

they come suddenly with little warning. Unlike other natural
hazards, such as flood and fire, little can be done to prepare for
them. They range from minor vibrations in the earth, detectable only
on delicate measuring instruments, to great upheavals tearing
whole mountains apart.
Minor earth tremors can happen anywhere, but major quakes are
confined to known earthquake belts where buildings could be
planned to withstand them or to cause little damage if they do
collapse - like traditional buildings in Japan. Modern cities rarely

take this into account.
With constant monitoring by seismologists, major earthquakes
can be predicted and some evacuation Illay be possible. Animals
become very alert. tense and ready to run.
A detailed knowledge of local geology may indicate the weak
points along major fissures but the tremors and the waves of
movement through the earth could ex tend to almost anywhere in an
earthquake lone.

Causes
Earthquakes are caused by the sudden release of tension built up in
the Earth's crust, as deep as 700km (435 miles) below the surface but only a rupture in the upper tens of kilometres is likely to produce
movement affecting the surface. The shock wave for the 1964 Alaskan
earthquake, for instance, was at about 20-30km (12-19 mifes) deep.
The earthquake belts lie along the edges of the semi rigid plates
that form the Earth's crust. The deepest quakes occur along the
ocean trenches, forming and destroying volcanic islands. The most
violent tend to occur in areas where one plate is thrusting beneath
another, as along the west coast of North America, where the San
Andreas Fault is a particularly vulnerable zone.
A succession of preliminary tremors, known as foreshocks, often
followed by a seismically quiet period, usually precede a major
quake, which they can actually trigger. These initial tremors may not
be noticeable.

Domestic earthquake precautions
Stay tuned to a local radio station for up-to-date reports and advice
if you have warning of a possible earthquake. Turn off gas,
electricity and water if advised to do so. Remove large and heavy
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objects from high shelves, from which they might fall on you. Put
bottles, glass, china and other breakables in low cupboards. Shelves
should have a lip or low barrier to stop things slipping off. Cupboard
doors should have positive fastening - not just magnetic catches.
Secure or remove suspended objects, such as large light fittings and
hanging flower bowls.
Have ready in case needed: fresh water and emergency food, a
torch, first-aid materials and a fire extinguisher.

KEEP AWAY FROM ANYTHI NG THAT M IGHT FAll ON YOU :
in the open air, for they may be uprooted: building in towns, for even if they are stable enough not to be demolished - pieces may
come crashing down. Ideally evacuate to an open area but, if that is
not possible - and you may have little time - it is safer to stay
indoors. In the street ruptured gas mains and power cables may add
to the hazards. People going in and out are the ones at most hazard
from falling masonry on buildings.

Indoors
If you are indoors when an earthquake strikes, stay there. Douse
fires. Stay away from glass, including mirrors, and especially from
large windows.
- An inside corner of the house, or a well-supported interior
doorway are good places to shelter.
- A lower floor or a cellar probably gives the best chance of survival.
An upper floor could come crashing down with you on it. Make
sure there are plenty of exits.
- Get beneath a table or other piece of substantial furniture which
will give both protection and an air space.
- In a shop keep away from large displays of goods which could
come crashing down.
- In high-rise offices stay put. Never go into a lift. Staircases may
attract panicking people. Get under a desk.

In a car
Stop as quickly and safely as you can - but stay in the car. It will offer
some protection from falling objects. Crouch down below seat level
and you will be a further protected if anything falls on the car. When
the tremors cease keep a watch for any obstructions and hazards:
broken cables, undermined roadways or bridges which could give way.
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Outdoors
Outdoors lie flat on the ground. Do NOT try to run. You will be
thrown about and could be swallowed in a fissure.
- Keep away from tall buildings.
- 00 not go deliberately underground or into a tunnel where you
could be trapped by blockage or collapse.
- If you have managed to get to an open space do not move back
into buildings for if minor tremors follow they could collapse any
structure left unstable by the first quake.
- On a hillside it is safer to get to the top. Slopes are liable to
landslide and there would be little chance of survival for anyone
caught in the thousands of tons of earth and rock that could move
with terrifying speed. People have been known to survive by
rolling into a tight ball on the ground.
- Beaches - provided they are not below cliffs - are initially fairly
safe but, since tidal waves often follow a quake you should move
off the beach to high open grOlmd as soon as the tremor has
finished. Further tremors are unlikely to be as dangerous as a
tsunami.

Aftermath precautions
Rupture of sewage systems, contam ination of water and the hazards
of the bodies trapped in the wreckage can all make the risk of
disease as deadly as the earthquake itself. Bury all corpses, animal
and human .
- Do NOT shelter in damaged buildings or ruins. Build a shelter from
debris.
- Take special care over sanitation and personal hygiene. Filter and
boil all water.
- Do not strike matches or lighters, or use electrical appliances, if
there is any chance of a gas leak. Sparks ignite gas.
- Check sewage services are intact before using lavatories.
- Open cupboards carefully, objects may tumble out.
- Be prepared for aftershocks.

Speed is essential if an earthquake strikes. There is little time
organize others. Use force if necessary to get them to safety or pull
them to the ground.
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A

ctive volcanoes are found in the areas of the world which are
also most prone to earthquakes - where there is most
movement beneath the surface. Long dead volcanoes and evidence
of ancient volcanic activity can be found elsewhere - such as
Arthur's Seat in Edinburgh, Scotland.
A channel is formed when pressure forces molten rock
(magma) to the surface through a fault. The channel is usually
the main Oll tiet for further eruptions, though other vents may
appear. A major eruption may blow the whole top off a
mountain.
The molten rock, usually known as lava when it reaches the
surface, may be of two kinds: granite lava, which is viscous and slow
moving. and basalt lava, which flows more rapidly at speeds of
8-16kph (5-lOmph). Gran i te lava tends to block the vent of the
volcano, eventually cleared by an explosion due to the bui ld up of
pressure beneath - showering lava and pieces of mountain around
for considerable distances and causing fires.

ERUPTION HAZARDS
Lava
Although it is possible to outwalk or outrun most basalt lava flows
they continue relentlessly until they reach a valley bottom or
eventually cool off. They crush and bury anyth ing in their path. lava
flows are probably the least hazard to life produced by an eruption.
for the able-bodied can get out of their way. Other dangers are NOT
so easily avoided.

Missiles
Volcanic missiles, ranging from pebble-size fragments to great
lumps of rock and 'bombs' of hot lava, can be scattered over
considerable distances. A shower of volcanic ash can fall over a
much greater area, some dust being carried to great heights and are
dispersed around the world affecting weather conditions.
If evacuating from close to the volcano. hard helmets of the ki nd
worn by building workers, motorcyclists or horseriders will give some
protection. Over a wider area, where evacua tion may not be
necessary, protection should be worn against the effects of ash and
any rain which accompanies it.
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Ash
Volcanic ash is not ash at all, but pulverised rock forced out in a
cloud of steam and gases. Abrasive, irritant and heavy, its weight can

cause roofs to collapse. It smothers crops, blocks transport routes
and watercourses and, combined with toxic gases, can cause lung
damage to the very young, old and those with respiratory problems.
Only very close to an eruption arf' gases concentrated enough to
poison healthy peoplc. But. when sulphur dioxide in the ash cloud is

combined with rain, sulphuric acid (and sometimes others) are
produced in concentrations which can burn skin, eyes and mucous
membranes. Wear goggles (ski-goggles or a snorkelling mask which
seal around the eyes, NOT sunglasses). Use a damp cloth over mouth
and nose, or industr ial dust masks if available. On reaching shelter
remove clothing, thoroughly wash exposed skin and flush eyes with
clean water.

Gas balls
A ball of gas and dust may roll clown the side of a volcano at a speed
of more than 160kph {lOOmphJ. This phenomenon (called by scien tists
a nue arciente ~ glowing cloud) is red hot and moves too fast to be
outrun. Unless there is a strongly-built underground shelter nearby,
the only chance of survival is to submerge underwater and hold your
breath for the half-minute or so it will take to pass.

Mudflows
The volcano may melt ice and snow and cause a glacial flood or ~
combined with earth ~ create a mudflow, known as a lahar. This can
move at up to 100kph (60mph) with devastating effect. as in
Colombia in 1985. In a narrow valley a lahar can be as much as 30m
(98ft) high. They are a danger long after the major eruption is over
and are a potential risk even when the volcano is dormant if it
generates enough heat to produce meltwater retained by ice
barriers. Heavy rains may cause it to breach the ice.

WARNING
Volcanoes usual ly show increased activity before a major eruption
with rumblings and escapes of steam and gases. Sulphurous smells
from local rivers. stinging acidic rain, loud rumblings or plumes of
steam from the volcano are all warning signs. Evacuating by car
remember: ash may make roads slippery, even if it does not block
them. Avoid valley routes which could become the path of a lahar.
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NUCLEAR EXPLOSION
Acapabilities and must be regarded as a threat.

lthough a nuclear strike is unlikely, many countries have nuclear

The immediate hazards of a nuclear exp losion are blast, heat and
radiation . The severity of their effects will depend upon the size and

type of weapon, distance or height of the explosion, weather
conditions and terrain.

Blast
The detonation causes the initial shock-wave. Even more powerful is
the compression of the air produced by the rapid expansion of the
fireball. The wave of pressure travelling outwa rd s from the point of

de tonation will collapse buildings, uproo t trees and fill the air with
fly ing debris, well before the heat follows. Approximately half the
total energy of the explosion is expended in this way.
When the blast wave has passed, air rushes back to fill the void
causing fu r ther damage. At distances where the initial blast has only
weakened structures this vacuum effect will finish the job.

Heat
The thermal radiation [heat and light) that is prod uced by a nuclear
explosion reaches tempera tures hotter than the sun. Close to the
point of detonation all inflammable materials will be ignited - even
va pori zed . In the case of the Hiroshima bomb, exposed skin was
burned at a distance of 4km (2 '12 miles). Today's weapons are MANY
times more powerFul than that bomb and their effects comparably
more extensive.

Radioactivity
In addition to the therma l radiation, nuclear fission produces alpha
and beta particles and gamma rays. Although ra dioac tive fall out
settles to earth, with the appearance of whi te ash or dust. this is
the residue of destroyed matter and not the radioactivity itself.
That cannot be detected by human senses. A Geiger counter is
requ i red to register its presence, indicated by a dial or a sound
sig nal which becomes increasingly agi tated as the radiation
increases.
- Alp ha particles: have low penetrating capabilities and it is easy
to shield them off. They cannot penetrate the skin but they do
present serious problems if ingested or inhaled .
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- Beta particles: are only slightly penetrating and heavy clothing
and boots will give full protection. On exposed skin they cause
burns. If ingested they attack bone, the gastrointestina l tract,
thyroid gland and other organs.
- Ga mma rays: are highly penetrating. They travel much slower
than alpha and beta rays, damaging all body cells.

Residual radiation
The initial radiation given off
during the first minute of a
nuclear explosion can kill - bu t
Common
symptoms
it lasts on ly a short time. Once
exposure to radioactivity are
the blast has passed, so has
nausea , vomiting, general
the initial radiation threat.
weakness. Ulcer-like sores
appear on the skin, wh ich
However, exposure to residual
tends to take on a grey hue.
radiation can be equally
dangerous.
Th e amount of residual radiation depends on how the bomb was
detonated. If it was high above the ground and the fireball did not
touch the earth little residual radiation is produced - what the
strategists call a 'clean bomb: If exploded On or near the ground, a
huge quantity of soil and debris is sucked upwards to a great height
and faUs back to earth as radioactive dust. Heavier particles fall in
the vicinity of the explosion, but lighter ones may be carried by wind
over a wide area - spreading the radioactivity.
Radiation does decay. However, while as much as 70 per cent of
the particles following an explosion remain radioactive for only one
day or less, it takes others years for t heir radiation to decay.

SURVIVAL ADVICE

The radioac tivity to which an unprotected person could be exposed
in the first few hours will exceed that received during the rest of the
week. That in the first week will exceed that accumulated during the
rest of a lifetime spent in the same contaminated area. It is
therefore important to be shielded during the initial stages.

Radiation shelters
In defau lt of a deep bunker equipped with air, water and food
supplies, in which to sit out a nuclear conflict and its aftermath, the
best protection is a deep trench with a roof covered by a metre or
more of earth. If the detonation is sufficiently distant not to
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SHIELDING
Strictly speaking, it is impossible to shield completely from I
radiation but a sufficient thickness of shelter material will reduce
the level of radia tion to a negligible level. Below are some
materials, and the thickness required to reduce radiation
penetration by 50 per cent.
Material
Iron and steel
Concrete
Brick
Soil
Ice
Wood
Snow

Metres/Feet
0.21/0.7

0.66/2.2
060/2.0
100/3.3
2.00/66
2.60/8.8
600/203

produce total destruction, the trench and earth will protect from
blast. heat and radiation.
Look for terrain that has natural shelter, such as ravines, gullies,
ditches and rocky outcrops. If you do not have a trench shelter
prepared, start digging - FAST! As soon as the hole is big enough,
get inside it to contin ue digging, to minimize exposure to radiation
if you are caught-out while still digging. Rig up a roof. Even if only
of cloth, it will stop dust falling on you. Penetrating rays can still
reach you so try to get a metre of earth above you.
If caught in the open get to your shelter as quickly as possible.
Once under cover, remove outer garments and bury them under a
foo t of soil at one end of the bottom of the shelter. Do not venture
ou t until absolutely necessary and do not re-use your discarded
garments. Under no circumstances move out of the shelter in the
first 48 hours.
If desperate for water a brief venture out, lasting not more than
30 minutes, is permissible on the third day. On the seventh day a
further exposure, of up to half an hour, can be extended on the
eighth up to one hour and then from two to four hours for the next
four days and from the thirteenth day normal working hours,
followed by rest in the shelter.

Decontamination
If your body, or even your clothing. has been exposed to radiation,
it must be decontaminated, Once in shelter scrape earth from the
shelter bottom and rub it over the exposed parts of your body
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and your outer clothing. Brush it off and throw the soil outside.
Wipe the skin with a clean cloth if possible. More effectively. if
water is ava ilable, wash the body thoroughly with soap and water
instead of soil.

Medical care
ALL wounds must be covered to prevent alpha and beta particles
entering through them. Burns, whether caused by beta particles and
gamma rays or by firestorm heat. should be washed with clean water
and covered. Urine may be used, if no uncontaminated water is
available. The eyes should be covered to prevent further particles
en tering and a damp cloth placed over the mouth and nose to
prevent further inhalation.
Radiation affects the blood and increases susceptibility to
infection. Take all precautions - even against colds and respiratory
infections.

AFTERMATH
Unless stored in deep shelters, or with special protection, all
foodstuffs are likely to have absorbed some measure of radioactivity.
Be cautious of foods containing a high salt content, dairy products,
such as milk and cheese, and sea foods. After tests it was found that
food with salt and other additives had a higher concentration of
radioactivity than food without them. The safest canned foods are
soups, vegetables and fruits. Cured and processed meat are more
readily contaminated than fresh. Bone absorbs the highest levels of
radioactivity, then lean meat, with fat lowest.

Water
Unless it is from a protected source, do not drink any water for at
least 48 hours after detonation. Avoid water from lakes, pools, ponds
and other static surface water. Filter all water and boil it before
drinking.
The following sources are the least contaminated (in order of
least risk):
1 Underground wells and springs
2 Water in underground pipes/containers
3 Snow taken from deep below the surface
4 Fast-flowing rivers
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Dig a hole by a fast-flowing stream and allow water to filter
down into it. Scrape off any scum that forms on the surface and
scoop up water. Filter it through layers of sand and pebbles (dig deep
to obtain these) in a can with holes punched in the bottom, or
through a stocking. Boil in an uncontaminated vesseL
Decontaminate utensils by washing thoroughly in fast-flowing
or boiled water.

Animals as food
Animals that live underground have less exposure to radiation than
those that live on the surface: rabbits, badgers, voles and similar
animals are the best bets but, when they venture out, they too will
be contaminated. However, such food sources must be made use of.
You will increase your own , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
contamination - but the
SURVIVAL ADVICE
alternative may be to starve.
To reduce contamination
from meat do NOT directly
handle carcasses, wear gloves
or use cloth to cover the
hands
while
carefully
skinning and washing. Avoid
meat In direct contact
with the bone. The skeleton " " ' - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
retains 90 per cent of radiation so leave at least 3mm (i/ain) on the
bone. Muscle and fat are the safest part of the meat. Discard ALL
internal organs.

Planis as food
Root vegetables with edible tubers growing underground are safest
- carrots, potatoes and turnips, for instance. Wash them well and
peel before cooking.
Smooth-skinned fruits and vegetables are next safest. Plants
with crinkly foliage are the hardest to decontam inate, because of
their rough texture. They should be avoided.

Long-term survival
Predictions of the long-term results on the environment of
major thermonuclear conflict differ widely. The possibility of a
'nuclear winter', with consequent effect on climate and plant
life far beyond strike areas, would make even subsistence
agriculture difficult. In the short-term, however, and in the case
of limited conflict. the advice in Home front will be relevant.
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HOME FRONT
OU do not have to be miles away from civilization to be caught

Y

in a survival situation. Natural disaster, civil disturbance or

military action could cut you off from all the usual services and food

supplies. Until they can be re-established, you would be left to
manage on you r own resources and skills.
With no power supplies, central heating. hot water, ligh ting, airconditioning and re frigeration would all cease. Battery radios and
television would for a time give some news of the rest of the world.

if the situation is not global. but post. telephone and newspapers
would no longer be available. A generator is an essential back up
and a short-wave radio is useful. As mains water supplies ceased to
func tion, so taps would run dry and toilets would become unusable.
In the countryside there would be natural resources to draw
upon. In large cities shops would soon be emptied of food - sold or
looted - and plants in pa r ks and ga rdens would be rapid ly stripped,
once any private stocks had been exhausted. The population would
have to make forays out into the countryside to survive, or abandon
the town, if not in a siege situation. Suburban dwellers have more
vegetable plots and open spaces to provide foodstuffs. They would
be less dependent upon shops. Those away from major centres
are more likely to have their own food stocks, because they cannot
shop at will.
Most families have some food in store. It should be rationed and
supplemented with whatever can be found.

FOOD STORES
Storing food is a good habit to get into, especially if you live in
an isolated place, which can become completely cut-off. If you
have a year's food su pply in store, and add to it as you use it, you
will not only be able to survive the worst but will be able to live at
last year's prices.
The stock does not have to be established in one go. Build it up
gradually, taking advantage of special offers in supermarkets. Buy
an extra tin or packet and pu t it by. Store your foods in a cool. dry,
da rk place and off the ground - moisture and heat cause bacteria
and moulds. If stores are left on the floor insects and rodents will
help themselves. Make sure that all containers are insect- and
rodent-proof.
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RE MEM BER: Rotate cans, so that the contents do not settle, and
separate. Label each can or packet with a colour-fast waterproof
pen, noting contents and date of storage. Use in sequence - the
oldest first. Store methodically and if a label falls off, you should sti ll
have a good idea of the contents.
Choice of foods will depend upon individual taste, but
straightforward products (corned beef in preference to beef stew
and dumplings) will keep better and can be used in a greater variety
of ways. Wheat keeps better than flour - it is less susceptible to
moisture, light, insects and temperature change. Wheat found in
the pyramids was found in good condition after thousands of
years. However, you must grind it to make flour, so invest in a small
hand grinder.

Keep it sealed
Screw-top sweet jars are ideal for storage and plastic containers
with tight-fitt ing lids can also be used . 00 not over fill them so that
they distort and the lid does not fit correctly. Use adhesive ta pe to
seal the lids. Reseal after using some but remember that once
opened the contents will begin to deteriorate.

Wheat

Indefinitely below 15"C (59"F)

Milk powder

2 years

Honey

Indefini tely

Egg powder

2 years

Sal t

Indefini tely if absolutely dry

Canned foods 3- 5 years (replace regularly)
Oats

Indefin itely

Cooking oi l

2 years (replace regularly)

Rations
Co mplete rations are available with various menus - either f reezedried or dehydrated . They are lighter and less space-consuming than
canned foods. Freeze-dried are best for both taste and texture and
retain minerals which are lost in dehydration. Although both need
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water for reconstitution they can, in dire circumstances, be eaten as
a dry munch.

Vitamins
Multi-vitamin tablets are also a good investment. The body can store
up to a month's supply of most vitamins, then health will suffer if
they are not replaced. In stress situations they are more rapidly
used up. The B family (and minerals, calcium and zinc) are the first
to go. Vitamin tablets do not have unlimited shelf-life - check
manufacturer's instructions.

Other foods
- Dried fruit and nuts are nutritious and should also be included raisins, sultanas and currants all keep well. Nuts in their shells keep
50 long as they are dry. Packets of dried sal ted nuts such as
peanuts, brazils and walnuts, are highly nutritious.
- Potato powder is a great filler for hungry stomachs and can be
prepared in several ways to make it pala table.
- Brown rice has more nourishment than long-grain white rice
which loses all its goodness when boiled.

Store location
The cooler the storage area, the better the stores will keep - a cellar
is ideal but there may be a problem with dampness so keep all the
stores off the ground and inspect them regularly. If there is a
skylight in the cellar, cover it. The store is best kept dark.
An attic is also convenient for storage - the stores are not in
the way of day-to-day activities. However, it may ge t very warm in
summer and access may be difficult - especially if a ladder is the
only means of entry - which may be awkward when trying to
ro tate bulky stores. The roof is also a vulnerable position in most
kinds of disaster situations. In an area where hurricanes can be
expected an attic is not a good choice. In territory liable to
flooding a cellar would be equally at risk. Under the stai rs is
another area that may offer some protection, though perhaps
limited space.
Advantage should be taken of whereve r is most conveniently
available to store not only food but also medical supplies,
disinfectants, cleansing materials - and water. If you divide your
stores into more than one area, each with a variety of items, you
should be well prepared.
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ADD
Toothpaste and soa p
Disinfectant and bleach
Washing powder
General medi cal suppl ies

Medicin es: for dysentery, for stomach upsets, for allergies. general
painkillers
Bandages and dressings

Spare batteries

PRIORITIES
In a domestic situation there is likely to be shelter, unless it has been

totally destroyed, or the area has become a danger zone and
evacuation is imperative. Damage can be patched - up to provide
some protection from the elements and more permanent repairs

undertaken as soon as possible.
Wa ter supplies arc always likely to be a problem - for even
during a flood drinking water is scarce. Fortunately there are likely
to be some immediate reserves on the premises and, with warning
of a crisis, t hese can be supplemented.
Fire for warmth is less of a problem, since there will be burnable
materials in the hOllse and surro undings. Infection may prove
the greatest danger and strict hygiene and sanitary practices must
be enforced.

WATER
Although a family of four can use a considerable amount of water
each week, only a small percentage of this is for drinking - a
requirement of about 2 litres (3 'hpt) per day per person. If warned of
a crisis, fi ll as many receptacles as possible, especially in a ho t
climate. A bath holds many gallons; increase its capacity by blocking
the overflow. Use dustbins, buckets, pots - even strong polythene
bags if they are only half filled and securely tied off.
Store water in the dark. If light gets to it green algae will
develop. Water is bulky and heavy. Do not store it in the attic or it
may bring the ceiling down.
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Even without advance warning there will be water in the storage
tank, heating pipes, radiators, perha ps an aquarium, and the toilet
cistern will hold another few gallons - don't flush it. Ou tdoors you
may have a swimmi ng pool. water butts, or a pond - even water
from a car radiator can be utilized. Central heating water is usually
treated with a de-oxygenizi ng agent and a car radiator probably
contains anti-freeze, so water from these places is best kept
for cleaning purposes. If it has to be used for drinking boil it, collect
the steam in clean cloths and wring them out. Th en reboil. (Also
see Essentials.)
Boiled water tastes flat and distilled water has even less taste. It
is easy to restore some of i ts sparkle by putting oxygen back into it:
simply pour the water back and forth from one vessel to another. A
small piece of wood charcoal placed in the vessel whi le it boils also
helps taste.

Filter and sterilize ALL water before using it for drinking. I
circumsta nces make it impossible to boil water sterilize it with
chem icals.
FILTERING: Allow water to stand in its conta iner so that sediment
settles at the bottom. Then siphon it into a filter made up of a
nylon stocking (or other porous material) stuffed with layers of
sand (bottom), charcoal and moss (top).
STERILIZING: Clear water: add 2 drops household bleach per litre (1
per pint) or 3 drops 2 per cen t tincture of iodine per litre (6 per pint)
Cloudy water: double the qua ntities of bleach or iodine
Large quantiti es: half teaspoonful bleach per litre (2 teaspoonsful
per gallon)

Cooking in water
Water in which food is to be cooked MUST be boiled for at least eight
minutes, but water not boiled for as long can be used for heating cans
of food provided it makes no contact with the foodstuff.
Stand the can in water, pierce a small hole in the top to avoid
the risk of explosion and plug it with a twist of cloth so that water
cannot enter the can.
Alternati vely, boil the water, remove it from the heat and place
the unpierced can in the water. This takes longer for the can to heat
through.
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Water catchment
- Catch all available rainwater. Break off lower sections of down
pipes and divert the flow into a container such as a dustbin .
Even if rainwater is pure, guttering may contaminate it - so

ste rilize.
- Supplement water receptacles with tarpaulins or plastic sheets
supported on sticks. Rinse between showers to reduce tainting.
- Dig a hole and line it with a plastic sheet or concret e for water
storage. Cover it to prevent evaporation and debris falling in.

- If th e local water table is high you may be able to dig down to
water - there may even be a well on your property which could
be reopened.

- Solar and vegetation stills (see Essentials) arc other ways of
obtai ning water.

Water conservation
Do not waste water washing clothes, other than underclothing.
Never throw water away after use. Allow sediment to settle and it
can be used again.
It is very important to wash the hands before preparing food, but
the rest of the body can wait until it rains. The body produces
natural oils and, as long as th e pores are kept open, health will not
be affected. You soon get used to the smell and social occasions are
rare in a crisis situation . If showers are few and far between, use a
damp cloth for a strip wash - cloths left out on lawns or bushes
over night may gather enough moisture for a wipe down without
using up your water stores.
Injured persons must receive priority for bathing and all their
dressings should be boiled regularly.

FIRE
The warmth and comfort of a fire are great morale boosters, but its
most important use will be for boiling water and preserving food.
These must take priority in the use of fueL
Blocked fireplaces should be opened up again and chimneys
checked for obstructions. If they are not clear there is real risk of
setting fire to the chimneys themselves and thus to the house.
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To clear a chimney
Tie a holly bush or a simila r shrub to a long rope and from the
rooftop lower the rope down the chimney (a stone tied on the end
will ensure it drops). Now pull down the holly bush and it will clear
the chimney.

Improvised fireplaces
Where there are no fireplaces metal containers, metal dustbins lids
and central heating radiators can all be used to light a fire on. In
flats with concrete floors a fire could be lit directly on the floor. If
yOll have a barbecue stand make good lise of it.
Never leave a fire indoors unattended. Even one in a proper grate
should be allowed to die down for the night. if no one is going to
stay up to watch it.

Fuel
Start with garden furniture, trees, shrubs, bean sti cks, swings,
ladders, tool handles. When these rlln out start on furnishings.
Carpets, curtains and cushions will all burn. Cardboard, books and
rolled up newspapers will also give off a surprising amount of
heat. All kinds of vehicle fuel can also be burned as well as the
conventional heating and lighting oils.

WARNING
Many modern fabrics and furnishings, especially PVC and foamblock furniture, produce poisonous gases when burned. If burning
these items make a fireplace in the garden or, if forced to burn
them in a flat, make the fire near an open window. Cover the face
with a damp cloth when you need to go near the fire to tend to it
and things being heated on it.

FOOD
- Use the perishable foods first. Fatty foods are the first to
deteriorate and canned foods the last.
- Remember that. once electric power fails, the refrigerator and
freezer cease to function - though they may take some time to
defrost if you open their doors as seldom and briefly as possible.
- Boil milk and it will keep longer.
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- Cook meat, wrap it in cloth and bury it in the earth . Cook pork
first (which has the highest fat content). then lamb, then beef
(which is the best meat to preserve).
- Once meat has been cooked and allowed to cool. do NOT reheat
it or you may risk food-poisoning.

What should you do in a cou ntry where the threat of
is high ?
In Columbia. for example. where the threat of kidnap is high, the
best th ing to do is be a 'grey' person: do not be the first, or last
person to do anything. so that you don't stand out. If there's a
rescue attempt, get down and take cover.

Food from the garden
Vegetables with four petals, including all the brassicas, from
wallflowers to cabbages are edible. Hollyhocks, though not very
tasty, are nutritious. Worms, slugs and snails are also edible. AVOID
bulbs such as daffodils, tulips and aconites which are all poisonous.

Further afield
Explore parks and open spaces for other vegetation and for hunting
and trapping wildlife. Birdlife in cities - especially pigeons and
starlings, will often fill the plate, especially if you bait snares and
nets. (See Traps and snares in Food.)

Closer to home
Beware of houseplants, some are poisonous. especially the
diefenbachia and philodendron.

If food is short there will be none to spare for pets and
CANNOT afford to be squeamish. If the aquarium water has to be
drunk don't waste the fish. In fact they'll probably be the easiest
to eat even if you don't need the water. The cat is next in the pot.
Once dressed it will be hard to distinguish from rabbit. Gerbils,
hamsters, rabbits, budgerigars and parrots can all be added to
the diet and, unless the dog is an exceptionally good hunter. it
should go too.
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Preserving food
For methods of smoking, salting and making pickles and chutneys
see Food preservation in Food.
When the fridge no longer functions remove the motor, cut a
hole in the bottom, place it on some stones or bricks and with a fire
beneath use it as a smoke-house.

SHELTER
The first priorities will be a sound roof over your head and a stable
structure. Clear any debris and ensure that there is nothing which
could still collapse or fall from above and cause injury. Use slates,
tiles and bricks from other buildings to ensure that at least one
building is sound.

In cold weather
Conserve resources by living in one room, choosing a ground-floor
room with a southern aspect (if you live in the Northern
Hemisphere). Block all draughts and avoid opening the door
unnecessarily.
If there is a fire burning, make sure that there is adequate
ventilation to avoid asphyxiation or carbon monoxide poisoning .
Wear warm clothing to help conserve fuel. The more people in the
room, the higher the temperature. Rest and keep physical exertion
to a minimum.

In very warm weather
Use upstairs accommodation and spread out. Open windows on
the downstairs windward side and open all windows on the lee
side upstairs. Leave all the doors open and a cool breeze will
blow through the house. It is best to rest during the day to
conserve ene rgy and fluids, and do any necessary work at
night.

Moving
If the house proves beyond repair, or other pressures force you to
evacuate, take essential items - food, blankets, tools, medical
supplies, conta iners for water and materials suitable for shelter
construction - if they are not likely to be available. Use a pram
or a shopping trolley as transportation. Either find an empty
house or building, or prepa re to set up camp in a location
elsewhere.
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HYGIENE
Sanitation is very important during the aftermath of any disaster.
Open sewers, contaminated water and the build up of rubbish all
help to cause and spread disease. Germs carried by rats, fleas and
other insects, rapidly mu ltiply. All kinds of waste should be
carefully disposed of and all the procedures described (see
Hygiene in Camp Craft) should be adapted to the doorstep
situation.

Excreta
Urine is sterile but if large amounts accumu late they smell and
attract flies. Use the 'desert rose' urinal, of the kind described in
Camp Craft. Keep the tube covered. If not used directly, pour all
collected urine down the tube.
Build a latrine (again see Camp Craft), far enough from the
house not to be smel t but near enough to be handy for
'emergencies' - there will be many such emergencies in a survival
situation. A box with a hole cut in the base can be used as a thunder
box. After use, if there is water available, wash yourself rather than
using toilet paper. Wash the hands thoroughly afterwards.
Fit a lid to your thunder box, pile earth around the bottom and
then you will contain the smells and keep out flies.
Move all muck with a shovel and avoid hand contact.

Animals
Animals pick up diseases which can be transmitted to humans. If you
handle animals, make sure you have no breaks in the skin - or wear
gloves. Infection can enter through the smallest of cuts. Cook all
meat thoroughly.

Kitchen waste
All biodegradable waste should be stacked in a corner of the garden
and composted to enrich the soil. Compost heaps are also a great
source of worms, which will add protein to your diet.
However, there should not be much kitchen waste. Do NOT peel
potatoes. much of their food value is in the skin . The outer leaves of
cabbages which you once discarded, will be edible if you cut them
up small.
Non-biodegradable waste - cans and plastics that are not useful
in some way - should be burned, flattened and buried. This stops
them attracting flies. In warm climates burn ALL waste. Put all the
ashes in a pit.
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FOOD
Sa lmonella and shigella are diseases transmitted through the
anal route, by contaminated hands.
Sores on hands can be a source of entry for staphylococcal foodpoisoning wi th severe stomach pains. diarrhoea and dehydration.

Clostridium botulinum, is a frequently fatal bacillus. which can be
produced when canning at home if the temperatures are not high
enough - it grows only when oxygen is excluded. There is no
reliable way of determining whether food is contaminated so TAKE
GREAT CARE if you do your own preserving. A related bacillus
causes tetanus.

Communicable diseases
living in close-knit groups after a disaster increases the risk of
passing on disease. Good personal hygiene - as good as possible can reduce the threat. Isolation of patients with colds or fever is
advisable.
Seal dressings and discharges in a polythene bag and burn
immediately. Dispose of all faeces and urine in the fie ld latrine and regularty boil the container used for their disposal.

Personal hygiene
Wash with sand if there is no water available. Don't bite your nails
- however stressful conditions may be - or put the fingers to the
mouth. Don't pick scabs or sores and keep them covered. Change
underclothes regularly and wash them (but don't use dri nking water
to do so).

SOME
Strawberry roots contain a descaler to clean teeth.
Delphinium seeds can be crushed to treat head lice.
Birch bark can be distilled to produce a tar oil which soothes skin
complaints.
lavender makes a decoction to clean the skin.
(See also Natural Medicine.)
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POSTSCRIPT

N

ow you have the benefit of knowledge thot it has token

me, and others like me, a lifetime of training ond
experience to gather. But don't think tlJOt just reading this
book will have mode you Q survivor. It has shown you the
necessary skills, but it is yOll who must apply them and you

who must hove the calibre to cope.
When I am personally teoc/ling soldiers or civilians how to deal
with sUNivol situations, part of my job is to ensure their sofety. I
cannot do that for the reoder of this book. I con only give
information and advice. 10m not there to stop you doing something
foolish. I connot deaf with individual specific situatiolJs, nor can I
ensure that what I have written has been properly understood. I do
know that what I have written has soved fives in the past and I
believe that it could save more in the future. You must apply survival
techniques with caution, for it will be your responsibility - not mine
- if YOil inflict injury on yourself or on others.
The human body has an amazing ability to cope with
arduous situatiom and testing environments. People who have
come through. after enduring terrible hardship under seemingly
impossible conditions, are living proof of this. Male and female,
young and old, they have all hod the will to live. Everyone has
this basic instinct to some degree and it call be developed by
training.
Survival is as much a mental attitude as physical endurance
and knowledge. Think of survival skills as a pyramid, built on the
foundation of that will to survive. People with it have survived
even though Ihey did everything against the rule book. With a
little knowledge they could have made their lot much easier. So
the next layer of the pyramid is knowledge. It breeds confidence
and dispels fears.
The third layer must be training, that does not just mean
trying something once but mastering skills and maintaining
them. In doing 50, you will be keeping your body in training, too.
To cap the pyramid, add your kit. Proper equipment and
provisions are common sense, but the survivor does not
necessarily know what conditions to equip for. That is where
your survival tin will make a tremendous difference to your
chances. To the imtinct for survival, which you can further
develop, odd knowledge, training and kit and you will be ready
for anything.
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lines 320-326
loads, securing 339-340
log cab in 268-269
loop-making 331-335
loose rock 80

mammals
confrontalions 135
for food 122-129
maps 23, 350-355
marshes 386
malches 277-278
mctal box o~cn 289
mnemonics
COLO 71
fire triangle 270
PLAN 15,60
RSVP 24
mobile phone 25
moon for direction 360
morphine 431
Morsecode 515
mosquitoes 64, 105, 447 -448
mountains 77-83
altimeter 26
rescue code 517-519
mo~in9 . 374-391
deCISion 374-375
jungle 383

Illann ing 378-379
uil ialld 382-383
waterways 384-391
mucu~ extractor 407
mud slide 83
mud flow 555
nalu ral immunity 455
net-making 343-345
night lincs for fish 233
night signals 513
night walking 381
nnise 508
North
magnetic 354
ma ilS 353-354
northern ~ky 361-363
nuclear explosion 556-560
aftermath 559-560
basics 556
d~con t amin"ti(ln 558-559
radiooctivity 556-557
residual radiation 557
shelter5 557"558
nuts
cooking 297
edible 152-153,180
octopus 88-89
off"1 224-226
oil, burning 276
Orion 362
otter board 233
paCkS 21-22
palms 94,112-173. 180
parachute 56
p;trachute snow IIOUSC 262-263
parachute tepee 252
parang 36-37
pawpaw 173
Ileat 275
Pemmican 296-297
IICls 568
pickl ing 297
pig prcpamlion 226
PtAN mnemonic IS, GO
planes 26-27,391
planning 18,26,391 , 527
plants
edible 112- 11 7,136-143
identification 117
pointers for direction 359
tropical medicinal 461-467
water from 46-48
Plough, The 362
pneumonia 443
poison
Amanitas 161, 164
Ix'rrics 156
carbon monoxide 454
(nnlact poi50ns 154
first aid 401,440-443
fish at sea 497
fish narcotics 239-240
freshwater algae 187
fUll'Ji 160. 16t, 164,166- 167
ingeslion 154-156

plants 73,116,154-156
plants for sa fe fishi ng
139-240
snakes 470-475
Strychl1lnc 179
trecs 159
trollicai plants 182-183
polar bcar5 75
polar regions 64,68 -76
flShi,,!! in the AR:tic 241-242
plants 168-169
sheller 258 -264
pouch, survival 32-34
prearranged contact 19
prep.1ration
t'W:ntial 16-17
uneKpccted c~cnts 27
pressure points 408-409
prickly heat 99, 450
quicks.1nd 386
rabbits 126-127
radin \0, 23-25
mfts 384-386
ra~ signals 514
railway
car nn trackS 55
tankCr5 542-543
Ranan 175
.eco~ery positinn 396,404
reef knot 327
reptil~~ ~ibl c 129-130,227
rescue, attracting anention
9,94,101
rt"S(arch 17-18
rivers
crossing 387-390
following 378
rood tankers 542-543
r(l;')sting 288
rodents 127
roots t 36-141, 144-147
rope 320-326
care 321-322
choosing 320
joining 329-331
making 323-326
Il laiting 325
shorlening 338-339
spinning 325-326
throwing 322-323
whipping 326
RSVP mnemonic 24
rubbish dispos.11 304
rushes for shelter 266
sa lt 49
sa lting 297
savannah 66
seurvy 444
sea - power and (Iang~r 85
sea icc 45, 493
sea urchins 89
sea water 44
sea, SllfVi~al al 482 -503
afloat 487
basics 482-484

575

INDEX
dangerous sea cre~lUres
47 6-479

fish and d3ngers 497
food 494- 496
health 491
land indica lOrs 489-490
landfall 503
lookouts 489
man overboard 484-486
priorities 487
proteclion 488- 489
~har ks

498-502

signalling 491
,,,,veiling 490- 491
wat~r

492-494

seabirds 90
seafood 87-88
seagulls 216
seals 74-75, 114
searches
patterns 520- 523
procedurl'S 510
seashore 84-92
da ngers 91-92
plan ts 184-185
Sl'ats 315
S('aweed 87 , 186- 187.496
shadow stiCk method 356
shadow tip l11ct i1od 69
Shark5 92. 498 -502
shar~ning knives 37
sheep-like aniOlal prepa"'lion
226

Sheller 246-269
long-term 264-269
polar regions 71. 258-26.4
sh eet 251
tropical 255 -257
types 247-254
shooting fish 238
signa lling 60,506-519
at sea 491
body signals 516-517
distress ~,8
ground-to-air 511-513
informalive signals 519
messages 513 - 517
SIgnals and co,les 508-519
skinning 221-222
skins 316-318
sky signs for weather 371
sledge 377
sleeping bag 21
sting and shot 213
smoke dryi ng 294-295
smoke signals 506,508-509,

'"

snails 134,207
snake hole fi re 283
snakes
bitl'S 440-4 41
da ngers 217
poisonous 470- 475
snarl'S 190-197
~ow

blindness 454-455
buildings 259
glare 71
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houS(' 260-264
shoes 69
tfl.: nch

259

waler 45
soap 305,413
solar still 44
Southern sky 363-364
Southern Cross 364
Siitar trops 201-205
speMing fish 238
spears 214-115
~onlaneous combustion 285
sp rlll!J snares 192-194
~pruce tea 158
~uarc search 521
~uill

88-89
star fire 174

star.; for direction fi nding
360-364

Me"ming 290
steep stopes 382-383
SIems 136-141
\lIck walls 253
stings 104-105
stone tools 306
stowing kit 12
stretcher 433
survival - basic ntedS 9,

tundra 64, 73
lurlles 90
typhoon 547
une x ~(ted

even ts 27

urine 44
vaccination 17
vegctabks 181
veh icles
acciden t survival 53 -55
basics 106-107
rollision 53 -54
cxt~me conditions 26
fir~

538-539

JUOlping from 54
under waH,'r 54
Very pistol 518-S19
vokano 554 -S55

water 40-49, GO. 67
aC'qUlfing 59 -60
aircraft ditching 56
anima l signs 42
arid regions 95-96
car under 54
catchment 566
coastal fresh 86-87
38-39
cooking in S65
survival kit 28-31, 483
drough t 531
survival pouch 27,32-34
filtering 565
survival stresses 38
finding 41-43
swamps 102- 103
freShwater 2G8. 493
swimmi ng 86, 390, 503
home fron\ 564-566
ice co ld 70, 388
teOlple fir~ 271-272
islands 93
nuclear uplosion
tepee 252
ttnain 350
n1ttrOl3th 559- 560
terror ist attack 540-543, 568
plants 46-48
thermal blanket 34, 452
polar regions 72
tickling fi'oh 237
rationing a\ Sl'a 493
tides 85
sea wattr 44
S('a, survival at 482-503
tinder 172
toolS 306-311
SO(jfl.:l'S 18
torch trees 509
Slerili~ing 565
torn~do 549
waterproofing 3 18
to. ms 11,540-54 1
weapons lor hunting 209-215
track crawl 512
weather 207, 364-371
clouds 366-369
transmitters 507
hurricane 547-548
traps - dangers 11. 189. 197,
101,104.106-207
lightning 550
predictions 370-371
traps and trapping 188-207
travdling 374-391
tornado 549
and see moving
winds 365
ttavois 315
wild pigs 126
wildcats 122
felling 309-310
will to live 9-10
for food 157-159
willy-willy 547
winch ing techniqllCS 526-527
trench fi~ 285
trendl foot 455
wllld
jrian<)ular bandage 427
hu rr icane 547 -548
tropical regions 100-105
Sludying 365
food delerioration 177
use for dirtttion 359-360
plants 171-183
wo lves 74.217
sea'ohore plants 185
worms 112, 134,446
stlelter 255-257
tsunami 546
Yukon stove 284
tubers 144-147
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